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A Complete, Compact Compilation and a
Valuable Reference Work
FOR Sixteen consecutive years The Billboard INDEX of the
New York Legitimate Stage has been published by The
Billboard.

Each season finds the INDEX a more useful book. Each year
hundreds of new readers are added to the many who eagerly await

their copy of the latest INDEX. Each issue of the INDEX finds the

list of regular "standing orders" from public libraries, casting
agencies, etc., growing.

Do You Know?

. .

-What was the outstanding feature of the

Producers, Casting Directors,
Dramatic Critics, Motion Pic-

.
1935-'3e

season in New York?
-Where you can find, the New Yerk Appearances of

Leading Players during the last 14 years.
-How anyconese cutieerformances are required for
show

-Which film stars returned to the New York Stage last
season?

-How many of the new dramatic plays can you name?
Musical Shows?

-Do you know which Radio Artists and Film Stars pre-

viously played on Broadway?
-The names and addresses of New York Artists' Agents,
Representatives (Approved by Equity)?
-Where you can find a complete cast listing of last
season's plays, length of runs and a short synopsis
of each conveniently arranged for easy reference?
-What per cent of last season's plays were hits?

ture Executives; in fact, ev-

You Will Find

eryone interested in the thea-

WHO participated,

ter will find the INDEX an
almost inexhaustible source of
data and information con-

tor

lienne or
rical

principal events of the last theat-

year?

-What was the average length of runs of all producMusical?

Dramatic?

tions?

How many per-

-Which play enjoyed the longest run?
formances?

-Was the percentage of hits greater among dramatic
or musical plays?

-Where you can find a list of Authors with plays proScenic

duced,

Designers,

Writers, Composers,
Sketch Writers?

Scenic

Librettists,

Executers, Lyric
Dance Directors,

-Where to find a list of all dramatic or
players and

musical

rectors of last sea-

stage

di-

son?

the ns

ame
ss-What are
of managers a n d
what plays did they

produce?

s-How many shows
within

closed
weeks?

five

-At which theater were

most plays presented?

-The complete

cast

of

play, the name
of theater and when
any

what It was.

theptt also

and players.

author,

producer

A short

ceoamrbarative

synopsis

figures

end

el
statistics and eventsr of
everyone Interested In the theater not only wants

WHAT

to knew, but also what any reader MIGHT want
to know will be found.

In the INDEX

longest runs?

-What were the

plower,

dresses of producing managers, critics, brokers,
agents, music publishers, supply firms, etc.

stage peformances ef such leading players as
Katharine Cornell, Walter Huston, Eddie Cantor,
Jane Cowl, Edward G. Robinson, etc.?
-Which Dramatic Play and Musical Play enjoyed the

-Which spelling is correct-Eva LeGallinnie, Eva LeGal-

as

WHERE

cerning the record of plays

-What per cent were failures?
-Where you can find a record of past fourteen years

-Where you can quickly locate the nam address or
telephone number of any New Yorke, Legitimate
Theater, Producing Manager, Dramatic Editor, Ticket
or Play Broker?

either

mnager, scenic designed or executer, lyric writer,
composer, librettist, dance director, sketch writer, etc.
opened, closed, or when players played In
WHEN Plays
productions during last twelve years.
plays were shown and the names and ad.

Contains Important Address Lists
In addition to valuable statistical data the INDEX contains lists of names
and addresses of Managers, Artists' Agents, Music Publishers, Play Brokers,
Supply Firms, etc.
The pertinent facts of the 1935-'36 season are analyzed and tabulated in the
INDEX. How many theaters were used? Number of people involved? What
Failures? Who played in most propercentage of shows were hits?
Stage director?
ductions? Who was busiest producer?
Dance director? Scenic designer? What theater played
most shows?
Who was the most prolific playwright?
Lyric Writer? Sketch Writer?
Librettist? Composer?
If YOU worked in any Dramatic or Musical Production in
New York during the season 1935-'36 look for your listing
in the INDEX. Each player's name is arranged alphabetically
under the subhead of dramatic or musical. The identifying
number opposite the artist's name indicates the productions
played in by the respective names.
The INDEX also lists Stage Directors, Scenic Designers,
Scenic Executers, Lyric Writers, Composers, Librettists, Dance
Directors, Sketch Writers, together with the plays in which
each was concerned.

opened, closed
show
and number of performances.

--During what week were
productions

most

cur-

rent on Broadway? How
does this compare with

The Billboard Publishing Co.,
25 Opera Place, Cincinnati, 0.

last year?

-Who were the most prolific

Playwright, Producer, Librettist, Composer, Lyric

copies The Billboard INDEX, fol
Ine dollar each. If after one week's examination.
may ream not satisfied with my purchase
turn the book and you agree to refund purchase price.
take no risk.
Please

Writer, Sketch Writer,

which

Director?

Stage

-During what month were

I

mail
inclose
I

least shows produced?

I

I

-Howany commercial

preDramatic? Musical?
last season?

mieres?

1114

-How many hits

Name

-How many players were involved?

-Where you can quickly find the
names and addresses of New

Address

York Scenic Designers, Executers,

Contractors and Costume Firms?

-How many theaters were used this
season
season?

-What

as

was

capacity?

compared

the

total

with

last

snarl n g

SIZE: VA by 11'/e, containing complete
casts of plays. More than two thousand
names of players and New York Appearances of Leading Players During Past 14
Years. Bound in Imitation Morocco Cover
with gold stamping.

City

State

Additional copies may be mailed to different
addresses if desired.
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RCA -NBC TELE PROGRESS
Wage Demand
Hits at Vaud.e

What! No Chains?
CHICAGO,

L. A. houses threaten to
yank flesh unless musiLOS ANGELES, Nov. 9.-Unless recent

Local 47, AFM, are modified within the
next several days the death knell of
vaudeville in Los Angeles will be
sounded.

Discontinuance of live talent at Paramount and Orpheum is threatened by
Fanchon & Marco, operators of the
Paramount, and Sherrill Cohen, owner of
the Orpheum, due to the 15 per cent
increase demands, effective November 11.

Stagehands are already on two weeks'
notice, effective November 25, at both
spots, with possibility that flesh policy
will be dropped entirely before then.
Wage increase at Paramount entails
about $10.70 per man weekly and between $8 and $9.80 per man at the Orpheum. Additional weekly outlay would
be $320 for the former and $100 at the
latter house in addition to its regular
Orchestra, which includes a leader -contractor. Paramount uses an arranger,
librarian and rehearsal pianist. Rube
Wolf is conductor-emsee. Orpheum orchestra numbers nine, including house
leader Waldemar Guterson, with scale
based on whether spot plays three or
four shows. Four -a -day policy calls for

7. - Reports

have

cannot receive any telephone calls, mingle
with guests or have any dates while playing the spot.
Entertainers are beginning to call the
date "prison week."

cians modify demands

wage increase demands of musicians'

Nov.

reached here of a night spot in Nashville
that Is unique in its dictatorial methods
with performers.
Contracts with entertainers call for a
small salary, with meals included, but they
are required to go to a certain hotel, they

First Demonstration of Show
Set for Entertainment Value
Forty -minute program held talks by Sarnoff and Lohr,

also live talent acts and motion pictures-experiment
for further perfection-no "arrival" dates predicted

NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-First demonstration of television under practical working conditions, as developed by RCA and NBC, was given for the press yesterday
afternoon when a 40 -minute program of live talent and films illustrated the exCHICAGO, Nov. 7.-A floor show of 40 tent of the RCA experimental developments. Altho previous laboratory telehas been booked into the Frolics Club, vision has been shown by RCA, yesterday's show before some 200 guests repreMiami, by Ernie Young, local agent. sented the first showing of a complete program built for entertainment value
as well as a demonstration of transmission. A new 12 -inch receiving tube, which
Opening scheduled for Christmas Eve.
reproduces a picture on a 71/2 by 10 -inch
screen, the largest screen Yet employed
capable of commercial adaptation, wee
demonstrated.
Program originated on the third floor
of NBC studios via coaxial cable to the
top of the Empire State Building, about
three quarters of a mile away. From the

Big Show for Miami

Milling Mobs Spend Little
On Stem on Election Night

(See WAGE DEMAND on page 83)

NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-A crowd estimated at 1,000,000 milled around Times
Square election night waiting for the returns, but as far as parting with shekels
was concerned the mob was merely a
mass of frozen assets. Expecting to do
terrific business in hotels, night spots
and theaters, the entertainment purveyors attributed the disappointing take
to the fact that polls closed at 9 p.m. Instead of 6. Some legit shows, notably the
Follies, sensing the probable slack trade
despite the press of humanity-so thick
that all traffic except trolley cars was
diverted-delayed opening curtains until

9 o'clock, but the thin trade persisted.
Bars were the only exception and did
landslide business supplying giggle water
to the wild Roosevelt supporters and
using the same depression syrup to buoy
the spirits of the Landonites. At about

11 p.m., when emptying theaters spewed
added batches onto the streets, lined with
soiled ticker tape and confetti, the crowd
reached its peak, but never caused much
trouble to the 500 policemen detailed to

the district.
Unofficial estimates of general business placed the level at about one-third
of that done one year ago when in
addition to better theater weather and
the automobile show, the crowd had

transmitter atop the Empire the sound
and images were sent thru the air, the

former on 52 megacycle channel and the
latter on 49.75 megacycles. Normal range

of the transmitter is 25 to 30 miles,

altho an outpost in Connecticut 45 miles
away picks up the programs clearly. The
television "theater" was on the 62d floor
of the RCA Building which also houses
the NBC studios. While the demonstration used 343 -line tele-pictures, David
Sarnoff, RCA president, who took part

in the show, stated that the Federal

Communications Commission had recommended the adoption of 441 -line definition as a standard for commercial television programs. RCA, which is in so (See RCA -NBC on page 6)

Union Units Discussed Again;
Olivia de Havilland Comes Thru Johnson's Rodeo Beating 1935
Hub Records Despite Handicaps
Film actress cancels date at Strand, New York, upon re(See MILLING MOBS on page 83)

is betBOSTON, Nov. 9.-First seven days 1936 seven-day period, however,
matinees as
(six evening and two matinee perform- ter than 1935, with but two
Friday
season.
last
of
ances) of Col. William T. Johnson's against three
Sixth Annual World's Championship night had the best crowd with capacity
Rodeo, current as a Boston Garden at 14,500.
Both attendance and gross for the
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Often discussed step by musicians and actors in New presentation from November 2 thru 11,
1936 period are better than 1935. AtYork to send out their own units to independent theaters, as a means of forcing ended way ahead of the 1935 rodeo.
Show
opened
this
year
on
pre
-Election
tendance
in round figures totals 85,000.
major circuits into a flesh policy, appears to be closer. Executives of Local 802,
Because a portion of this gate is comAmerican Federation of Musicians, and the American Federation of Actors will Day Monday as against the always good
1935. posed of children admitted at half price
Unions
have
a
number
Friday
opening
and
was
below
meet early next week to go over the entire proposition.
the gate receipts have not at this writof indie theater men interested in the union -built units. Considerable number of Colonel Johnson this year contended
these 'houses are in the Bronx, and it is hoped, other problems being solved, to set with the mentioned double odds. The ing been broken down to ascertain the
gross.
This
up a circuit for the union shows.
Rodeo and Garden officials are enrepresents a victory for the actors, who
thusiastic over the week's performances
have long favored this step, since the
inasmuch as the cowboy and cowgirl
musicians were loath to get into the proopera virtually started out with two
duction field. Change of attitude by the
strikes against it: namely, pre -Election
musicians is considered an indication
Day, Monday night's strike of some 60 that it is how realized that steps stronger
Pages
Pages
odd star riders; Election Day itself, a
than picketing must be adopted.
28
Magic
14
Bands
For the second time within a few
miserable rainy Wednesday, and sev28
Minstrelsy
eral major items, such as the strenuous
23
weeks the two unions gained a moral
Broadway Beat, The
22
Motion Pictures
victory over the Warner Bros., this time
(See JOHNSON'S RODEO on page 87)
24-25
Burlesque -Tabloid
15
(See UNION UNITS on page 83)
Music
47-54
Carnivals

quest of actors and musicians-unions meet this week to
talk over unit proposal-Philly musicians volunteer a tax

In This Issue

Dodsons Raise

339 for SLA
ANDERSON, S. C., Nov. 9.-Dodson's

World's Fair Shows staged a special midnight performance in the Gay Parse
top here shortly after midnight last

The entire proceeds, which.
amounted to $339.55, were donated to
Thursday.

the Showmen's League Cemetery Fund.
The program, arranged by Minnie .AUs(See DCDSON'S RAISE on page 85)

Chicago Air Notes
Chicago

Chat

Circus and Corral
Classified Advertisements
Coin Machines
Endurance Shows
Fairs -Expositions

Feature News
Final Curtain

Forum, The
General Indoor

General Outdoor
Hartmann's Broadcast
Legitimate
Letter List

10
23

36-39
56-58
70-98
27

42-45
35
32-33
29
27

66-69
'66

20-21
30-31

19

New Acts -Bands Reviews
Night Spots -Gardens

Notes From the Crossroads

Out in the Open

67

40-41
64-65
28

Parks -Pools
Pipes

Possibilities
Radio
Repertoire -Stock
Rinks -Skaters
Routes

11-15
67

6-10

26
46

34-35 and 59
55
23

Sponsored Events

Thru Sugar's Domino
Vaudeville
Wholesale Merchandise

.

16-18
60-63

Maine Changes
Fair Meet Date

PRESQUE ISLE, Me., Nov. 9. -Maine
Association of Agricultural Fairs, In

annual session here on Thursday and

Friday in the Hotel Northeastland, voted
to return to a former custom of holding
annual meetings in January instead of
Principal reason is that
November.

many member boards elect officers in
(See MAINE CHANGES on page 87)
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Law Costing Frisco
Tear Bombing
WPA Productions of Lewis Fire
Opera Association Plenty
Play Click Thruout Land
Committee Set
SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 7.-Fire Chief
Charles J. Brennan's order that ordinance

prohibiting standing at theatrical per-

enforced
is
formances must be
costing the San Francisco Opera Associa-

tion a cold $6,000. Season opened last

week with the "no standing room"
Mayor appoints group to
very much in effect, with Opera
look into attacks on houses
tices-various other project activities start-other sec- ruling
Association directors plenty sore.
of the 17 operas to be given
employing Allied men
tions report good Inisiness with "Can't Happen Here" areTwelve
already sold out, and hundreds of
persons are clamoring for "standing
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Out-of-town critics accorded the various versions of room," but the city fathers remain firm
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Latest developIt Can't Happen Here a more favorable press than the greeting given by the local in their stand.
, ment arising out of the recent tear Peter D. Conley, executive secretary of gas bombings in local indie theaters was
lads, yet the No. 1 company, housed at the Ade1phi, seems to be doing all right
for itself. First five performances played capacity, the total being 7,170, a good the Opera Association, states: "This the appointment yesterday by Mayor La
figure even taking into consideration the usual number of free tickets. According means disappointment for hundreds of Guardia of a committee of investigation
to WPA authorities, the Ade1phi has booked theater parties well into December. San Franciscans and will cost the Opera and the issuing of an order Thursday by
Things are not so favorable in Brooklyn, where the production slated for the Association more than $6,000, but we Supreme Court Justice Callahan, followhave no alternative but to obey the law." ing legal action by Local 306, Motion
Majestic has been called off owing to
the withdrawal of principal players in
Picture Machine Operators' Union, defavor of commercial engagements.
manding that the district attorney's
Coast WPA Opera Starts
Eleven P.M., with Canada Lee, ex office produce the books and records
prizefighter, will be the sixth producLOS ANGELES, Nov. 7.-Launching seized by the police during last week's
the local Federal Music Project's first raid on the local's headquarters. Comtion of the Negro Theater at the
serious effort to present opera at popu- ing soon after the first bombing of eight
Lafayette Theater. First of a series of
weekly musicals to be presented at the
lar prices, the grand opera unit in - theaters on October 29, a second attack
NEW
YORK,
Nov.
7.-Herschel
Stuart
(See WPA PRODUCTIONS on page 10) has become general manager of the 25- augurated the Southern California opera occurred Monday, affecting the Globe,
season here last week with two per - °entre!, Times Square, Liberty, Park
theater
circuit
Consolidated Amusement formances of Verdi's La Traviata, Onto - and Audubon theaters. All mentioned
Enterprises
here.
ber 27 and 30, at Philharmonic Audi - are part of the chain operated by Harry
Stuart is well known in the theater toritim.
Max Rabinoff directed.
Brandt, TrOA chief, and employ memfield. He set up the machinefy by
Cast included Edis de Philippe, as
of Allied Motion Picture Operators'
which Fox Operated its West Coast chain Violetta; Felix Knight, as Alfredo, and bers
of houses, successfully operated the Rudolpho Hoyos, as Germont. Alberto Union, an organization regarded by
Local
306 as a company union.
NEW YORK, Nov. 7. -Lucy Lowe. Poli Circuit (New England), and later
conducted a 65 -piece orchestra,
Joseph D. Beeson, president of Local
vocalist, will present in Town Hall No- was general manager of theaters for Conti
Michio
Ito
handled
the
ballet
and
Aldo
306,
says
he regards the raid as nothing
vember 14 a program of American popu- RKO.
Franchetti and Adrian Awan staged the but "a spectacular
bid for newspaper
lar songs rendered in period costume
production.
publicity
and
an effort to prejudice the
covering the years from 1776 to the
First performance drew good crowd of public against the legitimate activities
present. Miss Lowe expresses the belief "Pride" Stays Extra Week
social and motion picture celebrities of a bona fide labor union which is
that perhaps she is the first person to
CHICAGO, Nov. 7. - Announced to along with a sprinkling of city and affiliated with the AFL."
tie up entertainment and history in this close
November 14, Pride and Prejudice, county officials.
Brandt, commenting on the bombings,
manner.
at the Harris, has had such a heavy
said: "Theater unions are making the
Included In the program will be draw its stay has been extended to
houses
their battleground and the pubYankee Doodle Came to Town, Crinolines November 21, setting the St. Louis en- New AFA Pittsburgh Rep
lic suffers."
and Minstrels, Tarara Boomdeay, The gagement back two weeks. Show will
Meanwhile
investigations of suspects
PITTSBURGH,
Nov.
7.-George
LeRay,
Good Old Summer -Time, Mademoiselle go from the Harris to the Cass, Detroit,
are being made by police pending the
From Armentieres, Over There, You're in for a week starting November 23, then LeRay and Taylor, has been named local hearing
Monday
before Justice Callahan.
representative
for
the
American
Federathe Army Now; Just Before the De- to St. Louis.
William
pression, Father, and finally Swing It, Other Loop shows are enjoying excel- tion of Actors, succeeding
Headquarters
(Jeff) Jeffries, resigned.
Sister!
lent business. End of Summer, with Ina will
established at the Roosevelt Pennsylvania Communities
Claire, and Night of January 16 have Hotel.beWalter
Ryan, who served as tem- Vote for Sunday Movies
announced "last weeks." Dead End, at porary representative
here, returned to
"Schwartz the Newsman" the Studebaker, and the Federal Theater his Detroit post.
HARRISBURG, Pa., Nov. 7.-At least
show,
It
Can't
Happen
Here,
at
the
Dies After Long Illness
six Pennsylvania communities voted
Blackstone, continue indefinitely.
"yes"
on the Sunday movie question
Call
It
a
Day,
with
Gladys
Cooper
and
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-David Schwartz.
November 3, late returns show.
Merivale, opens Monday at the
for a quarter of a century the best Philip
Voting districts that asked for Sunday
Grand
Opera
House.
known and liked newspaper vender on
pictures are Fpleyville, Verona, AlexThe Children's Theater, at the GoodBroadway, died at his Brooklyn home man,
andria, New Holland, Manheim and East
November 14 with Penrod
last night after an illness of six months. at $1 opens
Township, Lancaster County:
top.
DES MOINES, Ia., Nov. 7.-An attack Cocalico
"Schwartz the Newsman" was a landA number of communities voted down
The
Ballet
Russe
is
scheduled
to
open
on
blind
selling
and
block
booking
in
mark in Longacre Square, having been at at the Auditorium Theater December 18.
the
Sunday
amusement provision.
the moving picture industry was made
the corner of Broadway and 47th street
In the districts that voiced their apbefore the 1936 Iowa WCTU convention, proval
and immediate vicinity before Martin
movies
other entertainments
held in Sioux City, Ia., by Maude M. may open afterand
Beck built the near -by Palace Theater.
2 p.m. on Sundays. The
Aldrich, national WCTU director in the. decision is effective
He was widely known to showfolks, legit
as soon as county
department of motion pictures.
and vaude, and probably sold more thecertify the vote.
"No matter how strong a theater commissioners
atrical papers than other Broadway
The
Sunday
movie
question may be
owner's desire to give his community a
stand. Business will be continued
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 7.-Among other high standard of entertainment, he is put to a vote in Pennsylvania comunder same auspices that held forth things,
munities
not
oftener
than once every
last year's legit season was char- forced to take the good, bad and indif- four years.
during Schwartz's illness.
by a dearth of musical produc- ferent-and the bad and indifferent are
Survived by his widow, five sons and acterized
tions. At the start of the season, when in the great majority," Miss Aldrich de three daughters.

Key production in New York sells out despite mixed, no-

Stuart Joins N. Y.

Chain as Gen. Mgr,

America's First
Pop Song Recital

WCTU Hits

Pix Practices

Phil"), Again Gets
Plenty Musicals

(See PHILLY AGAIN on page 87)

Davis, Pitts, Into Stores
PITTSBURGH, Nov. 7.-Davis Theater,
former two -a -day house, is giving way to
stores. Davis Enterprises, Inc., owner of

the building, leased the William Penn

Fireworks Expected as Local
802 Prepares for Elections

way entrance to the Oliver Estate. Other
sections of the house, with entrances on
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-With the federal
Oliver avenue and Smithfield street, are elections
over, various tickets running
being converted into stores. Theater has
for
election in Local 802, American Fed-,
been dark for several months. Warners eration
of Musicians, are getting active.
had the lease for the last four years, From this
week on campaign is figured
operating it from time to time as a to get hotter
and hotter, musicians exfirst -run movie house.
pecting the most vigorous battle in
local's history since the campaign for
local autonomy ended in victory. Inch Robitschek for America

LONDON, Oct. 81.-Kurt Robitschek,
director and producer of the Alhambra
Music Hall, Paris, and of Let's Raise the
Curtain, successful vaude-revue show at
the Victoria Palace, London, sailed from
Southampton October 28 for New York
to engage novel acts for his London and
Continental enterprises. In addition he

Screen Playwrights
Pact Nears Hancock

(See WCTU HITS on page 87)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 7.-Following this
week's preliminary conferences between
representatives of the producers and
(See SCREEN PLAYWRIGHTS page 87)

cations are now that there will be two
principal tickets. Blue ticket (incumbent
officers) will have as its chief opposition
the Fusion ticket, organized by Billy Van
(William Van Fechtmann). Louis Weiss-

man, former official of the local. who
lost his office in the Blue sweep two
years ago, will, according to his own
(See FIREWORKS EXPECTED on p. 83)

Paris Managers Seeking To
Avoid Strikes Among Staffs

WALTER DARE WAHL
(This Week's Cover Subject)
WALTER DARE WAHL was born in Cando, province of Poland, coming to
America it the age of 17. Of powerful
physique, he spent his first five years in this
While
a professional wrestler.
as a wrestler
some acrobatic friends of his called upon him
to help them out in their act In Detroit. That
was 17 years ago, and from that time on he

country as

traveling around the country

'

turned his attention to the theater.

For a while Wahl did a straight hand-toPARIS, Nov. 2.-Theater, cabaret and strikes on the part of their staffs, musi- hand
acrobatic act, but soon switched to a
will discuss the probability of presenting dance
-hall managers are worried over the cians and artists.
brand of comedy acrobatics which brought hint
(See ROBITSCHEK on page 10)
labor situation and are seeking to avoid
The serious strike wave which swept headline honors here and in Europe as well
France a few months ago occurred when as offers from the legitimate field. Wahl has
the majority of amusement spots had played practically every important vaudeville
closed for the summer. Few theaters theater here and abroad. His appearance in
ROLL OR MACHINE FOLDED
were affected.
However, stagehands, Broadway legitimate shows included "Ziegfeld
house staffs, musicians and artists are Follies," starring W. C. Fields and Will Rogers;
inclined to demand the same advantages "Blossom Time," Earl Carroll's "Vanities" and

TICKE

100,000-$17 00

SPECIAL PRINTED -GASH WITH ORDER

409 LAFAYETTE. ST.,
N. DEARBORN, Chicepo
PAO,
STRIP TICKETS.COUPON ELLIOTT TICKET CO 1 1 2
BODKSRESTAURANT CHECKS
BIS CHESTNUT ST., Phila.
RESERVED

SEAT

TICKETS

-shorter hours, more pay and paid
vacations-that the strikers in other

"Life Begins at 8:40." Also appeared in productions in Europe, principally the Drury Lane

fields were granted. So far strikes in pantomime. He recently appeared at Billy
the theaters and music halls have been Rose's Casa Manana at the Fort Worth Ex(See PARIS MANAGERS on page 83)

position.
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Mich. Amusement
gtee"1"ic -eeaei's Centers Planned

Guild -Producer

Wrangle Settled
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 7. - Temporary
again has been reached in
the legal wrangle between Screen Actors' Guild and the major producers over
studio -player relations. Altho the studio
filed a strenuous denial some Weeks ago,
the suit of Victor DeCamp against
Columbia on a test case over the $25 per
day check for extras speaking lines has
been settled out of court.

(Week Ending November 9)

armistice

First of a series of test cases sponsored by the Guild, the DeCamp suit
was filed several months ago, based on
the producers' resolution to continue
NBA rules for an indefinite period, which
calls for payment of $25 per day for
speaking extras. Since filing, new rules
have been set down by the Producers'
Association regarding extras, and a special committee was organized to handle
all disputes.

Feagin School's 'Kind 'Lady'
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Feagin School of

Dramatic Art opened its new season last
night with a senior class presentation
of Edward Chodorov's adaptation of
Hugh Walpole's Kind Lady, a well -constructed play. It is generally well played
and after a somewhat weak opening
tightens continually as it goes along.
Final denouement is handled with considerable finesse.

Principal roles are held by Mary Shannon, Herbert Voland, Robert Dryden,
Mary Randolph, Carol Laidlaw, David
Evans and K. Maureen Whelan. Hubert
Osborne directed.

The Billboard
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P. A.

Emsee Averts Panic
SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. '7. -Jay Brower,

emsee, stopped a possible panic at the
RICO Golden Gate last Sunday night.
When smoke poured thru ventilators
during the vaude jittery spectators,
hearing fire engines, started for the
exits. Brower bellowed at the retreating figures, kidding them back to their
seats. Smoke was from as rubbish blaze
in the rear of a restaurant adjoining the

To Judge Dance Contest

Based on reports from leading jobbers

and retail music outlets from Coast to
Coast, the songs listed below are a consensus of music actually moving off
the shelves from week to week. The
"barometer" is accurate, with necessary allowance for day-to-day fluctuaNumber

tions.

In

parentheses indi-

cates position In last week's listing.
Sales of music by the Maurice Richmond Music Corporation, Inc., are not

included, dm to the exclusive selling

agreement with a number of publishers.
Acknowledgment' is made to Mayer

INTIM

Name has not yet been se-

building,
lected.

Company and Western Book and Stationery Company, of Chicago.

As the Cassidy circuit has frequently
used vaudeville in leading houses during
the last two years, it is expected that
vaudeville will form a prominent part of
the program at the first theater to be
erected. Extent of the proposed circuit

pany, of New York; Lyon & Healy; Carl
Fischer, Inc.; Gamble Hinged Music

2.

The Way You Look Tonight (1)
When Did You Leave Heaven?

3.

(2)
I'll Sing You a Thousand Love

1.

Songs (5)
A Fine Romance (3)
Me and the Moon 14)
South Sea Island Magic

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

SHOW

DETROIT, Nov. 7.-A chain of amusement centers was announced this week
for construction in Michigan by William
A. Cassidy, circuit owner, now operating
in several cities, with headquarters at
Midland, Mich., where he has the Mecca The QUALITY KIND that attracts and gets the
and Frolic, only theaters in the city. money. Finest Snow -White or Bright Yellow
The first unit, definitely announced this Poster Paper; Brightest, Fleshiest Ink Colors.
SHOW HEADQUARTERS; DATES, FOSTweek, will occupy two and one-half' acres TENT ERS.
CARDS. HERALDS, BANNERS.
of ground purchased last week on the
LOW
PRICES -PROMPT SHIPMENTS
Circle, at the center of Midland.
Write for Price List and Route Book,
Will include a 1,500 -seat theater,' as
well as a public ballroom, bowling alley, CENTRAL SHOW PRINTING CO.
MASON CITY, IOWA
pool and billiard centers and some type
of refreshment center. Stores and
apartments will be erected in the same

tion and Ashley Music Supply Com-

Music Corporation, Music Sales Corpora-

5

has not been disclosed.

Two New $200,000
Theaters for Chicago

Sing, Baby, Sings. (7)
Organ Grinder's Wing (101
Did I Remember? (8)

I Can't Escape From You (11)

Close to Me (14)

Pennies From Heaven (12)
A Star Fell Out of Heaven (6)
When a Lady Meets a Gentle.
man (9)
Mickey Mouse's Birthday Party

Above column was received too late

to be included in usual departments.
PHONOGRAPH RECORD best sellers

will be found on page 77.

Cook Travel Firm
Switching to CBS
NEW YORK, Nov. 9. -Thomas Cook
tisers to use radio and on NBC for many
years, is shifting to CBS this season, beginning December 6. Cook used NBC
steadily since the network was formed

Travel Bureau, one of the first adver-

CHICAGO, Nov. 7. -Following the an-

nouncement last week that the Harry
and Elmer Balaban Corporation would
erect a $200,000 motion picture theater
on the near North Side, comes the
news that the Essaness Theater Circuit
will also build a 1,600 -seat theater, costing $250,000, in the same vicinity.
Innovations incorporated in the plans

call for free nursery and escalators to
take patrons to and from the upper
floors. Sam C. Meyers, who operates
the Teatro del Lago in "No Man's Land,"
will erect a 1,200 -seat motion picture
theater costing $200,000 further north
at Devon and Maplewood avenues.

Bill Mahoney Dead
NEW YORK, Nov. 7. -William B. Ma-

honey, organizer for the American Federation of Labor and former actor, died
of a heart ailment at his home in Tottenville, Staten Island, Thursday. He
was 50 years old. Under the stage name
of William B. Naughton he was prominent in theatrical circles for 25 years.

WANTED

LIVE WIRE SALESMEN TO SELL
PAPER HATS -NOISEMAKERS AND
NEW YEAR'S NOVELTIES TO CLUBS,
HOTELS, CAFES, ETC.

-

We are leaders In this field, carrying the
largest assortment and largest stocks In
the States. Our prices are VERY ATTRACTIVE. We pay 20% commission.
If you are not interested but know anyone who may be, write for full particulars,
catalogs and sample line. Quantity users
of this line write for special quotation.

GOLDFARB NOVELTY CO.

20 West 23d Street, or 116 Park Row,
NEW YORK CITY.

OOTheTTH

I NO

ToTONSILS

"TREATIES. Is

Dne.r1, oresenotion sad
a nationally known tl.et preperationAntended to relieve irritations of the throat. eo come
In conditions known se sore threat and
tonsillitis' 'erItEATINS" Is soothing to the
tonsillitis.
(omens and assists enure In over -coming sad, conditions.
Send no money -Jost name end addrees.. will send full aim
;ratans,. Par postman sl.00 plus foe cants poetage whop
Guaranteed. Don't fell to try YAMTINE."
TSEATINE LABORATORIES, INC.. cohribuo. 0.. U.S.A.
received.

TAFT HOTEL

208-10
South Eighth St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Subway Connections to All Theatres.

Newly Remodeled and Refurnished
RATES:

grg;°yrk!, Rtd-1too up

NEW YORK, Nov. 7. -Judges selected but has shifted to Columbia because Hotel Booking Bands
NBC couldn't give the company the network time desired.
DES MOINES, Nov. 7. -Tropical Room
Where You Can Sleep Anytime -DAY OR NIGHT
CBS program precedes the Neer York at Hotel Fort Des Moines opened Satur11148 NO. DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO.,
Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra con- day. Music by Bus Canfield's swing Single Rooms, $5.00 -Double, $7.00 per Walk.
certs and consists of organ playing by band. According to Gary Riggs, hotel Unit Ileadoillarters. 5 minute walk to Leen.

for Mal Hallett's Metropolitan Intercollegiate Dance Contest at the Hotel
Commodore are Arthur Murray, teacher;
Florence Rogge, director of Radio City
Music Hall Ballet; Augustus J. Weber,
instructor to Dancing Masters of America; Dart Thorne, ballroom teacher, and
Thomas E. Parsons, ballroom editor of
The American Dancer. Each judge will
officiate on one Friday night, starting
November 13, and the complete roster
will decide upon the final winner December 18.

"Show On" Opens
To Capacity House
BOSTON, Nov. 7.= -The Show Is On,
after two postponements, opened its
World premiere at the Shubert Theater
tonight to a capacity house. The Vincent minelli production, starring Beatrice
Lillie and Bert Lahr, scheduled for open-

Lew White and talks by Malcolm La- manager, there will be a different band
Prade. Latter is a fixture on all Cook each Saturday during the winter.
programs. WABC and 14 stations are
being used, advertising agency being New McKenzie Club
L. D. Wertheimer.

G Men Nab Suspect in Corio Kidnaping Plot
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 7. -Ann Corio,
completing a four -week run here at the
Shubert, called on G men to help trap a
suspect in an extortion attempt. Paul
Reno, former theater doorman, landed in
police court Wednesday after volunteering to protect Miss Corio shortly after
she received an extortion note threatening her with kidnaping unless she paid

ing Thursday night, was deferred to $2,000.
Reno denied having anything to do
Friday night because mechanical ar- with
the contemplated crime, but
rangements could not be met to assure
Magistrate
Amodei held him in $5,000
proper presentation. Safne reason post- bail for a further
hearing pending inponed the premiere until tonight.
vestigation.
The extortion note and
Minor confusion accompanied tonight's opening when patrons holding
tickets for Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights and Saturday matinee invaded the box-office foyer for admittance. Entanglement was eventually
smoothed, with only holders of Thursday night tickets admitted. All other
ducats will be exchanged.

HOTEL RALEIGH

samples of Reno's handwriting are being
examined.
Miss Corio declared Reno, whom she
has known for several years, popped into
the picture while she was still wondering
what to do about the threat. The kid-

naping note also hinted the possible

snatch of her mother, Mrs. Ludwig Corio,
or Miss Conies 2 -year -old niece, Kathlyn

Indications pointed to the .biggest Bonadies.

business since pre -depression days.

AT LIBERTY

BIG FEATURE ACT, MAGIC AND ILLUSIONS.

Ten Changes.

Ton of Equipment. Haul our

and Dancing,
NEW YORK, Nov. 7. -Charles Rinker own Baggage. Wife Singing
Med or Rep. Salary
and Red McKenzie, band leader, have Singles, Parts as cast.
reasonable.
opened a new spot at 54 West 52d street,
KING FELTON, MAGICIAN
calling it the McKenzie Club. Catering
Daingerfield, Tex.
mostly to performers and musicians.

London Night Spots

LONDON, Nov. 2. -Savoy Hotel has a
newcomer in Margiva Alvarez, delightful

WANTED MED. PEOPLE

routine. Bob Ripa, young juggling
(See LONDON NIGHT SPOTS on p. 85)

CHAS. MANVILLE, VESPER, WIS.

and graceful danseuse with a smart

All lines, BlackfacM,e, produce,. Magician, Pianist.

"SPEED and ACCURACY

wwwww/twwwwww,wwwwwwonvew,w4wwwwwww~nii
Lower Intrastate Rate in AU But a Few States

TELEGRAMS * CABLEGRAMS * RADIOGRAMS, ERRAND
SERVICE* MONEY ORDERS

'Postal Telegraph
Phone your telegrams. They will be charged on your bill.

ALBERT W. NOLL, of The Billboard's Child Laws Except Amateurs INSWIAAAAAAVM/SAWM
New York office, has written a new one,
DI.FROIT, Nov. 7. -Michigan child
Sing My Heart. Sung last week by Hazel labor laws do not apply to employment
Sasso at the Actors' Kitchen Club.
of children in amateur acts, according STOCK TICKETS
to a ruling this week by Recorders Judge
ROLLS OF 2,000
John P. Scallen. Charges were brought
of Baldness end
DANDRUFF Fallingcause
Flair in both men against Jacob Schreiber for employment
1 ROLL ....$ .50
and women. It is highly infectious and easily trans- of two 9 -year -old boys in a boxing conmitted through public combs and brushes. Get rid
of it onickly and easily with MARIMO DANDRUFF
REMEDY, the genuine prescription of a practicing
physician. 260, $1.00, $1.70.
MARIMO MEDICINAL LABORATORY
Boa 76, Station K.
Brooklyn, N. V.

Theatrical Booking Agencies located in notsl.

test at the Colonial Theater. Youngsters testified they received $2 apiece,
but court ruled that this was an amateur event and the laws did not apply.

5 ROLLS ... 2.00
10 ROLLS ... 3.50
50 ROLLS ... 12.50

ORDER YOUR NEXT LOT OF

7;:91edoTICKET
S
Process
OF

THE TOLEDO TICKET CO.,

Toledo, Ohio

6
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Conducted by M. H. SHAPIRO-Address Radio, Music and Orchestra Communications to 1564 Broadway, New York City.

RCA - NBC TE LE PROGRESS
First Demonstration of Show
Set for Entertainment Value
Forty -minute program held talks by Sarnoff and Lohr,

also live talent acts and motion pictures-experiment
for further perfection-no "arrival" dates predicted
be out of the laboratory and definitely
(Continued from page 3)
cord with this recommendation, will into the field.
adopt the 441 -line per inch picture next
NEW YORK, Nov. 7,-Statement earlier
year.
week by Philo T. Farnsworth, of the
Program was broadcast from a 10 - this
Philadelphia
company that bears his
kilowatt six meter transmitter and re- name, was totele
the effect that television
ceived in a battery of sets lined against should be ready
sometime
1937, but
the wall. Of the 15 latest television re- the exact time was not inmentioned.
ceivers, but one, a rough model used the Farnsworth was sure that with the progRest
of
the
sets
larger 12 -inch tube.
made by RCA, Philco and other conshowed 5% by 73f sized pictures. The ress
cerns, this country would have the
latter were of greenish color, but easy finest
tele extant. From the Coast the
on the eyes. Toe larger picture had a Don Lee
announced new daylight
yellowish hue, and the tube projected televisionchain
experiments for Station
the pictures horizontally thru the screen, W6XAO, 8:30
a.m. to 6:30 p.m. KEW
while the smaller ones had the tube Will help.
projecting the pix upwards and reflected
in an inverted mirror on the bottom of
the cover of the console type set. The Theater Studio Opened
cover or top of the set remains open at

an angle when pictures are being re- By CBS-WBBM in Chicago
ceived. Room was darkened.
Sets are attractive, have numerous
knobs and seemingly simple apparatus
inside, the tubes being the costly proposition. On large scale they could be retailed for around $400, but the price will

be brought down by the time they are
ready for the general market. Actually,
the 15 sets used for the demonstration

CHICAGO, Nov. 7.-After nearly five
months of work, during which close to
$300,000 was spent in remodeling and
modernizing the CBS-WBBM offices,
constructing a series of studios and installing air-conditioning equipment, CBS
will formally open its audience studio
tonight at 5 p.m. with the Junior Nurse
Corps program. Practically all the major

represent hundreds of thousands of dol- CBS shows originating here will be aired
lars spent during course of experimenta- from this new studio in the future,
tion.
among which will be Ed Thorgerson's
Sarnoff Mentions Problems Football Revue, with Kay Kyser's Or-

Station Lights Up
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 7.-Having,set UP
a merchandising department for its commercial shows, WFIL has decided to try
out several merchandising stunts on its
own account. First order called for the
use of paper -book matches to advertise
the station, with a sales message on the
outside and inside folds.
Distribution confined to ad agencies and
clTents. Figure that time buyers are heavy
smokers, and every time they light a match

attention will be brought to the station's
call letters.

Round Table Group
Meets With Ad Men
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Radio Round
Table, group formed for the uplift of
spot broadcasting, held its usual Friday
meeting yesterday with, for the first
time, representatives of advertising
agencies present. Most of the agency
men were time buyers, since spot campaigns are their particular headache.
Names of the 'ad men at the meeting
are being kept secret until more definite
actions are taken. Another factor In
keeping the agency men out of the picture from the publicity angle, it is said,
is because of a further attempt on the
part of another group of station reps,
headed by Free & Peters, to organize station reps into a unit to advertise spot
broadcasting and institute a campaign
similar to one tried previously without
success. Round Table group is watching
this attempt closely. No official reaction
is given, but it is believed the Free &
Peters move may have come about be-

cause of the Round Table step. Difficulty in financing such a campaign is
an added reason for withholding reaction.

Round Table group believes spot
Both President Lohr of NBC and chestra; Billy Mills' News With Music and broadcasting
must lift itself up and that
Sarnoff of RCA were televised as part of the Poetic Melodies series.
station representatives, while they can

the show and each told of the part his
respective company is playing and would
play in television's development. Mr.
Sarnoff told of the field tests that got
Under way last June, altho the preparatory work of these specific tests was
started over a year ago. Since June

many sets have been installed in various
homes and advances have been made on
three fronts, mainly, research which
must point the road to effective transmission and reception; technical progress
which must translate into practical sets
for the home the achievement of laboratories, and field tests to determine

the needs and possibilities of a public
service.

One of the major problems of telesyndication, and to cover the country
with television like radio would require
multiplicity of transmitters and other
facilities. Among other problems mentioned by Mr. Sarnoff is the three -fold
program of developing suitable commercial equipment for television and reception; a program service suitable for
network syndication, and third, to develop a "sound economic base to supvision, said Mr. Sarnoff, was network

port television service." While the problems of television are regarded as formidable, the RCA prez was sure they would
be solved. Experimental costs so far have
been enormous.

The new theater -studio, which seats
350, was designed by William Lescaze, play a vital part in it, must work only
New York and Philadelphia architect, and thru ad agencies. Belief is that only
introduces a novelty in acoustical en- when advertising agencies request defigineering. Namely, that no two walls are nite steps to be taken by stations all
parallel, thus eliminating echoes bound- over the country will something be acReps themselves are leery
ing from one side to the other. A mod- complished.
ernistic control booth is suspended from of making the recommendations to their
stations,
the ceiling of the two-story studio and is
Yesterday's meeting discussed spot
modeled after the bridge of the Zeppelin
with particular reference to
Hindenburg, its curved sloping window generally,
commanding a full view of the stage and rate and discount variations. Agency
men
were
asked
to make recommends,
audience.
bons. These are expected to come Up
at the next meeting, November 13.,

Auto Show Programs

NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Automobile show

opening next Wednesday (11) will be
covered completely by the major networks. NBC is doing three broadcasts
from Grand Central Palace. CBS will do
two, using guest speakers on one of
them. WMCA bas several shows lined
up 'during the auto show's week stay
while WOR has a program from the show
set for every day the show is on.

Two More Outlets Join Web
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-National Broadcasting Company has added WOWO and

WGL, both in Fort Wayne, Ind. WGL
comes on tomorrow as an optional station for either/ NBC network. WOWO
joins the basic Blue network May 1, 1937.
This makes 103 total for NBC's two
chains.

New Canadian General Manager

Announces His Plans for CBC

Union Breaking
WCAU Impasse
Squabble over studio band
coming to a head to avoid
double scale rule
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 7.-Long-stand-

ing impasse between WCAU and Musicians' Local No. 77 over employment
of a studio band is finally being forced
to a head. Union rule that all commercial work over station calls for
double scale will be credited as doing
the trick.
Philad'elphia Orchestra's commercial,
starting next month, brought union,
station, sponsor and network heads together, and with the American Federation of Musicians sustaining Local 77's
action it will be cheaper for Dr. Leon
Levy to meet the union terms and increase the studio combo to 16 men than
to hire them for sustaining work only.
Otherwise it means paying a double
scale to the 100 or so members of the

Philadelphia Orchestraa, Pennsylvania.
Company, bank Sponsoring the show locally, Insisting that CBS provide it with

WCAU as the outlet. Show will go out
on Saturday nights as a participating program, various banks in different cities
getting in their plugs on station breaks,
Instead of WCAU doing the feeding,
CBS figured on making its own pickup,
thus circumventing the union rule.
However, AFM officials ruled that regardless of who does the pickup, the broadcast is a local engagement since the
orchestra plays here and is governed by
local rules. As long as WCAU carried it
locally the double pay would have to
stand, it was ruled.
This is the second time WCAU hit a
snag with the union In its relations with
CBS. Union squawked to the Curtis
Institute of Music on permitting WCAU
to broadcast its sustaining network
show. Since it involves no sponsor, WIP,
an Intercity net station, carries it locally
and does the chain pickup. It is reported WCAU's holdout Is causing embarrassment to CBS on the Philly symph
commercial and CBS officials have advised Levy to settle it with the union.

Asks Mobile Station Permit
MOBILE,

Ala., Nov. 7.-H. 0, Davis,

resident of Montgomery, has applied to
the FCC for permit to construct a new radio station in Mobile, Ala., to be operated on 610 band with 250 watts night
and 500 watts daytime requested. Unlimited time is asked. Davis says that he
intends to spend $9,000 on a transmitter
and about $2,000 on a studio, location of
which is to be announced when and if
application is granted. Davis stated in
his request for new station that Mobile
is in need of a station with better local
programs.

Recently The Memphis Commercial Appeal asked the FCC for a, new 5,000 -

watt station in Mobile, stating in its application that plans were to hook up with
NBC to cover a territory now in need of
As usual, no, definite statement could
TORONTO. Nov. 7.-Major Gladstone the corporation's ideas on what adver- such service, as Mobile's only station,
be obtained as to the actual date for Murray, first general manager of the tising it would allow it might be pos- WALA, is a member of CBS.
the "arrival' of television, no official Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, sible to do away with the present rule
wishing to hazard a guess that may which came into being November 2, re- limiting advertising to 5 per cent per
prove far from correct and that might placing the Canadian Radio Commission, hour. Competition of corporation sta- Bobby Breen's $5,000
be taken as official by those interested told the board of governors that the new tions with commercial stations for adin the trade as well as the general pub- corporation will encourage more co- vertising and sponsored programs will
SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 7. - Bobby
lic. An unofficial guess, however, ap- operation between publicly owned and continue.
with Eddie Cantor on the Texaco
peared to be a year and a half at the privately owned stations.
While a modest program of expansion Breen,
will be featured at the 21st
earliest for layman sets in the home.
Murray believes there should be more was allowed under the present act, no broadcasts,
Pacific
Annual Auto Show en the Civic
President Lohr of NBC said that NBC's security of tenure, for commercial sta- new stations will be built until a signal Auditorium, November 14 to 21, Breen's
strength
and
program
survey
has
been
tions
and
that
more
United
States
prorole in tele would be to operate transfor two appearances daily during
mitters, programing, and when it be- grams of high quality should be broad- made of the whole Dominion. More take
the seven days will be more than $5,000.
comes available for commercial use, to cast thru Canadian stations. If this money will be available to the corpora- Show committee, headed by George
secure sponsors. NBC engineers and all were done, he believes, Canadian listen- tion than to the Canadian Radio Com- Wahlgreen, tried to get Deanna Durbin,
departments that may be concerned with ers would get the habit of tuning in on mission, because all money derived from who also sings and wisecracks on the
television are on the job, Lohr assured Canadian stations rather than American. the annual radio license fees will go to Cantor program, but Breen's managers
his audience. Program department, for He also believes there is ample talent in theAcorporation.
few additions to the staff may be Wouldn't go for it, it was said.
instance, is learning an entirely new Canada to provide good programs not made,
Meredith Willson, NBC Western dibut there will be no wholesale
technique in continuity writing, make- only for Canadian stations but also for
dismissals. No changes in present staff vision musical director, with a 30 -piece
up, staging and many other details. United States networks,
ork,
will share honors with Breen but
will
be
made
for
at
least
three
months.
No
definite
advertising
policy
has
been
Sound, however, would not be hurt by
language problem will be met with at a much lower figure. He'll have
television, but rather furthered en- set, he said, but it was hoped it would The
Reline
Zarova, Russian soprano on NBC,
dual
announcements-French
where
the
not
be
necessary
to
have
a
strict
rule
hanced by visual pictures of the broadvocalist. Syd Chatton, from Don Lee,
caster, in the opinion of the execs. At as to the amount of advertising allow- population is overwhelmingly French- as
an
impersonator,
will also be'on the bill.
Canadian
and
English
elsewhere.
When
all
parties
came
to
realize
any rate, tele is regarded as about to able.
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Hot Springs Men
Seek Injunction
LITTLE ROCK, Ark., Nov. 7.-Another

step in the effort to retain KTHS for
Hot Springs and to prevent its sale to
Col. T. H. Barton, oil magnate of El
Dorado, was taken early this week when
a restraining order was filed in the Hot
Springs Chancery Court -against Douglas
Hotchkiss, secretary -manager of the
Chamber of Commerce; W. Al Chitwood,
president, and members of the board of
directors. The case is to be heard within
a day or two. The petition was filed by
three large Hot Springs firms and L. L.
Ashbury, hotel man.

It is alleged in the petition that the

value of the license and power granted
the station by the government is Worth
$250,000 and that the sale was on a
basis of $75,003. It is charged that
neither the plaintiffs nor other members
of the Chamber of Commerce were consulted when the deal was made with
Barton, who has already stated that he

S. J. HENRY
Writes on

Acceptance of the Electrical Transcription
In the Christmas Number
of The Billboard Dated
November 28, 1936

Iowa Stations Get

Libel Suit Threat
DES MOINES, Ia., Nov. 7.-Harold M.

north of Little Rock if and when the
FCC approves the transfer of ownership.
It was also charged that Chamber of
Commerce officers failed to carry out

Rapids Gazette. Cooper declared -he will
ask $100,000 each of the Iowa Broadcasting Company, operator of WMT. and the
Central Broadcasting Company, operator

NBC Dinner Broadcasters

tacked Democratic office holders.
Cooper, in his action against IBC, says

of WHO. The Iowa Broadcasting Company is affiliated with The Des Moines
Register and Tribune.
The suit against the Iowa Broadcasting Company concerns a speech made by
Marshall the evening of October 29, 1936,
the suit against the Central Broadmerce body to represent them in the and
Company concerns a speech made
court hearing and if necessary at the casting
the afternoon of October 25, 1936. MarFCC hearing.
shall, in speeches preceding election, atNEW YORK, Nov. 9.-Speakers at tonight's 10th anniversary banquet of the
National Broadcasting Company will
broadcast over that network's stations
from 10 p.m. until 11 p.m. David Sarnoff
is to be chairman, with 'speakers to include Lenox Lohr, NBC president; Anning Prall, of the Federal Communications Commission; Dr Karl Compton, of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology:
Maurice Rambert, president International Broadcasting Union: Colby Chester, head of General Foods, and others.
Total of 1,600 guests is expected.

Clark Tackling All Fronts;
Warner Chain Tieup Denied
Transamerican has finger in every kind of radio pie
but most important seems to be straightening out of
spot broadcasting chaos-disclaim Warner Bros.' money
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Transamerican Broadcasting and 'Television Company,

Cooper, former chairman of the Iowa
liquor commission, has filed notice he
will sue two radio stations for statements he says were made over them by
will move the station to a point just Verne Marshall, editor of The Cedar
the purposes for which the organization
was incorporated. The FCC- has dated
the hearing on the station later In November and the mayor of Hot Springs
announced this week that he had received the proper power of attorney from
a majority of the members of the com-
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Marshall charged him with "accepting
bribes as shown by bank account, all
of which was defamatory, false and untrue." In his action against the Central
Broadcasting Company he says Marshall

charged him with "crime and felony
committed 24 years ago, all of which

organized several months ago by John L. Clark, formerly general manager of
WLW, Cincinnati, and since then a source of some conversation in the radio
trade as to just what the firm is going to do, Is tackling- radio on several fronts.
TBT is acting as station representative; is placing time on stations as an agency
or brokerage firm; plans to get into the production phase of radio; Is financing
at least one attempt to enfranchise a new station, and is reported doing a host
of other things. Some of these are
dented and some appear ridiculous.
One of the most important of Transamerican's aims, especially important
now because of efforts being made by
two groups of station representatives to
get spot broadcasting out of its chaotic
doghouse, is its angle on setting up a
PT. WAYN13, Ind., Nov. 7.-Request of transcription network. Thus, in addithe Federal Communications Commis- tion to representing a claimed list of
sion in Washington for permission to about 40 stations, TBT is acting as
operate a short-wave station here and broker on others. Firm is able to service
announcement, of a change from NBC to both advertiser and agency on spot camCBS for Station WGL were two moves paigns and take problems of rates, disin an expansion program here this week, counts and the general headache acbegun last January when Westinghouse companying spot campaigns out of the
Electric as Manufacturing Company hands of the ad agencies.
bought WGL and WOWO from the Main
One of the reports long heard in the
Auto Supply Company, of this city.
trade is that Warner Brothers is financOther plans calla for moving the quar- ing the firm, planning to build a Coast -Coast network. Manny Rosenberg,
ters of the two stations to the Fox to
Building here, to be known hereafter as vice-president of the radio company,
the Westinghouse Building, and a $25,- denied this yesterday, together with the
000 remodeling program in the new report that TBT has contracts with some
of the stations represented which will
quarters.
WGL will carry the Red network serv- swing those stations into a Transamer
ice of the Columbia chain, according to scan network when their, present net
W. Ward Dorrell, local manager. Nego- work affiliation contracts expire. Warner
tiations were arranged by Walter C. angle rumor was strengthened by apEvans, head of the radio division of pointment of Bill Ray as TBT's Coast

Expansion Program
Slated for Ft. Wayne

was defamatory, false and untrue."
Westinghouse.
A new WGL tower will be constructed
In connection with these actions
on top of the Keenan Hotel about Febru"I
have
become
sick
and
Cooper said:
tired of the vicious attacks made upon ary 1. A new transmitter was recently
ins thru the medium of the radio sta- bought and is now being installed.
tions and a part of the press of Iowa. The three-story Westinghouse BuildThese suits' for libel and slander are a ing will have sales and executive denotice to others that there will be addi- partments and six broadcasting rooms on
tional suits to, follow, all of which are the second floor, with rehearsal rooms

rep, headquartering in offices of KFWB,
Werner -owned station in Hollywood.
Production phase is to be announced
shortly, according to Rosenberg. Negotia-

tions should be closed within 10 days
or so, if not sooner, giving Transamerlean rights to talent, both acting and
writing, of a Coast film organization.

Naturally, Warners is prominently men-

Chi NBC Staff Changes

certain to be prosecuted to the limit." and other technical equipment on the tioned in this iscomection.
Stations represented Include wow,
third floor.

CHICAGO. Nov. 7.-Joseph C. Green,
Pantoformerly of the Bloomington,
graph, joins the local NBC press department November 9.

KDKA Antenna Blown Down

Albert B. Ulrich joined the NBC production staff November 1, succeeding Al
Short, resigned. He will handle musical

Ulrich formerly was with -the
local CBS studios and previous to that
shows.

was for 12 years violinist and trumpeter
with the Chicago Symphony.

Lowell has- returned to the
NBC production staff after a leave of
absence during which he was director
for the Federal Radio Project in WashMaurice.

ington.
Howard ,Keegan, NBC production man,

has returned to his programs after an

absence of several weeks because of sickness.

Iowa Network Sets
Child Mindreader
DES MOINES, Nov. 7.-Baby Yvonne.
child psychic, has been

six -year -old

The short-wave ptograms would orig- New Orleans; WHAM, Rochester; WLW.
Cincinnati (TOT bought out Reiter and
Jaeger, formerly representing this Cincy
station); KQV, Pittsburgh; WCAU, Philadelphia; WOL, Washington; KFWB and
WXYZ, Detroit. Transamerican also
handles some business for WIP in Philadelphia.
Report that Transamerican had sought
to have WMCA set up as a New York

inate with CBS and be broadcast here
with a 269 -foot tower now unused. New
PITTSBURGH, Nov. 7.-The new 710 - equipment to cost $18,000 is contemof 10,000 watts is re foot steel tower antenna completed by plated. Power
Westinghouse intends to use
KDKA last week was wrecked by a ter- qu
rt-wave programs mainly for ex rifle gale. Failure of a guywire was 'It
ntal purposes Fort Wayne will be
blamed. The tower, weighing 60 tons, per
was erected near the station's trans- one of 13 United States cities transmitmitting plant in Saxonburg, Pa., and ting international programs.
was to begin experimental broadcasts
this week. The managers of the station
stated that a new tower will be ordered first time. Daily News was the first local
paper to give a daily column but disimmediately.
carded it earlier in the year, also canceling its space for time swaps with various stations Record and Inquirer do a
Philly Paper Adds Radio
piece for Sunday editions only. Bulletin
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 7. - Evening still turns a cold shoulder to radio.
Ledger is starting a daily radio chatter Ledger stint is by George Opp, radio
column, giving free space to radio for the editor for paper, without a by-line.
.

10% Overall Rise in NBC Card

signed for a broadcast series by the

In Sudden Move; CBS May Follow

Program will feature prominent State
and city officials, newspaper men and
psychology profs from Drake University.
Latter will try to account for the child's
psychic powers.
Program has been purchased for a
thrice -daily aeries on KSO by Ungles
Baking Company for Harvest Bread.
Same station and advertiser introduced
another child mindreader two years ago
and the program built up a tremendous

casting Company in an overnight move
upped its rate card approximately 10
per cent, effective. December 15. New
card (No. 22) gives advertisers now on

Iowa Network and will be introduced on
Sunday, November 15, over KSO here.

NEW YORK, Nov...T.-National Broad- remain the same. This makes the basic

YOUNGSTOWN, 0.,

Nov. 7.-A new

pared to the present' $6,680 and the
basic Blue goes to $7,200 from $5,760.
'All rates based on the evening hours.

NBC and who continue straight thru A maximum of $18,660 an hour is quoted

to December 15, 1937, the usual one-year
protection against a rate increase. For
such sponsors the prevailing station
rates hold good until the 1937 date. New
accounts after December 15 pay the
audience. Baby Yvonne is eurrently ap- new rates.
Card was rushed thru by E. P. H.
pearing over radio in the Sonth.
James, sales promotion manager, after a
sudden
decision on election day resulted
New WKBN Transmitter

$60,000 transmission building will be
constructed here soon for Station WKBN,
according to Warren Williamson Jr.,
president of the station. Federal Communications Commission has granted approval of the project. Present studios
will be maintained and the new building
Will be used only for transmitter and
engineering equipment.

Red network rate $8,000 an hour com-

in paying the printers double time for
working that night after feverish activity during the day. Office staff was
supposed to be off on the day in question. Sales department points out that
the jump from over 17,948,162 radio
families since 1934 to 22,869,000 justifies
the raise.

Adjustments made with NBC stations
make the new rate an overall increase
of 10 per cent, altho some station rates

for a 73 -station hookup. NBC, with new
stations coming, will have a possible 107
within the year. Outlets now total, 103.

outlet for a network was explained by
Rosenberg as arising out of TBT's contacts with WIP, allied with WMCA in
the Intercity system. However, several

other possibilities are acknowledged
existing in connection with another New
York station.

Trade looks upon the including of
Television in the firm's corporate title
as significant, especially in view of a
Hollywood alliance and the desire of
film producers to get a foothold in tele-

'Melon, 1f and when it gets here. On the
other hand, other firma, including Philco
Radio,ae have "Television" in the firm
name.
Traneamerican is financing the at,
tempt of a group to get a station on the
1.240 kilocycle spot in Schenectady.
Proposed station has been a hotbed of
counter applications for some time. A.
Mortimer Prall, son of the president of
the Federal Communications Commission
and associated with TBT in a sales
capacity, is said to be head of the group
seeking the Schenectady spot.

WJAY Staff Pruned

CLEVELAND, Nov. 7.-As was expectpruning shears have been applied to
Among the increases are: WRAF, $1,200 ed,
the
staff of WJAY, following immefrom $1,000; WNAC, Boston, $360 to diately
upon the removal of that station

$400; WTIC, Hartford, $280 to $360; from its old site in Carnegie Hall to the
KYW, $440 to $480; WMAQ, $600 to $720;
WTANI, $400 to $480; WJZ (on the Blue)

stations of WELK in the Terminal Build-

by which it has been absorbed.
same as WEAF, sister New York key ing,
Warren, Vick Campbell, Jack
station; WENR,WLS, $600 to $720; WMT, Charley
Queen,
Nell Riggs, Texas Jim Lewis and
$240 to $300.
his Cowboys and the Breakfast Club
Whether Columbia Broadcasting Sys- crew were ousted by WYK over the last
had
tem will up its rates is not definitely week -end, almost before WJAY
known, altho conferences are now being moved to the new quarters. L. Nazarheld relative to a rate card to be issued Kurkdjie's Orchestra has been served
within the coming week. It was be- with a four weeks' notice. A few WJAY
lieved that a CBS card was in the works office workers remain, but their tenure
when NBC came out with its increase, promises to be short if not sweet. The'
station call letters will be dropped soon,
but this is denied.
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WKBW announcing staff.

RussRINSO-LIFEBUOY

tat ion 72otes

CBS TUES. 8:30 - 9 P. M.
rebroadcast 11:30 to 12 P. M.

MORGAN
and His Orchestra
"Music in the Morgan
Manner"

HUGH CROSS

AND
HIS

Address All Communications. to the New York Office
DICK BENVENUTI is now the musical FAIR teplaces ROGERS as continuity
director at WNLC, New London, Conn. writer; HAL SIMMS is temporarily han.
VICTOR ZEMBRUSKI and his riling production, and R. MAYES has
Polish -American Orchestra, of Nauga- taken over chief announcer post. Other
tuck, Conn., play on four different eta- additions to the staff include JACK Mc 'Mons every week, WELL New Haven; BAIN and HARLEN McCOY. . . . JACK
WATR, Waterbury; WNBC, New Britain, JOY'S KFWB Band tossed the maestro
and WTHT, Hartford. .
. For the first a farewell party this week before his
time In over a dozen years WTIC, Hart- resignation goes into effect.

RADIOGANG
Care Billboard, Cincinnati.
ERNIE BRODERICK, Personal Rapres ttttt ive.

AN

J RUBINI
in person

AND HIS

ROMANTIC

ford, is in the black, its profit for the

first nine months of 1936 being $17,688.
LATHA1VI OVENS, continuity writer on
.
.
.
GILBERT BAYEK has been ap- WFAS,
White Plains, N. Y., has shifted
pointed announcer at WATR, Waterbury. to WLW, Cincinnati, but keeps a pro-

ED JOHNSTON, technical supervisor
at WIP, Philadelphia, moves crosstown
to WCAU, with CLIFF HARRIS, chief
engineer, moving up into his post. . . .
ANICE INVES, home economist, bringing her club from WHAT, Philadelphia,
to visit the homemakers' group over
WMCA, New York, and a tour of the
bright lights. . . . New Dr. Algase show
on WFIL, Philadelphia, has the piano
team of GEORGE VALE and JIMMY
GROSS and the chanting of PAULINE
CLARK and DAVE TYSON, with JOHN
CLARK, station production head, scripting.
. . BEN GIMBEL, prez of WIP,
Philadelphia, playing Santa and furnishing the staff's raffle with two 10 -pound
turkeys. . . . WDAS, Philadelphia's only
full-time indie, building foreign -language shows for the evening hours. . .
BILL DYER takes over the complete

.

CONDUCTOR - VIOLINIST
WBEN Saturday. 7:30 P.M.

"Arno% presentation of Ravel's Bolero
Is thrillingly different. Four bows were
demanded."-Canner Express.

ager for WEBR and author of the Town
publican Party and a strong local banking interest.
The broadcasts were
dropped when Albertson received his license for WBNY. . . Having received
FCC permish to up their daytime power,
WIP has put in a call to increase its
night power and the authority to move
its transmitter from the studio site to
a more favorable location.

Crier scripts directed against the Re-

Weber in Chicago;
Plans MBS Expansion

.

.

.

.

.

.

league teams. The governor of the State, Moines; WMT, Cedar Rapids; KOIL,
ROY L. COCHRAN, made the presenta- Omaha, and KFEL, Denver, will become
tion. . . . ETHEL PEISER, author and part of the Mutual System's expansion.

big name stars and orchestras
musical commentator, is doing a new Many
series on W2XR, New York, devoted to have been lined up for this broadcast,
and one of the highlights of the eveaffairs in the world of music.
ning will be the appearance of several

.

.

series.... WDNC, Durham, N. C., boasts
of a flock of new spot accounts, including Sears, Roebuck; Citizen Coal and
Coke, Carhartt Overalls, Cole Sausage,
Moss Bakery and others. . . . LET'S
LAUGH is a new series on WOL, Washington, and going' over well, according
jokes.

A song is introduced each week in a

motion picture personalities.

NBC Maps Extensive

Plans for Inauguration
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Plans announced

by NBC for covering President Roosevelt's inauguration January 20 are
claimed to be "most extensive ever attempted by radio." NBC is also going
to cover the opening of Congress January 5 and the President's message to
Congress the next day. NBC's two networks,,expected to number 107 by January, will be devoted to the inauguration
starting at 9:30 am., continuing until
the Inaugural Ball that evening. Staff
of 20 announcers and 40 engineers and
technicians, with a large amount of
equipment-portable master control unit,
short-wave transmitters, etc.-will be

WNOX, Knoxville, is another older sta- different language.
tion of the South getting a power boost
of late, the FCC permitting a 6,000 DAVID VAILE has been added to the
watt daytime output and move of sta- announcing staff of KGGC in San Fran- used.
tion locally. .
.
The Zamora Temple cisco, replacing WILLIAM CLIFFORD
52 -piece band of Birmingham Shriners, Vaile was formerly with KXA, Seattle,
consistent prize winner of fraternal and prior to that did dramatic work

orks, began a regular biweekly airing and handled dance band pickups for
over WSGN, Birmingham News station, KHJ, Los Angeles. . . MORT WERNER,
November 2.
. The WAPI (Birming- who had a weekly spot on KGOO, San
ham) Barn Dance last Saturday had .a Francisco, has gone over to KJBS, that
flock of WWL entertainers, who traveled city, for a quarter-hour series under banby car from New Orleans for the one- ner of Howard Clothing Company. He's
time program. Included in the guest being heard seven afternoons weekly,
group were JIMMIE WILLSON, program blending his voice with phonograph
director of WWL, and TOOTIE LOCK - records. Claims to be the originator of
.

.

TITO GUIZAR
* STAR of *

Radio, Screen, Stage and
Concert.

.

HART, ROY SCHAHNitita and JULIAN this system in these parts.
.
.
. HARRY GOLDSMITH and
CRAIG LAWRENCE, commercial manJ. R. DeSAXE, officials of Groves Laboratories, are on a tour of the South visit- ager Iowa Broadcasting System, Des
AKINS.

ing stations where firm is sponsoring Moines, will take a two weeks' business

JAYSNOFF SISTERS
* IRIS and JUNE *
The Leading International Duo Pianists
BRUNSWICK CASINO. Boston, Mass.
WMEX Wire.

DONALD BAIN

(IMITATOR.00MEDIAN)
UNUSUALLY LIFELIKE IMITATIONS OF
BIRDS. ANIMALS. WILD BEASTS. ETC.
Room 002, 723 eleventh Ave.. New York City.
BRyant 9.5107.

OSWALD ***
OH YEAH!!

Featured COMEDIAN With
KEN MURRAY'S

Rinse. and Lifebuoy Programs.

ARTHUR KAY

. WBNY,

gram called Phooey, Inc., on the New
CHICAGO, Nov. 7. --Fred Weber, genYork outlet.
. MARGARET M. MURPHY, ukulele songstress, rounded out eral manager of the Mutual Broadcasther first year at WHAT, Philadelphia, last ing System, has been here for several
week. Miss Murphy is now announcing days conferring with W. E. Macfarlane,
her own shows, too.
OLLIE CAR- president of the MBS and WGN, planPENTER is in charge of the recently ning details on the mammoth air show
created sales promotion department at that will usher in eight more stations
WPTE, Raleigh, N. C. Station is con- as members of the Mutual network on
centrating on merchandising commercial December 29. On that date the Don Lee
programs.
. HARRY JOHNSON, of Pacific Coast chain, consisting of StaKFAB, Lincoln, was given a trophy re- tions KHJ, Los Angeles; KFRC, San
cently by The Sporting News as favorite Francisco; KGB, San Diego, and KDB,
sports announcer in cities without major Santa Barbara, together with IMO, Des

WBNX, New York, has a new Saturday
schedule of news broadcasting over afternoon show, directed by DEXTER
HALLE,
program presenting radio verWCAU,
Philadelphia.
.
.
.
JACK
STECK,
DANCE AND CONCERT ORCHESTRA
free-lancer over WFIL and KYW, Phila- sions of world classics. Cast includes
"MUSIC THAT THRILLS"
delphia, being tendered a testimonial VICTOR RENDINE, BARBARA KAYE,
GILMORE, LORENE SCOTT,
Direction MILLS ARTISTS, INC.
dinner by the United Entertainers' Asso- AUDREY
ciation. . . . FLORENCE BENDON war- JANE ERSKINE, RALPH COPPELE,
11 bling again over WFIL, Philadelphia, RONALD LINDSEY, MRS. .1. HOFF,
THEODORE BROOKE, FRANK BARONE
after a winning tussle with la grippe.
and MARTIN BECKLER. . . . WHAM,
Rochester, is doing a That's My Job

WSMB, &tenger station in New Orleans and local NBC outlet, has been
granted an increase in power from 500
to 1,000 watts, but with plenty of "ifs"
and "buts." Ruling says, "Provided
power radiated in direction of Akron,
0., is not greater than 88 millivolts at
a distance of one mile from transmitters
.
.
at naval base at New Orleans."

.

ALBERTSON. Albertson was former man-

.

HOTEL BILTMORE
NEW YORK

.

Buffalo indie, is reported ready to resume Town Crier broadcasts by ROY

weekly transcriptions. They were the
guest of Manager PRITCHARD of WWL
on a tour of night spots in NOW Orleans
last week.

Adams Hat Company hasn't opened
has already contracted for a series of

its New Orleans branch store as yet, but

sport broadcasts over WWL, beginning
with a remote from Montgomery, Ala.,
November '7 for the IBC -Auburn football
game. . . . HARRY STONE, general

manager of WSM, Nashville, has ideas.

This time Harry records the voice of
would-be announcers who call for a
"chance" at the studios and then plays
the recording back to them to decide
what they think of their own announcing. "Not a single one has asked for
more since I started the idea," Harry
says.
.
The first Coast - to - Coast
.

.

broadcast of a Southern football game,
that of Tulane-Alabama. at Legion Field,
Birmingham, was scheduled for November 7 by NBC, with BILL SLATER, NEC
sports announcer, to be aided by BILL
BRENGEL, ditto for WSMB, New Orleans. Program is to be.a sustainer.

trip to Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia
and New York.. . . COL. B. J. PALMER,

head of Central Broadcasting Company,
Davenport, Ia., together with his son,
Dave, and Ralph Evans, have returned to
Davenport from a month's trailer trip
thru the South.... DEAN WILLARD L.
JOHNSON, dean of men, Drake University, is handling a public service program on WHO, Des Moines, using
faculty members, visiting professors, etc.,
in round -table discussion of modern
educational subjects for 15 minutes every
Thursday. . . . WHO has another excellent public service sustaining which
gives Miss AGNES SAMUELSON, head of
the 25,000 Iowa school teachers, a Saturday morning 16 -minute program message
supplementing bulletins and reports of
the association.
WHEN, .Buffalo Evening News Station,
completed new transmitter equipment in
time to go on the air Election Day with

power boost from one kilowatt to five.
The station and newspaper ballyhooed
the increase heavily for several days
prior to the actual boost. The next

News radio activity gives its second station, WEER, new equipment and a
Three resignations have been handed vertical radiator. . . . WEBR is curin at KMTR, effective at once. JAMES rently offering professional fights locally

BURTON, production manager, becomes for sponsorship with no takers in imannouncer for SALVATORE SANTAEL- mediate view. . . . DOC GALLAP, forLA'S Orchestra over KFWB; JACK mer WGR-WKBW amateur sports an-

SAYER, chief announcer, goes to the nouncer, is convalescing from a breakRadio Mimic
Characterizations Chamber of Commerce in a publicity down at the American Legion camp in
. LOUIS AKIN, forCharacter Volg.ofFirerott:,ono:ztuogs and Varied berth, and ROSWELL ROGERS, con- the Adirondacks.
.

.

tinuity writer, will free lance. PATRICIA mer WLW vocalist, is now on the WOR-

Addr of
Caro

Billboard,

N. Y.

E
D

ROYDramatic Baritone
Your Station's Beer Bet for
Your Next Program. Sally
MovIelend

Review,
New York.

OBEY
P

D
I

E

WMOA

Musical Director

U
L

BOXY THEATRE, N. Y.

CHERNIAWICYJ
adkeil G4106.06fle

presented by

1847
ROGER BROS.
Every Sunday
4:30 P.M. EST
Coast to Coast
NBC Red Network
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curse off the credits. Early part of the

Pito9tain RethewS
EST Unless Otherwise Indicated

town, who is interested in style trends
and hints the half-hour holds consid-Fashion revue and recorded music. highest and their work is enhanced with
sponsor-Azen's. Station-VICAE (Pitts- a smooth musical complement both in
filling the interludes and as incidental
burgh.).

"Hollywood Fashions"

Reviewed Sunday, 6:30-6:45 p.m. Style erable info. The authorities are of the
A smart idea in selling furs to a movie - music.

star -conscious public is the Hollywood

WOMe.D.

announcer (Nola Lettoo(irt)

show is taken up mostly by Rines and
his talk, with Pinky, the flute player,
who tells about his goofy family. Bowes
sings a number or two before the
Countess of Kleptomania, played by
Miss Albertson, comes on the scene.
This included considerable nonsensical
stuff as well as dialect.
Iodent credits mentioned .the 70,000
drug counters which usually have 10
leading toothpastes for sale, but Iodent
is the only one making two textures
available. Mention is also made of the
okeh by a dental association. Closing
credit referred to dentists not using
powder when they clean e. patient's

Fashion Revue, which Azen's Fur Shop is handled the continuity, bringing on teeth.
sponsoring weekly. Stephanie /Remould, Charles LeMaire directly after the intronines has a pleasing style and his aids
well known in the Smoky City for her ductory talk and a selection by Eddie have
ample experience In the art of
clear and detailed descriptions of any Duchin and his orchestra. LeMaire, well comedy.
Orchestra is also good and the
subject she has undertaken, is featured known in Broadway and Hollywood cirshow keeps moving at an excellent
here with a talk on fashions in Holly- cles as a stylist, spoke in a general way entire
If
the
scripts hold up the show
wood. She is somewhat of an authority, at first, seeking to clarify the situation pace.

having recently returned from a month's
stay on the West Coast where she was a
house guest of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Powell.
At this tune -in she described the Troceder°, Hollywood's mecca for night club-.

bing stars, and offered an informative

talk on the fashions displayed by some of
the notables. Finished by praising an expensive looking mink coat which adorned
Virginia Bruce and assuring the listeners
that her sponsor has similar furs On sale
for comparatively low prices.
Stephanie's voice sounds unusually
well and her style of delivery is very entertaining. The program promises to

build its listening audience with each
succeeding week. Between talk and a

brief plug by a staff announcer musical
transcriptions are played. Well-known
orchestras are selected, playing pop tunes.

This time it was Brad Collins' outfit
playing, among other recd dings, You
I Talking
Rescue and I'm
Came to My Ben
S. H.

Thru My Heart.

"WIP Homemakers' Club"
Reviewed Tuesday, 2-3 p.m. StyleMusical and guest stars. Sponsors-Par-

ticipating. Station-WIP (Philadelphia).

The way the females clutter up the

auditorium

of

Gimbel's

department

the weekly meeting of WTP'z
Homemakers' Club must be a hot fay.
And while the air portion of the meeting
is pointed for femme reception, it hits
the cycle as a fairly drab and colorless
affair. The slapdash hodgepodge order
of things may keep 'em amused in the
auditorium, but as it tickles the tubes
meeting only messes up. 80 minutes of
listening time.
Carolyn Ann Cross directs the affair.
Possesses a style, charm and wit that
will tempt any madame away from her
scrubbing brush or gas range, as evidenced on her daily stint. But the
visual show gets out of its proportions,
with no attempt to routine or pace the
proceedings.
Guest stars get a nice layout in the
newspapers for their efforts, station having the space available on a line -for store,

time swap with the

dailies. Sample
caught had Barbara Brown, George
Blackwood and Walter Grease, currently
appearing in Personal Appearance at one

of the legit houses. Trio obliged with
a scene that curtains the first act and
then made their pretty "glad to be here"
speeches. Others advertised included
Eugene Moore, bary, and Gertrude Altrogge, soprano. Femme warbler never
showed up and the male tonsiler gave
out once about the wide open spaces.
Assemblage does a bit of mob vocalizing on the oldies, James A. Willard,
station's Uncle WIP, doing the rounding
up. Miss Cross pans out some homey
Jabber and sewing -circle babble. When
there is nothing else to say or do, studio
band, Clarence Fuhrman fronting, bangs
out a tune or two.
Participants include a cold medicine,
coal, paint and catsup. Spiels handled
informally and effectively by Miss Cross,
and pres of the coal company makes a
p. a. to blurb his own copy.
Show is undoubtedly good advertising
and good exploitation on part of station
and department store, but it can never
be accused of being good radio entertainment.

ORO.

"La Sidle Fashion Show"

Reviewed Thursday 4-4:30 p.m. Style-

Fashion talk and orchestra. SpOnsorCadillac Motor Car Company. StationWRAF (NBC Red network).

Cadillac presents this program in the
interest of Cadillac and La Salle cars,
and it is probably the first show of its
kind on the air. Motor program appealing entirely to women it also an innovation, and for the woman, In or out of

9

New Biz, Renewals
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-New accounts
and renewals on the Mutual Broadcasting System:
MANTLE LAMP CO. OF AMERICA,
thru Presba, Fellers & Presba, starts November 7 on WOR and WLW. Smiling
Ed McConnell.

New York Area

FREDERICK FUEL CO., announcements. WNEW.
SAUNDERS,
WNEW.

INC.,

announcements.

LONDON CHARACTER SHOES, INC.,

recordings. WNEW.
BOND STREET TOBACCO CO., thrtl.
Biow Company, recordings, WNEW.
RICHMOND HILL MARATHON, thru
Schlllin Ad Agency, six 15 -minute
periods weekly. WNEW.
IRONIZED YEAST CO., thru Ruthrit'Uff
& Ryan, announcements. WNEW.
WISE JEWELRY CO., five 15 -minute
periods. WHEW.

as it applies to some styles that women should do swell in its a.m. spot.
M. 11. S.
think far-fetched. This was from the
viewpoint of the designer. Subsequently
Newark
he remarked on the current and forth"Moments Musicale"
coming trends, giving out ample stuff
INTERNATIONAL VITAMIN CORP"
in the way of hints and practical sugBisberne Adv. Co., starts November
Reviewed Sunday, 11-11:30 asn. (PST). tbru
gestions. Piano solo by Duchin was fol5, participating in Uncle Don program.
lowed by Sally Milgrim, fashion creator Style-Orchestra and soloist. Sustain- WOR.
of note, who was interviewed by LeMaire.

Later LeMaire trotted out the three

models in the studio and described their
clothes in detail. Some incidental music
was worked In at this point for added
atmosphere. Toward the close a cable
from a Pafisian authority gave notes on
last-minute styles. Each week three

ing, on KFRC (CBS -Don. Lee network)
After a Saturday night filled with loud

White Plains

JENNY HUNTER'S KINDERGARTEN
fast dance music it is a, relief on a Sunday morning to find a quiet, dignified SCHOOL, announcements. WFAS.
KATHLEEN WALSH, announcements.
half hour of simple melodies played and
sung in a pleasing and diversified man- WFAS.M
ME. FRANCES, announcements,
ner. Such Is Claude Sweeten's Moments
Musicale, a program of orchestral music WFAS.
living models will be on hand in the with three vocal offerings by baritone GLORIA DARLINGTON'S ORMAN
ORCHIDA, announcements. WE'Al3.
studio, a different guest designer will Ben Murphy.
be interviewed and the clothes discussed
Philadelphia
Violinist
-Conductor
Sweeten
has
a
fine
will be on display at various stores thru- flair for picking numbers that people DR. ALGASE, thru Cox & Tans Agency,
out the country as per tieup with the like. This half-hour broadcast includes rcaswal, started November 1 for 18
Fashion Originators' Guild. In describ- popular songs, both old and new; ballads weeks, Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
ing the models LeMaire tells why they and selections from the classical. Each 7:80-7:45 p.m., musical. WELL.
were selected, what points in good style number Is a separate, distinct part of a
HARDWICK & MAGEE, thru Feigenthey represent and what type of woman smooth, unified whole, and is both ex- baum
Agency, started November 1 for
should wear them.
pertly arranged and artistically exeouted. indefinite period, three spot announceCredits were not heard during course An outstanding number was Murphy ments weekly. WIP.
of the half-hour show but cable toward singing Mary's a Grand Old Name, during
ATLANTIC REFINING CO., thru N. W.
the close for both LaSalle V8 and its which Sweeten came to the microphone Ayer & Sons, Saturday afternoons, Noleadership in car design, also its low to play the chorus on his violin. Program vember 7 and 21 and December 5. Footcost. Cadillac V8 and 12 also received opened and closed with strains of Mo- ball games. WIP.
benefit Of short commercial, copy being ments Musicale and was announced by
AUTO TRADES ASSOCIATION, thru
good and handled in fine style.
Toby Reid, a pleasant -voiced fellow. A Stewart Jordon Agency, starts November
AL H. S.
thoroly listenable half hour, easy to take 12 for two weeks, 35 spot announceand worthy of sponsorship. D. H. G.
ments. WIP.
S. S. S., thru Trans -American Broadcasting Corp., started November 4, end"Dress Rebenrsar
"Vick'ig Open House"
ing October 1, 1997, three quarter-hour
Reviewed Sunday, 11:30 a.m.-12 noon.
Reviewed Sunday, 8-8:30 p.m. Style programs weekly. WIP.
P. J. REL Ian CO., thru Geare-Marston
Style-Comedy and orchestra. Sponsor -Soloists and orchestra. Sponsor-Vick 0o.,
started November 2 for eight weeks,
Company. Station - WABC
-Iodent Chemical Company. Station- Chemical
daily
participation in Homemakers' pro(CBS network).
WJZ (NBC Blue network).
WIP.
Several years back Nelson Eddy was on gram.
CHAPEL
OF TRUTH, placed direct.
Comedy on a Sunday morning will no a local program for a ginger ale company
November 8 for indefinite period,
doubt find many listeners in a welcome and, without a Hollywood boost to center starts
Sunday,
quarter-hour
mood; the day is young and the serious the public eye on him, his excellent work Butterworth. WIP. period. Rev. Mary
minded have plenty to console them be- went generally unnoticed. Now he's the
& HITCHINGS, thru Richfore the evening rush of comics takes star on his own series, paid for by Vick's ardNEVILLE
A. Foley Agency, started November 4
possession of the ether. Joe Hines, an anti -cold patent medicines. It took a for four
weeks,
15 spot announcements.
oldtimer as to broadcasting, aitho not major screen appearance to make a Grade WIP.
a nationally known name, doubles as A singer a major attraction. In his line
Chicago
ork leader and comedian -emcee, doing a this baritone has few peers, and his exbreezy job. Assisting are Pinky Lee, tensive repertoire provides a good mixCHICAGO MAIL ORDER CO.. tbru
nutty comic, who appears to be well on ture of songs on the series. Additional Matteson -Fogarty -Jordan Co., Parade of
his way now to make himself better talent is Francia White, a superior so- Values, a local commercial, electrical
known; Mabel Albertson, versatile ac- prano, and Josef Pasternack's Orchestra. transcription, 7:15 to 7:90 a.m., Monday,
tress, doing comedy or straight parts, As a concert star Eddy is sure of deliver- Wednesday and Friday, from November
and Morton Bowe, tenor.
ing an audience; that audience Is aug- 9 thru December 4. WLS.
presumably, by his newer de"Rehearsal" angle is the supposed mented,
New England
back -stage talk that goes on, nines tell- votees recruited thru his picture Work.
PAINE WEBBER & CO., Boston (stock
Program
is big time in all directions quotations),
ing all comers that it is his program
direct, thrice -weekly
and he does as he pleases, yet the con- musically. Where it falls down is in its five-minute placed
talks, 100 times. WBZ and
trol man tells him plenty and he acts continuity. Program caught has Eddy WBZA, Boston
and Springfield, Mass.
accordingly. The' loud -speaker effect doing requests most asked in his various
STEPHEN L. BARTLETT CO., Boated
used by the control man may seem like singing fields-radio, concert sand pic- (cocoa),
placed direct, thrice -weekly
a steal on Phil Baker, but it really is a tures. Introduction of every number was Home. Forum
participations, 26 times.
different idea as the script goes. The handled awkwardly and no blame can be WBZ and WBZA.
gag offers ample opportunity, however, traced to Eddy, who has shown in the
BOSTON
RODEO,
Chambers &
to throw in commercials and get away past he can read lines as well as sing 'em. Wiswell, Inc., Boston,thru
15 -minute
with plenty otherwise. When they "try The "open house" idea is used clumsily, Musical Clock programssixweekly,
two
a commercial for balance" it is one with no ease whatsoever in keeping the weeks. WBZ and WBZA.
J. F.
more method of seeking to take the show moving.
KELLOGG CO., Battle Creek, Mich.
(corn flakes), thru N. W. Ayer & Son,
Inc., New York, thrice -weekly 15 -minute
variety shows. 13 weeks. WBZ and

72etwotk

ot,t5

a.s.,

WBZA.

PROCTER & GAMBLE 00. (Crisco).

thru Blackman Adv.. Inc., 50 five -weekly
(See NEW BIZ on page 33)

Selections listed below represent The Billboard's accurate check an three networks, via W12, WEAF and WABC.
Only songs played at least once during each program day are listed. Idea is to
recognize consistency rather than gross sco e.

Figure in parentheses indicates number
Is from

of times song was played according to la t week's listing. Period covered
Friday, October 3C, to Thursday, November 5, both dates inclusive.

I'll Sing You a Thousand Love Songs

(28)
Chapel in the Moonlight (161
When Did You Leave Heaven? (23)
You Turned the Tables (211

21

20
19

19

Midnight Blue
It Can Happen to You
Organ Grinder's Swing (141
Sweetheart, Let's Crow Old Together
Darling. Not Without You

18

16
11
11

9

New Transmitter for WNOX
KNOXVILLE, Nov. 7.-Station WNOX,

recently granted permission by the FCC
to increase daytime power from 2,000
watts to 5,000, will begin soon on construction of a new transmitter, according to R. B. Westergaard, manager. A
radiator -type vertical antenna some 600
feet high will be part of the new equipment. The transmitter will be relocated
several miles northeast of town. Night
power stays at 1,000 watts for the
present.
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RADIO

West Coast Notes;
Operas Cost Dough

ait

conducts the orchestra on the show, will
fly east for the two shows. Show resumes from NBC studios here December 6.
Marion Karol, formerly of WABC, New

up her duties in the
SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 7.-To broad- York, has taken
department of CBS on the
cast portions of seven operas during the commercial
Coast.
By JERRY FRANKEN
San Francisco Opera Company's 14th
season, now under way, NBC has
CGANGES are being discussed for the Butterworth et al. renewed. Account annual
pay the orchestra members an addi- WPA PRODUCTIONS
Fred Allen program, point in question is said to be looking for a name bari- to
tional
$3
per man, as required by the
being the continuance or dropping of tone to augment the singing staff. Anne musicians'
here.' Three of the
(Continued from page 4)
the amateurs, Decison on the part of Jamison will take care of the soprano pickups, allunion
nation wide, are for one Ansche Temple Wednesday was Ask Dad.
the advertiser should come thru soon. stuff until December 8.
hour
and
the
others
45
minutes
each.
Moving
Along, also a production of the
Meanwhile the trade got a hefty laugh
has 65 pieces for the French Variety unit,
played Jamaica Arena, Jafrom Allen's program last Wed.dsday, Benjamin Brown, an executive in the Orchestra
and
Italian
and
80
musicians
for
the
maica,
Tuesday.
Manhattan -Bronx diwhen he did a burning satire on comeindustry, spoke last Week on Wagnerian operas. Because Lawrence vision's The Barker was given at the
dians playing primarily to studio audi- turkey
Tibbett
is
under
CBS
contract;
two
of
WMCA
about
"How
Turkeys
Come
to
East
Side
Settlement
Thursday, and the
ences with trick costumes, etc. . . . All Town." Rumor is the speech was writ- the operas in which he is to appear,
night spots broadcasting now on the Mu- ten by some legit producers. . .. Mantle Rigoletto and Pagliacci, cannot be broad- same unit presented a one -act novelty,
Three
Ways
To
Rob
a Lady, at the
tual network are paying, network adopt- Lamp Company started Ed McConnell on cast over NBC as originally scheduled.
ing the same policy instituted about two WOR Saturday (7), . . . Bernice Judie; No substitute operas for broadcasting Goddard Neighborhood Center yesterday.
The
Dance
Project,
now
in its 10th
years ago by WOR. Charges range from of WNEW, took her first vacation in two have as yet been announced.
month with practically no productions
$100 to $150 a week for two half-hours, years last week. Atlantic City. . .. CBS
Marcia Davenport, New York music to its credit, is torn with internal dishigher prices in effect when line charges Artists' Bureau has added Billie Bailey, a
and writer, who covered the Salz- sension --charges of incompetence being
climb. MBS is in a fortunate spot on contralto, to the roster. . . . Benny critic
Music Festival in Austria for NBC hurled at those in charge. Charles
the late evening orchestra spots, since Venuta is due to sign one of those "long burg
neither NBC nor CBS, in the majority term" contracts with Warners. . . . several months ago, is here acting as Weidman, director and choreographer,
of cases, can clear the time -for Coast - Harry Leedy, who used to manage the commentator during the opera broad- shortly resumes his duties as supervisor
to -Coast airings for these bands, many Boswell Sisters and still handles Connie, casts. She's being assisted by Archie of Candide, recently seen at the Majestic,
Brooklyn.
of the stations being tied up for com- is now selling motion picture talent for Presby, announcer.
mercial rebroadcasts for the West Coast. Rockwell -O'Keefe. . . . Marilyn Marlowe,
Budding script writers are being given
This is one of the reasons. why Mutual tap dancer who was on the Jarman shoe an opportunity to have their skits tiroad- SYRACUSE, Nov. 7.-Exploitation deis getting so large a hunk of the name program last week with Ted Weems and east and also a chance at a valuable partment of the Federal Players here
bands playing in various spots thruout his orchestra, has been booked for sev- award during KYA's Sunday evening has arranged with leading bookstores in
the country.
Hour. Program is sponsored town for tieups with Street Scene, cureral return engagements. . . Republic Sandman
by the Sandman Mattress Company, rent attraction at the University Civic
Wrigley started Jack Fulton and Pictures is looking over WHN talent which awards a $22.50 mattress for the Theater.
Franklyn MacCormack, "poetic reader," with a view to tests. . . . Mapl-Mix, a , best script submitted weekly. Adrian
on Columbia Monday (9). . . . Bettie dessert, is using Charles Sears and Harry Gendot and Lois Hampton enact the
FREEPORT, L. I., Nov. 7. - Federal
Glenn and Charlie Capps decided not to Kogens Orchestra on NBC. . . . Jean winner, with Bob Stanley handling the Theater of Long Island will present its
get hitched after all and the license Paul King, who has replaced Ed Hill as commercials,
16th production, The Late Christopher
goes to waste. . . . Sealtest's program spieler for the Metrotone newsreel, kissed
an effort to stimulate interest in Bean, at the Playhouse, Cedarhurst, for
continues to be a headache, with pro- and made up with Phil Lord and is theInCarefree
which is to be a week's run beginning Monday.
duction end program problems not yet again announcing the Gangbusters se- sponsored by Carnival,
Signal Oil Company over
ironed out. Outside advisers may be rial. Lord squawked when the film the NBC Pacific
SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 7. - Federal
Red
network
starting Theater
called in. . . '. First time in years that assignment kept King away from some November 20, Larry Allen, in charge
Project's production of it Can't
of
Bill Hansen, of the Three Little Saabs, of the four rehearsals Lord insists on for the network's artists' bureau here, and
Happen Here starts its third week at the
missed any broadcasts happened last this half-hour series. A lot of actors Harry Anderson, Western division sales Columbia Theater Monday night, playweek, cause being the death of his squawk about the same thing that manager, accompanied by Johnny ing to capacity houses. Directed by W.
father. . .. Guest stars go off the Pack- caused King to quit the show, but they O'Brien, ace harmonica player, and, Charles E. Watts, it is scheduled to run to Noard show, with Fred Astaire, Charlie can't do anything about it.
Marshall, singer of Western songs, leave vember 21. Project has Ralph Cheese
in the Gilbert and
here tomorrow night for a seven-day and his marionettesoperetta, The Mikado. It takes
Pacific Northwest tour. They will take Sullivan
along a recording of the show to play to the hinterlands after its showing here.
for Signal Oil dealers and at. service
PITTSBURGH, Nov. 7.-A third WPA
clubs. Group will later invade Southern
vaude unit of the musical comedy type
California,for the same purpose.
is
organized by the local Federal
Murray Bolen is the new emsee on beingoffice.
Show will tour Allegheny
By F. LANGDON MORGAN
KFRC's Radio Talent Tournament, spon- Theater
County,
playing school auditoriums and
by Granat Brothers, local jewelry settlement
houses.
No admission fee.
The Presidential campaign definitely Betty Ito, pretty Japanese radio player sored
Sundays at 9 p.m. It's
Jimmie Laster, director, is using 17
proved that radio has replaced the on NBC, is also secretary to Philip amanufacturers,
semi -amateur musical program, with girls,
in
addition
to
a number of acts.
newspaper as a molder of public opinion. Schuyler Allen, professor of German talent
recruited from bay region com- Raymond M. Wolf,
assistant in the
Now that the smoke of the election, bat- literature at the University of Chicago. munities.
States Federal Theater Project, has been
tle has cleared we can again tune in . . . An enterprising press agent retransferred- here to take charge of local
our favorite radio stations without hear- ports that the sun apparently has had
Los
Angeles
ing Senator Pifflepuss or some other an influence on the life of radio actress LOS ANGELES, Nov. 7.-Rachel Fields WPA theater. Harold Silverstein has
political aspirant clutter up the ether Sunda Love.. . . He says that Sunda's Pederson, author of Time Out of Mind, replaced M. E. Fierst as assistant direcwith their blah-blah. . . Paul Luther, son was born on Sunday; she is the star has filed suit against Western Broadcast- tor of the vaude unit. Two units are
WBBM announcer, was on the wrong of the Sunbrite show; Sunday has ing Company (KNX) and Edward Al- currently touring Allegheny County,
end of an election bet and as a result always been her lucky day, and she bright, announcer, which may establish with a third in preparation.
had to push a peanut across the Michi- usually ends up the summer with a sun- a new phase of law against plagiarism or
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 7. - Following
gan Avenue Bridge with his nose. . . . tan. . . . So'nuff of that. . . . Henry use of copyrighted materiel without perBill Joyce, of the New York William Mor- Saxe (Bill Angelo, of NBC's Mary Marlin mission. The complaint charges that Al- much adverse criticism regarding casting
of local- project productions, notably
show)
brushes
up
on
his
Italian
dialect
ris agency, is making his headquarters
read the book over KNX and con- It Can't Happen Here, new method of
'at the local Morris office in interests of by conversing with tradespeople in Chi- bright
tinued
to
do
so
after
specific
warning.
filling
roles has beep instituted. In the
.
.
.
John
J.
Walsh,
cago's
Little
Italy.
talent for the Sears -Roebuck radio procopyright law does not provide future Ann Kingsley, casting, director,
grams. . . . Beverly Latham, NBC li- actor on Grand Hotel, Welcome Valley The
Miss
Pederagainst
such
infringement.
will
be
aided by a committee of five in
and
other
programs,
and
Roma
Ricci,
brarian, has left for Los Angeles to beis asking $25,000 punitive and $15,000 the selection of players.
come program director of Station KFWB. national president of the Sigma Tau son
actual
damages,
alleging
that
reading
the
Charles
which brought about change
. . . Louis Adrian, musical director of Gamma, have announced their engage- book destroyed numerous potential sales.
in policy included rumor that FTP castthe Chicago Theater, is slated for a new ment.
ing
in
Los
Angeles- was allegedly in the
Talent for the new series of Califorseries over WGN, starting December 9.
Chuck Oster has been promoted to nia's Hour programs, starting Monday, hands of a clique which selected fafor a dairy concern. . . . Uncle Ezra
vorites,
and
that too many amateurs
and the Hoosier Hotshots made some the position of chief sound effects man will be drawn from universities in the had predominated
in important roles.
film shorts in Minneapolis. . . . Al and will also assist Al Boyd with pro- State. Variety pattern of the program,
Short is reported to be leaving the NBC duction at WLS. . . . Adele Starr, Billy which formerly has been in the nature
BIRMINGHAM, Ala., Nov. 7. - Local
production department to free lance. Mills' Orchettra, John Harrington and of -a political airing to fight off a tax project presented It Can't Happen Here
. , . Ray Linton, local representative the Grenadiers quartet are being starred proposition on the election ballot, will to a well -filled house at the Jefferson
for WMCA, New York, has left single on the new News With Music Sunday be followed. David Broekman's Orches- Theater Tuesday. In charge was Verner
blessedness to join the matrimonial net- morning series over WBBM, which tra and Donald Novis continue as fea- Halderne, who is already drawing up
work.. . . Hookup was effected in Chi- started November 8. . . . Lum 'n' tures. Each State school will have its plans for repeat performances by heavy
It looks Abner (Chester Lauck and Norris Goff) night in the new series. Music, dra- requests. Role of Doremus Jessup was
cago on November 4. .
like Lights Out is to be sponsored, a have rented a duck blind in Northern matic bits and other campus activities played by Hal Brown, while Craig Neslo
prospective bank -roller wanting to move Illinois and expect to open the season will be incorporated in the show under is cast as Senator Windrip and Lydia
the direction of Jack Runyon, of the Keyes Woodcock portrays Lorinda Pike.
it to a late Saturday night spot. . . . with a bang the coming week -end:.
With Chicago returning to Central Glenn Snyder, WLS manager, is attend- Lord & Thomas agency.
Entire project company of 42 appeared
ing
the
18th
annual
reunion
of
his
comStandard Time on November 15, another
Bing Crosby was slated for the final in the play.

ah720tes

wholesale shift of program schedules pany at St. Joseph, Mo., onArmistice guest star spot on the series just conDay. . . . Glenn was a rifle instructor cluded this week, but as a result of a
will take place.
at Camp Shelby, Hattiesbprg, Miss., concerted. protest by independent gro-

.
during most of the World War. .
who were trying to slap a special
Fogarty, popular young Irish cers,
tax on the chain stores of the State,
Earl H. Gammons, president of WCCO, Charles
returns to WAAF microphones for Crosby's airing was canceled by present
Minneapolis, was a recent Chicago visi- tenor,
. Winner sponsors' demand, who didn't want to
series November 10.
. Bob Rafter, formerly program a new
tor. .
the National Corn Husking Contest in incur the displeasure of retailers.
director of KMOX, St. Louis, has joined of
(being
aired
by
Licking
County,
0.
J. 'Kelly Smith, reptesenting Radio
. Jack
the WBBM production staff.
will probably approach the micro- Sales, Inc., a subsidiary of CBS, is -in
Fulton, tenor on the Poetic Melodies NBC),
phone
bashfully
and
utter,
"Aw,
shucks."
town to confer with Harry O'Neill, adprogram, is a direct descendant of Robvertising contact for Drug Trade Prodert Fulton, of steamboat fame. . . .
ucts, on a new commercial to break on
Judy Talbot, who has been starred on
KNX. It is possible that the station's
Several Chicago stations, has joined
(Continued from page 4)
Hollywood Barn Dance will be revamped
WAAF and will present a weekly series
of songs billed as "The Girl About Let's Raise the Curtain in its entirety for the sponsorship.
Marion Talley will broadcast from the
Col. Roscoe Turner, famous at a Broadway theater early in 1998.
Town." .
aviator, made his debut as star of NBC's Show holds eight American acts, three East November 28 and 29. She pulls out
Kay St. of which, Arren and Broderick, the after her November 15 broadcast, stopPlying Time November 9. . .
Germaine, singing star, carries one of 12 Aristocrats and the Taka Sisters, were ping off at her Kansas farm and paying
the leading roles in the new Listen to imported direct from New York for this a call to her sponsors in pt. Louis en
.

.

.

.

.

.

Rourscrint

.

.

This series over MBS and WGN.

.

.

.

production.

route to New York. Josef Koestner, who

Material Protection Bureau
Attention Is directed to The Billboard's
Material Protection Bureau embracing all
branches of the show business, but designed particularly to serve Vaudeville and
Radio fields.
Those wishing to establish material or
Idea priority are asked to Inclose same in
a sealed envelope, bearing their name, permanent address and other information
deemed necessary. Upon receipt, the in-

ner packet will be dated, attested fo, and
filed away under the name of the claimant.

Send packets accompanied by letter requesting registration and
postage
to The Billboard's Material Protection
Bureau, 6th Floor, Palace Theater Building,

New York City.
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Conducted by PAUL DENIS-Communications to 1564 Broadway, New York City

AFM CURBS BAND BOOKERS
Agents To Aid

Cabaret Drive

To the Rescue!
PITTSBURGH, Nov. 7.-Ruby Rubinoff,
daughter of Dave, came to the rescue with
a gown Saturday when Lillian Sherman,

vocalist with the Mickey Kate outfit at
the Hotel Roosevelt, discovered her luggage
stolen while on her way. here.

applications -8,000 road band dates a year-less than
2,000 road bands -600 subagents-students, too

pledge support of AFA- Chi Night Spots Go
200 performers at meeting Heavy on Novelties
7.-Local night
spot agents have renewed pledges to
support the American Federation of Actors here. At a meeting last week In
the Commerce Building, eight agents
connected with AFA franchised offices
told Ralph Whitehead, APA. secretary,
that they will continue supporting the
current campaign to organize local cafes.
Agents involved are Len Holt and Len
Holz, Glenn Lyte, Florence McGrath,
Rusty Hagen, Kurt Berger, Mrs. Hunter
(Hunter Artists Bureau) and Dick
Pritchard. Pritchard was beaten up in
front of a local night club recently and
the police are said to be preparing indictments against his assailants.
Robert Fuelleman, president, and Max
Raskin, attorney, for the Wisconsin Cafe
Owners' Association, respectively, also
attended the AFA meeting and pledged
support. About 200 performers were
present also. Guy Magley, AFA vicepresident; Ted Kraft, local rep, and
Whitehead represented the AFA.

Big Season for
New Orleans Area
NEW ORLEANS, Nov. 7.-Benny Meroff
and ork opened at Roosevelt Blue Room
last night, succeeding Leon Navara's Ork
and floor show headed by Armada. Only
one or two other acts will be booked to
augment Meroff's crew.
Local spots are preparing for biggest

winter in history of city, with record breaking convention program scheduled
and biggest winter spot program and
Mardi Gras season promised by sponsor.
A new swing house ork opened this
Week at Chez Paree, city's top suburban
spot, old band moving over to newly
opened Cotton Club, where Lee Early
win emsee.
Shreveport's

two big night spots,
Blossom Heath and Washington-Youree
Fountain Room, did their biggest business last week with staging of gtate fair
there. Jay Whidden, and ork, with the
Downey Sisters as floor headliners,
opened at the Fountain Room Wednes-

Three Ryan Brothers head new

day.

show at Blossom Heath.

Mex Singers Will Record
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Recent prize
winners as the most typical folk -lore

in Mexico, Los Murcielagos
(Three Bats), arrived here on a trip
sponsored by their government. Making
their headquarters with the Association
of Mexican Authors and Composers in
the RICO Building, Radio City, and will
be known as the Three Rancheros. Will
make 30 recordings for the American
Record Company and a short for
singers

Vitaphone.

Showboat Guide Guilty

dine and dance pleasure craft, Capt.
C.

Wickens,

Dorchester,

of

Mass., skipper of the excursion steamer,

was ordered to give up his master's license for a six-month period.

.

.

.

simply

Socked by Law

Vaude Units Pick
Up Nitery Dates

ROCHESTER, N. Y., Nov. 7.-Arthur
Argyries, of the Mutual Entertainment
Exchange, has added two new dates in
Newark, N. Y., one in Genesee. N. Y..
PARIS, Tenn., Nov. '7.-A new city and one in Buffalo. In conjunction
auditorium has just been completed with the Murphy Agency in Buffalo, he
here at a cost of $60,000. Will house is also working on a plan to assemble
road shows and bands booked by Mose units here and work them thru the
Keenan Cary a local sponsorship and Buffalo office. Hoped for eight weeks of
consecutive work.
backed by a local organization.

Band.

NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Assuming that
diners have something to say to each
other, the Madison Restaurant announces

policy of "No music

May Close Up
Jackson Spots

El Paso Clubs

and Frank Raye from the Tom Gentry

The Bi-Corb Is Free
a

NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-That too many agents are trying to make a living handling
bands is one conclusion reached by a survey of the American Federation of Musicians' license system. Conservatively, there's at least one band agent to every
traveling band in this country and Canada. The AFM has received more than
2,000 applications for licenses this past year. It handed out 1,300 licenses, with
around 200 having lapsed for one reason or another. Since band agents make
their living almost exclusively from traveling band engagements, a comparison between the number of active agents and
the work available is in order. There
were about 8,000 traveling band dates
the past fiscal year, meaning only four or
five bookings per agent.
The AFM issued 98,104 traveling cards
during the year ending in May. Figured
at the rate of 12 musicians to a band,
NATCHEZ, Miss., Nov. 7. - Governor there were about 8,000 dates played unHugh L. White is opposing reopening of der the union's jurisdiction. As for the'
gambling houses and open. saloons in number of traveling bands, 3,960 orRankin County, near Jackson, Miss., chestras paid the 10 per cent tax during
called the "Gold Coast." He is threat- the year, but undoubtedly some of the
ening to send National Gardsmen into bands were playing. odd Jobs in a nearcounty to "clean it up." Says that if by jurisdiction and could hardly be
called out militia will be instructed to called traveling bands. According to
AFM officials, from 600 to 2,000 traveling
demolish buildings.
laughs at Harry's New York Ca -BAR -et,
Several of these spots have been using bands were on the road the past year.
W. Blrnbach, AFM secretary. figand at the Bismarck's Walnut Room floor shows and bands and are seeking Fred
the Phantom Organ is a high-class nov- new locations In view of the governor's ures, "Averaging 15 men to an orchestra,
it would appear to me that at least 2,000
elty.
threat.
traveling orchestras were on the road."
Demand for novelty acts of unquesSpots began selling liquor, it is Other officials figure even less than that.
tionable merit is greater than the supply. charged,
when the governor went to
Using Birnbach's conservative figure,
Texas Centennial after closing them sev- 2,000
agents and 2,000 traveling bands
eral weeks ago with dire threats.
Philly Hotels Cry
means one agent to every traveling band.
Using figures by other officials, it might
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 7.-Five local
even be possible to say there are three
hotels filed petitions in Federal Court
agents to every traveling band. Not only
October 30 asking permission to reorthat, but there are et least 600 subganize under Section 77B of the bankagents working in licensed agency ofruptcy act. Except for the Majestic,
fices. This would bring up the question,
they represent the brightest lights in the
The
EL PASO, Tex., Nov. 7.-Club oper-' "How can they all make a living."
town's night -life scenery. Include the ators
while
here
were
in
a
near
-panic
today
answer
would
betheir
that meager
many don't,
Adelphia (Cafe MarguerY), Philadelphian
others
jack
up
income
by
(Mirror Room), Ritz -Carlton (Pqlm Gar- when State Liquor Board officials an- booking local dates and private enterdens) and the Bellevue - Stratford nounced a crack -down enforcement of tainment jobs. Many agents do band
selling liquor by drink in
(Planet Room). They listed debts, laws against
as a sideline. Hundreds of uniholding beer and wine permits. booking
mainly unpaid taxes and interest on. places
students work their way thru
Because
of
border
location, local club versity
defaulted mortgages, totaling approxi- operators had winked
school booking bands, some schools averat
law.
mately $6.000,000. The petitions blamed
aging 50 or 60 music functions each
financial difficulties on the general de- Three small-time clubs have been year.
pression in 1931, defaulting interest and operating on small profit. Work on a
This situation has compelled the AFM
allowing taxes to become delinquent in swank cocktail room for a leading hotel to refuse hundreds of license applicawas dropped until situation is clarified. tions. The problem becomes more acute
that year.
in view of the fact that big band outfits like MCA (which books around 40
Bergere Band for Miami
per cent of the major dates) grab off
7.
-Maximillian.
most
of the dough in the business.
NEW YORK. Nov.
Bergere and orchestra will close at the
Stork Club here the latter part of this
PITTSBURGH, Nov. 7.-Night spots in month and open at the Miami Biltmore High -Priced Opening
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 7.-With Benny
this territory are proving a salvation for early in December. .This is the second
stage units, mostly 20 -people outfits. A season at the Florida resort for Bergere. Folgelman moving his intimate Benny
the
Bum's haunt from a brownstone
number of clubs have opened their dodrs Booking again arranged by Mrs. Elsie
home to the gayly refurbished Piccadilly
to the shows and are helping them fill Hunter.
Cafe,
a new high in opening -night tarin time between theater dates. Manwill be established. Spot unshuttera
agers of small units passing thru report French Casino Deal Pends iffs
Christmas
night and bon vivants are
that more shows will be on the road
being asked to shell out $25 per. Name
this season because of the added time
CLEVELAND,
Nov.
7.-Harry
Propper,
policy
for
band
and show. Grind from
now available thru night-spot bookings. of the Mayfair Casino, is still consider- noon on.
Among the fjrst to play night-club ing the offer of the New York French
time in this section were Jack G. Van's Casino syndicate to add his spot to
Femmes de Parse, at the Gray Wolf its national chain of theater -restaurants. New Wilmington Spot
WILMINGTON, Nov. 7.-Cafe Grande.
Tavern, Sharon, and Harry Beery's Sun- Jack Denny's Band opened yesterday
kist Vanities, at the' Plaza Cafe here.and will be followed by Wayne King which opened here recently under management of James G. Carr, reports good
Units are proving popular in spots be- November 20.
business. Current floor show featuring
cause they are complete and pile up no
Lee Palmer and ork; Bobby Bernard,
worries for the club operators.
emsee; Elsie Gilbert, song stylist: I.aberto
Circus Unit for Hotel
and Owens and Byrns and Swanson.
New Memphis Spot
BOSTON, Nov. 7.-Al Martin, Lou Wal- dance teams, and Jean McCully. dancer.
ters
office
booker,
has
spotted
a
circus
Band booked for 10 weeks.
MEMPHIS, Nov. 7.-Capacity business
into the Biltmore Hotel, Providence,
greeted the opening of the new 20th unit
November 12 to 21.
Century Room at Hotel Claridge this
Featured are the Three Cards, Torellia
week. Opening show, which will be and Clark and Olvera Brothers.
RUDY VALLEE
changed weekly, Includes Fanchon and
Fanchon, Herbert Loe and Manno and
Writes on
Strafford, together with Patricia Norman More Up -State Work

CHICAGO, Nov. 7. - Chicago night
spots, from the swankiest to the most
plebeian, are going in strong for novelties of the most varied sorts and the
patronage they are enjoying indicates
that they are giving the public what it
wants.
At the Empire Room of the Palmer
House, one of the city's class spots, the
patrons are being regaled with table
tennis as expounded by Ruth Aarons
and Sandor Glancz, champs. Toward
the other end of the scale the Madison
Casino offers a rocking -chair contest
that, while goofy, draws and holds the
customers. Marcella Mitchell and her
nine Bronze Girls are the feature of the
Town Club. Silver Cave is bellying a
midget show. Rufe Davis, hillbilly; the
Callgary Brothers, pantomimists, and the
Nagfys, fire-eaters, give College Inn the
greatest number of novelty acts of any
show in town. Hank the Mule cops the

.

BOSTON, Nov. 7.-Found guilty by a
federal board of negligence in the September 9 sinking of the S. S. Romance,
Adelbert

One Agent to Each Road Band
Maybe three to each traveling orchestra -2,000 license

Milwaukee rights -holders

MILWAUKEE, Nov.

Discovers There's at Least

a

cuisine conceived and served In the grand
manner.'
Merely a matter of bloating the gut
without distraction.

New Band Spot

What's Wrong With
Night Club Contracts?

In the Christmas Ntsnaber
of The Billboard Dated
November 28, 1936

The Billboard
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favorite here, he displays a fine sing-

ing voice, being excellent in interpreting
ballads. Should be playing better spots.
Hal Sidare went over nicely with his
eccentric drunk dancing.
Helen Etheridge sings in good rhythm,
doing special arrangements of Midnight
way; Josephine Houston's songs, which Blue, Until the Real Thing Comes Along
included Take My Heart, You Are My and as an encore Sweet and Hot. Has
Lucky Star and others, were superbly appearance and went over excellently.
done, and Eunice Healey scored with her Cortez and Trlano come thru with hot
clever tap dancing. Barto and Mann, hoofing that is okeh. Need better showthe long and short comedy dancers, kept manship, however.
An eight -girl chorus offered fair routhe audience in an uproar. Then ensemble. numbers were elaborate and tines and a talking satire on the March
spectacular, covering a wide range-Gay of Time. Dance routines included a
'90s, Vote for Mr. Rhythm, Dancing Spanish number and a semi-nude IsMood, High Hat, ?isnot° and Cane and land of Bali dance.
Julie Wintz's Band accompanied the
Fantasy in. Blue, with Bob Hannon doing
several excellent vocal numbers. Henry show and provided good dance rhythms.
Arrangements
tend to be monotonous,
Busse was particularly happy in his muscial selections, both for the show and i.oWeVer. Wintz himself makes a good
appearance
and
does a competent emcee.
the dancing, delivering superbly as he
Band broadcasts over WNEW twice each
has been doing for months.
evening.
Without a doubt Mike Fritzel and Joey
Jacobson have an early winter show Three shows nightly. Prices very reathat compares favorably with anything sonable. Plenty of dancing space. Service and atmosphere are okeh.
so far seen here.
Nat Green.

7219141 Club Reviews
Continental Room, Brass Rail,
New York

currently
PARK PLAZA HOTEL,
St. Louis, ma

r ---PAUL

ROBINSON
The Ultra Modern
HARMONICIST.

I

Dancers and Singers
of Sophisticated swam

anal&

INow apse:nine
Club 1523 Locust,

NE PARRA

The' well-known Brass Rail, at 49th
and 7th avenue, has opened a first floor
adjunct, calling it the Continental Room.
Opened election night to Show business,
but ought to build up.
It's a comfortable and pleasantly
lighted room, with the band in one corner and, unfortunately, not visible from
all angles. Dance floor is large enough,
considering it's an intimate spot. Hidden ceiling lighting by the designer of
the Jones Beach Casino Is among the
finest around. The one2s1de murals, in cidentally, are not in keeping with the
rest of the room. They're too loud In
comparison to the soft effect Of cream Colored walls and lemon -yellow upholstery.
Featured is Vira Rive, who started off
three years ago warbling Ukrainian folk
songs and is now coming along as a real
personality. A pretty redhead, she has
a dynamic personality and sells each
number beautifully. Her voice is not
even in quality, but she has the trick
of holding her final notes and achieving a
sock finish. Her expressive personality
and cute Continental dialect don't do any
harm, either.
The Allen Leafer Band (see New Band
Reviews) provides continuous dance
music and entertainment. A good dance
band. Loafer offers hie own pleasant
vocalizing and then trots out gorgeous
Gloria Mossman for ingratiating singing.
Miss Mossman is sweet and has an attractive way of handling ballads and the
slower type of ditties.

Star Dust, Chattanooga

Return of floor shows to Star Dust,

beautiful night club atop Lookout Mountain, is bringing increased attendance.

Shows had been discontinued during
Natalie and Howard offer an Indian
adagio dance and apache number in
which the muscular Howard does almost everything but toss Natalie off
the mountain. Effective lighting adds
to the attractiveness of the number.

PAUL DENIS,

Mayfair Room, Blackstone
Hotel, Chicago

late summer.

This swanky room, richly laden With
the atmosphere of quiet dignity, serves
as a perfect setting for a short but one
of the smartest floor shows presented
here in a long while. Only three attractions are on the program, Georges
and Samna, Senorita Corinna Mura and
PETE
Bernice Bucans, the "dramatist of Al Kavelin's music, but all are Out LOU
the dance,' does a toe number for
(See NIGHT CLUB on page 19)
the first show and her own version of
phia, Pa.
Cu"Itl
The Dance of the Seven Veils for the
proving I
second.
121CT!h'ael
that 9YM
Louise Ploner, brunet singer, late of
TILLrAr.
the Stevens Hotel in Chicago, has a
Personal Flepreeeple.94.74,
N.Y.
jaea is
smooth voice, combining sweetness and
MARTY FORKING.
Three Senators work table to table
between dance sessions, doing request Marshall Van Pool's Orchestra supnumbers. Comprise Bob Roberts, guitar; plies the music, including many novelty
Jimmy Vincent, Violin and vocals, and numbers.
MURRAY WYCHE.
Mack Jaffee, accordion. Vincent has a
Character Delineator
sweet tenor voice just right for romantic
El
Toreador,
New
York
Now Appeaiing at
tunes, while Roberts and Jaffee are capFor real Cuban locale and entertainable musicians. Work smoothly and ef- ment
"CHATEAU CLUB," Cleveland, 0.
this
spot
can
hardly
be
surpassed
fectively and do much to pep up the by any club in town affecting similar
place.
Representative.
Spacious, as night clubs
Dinner is 81.50. French cuisine is atmosphere.
INTERPRETERS OF MODERN
well Ventilated and With a mezzaAL GROSSMAN,
MANNY SACHS,
good, but service mild be better. Ca go;
BALLROOM DANCING.
nine balcony that overhangs three sides
160 W. 46th St.,
pacity, around 900.
Music Corp. of
Patti Denis.
of the room, -it is more like the patio
New
York.
America.
of a hacienda. Murals by Camarero add
greatly
to
the
illUtiOn.
Gayety
Is
conMayfair Casino, Cleveland tagious and music both excites and
Plenty of swing music is to be found
Portraying Swat,
here, Tommy Dorsey and his 14 musl- soothes.
in,' Spain, Amoremceed by Medard LozatiO, a
clans raising merry Ned with the hot - 40Capably
u s Argentine.
Show fulfills all expectations
test stuff of this brand heard locally and-Minute
then
some.
Colorful Cuba in
Costello sings
in many a moon. And the Dorsey out - and dances rumbasDiosa
46 MA 64th St.
that command atDance and Sons.
fit heads a considerable array of enN[10 Yost CdP
her sinuous and seneunus
* tertainers. Opened here October M. tention;
bring down the hollse, swingShow is more along the lines of vaude- writhings
the audience into a jovial and reville than NTG's night club frolic which ing
ceptive
mood
for remainder of show. La
preceded it. Paul Nolan does a juggling Monterito, Spanish
dancer, heels clickact in the W. C. Fields manner, with hats ing and Castanets clacking,
delights with
Currently
and balls playing a considerable part.
her art,
at the
The
Three
Heat
Waves,
aided
by
a
Ricardo
C.
Lara,
Mexican
BROWN
guitar, harmonize after the manner of well known in Europe and Southbaritone,
HOTEL.
the Mills Brothers. Consuelo and Melba ca, goes over big and obliges WithAmeriLouisville.
many
are a smart dance team, specializing encores.
Ky.
'
Possessor of a golden voice
in swing waltz aided by many tricky that's admirably
suited
for
the
lovely
MuskeT Comedy Dome.,
whirls. Particularly clever is their verromantic tunes peculiar to Latins, he

3 --RACKETCHEERS
***
tZ.

T10h

SHAVO

SHERMAN

garron

and benncll*

.

SYLVI TA
FINA
1

COLLETTE

BARRY

sion of Darktown Strutters' Ball. Dorothy offers,
Gray Is a dancer with a pair of Leon
Errol

ZEB CARVER
and his Country Cousins

Comedy. Music. Singing, Dancing
VILLAGE BARN, NEW YORK, Indefinitely.

111111

-don

HIS

ADDRESS

'Maria -Mesta,

dancers in the Fanny Brice manner.

of a lyric tenor. Chicorrito, an honest -

role of The Student Prince and specializes in operatic numbers. Rita Traus,
a local contest winner, shows some nifty
taps.
Dorsey has with his outfit Edythe
Wright, an attractive songstress; the
Three Esquires and Jack Leonard, singer.
H. R. HOYT.

bullfight.

It was a triumphant return for Benny
Fields when he came back to the Ohez
beth
Parse Friday night a full-fledged star
and head of the new show. At this spot
Benny started his sensational comeback
HAYES
last spring and the greeting he received
Friday both before and during the show
must have done his heart good. With
dance
financial worries gone, he's his old carestylists"
free, jovial self and looks aei young as
t
he did 20 years ago when he and Blos*.d. definite discovery among the younger
som Seeley were stars of vaudeville. His
telime.
Hare class. appearance, excellent cos songs, ranging from the old favorite
tinging and original routines. Look like real
corners and me certainly good enough for a
Melancholy Baby down to Sing, Baby,
reyne."-Possibilities. Billboard. 11/7/86.
Sing, brought round after round of apADDRESS BILLBOARD, N. Y.
plause, making his wife, Blossom, sitting
in the audience, supremely happy.
TELL THE ADVERTISER IN THE
The revue staged around Fields by
BILLBOARD WHERE YOU COT

others,

Rob Roltner is emsee. lie was one of
-goodness retired toreador, throws the
the tenors who appeared in the title to
crowd into howls With his travesty of a

Chez Paree, Chicago

LOPER

among

and Estrellita and reaches the
legs who gives takeoffs on toe Granada
higher notes with the ease and lucidity
A clever, hilarious bit of
buffoonery, aided to no small extent by
the harassed but understanding "bull."
Besides supplying music that induces
a dancing urge, or heel tapping if you
only listen to it,

Don Gilberto and

his seven -piece band provide accompaniment for the show. Gilberto also sings

an occasional refrain very creditably.
The Siboney Quartet, between dance
sessions, saunters from table to table
offering songs with typical Latin fervor.
A better than usual outfit, with Jack
Fernandez doing the vocals.
Despite the "no cover charge at any
time" inducement and the moderate
prices, the place takes pride in the type

of patron it attracts,

GEORGE COLSON.

Top Hat, Union City, N. J.

This popular spot has opened a new
show, with Baby Rose Marie featured.
Appearing only at the midnight show,
Miss Marie proves she is developing into
a neat little singing comedienne. Her
imitations in song of radio singers and
comedians stopped the show cold. Did
Paul Oscard is peppy' and colorful. Nick six
Long Jr. delivered some sensational ing. numbers and had no trouble pleasdancing numbers that clicked in a big Eddie Gale is another hit. Now a big

GALI-GALI
"Gail -Gail, that magician with the swift

line Of blab and amazing stunts, is better
than ever at Versailles."-Walter Winchell.
Currently
VERSAILLES RESTAURANT, NEW YORK,
Indefinitely.
Mgt. MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA.
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Sunny Grayson, Margie Burke and Jimmy Kennedy opened at the Club Minuet

Club Cltattet

New York City:

THE HARTMANS, Grace and Paul,
doubling from the current musical Bed,

Hot and Blue, went into the Iridium
Room, Hotel St. Regis, November 9.

.

.

.

DIANE DENISE, chanteuse, opened at
the same spot November 4. . . CHER-

RY FAIN, swing singer, now at Lou

November 4.

Quite a few acts have been complaining
BOBBIE DUNCAN PRODUCTIONS had against night club waiters who suddenly bebookers and who usually make It tough
taken offices in the Roseland Building. come
acts by their inept methods. There ought
.
.
. RUSSELL PATTERSON puppet forbe
a law, or something, providing for an
show opens at the Radio City Rairiboiv to
Room January 6, and not November 6, adequate apprenticeship period for bookers.

as mentioned here last week.

past few weeks, now

readying for East Side spot.
MIRIAM VERNE, now at the St.
Moritz, is handled by Bill Miller, of
Artists Syndicate of America. . . .
RACHEL CARLAY opened at Zeili's new
spot November 6. Booked by Irma Marwick. . . . VERA FERN, acre tapper,
closed at the Commodore Tuesday and
opened Friday at Congress Hotel, Chicago.
Previous engagement of two
weeks at Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse,
stretched into 12. . . . NALDA NARDI
presented her student proteges in a revue at McDowell Club recently, featuring Ilse Hahlo, Henry Lang and Tom-

There's a Story around New York that it's

December 9.

AUTO SHOW has decided on Jack Valen-

of show business.

November 14.

New Jersey:

Ben Morden's Riviera, Fort Lee, N. J., which
closed Its season recently, deserves credit for

This ought to be proof enough
that talent can't be stopped by mythical Mei

tine's Orchestra for the week, starting

excellent exploitation.
It had Times
HELEN ETHERIDGE held over indefi- its
Square plastered with big signs, in addition
.
.
nitely at Top Hat, Union City.

providing free busses from Times Square to
BILLY MAHONEY set for long stay at to
Riviera. Also had a tieup with a taxi
PKralt the
Crystal Garderk, Paterson. .
company
by which the Riviera would pay
RANDALL, emcee, is in his fifth Week part of the fare bf customers coming from
at the Will Oakland Terrace, East Pater- New York. One of their most clever stunts
son.

vember

Mgt. CHAS. V. YATES, 1660 BROADWAY

5.

.

.

HARRIETT NORRIS, Lounge Cafe, Roosevelt Hotel,

.

Mary Vendee Demers, Marquita and

vember

6.

.

.

FOSTisit,

MADELIN

rookm

latae

ON THE AMERICAN STAGE
Mgt. MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA.

Now Appearing at

Teatro Encanto and Rhumba Club,
Havana, Cuba.

cr,Z.NWa,,i,-1564BROADWAY."7,";,'"

-

KIRSOFF

*

Presenting
DANCE Of the FORBIDDEN NECKLACE,

* cutly

COCOANUT GROVE

ass.*

ENRICA and
* NOVELLO
"DISTINCTIVE DANCERS."

1

Currently RAINBOW ROOM, New York.

and should."-Frankon, Billboard.

SEILER

"THE SKI JUMPER'S NITEMARE."

Philadelphia:
GYPSY MARICOb'F dOubleB between

the Colony Club and Victor's recording
labs In Camden grooving platters with
her accordion. Flight of a Bumblebee

first cut.

.

. FLORENCE HALLMAN

.

leaves 1523 Club to swing out in a Hollywood spot. . . . GINGER WAGNER, Ivy
Hulm and Dotty Deane yanked out of the

Walton Roof to lend their Charms to a
cinema on safety on the highways, being
produced by the State.
. . GEORGE
CLIFFORD and Nadine Wayne, terp team
. BOO
reunited at the Colony Club.

opened at the Villa Moderne November
. BILLY MITCHELL is now play5
ing the Town Club, Cicero, /11. . . .
ELEANOR LEONARD, Ray LaSalle, Virginia Darling and Ginger Wood opened
at the Marquette Club November 8. . . .
RpBERTA BARER is playing the Cave of
the Winds.. . . BELL HOWARD, Chuck
Garfie, Clara Strickland, Helen Duane,
O'Neill Clark and Bernice Clark opened
at the Silver Frolics November 4. . . .
DICK HUGHES, The Three Martins and
Wallace and LaTisha opened at the Via

Fifth Weak Gold Coast Room,
DRAKE HOTEL, CHICAGO.
Direction: HARRY BESTRY.

Lego November

4.

.

.

which will break their former long run
of eight months at the King's Terrace,
. FOUR QUEENS OF
New York. .
.

RHYTHM, after 20 weeks at the Cocoanut

Grove, take their terping to the Red Hill
Set to return
Inn, Penneaukeia, N. J.
to the Grove Christmas night. , . . RUMOR THAT Leon and Eddie might open
a local branch will soon become an actuality, With a holiday opening anticiClub Department hereby repeats Its

. MONFORT SIS- old warning that it does not seriously con-

sider anonymous letters. Letters containing
news items, complaints against agents or short
payoffs, views on show business conditions,
etc., should always bear the signature of the
Anonymous letters will be filed
point of his writer.
.
. LESTER promptly in the waste -paper basket.

two weeks at the Mark Hopkins Hotel

and

"Miss Charleston supplied the show.stop.
if she hasn't played the night spots, she can

teams, that is as long as an agent's promise.
This is one way of getting the right talent.

phenomenal comeback. .
COLES had contracts extended at Palmer
House until February.. . . WOODS AND San Francisco:
BRAY opened at Royale Frolic Cafe NoSKYLES BOYS (Dude and Jack Skylea,
vember 12. . . . "DAD" LEWIS, m. c., Howard Kelly and Leroy Holmes) after
enters third year at Talk o' th"rown,

Suite 1809, New York.

European Dance Artists

"Helen Charleston Is a ock at the Para.

mount,"-Ed Sullivan, NS. Y. Daily News.

.
.
Frolics November 6.
ART TATUM is now playing the Three BOO HOFF signatures the Three Racket Cheers
for
a
full
annum
at
his
1214
Club,
Deuces. . . . FRANCES WHITMAN

at Chez Parse, starting

tisig1=1,1,V7,2:VATTAig.i

*

N. Y. PARAMOUNT

TERS, Flo Taylor and Charles Patrick
opened at the Ann Millstone's On the
same date.
BENNY FIELDS to star In new revue

--IMIACO
* Prince of Magic
TANIA

4th WEEK at the

Florinne Manners opened at the Beverly
The Radio City Rainbow Roont Is one spot
Gardens the same date, booked by Tom- that books way ahead. Has talent lined up
my Sacco. . . . BABI ROLFE and Amos as far ahead as March and, in addition, has a
and Vivian opened at Vine Gardens No- "waiting list" of talent, especially of dance

Cortez and "Marquise and Dolly Miller
Opened at the South Bend Inn, South
h
Bend, Ind., November 6. . . . LOUISE
SHANNON and Nolan and Kenny are
Clyde
playing the Midnight Frolics.
LIDO and LAVONE, Florence Chappin
CONWAYd and PARKS
and Frankle Gorton are playing the Silr# Personal
Colored Comedy Song and. Dance Sensation.
ver
Cloud Cafe. . . . THEODORE AND
Management HARRY PINCUS.
CARLO, Mary Monahan, Sunny Mack
MILLS ARTISTS, N. Y.
Jean King opened at the Von
likliNgim.110ZiaiinkOMMihMaht and
Thenen cafe November 6. . . , BOB
AND ETHLYN WAYNE opened at the
PP
et
Carioca Club the same day, booked by
Lawrence. . . . CHUCK GORF/E,
The Mystifier. Hal
Sylvia Haig, Clara Strickland and Virginia Whittler opened at the Silver

FASTEST PAIR OF HANDS

CHARLESTON

BILL CLORE'S Vendome Hotel is play-

are cleverer than the New
after closing at the Paradise Restaurant. club operators
Follow into the Colony Club, Palm York boys. There seems to be no doubt that Pittsburgh:
Chicago
night
clubs
are exploited more efBeach, with Sheila Barrett, January and
JAY AND LUCILLE, dance team, moved
February. Then back to Europe. . . . fectively and that Chicago clubs have always from
the Nixon Cafe to the Grey Wolf
In
building
up intimacy and using
been
slicker
ENRICO MUZIO, Italian tenor, is back trick gadgets and methods
of show presenta- Tavern in Sharon. New bill at the Nixon
in New York after playing opera and reis
emseed
by Martin Jensen.... INITIAL
amaSingly
contion.
New
Yotk
clubs
are
vues in England and the Continent. . . . ventienal.
BILL at the Showboat includes Doris
FRED LEQUORNE, dance teacher to proVinton,
CoUdriet
and O'Day and a line
fessionals, is building up a route of
of girls.. . . AGNES PRENDERGAST and
dance classes in the suburbs.
Chicago Area:
her Rhythm Girls moved to Tito's Club
HOWARD AND HART and Althen Al- Casino. . . FIVE 0' CLOCK TRIO are
len opened at Bruns Palm Garden No- filling a return engagement at the
-DON HUGHIE

CALIENTE CLUB, W. 5End ER., New York.
Songs and Dances Well Seasoned.

L

ing to capacity with Venus on the Half Shell, girl in the goldfish bowl act,
booked by Mike Special for \ a four -week
run, and Captain Warmack% Orchestra,
back after an 18 -month tour of Japan....

was mailing a "dividend check" for $2.50 to
old customers, telling them the "check" could
Al Quodbach, from Chicago, opening Coffee be used against their bid when they visited
Dan's in New York and installing a sliding the Riviera again. Night club owners who do
my Sullivan.
but wait for business should read
ESTELLE AND LEROY will go into the chute for customers entering the club, brings nothing
Radio City Rainbow Room December 9 ,up the old question of whether Chicago night- this and start thinking.

RATE, PRINCE & CLARK

HELEN

13

Buffalo:

for a dance set to lamp from a
.
IVOR impossible
Richman's Dizzy Club. .
-priced cabaret like the Hollywood or
PETERSON, accordionist, at the McAlpin, pop
Paradise into a swank spot.
Estelle
becomes poet laureate and chief minne- and LeRoy, now at the ParadiseWell,
Restaurant,
singer as well . . . ahem. , , MARIE go directly Into the Radio City Rainbow
Room
ALMONTE, ill

The Billboard

Peoria.
have moved into the Loa Angeles Hotel
LOWE. HITE AND STANLEY, the Pearl
Twins, Bob Roltner and the Maginia Biltmore.

opened at the Mayfair Casino, Cleveland,
November 6. . . . THE 'milts HEAT
WAVES are being held over. . . MEL-

Boston:

glAubl3ILEanNsasopeezzd

. TOM
Marion Kay and Pearl Kay. .
MAREN has spotted a new revue, Flying
High, at his theater -restaurant, the Penthouse. Staged by Boots MacKenna, acts
are Francetta Malloy, Olive and Amdur,

tovBmileljr 9Fischer:s

November

JERRY LAWTON opened at the Hollyhock Gardens, Warren, 0., November 9.
FLO WHITMAN, Nyra Lou, Natascha,
Lou King and George DeCosta are playing the Gay '90s. . . . NED SANTRY,
Harry Frazier and Moe Lee opened at the
. DEWITT
Hi -Mac Club November 5. .
TRIO, Margie Carr, Edna Stanley and
Bobby Lee opened at the Golden Spot

NEW SHOW at the Cocoariut Grove has

Tanta and Kirsoff, Sentos and Elvira,

Dunn Brothers and Dotty, and Billy

YVETTE
AND HER ORIGINAL
MUFF DANCE
Now Harry's New York Cabaret, Chicago.

-WARNING-

Bob Davis Has No Connection With This Act.
Under Direction

SLEIGH & TYRELL

Payne, plus the MacKenna Girls. . .
Chicago.
140 N. Dearborn Street,
D'ORSAY, booked thru Jack Goldstein, was at the Penthouse for a two-day
EVELYN TELL THE ADVERTISER IN THE
stay, Friday and Saturday. .
BILLBOARD WHERE YOU GOT
November 5. . . ETHEL PERRIN, Mac OAKS is singing with Nye Mayhew's Ork
HIS ADDRESS,
Howe, Dorstia, Virginia Audrey, Del Estes, at the Eitatler Hotel.
.

.
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"Dean of Sophisticated Swing"

BEN POLLACK! ON
AND HIS ORCHESTRA TOUR
Exc. Mgt. Consolidated Radio Artists, Inn.

Direction EDDIE RICHMOND.

Personal

Featuring the Mound City Blue Blowers.

RED McKENZIE

Du Marra

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

W. 52d et..

Now

Club.

Exc. Mgt.-Consolidated Radio Artists, leo.

1

Broadcasting via NBC. Coast to Coast,
Currently
Arcadia
Ballroom,

SER

I HARRY

Olden.
Mealy.

AND NIB CLIOUOT CLUB ESKIMOS

RatA an? Oultesttas

Phil Brito, featured vocalist and assistant director of Lloyd Huntley's Orchestra at the Mount Royal Hotel, Montreal, is starting out soon with his own
band under the MCA banner and managed by Huntley.
Lloyd Huntley, who opened with his
orchestra at the Mount Royal Hotel,
Montreal, last April, has had his contract renewed for another year. Heard
nightly over Canadian Radio Corpora-

that will take him out to Hollywood

November 14, 1936

Hymn Singing
Going Swing
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 7.-Twenty-five

slightly embarrassed ministers heard a
Irving Mills is out on the Coast with layman criticize their hymn singing as
too "sing-songy." "Not so much rhythm
the Duke Ellington Band.
Pete Leonard's Band has gone into the and less dum dum de dum durn," said
again.

Lewis R. Zelley, principal speaker at the
annual meeting of the Presbyterian Ministers' Association. And then Zelley
agreed to teach them how to sing them
right.
Heating the hymnals is getting squawks
Kan., now current Club Cosine, Greenall around. Last month, at the annual
ville,
Miss.
tion Coast -to -Coast hookup, also on the
meeting
of the Interdenominational MisPanning the musicians' union seems to be
Mutual Broadcasting System.
a favorite sport among band leaders. The sionary Institute, assemblage was adCharles Pallos and orchestra are fill- lack of loyalty to the union is amazing. As monished for singing Jazzy hymns in
ing one-night stands around Pittsburgh. one union official puts it, the union should swing time.
Ted Blake's reorganized outfit has suspend operations for a year and then we'll

returned to the Club Petite in the Ritz
Hotel, Pittsburgh, for a long engagement.

Variety Club, New York.
Mario Braggiotti and ork open November 11 at the Hotel Pierre, New York.
Hcrble Holmes, who recently completed
successful stay at Ringside Club, Wichita,

see what happens.

Harold Nelson and band, direct from

Cleveland, now at Windmill Club, VicksDick Allen and orchestra, after 12 burg, Miss.

May Double N. Y.,
Philly Nightly

Dick Snyder and band, featuring Eveweeks at the Merry -Go -Round, Akron,
Gill and Marvel and Fried, still curPHILADELPHIA, Nov. 7.-Staid Sleep0., has moved into the Crystal night lyn
towners are in for a dose of Eddie Davis'
club, Cumberland, Md., for an indefinite rent at Colonial, Jackson, Miss.
"Slatz" Randall and ork, with Three double-entendre ditties, as there may be
engagement.
Sisters, making one-nighters in a local branch of Leon and Eddie's.
*Now
Carl Schrieber and orchestra, who Owens
Appearing
following engagement at Colonial
"If we do open a spot," said Davis, "I
araticATEN'"' Tog. have
had a long run at the Ivanhoe South,
want to spend considerable time there.
Club,
Jackson,
Miss.
Gardens, Chicago, go on tour for the
altho nothing is certain yet, I'm now
Herb Gordon and Saratoga Springs And
Chicago office of Consolidated Radio
negotiating with a major airline about
Ork still current Peabody, Memphis.
Artists, Inc., November 15.
"NUTS TO YOU"
commuting back and forth by plane beFrat
dances
Christmas
Night
affording
Under exclusive direction:
Count Basey and orchestra succeeded
MILLS ARTISTS, Inc., 799 7th Ave., N. Y. C.
a real battle of music, with . tween shows."
Fletcher Henderson's Band at the Grand Philadelphia
Jan Savitt's Top -Hatters beating It out
Terrace, Chicago, Friday.
CLUB CALIENTE, on West 52d street,
at one hotel 'and Jimmie Lunceford at
The swing era is encouraging musicians to
New York, headlines Rave, Prince and
try to stand out as brilliant instrumentalists. another.
Larry Fotin doing the auto show in Clark, and features Gail Lee, Duke GrenAltho this is good for most orchestras in that
ada and Evelyn Poe. The Stylists furN. J.
it provides extra entertainment and flash, it Camden,
Dance leaders in Pinny have taxed nish the music. Spot is booked by the
also has a tendency to pull down the quality themselves
and his ORCHESTRA
2
per
cent
of
their
earnings
Gold & Gordon office,
of the band music as a whole. With men
EMBASSYCLUB,
CLUB, Atlanta, Ga.
striving to stand out, a band can't very well to enable the union to carry on its fight
for
live
entertainment.
P .. Mgt. PAUL WIMBISH,
=
achieve proper balance.
11319 B'way., Salle 701. New Tor
Cafe De Gorgue, Philly, opens with
Orchestra is now playing
MHIMMIMMIHMM1111114.. at ValtheOlman's
Glass Hat, Congress Hotel, Bill McKee and the Melody Maids.
Reopening
of the Piccadilly Cafe, Phil- World's Lowest Priced
Chicago.
Ben Pollack and orahestra open at adelphia, Christmas Night, will find a Rotary Letter Printer
name
policy
on tap, offering beaucoup
Hollywood,
Cotton
Club,
Sebastian's
-O -PRESS - amazcompetish to the Arcadia, where Hal PRINT
November 15.
mg new money -making or
Kemp
holds
forth.
Chick
Meyers
and
band,
returned
from
money -saving necessity for theAND HIS CONTINENTAL ORCHESTRA
Jacques Renard will take his orchestra
trical profession, demonstratmore than a year of traveling, open an
Now Playing
,or agents. Prints or writes up to full. 8 Yes
Indefinite engagement at the Indiana on tour when he concludes with Eddie ors
II' Letters. Ads, Menus, Price Lista, Programs,
Hand Bills, Instructions. Manuscnpts, Music
Roof Ballroom, Indianapolis, November Cantor on the Texaco broadcasts.
THE TRIANON ROOM
Scores. at a ditne a tbousand-everytbing I
AMBASSADOR HOTEL. N. Y.
17, replacing Al Sky and his Musical Henry King's Ork started this week at Typeless-Anyone
can use. Fast, reliable RoCasa Del Mar Club. Santa Monica, Calif.
Stars.
tary action. Portable-can be easily carriee
Prints colors.
Cleanly,
traveling bag.
Johnny Hauser, former Paul Whiteman Band will air over KNX. King will re- like
Work
equal
to
$200
equipment Send for devocalist, makes New York debut as lead- main in West until the end of the year,
tails of four-way profits FRED -also Free Samwhen he goes to the Plaza Hotel, New
er at the Braes Rail November 17.
ples of Work on request. Satisfaction guaranteed.
ACTS -UNITS- ORCHESTRAS
Sammy Frisco and his band remain at York.
FOR
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS
There is an enormous Interest in swing
Thompson's 16 Club, Chicago, for indefiHOTELS-RITE CLUBS-BALLROOMS.
Dept.. 1160, Silverton, 0.
music. Magazines and newspapers are renite engagement,
readers with inside dope on swing,
galing
Johnnie
Adams
and
ork,
following
long
JIMMY DALEY ATTRACTIONS
run at Subway Gardens, Canton, 0., open especially on swing music terminology. Louis
ALBANY, N. Y.
11 No. Pearl Street,
Armstrong has just written a book, "Swing
at the Dutch Gardens, Dayton, 0.
Syracuse Branch Office: 601 Keith Thea. Bldg.
Cm Mgt.-Consolldated Radio Artists, Inc.

BRITTON BAND

MAR109

RAMON RAMOS

DON REDMAN
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
HOWARD THEATRE,

Washington, D. C., Week November 6.
CENTURY ORCHESTRA CORPORATION,
1619 Broadway, New York.

DICK DIXO

The
NRomantic
Tenor

*

AND HIS AMBASSADEURS
featuring PAUL PEGUE
29th week at GLORIA PA LAST, New York.
Mgt.-HARRY MOSS, 1819 B'dway, N. Y. C.

BERT

LYNN

Comedy Singer, Dancer
and M. C. Inventor cf
the
Electric Guitar.
Now featuring his new
invention, the only
Electric Vlbrolynn In
the world.
Direction

FERD SIMON

RKO Bldg., N. Y. C.

E
RADIO -STAGE
A RUN S 0 N
EjA
AND HIS COMMANDERS
Ego.

ON

DANCE
TOUR.

*

Mgt. CONSOLIDATED RADIO
ARTISTS, INC.

Union City Club Opens
'UNION CITY, N. J.. NOV. 7. - New
Frolics, city's first theater -restaurant, on
the site of the former Wonder Bar Club,
has completed casting its show, Frolic
De Jour, which opens Tuesday. Headed
by Aunt Jemima and includes Vito and
Piro, Barrett and Smith, Rene and Laura,
Three Noblemen and a line of girls.

Ted Liebling, former vaude and night That Music," and a Frenchman recently pubclub comedian, has formed a novelty lished a rather scholarly tome, "Hot Jazz."
comic band, the Cheerleaders, and be- Yessir, the country's swing -conscious.
Pauline Golden, known to radio as the

ACTS -WANTED
BY -

gins work December 1.
Enoch Light effects his Melody Magic "Girl of the Golden West," is organizing
a femme band.
by a slide whistle instrumentation.

MARR & CLARK

who was married to Mildred Bresnahan the Arcadia Ballroom, New York, setting
October 21, is currently playing the Ger- a record for hooferies.
man Hotel, Scranton, Pa.
Mel Crocker held over indefinitely at
the Torch Club, Cleveland.
Larry Lee's Band at the Beverly -Wil-

SUITABLE FOR NIGHT CLUBS

Manifreed Gotthelf, Chi ork leader

shire, Los Angeles, has added Ruth Robin,
Memphis lass, as vocalist.

Billy Brooks' Ork has Just completed
a five weeks' run at the Cavalier Hotel,
Virginia Beach, Va.
Roy Osborne, brother of Will, is giving up managing the band and Is vacationing for the winter.
Lucky Millinder and Mills Blue Rhythm
Band headlined the Apollo Theater, New
York, last week.
Bubbles Becker Band opened at the
Tanteila Gardens, Richmond, Va., booked
thru ROC, which has also spotted Henry

Paul Martell is in his fourth year at

Prim Vancouver.
Thinks It Over

VANCOUVER, Nov. 7.-Putting the
screws on urban night spots here has
resulted in a double boomerang, making
the press show a tendency toward a

policy of leniency. A ring of whoopee
places is flourishing along the fringe of
the city limits within easy reach of the
paying patrons.
One local newspaper suggests that perhaps it would be better to localize "the
sinful area," not only to keep the suburbs
clean, but also to keep the revenue where
Halstead into the Cocoanut Grove, Wash- it will do most good.
ington.
Lloyd Huntley and band (MCA) brood casting five times a week from the Mount Racket Trial Begins
Royal Hotel, Montreal,
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Opening gun of
Phil Spitalny told the press last week, the cafe racket trial is scheduled for No'Women are better musicians than men." vember 18, on which date nine of the 13
Says Phil: "They are either exceedingly good men indicted for extortion, conspiracy,
or very bad, which makes it easy to pick out etc., will appear before Supreme Court
the best." Of course, one notorious head- Justice Phillip J. McCook. Also accused
ache in managing a girl band is marriage. are Metropolitan Restaurant and CafePhil signs up his girls with a special clause teria Association officials, Proceedings
canceling the contract if they marry and also will probably last five or, six weeks and
providing a six months' notice on marriage.
numbering more than 100, will
Russ Morgan going out of the Biltmore witnesses,
be protected by police.
Hotel, New York, November 15 after a run

of several months. Doing another Paramount short.

Pennsy Towns Go Wet

Artie Michaud is band manager; Ronald
Lanthier, publicity; Joe Herbst, business
manager, and Paul Wetstein, arranger.
Rudy Vallee avoiding long engagements, pending closing of picture deal

out the State at the polls last Tuesday.
Thirteen voted to remain arid, surprise
feature being Conneaut Lake, one of
Pennsylvania's larger summer resorts,

Tammy Dorsey has organized the TomHARRISBURG, Pa., Nov. 7.-Liquor
Dor Enterprises, with offices in New York, ban was lifted in 23 communities thru-

staying dry.

WOODS THEATRE BLDG.. CHICAGO.

Singles and Teams, Emsees, Singers.
Strolling Players and Instrumentalists. Send
Sr
Photos and Complete Description of Act.
Immediate Engagements -20 Weeks' Work.

WANTED

To Join on wire, young, versatile Performers and
Musicians for Mite Club, especially Girl Singer and
Dancer. Good amateurs considered. State all with
No money advanced unlowest for all winter.
less known. Wire or write JOHNNIE BISHOP,
Ko-Ko-Mo Inn, Campbellton, Fla.

TROBLITE

Luminous Colors That Glow In the Dark.
Effects.
Sensational Costume and Scenic,
For Floor Shows, Revues, Acts, Ito.
STROBLITE CO., Rept. 011, IS w. Std II., Nag Yak

SLASHED OR
SHREDDED CELLOPHANE
All colors, brilliant and durable. Any length or
width. Taped end. Ideal for Decorations, Drapes.
Costumes, Etc. 00c Per Square Yard.
THAELER CO., P. 0. Box 73, Lebanon, Pa.

Name Act for Vaudeville
Sunday appearance.
Western Movie Star desired.
Also Single and Double Acts for Night Club.
KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE, Columbus, 0.

WANTED ACTS All TYPES
One -we k Stand.. Break your Jumps.

Also Acta
knowing Dec Collier communicate.

HOLLYWOOD CLUB, LouisvilleXy.
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herols
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MILLS' ROYAL FLUSH
"The Ace of Swing"

DUKE ELLINGTON
and his famous Orchestra
PLAY THESE OTHER WINNING CARDS
FROM THE MILLS DECK OF ATTRACTIONS!
INA RAY HUTTON

CAB CALLOWAY
HUDSON -DE LANGE
TOMMY TOMPKINS

MILT BRITTON
LUCKY MILLINDER

JERRY FREEMAN
LARRY FUNK

JAN RUBIN!
BOB GRAYSON

MILLS ARTISTS, INC.
NEW YORK OFFICE

TEXAS OFFICE

BOB SANDERS

C. J. BUCKNER

799 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
CIRCLE 7-5217

Music News in
New York City
Rocco Vocco, heretofore in charge of
Remicks, has taken over the functioning
of Harms, Inc., as general manager. Will
have as assistant Norman Foley.
A change has been made in the personnel of Remick's, with Charles Warren
heading the professional department and
Johnny White, for many years in a similar capacity for Feist, Inc., as associate.
New arrangement went into effect last
week.

In order to arrange tieups and make
other musical contacts in the interest of
Warner, Sam Server is headed for a
Coast -to -Coast trip. In other words,
Sam will go in advance of the talkie,
Gold Diggers o/ 1937. Exploitation will
include personal appearance of 20 members of the chorus used in the picture.
Will travel by special plane.

Writes on

Musiqien

In the Christmas Number
of The Billboard Dated
November 28, 1936'

Goble-km

PHONE 7-9384-LONG DIST.516

Now It Can Be Told

NOTICE

PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 7.-A long hale
doubling in jazz once caused Ferde Grofe

to lose his job with one of the country's
leading

salon

groups,

the

Los

Angeles

By Arrangement with

Philharmonic Orchestra.

One night in 1920, Dr. Walter Roth well, conductor of the Philharmonic,
strolled Into the Alexandria Hotel, a leading hot spot of that day. There on the
band stand was his favorite viola player,
Grofe, gleefully pounding the pedals with
flat chords. The next ayem his resigna-

FRANZ LEHAR and
CLOCKEN VERLAG
VIENNA

We Have Acquired Exclusive Rights to
License

tion was accepted.

Performances and Publication of

OPERETTAS
SONGS

a young man, recently celebrated his

with blue in one of the lines claimed
he had that particular phrasing protected, and wouldn't brook any lifting.

Love Letters From a

pIrcle7.71192,

DALLAS

10th year over the ether.
Altho publishers of a certain brand of
music, especially those who do business
in Tin Pan Alley, are always on the alert
for good songs, they are somewhat loath
in encouraging the products of amateur
lyricists and composers. Not in the sense
they might, in the scheme of things,
across something really worth
New addition to the staff of E. B. come
but the fear that they are likely
Marks is Abe Bloom as contact man. while,
become a party to an infringement
Bloom enters his new poSition backed to
or
plagarism
suit.
by plenty of experience in the pop music
As a rule, most scripts received are
field. Would like to hear from all his
carefully considered. This procedure is
friends.
supervised by a committee apWith the return of Bill Wleman from usually
by the firm receiving the work.
a road trip in the interests of E. B. pointed
Recently
an aspirant threatened to sue
Marks, a concentrated campaign was a publisher
over a title that had been
tatted for Lonesome Guitar. James used in various
guises from time imWilkinson, an old friend of Wieman,
The payoff came in another
tarted the ball rolling with a plug over memorial.
instance
when
the
writer rhyming you
WJZ Thursday night. Wilkinson, altho

MORRIS ORODENKER

799 Seventh Avenue. New York City

1416-17-18 GULF STATES BLDG.

and

by

FRANZ LEHAR
No performances can be given nor can any songs of such operettas be
publigled or publicly played or sung anywhere without our written
permission.
Infringements or Unauthorized Use
Will Be Prosecuted.
All Inquiries Should Be Made To

CONTINENTAL MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., INC.
236 W. 44th St., New York City

And it was not a gag, either.
WLLIAM KLEIN, ATTORNEY
Betty Donnelly, author of In the
1440 Broadway, New York City
Shade of the Pine, who has been playing in Atlantic City, has returned here
with a batch of new numbers which she
expects to place with local publishers.
According to Carl Zoehrns, sales manRegarding phonograph records, Carl Hoff to play the General Motors
ager and widely known in the pop music ment.
be says reproductions of real and near show at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York,
Also
B. B.
trade, sheet music sales thruout the hits were, in demand.
November 10 to 18, inclusive.
country are on the uptrend. He has
Horace Heidt at the Texas Centennial in
just arrived from a journey that took
Dallas November 8 to 21, inclusive, to be
him from, Maine to the Pacific Coast. MCA's Heavy Bookings
followed by Jack Crawford's Band from
Says he found more pianos being sold,
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-MCA has booked November 22 to 29.
with Children going back to the instru-
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VAUDEVILLE

Conducted by SIDNEY HARRIS-Communications to 1864 Broadway

Paramount Leads in Time
And as New Talent Sponsor
Kalcheim books four weeks and spot -books nine-two
weeks and Interstate Time by Freeman-unearths new
talent from radio and clubs-booking way into March
NEW YORK, Nov, 7.-Paramount booking office has definitely established
itself as one of the leading providers of theater employment for performers as
well as sponsor of new talent to the theater field, drawing mostly on radio and
night clubs, resulting in considerable booking of bands. In addition to four

weeks booked consistently from here, the Paramount office also spot -books about
nine other weeks. Office is booking as far in advance as March of next year, with
the local Paramount Theater the most advanced in bookings. Harry Kalcheim
heads the Paramount office, furnishing
shows for the local Paramount; the Met
ropolitan, Boston; Michigan, Detroit, and
Chicago, Chicago. He also spot -books
shows into Buffalo, New Haven, Duluth,
Springfield, Superior, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Omaha and the Oriental, Chicago.
Charles J. Freeman is also a part of the
NEW YORK. Nov. 7.-Anthony and
Paramount office, putting weekly shows
into Montreal and Toronto and spot - Rogers were suspended from the Ameribooking units on the average of one a can Federation of Actors, first members
month into the Interstate houses in tobe suspended for reasons other than
nonpayment of dues. Suspension is the
Texas.
For the local Paramount Kalcheim has result of a recent controversy the AFA
Mae West coming in November 18 for undertook for the act with the Folly
about a three-week run, assisted by Jack Theater, Brooklyn.
LaRue and Lyle Talbot. Show will also
AFA secured a judgment for the act
comprise Al Donahue and ork, Lewis against the theater in a matter involvand Van, and Jack Powell. Art Shaw ing number of performances in the
and ork will follow, with Louise Massey
of the house. When the act
and' Westerners on same bill. Xavier policy
the theater management wanted
Cugat's Band is slated to follow Shaw. played
play
an extra ,midnight show,
it
to
Casa Loma Ork comes in late in Decem- claiming it was
a benefit performance
ber, with Sylvia Froos and Condos for a political club. Act refused and
Ray
Noble
Ork
is
Brothers on the bill.
management
made
a proportionate descheduled for November 6 and Sheila duction from act's salary.
Barrett will be added attraction. Phil
When approached by the AFA with
Spitainy's Ork is slated for a booking in
March. Virginia Verrill has been booked the judgment management of the Folly
as added attraction for some time in showed a release signed by Anthony and

Anthony and Rogers
Suspended by AFA

RUSSELL PATTERSON
Writes on

Art Developments in
the Presentation Field
of The Billboard Dated
November 28, 1936

Flesh Returns
To Pittsburgh
PITTSBURGH, Nov. 9.-Stage shows

will return to Pittsburgh next Friday,
musicians' union, Local No. 60, and
Warners having signed a two-year agree-

ment over the week -end. The 1.11110n
was granted a 10 per cent raise in its
pay scale during the first year, with a
20 per cent tilt for the second year.
Warner's Stanley, switching to a combo

policy this week, has guaranteed the
musicians, a 40 -week season for the next
two years.

For Acts in St. Petersburg
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla., Nov. 7.-Play-

house Theater here contemplates running a combo policy this winter. Plan

calls for about three or four days of

vaude a week. TOVM or west coast of
Florida has had no vaude for some time
other than occasional units in Sparks'
houses. Playhouse is indie operated.
Theater management also contemplates booking acts into night spots here
and in Tampa. Figure on giving acts
from one to four weeks of -theater and
club work.

Patterson Puppets Into Roxy
NEW YORK, Nov. 9.-Russell Patterson, illustrator, will put a puppet show,
which he terms Personettes, into the
lounge of the ROXY Theater here, starting this Friday. Booking was made by
the Fanchon & Marco Agency.

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.-With Val Parnell and Harry Foster, English booker
and agent, respectively, currently in
this country and other foreign buyers of
talent arriving soon, including the arrival today of Henry Sherek and Clifford Fischer, Europe is scheduled to take
a lot of talent out of this country. La&
six months found the European demand for American talent negligible,
but conditions now point to a steady
flow of talent abroad starting in the
spring. Parnell and Foster already have
a month's advantage on the other European buyers in lining up American
talent.
Parnell is general booking manager of
General Theaters Corporation in England and arrived here October 6 with
Dick Henry, of the Morris Agency. Foster, leading European agent, arrived a

The Harris Alvin Is planning to add
stage bills later in the season.
week later. Parnell covered practically
all

NEW YORK, Nov. 9.-Stanley, Pittsburgh, resumes with stage shows Friday.
first attraction being Major Bowes' all girl amateur unit. Town has been
straight pix for many weeks as a result
of disagreement between the theaters
and musicians' union.
Stanley will be booked by Harry Mayer.
of Warner office here. Further booking
plans for the house will be discussed
today with the arrival of Harry Katmine,

VaA odic 'notes

LINCOLN, Neb., Nov. 9.-After tryouts
HARRY KRIVIT folded his first show day at the Carman, Philadelphia. . .
in Comerford-Publix houses in Wil- of the season, Broadway Nights, at War- Dawn O'Day, Current at the Arcadia,
liamsport, Pottsville and Harleton,ita., ner's Cambria Theater, Johnstown, Pa., Philadelphia, opens at Loew's State, New
the Wilbur Cushman Circuit revealed last Thursday. Show has been on the York, Friday with Ben Bernie's ork,
this week that additional spots have road for six weeks, playing most of ita agented by F. & M.
been given, starting with the Ritz, dates in the tri-State area. Krivit reScranton. The Kit Rat Klub Revue is ports that he will have a new show out
STEPIN FETCH/T, Negro flicker
opening the East for Cushman and this month. . . Lucille Love, dancer, "name,"
fell out of his Fox, Detroit,
playing these spots.
appeared as dramatic lead in Accent on date this week
when his studio called
Rick Robertson, Foxwesco district man Youth, El Paso, Tex., Little Theater pro- him for a pix. Morton
Downey took his
in Wyoming, brought his Houses, start- duction. She is Mrs. Lou Lockett. Her theater spot. . . . Simon
Agency's unit,
ing with the Lotus, Sheridan, over to the husband is emsee at Club Tivoli, Juarez, Scandals of 1937, has been
renamed
Cushman books this week. First show Old Mexico, where his wife appeared. Manhattan Scandals. Shooting
High,
will be the Brown & LaVelle unit The Locketti also operate a dancing another Simon unit, is booked thru first
Comedy Stars of Hollywood. The Rialto, school in El Paso.... Bill Scott, manager of the year, with stopoffs in Cincinnati,
Tulsa, Okla., a full week, also came in. of Stanley, Pittsburgh, is in St. Francis Troy. Boston, Schenectady, Toronto and
Hospital there recuperating from an op- Montreal. Agency also has set Hudson
eration. His condition is favorable. Dur- Wonders (Ray and Sunshine) for eight

Plan Vaude and Club Work

Parnell hunt unearths 100
acts-other foreign buyers
arrive to scout talent

in the Christmas Number

in charge of the Stanley. It is underRogers. AFA suspension stands until stood that the pooling deal in Pittsburgh
December.
still exists between Warner and Loew.
Other bands working Paramount dates act pays for legal costs of the case.
include those headed by Clyde Lucas,
Ted Weems, Horace Reidt, Ina Ray
Hutton and Ted Lewis. A band also is
Hamid's "Revelationa'' Unit
with the Major Bowes' all -girl amateur Landwehr Capitol's G. M.
unit, which the office has booked. Units,
NEW YORK, Nov. 9.-George Hamill
HEW
YORK,
Nov.
7.-Herman
Land
too, are being bought, including Music
put out another unit, Revelations
Hall Follies, headed by York and King, wehr has been made general manager of has
of
1936, which opens Friday at Fay's,
the
Capitol
Theater
here,
replacing
the
which opens November 19 in Springfield;
Idle Sunday of that week
Olsen and Johnson, opening November late J. K. Emmet. He was assistant to Philadelphia.
played at the Steel Pier, Atlantic
26 in Omaha, and the Bowes' unit. Emmet for nearly 14 years and was also will beHamid
recently had another unit,
Patricia Ellis, of films, is current at the assistant to the late S. L. (Roxy) City.
Fascinations of 1936, which played the
Michigan, Detroit, on a two-week book- Rothafel. He previously was in charge Metropolitan
Opera House, Philadelphia.
at the Rialto and Rivoll.
ing.

Cushman Gets More
Comerford Houses

Foreign Mart
Is Perking Up

of the Midwest and the East in

search of talent, scouring theaters, night
clubs, legit shows, rehearsal halls and
other likely sources of talent. Foster
went as far as the Coast for talent, and
besides selling acts to Parnell will agent
them for other spots abroad.
It is estimated that Parnell, who

leaves for London Wednesday on the
Normandie, will return with a list of
about 100 acts he believes suitable for
his theaters. However, no contracts
were Issued while he was here, but will
be issued some time next month titter he
looks over his books on his return.
Sherek and Fischer arrive today on the
Normandie. Former furnishes the shows
for the Dorchester House, London, and
is an agent besides, while Fischer looks
after French Casino shows. Both will
also hunt for talent abroad. Kurt
Robitschek, operating the Alhambra.
Paris, and Victoria Palace, London, was
scheduled to leave London for here October 28 on the Champlain, but illness
prevented his sailing. He is scheduled
to make the trip later, also. on the hunt
for talent.

NVA San Still
-Under Circuits
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Altho the NVA
Saranac Lake was held six months ago
under the sponsorship of the Will Rogers
Memorial Fund, the property, which was
to be transferred some months ago to
the latter foundation, is still being

drive for funds for its sanitarium at

operated by NVA.
According to word from the Will
Rogers Memorial Fund office, papers for

the transfer have been drawn up but
have not yet been signed by attorneys
representing both organizations. As far
as is known now, current policy will
continue.

Allentown's Straight Vaude

ALLENTOWN, Pa., Nov. 7.-Lyric Theing his absence house is being man- weeks in South America, the act sailing ater
here is using two -a -day vaude on
aged by William Beck.... Ted. Nicholas, - November 21. . . George Byron, news- Fridays
and Saturdays, straight vaude
Lyric. Indianapolis, manager, spent the tator at Ambassador, St. Louis, given an- without pictures.
Acts booked by Harry
week -end in Chicago and St. Louis look- other two weeks added to his original Biben, of Philadelphia,
who is also oping over shows. . . . Barney Grant is four. . . . Joe Termini left the States erating the house.
recuperating from an appendicitis oper- for Europe, where he will open. November
tion at the Illinois Masonic Hospital, 15 at the Apollo, Dusseldorf, Germany.
Chicago. . . Mrs. Lee Biben, wife of He was here only five weeks after a
Harry Biben, vaude booker, was elected 19 -month tour of Europa.
prez of the Ladies' Auxiliary of the
.

.

Philadelphia Variety Club. Tent No. 13.

LAWRENCE GOLDE has moved out of

the Mayfair Building, New York, into
the offices of the William Morris
Agency in Radio City.... Walter (Dare)
Wahl is proud of his son's footballing
with Baldwin, L. I, team. Pop used to
be a professional wrestler himself. .
Mae (Sparky) Lubow is out of vaude
and running a knitwear shop with her
mother in New York. Not far away from
theater business, for the shop is above
Loew's 83d Street Theater. Sister Isabelle is with act of Nice, Florio and
Lubow. . . Joe Bonell and Doris Bay,
after five years In Europe, opened Fri.

JERRY MARTIN, of Martin and Martin, aerial act, has improve'd so that
he's off the "no visitors" list at the
McKinley Hospital, Trenton, N. J. He
sustained numerous fractures recently
in a fall at the Trenton State Fair. Expects to be at his home in 'Rochelle
Park, N. J., around Christmas.... Patio,
Brooklyn, is running Wednesday night
basket -ball games, arranged by Schafer
& Slater.... Four Robeys, Who recently
completed 12 weeks of fairs with Ernie
Young's Passing Parade, have just finished return date at the Oriental,' -Chicago, and are set for Loew's State, New
York, opening Friday (19), a return date
at the latter stand within eight months.

Mass. Agents
Elect V. -P.

BOSTON, Nov. 7.- A vice-president,
who failed to be nominated at the October 16 meeting of local nitery, fair and
vaude agents, was last week elected. She
is Bernice I.

Bruce, manager of the

Artists' Amusement Agency.
Lew Frey, president, appointed Leslie
M. Kreidberg organization attorney. The

organization has been given tentative
name Massachusetts Theatrical Agents'
Association.
By-laws as presented by Miss Bruce

were accepted by the score of agents
present. A $10 assessment was also
voted.
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cold, but by the time he got thru there
was a show -stop awaiting him. A clever
performer, but he's doing the same old
(Reviewed Friday Afternoon, Nov. 6)
stuff. Offering his singing bit, drunk
State continues successfully in its con- and impersonations of Richman, Chesistent combo policy, the second show valier, Penner, Ned Sparks, Durante and
opening day playing to capacity. Pix, Rex Weber. Likable with old or new
The Gay Desperado, is no particular stuff, but new material would make
draw, while five -act bill is headlined him even more likable.
by Eddie Garr. Policy is the real draw
Elide Ballet, Pritchard and Lord and
here. Show runs 69 minutes and is Janette Hackett make up the closer,
good variety entertainment, but length which is a beautiful flash but much
of closer, a flash, makes the final min- too long at 21 minutes for all dancing.
utes tiring.
Ballet of 12 girls does a couple of rouSeven Danwills a swell opener with tines in grand style, observing keen
aerial and floor acrobatics. Great as- precision. Pritchard and Lord are an
sortment of tricks, performed beauti- excellent dance couple, their several
fully. Whole act is paced fast. Fea- routines going big. Taps and corking
ture of floor acrobatics is a three -high spins from Miss Pritchard. Miss Hackett
stunt, without teeterboard aid, while does two effective dances, one a hip the aerial stunting features a corking tossing item and the other an infour -higher.
terpretative butterfly number. Turn is
Jeanne, Jack and Joe fare. nicely dressed well.
Ruby Zwerling and pit boys play the
enough in a turn that has the makings
for better things. Act 6ompases com- show well.
SIDNEY HARRIS.
edy and dancing, but needs better pacing and finish. Girl's a good comedienne, mostly posturing, while the boys
State -Lake, Chicago
work at hoofing, one of them clowning.
Couple / of novel tricks also; girl's use (Reviewed Saturday Afternoon, Nov. 7)
of a dog as furpiece is one.
Current bill is produced along unit
Neila Goodelle went over very well in lines and marks the return of the
Niggemeyers
(Charles and Dorothy) to
trey with singing doubling between
production helm after a vacation
working out front and back to the the
piano. She has a very sweet voice, is of a month. Niggemeyer has done his
a looker and has a charming personality. usual good job of stage direction and
Niggemeyer has produced some atDid four numbers, one of them an en- Mrs.
tractive dance numbers.
core.
To
the tune of Broadway Rhythm. and
Eddie Garr found the house a little before
a New York skyline drop the
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Loew's State, New York

tl

The Nation's

Leading Theater
discovers

America's Foremost
Comedy Act

HARRIS ,SHORE
in

"MODERN SATIRES"
Now at

State -Lake Sweethearts opened the show

with a Tiller routine that was the tops.
Expertly routined and effectively costumed in short green costumes, the girls
left to nice applause. Daisy, the Wonder
wonorn.
Horse, followed and the comedy antics
of the animal pleased, altho the edge
Off" Tim4-100C. M. IILVING-11
was taken off by the recent appearance
V,P0.-""itattzgrtv....-z,Yzn
in Chicago of a similar act. Routines
of both horse acts are alinost identical,
even to pieces of business used.
The Original MaeLeal trt-c.
Rosamond, dark-haired lass of about
1'7 years, proved a mistress of the piano
accordion. Opening with the Dance of
the Hours, she then did the Flight of the
Bumblebee and her own arrangement
Direction of
of Bye, Bye, Baby, in which she sang
DAVE O'MALLEY,
over the microphone and imitated a
140 North Dearborn Street,
Chicago.
train. Musically the act is perfect and
with a little coaching on stage deportment the youngster should develop into
a top-notch offering. Two bows.
Nice, Florio and Lubow had little difAmerica's Outstanding Comedy Act ficulty
in keeping them laughing once
Now Extra Added Attraction
they
got started. Their complete irreverRussell Patterson's "Living Models"
ence for the art of dancing has developed
into a broad travesty on those dancing
NAT KALCHEIDiNS,rection NICK AGNETA

Radio City
Music Hall

YVONNE

WALTER"dar:WAHL
Curtis & Allen

William Morris Agency

(First New York Appearance)
Sole Management

SIMON AGENCY, Inc.
RKO Building, Radio City,
New York
their work was rewarded with
Fitz and the Murphy Brothers followed with a conglomeration of burlesque comedy bits and some harmonizing. Act is a bit dated on songs and

alley,

heavy applause.

material and could use some routining

Took three bows.
artists who try a little too hard to be to advantage.
a night club setting Dorothy Donultra ultra. Right up the audience's leyIndid
two songs with painful facial

VAUDEVILLE CTS

grimaces; Bobbie De Va did two tricky
tap -numbers and Charles and Grace Herprovided several songs in their best
= bert
night club manner to generous applause, being joined by the State -Lake
Sweethearts on their last song for the

=GOING SOUTH THIS WINTERI finale.
Write PLAYHOUSE THEATRE, ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.

-

F. LANGDON MORGAN.

work they nevertheless registered splendidly in these huge confines. Start off
as straight dancers, suddenly switching
into delightful hoke. Especially funny is
the burlesque of an adagio couple, the
girl's postures being most amusing and
her partner's work skillful. Audience
laughed heartily and applauded lustily.
The Rockettes and ballet are combined
in this session, doubling at ballet and
pop precision routines alike. Number is
set off colorfully, with gay costuming
and settings.
SIDNEY HARRIS

Metropolitan, Boston
(Reviewed Friday Afternoon, Nov. (3)

Can offer you one to four weeks' Theatre and Club Work.

BOOKERS PLEASE NOTE.
Metropolitan stage today went ber11111mimmillimimmimmilimmiimiiimimmimmuffiniummuniminum Radio City Music Hall, N. Y. serk with a 40 -minute session of the

"REVELATIONS OF 1936"
A GEORGE A. HAMID, INC. Production
Will be presented at FAY'S THEATER, Philafor the
NOVEMBER 13.
delphia,

entire

week commencing

We invite your attention

to this novel stage show * * Chorus of 16

* * Revue Numbers * * Musical Acts * *

Circus * * Variety * * Novelties * *
Comedy * *

Thanks to ED SHERMAN

GEORGE A. HAMID, Inc.

111

THEATRES
1270 Sixth Ave.
Radio City, New York
THE STAGE SHOW SERVICE THAT HAS BEEN PROVEN!

ILBUR
CUSHMAN CIRC
AMERICAS LARGEST CIRCUIT Of STAGE UNITS
GENERAL OFFICES...

MELBA THEATRE BLDG.-- DALLAS TEXAS

(Reviewed Thursday Evening, Nov. 6)
Music Hall goes Shakespearean this
week, offering Elisabeth Bergner in As
You Like It (20th Century -Fox). Stage
show is short, clocked at 29 minutes,
but it's swell. In the brief running
time there are two excellent specialty
acts. Introduction of such acts helps
matters considerably, avoiding tiresome
stage -show innings. Business at this
last show opening night was fair.
Current overture is Tschaikowskiana,
arranged by Brno Rapee. An effective
12 -minute session, rewarded with prolonged applause by an appreciative audience. Ahead of it are a March of Time

same cast that took Jack Benny's summer Jello air spot. Starred are Tim
Ryan and Irene Noblette, with mother,
dad and brother Wackey featured. As
a whole the revue was rather slow, with

more gags expected from Tim and Irene.
Mother Wackey came in for a few "don't
look news," Father. Wackey secretively
showed some of his inventions and

Brother Wackey was just that. A Russian ballet with a bunch of goopyclothed supers with hillbilly vocals offered by the Wackeys was laughable.
Irene went into one of her screechy vocal
fits.
Marie Diville was rather disappointing

as a professional singer. The gal just
wasn't there, either with voice or stage
presence. She offered Crosspatch and
Now or Never.
Ted Allen, who since "1933 has been
world's barnyard golf champion, lived
show opens with Stag Night. Set is that up to his title with a 99 per cent score.
lad did a series of throws across
of a swank clubroom, featuring a huge The
fireplace. Glee club leads off with a the ork pit, using a male assist who
sat
on
the peg, flanked the peg with
songfest. Two fellows solo, one of them
legs and allowed Allen to knock a
being Robert Topping. It is nice, but his
paper
bag
off his head and get a ringer
the punch of the item lies in the work
same time. Supposedly injuring
of the Three Waltons, who come down at theassist's
head, Allen recruits Tim
the
acrobatic
to "one." They offer their
stand on a chair, legs bowed as Ted
novelty, working as drunks, in grand to
directS
a
quartet
shoes for ringers,
style, one of the men taking amazing With the peg cutof
off from view by a
falls with considerable ease. House went
came
thru with nice
Allen
blanket
for the act big.
Other number of the show is You're heaves that hit their mark.
Eddie Peabody, local lad, received some
Like a Toy Balloon, written by Dana
Sueese, which Jean Briton and Robert of- the biggest applause this house has
Landrum sing beautifully. Heaviest ever given for his swell work, first
punch of this inning is Harris and banjoing With All My Heart, straight and
Shore, satirical dancers of class propor- double -banjo effect; Poet and Peasant
tions. Despite the intimacy of their and rid Sing Foss a Thousand Love

short, Dick Leibert at the organ and
the newsreel.
Iridescence is the title of the stage
production which Russell Markert produced. Referred to as "a rainbow of
song and dance" in the program, the
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With his 16 -string harp guitar woman at work. Their 20 -minute session
he plucked When Did You Leave was well received for good applause.
Flesh show ran particularly long -75
Heaven?, whammed with some pizzicato
on the fiddle, bowed out a nice Rendez- minutes, but it was okeh thruout.
Pigskin Parade (20th Century -Fox) is
vous With a Dream and Listen to the
SID PAINE.
Mocking Bird with sweet bird call on the the picture.
Songs.

E string. Eddie was sock with everything and amused with gesticulations.
Did a bit of snatch vocaling. On for
20 minutes to a good hand.
The Salici Wonderettes delighted the
audience no end with 20 minutes of
10 diversified and highly entertaining
puppet scenes, which included a bike
race, piano solo, Bay of Naples scene
and such. On one scene the curtain

Paris Bills

(Week of October 26)
Empire, while keeping down its budget,
managing to provide good entertainment.

Present bill features Ray Ventura and
Collegians, who take up a good portion
of the second half of the program. Okeh

November 14, 1936

followed with a nicely done rumba tap
Rex, Steubenville, 0.
that combined ballet turns, leaving to a
responsive hand.
(Reviewed Friday Afternoon, Nov. 6)
Roy Campbell's Royalists, singing enSeveral better -than -average specialties
semble of four men and three women boost
Harrison Kimball's Frisco Follies
doubling from a local night spot, did
(See REX on page 22)
Sing, Sing, Sing; When I'm With You,
Let's Sing Again, Who Killed Cock
Robin? and Louisiana Hayride, and Bill
Bronx, Bronx, N. Y.
Thorne, basso, was featured in I Got
Plenty of Nothin'.
(Reviewed Thursday Evening, Nov. 5)
The Evans Girls were back again for a
Current stage show here lasts 40 mintoe number preceding the appearance of utes
is given in revue form, some
Mlle. Nirska, whose beautiful butterfly of theand
principals making several appear dance was the highlight of the show.
(See BRONX on page 22)
Mile. Nirska manipulates a pair of

musically, but weak on comedy. Audirose to show the four men and one ence, however, eats it up. Show opens mammoth wings with apparent ease
and the pictorial effects achieved with

-JUST OUT!
McNALLY'S No. 20
BULLETIN
PRICE ONE DOLLAR

NEW, BRIGHT, ORIGINAL COMEDY
For Vaudeville, Musical Comedy, Burlesque,
Minstrel, Night Club Revues, Radio and
Dance Band Entertainers. Contains:
15 Soreaming Monologues.

7 Roaring Acts for Two Males.
7 Original Acts for Male and Female.

18 Sure.Flre Parodies.
Great Ventriloquist Act.
A

Roof -Lifting Female Act.

MusicaClQuartet dayn TaD ancd Bpeeaqye.

McNallying Minstrel First -Parts.
Minstrel Overtures.
A Grand Minstrel Finale.
08 MonoWm.
Dance Bend
Review
Blackouts,
Jokes and Gags.
Stunts, Hundreds of Jokes
Remember. MeNALLY'S BULLETIN No.
20 is only one dollar: or will send you Bulletins Noe. 10. 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, it) and
20 for $4.50, with money -back Guarantee..

WM. McNALLY

81

East 125th Street, New York

UNIT -PEOPLE -WANTED
P no Leader, Cornet, Sax, Drums, Spec ity Acts, Sister Teams, Comedy Acts.
State age and weight. Transportation furnished.

Send Photos.

Address W. E. DEBARRIE
General Delivery

MACON, GA.

WINDOW CARDS
We specialize in them, in fact

nothing but! Quick Service , Low

Prices. Write for BIG PREE
CATALOG, showing several
hundred stock designs in colon

with Liberty horse evolutions which are
a bit muddled. Theo M. presents two
fox terriers which are exceedingly clever.
Erickson on in amusing sleight-of-hand
number. Walton's Marionettes, longestablished puppet show, rate a warm
hand. Two Luganos on in exceptionally
good double trapeze act, both showing
talent and showmanship. Boulicot and
Recordier repeat same patter as on last
program.
Marguerite. Guilbert sings agreeably
and is fairly good in imitations. Chevalier Brothers click solidly with a nut
acrobatic turn full of amusing gags and
hokum. Diane Belly and Ryaux adagio
quartet close the first half in neat
presentation, using the house ballet.
Recha, illusionist, clever and fast worker,
presenting several big illusion tricks, in

one of which he mysteriously reveals
himself seated in the center of the orchestra seats. Pierre Brasseur, film star,
gets big billing but appears at a loss
on the stage. Relates a few modest
stories in mediocre fashion. Ventura
and band close the show and find the
audience reluctant to let them bow off.
ABC offering a good varied bill, featuring a really amusing sketch in which
the comedian, netill111, plays leading role.
Other excellent comedy bits are the witty
monologs of Pierre Dac and the songs
of Drean. Sinclair and Day, ace ball-

room dancers, click solidly with their
graceful dances, and Cy Landry pulls
laughs with his zany hoofing and operatic burlesque. Paul Bernyls one of the
best of European Jugglers. Two Torres
offer a mild session of Spanish dancing.

Raquel Mailer returns with new batch
of songs which she puts across okeh.
Petit Mircha scores show -stop with his
classy singing, as do the piano and song
duo, Gilles and Julien, who stick to a

the play of various colors on her made
Roxy, New York
a striking picture. Big hand.
Friday Evening, November 6)
Dick, Don and Dinah opened with an (Reviewed
The
Boxy
stage show was turned over'
eccentric dance with acrobatics and then

the air waves again this week, the
went into a session of comedy acrobatics. to
falls and balancing formations that won current layout being labeled NBC "Radio

Stars" Revue. Why "Radio Stars" is in
them nice applause at their finish.
Closing number was built around the
(See BOXY on page 33)
song A Fine Romance and had the
Evans Girls back, costumed in various
pastel shade dresses; Betty Bruce with Boyle Woolfolles Swing Unit
a toe routine and the Campbell's Royalists singing. F. LANGDON MORGAN.
CHICAGO, Nov. 7.-Rehearsals will
start soon on Boyle Woolf olk's unit,
Swing, Baby, Swing, which is scheduled
Folly, Brooklyn
to open in this territory about November
(Reviewed Wednesday Evening, Nov. 4) IS, after which it will play some WisVaude this week better than usual, consin towns and then head south.
including four acts and a revue, with Cast so far engaged consists of Nixon
highlights outnumbering slumps in the and Sans, Ming and Toy, Weber and
Miles, the Duprane Sisters, Al Tint, Lilbill.
Opens with Jannet May, aerialist, go- lian Frazee and Harry O'Brien's Musical
ing thrtx the usual turns on ropes and Sextet.
flying rings. Provides a sock finish
with her giant swings specialty, of
which she does plenty.
Jack White, in deuce spot, affects Grand 0. II., St. Louis,
Scotch comedy and slings two songs, in- Reopens as Full-Weeker
tended to contain comic lines. Tries
CHICAGO, Nov. 'T.-Another week Of
hard, but no go. Act needs complete vaude
was added to time booked from
overhauling.
Harmonica Rascals, seven boy players here when the Grand Opera House, St.
and their leader, offer pretty good num- Louis, reopened yesterday under the
bers, being especially effective in Poet management of Charles W. Daniels.
House, dark since early last summer,
and Peasant in swing time and Tiger Rag.
Nothing new in the way of presentation is using five acts, full week, opening
or comedy relief, but do pantomime and Friday, and booked by Dick Hoffman
mild horseplay, with a half pint taking thru the Billy Diamond office. Opening
most of the knocks and laughs. Called bill has Harriet Nawrot and Company,
Pat Daly and Jean, Four Warners, Wilback for two encores.
Mixed duo, Kelly and Hayes, present liam Ebbs and the Four Clovers.
songs, gags and dancing. He does comedy
and sings I'm a Lone Cowhand and the
girl does acro. They share honors of Olsen, Johnson Routed
a fair hand.

rather monotonous repertoire.
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 7.,-Opening of the
A five -people flash, Don Avlin Revue,
Bobino also presenting a good program,
featuring Damia, popular sob singer; closes. Avila, backed by four pretty Olsen and Johnson unit, handled by
Samson Fainsllber, film star; Three girls, opens with a short tap routine, F. & M., is set for November 15 with
at the State, Long
Crotos, aerial; Kennedy and Company, followed by acrobatic work by one of a two -night stand
illusionists, and Rene Paul, monologist. the line. She has speed, but is not Beach, Calif. Other dates are Denver,
November
19;
Omaha,
26; RKO. Minnefinished.
Two
girls
harmonize
Story
of
Trianon featuring the pop singer, Lys
Milwaukee, 11; PalGauty, and comedian -pianist, Betove, Love and Let Yourself Go. Only fair apolis, December 4; Shubert,
Cincinnati,
18;
ace,
Chicago,
but
make
a
dainty
appearance.
Another
supported by a bill including Roblin

girl gets nice applause with a fast toe 25; Palace, Cleveland, January 1; Fox,
tap to Truekin'. A novelty ballroom Detroit, 8; Toronto, 15, and Montreal, 22.
dance, in double tempo and with taps,
is executed by Don and a girl, after
which he pounds out his neat tap spe- Units for Warner Tri-State
cialty. Close with all five doing military
Chicago, Chicago
tap. Act has appearance and should PITTSBURGH, Nov. 7.-With picture
product weakening, Warner has resumed
(Reviewed Friday Afternoon, Nov. 6) click after a little polishing.
Pictures were Call Me Co -Ed and My booking flesh into several of its houses
A pleasing array of divertissements* American
GEORGE
COLSON.
in the tri-State territory. Oscar KurshWife.
hold the boards here this week despite
ner, head booker here, reports that
the fact that the show was booked aloccasional
units will be placed thrumost at the last moment following the Orpheum, Lincoln, Neb. out the season
in theaters located in
cancellation of Mae West's scheduled (Reviewed Friday Evening, November 6) Western Pennsylvania,
Eastern Ohio and
personal appearance due to Illness.
Proceeding along the general lines West Virginia. The first unit this seaThe Evans Girls, house ballet, opened
son
was
Harry
Krivit's
Broadway
Nights,
the bill with a good routine, done in that if it must be bed, it should be good which played the Capitol, Steubenville,
long black gowns, which was enhanced and bad, this week's collection of talent
0., and Cambria, Johnstown, Pa.

and Nino, comedy acrobats; Dog Stars,
trained pooches, and a tab revue produced by Earl Leslie, in which the dance
DANCING BY MAIL team of Gali and Gary are featured.

BOWER SHOW PRINT agt, FOWLER,1ND.

TAP
K

Bee. or Adv. Tap. $1.

Semple Tap Lemon for
Beg., including Standard

Time -Step and Break. 2110.

Beg. Waltz and Fox -Trot,
$1. Rai Leroy studied
Send for List -11".
here.
0.
INSE LL A ACADEMY, 2526 May St.,

Acts, Plays, Tabs, Minstrels
GAMBLE'S BIG MINSTREL SHOW, C'mprta. 55;
GAMBLES BIG COMEDY OOLLECT'N New, $2;
WItmark Minstrel Show and Orchestrations. 510;
SKITS, $2; TABS,
,
BITS, $1, MONOLOGS. $1: ACTS, $2.
F. L. GAMBLE, Playwright, E. LIverp001, O.

by colorful lighting effects. Betty Bruce

(See ORPHEUM on page 22)

The One And Only

DANWILLS
Now Appearing at LOEW'S STATE THEATRE, New York

Opening Dec. 21 with B. W. Mills Olympia Circus
LONDON, ENGLAND
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Allen Leafer and Orchestra Bob McGrew and Orchestra
Reviewed at the Continental Room of
the Brass Rail, New York City. StyleDance band.
Instrumentation: Lead and vocals, Allen Loafer; saxes, Leo Dale, Joe Begone,
Leo Candel; trumpet, Benny Bell, Saul
Bonser; trombone, Ozzie Caswell; piano,
Billy Straub; bass fiddle, Lee Hulbert;
drums, Tommy Hatch; guitar, Lee
Conna. Dale, Bonser and Conna double
on the violin. Conna also solos on the
electric guitar. Arrangements by Leafer.
Caswell and Hulbert.
Claiming a "smooth -swing" rhythm,

Reviewed at the Blue Fountain Room,
Hotel LaSalle, Chicago. Style-Dance
band.

Bob McGrew Isn't strictly a musical
modernist if one must succumb to the
blatant "swing music" of the day in
order to be accepted as such. Instead
his orchestra is becoming one of the
most popular bands in Chicago because
his style is in direct contrast to the
brassy instrumentation found in most
bands today.

McGrew was engaged in symphony
work when he decided to organize his
this outfit evidences no apparent dis- present dente orchestra three years ago.
tinction in style, but does succeed in His 10 -piece combination plays the
producing soft, smooth, easy -flowing sweet type. emphasizing the violins and
music that is very danceable. Band has reeds. Seven of the 10 pieces can be
a full mellow brass section and a piano converted into a string section, comthat comes in with sweet obbligato runs, prising violins, viola, cello and guitar.
both blending for an effect that worked Only one brass instrument is in the
wonders for their Sta?dust. They keep band and that is heard chiefly in muted
away from all novelty effects and in- obbligato. McGrew's zest for symphonic
strumentations. One of the trumpets, strains in his dance music is carried in
Bell, does, however, step forth to hit most of his orchestrations, and arrangehigh C and a fifth above high C. The ments are founded principally upon the
band accompanies the floor show very strings. His music has the gayety, sponcompetently.

Leafer does the vocal choruses, hanc. chores intimately and,
between dance sessions, obliges with request vocals, sometimes with piano accompaniment. Having, already worked

dles the in.

for three seasons for his present employer, it looks as if he can remain for
another three.

Morey

Amsterdam,

G. C.

Tony

Romano and Mabel Todd

Reviewed at the Boxy Theater, New
York. Style-Comedy and singing. Setting-In one. Time-I5 minutes.

Personalities in the act do most of
their stuff individually, with Amsterdam
acting as part-time emsee in addition
to his own comedy stint. Open with

Amsterdam and his bass fiddle, which
he occasionally bows. Gags a while and
does a few funny takeoffs on Ben Bernie,
W. C. Fields, Kate Smith, Bing Crosby,
etc., all of whom, for the purpose of
the act, are emitting over the air waves
from Sing Sing prison. Romano, vocalist and guitarist, instrumentally accompanies Amsterdam in latter's bass fiddle

rendition of Annie Laurie and then
comes on alone to offer Did I Remember?

and You Can't Pull the Wool Over My
Singing is straight, voice is true
and diction is particularly good.
After an introduction by Amsterdam,
Who straights for her gags, Miss Todd
sings When It's Twilight on the Trail
and Square Dance Tonight. Sells her
stuff and is quite a comedienne, her
personality being something of a cross
between a hillbilly and an Irish gamin.
Encored with rumba and tango tunes,
burlesqued, altho central tune was retained.
P. A.
Act clicked nicely.

Eyes.

Ted Allen

Reviewed at the Roxy Theater, New
-Special. Time-Six minutes.
York: Style-Horseshoe pitching. Setting

Ted Allen, world's champion horseshoe
pitcher, offers a swell demonstration

during the short time allotted him.

scarecrow, makes a clever front for the
band.
P. D.
Went over big here.

NIGHT CLUB

(Continued from page 12)
standing in their particular line, making it an all-star show. Several changes
have been made in the room since -last
season, most notable of which is the
changing of the band stand and dance
floor from one end to the middle of
the room. Cuisine is of the best, with
prices no higher than other class spots
in town.
Georges and Jalna are without a doubt
two of the smoothest, most graceful
dancers extant, barring none, and pos-

Club Bali -Bali, Chicago
A bright new spot arose on Chicago's

night life horizon when Ben Lenhoff
took \over the old Cocoanut Gardens
property and transformed it into this
veritable paradise for sun dodgers.

Lenhoff has developed a room of
trees scattered about. Seats 400, and
at one end is a mezzanine bar, elevated
so as to permit an easy view of the
floor show. Has a blue sky effect, and
all chairs are covered with green.
Husk O'Hare and his Genial Gentle-

tropical atmosphere, with numerous palm

men, a slick nine -piece combination, are
making their first local appearance in 18

months, having been on a long road
a technique that even surpasses tour. O'Hare does not go in for much
some of the better known publicity - swing stuff. Instead plays smooth and
sess

made ballroom teams of today. Their
beautiful waltz to Berceuse from Jocelyn was superbly done; a syncoprited
rhythm number to Derktown Strutters'
Ball was airy and spritely, and a rumba
to -Maria Lao was done in true Latin
spirit. A pair of great dance artists.

Bob Hawk, Who enjoys more
or less of a radio following locally, is
emsee. His flippant manner found favor
with most of the customers. Not fiery
original, his biggest asset being his
ability to remember what he has heard

sweet.

elsewhere.

Corinna Mura, a Castilian chanteuse of

Arturo and Evelynne, dance team, are

Then It Isn't Love and Tabu and scored
a hit.
Al Kavelin is playing a return engagement here with his orchestra. He
Bahama Dancers
wisely
keeps away from noisy swing
Reviewed at Cotton Club, New York. mimic and
emphasizes on reeds, a muted
Style-Native Bahaman dancing.
trumpet,
an accordion and bass viol,
A feature of last year's Connie's Inn, among other instruments in his 11 -piece
the Bahama Dancers are again a stand - combination, and features Carmen, a
cut of the current Cotton Club show. young nimble -fingered pianist, with Paul
Two men and a girl (colored) in near - Carlton supplying the vocal passages.
nude costume, they rush out on the floor
P. LANGDON MORGAN.
in a frenzy of drum beating, yells and
convulsive movements. The girl bumps

definite radio possibility and should go

beauty, kept the audience en- the top act. Among their numbers is
taneity and charm of the Viennese music exotic
with her Spanish songs and a ballroom medley of five different styles;
of Johann Strauss, Franz Lehar and Fritz tranced
colorful
of delivery. She has a a slave dance to the tune of In a PerIfreisler and is a decided relief from so voice ofmethod
surprising range, a dulcet sian Market, which gives Evelynne an
much swing music of today.
mezzo-soprano, using her 'low tones opportunity for acrobatic stuff, and a
The bandsmen also forma vocal en- mostly and strumming her own ac- weird and sensational Vampire Dance.
semble for light operetta and musical companiments on the guitar. She is
in applause honors was Jimcomedy tunes, and the featured singers proving one of the most colorful floor mySecond
Hamilton, singing bartender, whose
include Meta Rey, local girl; Lloyd entertainers ever booked in Chicago. At beautiful baritnoe was heard in three
Bundling, tenor, and Melon Gunn, the the show caught she did Cammenito, songs. Here is a fellow who is a
"Texas Troubadour."

F. L. M.

around, her loose neckpiece revealing bare

1214 Club, Philadelphia

far.

Emily Fiske, a cute little trick, con-

tributed a neat toe dance and a tap
number attired in top hat and tails,

and Joan Gordon (formerly Terry) sang
It Ain't Necessarily So and Mad About
the Boys to nice applause. Her selec-

tion of two of the same kind of songs
had a tendency to slow up the show
somewhat.
The Bali -Bali is another on the long
list of spots booked by the Paul Mars -

Sammy Clark office.
P. LANGDON MORGAN.
the unshuttering of former
watering places, this old neighborhood
is rapidly becoming a counterpart of Chanticler, Millburn, N. Y.
Broadway's West 52d street. Bon vi vents are beginning to eschew the pseudo Located in the Orange Mountains,
of so-called class joints about four miles from -the heart of
thing is sure; they do a swell novelty snobbishness
are moving down the street to the Newark, the Chanticler easily ranks with
hotcha act. Very theatrical stuff, but and
houses.
any of the top-notch New York supper
it's effective, especially in a jungle pro- brownstone
Getting in on the cycle, Boo -Boo Hoff,
P. D.
duction number.
former fight manager, has hung his clubs.
Spot has been built up by catering to
shingle out. And it's a worthy shingle food
and dance connoisseurs.
to hang your hat on. Lounges on the Recent
Kaloah
fall opening, in which the De
flight
up
for
ground floor and one
Reviewed at the Cotton Club, New festivities.
es lavish and elaborate Marcos were featured, really did nothing
York. Style-Contortion novelty dancer. as others inNot
more
than
bolster the already high
the zone, but will have no

breasts, while the men hop around while
beating drums. All three have tails attached to their costumes, which adds to
the oddity of the act.
Whether they do authentic Bahaman
dancing is anybody's guess. But one

With

,

A big hit of last year's Connie's Inn
show here, Kaloali is again making the
customers sit up and take notice at the
same spot-altho this year it's called the
Cotton Club.
galosh is an exotic colored gal whose
claim to Broadway fame is her rubberlike body. After doing the usual body
twists and convulsive upheavals she
comes thru with her amazing trick of
sending waves thru her stomach. You
can see the big ripples, controlled perfectly, pass ,over her stomach. She can
also make her thigh muscles ripple like
water. For a finale she did some hot and
sexy dancing with Henri Wessels.
A novelty act that can be a wallop in

Throws the regulation 40 feet, accom- anw show.
P. a
plishing ringers with various handicaps
such as a screen in front of the stake.
etc. Most sensational performance is the
Tramp Band
lighting of a match by a pitched shoe.
Reviewed at the Cotton Club, New
Very nice novelty turn, particularly York. Style-Comedy band. Time-Ten
apropos in view of the ranch motif of minutes.
P. A.
the show.
Here is a sock 'act. Has novelty and
comedy in addition to speed. Six men
and a comedy leader.
Harris, Claire and Shannon "musicians"
Men are rigged out In tramp costumes
Reviewed at the Boxy Theater, New and
play
the
fiddle, guitar, washYork. Style-Dancing. Setting-Special. board, drums,bassfrying
pans, washtub
Time-Ten minutes.
combo and two queer horns, while the
Two girls, brunet and blonde, make leader affects a lazy -bones mugging perup a ballroom trio together with one sonality. The boys go to town with caMan. Material is beautifully produced cophonous but rhythmic playing. It's
against a background of Gae Foster girls hardly music, but neither is it unpleasin striking costumes. First is a gliding ant. It's just rhythm, pounded out fast
waltz, suave and deftly handled, fol- and furiously.
lowed by a ballroom adaptation of EastThe washboard player doubles as a
ern dancing and a tango.
singer, while some of the other boys conTrio is very smooth, good-looking and tribute vocalizing-call It that, anywayWork expertly. Scored heavily here and and go in for bits of comedy. The leader,
seem a natural for clubs.
who looks like a bewildered and lazy
P. A.

trouble holding its own with its intimate atmosphere and floor offering.
Room is an all rlghty apertif retreat.
Instead of the usual mob of canaries
spot mixes it up aplenty. Have a line
of five, the Gala Gala Girls. While they
show up as champ lookers, stuff is noth-

ing more than a refined hula. Do two
turns and Lee La Monte steps out for
a tap terp. Melba Beaudraux and Virginia Bennett are on display for pipe
ability on the swing and bawl ballads.
Both worship the mike and give out per
usual niterie tonsiller.
The nightly task to bring down the
house, which they do, falls upon the

Three Racket -Cheers (Steve Murray, Lew
Martini and, Pete Clifford). Threesome

opinion of Maestro Gus Steck and his
band. Meek's organization, formed here
in 1992, has an interesting makeup
Which perhaps accounts for its popularity with the steppers. Steck himself; Al Weber, bass, and Mace Irish,
sax, played together in Will Osborne's
Band. Jim McGarvey, first violin, comes
from Johnny Johnson's crew. Archie
Miller, ivory tickler, got his experience
With Henry King, and Frank Flynn was
Vallee's original drummer. Max Newmark and Fred Billotti, violins; Fred
Maier, sax, and Al Doscher, guitar, round
out the full 10 pieces.
While the Chanticler does not have a.
floor show, vocals by Fred Bayles and
novelty numbers by a trio (McGarvey,
Irish and Sayles) seem to fill the desires
of the patrons. Lee Rogers, guitarist,
sings intimately at the tables. He is
said to have a repertoire of well over
a thousand songs.
Band dishes out melodious, sentimental tunes in the main-and does a
swell job. The three violins and four Man ,sax section, Steck making the
fourth, produce liting effects in a pleasing manner. Arrangements are made by
Mace Irish-another swell job. Outstanding is his arrangement of Bojo:ivies of Harlem, a la Andre Kostela-

set the sipping sitters on their ears with
their own thematic and then proceed to
approximate mayhem with hilarious results. Their appearance on the floor is
a signal for riotous fun. If it ever
comes to a poll on successors to the
Clayton, Jackson and Schnozz diadem
the Three Racket -Cheers are a natch
for a grab on a top -row ticket. Their
zany interpretations make for an inspired
dish of delicious lunacy.
Hal Hixon, ever ready to sing, dance
or jest, plugs the waits in mastering
the ceremonies. A git box, dog house,
scratch box and Tom Thumb, with Fred- netz.mthi
die Parress giving the down beat, back
Minimum check of $1.50 holds for every
up the show. Their smooth playing is
except Saturday, when $1 cover
for tripping the light fantastic, but the evening
asked; this Is reduced to 50 cents for
customers don't get much of a whirl is
dinner
guests.
at it, as the dance space is postage
Club's -layout Is attractive, interesting
stampish.
lee cover or minimum, but scale is and restful. And not only should it

uppish, bitters at half an eagle.
shows.

Two
0180.

attract but it does.

BRUNO M. KERN.
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League To Investigate
Competition From WPA

LORELLA VAL-MERY
Writes on

The Growth of the
Drama League

Board of governors will meet to discuss problem-waited
until after election to avoid being tagged a political issue
-situation has changed since WPA started

In the Christmas Number
of The Billboard Dated
November 28, 1936

NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-With elections out of the way, the League of New York
Theaters is prepared to look into the WPA theater project situation. Ever since
the project was started commercial managers have raised the cry of unfair competition, in many cases backing their outburst with fans and figures. With WPA
productions encroaching more and more upon Broadway, both in point of numbers and of space occupied, the problem has become more serious. Nothing was
done before election for fear that any objections raised might be considered a
PARIS, Nov. 7.-An indication of the
political move. Now that the election is
quality of some of the new dramatic
over the League will go into the matter
fare being offered in Paris is the fact

Critics Walk Out
On Paris Opus

thoroly.

First move will be a meeting of the
board of governors, to be held in the
near future, according to announcement.
It is probable that a committee will be
appointed to investigate possible competition from all angles, that it will report back to the board and that the
governing body win then take up the
problem with the entire membership.

In all probability, nothing will be done
without the sanction of the membership
at large.
Dr. Henry Moskowitz, executive adviser to the League, said this week, "We
(See League To Investigate on page 25)

"Scandals" Clicks on Coast

Memphis Spot
Open to Legit
house books
"Scandals" after AuditoriLightman

um's mixup on dates

MEMPHIS, Nov. 7.-Tossing a bombshell into the local road -show situation,
M. A. Lightman, Memphis motion picture
circuit operator, announced this week
that he would reopen the Orpheum Theater, which has been closed for the past
year, and would present George White's
Scandals there November 25 and 26.

Action was a surprise from several
primarily because it marks the
that a group of prominent critics re- angles,
booking of a legitimate attraction
cently were so fed up that at the press first
in
years
outside the municipal Ellis
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.- According to showing of nowt Ou allez-vous? (Halt!
Col. C. A. McEiravy, the.'
present plans, Warner Brothers will use Where Are You Going?), at the arty Auditorium.
auditorium's
managing director, had pretheiz newly acquired Biltmore Theater Oeuvre, they arose at the close of the viously announced
Scandals
on 47th street as a tryout spot for first act and answered the author's ques- date for December a8 tentative
and 9. When the
legit projects. That means that it win tion by walking out. Unfortunate author company was able to
come here only

Biltmore Warner Tryout Spot

house the plays of nonmembers of the
Dramatists' Guild. Feud between picture producers and the Guild, which
flared up over terms of the new basic
agreement, is still going on, film companies steering clear of shows by Guild
members-which means all dramatists
with produced plays to their credit.
One Guild show, however, will go in
the house before the Werner plan starts
operation. That is the George Abbott
production of Brother-Rat, which tries
out in Princeton December E.
Warners take possession of the house

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 7.-Doing top
business at the Biltmore Theater here,
George White's Scandals will be held for November 21.
one extra performance tomorrow for a
total of 11 days. Delay will necessitate
troupe traveling by special train after
the last show to make Phoenix, Arts.,
Monday. Show Is heaviest to hit Coast
in years, requiring four baggage cars,
four sleepers and a diner. ProdiletiOn
requires 20 loads.

is Eugene Gerber. and it is his first production.
Another arty theater gone wrong is
the Atelier, which is presenting La
Camelot (The Hawker), a comedy by
Roger Vitrac. The play deals with a
street -corner salesman who rises tO
wealth and fame. Bright spot is the
acting of Georgina, popular vaude comedian, but even his work doesn't save
the niece.
On the other hand the Pitoeffs, equally
arty, have scored a success at the Mathurims with Anse/ice, a symbolic tragedy
(See Critics Walk Out on page 25)

during Thanksgiving Week, Colonel Mc-

Elravy found he had already set the annual Memphis Automobile Show for the
entire week.

The attraction ;was then offered to
Lightman with the suggestion that he
unshutter the Orpheum. Lightman has
never gone heavily for flesh attractions;
since the RKO receivership dumped the
Orpheum back on local bondholders in
1933 the large showhouse has gone thru
four separate regimes, none successful, its

Anderson's Wingless Victory, which will use of legitimate poke, type casting and repertory theaters. Repertory theaters have
show here week of November 30. Last been, perhaps, the particular pet. I have never been able to understand why

chief difficulty being lack of pictures.
Lightman tried to operate the house for
more than a year. Finally, last November, Lightman, Loew and Warner entered
into an agreement to close the theater
for one year and split the rent among
them, figuring the added revenue at the
other theaters would cover the three Way rental. That agreement ends this
month and, while there is a possibility
that it may be renewed, there is a feeling that Loew and Warner would turn
down a continuance. With this situation
in mind, Lightman decided to take the
Scandals and ask the public to show
whether it wants stage attractions. A
number of shows have been offered him,
some of a type that would not play the
auditorium anyway, and he feels that

probability nobody's going to be bored by reading this column anyhow-but space
Detroit. Cast includes Walter Abel, Ruth is short and time is fleeting, particularly when a deadline looms.'
Matteson, Hardie Albright, Effie ShanThe important thing right now, at least to a guy who has been howling for
non, Helen Zelenskaya, Arthur Chatter - repertory over a goodly span of years, is the fact that last Sunday Mr. Brooks
ton, Lois Jameson and Morton Stevens. Atkinson of The Times added his voice to the chorus of repertory supporters.

musicals at the Orpheum, the Scandals
will be the first outright New York stage
production shown there since the theater
was built 10 years ago. Helen Morgan
and Willie and Eugene Howard head the

Itom. Out °Pont

"Victory" Set for Pitt

By EUGENE BURR

When a man's hipped on a certain subject it's pretty hard to unhip him;
comes back to it again and again, like a murderer returning to the scene of
PITTSBURGH, Nov. 7.-Second pre - he
Thus this column has contained countless more or less recondite
the
crime.
New York presentation at the Nixon theses concerned
personality as against acting ability, low audibility of
Theater this season will be Maxwell actors, propagandawith
plays that raise propaganda above playwrighting, the effective

month the Theater Guild's And Stars theatergoers are supposed to prefer a bad new play to a good old one.
he can manage to keep something on the
Remain premiered here.
The arguments for repertory are many and varied-providing the right sort of stage most of the time if -he can get
Before reaching New York Victory, repertory
were offered, with the right sort of company. They have been discussed public support.
starring Katharine Cornell, will also here often. It would certainly do no harm to discuss them again, since in all
While there have been a number of
play Cleveland, Washington; Buffalo and

Indianapolis Bookings
INDIANAPOLIS,

Nov.

7. - Vincent

Burke, manager of English's, completed
negotiations today whereby the opening night sale of tickets for End of Summer,
booked for the theater for two days
starting Monday, November 30, will be
handled by the local chapter of American Association of University Women.
The same week, starting Thursday,
December 3, Burke is bringing in First

Lady, with Jane Cowl. A Pride and

Prejudice date has not yet been set.

Tentative schedule will bring it in either
the last of November or the first of the
year.

"Follies" Name Is Sold
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Adminlstrators
of the Erlanger estate were granted permission last week to sell all rights and
title to the name Ziegfeld Follies, which
was one of the assets of the estate.
Purchasers are Lee Shubert and Billie
Burke Ziegfeld. Price okehed by surrogate was $27,500, with royalties on the
title to continue up to May 1, 1987.
Leonard E. Bergman and Julius Klein
are administrators of the estate.

Fix 'Pastures' OK in London
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-According to
wdrd received here this week, the film
version of The Green Pastures has been
passed by the London censor, despite the
fact that the stage version was barred
in 1981. Decision hinges on a legal
technicality. Law forbids the Deity to
be shown upon the stage but says nothing about films. Warners, producers of
the picture, expect to open it at a big
West End house in five or six weeks.

And he had a new reason.
His viewpoint was presented in the.cm use of a discussion of Stage Door, the
Kaufman -Ferber play that presents the -plight of the faithful stage actor, true to
the lure of the living drama despite enticing offers of celluloid -spoilers on the
Pacific Coast. Mr. Atkinson indicated that the stage is not always entirely fair
and just to her most faithful children, and he suggested that repertory companies, which offer steady employment over a stated period of the year, might
be one way of alleviating the lot of the actor. They would -undoubtedly serve
that purpose. They would also alleviate the lot of the chronic playgoer, a fact
which, to this chronic playgoer, is even more important.
Undoubtedly New York should have at least one company offering permanent rep. That has been proved time after time. to my complete satisfaction, in
these columns. There is, however, only one bitch. Several years ago I became
so completely hipped on the subject that I went to the length of drawing up a
ground plan for a truly civic repertory company, the plan to be used by anyone
public-spirited enough to undertake to manage rep. It was a really lovely plan.
Subscription seats were provided for; an arrangement was worked out whereby
the profits of one season would be returned to the public the next year in the
form of reduced prices for seats; a schedule of plays ranging from The Tragedy of
Dr. Faustus to Secret Service and Journey's End was drawn up (since any good
repertory company should vary classics of all ages with modern plays of all types);
provision was made for the production of five new plays each season; even a
tentative company was suggested.
There was, as remarked before, just one hitch. After everything had been
worked out (and a lovely looking plan it was!) I discovered that every seat in a
house very nearly as large as the Center would have to be sold at every performance in order to cover the nut.
The plan was never submitted to anybody.
The loyalty of the children of the stage to a medium only too often blatantly
disloyal to its faithful followers is sometimes an almost'pitiful thing. Two cases
come to mind. A play recently announced for production (the it's not going to
be produced) dealt with an acting gentleman who turned out to be something
of a prize heel). A stage-struck Endymion, be worshiped himself, giving heed
to naught else, and in the course of the action did things that proved him a
drunkard, a lecher and a fool. Despite the dictates of common sense, several
actors refused to play the role, feeling that it presented the theater and its
practitioners in an unfavorable light. Another play recently read had to do
with a theatrical office, satirizing the zany goings-on which characterize so many
theatrical offices hereabouts. At least one director refused to touch it, claiming
that it presented the theater in an unfavorable light.
The fact that both these plays presented nothing remarkably distant from
Times Square truth failed to affect the viewpoint of those who refused them.
Whether or not the theater is like that, these people seemed to say, is none of
the public's business; it is our job to remain loyal at all costs, to protect the
reputation of the stage, even tho at times there is perilously little reputation to
protect. It is a loyal and high -hearted attitude-but in view of, the theater's
treatment of its followers it does seem more than a little pitiful.

cast.
Meanwhile, at the Auditorium, Colonel
McEiravy is desperately trying to line up

attractions. Altho good road shows have
done notably well here in recent seasons,
the routings seem to be away from this
section. The Auditorium has The Great
(See MEMPHIS SPOT on page 25)

"Show" Fills Boston;
Four Rehearsal Spots
BOSTON, Nov. 7.-Probably unprecedented in Hub legit productions, four
houses were utilized for dress rehearsals
of The Show Is On, which opened at the
Shubert Theater. Last-minute rehearsals
were staged at the Plymouth, which currently Is boarding Boy Meets Girl, and
the Majestic, which has been dark all
season. The Shubert stage was arranged
for lighting and scene rehearsals. The
Boston Opera, House, which this season
has seen WPA Grand Opera and Leslie
Howard in Hamlet, opened its doors to
orchestra rehearsals.
The Show Is On is pretentious, with a
quartet of carloads filled with scenery
brought in from New York. Many trunk loads of costumes helped swell baggage
car space. Beatrice Lillie and Bert Lahr

head an imposing and large cast here,
for a two -and -one -half -week stay.

Gabel Leaves Kingsley Spot
NEW YORK, Nov. 'I.-martin Gabel,
formerly casting director and assistant
to Sidney Kingsley, in Kingsley production outfit, has withdrawn, his spot being taken over by Julius Evans and
Joan Hathaway.
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Eu5ette Rat

As the nice little heroine Ruby Mercer
NEW AMSTERDAM
sings pleasantly enough. Those who
beginning Monday Evening, November 2, 1936 like Ruth Weston will undoubtedly like
her in this. Joseph Greenwald and Jack

FORBIDDEN MELODY

A musical, wilt book and lyrics by Otto Harbach and music by Sigmund Romberg. Settings designed by Sergei Soudeikine. Costumes designed by Ten Eyck. Dialog directed by Jose Ruben. Musical director,
Robert Dolan. Orchestrations by Donald
Walker. Presented by Jack ,Kirkland and
Sam H. Crisman.
Thedor
Tosk
Kardu
Katcha
Alexis Constantine
Doma

Gregor Florescu
A Walter
Col. Ceza
Mme. Gaza

Nicholas Constantine
Rorie
Elene Constantine
Nitre
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Bela Lublov
Leo Chattel
Daniel Harris
Lillian Clark
Charles Bryant
Joseph Greenwald
Carl Brisson
Herman Williams
Arthur Vinton
Ruth Weston
Jack Sheehan
June Havoc
Ruby Mercer

Sheehan give the comedy put about

what it deserves. As for the dancing, it
is contributed chiefly by Nitre Vernille,
who provides the high spot of ' the evening, and Helen Gray, who ably abets
her in the terpsichorean department.
Sergei Soudeikine's settings are very
nice, and so are Ten Eyck's costumes.
The direction does little or nothing to
unscramble the mess in which Harbach
left the book-but the mess was ao
complete that no director In the world
could be expected to unscramble it.
Until Monday this corner had thought
that Love in the Balkans, in its operetta
manifestation, was as dead as antimacassars or Uncle Oscar's sidewhiskers.
As a matter of feet, events at the New
Amsterdam on Monday night did little
or nothing to change that opinion.

Nitre Vernille

Helen Gray
Tomes Chapman
BAYES
Harry Raine
Marie Louise Quevli Beginning Monday Evening, November 2, 1936
A Streetwalker
Leo ChaIre!
A Policeman
Dolores Flanders
A Girl
DON'T LOOK NOW!
Muriel Muth
Another Girl
Gladstone Waldrip A comedy by John Crump. Directed by Gustav
Capt. Fadovitch
Clark Kramer
Lt. Czenyl
Blum.
Setting designed by Lou Bromley
LADIES OF THE ENSEMBLE-Judith Gales,
and built and painted by Theodore Reisig
Beulah Blake, Betty Kerr, Jewel Marie MarkPresented by Gustav Blum.
Studio.
ham. RIM Joan Hume Dolores Flanders, Muriel
Edward Marr
Muth, Dorothy Forsythe, Fay Hope, Joy Hamp- Tom MacDonald
Robert Shayne
ton, Marie Queve Wadeeha Atiyeh, Virginia lames Cabot
Winters
Oscar Stirling
Cole Mildred Newton.
Ferdi Hoffman
Johnson..
GENTLEMEN OF THE ENSEMBLE-Tomes Ernest
Robert Leslie
Luden
Chapman, Alexander Ancharoff, George Magis, Fred
Kathryn Harris
Jones
Bruce Barclay, Jack Leslie, William Dunn, Mrs.
Quench! Tucker
Jones
Mitchell Cowan, Jerry O'Rourke, Gladstone Elaine
Joseph Buloff
Sam Stern
Weida'', Herman Williams, Harry Raine.
Beverly Phalon
Nina Gay
Forbes Dawson
T. Lawrence
A soporific known as Forbidden Melody T.
kH
Rodney Fletcher Schloss
opened Monday night at the New Am- Colonel
Car eton Macy
Vance
SCENE-James Cabot's Apartment In a Mid sterdam Theater under the sponsorship
of Jack Kirkland and Sam H. Gilman. Town New York Hotel.
Yanrel
Butler.
Frederic

While not a strong drug, its effects, the
slow, are. sure. Even large dose of black
coffee would probably have little effect
in combating it.
Those stalwarts of. operetta, Sigmund
Romberg and Otto Harbach, have fashioned the show out of clippings from
their memory books. With its 13udapestiferous and Bucharestless locale (and if

opened Pert.

And Stara Remain (Geed)
Oct
Boy Meets Girl (Con) . . Nov.
Dead End (Belasco)
Oct.
Don't Look Now! (Hayes)
Nov.
Green Waters (Masque)
Nov.
Hamlet (Empire)
Oct.
Idiot', Delight (2d engage )
(Shubert)
Aug.
Night Must Fall (Barn Plumes inmore the Dust

(46th St.)

Pre -Honeymoon (Little)
Reflected Glory I Morocco) .

Sept.
Nov

12...
32
27...402
28...434

2...
4...

8

6

88

81... 80
28... 48

6...

8

Apr. '30...214
21... 58
Sept.

Seen But Not Heard
(48th St.),
"
Sept. 17... 60
Oct. 22... 20
Stage Door image Boa)
6.., 39
St. Helena (Lyceom)
Oct.
Swing Your Lady! (Booth) -Oct. 18
24
Ten Million Choate (St.
19
Oct.
Three Men on a Horse
(Fulton)
Jam 30...744
4..1258
Tobacco Road (Forrest)
Dee.
Townie's (Plymouth)
Oct.
Victoria Regina (2d engage )
Aug.
(Broadhurst)

15... 28
81... 80

Musical Comedy
D'OYIY Carte Opus Oa:
(Beck)
Jugs. 20... 9
Iolanthe
Sept. 21...
Mikado, The
Aug. 20... 1
Pirates of Yuman., and
Aug. 31... 1
Trial by Spry
7...
Gondoliers, The
Sept.
Pinafore and Cox and Box Sept. 28...
Princess Ida
.. Oct. 12...
Yeomen of the Guard... Sept. 14... 1
Patience
Ruddigore
Forbidden Melody (New
Amsterdam)

Oct.

22...
19...19

New Faces (Vanderbilt)
May
On Your Toes (Majestic) . Apr. 11...24
Red. Hot and Blue (Alvin)
Oct. 29... 1
White Horse Inn (Center) . Oct.
1... 4
Ziegfeld Follies (2d engage.
-revised) (Winter Garden)
4. Sept. 14....04

-it is based on the return of Carol to

A cast that seems little better than
its materials struggles painfully thru

them and breaks her engagement.

Crump's morass of inept lines and unfunny situations--tho Robert Shayne, an
to do with that much -maligned emo- excellent actor, is inexplicably involved.
He seems quite unhappy about it alltion, love.
as the he were a member of the
All of that might have been forgiven, almost
Also involved is Joseph Buloff,
at least in part, if Romberg had not audience.
the Yiddish stage. Cast as the
happened to be in as reminiscent a mood from
film
producer,
he turns out to be an
as Harbach. His music has its usual
gentleman who bears down
swing and lilt, but there's very little of energetic
heavily
upon
detail,
whose head, darts
It that shows any sign of becoming forward like that of an
duck, and
particularly popular. It, all sounds as who seems in general angry
to be offering a
tho we'd heard it many times before.
ballroom version of St. Vitus' dance.
A large cast is headed by'Carl Brisson,
of mention for most of the others
a Danish performer who was once a Lack
not an oversight but a kindness.
prizefighter. He was obviously a better is Blum's
direction is as ill-advised as
prizefighter than he is a performer, since
his face seems to have retained its orig- his choice of play.
If the title was supposed to be a cominal contours. Flashing a desperate
smile that outshines the spotlights, he mand, it proved unnecessary after the
is relentlessly coy thruout the evening. first five minutes.

Show has pulled in exactly $215,931.66

in one month of operation. Number of
customers during the same period
reached 91,259.

Group Wants Suggestions
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-According to
present plans, the Group Theater will
present a revival, for matinees only.
during the run of Johnny Johnson, its
first production of the season. Outfit
wants suggestions. It's looking for a
neglected American classic on the order
of Philip Barrie's White Wings. Show
would be put on by members of the
Junior Studio Group with the aid of

GYPSY
ROSE
4( LEE *

Staged by Reginald
Bach and Milton Shubert. Setting designed

by Watson Barrett, built by Turner Construction Company, and painted by Louis
Kennell. Presented by Lee and J. J. Shubert.
Michael Fraser

Father Roffe

Denis O'Dea
Jackie Jordan
Dennis Hoey
Alice John
Reginald Bach
Doris Dalton
Terence Neill
Ralph Cullinan

brothers Shubert brought to the
The plot of Don't Look Now! (to get it the
Masque Theater Wednesday night, really

As usual in operetta books of this type,
the humor is something less than hilarious. Ale°, as usual, the principals break
into song upon the slightest provocation,
intoning numbers most of which have

Weekly nut Is a reported 35

Waits.
grand.

GREEN WATERS

Richard Fraser

over with as quickly as possible) concerns a film star (female) who loves a
playwright and therefore dashes out of
an expensive picture to travel to New
York and win him. The playwright,
however, is engaged to a Southern gal
with a yen to be an actress who has
financed his current flop. He finds that
he really loves the film star and so, thid
the star's producer, who wants to get
her back to Hollywood, the Southern gal
is exposed to the amatory ministrations
of a phoney English lord. She falls for

NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-House records at
City house, are being smashed by White
Horse Inn, current occupant.
Inn
grossed $51,000 in a single week, $6,000
better than anything done by The Great

the Center Theater, mammoth Radio

A play by Max Catto.

Fraser
A piece called Don't Look Nowt opened Jennifer
Edgar Fraser

the Roumanian throne. There are various other things involved too, chiefly a:
young lieutenant who is so charming'
that no lady can look unmoved upon his
toothy smile. He has this and that to
do with the wife of a colonel, switches
his affections to an actress and finally
saves the actress's father from being
shot by flying the king home from Paris
-tho the connection is something you'll
have to learn from Harbach, not from
me. It is all very complicated and
devastatingly unimportant.

"Inn" Breaking Records

Beginning Wednesday Evening, Nov. 4, 1936

Election Eve, Just in time to make the
ACT I-Time: The Present. The Frasers'
idiocy on Broadway on Election Night a House
on the West Coast of Scotland. Late
bit more horrible than it would other- Afternoon.
ACT II-Scene 1.: An Afternoon,
wise have been, Described as a comedy, Two Weeks Later. Scene 2: Next Evening.
those pune are bad, you can at least it was written by John Crump and was ACT III-Late Afternoon, Three Weeks Later.
rest assured that they are not nearly produced by Gustave Blum under his Stephen Leacock, at the start of one
so bad as the humor in the show), it own direction. One wonders why.
his nonsense novels, remarked that
brings out of the mothballs all of the
It's supposed to be one of those mad of
it was a wild and stormy night on the
hussars, dragoons, love affairs, moon- 'theatrical farces, replete with handsome West
Coast of Scotland. This, however,"
ugh and boredom of our fathers' fa- author, dialectical film producer, moving continued
Leacock, "is immaterial to the
vorite Balkan musicals. It really should picture star, Southern gal who wants to present story,
since the scene is not
be playing at the old Casino Theater, act, hard-boiled press agent and all laid in the West
of Scotland. For
like so many of its predecessors. If there other addenda of the species. Crump, so the matter of that, the
weather was Just
are those who rise to remark that the far as can be seen, has mixed them all as bad on the East Coast
Ireland.
old Casino Theater now is no more, this together indiscriminately, and Blum has But the scene of this story isoflaid
in the
Corner still sticks to its guns.
poured the resultant mess upon the South of England. .
."
Bayes
Theater
stage
to
entice
unwary
Harbach has provided a plot which Customers. They underrate the theater- Unfortunately, however, the scene of
practically needs a ground plan to get going public.
Max Catto's Green Waters, the play that
itself unraveled. Vagcely-very vaguely

NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Group Theater
has dropped from consideration George
O'Neil's The Red Pailition (not an
adaptation of John Gunther's book), but
still has on its schedule Paul Green's
The Enchanted Maze. Green play will
probably follow Johnny Johnson, now in
production, as the second item on the
Group schedule.

various people in the regular production.

MASQUE

Fraser
ACT I-A Morning in Autumn. ACT II- JoeyMcRuvie
Afternoon of the Next Day. ACT III-That Ian
Mrs
McFaden
Evening.

at the refurbished Bayes Theater on

"Maze" Next on Group Sked.

BROADWAY RUNS
Performances to November 7, inclusive.

Dramatic

21

is laid on the West Coast of Scotland,
and one gets the idea that life there is
nothing but a long succession of wild
and stormy nights-or, rather, late afternoons. Such dour meteorological phenomena naturally affect the inhabitants,
and life In the house of the Veneers is
Just one round of hate. It seems that
old Mr. Fraser had had one son by his
wife, and then, when she died, proceeded
to have a couple more sons by a lady
he loved dearly tho unconnublally.
Michael, the eldest of these, hates his
father with all the intensity of a dour
Scotch hate, and pours all his love on
his little brother.
To this somewhat dispiriting homestead come Edgar, the legitimate son,
and his pretty young wile, who has been
caught in the strong bonds of Edgar's
matter-of-fact mind. Michael, who is as
wild and stormy as a Scotch afternoon,
falls in love with her and she with him,
(See GREEN WATERS on page 27

now appearing

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES

WINTER GARDEN, NEW YORK
Per. Mgt. IRVINO SHERMAN,
Curtis & Allen Office, RKO Bldg., N. V.

'MARVIN*

I

*LAWLER

DANCING JUVENILE
ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
Getting one of the biggest lands of the show
is still another newcomer. a ad named Marvin
Lawler. whose display of terrific tap technique,
offered during a number with the Protect Sister.,
literally brings down the house. He's a tot,notch young performer. - EUGENE BURR,
Billboard.
Direction-LOUIS SHURR.

-

Mew f,c,Talh-eatre
(Stock Theatre Appearances While Laszning.)
Oraduatem Lee Tracy, Fred Astaire, Peggy Shan.
Una Merkel, Zito Johann, Etc.
no
DRAMA, SPEECH, MUSICAL COMEDY.
VOCAL AND DANCE.

each play. plus Talking Pictures and Technical

Training in Voice. Diction. Make-up, Pantomime.
Dialects. Dancing, Acrobatics. Characteriza
Fencing and twenty allied study subjects. Special
Courses for Teaching,' Directing and Grneral
tare.
EMINENT FACULTY.
Welts for Bulletin to SECREJVARY BELL,

68 West 85th St, New York.

FRENCH'S

1937 Catalogue of Plays
Our Brand -New 1537 Complete. Catalogue Is Now

Reedy for Distribution.
Please

for your

SAMUEL FRENCH
25 West 45th Street, Now

York

copy today. 811 West 7th Street, Los Angeles

e AMERICAN ACADEMY of DRAMATIC ARTS
FOUNDED IN Me BY FRANKLIN H. SARGENT

foremost institution for Dramatic and Expressional Training
in America. The courses of the Academy furnish the essential prepTHE
aration,for Teaching and Directing as well as for Acting.
WINTER TERM BEGINS JANUARY 15
ForealelogaddresetheSecretarr,,Noem HS, Garnegleliall.1141:
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her and

wins, but he is eventually
framed by rival owners. So the asso- "The Charge of the Light
ciation, figuring he's like his pa, tosses
Brigade"
him out too. He goes to England, reTIME -95 minutes.
(WARNER)
peating his success, and is picked to
RELEASE DATE-January 8, 1937.
TIME -115 Minutes.
PLOT-Famous Shakespeare vehicle ride the Maharajah's horse in a classic;
RELEASE DATE-November 7.
deals with tyrants and loyalists, a tyran- if he wins he'll ride for the king. But
PLOT-England cancels her bounty to
nic duke exiling his brother and holding Pat's best horse is entered, too, and
his niece as hostage. Latter has the when Snapper is foiled in his attempts a leader of tribesmen in India. Latter
affection of her uncle's daughter. Two to see his former mistress he throws the aligns with Russia, raising havoc with
other brothers, younger, have trouble race, allowing her horse to win. So English army in that territory. Results
also, one of them being exiled, too. He he's barred by England but returns to in massacre of English fort. English
soldiers swear vengeance, getting it in a
drifts to the Forest of Arden, where re- Pat's stable,
CAST-Mickey Rooney, Patricia. Ellis, war, when army of 600 men from India
sides the banished duke. Two girls,
fleeing from the tyrant, go there also. Dennis Mobre, William Best' Gordon make a' daring attack that's turning
Boy and daughter of exile fall in love, Hart and others. Young Rooney does point in war and also results in killing
staging a beautiful romance, touched an acceptable job. The rest are strictly of powerful tribal leader. Love interest
woven in by two brothers, army officers,
with comedy by the girl's later imper- routine.
DIRECTOR - William Clemens. He enamored of the same girl. Engaged to
sonation of a boy. Boy's brother when
cne but loves the other. Hero of the
saved by him has a change of heart. keeps It moving.
COMMENT-A nice enough racing pic- story is the brother who loses out in love.
He becomes kindly and the tyrant's
ture
of
the
double
-bill
variety
except
for
daughter falls for him. They're all
CAST-Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilunited in the forest, and happiness is the angle of ethics. It's a bit tough to land, Patric Knowles, Henry Stephenson,
replete when the tyrant amends his way. build up interest and appeal in a lad Nigel Bruce, Donald Crisp, C. Henry GorCAST-Elisabeth Bergner, Laurence who'll throw a race for any reason.
don, Spring Byington, E. E. Clive and
APPEAL-Lower brackets,
Olivier, Henry Ainley, Sophie Stewart,
others. Flynn and De Havilland in standEXPLOITATION-Young Rooney as a out performances. Byington a comedy
Felix Aylmer, John Laurie, Mackenzie
Ward, Leon Quartermaine and others. jockey.
treat. Cast is huge.
Bergner splendid actress, but her dialect
DIRECTOR-Michael Curtis. Supernot suitable for Shakespearean language.
treatment in turning out a specOthers grand, particularly Olivier and `The Girl on the Front Page' lative
tacular and thrilling war film. Fine job
Quartermaine.
(UNIVERSAL)
of weaving in' other interests.
DIRECTOR-Paul Czinner, producer TIME -75 minutes.
AUTHORS-Original by Michel Jacoby
also. Beautiful treatment, a nice tempo
RELEASE DATE-Not given.
and screen play by Jacoby and Rowland
and sustains interest. Made it simple,
PLOT-When
the
publisher
of
a
big
Based on Lord Tennyson's poem.
Leigh.
understanding and delightful.
metropolitan paper dies, his flighty Fictionized beautifully, capitalizIng on
AUTHORS-Story by William Shake- daughter inherits. The hard-boiled man- the
liar
thriller
angle.
speare.
Scenario by R. J. Cullen. aging editor threatens to resign of she
COMMENT-Outstanding action pix, a
Adaptation, remarkably well done.
takes over management, so she disguises thriller
from
start
to finish, with a cavCOMMENT-While an excellent pic- herself and gets a job as a cub. When
ture, a Shakespeare vehicle loses effed- she's discovered they fight, make up, alry charge that's breathtaking. Warners
went
to
town
on
lt.
tiveness because of difficulty in grasp- fight again, et cetera ad infinitum until
ing the language on the screen. Hurt the required running time is taken up. APPEAr-A man's picture and one
further by Bergner's foreign, accent.
There's also this and that about a club time when- he'll make his lady accom.APPEAL --Limited. General run of of blackmailing servants, led by the gal's pany him. Duck soup also for the kids.
neighborhood audiences will find it dif- butler, eventually trapped by the manEXPLOITATION-Tennyson's poem of
ficult to consume, but- arty ones will aging editor.
the same title as the film, passing word
take to it. '
CAST-Edmund Lowe, Gloria Stuart, around to the classrooms, public libraEXPLOITATION-Much plugging on it Reginald Owen, Spring Byington and ries, etc.
being a Shakespeare story, passing word others. Lowe amusing in his usual vein.
around to schools, libraries and other Owen does outstanding work, and
Byington is,' as always, excellent. Stuart BRONX
'educational sources.
is pretty enough to make one wish she
(Continued from page 18).
could act.
DIRECTOR - Harry Beaumont. A ances. Emsee is Eddie Aiken, who also
"Under Your Spell"
smoothly paced job, once he gets going, assists Harry Lander, comic.
(20th Century -Fox)
AUTHORS - Screen play by Austin
Opener Is Five Dancing Graces,
TIME -63 minutes.
Parker, Albert 'R. Pedkins and Alice D. femmes, who try a rumba but look like
RELEASE DATE-November 6.
G. Miller frifra a story by Roy and a reducing class. Harriet Beery, vocalist,
PLOT-A famous baritone, tired of it Marjorie Canslor. 'They didn't have to follows with When I'm With You and
all, goes off to the mountains where he wrack their brains over this one. A Rendezvous With a Dream, coming on
was born, despite the fact that his man- few of the cracks, tho, are funny.
later to do When Did You Leave Heaven?
ager has contracted for him to sing at
COMMENT - Starts slowly and is A fair voice, but needs more showman'the party of a pretty heiress. She fol- strictly lightweight all the way, but the ship.
lows him to the wilderness, falls, for occasional cracks keep it amusing.
Harry Lander supplies the comedy, aphim and then leaves him when she
APPEAL-General run.
pearing several times in conjunction
thinks that she's been made the butt of
EXPLOITATION-News angles.
with Aiken, Harriet Beery and the Five
a publicity stunt. He starts for Europe,
Graces. Gets his lines over okelr, the
but she holds him legally to his Contract,
best sketch being one of those broad
tho he eventually manages to get out of ORPHEUM
farces hinging on babies.
(Continued from page 18)
it with the aid of a music-smittenjudge.
Five lassies contribute an Indian
for
the
Orpheum
patronage
Is
very
bad.
As soon as he gets out of that contract,
dance, considerably better than their
however, he enters into another one with Altho it's passed off as a unit and previous rumba, and following another
advertised
as
Bag
o'
Tricks,
it's
one
of
her, for marriage.
comic interlude by Lander the headline
CAST-Lawrence Tibbett, Wendy Bar- those shows that was mixed up and act comes on, Three Little Sachs.
rie, Gregory Ratoff, Arthur Treacher, poured out to the audience all in the
Act at this catching comprised only
Gregory Gaye, Burton Churchill, Charles day.
men, Bill being ill. Material comBad judgment was used in allowing two
Richman and others. When the gal
prises
songs, recitations and doubling at
in the picture tells Tibbett she thinks Loie Bridge, of Late Bridge and Girls, the piano,
and is carried off well. Ofto
do
the
honors
as
mistress
of
cerehis voice is highly overrated, this section
fered
a
I'm the Plumber, Smoke
of the audience felt like applauding. monies. Show had a great emsee laying Gets in novelty,
Your Eyes, a funny version of a
practically
idle
all
the
time
in
Joe
Barrie, a pretty kid, seems to regard the
double
broadcast
and Shut the Door,
art of acting with wistful and frustrated Christy, one clever gagster and one of They're Coming Th.ru
the Window.
eyes. Ratoff and Treacher do what the fastest comics around. Joe stands Clicked solidly here.
in the wings until the opus is ready Aiken and Lander in the next spot for
they Can.
to
allow
rigor
mortis
to
set
in
gracefully
DIRECTOR-Otto Ludwig Preminger.
some fairly amusing cross patter, folHe allows Tibbett to sing on the slight- and then comes in ahead of the hook to lowing which Five Dancing- Graces
est provocation, but there really wasn't pay off the mortagage.
the show with a hoofing routine.
But Lois opens with talk which al- close
much else he could do.
Pix, Road to Glory and Rhythm on the
AUTHORS-Screen play -by Frances lows the patrons to get comfortably Range. Business fair.
Hyland and Saul Elkins from story by seated on their hands. Then she anPAUL ACKERMAN.
Bernice Mason and Sy Bartlett. A frame- nounces the dancing duo, Chappe and
Darlene. The gent taps on both skates
work for Tibbett's yodeling, and stairs; the girl does a toe number.
COMMENT-A weak one.
Barely gets by. Loie brinks out her trio
APPEAL-Can't stand alone,
London Bills
EXPLOITATION-Tibbett, if you think of girl dancers next, which clicks not
(Week of November 2)
at all.
it'll do any good.
Sophie Tucker back at Holborn Empire
Lane and Louise, comedy, are well
received. Lane's business about Uncle and doubling at Lewisham Hippodrome,
both
important vaude houses. Plays to
Tom,
with
the
gal
giving
cues
from
the
"Down the Stretch"
' piano, is probably the best portion. His a legit show -stop at all performances.
(FIRST NATIONAL)
Biltmorettes, cute acro dancers and
talk isn't so bad. This girls come for- The
Geimany,
TIME -66 minutes.
ward again in a challenge routine, sort tumblers, back from a tour of registering
RELEASE DATE-Not given,
of a dare to the andience to stay it out. are another American act
Two
newsolidly
at
Holborn
Empire.
PLOT-Snapper's father has been Never will Joe Christy find a bill probbarred by the turf association for throw- ably wherein he was more welcome to' comers from the Continent, Joe -Milton,
with
a
smart
and
novel
wire
act,
and
ing races. When Patricia Barrington the customers. From the first crazy gag Paul Paetzold and Company, funny
inherits her father's stable and debts he was on the way. Several times he had
she also inherits Snapper. He rides for the house in screams, especially with his pantomime cyclists, click heavily en
bathing girl sequence, which tied it up same bill.
Maximo, Cuban wire wizard, debuts at
'for him. He had' to come back twice for
THEATRE EOUI(PM.
reeds -Empire. Act is sensational. In
additional giving.
same
city Bell Brothers and Carmen,
Gilbert
Brothers,
parallel
bar
artists,
r-14, O74tgeo, vwt
draw the shutting assignment. Theirs is musical' and dancing flash, and Petley
a polished acrobatic act and they're Jcines and Company, comedy trampoline
''C's'anelg:TicKe-rs
smartly dressed. Not only do they click turn,. prove dandy entertainment at
on the bars, but with some fancy hand- Paramount Theater.
WRITE F011 FREE CATALOG
to-hand stuff their encore wows.
Three Canadian ,Bachelors, male harMOVIE SUPPLY COHMICLO,
Picture is Lady Be Careful (Para). Biz inony singers with an excellent act, are
844 S. WABASH AVE.
hitting 'solidly at the New, Northampton,
fair.
B. OWE.

"As You Like It"

"Polo Joe"

(20TH CENTURY -FOX)

'

(WARNER)

TIME -65 minutes.

RELEASE DATE-December 5.

PLOT-Joe Bolton, who hates horses,

returns from China and falls in love
with a gal who's just cah-razy about

He, of course, spins tall stories
about his prowess with the mallet and
the ponies. There is an interlude of
kidnaping, wherein Joe takes 'over his
captors thru use of a flip trick with a
spoon. The payoff, of course, comes
when he's forced into a polo game. He
does all right 'with various artificial
aids and, as expected, flukes the winpolo.

ning goal.

CAST-Jcie E. Brown, Carol Hughes,

Sheets Gallagher, Joseph King, Olive

Tell, George E. Stone, David Newell and
others. It's' all Brown. Hughes is a
particularly annoying ingenue.
DIRECTOR-William McGann. Slapstick job that doesn't get over any
too well.
AUTHOR-Screen play by Peter Milne.

It must have taken him 30 seconds to

think it all up.

COMMENT-A weak one, whatever
amusement there is depending entirely
upon Brown.
APPEAL-Double bills.
EXPLOITATION-Brown.

RE.X(Continued from page 18)

into the pick of the smaller unit crop
which i3 now blossoming in several Ohio
towns. Talent makes up for the lack
of elaborate costumes and scenery.
Ginger

Stover,

shapely

and

lively

bundle of personality, acts as mistress
of ceremonies and leads the band. A
line of five Palmer Girls opens the show
with a strutting concoction that netted
a good hand. Joe Sydney, in clown
outfit, , offers some fancy bicycle and
monocycle riding, hitting high spots with
his rope jumping and stair mounting
while on a one -wheel contraption.

Lou -Henry steps out of the line to
score with an Indian dance number in
which she displays some marvelous
acrobatics. Gal returns later to impress the customers with a neat high kick acro routine.
Richard Gunthorpe, announced as a
Major Bowes school graduate, steps out
to imitate various birds and to canary
whistle Without a Word of Warning and
Is It True What They Say About Dixie?
The kid has a decent specialty but is
woefully lacking in salesmanship.

The line returns next, Mae Westing

on the stage to the tune of Easter Parade.
Miss Henry's high -kick number is fea-

tured in this spot.
Ginger Stover leaves the band long
enough to do a hip -shaking tap number
that is a treat for the boys. Gilwarg and
Brown, hand -balancing team, follow
with the usual but applause -getting
tricks to every hand balancer's favorite
tune, Beautiful Lady. The boys don't
stay on too long and wisely so.
Line returns for another- hot strut
and makes way for Bill Renderson,blackf ace comic, who delivers a fairly funny
line Of talk that is productive -of laughs,
particularly in the smaller towns. Entire
company is on for the finale.
Going. Highbrow (Warner) and shorts
e screen. Business fair opening
SAM HONIGBERG.
SAM

show.

where they are by far the class act of
the nine -act bill.
Rosemary Dering, American ballerina.
is splendidly received at Nottingham
Empire, where her corking dancing, enhanced by grace and personality, stops
the show.
Hackney Empire (Stoll Theater) has
four American acts providing the
nucleus of the talent. Valaida, colored

singer from Blackbirds; Bob Howard,
colored singer; Buck and Chic and Company, peach of a Western act, and Chas
Chase, pantoMimist, all. hit heavily.

Rette Ray, American rhythm dancer,
leads the field for applause honors at
Penge Empire.
Four Franks, youthful stars of steps

and tunes, and George Beatty, monologist and comedian, share headline honors
at Manchester Hippodrome, with both
acts tying the -show into knots.
Oaudsmith Brothers, with two clever
-pooches, and Wilson, Keppel and Betty,
comedy dance novelty, are winners at
the Ritz, Huddersfield.
e
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714e goat), Rear
By GEORGE SPELVIN

Stray Shots
TALK of the street is the remarkable progress made by the Friars since midfellowship
i, summer in the effort to re-establish itself as a haven for good
among actors, showmen, newspaper men and Broadwayites. . . . The club
has entirely decorated new and comfortable quarters. It has boosted its membership to the point where efforts may soon be made to temporarily close the rolls.
It has restored the confidence of its members in the officers and board of governors.
It owes no debts-and Abbot Jay C.,Flippen is planning a busy year of functions
. Abbot Flippen, famed for years as a sock
and possible physical expansion. .
emsee, has revealed a new side of his versatility to the Friars. . . . He is now
recognized as a level-headed and farsighted leader. . . . It appears that the
Friars' Club is really on its way back over the trail of the years to a revival of its
former glory.

.

.

.

At this writing it looks like all is not well with the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers, better known as AMPA. A new executive setup elected last spring
has been working steadily since in an effort to alter the purpose entirely of this
organizatiOn of film advertising and publicity workers and executives. Little has
been revealed, even officially, to the membership at large. The inside is that the
officers are pretty well agreed that the organization should be a trade guild-and
maybe a union as the next step. . Reason for working under cover on the guild
angle is that certain of the boys are fearful of the wrath of film companies, which
. A move to
up until now have been most kindly disposed toward AMPA. .
eliminate from active (voting) membership trade press reporters and execs was
Seemsthat
the
more
serious-minded
among
the AMPA
recently kiboshed. . . .
members are somewhat fed up with the stressing of the organization's activities
as a hero -worshiping luncheon club.. . . They feel a guild is really needed in
the trade and that it should evolve. from the innocuous AMPA, where ribbing and
laughs comprised for years the principal activity.. . .
.

*

*

*

TRUTH is indeed stranger and more exciting than fiction. Even in the seemingly prosaic confines of the vaude business. . . . A pretty swell feller among'
vaude names organized an act a couple of seasons ago. . . . The act required
success hinged on the retention
many months of rehearsing to perfect. . . .
It worked with fair consistency; for these days wonderfully
.
of personnel. .
well.. . There was a brief layoff during which one of the dozen boys asked the
standard bearer if he might save some expense by living at his commodious home.
.
. . The owner of the act gladly consented. . . . The. youngster was taken into
the household and made himself at home.. . . The good wife fed him, kept his
wardrobe in trim; in short, treated him like her own son.. . . One day he left, after
thanking the couple with a great show of emotion for their hospitality. . . .
With him disappeared the contracts for every boy in the outfit. . . . Today the
benefactor is nursing his hurt feelings and trying to find himself a job. . . . The
ingrate has taken the boys out in a new act,. . . And they are working the best
houses. . . . The victim can't proceed against the thief becarise he has no proof.
. . . The pieces of paper are probably torn into thousands of pieces. . . . One o;
those things that make a guy want to commit mayhem. . . . It's hoped lie does-if
he can get away with it.. . .
Two mimics that have undergone tremendous improvement: Helen Charleston
and Sheila Barrett.. . . The girls are already high up on the ladderbut they're
still climbing. . . . Despite the efforts of William Morris Agency in that direction, Broadway still needs a gigantic booking organization specialising in night
clubs. . . . An office that will inspire spot owners with confidence and that has
the resources to tie up talent should Move to be a gold mine. . . . It's about
time that night-club booking were taken out of the hit -and, -run category.. . .
*

*

*

Rewards of persistence: Rubinoff is now in the big money class. His bow scraping interludes are conservatively timed. It wasn't very long ago (When he
was starting out in vaude as a single) that he would obligingly play his latest
arrangement while talking over the phone with trade newspaper men. . . . At
that time a' new high in ingenuity.. . . Even more tragic figures than Al Smith
are the grayed and graying gents who used to have swell inside jobs with the bigtime booking office. . . . Most of them are forcibly retired today, living on the
little they saved; others are working at menial jobs-the price they are paying
for lack of training in a staple trade or profession.. . .
ivr OW that the election of a century is over and comment on personalities in a
.1.11 trade paper can no longer be ascribed to partisanship, It is well to review
one of the outstanding features of the speech -making phase of the regrettably
bitter campaign. . . . This commentator listened to many of the Roosevelt and
Landon radio speeches. . . With due credit to other fundamental aspects that
were undoubtedly responsible, it must be acknowledged, after weighing carefully
the merits of the major party candidates as radio orators, that Roosevelt had a
great advantage. . . . Roosevelt is in his own field perhaps the greatest showMaybe even Billy Rose will concede the President that
man of our time. .
distinction. . . . Radio comedians and performers generally could have learned
Roosevelt
a great deal from the proper application of Roosevelt's technic...
is a master of the workings of the mass mind; a superior orator and, an even
better showman. One comparison between the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates should suffice to show what we mean. Roosevelt received a
tremendous ovation during his last appearance at Madison Square Garden. . . .
He waited patiently until the tumult began to subside and it seems that he timed
the mass reaction to a second. . . . When he began to speak the huge throng
quieted down to a barely perceptible hum.. . . By the time the first sentence had
been uttered it was quiet enough to hear the ticking of a watch.. . . Landon, on
the other hand, was apparently at a loss to cope with a similar situation. . . .
When Landon arose to speak at his last Garden appearance the ovation was equally
loud and enthusiastic.. . Worried probably about the limited radio time at his
disposal, the Kansas governor started to speak what seemed to be a countless
His
number of times. . . "Mr. Chairman," he repeated again and again.
"Mr. Chairman" might not have been heard by the Garden audience, but its
frequent and monotonous repetition created an unfavorable impression on the
radio listener44in. . . . His 'failure to keep the mob in check flavored his subTo compare Roosevelt and
sequent speech with an anti -climactic extract. .
Landon on equal terms as campaigners is unfair because of Roosevelt's far greater.
.
But
the
point
we
make
for the benefit of actors
experience on the rostrum. .
and showmen is that there Is much to learn for the man who deals with the masses
in the oratorical technic of the Squire of Hyde Park.. . .
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

At least twoscore of the lecherous small-thners who maintain theatrical
agencies on and off Broadway would be shivering in their boots this minute if
they knew the real identity of one of the hundreds of lassies who call upon
(See THRU SUGAR'S DOMINO on page 28)

ALMOST ruined, one press agent stunt: The Follies publicity staff recently tipped off the newspaper boys that Fanny Brice's daughter was
going to become a chorus girl-so some of the lads traipsed down to
the theater named, located the young lady and began asking her questions.
"So you're going on the stage like your mother," said one of the boysand they were somewhat startled when the lass answered, naively but truthfully, "Naw; I want to be a champ horse rider and appear in a Garden show
some day. This is just a publicity stunt." . . . Hanya Holm, who represented the German Wigman dancing system in this country, has gone
independent --which is big news in the modern dance world, even tho us
lowbrows don't know` what it's all about. . . . Incidentally, the local
dance unit of the WPA is torn by internal strife, the project having been
unable to present a single dance concert in a major WPA theater... . .
The dancers, if you remember, were the ones who were hollering a year ago
that they ought to be subsidized by the government in the interests of art.
. . . Richard Huey, of Three Men on a Horse, doubles as a Harlem restaurateur, dramatic teacher in a. local school, radio actor and head of a Negro
talent agency. . . . Robert Robinson has been given jurisdiction over all
TWA traffic north of 42d street, coincidental with the opening of the new
TWA branch office in the Paramount Theater Building, which will look
after the regional bookings of theater folk going to the Coast and elsewhere. . . . The air line is making a special drive for this trade.
D'Arrigo Brothers sell a certain brand of broccoli and decided recently to go
on the air for the first time, buying a local spot from NBC-but the talent
had not been set yet, so the NBC program listers tentatively marked the
And scri000 the most careful dailiesspot; "D'Arrigo Brothers." . .
those who take most pains to guard against the name of a sponsor appearing in the columns or listings-gave the broccoli outfit a free ad that ran
all week. . . . Advertisers spending heavy dough for years never get a
break like that; naturally it was unintentional all round, and the firm name
does sound like a two -act.
.
. Barry McKinley was finally set for the
spot, which follows the news service and runs but 10 minutes. . .

a

The funniest gag about that French actress is Fred Allen's. Doing a
burlesque of Hollywood on his show last week, Fred had a jungle picture
.
.
Ed
starring his gorilla man-and he called him Simian Simian.
Fisher, of United Artists, is just getting around to telling people that he
became a groom two months ago. . . . A Broadway coludmist wanting a
color column could do a lot worse than pick Arthur Rosenfeld, of the Stanley Frame Company; he's been around for years, knows everybody on Broadway and has the widest speaking acquaintance around town, next to Kelcey
Allen's. .
. Rosenfeld stutters and Bill Fields has a method to make him
stop: Fields hollers at Rosenfeld,' who gets mad and hollers back, forgetting
to stutter. . . . A radio comic now on a show using the audience as
part of the broadcast planted an actress among the customers as part of a
question contest affair; the gal worked the bit perfectly, got the best laugh
on the show and was awarded the $5 prize for the best question. . .
After the broadcast she went up to the comic and offered him the fin; he
She got $35 for the program; he gets about
took it-and kept it. .
Selma Marlowe has changed her first name to Marilyn; she's
$750. .
currently appearing in Chi. .
. Eddie Court writes from the Coast, reporting that he staged the dances for the Marx Brothers' road show, and
that he's to do the dances for Jack Haley's flicker, Pick a Star, at the Hal
Roach studio.
.

.

.

etticayo

eltat

By NAT GREEN

ELECTION NIGHT in Chicago's night spots was like a New Year's Eve
.
Every Loop hotel dining room and every night club in
celebration.
. the city was crowded with jolly, carefree celebrants who continued their
merrymaking far into the early morning hours. . . . Many a drink was
ruined by showers of confetti, but no one seemed to mind, taking all sorts
of pranks good naturedly. . . At all' of the larger spots special arrangements Isqd been made to announce election returns and this drew capacity
reservations. . . . With the crowds eager to prolong their celebration indefinitely and being in a spending mood, closing hours were forgotten and
every place reaped a golden harvest.

Dorothy Day, well-known actress and writer, has joined the staff of

The Herald and Examiner as night club editor and second -string movie and
dramatic
.
.
Miss Day was for a number of years on the staff of
The New York Telegraph and she has been a frequent contributor to Liberty.
.
.
.
Her last appearance on the otage in ChNago was in Counsellor at
Law. . . . Beg Pardon dept.: Gene Gaudette, independent New York
agent, has joined the theatrical department of MCA and not the publicity
department as stated last week. . . . He 'will work with Eddie Elkort.
.
. . Bill Holden, manager of the Southtown Theater, was elected president of the Balaban & Katz Employees' Club, defeating Roy Bruder, of the
Chicago Theater. . . . Ted Weems has been playing Charlie Kallen's newest song, From the Bottom of My Heart. . . . Chicago's own Frankie
Masters is set to open in the Continental Room of the Stevens Hotel November 27, following 'Easier Cugat, who moves to New York City. . .
Frankie's genial personality has won him a large following in Chi and elsewhere. . . . Maurine and Norva, dance team, getting a fine reception in
the Continental Room on their return engagement. . . . Warner Brothers
have been wiring ork leader Carlton Kelsey to come back to Hollywood, but
as he's maestro on the Then and Now air show that will keep laird in Chicago for some time to come. . . . Incidentally, Hollywood has pulled another raid on Chicago's NBC continuity staff by signing Beverly Latham,
who goes to Warner Brothers. . .
J. E. (Dinty) Doyle, New York radio
cob -mullet, dropped into Chi via plane from the West Coast a few days
ago for the purpose of visiting Amos 'a' Andy and Lum and Abner.

Randolph street sight: Leo Carrillo, of Viva Villa fame; did a belly the
other day with a horse and in Mexican costume m front of United Artists'
. . A couple of days later
Theater for the picture The Gay Desperado.
the picture opened at the RK0 opposition house. . . . Amos 'n' Andy
have decided to give the great mass of infant clothes and toys
that fans have sent in for "Ruby's" baby to the famous Evanston
The famous Colleen Moore doll house
foundling home, the Cradle.
.
.
returns to Chicago Saturday for another showing. . . . It has proved a
November 21 has been set as State Street
gold mine to its owner.
.
. .
Toy Opening Day, ushering in the annual holiday buying period.
All of the larger stores are putting in some sort of holiday entertainment
Dancing masfeatures, giving work to a large number of performers. . .
ters' association in meeting hare declared that swing -time dancing is due to
remain in vogue thruout the winter.
.

.

.

-
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Actors Lean to Militancy
In Dealings With Managers
BAA impatient about blanket guarantee from EBMAto deal individually with New York houses-awaits con-

tracts from some indie houses-Phillips to make trip

NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Burlesque Artists' Association is preparing a militant
drive against managerial groups which have failed to carry out agreements and
against which there have been filed numerous complaints by performers. An
issue involved is that of the long -delayed blanket guarantee due from the members
of the Eastern Burlesque Managers' Association. Individual contracts are also
awaited from some of the theaters of the Independent Burlesk Circuit. In addition, Tom Phillips, head of the BAA, plans to make a trip soon over the Indie
Circuit to Investigate complaints registered by performers.
It is expected that Phillips will soon
send word to the members of the EBMA, Minskys Plan To Open
explaining that the blanket guarantee Broadway House Nov. 23

has not been received and that In Its
place some satisfactory arrangement
must be made individually by the theaters. Houses involved are the Republic,
Eltinge and Apollo here; Star and Werba,
Brooklyn, and Shubert, Philadelphia.

Unless the blanket guarantee is forthcoming it is likely that the BAA will
demand suitable guarantee from the
individual houses.
Phillips revealed this week that some
contracts from Indie houses have not

been received as yet, altho an agreement
has been effected and is being observed.
He also stated that complaints are pouring in from circuit performers. These
complaints will make it necessary for

him to tour the circuit to check. He is
expected to make the trip in a few weeks.
While the managers are going to be
made to toe the mark by the BAA, it is
understood that the actor organization
is also going to lay down rules and
regulations for its members for the protection of the managers.

by National Theater Rogerettes, including Bee and Honey Vester, Ruth Baker,
Vera Saunders, Peggy Moore, Claire
Geissert, Ruth Jacquillard, Arnold Bennett, Mary Desmond, Fern Jamison,
Peggy Jackson, Leona Faye and Dolores
By UNO
Diamond. The Misses Baker, Geissert
EVELYN MYERS glad to be back with and Jacquillard back to Weinstock also.
the Wilners. This time on a five -month
AGNES MURRAY promoted from the
contract. Reopened at the Apollo, New
York, Friday. Floral gifted by the ork People's, New York, chorus to principal
boys, a gift from Roy Dalton, and re- and opens at the Clover, Baltimore,
ceived an Angora cat from the showgirls November 15.
at the Follies, Los Angeles, where she
spent five months.
ESTA ALJA and Teddy Underwood

U°nOtelS

BEN HAMILTON, singing -Nye,

is a

newcomer to burlesque at the Shubert,
Philly, for the Wilners.
GLADYS CLARK doubling between
the Irving Plaee and the People's, New
York, via taxi.
SALLY REED, a Billy Koud front liner at the Gayety, New York, taking
gym courses to become an acro dancer.
GEORGE TUTTLE, tenor-juve at the
New York, considering an offer
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Herbert K. and Eltinge,
from
Tom Moore for Max Gordon's
Morton Minsky have tentatively set Wishing
Well musical.
November 23 as the opening date for
their new Minsky's Oriental Theater, on
JOE FREED, comic, and Alba Bradley
Broadway near 52d street. They intend Freed receiving oongrats over the birth
holding an invitation performance the of a six -pound girl, Roberta Augusta
night before.
Carleen, at the Polyclinic Hospital, New
The Minskys have made some addi- York, October 28.
tions to their staff. Eddie Lynch will
aid in production; George Reynolds is KENNETH ROGERS returned to the
stage manager, and Nathan Seeder is Weinstock firm November 1 after 18
house manager.
weeks at the National, Detroit. Gifted

SAM KRAUS, manager of Minsky's
Gotham, New York, credited with inducing house fireman to allow the evening show of October 29 to go on after
h small blaze in the boiler room.
ANN SCHAEFFER, of the dancing cho-

rines at the Oxford, Brooklyn, ill at her
(See U -NOTES on opposite page)

NADJA

APPEARING

N

FtheOW
Pacific Coast for Punkin & Ringers and
enJaying California's sunshine,

On

The Essence of M
Te Dancing, ao

ADGE

CARMYLE
Ultra Nudes Modernistio

Al STAR, Brooklyn, Indefinitely.
A

Ruth/ glietS
MARIAN LA MAR, of the Modes and of the Rialto, Chicago, is producing the
Models show, visited her husband, Kenny new revue at Colosimo's, Chicago. .

Brenna, at the Rialto Theater, Chicago, George Young, manager of the Rosy,
recently and. not Marian Walker, as was Cleveland, spent some time in Chicago
. Ada Leonard lining up talent for his theater and
recently reported. .
has been booked into the Palace, Buffalo, night spot, the Back Stage Club. . . .
for a week opening November 12 by Milt Harry Hirsch, manager of the Gayety,
Schuster. She opens at Colosimo's, Chi- Minneapolis, is mourning the loss of his
NEW YORK, Nov. 7. - Arrangements cago, November 18, for six weeks, also mother, who' passed away November 3.
have been practically, completed for the booked by Schuster. . . . Shirley O'Day . . . Bobbie Young, known as Coquette,
Casino Theater, Toronto, to become a opened November 7 at the Avenue, De- Opened at the Rialto, Chicago, November
part of the Independent Burlesk Circuit. troit. . .r. Kay Lopez opened at the 6. . . . Diane King, Megg Lexing, Freddy
Issy Hirst, head of the circuit, left here National, Detroit, November 3.. . . Joan Walker, Betty Sharon, Evelyn Cushway
Wednesday for Toronto to close the deal. Barlow is closing on the Metropolitan and Walt Collins were booked into the
With Toronto coming in, there is a Circuit in Buffalo November 11 and Grand, Canton, 0., by Milt Schuster,
possibility that Youngstown and Akron, opens at the Roxy, Cleveland, November opening November 6. . . Boob Blake,
0., will drop off the circuit.
27. . . . Chuck Gregory, dance producer comic, jumped from Cincinnati to New
York last week to go to work in the
East for Nat Morton.'

Casino, Toronto,
On Indic Circuit

guttesque Reviews.
Country and Kenna Brenna, who made

Rialto, Chicago
their entrance to whistles and yells; Jack
(Reviewed Friday Evening, November 6) Buckley and Marion Bower, and Boliver,
This week's road show, the 11th to with Country, Brenna, Buckley, Lamont

reach here, is a letdown from previous
ones and again the local company and
added attractions bore the brunt of the
entertainment. There are some good
people with the visiting unit, but somehow the material just didn't click and
the production seemed very slow at the
third performance today.
Comedy scenes included the Egg in
the Hat, done by George Broadhurst and
Jack Lamont to mild results; a hotel
scene, with I. B. Hemp, Franklyn Hopkins, Marion Bower, Jack Lamont and
Gertie Beck, that drew a good share of
laughs; One -Arm Burglar, with Charles

closed October 30 with the Rubin &

Cherry Show in Greenville, S. C., to go
to Detroit.

and Beck; a scene wherein the antics

of Country and Brenna had the audience
in stitches. The cocktail bar scene, with
Broadhurst, Lamont, Hopkins and Beck,

MRS1. SUE PHILLIPS, wife of the presi-

dent of the BAA, is mourning the death
of her father, who passed away last
Thursday in a Brooklyn hospital. . . .
Paul Ryan replaced Al Golden Jr. at the
Eltinge, New York, Friday. . . . Queenie
King left the Eltinge Thursday and
opened the next day at the Gaiety, New
York. . . . Mimi Lynne and Dorothy
Lawrence will go into the Weinstock fold
In New York Saturday, the 'former coming from the Bijou, Philly, and the latter
from Oxford, Brooklyn.
.
.
Ann Norman and Grace Walker are cashiering at

had some funny business with bottles, the Casino, Brooklyn
followed by some eccentric tap dancing
by Broadhurst.
Strip specialties were offered by Maxine DeShon, who made a stunning appearance and worked in her usual lithe
and graceful manner; Peaches Strange,
whose syncopated rhythm numbers' a ways get big applause; the Bower Sisters,
with their double strip, and Bobb e
(See Burlesque Review on opposite page)

DIANE RAY
THE DARLING OF THE SOUTH

At MINSKY'S GAIETY THEATRE, Broadway and 46th St.,
New York City, Indefinitely.
Direction NAT MORTAN

WATCH FOR

Anne Mitchell
Something Entirely New, Odd and Rare In an
Undress Routine.
A Feathered Fantasy.
A Real Box -Office Draw -A A Decided Rave.

SWINGIN' WITH THE SWING CRAZE,
At IRVING Iatieigyw
e.
York City.

FOX

I'M TRUCKIN' ON DOWN AT

MINSKY'S GAIETY & GOTHAM, N. Y. CITY.

BOB-FAYE & VOGELEE-EmsA
PLAYING HIRST CIRCUIT.

BONITA
GERMAINE
NEW FACE-DIFFERENT DANCES.

Dir. STANLEY WOOLF, 1897 B'way, N. Y. C.
MARY

BOB

MURRAY
&' FERGUSON
In Stock with the Weinstocks, N. Y. City.

JEAN CARTER
A TALKING -STRIPPING PERSONALITY

BABE CUMMINGS

NAT MORTAN will cast the show for
Minsky's Oriental, New York. He has
also been commissioned to furnish added
attractions to the Roxy, Cleveland.
Among his recent placements were
Washboard Four and Harry Levene
Casino, Brooklyn; Danny Lewis, on the

Metropolitan Circuit; Annette, Eltinge,
New York; Diane Ray, Gaiety, New York,
and Boob Blake, opening November 22
at Minsky's Gotham, New York. Among
strippers managed by Morton are Annette, Joan Carroll, Nadine Marsh, June
Lacey, Dyne Dell, Sunny Lovett, Barbara
Doane and Diane Ray.

PARSONS AND REED still on the West
Coast, playing in Los Angeles. . . . Dave

Hamil, formerly manager Variety, Pittsburgh, now managing Vani-Teasers on
Indie Circuit. Jean Collette, on same

show, making her first appearance in
East after absence of two years.
.
Frank Mack, brother of Jess, also managing an Indie show, his being Scan Dolls.
. . Solly Fields and family are
.

.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

.

busy producing stock at Center Theater,
Denver. . . . After 20 weeks Billy Foster
and Danny Jacobs are still touring the
Metropolitan Circuit as a team.

PERT-PEPPY-PERSONALITY-.POISE,,
At THE PEOPLES, New York City.

NADINE MARSHALL
THE SWEETHEART OF BURLESK

PATRICIA PAIGE

THE BLACK ROSE
AT THE CASINO, BROOKLYN, INDEF.

R I TA (AGAR) LE ROY
fin Her New
STRIP SPRING STYLE SENSATION.

JOIE FA.VE
A GENTLEMAN AND A SKULLER
APOLLO-SIZING With BURP GRUNT.

CHET
ATLAND
TENOR -JUVENILE
DIRECTION FRANK BELMONT.

AGNES MURRAY
THE LATEST WOW OF A STRIP -TEASE.

THELMA
KAY
STRIP AND TALKING ARTISTE.
New In the East.
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Tabloid Conducted by BILL SACHS-Communmations to 25 Opera Place, Cincinnati 0.
1 show at the Roxy, Knoxville, are Watts, vided, by Queenie King, a treat on the
Chic Moreland, the Blue Sisters, George eyes from angles of looks and dance
Broadway County Fair
D. Bartlett, eight girls in line, with Wes- ability. Elaine Hubert, chorine, doubles
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Latest outburst
ley Brown leading the four -piece pit out of line for a nice bit of high kicking.
of Hiram Mann, famous reformer, is a
combo. . . . Dawn and Lewis, dance A sock Is given the show by the Three
Sams, colored boys who go to town with
rhymed I?) blast against Times Square,
team,
have
replaced
Frank
(Red)
FletchBERT SMITH sets us straight on his er with the Watts No. 2 show at the legwork. The 14 chorines, five doubling
printed on a postcard of delicate pink.
new attraction, Varieties of 1937, on Bonita, Chattanooga. Freddie Framp- as showgirls, work well, backed by well "Little does human nature change," says
which several conflicting reports ton is managing the unit, which also in- staged production numbers. Tuttle is
the sage from his sanctum in 77 Wall
have been making the rounds recently. cludes Billy Lewis and a new line of one of the better burly singers.
street as he painfully unwinds in six
The company, Smith announces, has not girls.
SIDNEY HARRIS.
labored and halting stanzas the thesis
. . Art Almond, formerly with
been booked on the Cushman Time, as Cotton Watts, who sailed for his native
that the Stem is kin to the County Fair
recently reported, but is currently play- country, England, several months ago,
and the people on it, presumably, hillbillies.
ing the Butterfield Circuit in Michigan, plans to return to the States next U -NOTES
Swing It, Hiram!
(Continued from opposite page)
with a stock engagement in Albany, month.
Harold Wilson, former
N. Y., slated to begin Christmas week. straight man, is now engaged in selling Brooklyn home with grippe the last 10 outside organizations: Lily Pons. De. Vi Shaffer (Mrs. Bert Smith) is
beer in Charleston, W. Va., and doing days, wait a lucky ticket holder in the cember 4; Josef Hoffman, December 5;
building a new unit, Girlie Go -Round, well. .
A certain gent who recently recent Irish sweeps with a non-starter. Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, January 4:
to open on the Cushman Time late in rehearsed a company in a mid -Western
MARGIE HART left Apollo, New York, Gladys Swarthout, date not definitely
Company will comprise town for nearly two months, finally foldNovember.
5 and opened the day following set; St. Louis Symphony Orchestra,
standard vaude acts, a line of six girls ing and leaving the acts and musicians November
at
the Shubert, Philly. When her Wilner March 29; Helen Jepson, date not defi.
.
.
and a five -piece swing band.
flat, has again begun rehearsals with a contract
shortly she intends go- nitely set; Nino Martini, April 9; PhilAmong the veteran tabsters in the De- new set of people in the same town. ing to theexpires
troit area, all of whom have piloted their And with most of the original company Pickens. Garrick, St. Louis, for H. M. adelphia Symphony Orchestra, April 26.
own attractions in the past, are Billy still stranded there, holding contracts
Van Allen, Jack Lord, Art Huebner, Billy which are worth exactly nothing. He
DELD/L9R, who just closed under CRITICS WALK OUT
Malone, John McGeorge, Pete McCurdy holds his people by telling them the theJEAN
name of Jean Rogers Jones at the
(Continued from page 20)
and LeEroy Osborne.
show is opening almost any day on one House
of Morgan nitery, Atlantic City, blasting dictators and their methods.
of the better-known circuits. When his is considering
a
Leon
and
Eddie
(New
While written in French by the late Leon
ABE SHER has signed with Vi Shaf- first opry folded, he made a great dis- York) offer.
Ferrero. young Italian who was killed in
Lew play of kindness by driving one of the
fer's Girlie Go -Round. .
auto accident in America, the drama
Cohen, of Hollywood, Boxy and May- musicians to the edge of town so he
BONITA GERMAINE wound up her an
is in the style of the old Italian dramacould
thumb
his
way
home.
fair theaters, Detroit, has left the Motor
Star, Brooklyn, contract October 29 and tists,
a modern setting. Manuscript
City for a vacation in Central America
opened in Butler's Taproom in York- of thewith
play was found at the home of
and Honolulu. . . . Bert Smith and Vi
HENR/ REISER, who closed recently ville, New York, November 2. Ruth the author
and as a mark pf esteem no
Shaffer are part owners in a racing
Donald
left
at
the
same
time
to
open
in
with Cheri Davis' Chicago Follies, is
stable which is shipping from Texas to
now sojourning in Atlanta. . . Jack Buffalo November 8 with Red Rhythm, alterations have been made In the text.
Altho
quite
implausible, Genevieve, by
Billings
Booth,
former
Indie
show.
Replacing
them
were
Paula
.
.
(Tex)
Hamilton,
who
closed
with
the
California.
Sacha Guitry, at the Madeleine, Is good
show owner, is managing a Warner thea- Great American Shows at Little Rock, Lind and Tamara.
entertainment.
Theme is an attorney .
.
E.
B.
ColeArk.,
October
31,
is
now
with
the
tab
ter in Jamestown, N. Y. .
man, who for many years had his own at the Liberty Theater, Davenport, Ia. HELEN BINGLER, an Allen Gilbert general, obliged to prosecute his Illegitimate
daughter
for
murder, who attacks
marionette
at
the
Apollo,
New
York,
.
.
.
Sid
Marke,
of
the
National
Theattabs on the road, is now handling publicity in the Middle South for the rical Exchange, Pittsburgh, has added captured first prize in a silhouet con- her so savagely-purposely-that the
jury
revolts
and
acquits
the girl, which
three
Warner
houses
to
his
books-the
test
held
recently
under
the
auspices
of
Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer interests. . . .
Avenue Presbyterian is exactly what papa intended.
Barney .Tassel, erstwhile tabloider, is Columbia, Sharon, Pa.; Cambria, Johns- the Madison
Church,
New
York.
Of lighter vein is Frio Frac, by Edouard
now a booker in the Philadelphia sector. town, Pa., and the Capitol, Steubenville,
0. The three stands will use occasional
Bourdet, at.the Michodiere. Also an im. Jack Roof, former tabloid manager and producer, now operates a the- _units. . . . Pierre Dale, unit producer, is THELMA KAY, new strip and talking plausible but amusing tale, dealing prinatrical hotel. in the Quaker City. . . . now operating a dance studio in Atlanta. principal at the People's, New York, was cipally, with underworld characters of
George Gardner now has a restaurant in He also presents a half-hour Kiddie formerly an acro dancer in vaude and Paris.
"Kiki" Roberts is ap- Revue over Station WAIL each.Sunday. circus. Then in burlesque for 30 months
Nashville.
Paul Derval's production, En Superalmost all Pacific Coast houses. Hurt Folies,
pearing with the Bert Smith Varieties . . . Jimmie Wilkins has just set his in
starring Josephine Baker, is a,
ork, comprising Victor Showalter, Fred her back during a circus engagement typical
for two weeks as an added attraction.
Foltes-Bergere revue, with several'
Brooks, Clyde Howell, Verne Buyers and and had to cut out the acrobatics.
elaborate
and gorgeous stage settings,
with the Girly Girls Revue,
cuties and all the rest. Josephine
TRVRTG LEWIS' new show, Merry Whirl, himself,
heading for the Cushman Time. . . . LEAGUE TO INVESTIGATE nude
pleases
in
her usual manner of singing.
played
its
first
engagement,
October
I 30 and 31, at the Weller Theater, Charles
Kyle, of Kyle Productions, scribdancing and clowning, but the outstand(Continued from page 20)
bles
that
he
has
returned
east
to
make
ing
laugh
hit of the show is the nutty
Linton
DeWolfe,
veteran
Zanesville, 0.
are going to discuss the problem very acro burlesque bit by Cass, Mack, Owen
. Ross Lewis preparations for the indoor season.
agent, has the -advance.
seriously, in an effort to and a Con- and Topsy, which stops the show.
and the Grimes Sisters have been with
structive solution for the permanent
Other good American acts in the reJoe Samuels' Band and floor show for BURLESQUE REVIEWtheater."
vile are Jigsaw Jackson, rubber -jointed
(Continued from opposite page)
the last six months. Troupe has been
When the project was announced man- bender;
pantomimic clown, and
in the Carolinas for the past month and Young. In the Lilac Time production agers
Immediately yelped, claiming that the danceVitch,
team, Paul Meeres and Meade.
is slated to remain south all winter.... number the Four London Sisters were the low
prices charged by the federal
Bob Hicks Page, advance agent for Bell's introduced for a walkaround in semi- shows were in direct and unfair com- Huge cast of local favorites, best of
Hawaiians, was a visitor at the tab desk nude costumes, revealing attractive bod- petition with the commercial theater. which are the comics, Dandy and Orbal,
during a two-day stay in Cincy last -week. ies.
when the project got under way, and Viviane Gusset and Yvonne Bouvier,
Production numbers included Lilac Then,
Page advises that the Bell organization
with Eimer Rice as the regional head, warblers. Blue Bell's Girls (English)
is set for a week each at the RHO Co- Time, with Buster Lorenzo singing; a it was decided that no WPA prodcctions provide the dance ensembles.
Henri Varna's new revue, Paris Qui
lonial, Dayton, 0., and the Lyric, Indi- scene with Gentle Beck and Franklyn should be made above 30th street or beanapolis, with a string of Shea houses. Hopkins, in which the chorus girls sang low 53d street, thus keeping theno out Chant, at the Casino de Paris, stars the
booked by Bob Shaw of the Sun office, in glee -club fashion; the opening and of the Times Square area. The only ex- tiresome crooner, Tino Rossi, who sings
set to follow. Present bookings will take the finale, the latter having Carmen ception made was in the case of the and sings-with the expression of an
the show up to Pontiac, Mich., January and Marion in It doing a ballroom rou- Biltmore, which housed the Living News- automat. &side from two or three beautiful sets the revue is shoddily pro3, after which it -will again head south- tine. Carmen did a neat session of paper project.
. Paul Cholet's new edition of contortion and control work in one of
ward.
Since then the situation has radically duced and mounted.
his Kit Sat Klub Revue played Grace the numbers.
altered, with the project taking other
Several good vaude acts, such as
F. LANGDON MORGAN.
Fisher's Maryland Theater, Cumberland.
houses and in general expanding until George and Jack Dormonde, crazy uniMd., last week. Unit features Freddie
at times as much as 20 per cent of the- cyclists; the Christianis, ace tumblers;
Craig, Jr., mentalist; Ruth Sue Powell,
ater activity has been under federal aus- Louis Douglas, peppy hoofer, and the
Eltinge, New York
dancer, and the Three Short Waves, com- (Reviewed Monday Afternoon, Nov. 2) pices. Commercial managers claim that Four Wilkys, excellent adagio quartet,
edy trio.
it is impossible to expect the public liven up the show. Good line of English
A trim little show, bedecked with color- to attend a. commercial production when girls, trained by Helena Greasley, also
-fill
costumes
and
scenery,
is
offered
by
KARL J. WALKER and Buck Cathey this 42d street house, where business at close by there is a WPA show, the ad- do much to speed it up. Usual bevy of
mission to which is very little more than nudes and a few off-color skits.
are combining their Interests to
show was about three-quar- the tax on the commercial seats. produce a girl musical unit to open this second
Only weakness is comedy, not the
On the other hand, proponents of the
late this month in Texas. . . Jeanne ters.
of the comic talent but the use of project point out the fact that it has Casa Manana Show Stays
Lorraine was stricken ill recently while fault
material that digs deeply into the made work for a countless number of
driving from Cleveland to Chicago and awful
Too -bad, for otherwise producer actors and other theater people, and
FORT WORTH, Tex., Nov. 7.-Conrushed to the Mercy Hospital, Toledo, 0. blue.
Pronath would have had a ster- also claim that its low prices have drawn hayed
capacity attendance has induced
She was critically ill with pneumonia for Georgeling
show.
' Comedy is burlesque's weak- back to the living stage thousands of Billy Rose
to extend the Casa Manana
a time, but is now out of danger. ness, whereas
with
so
Many
girl
numtheatergoers who had been weaned away floor -show revue another two weeks. Of
Friends are urged to drop her a cheery bers it has all opportunity to sparkle.
by the movies and who now, after see- the specialty acts only Paul Remoe and
note. Miss Lorraine closed recently with
The comics are Jack Rosen and Walter ing several WPA productions, will pat- his Midgets are being retained. Robe
Al Hemke's Flaming Fanny show at the (Schultz
Butcher) Brown. Both are ronize the commercial theater.
plans to bring the show to New York
Great Lakes Exposition in Cleveland and able laughthe
providers, but handicapped,
next year.
was 'making the drive home with Har- unfortunately,
by material. Rosen has a MEMPHIS SPOT
riett Thompson when stricken.. . Hal nice eccentric style,
has Brown, who's
(Continued
from
page
20)
Crider, of Crider & Nelson's Ladies in a good mugger and as
manlaandler of the Waltz set for November 30 and December
Lingerie, recently purchased a new English language. Expert
straighting is 1; the San Carlo Opera Company for
seven -passenger Buick in Atlanta. That. provided by Lou Denny and
Al Golden two January dates; Ziegfeld Follies also THE GAY NEW YORKERS
together with a 16 -people Buick bale,
with George Tuttle, show's singer. for
and a tentative booking of
takes care of the show's transportation Jr.,
They
handle
their BoyJanuary,
also.
helping
out
Meets Girl for February 26 and 27.
problems.. . . With Cotton Watts' No. duties commendably. Markle Wood
is Otherwise
there
is little in sight.
'he show's expert femme talker, working
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The auditorium will also be the scene
Lovett, Diane Ray and Barbara Doane. of the following attractions sponsored by
of the stripping crew, work in bits also.
-FORZonia Duval heads the stripping conMaking Dough
tingent. Paces her disrobing at a slow
tho graceful tempo and is beautiful of
Ia., Nov. 7.-Af ter
CEDAR
THE GAY NEW YORKERS face and figure. Sings a sweet song, too. many yearsRAPIDS,
out of the spotlight, the
Useful people in all fines for musical road unit, Miss Lovett, attractive blonde, fares well
the dough again.
in
Cherry
Sisters
are
Youthful Girl, Specialties, doubling Chorus, out- in peeling her clothes; Mies_ Ray is a
They have opened another bakery here

WANTED

WANTED

often and good all the time.

Sonny

cute brunet of much chartn, and Miss

standing Novelty Act, Sister Team, high-class Name
Act to Feature. Young Chorus Girls. Write or wire Doane is a lovely -to -look -at brunet who's
a clever stripping stylist.
MANAGER THE GAY NEW YORKERS,
Nudity via production numbers is proAntonio, Ton,
Genera( 1:1611,10.7,

and are

packing them in for doughnuts

and cherry pies.

WANT

Musicians, brass and saxes. doubles preferred. Union.

Higlbehiss road unit. Cliff Holliday, Billy Heath,
Spud Greenwald, Horsey Grinell, all write or wire

BUCK CATHEY

The Gay Nsx Yorkers, General Delivery, San An.
tonlo,

WANTED

For Musical Stock Time Theatre. 1820 Douglass
St.. Omaha, Neb. Young Chorus Girls, must lead
numbers, Plano Player, also Comic. Both with wives
for chorus. All gate ages height. iveight. Frank
Maley. Herb Camp. vim, others write. Addrem
JAOK MORSEL.
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REPERTOIRE -STOCK

Rep Ripples
A ,

Original Floating Theater

Breaking in New Territory
ONANCOCK, Va., Nov.

7. r- Nina

Howard's Original Floating Theater, now

in its 27th week of its present season,

has two more weeks to play on the

WITH THE INFLUENZA BAN on
amusements being lifted in Southern
Georgia, quite a few shows are expected
in that territory soon.

eastern shore of Chesapeake Bay before
heading into South Carolina.
Boat is scheduled to put in the winter
in South Carolina, Georgia and Florida,
the first time a showboat has ever
played that territory.

BUD HAWKINS and the missus are at
present 'laying off at their home in
Cincinnati. Bud is keeping in trim by
working his dogs and monks on an oc-

Van Arnam's Barn Dance

casional club date around the Queen
VIENNA, Ga., Nov. 7.-It won't be City.

long now. We're headed down the home-

stretch towards the end of the tent GILBERT'S COMEDIANS report busiseason. After that the show will go ness good in Western Georgia. Jake and

Olive Rose and Curt Crocker recently
joined the company. Harry L. Gilbert is

into theaters for a long winter tour. At
this writing the closing stand has not
been announced, but it will be. soon.
Hayes Griffith and Hiram Smith, better known perhaps under the name of
Griff and Hi, were visitors on the show
at Covington, Ga., and after the show
were /find enough to drive your correspondent to Atlanta to spend the Sunday. Saw so many old friends in Atlanta
that while I was circulating, around the
boys lost me or I lost the boys.
Douglas Trotter, former boss canvas man on this show, hopped on the caravan when we passed thru his home
town, Macon, and spent several days
with us.
Bishop Tent Show only 10 miles away
from us last Saturday, so Mr. and Mrs.
George Bishop were over in the afternoon to say "hello." At night E. S.
and F. I. Holland, of the Bishop advance, witnessed the performance. They
report a good season.
In Atlanta saw Emmett Miller, who
drinks milk these days. The boy looks
great and tells me he has just made a
new record for the Victor people. Saw
Mack (Don't Give a Happy) Frye and
he stills insists on calling me Duck.
Frye is out of the business and is now
connected with an Atlanta garage.
Those who know him, and his friends
in show business are legion, will be interested to know that Maurice Coleman
is now manager of Station WATS, Atlanta. That Coleman is well fitted for
his job is proven by the tremendous Increase in business the station lies enjoyed since has has taken over the managerial reins. A busy executive, but a

manager.

CHIC AND ESTELLE PELLETTE have

returned to their home in Lake Helen,
Fla., after closing with the Frank Smith
Players at Campbell, Mo., October 81.

ALICE RICHEY and Company, comprising, besides Miss Richey, Has!, the
magician; Raydini and Robert Butler and
presented by Royal Edwin Butler, are still
going strong with their GE and RCA affiliations.

FANNIE MASON writes from Hollywood that her son, Dick, in a recent important interview was asked how old he
is. He replied: "Twenty-two years," When

asked how long he had been in show
business Dick's answer was: "Nigh onto
23 years." "Maybe the writer for Billroy's Comedians can figure that one out,"
Fannie pencils. "By the way, about 15
years ago a young man of 18 joined the
Fannie Mason Show. His name was McD.
Ferguson. We called him Mack for short.

In answer to. the recent query, the D in
Mack's name stands for Dougal." Mabel
Mason, Fanny reports, is playing some
important parts in pictures.
ROBERT AND PEARL LA THEY and
Johnnie and Myrt Evans have joined the
Frank Williams circle with headquarters
in Trenton, Tenn. The LaTheys closed
recently with Choate's Comedians and
made a terrific jump of 35 miles to join
the Williams opery.

regular guy who always has time to greet
ROI LA RENZO, scenic artist and actor,
MACK D. FERGUSON.
old friends.
has returned. to Chicago after a season
with the Gifford -Robertson Players. He

has established his own studio in the

Lewis "Varieties"
To Tour Southland

Kansas City Jottings

DALLAS, Nov. 7.-H. Hay Lewis'
an indefinite stay after making an extended tour from the West Coast, playing theaters, night clubs and fraternal
engagements. Management reports good
business and is now negotiating to play

agent.

Fort Pitt Gets Noose' Dec. 1 Billroy Show Briefs

Hollywood Varieties is now in Dallas for

tointa

a string of Southern theaters.
In the roster are H. Kay Lewis, emcee
and magic specialties; Thayer Lewis,
Marge Henry, Fontella, Arthur Henry, at the Cox Theater. Cincinnati, some
Hardie Smyth, the Henry Duo, Madam eight years ago.
Alberta; Della, the "Hillbilly Belle," and
Mary Hays. Harlin Tolbert is general

Unit is transported on three touring
oars, a truck and a semi -trailer.

Lamb Readying Talkie Show
TIFTON, Ga., Nov. 7.-Tony Lamb,
band leader, and wife, Lola, arrived here
this week to begin preparations on the
opening of their traveling picture show.
Lamb has just purchased new talkie
equipment for the show, which will be
known as Lamb's Movie Palace, with the
opening set for around January 15.

THE FILM WEEKLY
AUSTRALIA
Covering the Motion Picture and Entertainment
Field General!,
Conducted by MARIN C. BRENNAN.

ISt City Tattersall/1 BuildiTng, Pitt Street,

Austrellan Office at THE BILLBOARD.

on the

production, Snatched From the Noose,
in the English Room at the Fort Pitt
Hotel here. Show will come in for an
indefinite engagement.
Among those already selected for the
cast of 12 are Joe Woods and Irene
Cowan. Dancing and floor -show specialties will be offered nightly in conjunction with the production.

has never been our policy to resort to

exaggeration or overstatement in regard
to business garnered. With this thought
uppermost in mind, I give you the week
past: Business, fair only, but consistently
so. With weather conditions as disagreeable as they have been, however,
we consider ourselves fortunate even to
show.

Beth Davis, of the line, has been on
the sick list for several days, as, too,

KH.,BUCK THEATER, Pittsburgh, fol- has Daphne, our concert feature. Alma
lowing its engagement of Ibsen's A Doll's Findley joined in Lamesa, Tex., Sunday

House, will present a couple of original as an addition to the line, and Helen
(Pap) Reed has been pinch-hitting for
plays penned by Pittsburgh dramatists. Daphne
in a manner quite proficient.
Another original play will be offered
Letter recently from Martin Arnold,
later in the season by the Pittsburgh former
Billroyian,
who discloses that for
Playhouse.
the time being he has retired from the
profession and is residing in Bolton, Ga.
Lot in this town was only a stone's
throw from that upon which the Western States Shows exhibited. There were

Market

- I3

9

10,000

'Keystone Ticket Co., Shamokin, Pa. $15.006 s:ss:
Cash With Order-No C. O. D.

of turning his back to a hot-headed

SAN ANGELO, Tex., Nov. 7.-RegardPITTSBURGH, Nov. 7.-12. E. Fierst
of opinion to contrary that may be
and Clyde McFall have set December 1 as less
held
by those who scan this column, Lt
the opening date of their forthcoming

ROLL TICKETS
Printed to Your Order 100 000 for
GOOD TICKET

made the mistake-in the line of duty-

Mexican. Result: a stiletto between
KANSAS CITY, Mo., Nov. 7.-Frank his shoulder blades to the depth of two
Myers, who blazed the trail for the Rose- and a half inches. He is doing nicely
wall-Terhune Show all season, was in at the present writing.
the city recently.
Ray\ Howell, well known in rep circles,
Walter Mars 'has joined the Ralph was a recent visitor. Buck Eldridge and
Dennis circle, showing in Colorado.
wife, also. Eldridge was formerly conSonny and Ardyce Dexter are said to nected with Jack Kane and Fred Hurley
be closing this week with the Princess as carpenter and scenic artist. Howell
Stock Company, showing under canvas formerly piloted his own company.
in the South.
The writer has just put the finishing
Frank Delmaine, former Kansas City touches on a travesty based on Uncle
Equity representative, after a long sea- Tom's Cabin that will be presented by
son as secretary of the J. L. Landes the Wesleyan College freshman class of
carnival, was spotted on the local rialto Macon, Ga., in the near future.
JOHN D. FINCH.
this week.
Buddy Norton recently joined the
Morris -Davis Circle in Nebraska.
Sid Snider, after a long season with Detroit "Drunkard" Closes
Allen Bros.' Comedians under canvas, is
DETROIT, Nov. 7.-Eugene Sharkey's
in the city.
Phil Duncan is reported to have production of The Drunkard closed
Sunday night at the Players' Theater
opened a one-nighter to play Texas.
Clark Felgar, veteran actor and press after a run of 168 performances. House
agent, is reported to be leaving here is being taken over by the Players for
soon for Frisco, where he has accepted their own productions for the winter.
Sharkey is considering a revival of the
a position in the advertising line.
Oscar Howland, following the closing production for next spring, but no plans
of the Frank Smith Players, was spotted have been completed.
on the main stem here this week.
Pup Shannon and Dorothy Dumas are
reported to be closing with the John Bryants End Cincy Season
Caylor circle in Minnesota to join the
CINCINNATI, Nov. 7.-Bryant ShowBoob Brasslield circle in Georgia.
DOR Null Players, Who have been boat, owned by the Four Bryants and
Billy Bryant managing, this week
under canvas nearly all season, closed with
concluded its eighth summer season at
recently in 'Arkansas.
Bert Black and Lynn Arden are said the foot of Lawrence street here. Show
its usual big business here.
to be joining the Long -Balfour circle enjoyed
Billy Bryant will go to Hollywood in a
in Wisconsin.
weeks to discuss an offer which has
Nona Nutt, who has been with the few
made him to appear in a picture.
Frank Smith Players under canvas all been
Bryants promise to return here
summer, returned here following the The
next
May
with their present craft enclose of the season and is now visiting
relatives in near -by Kansas City, Kan. larged and renovated.
Wallace Bruce is ,reported to have
opened his new show to good business
this week at the Howard Theater, Ar- SUGAR'S DOMINOkansas City, Kan.
(Continued from page 23)
Tip Tyler's Comedians closed their them for jobs every day. . . . The little
tent season in Arkansas last week.
lady
who
helps us wind up this column
Eddie and Mona Hart are recent ar- is the highly
respectable but slightly
rivals here, having closed with Toby's madcappish
of a man who
Comedians. The Harts conducted their served not longdaughter
ago as one of the leading
own show under canvas this summer officials of New
York
State
and is still
in Nebraska.
and most influential in political
Mr. and Mrs. John Justus, owners of active
.
. She is determined to land
circles.
.
the Justus-Romain Players, are visiting a night club or orchestra singer job enrelatives at Caney, Kan., following the tirely on her own, even if she holds on to
close of the tent season.
a little yen
Dick Caldwell and Evelyn Easter, who it only a week. . . . Just
must be gratified. . . . For weeks
recently closed the season with Frank that
has been making the rounds of the
Smith Players, have joined the Chick she
offices, walking in cold and naively askBoyes No. 1 unit.
George L. Barton, well known In rep ing for -work. . . . She has been insulted
enough to last a prude a lifetime. . . But
circles, is a village visitor.
still persists and entertains the not
Rosewall-Terhune Show closed the she
old folks at hotae almost every evetent season last week in Oklahoma. very
ning with the stories of her experiences,
Show will reopen in theaters after a And
she
mentions names and addresses,
brief layoff.
David Denville has abandoned his plans too. . . . Lucky thing for the cavemen,
so
far
is
that the father .has a sense of
for the opening of a circle to play humor and
unbounding faith in the
Arkansas.
daughter's
ability to circumvent dangerSid Kingdon is a recent arrival, folsituations.. . . But if the girl keeps
lowing the closing of the Tip Tyler ous
on touring something is bound to hapShow in Arkansas.
days that will make pop
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Lane are in the pen one of these. Then
pray for the soul
sore. . .
city for a few days. The Lanes were real
with Skippy Lamore's Comedians the of the lecher who is nailed. . . .
past summer.

Windy City. La Renzo will be with the
same company when it opens undersea vas the middle of May at Clinton, Ia.
BERNICE CLEMMONS and her dad,
Charles D. Clemmons, are with the William Hynes Players, who opened at the
Anthony Wayne Hotel, Hamilton, 0., November'7 for an indefinite engagement
with old melodramas. In addition
p, Miss Clemmons will also do her
acco8Oon specialties. Both she and her
dad appeared with the National Players
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Conducted by BILL SACHS-Communication* to 25 Opera Placa, Cincinnati, 0.
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True Christmas Cheer .
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.

Help to Make Others Healthy

many visits paid back and forth and

courtesies shown to all.
Billy Wehle Jr., who attends 0. M. I.,
in Cincinnati, has established quite a
reputation for himself there in the records of gridiron glory. It is this writer's

humble opinion that we'll grow more
familiar with the name in print during
his years at college.
Edker Mike.% of the crew, recently

The National, State and Local Tuberculosis
Associations of the United States

.

November 14, 1936

Citatus Equity 72otes New Texas Tax
Thirteen new members joined the
Chorus Equity in the past week.
Eleven members of The Great Waits
company prevent that chorus from being
100 per cent in good standing to May 1,
1937,
The cjiorus of every company that is
playing should be 100 per cent paid up
to May 1, 1937, within the week. The
constitution defines a member in good
standing as one who on May 1 or November 1 of any year is paid six months
in advance. Your contract provides that
you are a member in good standing and
will remain a member in good standing
for the duration of the engagement..
Don't wait for your deputy or for a
representative from Chorus Equity to
come and collect your dues. Remaining
in good standing is your responsibility.
In mailing money to the office do not
send cash. Send a money order or check

DOROTHY BRYANT,

Executive Secretary.

Milwaukee Aud Earnings
Are Upped to $31,593.89

Evt?utance

Cortege Bros. Again Active
MEMPHIS, Nov. 7.-Cortese Brothers.

Angelo and Joseph, long active in the
concert field here but in retirement since
1930, have resumed their promotions
with- the announcement of two bookings
for the current season. They will bring
Nino Martini to Ellis. Auditorium for a

concert April 9 and have contracted for a
Helen Jepson concert in the early spring.

Johnson Plans Cowboy Unit
BOSTON, Nov. 7.-Everett Johnson,
Managing director of Col. William T.

Johnson's Cowboy Rodeo Band, plans to
organize a cowboy -cowgirl musical stage

Unit to work theaters during the winter
months. Unit will be booked independently out of New Bork. Present indicatiOns point to a December 15 opening.

lows

Communications to 25 Opera Place, Cincinnati, 0.

Lewis Walkashow
Finds Biz Okeh

MILWAUKEE, Nov. 7.-Net earnings of
the Milwaukee Auditorium Company for
the fiscal year ending October 31 were
$31,593.89 against $17,291 for 1935 and
$14,063 for 1934. Receipts in 1936 were
OCEAN PARK, Calif., Nov. 7.-Rookie
expenditures of Lewis
$133,421.14 against
Walkashow, in its fifth Week at
$101,827.25. The report, as in previous the Egyptian Ballroom on Ocean Park
years, pointed to the need for increasing Pier, reports good biz, with 10 couples
the capacity of the Auditorium.
and five solos still picking 'em up and
putting 'em down.
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gatastac
fake
By JOHN C. LOUDEN

Hits Amusements

Harold Rodner, NVA executive from
AUSTIN, Tex., Nov. 7.-Under the New York, surprised the patients with
Omnibus Tax Law, passed by a recent an unexpected visit last week. He adspecial session of the Texas Legislature dressed the patients on the- favorable
and signed this week by the governor prospects under the new board of direcadditional taxes were levied upon almost tors.
all types of amusements.
Ned McGushion is our latest guest An amusement tax, new in the State's patient. He was formerly a member of
revenue scheme, is levied on theaters the McGushion Trio and for several
and other amusement places where the years manager and producer of the
admission charge is in excess of 51 cents. Harry Carrol revues.
The tax will be 1 cent on each 10 cents
Danny Murphy, ex-NVAer, contribor fractional part of the price.
uted to the enjoyment of has old pals
On admissions to horse racing, dog at the lodge by donating the makeup for
racing, motorcycle racing, automobile the Halloween party.
racing and the like the tax also will be
Raymond is at the general hosat a rate of 1 cent on each 10 cents Fordwhere
he has undergone another
of admission, but regardless of the pital,
stage
of
amount of the admission price. For nicely. the rib operation. He is doing
dance halls, night clubs, skating rinks Doris Gascoigne, after weeks of trying,
and other like places of amusement the has finally won a carton of cigarets in
tax will be the same regardless of ad- the Lucky Strike sweepstakes.
made payable to the Chorus Equity Asso- mission charge.
party held at the Lodge
ciation.
Season tickets will be taxed 10 per Halloween
31 proved a huge success. Dr.
Chorus Equity is holding checks in cent of the amount paid for them and October
Fische'
welcomed
the patients and
settlement of claims for the following passes and complimentaay tickets will be guests. Boyce Lavigne
and his orchestra,
members: Nancy Lee Blaine, Adele But- taxed on the basis of the admission
thru
the
courtesy
of
the Saranac Hotel,
ler, Charlotte Davis, Liele, Gans, Gladys charge. In addition theaters and other
Harris, Edo Hedin, Marge Hylan, Marion places of amusement or business enter- entertained with songs and swing music.
Hylan, Fred Holmes, Dorothy Mellor, prises will be made to pay 20 per cent The Florida' sent Betty Gordon, singer,
Evelyn Page, Carol Rattan, Percy Richards, on all money, prizes or awards (Bank and Lee Lamar, pianist. Jack Edwards
was erases. Eddie Ross entertained with
Ragna Ray and Carolyn Russ.
Nights and the like).
songs and dances. Others who contribSweet River closed after a run of four
uted to the evening's entertainment were
days, almost a record closing for a muHazel Coleman, Dolf Singer, Doris Gas sical production. However, every mem- GREEN WATERS
coigne, Armand Monte, Al Lorraine. Sal
ber of that chorus received two weeks'
(Continued from page 21)
Ragone, Mina. Morse, Charley Minor and
salary plus three or four days' rehearsal
Lew Burko, accompanist. Refreshments
and
most
of
the
play
thereafter
concerns
pay. The more stable conditions brought
his love for were served in the dining room.
into the theater by Equity have become his hate for his father andLittle
Joey
is
Jennifer
and
little
Joey.
so much of a matter of course that it killed by a train of events dragged in Write to those you know in Saranac
is doubtful now if many people realize by the hair, and Michael, broken, thinks Lake.
how different such a closing as that of he also loses Jennifer when she decides
Sweet River would have been in pre - to go off again with her husband. He
carefully avoids
any of the
Equity days. In those days so different
left alone with- papa, who really loves chances that Cattotaking
so bountifully profrom now there 'would have been weeks is
And then he realizes, thru some- vides. With his voice
pitched ,in a
of rehearsal-and in the end all that him.
that Little Joey had said before single key, with emotion expressed chiefthe people could have claimed as salary thing
hate for papa is really ly thru an increase in his at -all -times
would have been for actual performances he died, that his
given, less than a week in this case. inverted love. After a particularly viru- considerable vocal speed. O'Dea comlent
outburst
he
falls
sobbing across the pletely ruins a role which might have
Certainly a guarantee of two weeks'
of the sad old man-and just ' been
a beauty. The rest of the cast also
salary plus some rehearsal pay is -a far knees
then
the
door
opens
and there stands
little, with special annoyance
better outlook.
drawn breathlessly back to contributes
coming
from the self-consciously coy
Some of our members have become a Jennifer,
haggis and love. Everything, as work of young Jackie Jordan as Joey.
little careless about supplying us with mutton,
curtain goes down, seems sweetness Even such usually fine players as Regcorrect addresses. If you aren't receiving the
light in the house of the FrasersBach and Doris Dalton seem pretty
your Equity Magazine regularly and are and
one presumes that the weather out- inald
bad in this. Miss Dalton is particularly
in good standing it means that your ad- tho
side
(along with the customers) remains alarming; she poses all over the place
dress is incorrect.
and there is hardly an honest note in
Failure to give us a correct address dour andaswild.
it may seem in synopsileAand her
performance.
may cost you an engagement. Check up inSilly
play isn't really Bach
now and be sure that we have your ad - as production-Catto's
directed, aided by Milton
bad as all that. As a matter of fact, Shubert.also
dregs.
view of Bach's excellent
proper conditions it might have direction ofInLove
Don't forget to apply for an honorable under
on the Dole last seaemerged
as
an
immensely
effective
piece
withdrawal card immediately if you are of theatrical hoke. Certainly Catto has son, one is forced to the conclusion that
going out of the profession. If you are included all of the tried and true in- Shubert's aid was something less than
out of work and unable to pay dues at gredients, and he has written them out sensational. The direction of Green
this time call in the office and get an in
terms that should be effective. Waters Is. to put it mildly, amazingly
extension of time. This extension saves Hestage
however, double-crossed by his cast inept..
you the delinquency fine and also gives andis,his
The production represents the ruin of
director.
you free use of the employment bureau.
The brothers Shubert have hired Denis what might have been effective theThose WPA members who were unable O'Dea,
There wasn't even a bagatrical
who
made
a
name
for
himself
to complete payments on their reinstate- with the Abbey Players, to enact Michael pipe inhoke.
it, much to the disappointment
ment prior to November 1, 1986, in ac- -and O'Dea offers a perionriance that of this reporter.
cordance with the Council ruling have
been given an extension of time so long
as they continue to make weekly payments.
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GENERAL INDOOR NEWS

Tiny Schillinger Is handling
the dope sheets, sponsors and banner
business.
The remaining contestants are Fred
Kramer and Helen Forister, Joe West

HOTEL
SHERMAN
1700 ROOMS 1700 BATHS
DRIVE YOUR CAR RIGHT IN
HOME OF THE COLLEGE INN

CHICAGO

IkSMAS"at the
AMERICAN BAR
AND

Our

RESTAURANT

theatrical

friends tell

us that

our 4 star bill is due for 'a "long
run". Here's the cast-Good foodSmooth drinks - Moderate prices Convivial

atmosphere

Loncheon-50e
Dinner from 65e
Cocktails from 25e

SOT4t
43d St.
West of Broadway
1000 Rooms with Bath From $2

Vet 11

cessions.

and Peggy Cogan, Jonny Raid and Elsie
Manhart, Charlie Loeb and Maxine
Green, Porkie Jacobs and Margie King,
Phil Rainey and Dorothy Spencer, Gene
Costello and Margaret Bucholtz, Frenchie
Boisjolle and Chad Alviso, Marshall
Roberts and Flo Mileson, Tex Johnson
Walkie is being sponsored by C. L. and Ruth Johnson, Tim Hammack, TomLangley, localite, with Lou Stutz keep- mie Loring, Mickey Britton, Stan West,
ing a check on the nickels and dimes. Shin Miller.
Rookie Lewis is head mike -man, going
over the ether twice daily via Torru CLIFF REAL, at present taking a
Hollywood. Bill Owens, Al Lyman and breather between shows, would like to
Jimmie Gable are emceeing, with Manny hear from Clyde Morse, Doc Roberts,
Harmon and his boys supplying the Cora Tracy and Ruthie Keller via The
music. George Newell thumps the key- Billboard Letter List.
board during the off hours.
Forrest Bailey and Tony Lorabardo alternate as floor judges. Head nurse is ADELE FORRESTER, walkathon conBetty Kelly, with Mary Landiso, Bobbie testant, recently underwent an operaNewell, Frenchie Lehman and Betty Ben- tion for the amputation of her right leg
son assisting. Training staff is comprised as the result of injuries sustained in an
of Bill Wheeler, Buddie Lowe, Jack automobile accident. Her friends may
Jacobs and Michael Edelstein. Tickets write to her at 2631 East Admiral bouleare handled by George Montgomery and vard, Tulsa, Okla.
Harry Smith, with Buelah Oringdorff and
TOMMY STRICKEL, now located in
Edith Junkers cashiers. Reserved seats Pontiac,
Mich., would like to hear from
are supervikd by Irene Stutz. Fred
all
his old walkathon pale via The BillJones is house electrician. Harry Phillips is making a nice go of the con- board Letter List.

Iowa Judge Okehs Screeno
CHICAGO, Nov. 7.-R. S. Marksteln,

of the Screen Amusement Company,
has received word that Screen has been
given an okeh by an Iowa court. Last

week Paul Powers, operator of the Rex
Theater. Glenwood, Ia., was arrested for
operating Screen. When the case came
before Judge John P. Tinley, of the
District Court, 15th judicial district of
Iowa, he dismissed the defendant on the
ground that the plan of Screen is
identical with that of Bank Night, which
in the case of State of Iowa vs. Bundling
was given a clean bill.

No Bank Night Ads in Mail -FORT WORTH, Nov. 7. --Bank nights
may be okeh in Texas, following the recent Supreme Court ruling, but it will
be unlawful to advertise them thru the
mails, according to an opinion handed
down here this week by Karl Crowley,
solicitor for the post -office department.
Newspapers carrying notices or ads on
bank nights also become nonmailable,
Crowley says. "The federal courts have
uniformly held that bank nights are lotteries," Crowley reminded.
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7na9(c at4 Ma9(ctang
By BILL SACHS
(Communications to Cincinnati Office)
SOCIETY OF DETROIT MAGICIANS Orleans. During his stay there he ex-

opened the fall season last week with a
well -attended meeting at tlfe Polish
Century Club, that city. Little Johnny
Jones, now ,playing Detroit clubs, was
guest of honor and also entertained.
Walter H. Domzalski, Dr. William B. McDougall, Dr. John Buell, David Fogo,
Albert Redfield and Charles Lewis cooperated in putting on a magic show
for the crowd. Next meeting will be
held at the same location November 18.
Why not a coda for the "steal" Industry?

pects to look up Felix Hermann (Krettschman) and other magi before jumping
Into Florida and over to Cuba. He will
return to his Minnesota headquarters in
time to get his rag opry going early ill.
the spring. En route south, Newmann
enjoyed a pleasant visit .with Nicola at
the latter's home in Monmouth, Ill.
MAGIC AND VARIETY SHOW will be

given at Broad Street Methodist Church
Auditorium, Columbus, 0., Friday night,
in memory of Howard
Thurston. Five Ohio magicians will
show their wares. They are Roger Middleswort, Earl Pogue, Douglas Anderson,
Oscar Guthiel and George Ginn. There
will be a lineup of 25 people, including
dancers, -singers, mystifiers and novelty
acts. 'Thurston was a native of ColumNovember 13,

Al,, OAROSELLI is currently playing
the Commodore Club, Detroit.
THE HOUDINI CLUB; Philadelphia,
conducted a seance at midnight October
81 in an effort to communicate with the
late Harry Houdini. Philly, seance was bus.

One of the 16 meetings held in the

United States, England, Australia and
British Columbia and was held at the
special request of Mrs. Harry Houdini,
who conducted her own seance on the
roof of a Hollywood hotel. Philadelphia
meeting was in charge of Hugh Munro,
president of the American Philosophical
Club of Philadelphia, Who spent much
time in this city with Houdini investigating "fake seances."

A good spare -time fob for a ventriloquist is
to sell parrots.

GEORGE THE MAGICIAN and com-

pany of mystery workers opened their
season last week at the Texas Theater,
Whitney, Tex. Show is booked solidly
until December 1 and is routed into
South Texas for the winter. George is
this season featuring an original illusion,
wherein he produces himself and his
entire company for an apparently empty
packing box. Assisting George are his
wife, Madame Marie; their three sons,
Jack, Joe and Tom; T. 0. Gregory,
Frankie Gregory, Mildred Gregory and
Dorothy Gene Gregory.

It might be well for some of the anti -ex-

posers to remember that the expose evil can-

not be stamped out by merely calling the
guilty magi a string of dirty names.

LeFOLLETTE,

who had the Unbe-

lievables of 1936 on the Johnny J. Jones
Exposition all summer, played two
nights recently at Girard College, Philadelphia, jumping there from Baltimore,
where he enjoyed a successful fortnight's stay at the El Patio. Club. La Follette returns to Phllly this week for
two engagements, after which he will go
back to Baltimore to do a full evening's
show at St. Mary's Industrial School.
John Taylor (Joritay), who trouped with
LaFollette for 17 years, presented his
new handkerchief act at Girard College
to big success,
MONTAGUE THE MAGICIAN portals

from Salt Lake City under date of October 29: "Caught ,Ben Chaves and Company (Dolores) at the Roxy here. He is an
excellent manipulator, but his otherwise
fine act is marred by a bit of exposing."

GLEANED BY MEMBERS OF THE BILLBOARD STAFF
The purpose of this department is to benefit producers, bookers, agents and others
concerned with the exploitation of talent in the major indoor fields thru The Billboard's
coverage of every branch of the show business.
SHOWMEN INTERESTED IN SPECIFIC "POSSIBILITIES" MAY ADDRESS THEM IN
CARE OF THE NEW YORK OFFICE OF THE BILLBOARD, 1564 BROADWAY.

Instruments. A sock in the floor
show, the ant ought to be an easy
clicker in vaude. Swell sight comedy.
RICARDO C. LARA-Mexican bari- The boys work hot and fast. winding

For RADIO

tone, new to New York's entertain- up like a riot.
ment field but reputedly very well
known In Europe and South America,
now appearing at the El Toreador, New
York, Clear voice of good quality and

appeal and an excellent range. Repertoire includes songs in Spanish,

why I got a bang out of meeting Wal- PACIFIC COAST ASSOCIATION of
lace, the magician, back in town for a Magicians honored Mrs. Beatrice Houdini
few months of mystifying the young- November 2 with a "come back soon"
sters along the blackboard circuit."
dinner prior to her departure for the
Don't Invest in yourself until you have com. East November 5. Mrs. Houdini will
spend the Christmas holidays with her
plate confidence in yourself.
88 -year -old mother in NeW York, then
(Grover going on to Florida before returning to
GEORGE
THE
GREAT
George) was featured on the Westing- California in February.
house Jubilee bill presented at the Syria
GORDON THE GREAT, mentalist,
Mosque, Pittsburgh. October 31. He of- opened
his solo act last Friday for a
fered a condensed act, assisted by his week at Niles
Theater, Bakersfield, Calif.
wife and two men.
Next week he goes to the California Theater, that city, and then to the HippoTHE GREAT NICOLA. is erecting a new drome, Taft, Calif. He recently comstorage building for his paraphernalia pleted a swing around Los Angeles
on his property in Monmouth, Ill. - It neighborhood houses.
will be possible to convert the large
building into a private theater on short
It's a smart worker who allows the cusnotice. Nicola is planning a trip to Old
an occasional chance to participate in
Mexico for a winter vacation and, ac- tomers
the workings of a trick. It serves to make

notch mouth -organ playing.

For VAUDE

The Magician of
Today

In the Christmas Number
of The Billboard Dated
November 28, 1936

ballroom dance trio composed of a
lad and two girls, blonde and brunet.

six pound out wild rhythms on odd should find a place in a revue.

The yearly blowout held at the
Elks in Elkhart, Ind., by the C. 0. Conn
route?

tinivisheisti
By BOB EMMET
(Cincinnati Office)

CLAYTON HUBBARD, harmonica spe-

cialist and tenor, formerly with Gorton's,
DeRue Bros.' and Guy Bros' minstrels,
letters from Oneonta, N. Y., that he recently entertained at several Republican
rallies. However, we are sure that Hubbard was not responsible for the election

results. He is at present playing night

spots in that vicinity.

Company for members of the Field
show?"

TED CREAGER, 45, of the J. C. Lincoln Sunny South Minstrels, was burned
to death October 25 at Crossett, Ark.,
,when fire destroyed the covered truck in

which he was sleeping while on the
jump. H. S. Telmer, company manager,

said he believed a charcoal stove overturned in the truck. Telmer has been
unable to trace Creager% relatives.

PROF. WAL felt BROWN LEONARD

and the missus left their home in Glens
Falls, N. Y., last week for a motor trip
to Florida. On their way down they will
stop off in Savannah, Ga., for a visit
with Charles Bernard, and at Gibson town, near Tampa, Fla., to say "hello" to
Charley Gales. The Leonarcls will atop
in St. Petersburg for a few days, then
on to Sarasota in time to see the big
show get in for the winter.

AL TINT opened November 2 as emsee

at Von Thenen's night club, Chicago.

He is carded to' remain their indefinitely.
"DO YOU REMEMBER," shoots Billy

Goho from Buffalo, "Al Tint in a soldier's uniform with Uncle Sam's Yankee
Minstrels, with John Meany and Lew
Nelson on the ends and Dan Montgomery as bandmaster and interlocutor? The
Vogel show crack-up in Florida? The

JiMAE Is playing Hollyhock Gardens.
HENRY HAVILAND, "magical paper
tearer," Is playing the Beechwold Tavern, Warren, 0.
Columbus, 0.
OKLAHOMA RING NO. 53, IBM, will
THE GREAT MAURICE played before stage its second annual magic show at
Temple, Oklahoma
the Hotel Men's Association at the Wal- Harding Hall, Shrine Show
this year will
City, November 16.
dorf-Astoria, New York, last week.
be under the direction of Dr. F. T.
Stackpole
and
Grady
S.
Nicholson,
with
JARVIS THE MAGICIAN is heading

for the Southwest, after several weeks the following slated for a spot on the
program: Emmett E. Barbee, emsee; Mrs.
in the Charleston, W. Va., territory.
Lee V. Sneed, music; R. C. Hughes, Sam'
THE GREAT LEROY is presenting an Mackey, Charles Klabzuba, Dr. Fritz
hour -and -a -half show in high school Stackpole, Dr. E. R. Dunn, Grady S.
and municipal auditoriums thru Iowa, Nicholson, Fred Poulter, Mysterious
assisted by his wife, Madam Lovina. He

HARRIS, CLAIRE and SHANNONs-

TRAMP BAND-seven colored men, Good looking, suave and deft. Work
now at the Cotton Club, New York. beautifully, the man handling his
Leader does comedy, while the other -two partners with ease. Routines

handed out to them recently.

Writes on

For LEGIT
MUSICAL

Arthur Crawford -Henry Keyes duets en
cording to well-founded rumors, is plan- the patrons more magic minded, thus gaining
ning another world tour for 1937.
new friends for the ancient art.
is featuring sleights, illusions and a
brief mental routine. Leroy was secreAdd Thankless Jobs: Those held by the
CYRIL VON BAUMAN, who went with tary of and did his magic in the conboys on the expose committees of the various the Andre Roosevelt Expedition into certs with the Barnes Bros.' Circus the
magical organizations.
Ecuador, has returned to New York to past season.'make purchases of supplies. Visited
C. A. GEORGE NEWMANN, mentalist, the Max Holden Shop last week for a
Everybody seems to notice the spots on a
now celebrating his 40th year in the load of magic gadgets, telling Max the magician's
business, is currently sojourning in New natives were nuts over the magic trinkets wearing thevest except the performer who is
vest.

W. C. DORNFIELD

MICHEL ROSENSERG-7eharacter

actor now appearing in the Yiddish
Art production of Jacques Bergere
at the 49th Street Theater, New York.
Should be a standout in parts calling
for foreign character comedy or
radical political roles. Hands out
a beautiful singing voice and is a plenty of action for the eye as well.
talented harmonica player. A standC
out in the act for his excellent pop
singing, which he follows with topMexican, French, Italian and English.
LEON LaFELL-member of the
Cappy Barra harmonica act caught
last week at Loew's State, New York.
Plenty of possibilities in the boy, has

A casual look around will prove that magic
ED REARDON. who conducts the
RAY (NEMO) IRELAN cards from
one of the most popular forms of entertain"Passing By" column in The Herald - is
ment
the night club field today. It's up Muncie, Ind., where he is hibernating for
News, Passaic, N. J., recently devoted to the in
magic
boys
working
that
field
to
retain
the
winter: "It was a shock to all of
nearly a full column to magic in general that popularity.
us boys who were friends of Doc Samson
and to Wallace, the magician, in particuto
hear
of his death." Irelan says he
lar. He said, in part: "I like magicians.
TOMMY WINDSOR and his Indoor plans to have his own band with one of
Maybe it's because of the way they can Chautauqua
the
major
circuses next season.
playing
schools
and
are
draw half -dollars out of my ears when auditoriums thru Central and Northern
I can't even find a thin dime in any of

my pockets. Anyway, I like them. That's Ohio.

For FILMS

(See MAGIC on page ,08)
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have newspaper clippings from Henderson, N. C., and Greenville, S. C., commenting on my lights when I played
the fairs there. I have heard that conThis department of The Billboard is conducted as a clearing house, where readers may express their
matters. Opinions regarding particular shows Of acts will not be conviews concerning
be given on this page to communications in which personal problems are
will aattentione
sidered. Neither
discussed. Letters must be signed with the full name and address of the writer and should be written on
one side of the paper. Those not exceeding 800 weeds are preferred. Send communications to The Forum.
The Billboard, Box 872, Cincinnati, 0.

we old troupers have the last word. We
I was greatly interested in a story on know they were not screen -made; It Is
page 16 in The Billboard of October 91 the other way around. They help to
regarding Rudy Vallee giving professional make the canned show endurable. And
talent all that it deserves, and I know then we satellites of grease paint and
that he Is not doing this to get
free crepe hair sally forth conquering and to
publicity. It only conquer, only to find our old admiring
goes to show what handclappers and feet-stampers sitting
Would Aid
this great artist in the shadows and a new generation of
will do and has gum -chewers and tinted darlings to
at us in moon -eyed wonderment,
Big Artists in been doing for cis- stare
ter and brother exclaiming: "Mister, you surely ought
artists. And I am to go to Hollywood. Why waste your
Vaude Rally
one who knows. talent here in the sticks?" Biz of bustin'
When on January 20, 1932, I had the right out with verbal gangrene! And
misfortune to fall while performing on this is usually my answer, as I fold thy
the tight wire and was rushed to Rhode wardrobe like the Arabs, and as Magi steal away: "Listen, little one: Art
Island Hospital in Providence the first cally
be art, parts will be played, curtains
one to send me words of encouragement will
will
rise
and fall, audiences will applaud
was Rudy Vallee, and he has not forgotten me during my four years' stay and smile and shout and weep and go
Providence.

troversy is the life of a column and as
competition is the life of trade, here's
hoping we hear more on this interesting
subject.

CAPT. JIMMY JAMISON.
Champaign, /11.

Replying to the letter of George
(Chandelier) McGinty in The Forum of
October 10 asking as to who knew Band
Leader Charles Gebest, I knew him well
and was with his band on John Robin -

son's Ten Big

Shows when the
He Trouped
Queen of Sheba,
was the' spec in
With Gebest
His son
1889.
trombone;
On Robinson's played
Tom Ham ilt on,
now of Oklahoma
City, baritone; GUS Retke, Eb clarinet; a
boy from Iowa, piccolo; Charles, Bb

clarinet; Jim Gebest, his brother,' Et
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Streets. Phone. Central 8480.
Arcade Bldg.. 8th and Olive Streets. Phone. Chest-

PHILADELPHIA - B. H. Patrick.

0448.
base. Our opening overture was a med- nut
7222 Lamport Road, Upper Darby, Pa. Phone.
Li/EDON-Bert Ross, hare ,The
ley of plantation songs by L. Conterno, Performer -05.
18 Charing Cross Road. London, W. C.,
of which I still have a copy. It was 2. SYDNEY.
AUSTRALIA-Martin C. Brennan,
Street. PARISpublished by F. Fischer in 1682, has all City Tattersall's Bida. 198 Pitt
Wolfram, Hotel Stevens, Elie Alfred sax parts and is not a fifst-grader by Theodore
Stevens.
any means. Josie Demott was a rider.
SUBSCRIPTION. RATES, PAYABLE IN AD.
Gil Robinson was always with the show VANCE-One
Year, 55; Two Years, AB. These
apply in the United States. U. S. lkosmmions,
then. We ate at hotels and slept on the rates
Canada and Countries In Pan-American Postal
cam. In those days cornets did most of 'Union.
Rates in other foreign countries upon reSubscribers when requesting change of adIt. Two of us played reels for the quest.
tumbling and races. Clarinet players dress should give former as well es present address.
me
DISPLAY ADVERTISING-Fifty
were more than scarce. George W. Agate
15
Line. Whole Page, 5350: Half Page, 51715;

And I am not a big-time act. home to their little greenroom happier
having seen a character portrayed as
Recently in Fay's Theater I saw a real for
artist can portray itvaudeville show with plenty of variety, only a dramatic
not as, the canned -art director tells
not all dancing or singing, and, believe and
him
to
play
it-long
after you and I
it or not, Fay's Theater later placed a.
comedy sketch of six people in the mid- have turned up our toes, and the lest
divorcee
in
Hollywood
has
ogled her final
ale of the bill to again bring real vaudewas a fine clarinet man, but measuringge, 587.50. No
good -night to a celluloid Romeo. And Landers
Last adep
Mile to the people of Providence. Broth- the
less than 10 lines accepted.vertiseme
was on the season previous to the meas
sooner
you
forget
that
you -gotta - he
form goes to press noon Monday.
er and sister performers should get beone
of
which
write. I trouped in vesing
No -telegraphed advertisement accepted unless re.
hind Rudy and talk vaudeville to the go -to -Hollywood' stuff and begin to re - various ways forI 19
mittance is telegraphed or mailed so as to reach pubyears.
that right here at your own little
people where they are playing in an aline
lication office before noon Monday.
W. M. EWING.
The Billboard reserves the right to edit all advs.
cowbarn theater door you may
effort to get them to demand vaudeville. village
tieing copy.
find
dramatic
artists
to
whom
you
may
Then It will be seen how hungry the go to school all the rest of your mush Waco,
Tex.
public really is for something besides
the
Times are a bit slow for show business
19
pictures. ,when stars like Rudy Vallee. roomy age, the easier it will be for
Sophie Tucker and Belle Baker are not world to accept you as a human instead in Texas. I suppose it Is because of
ashamed to tell the world that they are of a simian. Run along to your peppy depression and low wages; many are
for it, why should we not help? I, for now, read Dr. Conwell's Acres of Dia- lucky to be eating. I have been putting Vol. XLVIII. NOVEMBER 14, 1936. No. 46
the service of Vallee or mends and go to bed instead of to the on shows in schools and I find it a
one, will be
night club." And I'd love to see a moratough proposition. for Liberty, Down on the Farm, The Two
anyone else Interested in vaudeville.
torium declared on this fool idea of
In fact, the
LORA VALADON.
Flaming Arrow, Night Before
hatching up contests for beauty queens, Finds School
schools have been Johns,
Wife in Name Only, Hottest
most popular local beauties, etc., all over
death Christmas,
worked
to
Coon
in
Al Leech, in Girls Will
Brady, Tex.
Christendom, the only goal being the Dates Hard To and the main Be Girls;,Dixie;
The
Beauty Doctor, The Only
I am special agent of the Western artificial hegira publicized in this capcomplaint is that Way, Along the
John GrifStates Shows and read with interest the tion. When Podunk learns to appreciate Got
the so-called fith, in Macbeth; Kennebec;
Texas
Uncle Hee; Davidson
article in The Billboard of October 81 the genius that belongs in Podunk-well,
shows that have
Company, in Farmer Hopkins;
in the carnival department entitled if nothing more, we may at least have been booked have not been suitable for Comedy
the Old Crossroads, Si Stebbins, Uncle
Those Merchant Slips. It was by Jim lees reason for the before -Hollywood schools. Superintendents of schools At
Bell Tolls, Holy
Schneck, our gen- grievance of Mister Old Citizen about have become disgusted and many have Josh. SPruceby, When theOutcast,
Devil's
City,
Roanoke, Little
eral agent, and I
city fellers takin' all the money closed down on shows in schools. I have
Midnight Fire, Royal Slave, Queen
Why Merchant am naturally one "them
outa town." God made the country, and seen a number of such so-called acts Lane,
of
the
Highway,
The
Village
Postmaster,
with whom the old trouper knows it as no one else
I do not blame superintendents of
An
Was, in Favor agent
he has discussed can know it. If the denizen can be and
schools for deciding not to let any more A Boy of the Streets, Dora Thorne,
Crime,
the subject. There made to understand that he can have In. The shows we have had to follow American Gentleman, A Hidden
of the Fold; Worth Bros., in Slave
Of a Carnival is one' story I the most artistic entertainment right at have surely made the situation tough Out
Girl and Foggs Ferry. Burlesque shows want to tell. Jim his door If he wants it-oh, well-.
for others. It is surprising that some hitting the tanks at that time were 'Tom
booked one of the best spots that we
THOMAS ELMORE LUCY.
of the shows and acts have the nerve to Dinkins' Innocent Maids, managed by
played this season by overcoming the
go into a school. Such things do not Bill Jennings; Sam T. Jack's HUffieSC111003,
opposition of certain local organizations
appeal to school children and as a result managed by Bill Eversole; London GayNew York.
that had decided they would put on a
some of the cities we have visited would
Girls, with Cliff Grant as manager
1996 celebration without using a carRecently in Rochester, N. 'Y., in -pub- not consider any show, despite the best ety
myself ahead, and all did good
When I made the town I licity strong -man stunts two 80 -horse of letters of recommendation. It will and
nival.
business
on the one-nighters.
checked up to find out why the local power autos, facing opposite directions, not be long until superintendents of
CHARLES F. EDWARDS.
were held together. schools will not let any attraction in.
manager of a nation-wide retail chain
store had been in favor of playing a Queries About I have always been I was told the other day that they inGlens Falls, N. Y.
under the impres- tended to put a check on them; that is,
carnival. This manager showed me 6392
A letter from one of the superintendworth of those merchants' slips from the
sion that the school boards will force all attractions
Carnival that had played the celebra- Motor Power in maximum force, a to list with the State school bureau, and ents of education in Syracuse in regard
professional strong if attractions are okehed by the bureau to my articles about Major Bowes that
tion in 1965. He not only supported the
man can hold un- they will have no trouble in securing have appeared In The Billboard recently,
carnival idea but bought a banner from Strength Feat
"He is the
FRANK DOWNES.
der conditions bookings. 'This should have been done reads, in part, as follows:
me.
creator of blasted
such as the above Is the amount of long
ago, but I suppose the school
hopes and shatpower generated by a car going 30 miles officials had to learn by experience. It Bowes Letters
Kansas City, Mo.
tered dreams; a
an hour. I wonder if there are any Is said there are few acts that have the
What I am about to say has been de- Forum
money - maker
readers
informed
on
this
subject.
educational
appeal
desired
by
schools.
ferred thru "long suffering," and been
Have
Response
who poses as
JAMES PAUL.
Because an 'offering is good for a side
left Unsaid until the patient shrug has
youth's benefactor.
'show
does
not
make
it
appropriate
for
become almost an explosive "bustin'
From
Educator
There
will come a
J. LAMONT.
schools.
Greenville, Ala.
Mitt" with patience declaring a moracry from the wilIn a recent letter to the Forum I.
torium and endurderness
soon
bewailing
the
fact that a
Effort, Pa..
ance on an en- claimed to be the first free act to use
god' has led the little ones astray.
Says Movies
evident that my Aitho out of the business the past 'false
forced, holiday. If neon lights. It
a 13 -room Many a good dishwasher and taxi driver
personal pro- friend Joe Cramor misunderstood the eight years and owner of
made stars to skyrocket, exthe beautiful have been
Hegira Should the
noun is occasion- complete meaning of my letter. I still house and 95 acres in
and see in their descension that a
claim to be the Pocono Mountains of Pennsylvania, plode,
ally dragged in It
big
hand
from
a free audience does not
first and only free where I reside, I still have old Billyboy bring In the 'family
Be Debunked
is but to echo
bacon:"
every week. I fully
the experiences of Holds to Claim act using them. I
The
public
is
tiring of this form of
agree
with
my
old
Myriads of my fellow -sufferers in troup- Of First Act To know neon has One-Nighters
amusement,
and
sponsors
are now not
pal
Tom
Waters,
been
used
for
severdom who have had to put up with the
and also with using, amateurs but seasoned actors in
edroaolr esahrsX ;Tn.
same inane matter.
many
instances
to
save
the
program.
Did
Good
Biz
Samuel
Rogers
Use
Neon
Light
Character actors on the dramatic stage
People are satiated with: "Yes, Major
and Frederick
ticket boxes and In the Tanks
have, either fortunately or otherwise, a
Bowes,
I
walked
barefooted
600
miles,
The
that
Kelly,
personality that leaves its impress on bingo and custard concessions, as well
Forum is one of leaving a sick mother and a blind fathera
the playgoer. Long before Willitha V. as shows owned by Max Kimerer and the brightest spots in The
to
care
for
six
small
children
without
Billboard,
not,
Mang became a standard screen player several Others. 'I fully understand that of course, to the Johnny Newcomers, but crust of bread in the house, eto." (Great
he was known from Coast to Coast as an neon was used outdoors before my use
the real, honest -to -goodness, old-time applause.) "What do you wish to sing,
artist of finesse in The Clay Baker and of It in a free act. That should rectify to
managers of 36 and 40 my boy?" "I would love to sing that
The Middleman. Similarly, Tim Murphy the misunderstanding. After reading performersIand
ago. wish to mention a few old- late song by A. Lead Pencil, entitled I'm
and Sol Smith Russell, who never ap- Joe's letter in the Forum I asked Fred years
shows I met then on the one - Putting It Over on the Sponsors." (Trepeered in the cinema, were associated Guthrie and Marie, who recently worked time
mendous applause.) The aspirant takes
With striking character roles on the with him, how his neon lights looked fighters while I played the tanks with his
bow -and starts to leave when the
Cliff
Grant's
Little Egypt London Gayety
and
they
said
he
positively
did
not
have
dramatic stage. Ion Chaney was a charMajor,
who is listening at the mike, calls
Girls:
Fitz
and
Webster,
in
A
Breezy
white aster actor whose playing was years neon lights, but a stringMyofwitnesses
to
him:
"Young man, you are to report
Time;
James
B.
Mackey,
Grimes'
Cellar
frosted,
flashing
lights.
ahead of his age, and I doubt if his to being first to use this type of light Door; Watson, Gallegher and West, for rehearsal
at the Evergreen Theater
artistry on the screen was ever fully
Hiber- at Podunk, where you will join my unit
appreciated. When such great artists as on a free act are Walter D. Nealand, car - O'Hooligan's Wedding; Howarth's
"Thank
you, Major, you have
When.
No.
19."
Ireland;
Scenery of
Marie Dressler, George Arliss and others nivel press agent, and Sam Prell, of De nice andLover
(See THE FORUM on yams)
The Factory Girl, A Break
bring their genius from stage to screen Luxe Shows of America. In addition I Women
there.
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Harrison, Mrs.
Beyond.
Hertmim, Veron
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Harvey, Grace

25-27 Opera Plage,

Parcel Post
Bird, H. 111., 15o Levan. Pauline. (te
Clark, Chas., 60
Ripley. Jack, Is
Darned% Geo., 8c Schmidt. Welwyn.
Faulkner, Evelyn.
18o

860 Snyder, K. K., 300

Gamiray,lt. Arch 150 Tennyson, Dave.
HJn,as
1ils

lila Tennyson, Eddythe,
Jackson. Murphy.
45o
80 Wilhelm. Eugene.
Kane, Joe. 15,
Form. Chan. A!?
Lamb. Wm. E..
120
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Ladies' List

Adams, Dorothy
Adams, Peggy

Adams, Viola
Allen, Mrs. Kate
Allen, Mary Nell

Gmbh°, Mrs.
Kenneth
Corinne & Dearo
Cormier, Mrs.

Anna Matta
Alm, Prairie Lilly Cornish, Mrs. Billy
Cotter, Mrs. Carl
Anderson, Ginger
Covington,
Iona
Anderson, M.
May Crandall. Mrs.
Margaret
Andrews, Mrs.
Sylvia Crawford. Bede
Creson, Mrs. II. L.
Anderson, Mrs.
Tanya Crimi, Mrs. Cleo
Crosby. Mrs.
Arley, Irene
Banger
Armbruster, lire.
Arthur H. Curtis, Myrtle.
ArmstronUZtty Daley, Mrs. Smite
Daniels,
Mrs.
Armies.
Glendora
Arnett, Hilda
Marie Davey. Rork C.
Davidson, Ellen
Arnold, Mary
'
Arnett. Mrs. Beth Davis. Daisy
Asher, Mrs. Grace Davis, Dorothy V.
Davis, Mary
Astaire. Marie
Davis, Mrs. L.
Auck. Edna
Davis, Rose
Avery, Gertrude
Dawson. Lyle
Bailey, Carol
Baker, Mrs. Laura Dean, Dolly
Baker, Mrs. Helen Deck, Madge
Frances Delany, Mrs.
Yvonne
Baldwin, Dirs.
Florence Dennis. Mrs. Soya
Denny, Tommie
Barbara, Lady
DeLario, Mrs.
Barber. Babe
Elaine
Barr. Helen
Barry; Mrs. Martha DeRita, Mrs.
Moreno
Baxter, Mrs. Mary
Beam. Electa Ann Dexter, Vero
Dixon, Dolly
Bender. Mrs.
Bobbie Dixon, Dorothy
(Dot)
Bender, Mrs. Wm.
Dixon_ Jeanne
Bennett.

%abode= Dixon, Mrs.

Bennett, Marie
Relation. Bench
Bedew, Thelma
Biehler. Mrs. Ray
Mari n, Nada
Billings, Mildred

Valentine

Waldron

Dolly & Harold
Donohoe, Mrs.

H. A.

Donohoe, Mrs.

Viola
Doyle, Mrs. Agnes

Bishop. Mrs. Free Dudley, Mrs. H.
G.
`(Peg)
Duffy. Marie Glug
Bist.y. May
Blair, Mrs. Rivelly Dugan, Donna
Dutcher, Jean
Boatwright, Lula
Edwards, Helen
Booth, Harriet
Boric, Mrs. Samuel Elizabeth, Madam
Boswell, Mrs. Nora Ellis, Mrs. Kitty
(rs.Blackie)
Benda, Mrs.
Emery, M
flouter, Ma
L
Louise
Louise
Epply, Midge
Routers. Mrs.
Mildred Eskew, Dolly
Evans. Mary
Bowman, Mary E.
Fane, Virginia
Boyse, Billie
Farlan,d Wilma
Branch, Willie B.
Bra, Ere. Geo,
Farr, Days. Bill
Bray, Mrs. Harry Faust. Mrs. Ben
Briggs. Mre Thos. Fay. Mrs. Charlie
L. Fillman, Mrs.
Roberta
Modbeek, Mrs.
Blanche Firenze. Natalia
Fisk, Vivian
Brodbeck, Mrs. E.
G. Fisher, Patty
Brooks, Elizabeth
Brooks, Brie
Brooks. -Mrs.

Athlete
Brown. Doris Daisy
Brown, Mrs. Rose
B.
Brown, Ruth

Bryer, byre Carrie
Buchanan, Babe

Bergdorf, M

Grp

Hatfield. Fannie
Hand, Jeanette
Hauze, Mrs. Helen
Havana Girls Co.
Haven, Mrs.

Richard

Hays. Mrs. W. M.
Hellman, Mrs.

Maurice
Henderson, Mre.

Henderson, Mrs.
DimpMaeles

Herman, Mrs

.

Hicks, Mrs. Dixie
Miler, Mre. Lee

Hill, Mrs.
Genevieve
Hilton, Daisy &

Hubbard, Mrs.

Grayson

Humel, Mrs. Marie
Humphrey, Mrs.
Elizabeth

Humphrey, M..

Julia
Irene. Baby
Jackson. Audrey
Jackson, Mrs.

Lucille L..

Jackson, Mrs.
Bessie W.
Sanaa, Jane

Jarvis, Marie
Jearls, Nora
Jeffries, Mrs.
Kathrine
Jenrenre, Mrs.

Jewell

Johnson. Daisy
Johnston, Mrs.
Dealla

Jolly, Mrs. Al

Katherine
Jones, Mrs. S.
Miles
Jones, Mrs.
Virginia
Jones,

Jordan, Mr. Peg
Jukes, Mrs.s Louise
Kahn. Mrs. H. T.
Kadin, Mrs. Jean
Kearns. Mrs. Jerry
Keeley, Edna
Kellar, Mrs. Jas.
Kelley, Jean
Kellogg, Viola
Kelly, Ethel
Kelly, Mrs. Mae
Kelly, Ruth
Kennedy.

Kennedy. Mrs.

Killian. Mrs.

Jack

,Dollie

Killinger, Mrs.
Lola
King, Mickey

Mrs. M

Kittle, Eileenai'
Elsie, Arlene.

Knight, Ina K.
Kridello. Lillian

Kruse, Lula
Kuhn Georgia
LaRue, Mrs. Maude
LaVern, Josetta
LaVine, Mrs.
Charlotte

Leaman, Irenem,

Lal
Rose
Laurent, Kitty
Langford, Olive
Latham, Mrs. Edw.
Fitzgerald, Marie
Lavoie, Mrs.
Fitzgerald. Patsy
Alma
Fleming. Miss Jerry Lee, Edna
Floyd, Mrs. Mane' Lee, Mrs. Frank
Folks. Sarah
Leesha, Madame
Frank, Mrs. Marie Leonard; Mrs.
Frank. Mrs. W. E.
Mary
Fredricks, Maxine
Leonhart, Little
Freeman, Mrs. Al
Bit
Galaske, Agnes

GembardellaLuMars..

Lewis, Gertrude
Lewis, Grace

ThJe

mail at the New York Office will be found under
Short, Mrs. F. A. Viers, Mrs. Faye
Signs., Lady

Millman, Mrs.
Myrtle
Simon Sisters, The
Simmons, Mrs. B.
51.

Sims. K. B.

Earl
Mabel Harcourt, Lady
Hardin, -Mrs. Dave
Cooper, Margie ,
Harding, Dad..
Cooper. Mrs.
Mickey Harrell, M.. L. H.

Corbett. Mrs. A M. Harris, M.. Boss

Volpe, Agnes
Vulang, Beatrice
Wagner, Bobbie
Wagner, Mrs. Gus
Berger, Seymour
Wagner, Mrs.
Marybelle Berman. Sam

Walsh, Mrs. J. A.
Ward, Lillie

Baron E.
Davis, Baron

Cappo.

Davin H. E.

Carlo, Airert
Albert San
Carls Western

Show

'

Gentlemen's List

-

Barnes. Chas.
Barnes, Floyd

Brown. Clarence

Brown, D. E. K.
Barnes, C. Markley Brown.
Frank M.
Barnes, Dr. W. B. Brown, Geo.
L.
Barnett, E. L.
Brown, H. C.
Barnett, John
Brown,
H. T.
Barnett & Schultz Brown, Joseph
Barrett, Bill
Brown, Richard
Heehaw, Charles
Brown, Robert
Bath, A. I.

(Bones)
Brown, Romeo

(Hubby)

Bath, Hubert P.
Batts, Willie
Baukk, Ford

Brown. W. B.
Browne, Wm. A.
Brownell, Wm. H.
Brun Howard
Bruce. Edger B.
Bruer, Edward
Bruggink, Roy
Brun, Louis 3.
Bruner, Sack
Bruno, Russell T.

Bayliss, Wm.
Bays, Richard C.
Bayne, C. V.
Beaird, Marshall

Beard, Arthur R.
Bearden, Jack
Hensel, Floyd
Beasley.

,

Bryant,

B. D.

J. aBryant. Monroe

Beaty, Sam Y.
Bedell. H. S.

Bryant, W. L.
Buckman, 0. T.

Buchanan, W. T.
Beers, Char.
Bucklend, Harry
Buckle. Brice
Beeson, Slats
Burch, Willard
Behee, Earl
Burdo, L.
Behee, Raymond
Beker, Don
Burgess, Harry
Belcher, Spearman Burk, Eddie
Burney. Kelly
Bell, Walter
Bel -Mar, Blin J.
Barney, Rosevelt
Burns, G. N.
Belmar, Pack &
Etta
Bums, W.J.
Burnill. Jerry
Berner% W. H.
Burroughs. J. R.
Benner, Larry T.
Bedoe, John

Bennett, Carl

Burt, Leon

Ferguson. R.

Buddy
Della

ID
Davis,''ia

.

Ferguson, Mack D.
Fernando & Fair.

Davis, G. L.

Fere,

3.

DeLegge. BOHM

issph IL
COtitines", Ralph
1.

Eaaa. E.

Pike, Ronnie

FT.... Al,...

Finnell, Douglas

Finnigan. Ye..
Fiore, Joseph

MEV

,Fis.Aelseri,DJaar,ck

Fitch.a.
B.

B.A-

Geo.

Folk, Tex

Forbes. Geo.

DeVol, James Jay

DeVore, Harry

Chabot, Joseph

7:71.; Booker T.
Ford, G. S.

Dearth,pp
LBAl11

ChCb'emmi7e:7a:1'

Chang, Li Ho
Decker, B. L.
Chapman. L.
Deckers., Ralph
Charlie, Hindo
B.
Chick, The World's Deere, E. O.
Freaks of Wonder Daiwa, E. ,,
Chickola, C. V.
Dellabate, Ernie
DiliriNick. Frank
CIrCthrrti'am'' Family.,
The Delph, Dewey
Christ°, Torn
Christie, W.
.
Demetro, John
Church, J. DL
BOLOrbk... Arob,r
J..orB.
Beemauiltrty. Tom

Clark, Cad H.
Clak.

Dennis Jr.. Wi.,,

Clark, Thomas J.
Claude,

Jack
Fields, P. I.

Floy, Tommy

BD:OM:erre', 'Bohr"

Cestaro, V. L.

Frank

30Firlded.le.,

Davis, F, Paisley
Darla, Sam P.

Carpenter, Chu. P. Davison, A. F.
Conejo, Alonzo
Davidson, Jas. H.
Carrigan, James T.' Dawdles. G.
Dawkins, GE.
Geo.
Cerrif"'oll,nbejroryh'
Dawson, Harry W.
Carroll, Mickey
Day. David
Carsey. B. T.
Day. Elmer L.
DeAry il. Lawrencet.
Carter, Claud
Carter. W. H.
Candle, Wm.
DeCencies, Pete
Case, E ddie
DeFrate, Don
Orison

Fees, Bill
Fekete, Mike
Pelmet, Doe R. G.
Felton, Harry C.
Ferguson, Earl 0.
Ferguson, Joe

Ben

Cantrell, Dellek!ix

.

'

Conway. Mrs.

Bennett, 3. R.
Bennett, Russ
Bently, Claude
Benton, Harry E.
Berge, Albert

Berkshire, H. L.
Berry, 0. 0.
Sims, Mrs. J. W.
Sissom, Mrs.
Ward. Mrs. Trilby Berry, Sol
Victoria Wilson. Mrs. Helen Berthelot, Tony
Smith, Miss T.
Bertrand, Joe
Weer. Mrs. Mabel
Miller, Dorothy
R. Berwer, Eugene Davis
Miller, Mrs.
Pauline Smith. Mrs. Willie Weiner, Mrs. June Huey, John
Lee Welbon, _Mary
Be,, Ben
Miner, Stella
Sordelel. Myra
Wells, Mrs.
Bible, 0. R.
Montie, Marie
Beatrice Biddle, Fred W.
Spangler. Helen
Moore, Ellen
v Wells. Mrs. Jack Biggerstaff, Earnest
Smith, Mrs. Lillian
Moore.Fr Mies
ankle (Red) Snapp. Dolly Van Wharton, Mrs. M.
Bills, Branca
Spell°, Mrs. Ruth
G. Bills, S. B.
Kittle
Stanley, bins. J. M. White, Mrs. Edna Miran Percy
Morns, Fay
White Pawn, Anita Bimbo, Pete
(Birdie)' Stanley, Mrs.
Millais) White, Fritsi
Binker, S. W.
Mortensen. Clara
Stark, Her. Evelyn White, Gomel
Morton, Mrs.
Birckett, C. L.
Van Lidre Whyte, Mrs. 3. A.
Carrel
Spooks
Stanley. Kathleen Wilfinger,
Moss, Eva
Bisbee, J. 0.
Margaret
Stanley,
Nina
Biscow,
Isador
Moulton, Mrs. V.
Black, Morris
L. Stephain, Florence Wilkerson, Bessie
Stevenson, Mrs.
Williams. Doris
Munroe, Rita
Black Bear, Speaks
Alberta Williams, Mrs.
Blackburn, Guy
Murphy, Jessie
Frank Black -wood, Wm.
Beat Stewart, Mrs.
Deter Williams, Mrs.
Murphy. Mrs.
Blake. H. L.
Clyde Blanch, Geo. &
Warren Susg, Mrs. Maxie
Williams. Mrs.
Summers, Laura
Muth, Anita
Rode
Julie
Teaunot, Babe
Mend, Richard
Myers, Gloria
Teske, Mrs. Bertha Williams, Mrs.
Blandow, G. W.
Myers, Lydabelle
Thomas, Mrs. T.
Lottie Bliss, Don
Myers, Mrs. I. L.
M. Williams, Mre.
Bliss,ominRed
Neal. Virginia
Polly Blo
Newer, Mrs. J. F." Thompson, Goldie
g. Frank
Thompkins, M.
Williams, Mrs.
13odner, Mike
Newberry, Mrs.
Fannie M.
Tobm Bogart, Jack
Freda
Thompson, Vivian Wilson, Dianne
Newcourt, Mrs.
Bogue, Danny
Wilson, Mary Lou Boles, Henri°
Charlotte B. Tidball, Mrs.
Bergie Johnson Wilson, Mrs,
Newsom, Dirs.
Belt, T. Paul
Sarah Taylor Tiffany, Virginia
Boone, Bill glad
Timmer,
Mrs.
S.
Wilson, Midge
Newton. Mrs.
P.
Wilson. Mrs. Verna Harbin, BMW. O.
Veronica
g
Borden, Leon
Nolte, Mrs. Martha Tinder, Mrs, Grace Winchell, Miss H.
Trivandey, Mrs.
E. Borders, Jack
North. Cedilla
Winn, Mrs. Agnes Boswell, B.
O'Connor, Dirs.
Margaret M" aar Mrs. Babe e Wiswell, Mrs.
Boswell, lrerink
Ernie Sonde, Clint
Ola, India
Vain, Gen
Withem, Lucille
Valentine. Lae
Borer, Bob
O'Neill, Peggy
Vail., M.. Cana Wolfe, Janice
Owens. Bettie
Bower, P. A.
Van Lidtl, Evelyn Woedward, Jean
Palmer, Dorothy
Bowers, Wayne W.
Le Van Ellen, Mrs.
Evans Bowman, Blackie
Fritz K. Worl, Mrs.
Parker. Mary
Bowman, John
Vamell, Helen
Geraldine Bowman Steve
Parker, Florence
Wright, Elsie
Parker, Mrs. Alice Vaughn Mrs.
Bowen, Jim
. Bessie
Wyatt. M. Mabel Boyd, J. J.
Parker. Mrs. H. L.
Vaughn, C
Charlotte Wyble, Mrs. Glenn Boyd, W H.
Pasthing, Helen
Fenner, Mrs. D.
Young. Betty
Booker, Ralph
Paul, Mrs. Daisy
W. Zarlington, Mrs.
Basal, Billy
Peacock, Mrs.
?iodine Vermillion, Irene
Howard Boren Thomas
Zetta,
Madame
Verona,
Time.
Peluso, Mrs._
Bradford, Grover
Perm, Mrs. E.ms°
Bradford, T. R.
Perry. Mary Jane
Bradley, Al 0.
Arthur, Theo
Abbott, C. A.
Brand, W. F.
Peterson, Julia
Abbott. Robert E. Atchison, L. L.
Mellen. Mm. verda Adams,
Brandi, Joe
Jack
Athinson, Mos.
Braswell, Dub
Augustin°, Louis
Bretton, Harry
Phleen, Mrs. Alice Ackerson, Dade
Adams, Capt. Chas. Austin, A. R.
Pierce. Mickey
Brauer, A. M.
L.
(Whitle)
Pierson, Millie
Brennoek, John
'
Adams.
Geo.
Era.
Rem
Austin,
Hot
Shot
Pine,
Austin,
Milton
Pete
Pinfold, Mrs. 3. T. Adams,
Branham, (Thorley)
Avalon, Rep
Adams, Peter &
Breland, Lame
Plunkett, Mra.
Alien Ayers, Bob
Nellie
Brent, Jim
Bach, Frank
Pollack, Mrs. Lola Adams, Ray
Brewer, Don
Becket. Wm.
Porter, Mrs. 'Grade Adams, Thomas
Bright, Joe
Baer, Howard
Ademiek, Eddie
Power., Bee
Brilbeck, Joseph
Adkisson, Roy E.
Bailey, Iodine
Peeve, Mrs. Bob
Britt, Johnnie
Adler, August C. Baker, Donald
Prion, Ruth
Britton, Louis
Baker,
Heavy
Ames,
Cliff
Brook, Thomas V.
Ragan. Mary
Ahrens, LeRoy
Baker, Joe
Randolph, Mrs.
Brodrick, Geo. T.
Baker, Pop uorn
Billy Alder, Leon
Bronson, J.
King Brodie, Neal T.
Alexander, Joseph
Reed, Dot V.
Baker, R. L
Reeves, M. Daisy Adana, Clement
Brooks, George
Ballard, Toe
Akers, Charles
Regan, Ethel
Brooks,
Thos.
Banks, Claude
R, Mrs. Mary Ake.,
Taylor
Albert
Albertan, Raymond Barfield, John
Reid, Helm M.
Brosseau, Frank
Barlow, Wayne
Alexander, P. J.
Reita, Madam
Brown, Cecile

.

,

Dealt & Lablarr
R. Davenport, Orin
Campbell. Malcolm Davis, Arthur E..
Canestrellys, The

J. C.

FMaart: Fjarank! L.
Flcavustero,, VFig.

DDirarugrohwe,rt,L. eon

under the heading of the CINCINNATI OFFICE and

Lewis, Mrs. Betty
Jane
Gardner. Ginger
Louise
Bums. Boots
Garner, Mrs. Minor Lloyd.
Leman, Mrs., Lula
Borten. M. Marie Gast. Mrs.
Lovell.
Miss
Ray
Gates, Margaret
Butler, Mario
Ivy LYIlen, Mrs. Te
MoCambell, Miss
Butler, Airs H.
Orman. Mrs.
A. P.
Calkins, Mrs. Fred
Grealdine
McCarty, Mrs.
Callahan, Dorothy Gorr, Mary
Barclay V.
Campbell Jr., Mrs. Ginsberg. Mrs.
Freda McClure. Francis
Alford, 0. E.
Louise
D. Bench,
Carbon, Mrs. Ohm. Glass, Myrt.10.
(Bob)
Reno, Mrs. Ruth
Carlisle Sisters,e Glover, Mrs. Ramie McCormack, Mrs.
Reynolds. Mrs.
Alfred & Rosite
J. O.
Pegg.. All, Prince
Carpenter. Mrs.Mae Goldberg, Mrs.
Rice, Bonnie
McCutcheon.
Ise
Allen
Bros.
Chas.
Richards. Mrs
Allen, John
McDaniel. Mary
Carr. Betty
Golden, Mrs. Joe
Eddie Allen, ma,.
Carrels, Mrs.
Goldf en, Mrs. Dave McGowan, Helen
Allen, 0. D.
Richards, Eleanor
McGregor, Mrs.
Fatima Good, Mrs. Wm.
L Mie Riley, Mrs. Alberta Allen, Ovid
Goodivin. Mrs.
Gary, Reba
Allen, Robert E.
McLane. Mrs. Moe Rising, Mrs.
George F.
Case, Marie
Alley, H. H.
Josephine
McMahan,
Doris
Gordon, Jackie
Case, Mrs. Eddie
Almany, Fred
Robe. Veda Belle
McManus. Mrs.
Gordon'. Sean
Caller, Reba
Alpert, Morris
Roberge,
Clara
Marie
Gorman,
Chalfant. M.
Altman. B. J.
Roberts.
Betty
,,
Marguerite McNally, M.
Lillian
Alvin, T. E.
Arthur P. Rogers. Mamye
Gorman, Mrs. G.
Chalkier, M.
Rogers, Miss Jackie Alvis, Ray C.
McPherson. Mrs.
C
Alsora, Karl H.
E. C. Romano, Mrs.
Gormand, Mrs.
Chalkias, Mrs.
Eunice Amok, James
McSparron, Emily
Anderson, Alfred
Hazel
Charm, Mrs. Violet Gravitt. IreneHar. Mackey, M.. Laura Rowan,
Anderson, Andy
Rowe,
Mrs.
Jack
Green, Ida
Chance, Mrs.
Anderson Jr..
Ruddy, Mary
Madden. Alma
Helen Green, Mrs. Kitty
Rusher,
Mrs.
Al
Harley
Malawha,
Madam
Greenaway. Mrs.
Chandler, Ottella
Anderson, Jack
Ryan,
Dee
Malcolm,
Babe
Melee
Chappel, M. Rita
Anderson, John F.
Ryan, Faith
Manning, Mrs.
Chase, Mre.
Stanley
Greenling.. M.
Anderson,
Sabre & Cinona.
Andre, Gene
Sager, Mrs. F. 0.
Juanita
.° " Marsh,
Gresharn, Lillian
Cheryl.. Ada
Sanderson, Mrs. B. Andrews, ,Bill
Marthws. Mamie
H. Andrews, Dr.
Cherry. Vivian
Gregory, M.. L. I Martin, Gladys
Andrews, Frank
Clark, Mrs. Frank
(Toe Dancer) Schellenberger,
Grimes, Blanche & mart, Mrs. /wry
Mrs. J. E. Andy, Capt.
Clark. Mrs.
Arderson, C. B.
Lena Mae
&harder, Mrs. E.
Grindle, Mrs.1.6.
Lulu Marione, An. Ruth
T. Arbogast, Geo. B.
Clay. M..
Arbogen, Geo,
Margaret Groves, Frances
Schulze, Leona
Mason, Judy
Gustin.
Harriet
Jean Arcade, J. J. J.
Clayton. Made &
Massingill, DT..
Archer. Louis D.
Freddie Hager, Virginia
Millicent Scott. Margaret
(Chuck)
Clifton. Mrs. W. L. Daldermen. Mre.
Scott, Mrs. A.
Mathew, Julia
Paul Arens, Sam
Cole, Mrs. Daisy
P. R: Mathews, Julia
Armarm,
Hall, Lena
Collins, 'Ruby
Selby. Pat
Matlock, Bertha
Armstrong,
Shaeffer, Tereta
Conway, Mrs.
Emma., Hazel
Hammond, Mrs.
Maxine
Edith Hammond,

Burke, M.. Jack

Dara, lot

Calla, John

Caper. Don

Matthews, MM.
Elsworth
Maurike, Mrs.
Mem
Mayko, Madam
Megill. Gertrude
Dion
Melville, Mre.
Bertha
Meyer, Mrs. Rose
Miller, Mrs. Babe

Hughes, Genevieve

Cain,

NOTE-The mail held at the various offices of The
Billboard is classified under their respective heads,
i. e., mail at the Cincinnati Office will be .found

Hummer, Mrs.

Clara

Deli. Fred
Daly. James &
Daly, Wm. jB*."""

Farrar, Verlin
Farrell, E. Scotty
Farrera. Frank
Farris, Bert

GeorgeFarris.
eltJ.lDaniel.
!"!Faust. Ike
C,
Raymond
Cain, Eddie

Caldwell, Carrico

the heading of NEW YORK OFFICE, etc.

Howard. Mrs. Lela

limb, Louis F.
Bosh, T. J.
Bushman, F. D.
Byrd, W. H. '

feffet fist

Violet
Hoffman. Mrs. Oleo
Holland, Helen

Hope, Mrs. J.

Daft in; Harry

Burton, Steve

Denson. Bill

D..

Clayton, Fred &
Marie
Clayton, Henry
Clayton, 3. a

Clemens, Murray
Clemson. Wm.

Coates, Kermit
Cobb, Gene Honey

't's

IlDeerpfeliit R.L.

Desaw, Wilfred G.
Devine,' Handley

Dewey. W. H.
Enrique

Dillon, Mighty
Erne, Doral
Gal Dinerstein, Pm.
Gam..
JimmyDiselva.
Louis E.
Cochran, Id
Din Art Co.
Cockrell. Geo. W. Dixie, Geo.
Coddins, CaPt.Jack

Cody, Mad
Coe, Eddie E.
Coffey, L. I..
Cogs, Jack F.

Dixon. Don es
Mario

Dixon. M. F.

(Frank)
Doak, Chan A.

Dobson Al

Dobson. Hal...

Cogswell, Chas.

Cohen, Louis

Cohn..

CCoe'olkhee:r...." BTernii.e:BF.A..

DE,:pooligferiAl.nA":.eth.,,j.....ent..,..,
'.....

Coleman, Little Bit

Geo. A.
Doren, Walter

Colbert, Leslie

B4O1..ZIerBerFLed.h"

Fox, R. J.

Fox, lir...
is,,,,;,,,,

Bill

ErFrenangs';' Dr.

Francis, Walter

Prank,
Erawaa

SAArazieerir,

Fredericks,
Fredericks

Freer,

Henry

Albert

Fornesliamenr,'JJ.t.

Brew, Art

.

Friend. Homer
, Leslie
-Rua., James

m.0.

Dexter. B.
Dias,

)

Foster, Dec
Foster. Geo.

Fuller, Clem
Furati. Frank
Maoism Frank
Gable, Dick

Gelber, Jack
Garfield,

Dr. IL

Garnett. John W.
Geary. Earl
Geddis, Geo.

George, Costa

George. Geo. M.
George. Joe M.
agrslee.. Tony

Gersbach, Fred

Mt.

GOesertm"uniro!. Vidor
:Giiirb.1",i,raj.Idrarry0.

Coley, W. R.

DDe000r:leyblo..

Crlifiy, James. A.
Collins, E. E.
Collins,Colin

Colvin, H. R.
Comp

Conklin, Tack
Conn. R. Hugh
Bill
Conners, Harold
Conroy, Art
Conti, Mike
Cooch.vanriewelm.
Cook, Geo.
Cook, Al Tigre
Cooke, Wm. Henry

Cooke. W. AL
lie

Cooper,C'2C

Glass,

Dowdy, S. H.

GlowadaL Stanley

.

. .. . .

Tree., Jot. H.
DELer'FraBa"..
Duncan, Chas. A.

Goldfen, David

Ewa°, Edward

Gordon. Art
Gordon, Frank
Gordon. W. A.
-Go...
Euilehe
F.
Gower.,
Al
Grady, Nellie
Gdriraftit'ot,WmMerAleay.

Gravity°. Prof.
Gray,
Gray, Howard

Harry IL
Edwards, Jimmy
Edwards, JobrillY

G.".
2"Robert
R.
Grayson,

alter
Ceo"s'sgrTv'e, Walter

Virer..r.k William
Eller, It. E.

'

8:''''''Ir'''rie
Goodman, FledE.

Edenfield.
Dan
EdEd:,..ZA,,
Eara.edrdaa.''

Covert. Robert

Shea

Goodman.

Doty

Dunn, Chet
Dunn Joseph
Dunn, A. Jimmie
Durham, Frank
Earle, Billy
re, E.Eaa
E.
E
Agggtaa.

Cord. Ellir
S.

Costello, B. B.
ce'Comr.te:ri.C.F.arrerlri
pHody.
(otter,

Golden ValleyConne,

Duncan,

Corey.

Corey. Boy
Corsey, JinFles

A10.8"vintb,

Godwin. Bert 0.
Goff, Newell
Goffo, V.
Go lden, Nat

I

Cooper, Mickey '

Copeland,

Gillis, Saul

Gillis, W. A.

Douglas. Vern
Doyle,Bu.Ae Tr

'Cal
Comstock, Tommy

Sohne11
op ep"'l a nr,GBd 'Heil u.cIk.

(Adds)

Douglas,

3.5LaneokA A.A.

Gillespie, 'Frank V.
S.
Gillespie, W.
Shorty
Gillis,

Erg,: .Edward

Gari::°÷Hutiol
Green. CoL W. E.
Green.. W. L.
Greennerg, Harric
Greer. Joe, Rolm

Gregory, L. B.

Cox. Art

Elliott, Leon
Ellis, Doc Joe
Ellis. R. C.

Cos,

.,,,,,,C17,:ciok:.. Ji:o.Fh.w.

Grey. A. J.
Grey. G. G.
Gribbons, Earl
Grice, James O.
Grier, T. C.
Craver. H. R.
,,,,,,,3., Geo.
Griffin, Earl
B.
Griffin, Victor
EuEilreemii.ililler
CCrwto'rda.i'Fr!ank. ,
Griffin. Willard
13rog
Eastel'a & mo,",
Oreson, N. L.
Sock Co
Odder, Hal
'English, Cou h
`Jos,

Larry

Crosby. Wm. L.

Cross. D. L.
Cross, Fred
Cross, Hugh

C."' La ace
Crowe. Keith

Crovrel, FloydT'd"
Crush.,
A. F.
caddy, 3. E. Lee
Cumurongs, Robert

Curc.rule.y.,_Dgene.yver KT. id

Cuotsh.auj,i.P.

D'Ambra S.

When Writing for Advertised Mail, Please Use Postcards.
Also state how long the forwarding address is to be used.

Griffiths

Eskew, James

Grimes, Marion
Grimm, Geo. P.

Eque, Tommy
Eule, Irwin
Erie, Joe
Free Monroe

,

l

GGrls's'Ona!sirilyde

Groff°. Babe

Evans.
Prauk''"
Evans. Frank S.
Enna, Virgil

GGGrurtt,E'MdFeWr.

FE.vitats,0.GeL,....00.

pikkbfitoetro.trr.A.H..Bar.

Fahey, Frank
Fagan, C.
Fahey, Thomas P.
Fairbanks. Emerson
Fancily, Prince

Haizlip, RaYmoull

Pillion. John
Farley. Buell
Farley, Victor

Hall, Marlin
Hall. jack (Nails)

Evens, G. G.

Emil

Guyer, Ray

d.

D.

B.1-1.1a.11eeye,,D3Geos.

Haley, Edw. J.

Hall, Al K.

Ron. James W.

'

liall. Justin
Hall, Russell
Hallett. Bert
Hallo. Jr.. Wm.A.
Halt. Don
Handl, L.
Hamilton, Tex
Hams, Lyle V.
Hamm, L.
Hammer..., Dears
Hammond. Earl
Hamner. Ernest
Hansen, Fred
Hansen. R. S.
Hanson. Louis P.
Mara, B. C.
HON% Boddie

Johnson, Ray
Johmtou, Ennis
Johnstone, Dr. B.

B.

Jones, Clifford L.
Jones, Cotton
Jones, E. H.
Jones, Isham
Jones, L. B.
Jones. Little
Johnny
zoo., Sam
Jones, Whitey
Jones. Willie
Jorden, W. M.
Jorgenson. Ralph
Jose. J. C.
Jomoo. Frank
Howard Kahn. IL
Kaminsky, Peter
Hargis, Diaper
Harms. Lyle V.
Kalhorn, Frank
Kane. doe
Harnett, Bill
Kane, Milton
Haroldson, Frank
Harper, Al M.
Kaplan. Max
Harper. P. E.
Karen. S. D.
Earn. Edward L.
Harrell, Robert
Harriman. Matson, parr. Joe. H.
Plage" llarstod, Les
Harrington, Bill & Eaton, =woos
Betty Kaufman, Henry
W
Harrington. L L.
Keane, Jim
Harris. Fred X.
Beating. Jimmie
Harris. H. V.
Keith, Frank c .
Rome
Kellam, Walter
Harrison, Barney
Kelleher, Joseph
Hartsell, Harm
Walter Kelley, Jack C.
ie re, a
Hartsell. Wilde
Harvey, Billgelling,
(3. 0.
Kelly, Fred
Harvey, Harry
Kelly,
Doc 3. J.
Harwood, Van
Kelly, L. A.
Ramon, Tom
Kelly, R. H.
Half ield, Wdyne
Kelly, Roy
Haverstic.k, Geo.
Kelly, Theodore R.
Hawthorne E. H.
Robert
Haw,
Jack Kemp,
Kendall, H. G.
Hayes.Phil
Kennedy, Barney
Haywood, George
Kennedy,
Billie.
Haywood. Joe
He..,
Magid/. gennewa., Arthur
Heath Rom
E.
Heaton, OrrMe
Kerins, Harry
Heck, Gene
Kern, Gerald E,
Heckendorn,
Clarence Reason, Earl
Heiwiep. Raymond Kesterson, Jinx
Kroh, S. S.
Heller, James
Kilgore. J. D.
Henderson. Frank
Henderson, Lewis giouner, Marvin
King, A. J.
Hendrix, O. W.
ging, Allen
Hennies, E. J.
Xing, Dick
Henniners, Earl
Xing, G. M.
Henry (Red)
King, L. G.
Henry. P. T.
gingery, Tommie
Henson, Earl

Locktee, Gm &
-

Mitchell, Tennis

Lucille Mitchell. W. W.

MitchellWillie
Milton. boo
Mime, Arthur B.
Mon.. Floyd
Monroe. Jack &
Addle
Monroe, Tel
Montaleon, Louis
Montana, Beck

Lonetree. Chief
Looff, Wm.
Lou -Lunette

Louis, Frank D.

Lovell, Seath
Loyd, M. L.
Luagoner, Harry
Lucas, Steve A.
Ludwig. Frank
Mooney. Clyde
Luebking, Ted
Luken, H. R.
Moore, Geo.
Lunch. H. T.
Moore. Capt. Dm
Lynch, Jimmy
Lynch Jr.. Bobby Moore, J. W.
Moore, Maxie
Lyons, Bert
Adams
MacCollan. H. G.
MacGregor. Warren' Moore, W. B.
Casey Moore. Tommy
MacNeil. John E. Morales, Pedro
MacWilliams, Roy Moran. Bob
Lee Moran. Ed
Morels. Pee Wee
Mcirdell, E. J.
Morgan, Frank Chi
McBride, Jack
Morgan, C. Nat
McCall, Al
J. R.
McClurg... 0. S. Morgan,
McClanahan, D. H. Morrell. Richard
McClendon, Hoyt Morris. Doc C. E.
MeCorkle, Walter
hfcComtick, W. B. Morris, Jack
Morris, Joe
McCoy. I. B.
McCoy. Wm- Mack Morris. Loons
Morris. Leon
McCullough,
Barney Morrison Sandy
McCulley, W. T. Morse, Joe O.
McGarry, Edgar V. llortenson. Mort
Morton, Charlie
McGeath. Gwen
Moser, P. M.
McGill, Ramon
Moss, Chas.
McGinnis. Bob
McGlohon, Paul 1). Moss, Frank
Masser, Stub
McGlone, Ken
McGlynn, Jae. F. Mudd, Zeeland
Mulkins. Geo.
McGreevy. Mac
Muller,
Edw. E
McGoinness, Daniel
James Moller, Geo.
faulting, Harry P.
McHugh, Fr.*
Mullins, Phil D.
Mena,
eh".
Munn. Geo. W.
McKay. Tom
Munroe, Jack
McKinley, Bud
Munson, Johnny
McLain, Clifford
McLaughlin, W. EL Murphy, C. Cl. Pat
Murphy, Eugene J.
MeLemore, Victor
McMillian. FrancEis.
Murphy, T. Gregory
Murphy. Roy
MoBlitchell. Geo.
Madurrer E
Murray, Bob,R. 0.3,
McNally, Vincent
, McPherson, E. C.
IMcPherson, Robt.H., it..., Ma J.
Livia m
Napoles. Luis
McRinial, R. L.
Al
Nation
McWilliams. Paul
Nelson Frank S.
Mack. Thos. M.
Mackey. Geo. Chick Nelson If ri
Nelson Howard
Markley, Wilson
Meg... P. S.
scar
Nelson
Nelson Prince
Madison, Johnny
Kirkpatrick. Ereil
Nelson R. L.
W. Mandi, Dr. L. D.
Nemars,
The
Maley,
rtank
Kirma, Doc
Nemo
Malley, Jack
Klaxin, Arnold
Nercesian, J.
Mallon, W. 3.
Kline, Abner K.
Maroon
Malone. Billy
Kline, Bob
mmodorghi,
wager
Nesbit.
Donald
Klug, J.
Mamelian, August New. Bert
Knauff, Bert
Newby. Prof. Don
Mona. Jos. B.
Knight, James D.
Newham. Gordon
Geo.
- Knight, Oliver Al Mandell,
Newman. Fred
Manley, Clyde
Knots, Collie
New...,
Mike
Mansholt,
H.
M.
Knotts, H. 0.
Newsome. R. H.
Mantone.
Tony
Knox, H. F.
Niad, Rajah
Marcan. Joe
Kober. Kaichi
Nib's,
J.
B.
Margo
the
Mystic
gosh, A. yr.
Nicholas, Miller
Margo. H.
Koyl, Geo. R.
Nickels. Leo
Marion, Sidney
Kramer & Louisa
Nichols, Roos
Marks, Grover
Kramer, Will
Nickerson. Samuel
Marks. Mitchell
Krause. Simon
W.
Marks, Sloane
Kraus., Charles
Nierman,
Richard
Mars,
Walter
J.
graft. Perry
L
m Martel, Eddie
Night,
Pant
Terry
Martin.
Xi -Mello, Sid

Henson. Reuben
Herrman,. E. J.
Herrman, Frank E.
Henan, Carl

Hershey. R.

Hiatt, Ralph
Hibbard, H. B.
Hicks, Wm. Red
Hickman, Musical
Higdon, Bill
Higgins. C. B.
Hilbert, Roy
Hilbert. Kenneth
Hill, King Salmon
MIL Leo S.
Hillman,
HilsInger. Alvin
Hinkle. Milt
Hinsley, J. EL

Hinton, Geo. W.

lloaglin, Elvin J.
Hobbs, Jared°
Hobbs, Warden
Hodge, Robert F.

Mousier, Wm.
Royale, George

PengeIli. Prince

Penn. Philip
Perkins, J. P.
Perm. Lempi
Perrino.

Rubins, Jan

BRunrsthient A. D.

mEdnest

Russell, Bert
Russell Jr., Bobby
Russell, Claude
Russell, Harry
Russell, Joe H.
Russell. V. W.
Ryan, Geo.

Perry. Rohl.
Peters, Floyd
Peterson, Henry
Fetralli, Sam
Pety, Geo. Slim
plibfeifa

R.
Patrick
Sanders. Frank
Sanford. Dave

HomTherelma

sSoalls,uino

Picchiani, James
Pickett, Tommy
Pickett. Welter
Pieashi, Al

LiamA.

pi.ersotmrs,Andithltoonyn

s8sEignifts'e.roir,n..,HC

Pilgrim. A. A.
shoo., Max
PMe. Edmond A.' Saulvan, Sammy
Poses, C. A.
Savage. Jas. Leo
Pinfold,ouglas T.

Sawyer. CoMall
Schaffer. Chas.John
Blackie

Pip., D

Plante. Dell

Morris, Fred
L.Schaffner,
Poole, John V.
Schell mho. Show

Murphy.

it...,

rPoonilk...Jiiimemmipo

Schhaftfere igeilleekarkn

A. Bohm, pros
Popkin. Hyman .a.
Monger, Chas.
gage Jere
sea,.
H.
Potter. Frank W.
Potter.
Potter. M. Cs
.

Powell, Di.

SchmiBennreedntnYgoLweureard

BenreSchribinerr, W

Yoorn.well.. wwiLt'`H.

Ta

Prather, Henry H.
Pratt, Frank
nreeteg.
Rea o,F.
Preston, Geo
Price, S. V.
Price. V7illord
Prickett, IL 11.

l e
Yt

r...

Schnekiler, R. Schreiber, Harry
Schroder, Ben
sohohrohowr. C. P.
Schulte. Wm.
Scott
Scott, L.To..
C.

,o OV. Screeton. Frank

Suebneff, Willie
Scully, Tom
'L..' G'01...,

....._Pridme,_ ret.....,".

g-r"Igr.
". g.
TiPor, Jerom
Provost, Dave
Pecos, Geo.
Pugh. George

Walker. Frank Tex
Walker, Garnet N.
Stevens, Elmer
Walker, Jas. O.
Stewart, John
Walker, Jim
Stawerts, Royal
Walker, John
Stillman, Francis
Wank.. Marlon
Stoddard, E. L.
Walsh, Edd
Stotts, Lloyd F.
Waldo, nL
Stone, Gaemo.e sB.
Ward. Jack
Stone, B. lam.
Ward,
Doc J. H.
Stone.' Eddie Geo.
Ward, Walter
Stone, Harry
Warner, Prof. W.
Stone, 0. L.
S.
Stone. Ralph
Warren, B. Doc
Stone, Si
Washburn, Geo.
Stone, Virgil
Hoek
Storkey, John
Watson, Louie
Stout, Miner K.
Streeter. Marshall Watson, P. W.
Stringhum. G. G. Watson, Sam
Watts, Doc T.
Strobl. 0. F.
Webb, Billy
Sturgeon, L.
Sturgis, Ed Pete Webb, Joe B.
Sullivan, Wm. Lee Webb, Joe
Weber. E. O.
Swill. Prince
Soak, W. L
Weber, John H.
Webster. Fred
Swam's°, C.
Weckcjer; Alfred
Swartz, Dr.
Sweeney. Joe C.
Wedin. Buddy
Weinnerstein, Louis
Sweet, Charles
Weide, Wm.
Swift, Frank V.
Weide, Wilbur
Swisher, Clifford
Swisher, F. C.
Welch Jr., W. 0.
Sylvester, Bob
Weller, S. E.
Wellone, James
Sylvin, Bill
Talbot, Harley
Wells, Dellmo
Talbert, Homer
Wells, Jack H.
Talbot, Hugh
Wentz, Gee.
B..
Millie, Geo.
Weseelman, L.Show
Terrell, Happy
West, B. M.
Tate, Dr. N. F.
Tate, Randolph
el/
West,' W. R. Billy
Taylor, Berche
Wharton, IL G.
Taylor, Mlle
Wheatley, L. K.
Taylor, Chas.
Taylor, Delmar
Wheeler & Wheeler
Wheller, Leo
Taylor, Geo. H.
Taylor, R. Ferris Wherry, HarrY
Whetten, I'. D.
Taylor, Russell
Telsenberg, Albert Whitaker, Geo. A.
Whitefield, Harry
Templeton, Dee
Templeton. Patrick White, Austin R.
G. White, Charles E.
White, Clark
Tennyson, Dave
White, Frank
Tennoat, Oliver
Stevens. Dale

r,CarI
P. I.
Moore. ChintzSebes
&Socha,
Clnona
'801
Phelan, Verdi& &

'

.
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Soderquist, Harvey

Severs. Otis
Olga% Knog
Sells, Jackie
w.
.Q.,,
Seiler. L.
ord.J......
Chick
Selzer, Louie
Raabe, Clifton
Sennett, the Great Tema., M. J.
Raboid,
Rajah
Sergio, Swam
TelRarJar
Tarry, James 0.
Selzer,
Ragland, L. E.
Teske. Joe
Regsdele. J. M.
Tesler. Tom
ittmonry
d
shoffor.
His.
Ragsdale, Jimmie
Texas State Show
Rakes, Edward
Thomas, Chas. M.
Shaffer, Mss
Thomas, Jack FL
Rakes. Everette
shoos,
Prince
Ralston. Glenn A.
Thomas, Lards
Ralston, Thos. G. , Harry
Thomas, Louis
Ranald, Josef
Thomas, Tex
Shapiro, Prof. S.

White, Jack V. P.

girds, Geo.Mandell, 3. V.

Hodges. Jimmy
Krooner, Ralph A.
Hoffman, Arthur
Kr., (co,
Hoffman J.0.
Hoiby, C. C.
Kuskendall Jr. T.
Holler, Malvin
Holowinski. Leo
LaMont. C. B. W.
Holroyd. David
LaPorte. Jules
Holston. Jack
LaRue. Don
Holtzman. F. W.
Hood. D. F.
LaTemple '
Hood, WaGdphine LaVeU, Frank K.
P. I.aVarre, Buddy
Lacoma. Chris
Hoodlin, Al
Laffo, H.
Hook James
Laguarde, Sterling
Hoover, Luther

Martin. 0. J.

Niobe

Thomas, W. B.
Shartell. 0. P.
Thomas, Wilfred
Randolph. John G. showShaw,: Mon
Thompson, EMI
sir Wm..
Rankin. Hob
Thompson, Edw. S.
Shea,
Ted
Rad., E.
Sheldon, Scotty & Thompson, Forest
Ratcliff, Walter
Thompson, Mike
Rawlins, A. F.
Thompson, Roy V.
Sheppard,
W.
D.
Raymond, Buddy
Thomson, Slim
Shelton. Robt.
Raymond, Dr.
Tel
Shelton. Toby
Thornton, Thomas
Shepard, Paul E.
__Reililigl4..n.,"heg
Thurman. Joe
Raymond
" "ere. Sherman. Dan
Read.
Dwight
Tigere, Cecil H.
Sherman G B
Timms. Henry
needling. linelil,ell
Sherwood lames'
Tindell, Dan B.
Sherman.. John
Red Reg, Chief
Thud, Frank
Shipley.
Lawrence
""
Reddig. Prof.
Tobin, Edw.
Shoemaker.
Ed
Redding, L. la
Tofain. James
Short,
Robt.
Redding, LYIe 0.
Tom, Frank
Redding. Ray
Tom, George
Shorty, Ice Water
lied Horse, Win.
Tomlinson. Vienor
Reed, Joe
P.
Shultz, Charley
J.
11311110y, Geo.
B."...
P. W.
Reeves. nnihn
Steve '' Siebrand,
Toy Folks
Siegil, L. 3.
Regan. Art
Tovmsend. Wm.
Metz. Slim
Trainer, H. S.
Silverberg, W.
BeReeknJoBh7in F.
Tram., Dave
Simpson, Ed
Remelt. A.
Traver, Geo. W.
Simpson, Orville
Travis, Doc A.
Simon,
Len:: RI. A.
"U,,,,,, M.
Trees Tr.. W. F.
M. Trevallion, Fred
Tripp. Doe
Renter, Lerge..
Simpson. Jimmie

, grid, JohnMenden, BillY
Nirdle, K..]

Martin, Clyde H.
Martin, Ed Pop
Martin, Joe L.
Martin

Ninon,Kid
B. B.
Noble,

Lawrence

Prod
Martin. Percy

NBrlallbrooGnknrined

Nolan. James X.
Noller, Chad. C.
Norman, Roma
Norton, H. B.
Norton, W. K.
No
Null. Earnest

Martin, Phil
Martini. Ton/

Martin.. Lois
Mason, Ray

Mass, Rob,
O'Brien, Harry G.
Matthew Jr.,
Ben'eet OG:CoBrintrsif ;am.
Matthews, Ben
Hornets, Holly F. Lamb, Ray
011eam, Jimmie
Matthews. Eddie
Lamb, W. E.
Hott, J. Frank
O'Leary, Dan J.
Archie
Lambert, Kenneth Maultaby,
Householder. Sid
O'Neal. C.
B. Maune, M. A.
Houston, Lee
O'Malley,
Jim
May.
Ray
Lamar, B. W.
Houston. S. Sam
O'Neill, Bob
Maynard.
Ken
Lance. Jock
Hover, John
O'Neil. Terry
M...
Louis
Landnim, Marvin
Howard, Ray S.
O'Neil,
Phil
Meader, Wm.
Lane, Cecil R.
Howell. Edgar
O'Reilly. H. B.
&tea...
Lamoureux, Geo.
Hoy, Toots
Oakes. Jog.
Meek, F.H.
L.T.
Larapnigole, J.
Hubbard. Jimmy
Obis, Gm Smokes/
Meikle, G. .S.
Lane,
Jaclde
Huber, 11. S.
Odom, Dan C.
Melee],
Chas.
Lane, Mike
Hudson, Glenn
Olegario, Anacleto
Melancon,
Hughes, Charley D. Lanzi, Itige.
G.
Blanchard
Lang, Abdelkad.der
Hughson, Ea
Oliver. R. Ben
B. Melville, Bert
Hugo, Capt.
Oloff. Beni
Melville, Robt.
Larin, dark
Haat. Boa
Menke,
Capt.Oppling.
J. W.Earnest
Olson
Ladies. Sylvester
Hunter. (has.
Meech, Chas. L.
Larkin, Karl
Hunter, Wm. T.
Orbogen, Geo. C.
Huntsinger, Red's Larmore. Chas. R. Merlin°, Tony
Orloff
Trio
Mertens,
H.
W.
Latell,
Dr.
Harold
Huntsinger, S. 0.
B. Melts, A. J.
Hutchens.,
Osborne, LeRoy
Meyer. Harry
Lawson. Bob
Hutchison, Red
Oswald. Bob
Michaels, Jimmy
Lawyer. Marvin
Walt. Paul R.
Ott, Fred
Midges -its, Israel
Lay. W. L.
Ingleston, R. ff.
Middleton. Geo. W. Owens, Bill
Logone, Elmer
Ingram, J. S.
Owens. Buck
Miles. Bob
LeMair, Jack
Irving, Thomas
Ozark Products Co.
Miles, Chas. J.
LeBurno, Bob
Jere, Paul
Show
Milikaa. Johnny
LeVine, Maurice
Jerk& Mao
Owens,
Frank
Millard,
Stanich
Lefty
Jackson, Virgil
Pablo,
Don
Millen,
Joe
Leahy, Edw.
Jackson, Ms. R.
Pacheco,
Senor
Miller, Barney
Leceme. Dan
Jackson, Richard
Luis
Miller, Cash
Lee, Jock
Jackson, Doc W.
Painter. Al
Miller, F. W.
B. Lee, Samuel
Page. Robt.
Miller. Geo.
Lee. W. M.
Jag., Fred 0.
Palen, Bed
Miller,' Gee
Lemoind, Frank
James, Curley
Palmer, G.
Miller, H. L.
Leann, Frank
Jarick, Fred
Palmer, Joe V.
Lentini. Frances. Miller. Igo
Duo., Henry
Peeler, Al
Miller,
Leon
Lento,
Tony
Jeanie, Wm.
Lloyd.
D.
Park, J. Allen
Miller,
Leslie, Len
Jefferson, E. E.
Parker, A. W.
Miller, Roland
Levine, Maurice
Jennings, Bob
Miller, Stephen V. Parker, Chas. M.
s Johnson, Arthur S. Lewis, A. 3.
Parker, Jimmie
Miller, Ted
Lewis. Eddie
Johnson, Boll
Parrott. Geo. H.
Miller, Tom
Lewis. Senator R.
Johnson, H. L.
Parsons. Jack &
E. Mince), Bill
Johnson, Ephraim
Lolabell
Mistrot. James
S. Lichtenstein, Dave
Mitchell. Cecil Sy. Patrick, Wayman
Lieberwits. Sam
Johnson, Geo, R.
Patterson, Chas. L.
Mitchell,
Eli
Lindsay,
Raymond
Johnson, Guy
E. Y. Patterson,
Mitchel.
Emil
Liniger, Paul
Johnson, Hindu
Pat
Blacken, Bob
Charlie Lindy, Bill
Patterson, Pat
Mitchell, Danny
Lipes, Cal
Zoboson, Hubert
Peel, Stanley
Lippincott, Mal B. Mitchell, James
Johnson, John
Paoli, H. G.
Mitchell, John
Lisle, Smoky Joe
Johnson, Johnnie
Paynter, Cloudy
Mitchell, Larry
Litcofsky, Nathan
Johnson, Master
Wm.
Mitchell, Louis
Runkle Little. Dave M.
Pearson. Ralph &
Mitchell, Luckey
Litton, Horatio
3ohmon, IL W.
Aimee
Mitchell,
McMillen
Candy
Johnson, Swede
Peavey,
35110
E.
Mitchell,
P.
E.
Johnson, Texas
Llange, Joe
Mitchell, Waso
M.
Johnson, W. 3.
Johnston, Geo.
e, Will H.
Mitchell,Pence
Walter
L.
Pence,
Walter L.
Mitchell. Sam
(Toledo) Lonergan, Don I.

a.m.,
M. H.
Res, Eddie

sir., J. W.

Reynolds, Elmer
Reynolds. Jack

Rhoda 0. A.
Rhodes,

T TTTT son. Rube

Sims, Musical
Sims, R. G.
Sinclair, Charles
Sinnett. Astrologer

Re, Afar

Himerp°'li10.

Rhodes, H. R.

Red,I'ch

Skiver,

Barad,

Of

Rhodes. Sam
Smiley, James
Rhundi, Bold
Smith, C. 0.
Rhyner, Walter L. Smith, Oho, 0.
Rica, Prince
Smith, Capt.
Ricardeou & Enid
Smith, Haman I.
Rice, Harold
Smith.
G. C.
(Able)
Rich, Tom
Smith, Henry
Richards, B. R.
(Pat)
'Richardson, G..
Smith, James
Ridenour. Leon /3. Smith, Mardis
Riegel. Bob, Dee Smith, Ralph
Smith, Speedy
Riggs, 73. H.
Tattoo
Vernon
RBrey.' Harry
Riley, Harry X.
(Great Orlando)
Smithson,
Chas.
0.
RH.,
WY.,"
Rine, Edmond
Snare. Sammy
Ritter,Clint Herne
Rivera,, BJaceek
Snellenberger, C.
H.
Roach, Wm. Lloyd
socw. Hsi,
Robeige. Victor

& JohnsonSmith,

Osborne. Leoneathen, W. R.
Roberts, E. R.
...., Rm.,'
Roberts, "m.
Robinson, Carl

Soarer. H. H.

Soars, August T.
Southard, Preston

Toby
Sparks.Janesp.

Robinson. Rewerili,. Spear, Barney

Robinson, Dr, G.

Spear. W. A.

Sperling. Red
Sperling, Sam
D. Spheeris, A.
Robinson, L. 3.
Spitzer. Harry
Sponhem, Jasper B.
Rocco, W. R.
Spring. Tony
Rockwell. E. W.
Sprout, Gordon
Rodgers. Jean
St. Clair, Harry
Roger. BM
St. John, W. E.
Rogers, Elton
St. Johns. Art.
Rogers, F. Den
Rogers, Lew Cash St. Louis, Alston
Stack, F. T.
Rogers. Rohl.
Stager. R. B.
Rogers, Wro.
Stanley, Goldbluck
Rollins, Joe
Stanton, Steve
Romine. Glenn
Stanley. Ready
Reno.% Jack
Rosemary: Herbert Star, Fred
Star Raymond
Rosenball. Ted
Stark, Blackie
Rosenberg, Ben
Homily Starkey,. John
Starling. Jack 3.
Rosenberg, C. A. ' Starr, Richard
Statical. W. H.
Rosenberg, Jack
Staten, W. G.
Rose. Dave
Steable. W. G.
Rose, Jack
Steiz, T. B.
Rose, Jake
Ross, Roy
Stores, Ben
John
Stern. Murry
Rounds. Freddie
S.

Robinson, Forrest

Pellet, T.&Rehm', R. S.

.

Trost. Rex
Troyan. John
True John L.
Trueblood. 0. D.
Tucker, Lee
Tucker, W. J.
Tuckers.. J. K.
Tullis. Harry E.
Turk, Allen

Turner, J. 0.
Turner. W. E.

.

White, James
Oomle
White, John C.
White, Paul H.
Whittaker, K. C.
Whittington, Fred
Wibberley. Ralph
Wicket, Martin
Wiggins, Chester
R.
Wilbur. Jack
Wilkerson, Carlie

A.

Wilkerson, Geo.
Wilkinson. H. W.
Wilkshire, James
Willard, 0.
Willard, Cotton
Williams, A. E.
Williams, C. J.
Williams, Cornfield
Billy

Williams, F. X.

Williams, Caw -Boy

Jack
Williams, Res C.
Williams, Skippy
Williams. T. D.
Williamson, D. W.

Williams, John H.

Willie -West &
McGinty

.

Willmens, Earl
Wilson, Bill &
Margaret
Wilson, Eddie
Wilson, Fred
Wileon, S. D. B.
Wilson. Lloyd
(Miekey)

Wilts, Cash

Winkle, Milt
Winstead. W. E.
Winters. Billie F.
Winters, Sig
Wolcott, P. S.
Wolever, Jack
Wolf. Bennie
Wolf. Robt. W.
Wolff. M. M.
Wonder. Torn &
Betty
Wood. Douglas A.
Wood, Frank H.
Wood. Frank W.
Woods. Marcus J.
Wordley. Ralph

Ulrich, Walter
'
Usher, Herb
Vallier, Boddie
Van Ault, P.
Van, Tattoo
Van Boren, Jack Werke'', Al
X. Womb.. Irving
Wortham, John T.
Van Boren.Reginald Woznick,
F. 3.
Wright. Fred W.
Van, Jack G.
Van, Mr. Jennie Wright, James
Wright, Jesse
Van Weiser, Don
Wright, Kenneth
Vance, Glea F.
O.
Vardell, Frank &
Mina Wyatt, W. T.
Wyble, Paul
'Vassar, Everett
Wyoming
Duo
Vemick, Joe
Yarnelia, Bob,
Vernon, Art &
Duck:, Yavorn, Albert
York, Berry M.
Vernon, Wally
York, R. Dick
Vont, Ernest
.

Yo-rkg MrL

VirdMaLlia tMd Show
Magician

Poung. Dick K.
Young, S. D.
Voorhies. Ben H. Zane. Lee
Zeno. Joe
Voorhis-Thiebout
CM Emma, Steve
Zerado. Frank
Wacasey. W. H.
Zimmy, Legless
Wade. Robt
Swimmer
Wagner. Dan
Zomar, Prince
Wagoner, M. E.
Spike Zordo, Frank
Melberg, Kenneth Zschille, Fred
Zumalt, Roy P.
Walker. Al or

Vogel. Ralph

Danny
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Anderson,' Frances
Andra, Madameh.)
Barbara's, Lady.

Conrad, Bobbie

Alfredo
(Psyc,Davie.,
Anna
De Melton,

Bede. Ella

Borders. Mrs.

Circus

Gertrude

Fuller. Dorothy
Marion
Leslie Gilbert. Billie
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Harrington, Boatsio Maake, Mae
Malloy. ULM.
Hill, Eva
Made
Sidle, Loretta
Ele
Kelly, Mickey Mack
Kirchoff, Mary E. Mason. Geraldine
Montie, Marie
La Pierre, Anita
La Rue, Nanette Morris, Virginia
D. Maclean, Helmer T.
O'Chni, Carito
Lawson Jr., Betty
Raymond, Rosins
Lee
Seamans, NI.
Leslie,Layton. Ted dy
Marion Spooner, Cecil
(Blaney Play Co.)
titrTag, Darathy Yvonne, Miss
Lynne, Jeanette
Zolong, Beatrice
McManus,

Gentlemen's List
Malcam, Dave

Adnea

(Juggler)
Alexander. the
Magician Marcus, O. W.
(Billy)
Allen, Slim
Maosby Jr..
Baer. Bernie
Charles L.
Barrett. Fred
McGuinness Donl
Baugh A.
Jas. (Wild West)
Bennington, Chas. McNamara. David
Milne. Eddie G.
Bomby
Mitchell,
Lowell
Bowker, lames B.
Bruton, John P. Monti. John
Morales, Louis
Buckley, Dick
Moran, John J.
Buckley, Mal
Mott. Victor
Carroll, James F.
Myers. Art
Christy. Vie
Myers, Kenneth
Gilley. John C.
Myles, Edward
Cleary, Francis
Nies, Ike
Cole, Harry
O'Meara, Henry
Cooper, Saul
Pachero. Louis
Cortez, Ramon
Parker, Stanley
Cromwell, Frank
Curran, James V. Petrone, James
Peakman, Norman
Dalai. S.
Petrovics, Fred J.
Del Pore, J. 0.
Pita., Billy
De Pudero, J.
Pfeiffer, Jack
Dell, Billy
Posner. Harry
Denote, Joseph
(D. A.) Powell, Wm.
John H.
1)e Zomba, Joseph Powers,
Donahue, Joseph L. Pressler. James
Propper, Russell
D'Orio, Eldon
Radtke, R. a
Dose, Kurt
Randall, Joseph
Dubs. Ralph
Rang J. Dan
Flood, Allan
Rancher. Manuel
Font, Rafael
Ray. Wm.
Franklin, Horace
Ressler, Geo. Z.
Frederick, Prof.
Milan Remolds, James
Rhoadea, Roy
Gennusa, Ben
Richards, Billie
Godwin. Bert
Roach, Jack
Goldberg, Jack
Roberson, Pet
Gordon. cap. E
D. Rogers, Chas. U.
Rogers, Rod
Gosh, Byron
Rose, E. -1K.
Hall. Al
Rosen, Sam
Hamilton. Mickey
Ross, Prank
Hare.. Wm.
Rosso. Joseph
Horteell, Ray
(Mech.) Russo, Phil
Schick, Frank W.
Hansen, Frank
Schuster, Joe
Heard, Bert
Seubert, John
Hein, Allen
Hill, King Salmon Spencer, Perry
Sprinkle. C. J.
Hilton, Ed
(Juggler) Stage Unit Prod.,
- Inc.
Roost Tack
Stein, Ben
Bernfeld, Bill
Stevens. George
Heston, Almost
Mecham.
Jo.. Paul
Stone, Edward
Jackson, Ben
Stone, Jimmie 0.
Keck, Edward
Tallow, Larry
Kennett, skinny
Max
Kerr, S. E. (Bill) Tarbes,
Tassell, Fred A.
Miami, Stanley
Knight, Herbert M. Tatman. Harry
Town Tattlers
Kogan, Sammy
Urich. George
KopinisIde, Jake
Koskey, Stanley M. Wagneman, G.
Waite, Albert
Kurtzo & Korea
Walsh. Joe
Lake, Fred J.
Wendell, Joe
Lamb, Al
White Elk, Chief Lard, Lei
Wolfe, Thomas A.
Lee, Arthur H.
Wray, Stephen
Le Duc, Vincent
Yonne, Phil, &
Lopez. Eddie
Groh.
Melee, Neil
Zabronaky, Fronk
Mack, Lewis
.

.

.

Machonn
Malang, Bibs
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Ladies' List
Adkins, Mrs. Mraze Subl, Gertrude
Kul. Mrs. David
Anderson, Mrs.

May Kelly, Mrs. P. B.
Bair. Mrs. Marie Kelly, Mrs. W. 3.
LaMar, Nettle
Beasley. Mrs.
Beasley, Mrs. Jim Langer. Radio
LaVenia, Betty
Felton. Betty
Benoit, Mrs. Louise McPeak. Mrs.
Burke, Mrs. Gladys
Ma:Wen. Ma jecllie
Cabbott. June
(McQuren Pant)
Chan. Blossom

Coleman. Mrs.
Lillian (Babe)

DeLoris, Doris
Gibbs, Ruth
Grant, Genevieve
(Modern Venus)
Gimp. Mrs. Ands'
Hardin, Gladelle
Hedberg. La Rosa
Hope. Mrs. Jack
Ingr am., Joye Lee
JoM Ethel

Matgomoto, Amelia
Monde, Marie Norris, Hardet
Penedos, Mrs.
Betty

Parker. Norma
Pearson, Betty
Slade, Mrs. R. L.
Smith. Patricia
Auer
Wilson, Mrs. Doris
Woods, Zerelda

Gentlemen's List
Alexander, Alexis
Allen, Chas. A.
Anderson Fred Joe
Ardell, (treat
Amer. Tom
Barclay. WeYrie
Bodes, The (Leone
& Clued)
Bayles, Floyd
(SP.)
Benson Buddy
Bills. 1{. B.
Blount, A. E.
(Al)
Boswell, Dick
Braswell. J.
Breokenridge

kun

Cole, L. F.

Crider, Harold
(Page & Crider)
Davis, Rufus
Dias. Enrique
Dorgan, Steve J.

Engem, Leo A.
Evans, James
Faris. Gail
Farmer, John
Ferguson,

Howard

Flanigan. Paul
Flowers. Lawrence
Fontenell Show
Fortney. Billie

Germain, Carl E.
Buccini, Mr. &
Mrs. James Germano, Toney
Harding, Floyd
Borba., 0. A.
Hart. Charles
Barns,Lynn
Pickles
Berns, D.
Healey. Maurice P.
Bustm, Ray

Cattle, Les Hang Molloy. Neale
Henderson. Lew
Morel, Al

See LETTER UST on page 67
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theater and stock groups in Philadelphia.

BLENK-Mrs. Carrie, 45, wife of Gus-

tave W. Bleak, conductor of the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra, October 30
in Lankenau Hospital, Philadelphia. She
had been in ill health for over a year.
In addition to her husband a daughter,

His father, mother and three brothers

Cuttain

"fite

survive.

LANGHEINRICH-Paul Sr., 74, widely
known in Milwaukee musical circles and

one-time bandmaster and owner of the
Burleigh Theater, that city, at his home
there October 19. Survived by two sons,
Jr. and George C. Services at
During recent years Miss D'Arcy did 1. Derwood and his twin brother, Del - Paul
Funeral Home, Milwaukee. Body
much broadcasting. Funeral services No- wood, were known as the Pedro Twins. Raesch
was
'cremated.
They worked for a. time on Carol Miller's
vember 4.
show in a double fire act. Derwood was
LEAF-Edwin, 78, for many years coron his way to Norwich, N. Y., to be mar- netist with the John Robinson Circus
ried when the accident occurred. Sur- Band, at his home.,in Terrace Park, 0.,
IN MEMORY OF OUR BELOVED HUSvived by his father, Oliver Banner; November 2. Survived by his widow and
BAND AND UNCLE,
mother, Leona Young; two brothers, two brothers, Charles and Clifford.
James and Delwood, 'and a sister, Mrs.

Miriam, survives.
Portland, Me., where she played stock HANNER-Derwood, 19, son of Leonh
several seasons. She was with Otis Young, former trouper, in an auto acciBOYER-W. S., 85, father of Mrs. Rosa for
Gorman, who is well known in outdoor Skinner in Marius in 1930 and 1931. dent near Gilliertsville, N. Y., November

show business as a promoter, at his
home in St. Marys, 0., October 22.
BRUNS-Louis, 69, father of George
H. Bruns, an engineer on the Queens
World's Fair Committee, at Ills home in
Jamaica. Long Island. N. Y. November
4.

Cottea Townsend.

CAMP-Charles Wadsworth, 57, author

BABA DELGARIAN
and playwright, at Jacksonville. Fla.,
Died Chicago, Ill., November 10,1930.
HOLLY-Grady, member of C. R. LegOctober 31. His play, Evil Tongues, was
May He Rest In Peace.
gette Shows, at Nashville, Ark., October
produced in New York in 1915, and a
30
from a gunshot wound. Holly's home
dramatization of the House of Fear was
MRS. M. DELGARIAN end
is near Foreman, Ark.
produced in New York and London from
Nephew, HADJI DELGARIAN.
1922 to '24. Among the novels Camp
HOUSEMAN-Grace, musician, organwrote were Sinister Island, The House
of Fear, The Hidden Road, The Bar- DODD-Edgar, announcer at Station ist, author and poet, November 1 in
barian and The Forbidden Years.
WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C., November 1 Jefferson Hospital, Philadelphia, after a
in a local hospital. Dodd was allegedly month's illness. She was a member of
CARROLL-George M., 77, Tennessee stabbed by a Negro in a local business the Philadelphia Music and the Matinee
Music clubs.
shooting -gallery operator, formerly years establishment following an argument.
at Tennessee State Fair, Nashville,
KING-Henry, 54, veteran trouper
DOYLE-Laird, 30, Warner Bros.'
November 4, from injuries sustained
as the "Dublin Dandy" and one
when hit by an automobile. Survived scenarist, November 2 In an airplane known
by three daughters, three sons, sister and crash at Burbank, Calif., while learning of the first to sing with illustrated slides
on
the
Pacific
Coast, at his home in
Doyle
was
a
newspaper
man
and
to
fly.
brother.
Interment in Spring Hill
producer, writer for KNX, Hollywood, be- Oakland, Calif., October 21. He was
Cenletery, Nashville.
fore going into films. His picture writ- associated with Walter Fitments and
CASWELL-C. Percy, theater elec- ings included Hell Below, Jimmy the Nellie Montgomery in Los Angeles and
trician. suddenly at his home in Cleve-, Gent, The Key, Finishing School, Front- was with an act known as King and
land October 91. He suffered an injury of his leg in a fall which resulted
in an embolism. For the last two years
he had been electrician at Loew's State
Theater, Cleveland. Previous to that he
served in a similar capacity for nine
years at the RHO -Palace Theater there.
Charles (Chic) Sale, 51, character actor and author, died of lobar pneumonia
He was a member of the stagehands'
November 7 at Hollywood. His family was at his bedside. He had been critically
union. Survived by his widow and one
ill since November 2 and under an oxygen tent.
sister, Mrs. Edna C. Roberts. - Funeral
He was one of the nation's foremost and most popular comedians, having apservices November 2 at the E. S. Bennett

CHARLES (CHIC) SALE

Funeral Home, Cleveland.

peared in vaude, legit and on the screen.

CHRIST-Herman, 65, father of Mrs.
Sue Phillips, wife of Thomas J. Phillips,
president of Burlesque Artists' Association, in Brooklyn November 5.

CLARK-Lum R., 59, October 80 in

pruid City Hospital, Tuscaloosa, Ala. He
was born and reared in circus business.
Surviving him are his 84 -year -old
mother, Mrs. W. C. Clark, oldest living
pioneer wagon -show owner of the '70s;
two brothers, Allie and Willie; two sis-

ters, Ruby Orton, Pearl Dionne; two
children. Pearl and Johnny, and his
widow.

He was best known for his characterization

of a Union soldier in the sketch "The Man Who Knew Lincoln" and for his little
booklet "The Specialist," which was reputed to have netted him a small fortune.

He was best known for his impersonations of elderly men.
He was born in Huron, S. D., August 25, 1885, passed his boyhood in Urbana, III.,
and made his debut in vaude in 1908.
It was only several weeks ago that he signed to appear in a motion picture, "You
Live Only Once," with Sylvia Sidney and Henry Fonda.
Sale went to Hollywood in 1931 after box-office triumphs in nation-wide vaude
tours.

An engagement at the New York Winter Garden in 1919 lifted him to

his

first major success.

Suviving are the widow and children, Cherry, musician; Charles Jr.; Mary, a

dancer, and Dwight. Mr. and Mrs. tale were married in 1912.
life was a by -word in the acting profession.

Their happy home

Interment in Memorial Ceme-

LEBENSBURGER-Maurice A., concessioner at The World' a Million Years Ago

show and Admiral Richard E. Byrd's
ship at Great Lakes Exposition, October
31 at his home in Cleveland after a
month's illness. In 1913 he became an
independent film distributor in Cleve-

land, organizing Standard Film Service
Company and First Division, Inc. When
sound pictures came he became a salesman for the Pecant sound equipment
organization. At time of death he was
a partner in the Metropolitan Theater,
Cleveland. Survived by his widow; two
children, Maxine and Maurice Jr.; his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Abram Lebensburger,
and a brother, Alfred C., all of Cleveland.
Funeral November 1 in Mayfield Chapel.
McCLANAHAN-Mrs. Goldie, 40, member of C. R. Leggette Shows, at Nashville,

October 30 from knife wounds
allegedly Inflicted by a man who attempted to rob her in her auto -trailer
Ark.,

home on 'the carnival grounds.
MARSH-Leo A., 42, dramatic editor
of The New York American, of heart ailment at his home in Westport, Conn.,
November 5. Survived by his widow, a
former New York film reviewer.

.

MAUTTE-Louis, 58, well-known violinist and, member of symphony ,orchestras both in New Haven and Bridgeport, Conn., in Bridgeport November 1
after a long illness.
MUSTEL - Alphonse, 63, well-known
French musician and head of an important organ and musical instrument fac-

tory in that country, in Paris recently.
NAGEL-Beth, 59, screen actress for
18 years, in Beverly Hills, Calif., October
29. She began her film career in the
old Selig and Essanay studios in Chicago
and played in Ireland Comedies. Her
last film was Mountain Justice for Warners. Survived by 'her husband, John,

and two daughters, Mrs. Helen Jansen, in
Page Woman, Oil for the Lamps'of China, Ames and the Three Van Stats. King the Universal Pictures story department,
Three Men on a Horse, and at time of was also with Mike Bernard, of rag- and Marie Nagel, employed at Warner
CREAGER - Ted, 45, of the J. 0. death was working on Call It a Day. His time fame. Survived by his widow, two Bros.' studio.

tery, Tuscaloosa, November 1.

Lincoln Sunny South Minstrels, October widow and infant daughter survive.
25 at Crossett, Ark., when fire destroyed
the covered truck in which he was sleepEMMET-Joseph K., '70, manager of
ing. H. S. Telmer, company manager, the Capitol Theater, New York, at Docsaid he believed a charcoal stove over- tors' Hospital. that city, October 81. He
turned in the truck.
was born in St. Louis, son of J. K. Emmet and Eleanor Webber Emmet, actors
D'ARCY-Belle, internationally known and playwrights of the last century.
actress, November 2 at her apartment Appeared on the stage when 18. Acted
in Portland, Me. She first went on the as his father's manager and later bestage under direction of William A. came matinee idol in romantic roles.
Daly in 1895 and sang .the role of the Toured with his father in grand opera,
fairy in Midsummer Night's Dream. She light opera and romantic plays. He
went to London in 1697 and played be- married Mary Ellen Ryan, his co-star
fore the Prince, of Wales. She appeared in a number of plays. When he rewith the Henry W. 'Savage Company in tired from stage he became an executive
New York and Chicago and later joined of the Loew Circuit and was for five
the Daniel Frawley Company with which years manager of Loew's State Theater,
she went to the Philippines, Australia New York. Survived by his mother, his
and South Africa. In 1910 she went to widow and a son.

Ed Ballard
Ed

Ballard,

63,

sportsman

and

former circus owner, of French Lick

Springs, Ind., was shot and killed during a quarrel at Hot Springs, Ark.,
November 6.

He, with the late Jerry Mugivan and
the late Bert Bowers, formerly owned
the Hagenbeck-Wallace, John Robinson, Sells-Floto and other circuses. The
firm was known as the American Circus Corporation. These shows were
sold to John Ringling in 1929.
Ballard founded the first large casino

at West Baden, Ind., and years later
took over the casino in French Lick,
known as Brown's. He disposed of all
his interests there several years ago
except the Homestead Hotel. He gave
the largo West Baden Springs Hotel to
the Jesuit order, which has established
there a school for priests.
Surviving are his widow; a son,
Charles, and a daughter, Mary.

sisters and one brother.

PERRY-Sam A., 52, concert violinist
KOCH - Ed, formerly with Smith and
composer, November 1 in Los An-

Greater and George Reynolds Shows and
of recent years on the boardwalk at
Jacksonville Beach, Fla., in a private
sanitarium in Jacksonville October 81.
Burial in family plot in that city.
LANDIS-Oharles K., 34, playwright,

geles.

He was of

with Universal

Pictures and scored such films as AU
Quiet on the Western Front and Phantom of the Opera. He recently completed a Hebrew Rhapsody for the B'nai
B'rith. Surviving are his widow and

October 30 at his home in Wyndmoor, two sons, Herbert and Robert.
Pa., following a heart attack. Several
RENATID--Ca.mille, stunt motorcycle
of his plays were produced by little rider,
at Woonsocket, R. I.. from burns
received in an automobile accident October 31. He had been a member of B.
Ward Beam's Congress of Dare Devils
the last four years' Survived by his
widow, son and daughter, parents, three
brothers and a sister, all, of Woon-

RITA LATLIP

socket, R. I.

ERIONSON-E. A., 58, of the McCannErickson Advertising Agency, and a
stockholder in Technicolor, in Pasadena,
Calif., November 3.

RILEY-Charles Jr., 5, son of Charles
Riley, member of an outdoor act playing

ESBERGER-Mrs. Louisa, 82, mother
of Charles and Walter Esberger, widely
known Cincinnati band leaders, at her
home in that city November 6. Charles
Esberger died several years ago. Walter
is still active in Cincinnati music circles.
Two other sons, Hubert and Albert, and
two daughters, Mrs. William Buck and
Mrs. John Kunkel, all of Cincinnati, sur-

tery. Chicago.

with a Harry Clark unit, October 31 in
Bucyrus, 0.. after being struck by an
auto. Burial in Holy Sepulchre Come*
ROTH-Frederick, 66, musician, October 31 in Episcopal Hospital, Philadelphia, after an illness of several months.
Survived by his widow, a daughter and
three sisters.
RUFFER-john, electrician at the
Gayety" Theater, Baltimore, at St. Joseph's
Hospital, Baltimore, October 21.

vive.

FORD-R. Walton, 35, interior decorator and former actor, found dead in
his New York hotel November 4. Ap-

peared in several Broadway successes, Including Music Box Revue, Animal
Crackers and Bye Bye Bunny.
FRANZ-Henry, father of Armand

(Jack) Franz, organist at the Fox Thea-

ter, Detroit, in that city October

30.

Survived by another son. Burial in Detroit.

Killed In Ironton, 0.,
NOVEMBER 8.1935.
Mourned by the Entire
LATLIP FAMILY.
We miss you, dear.

CAPT.. MARION, VIRGINIA, ROSLINE,
MADLINE, IDA. MAE AND
CAPT. DAVID, JR.

FIAVILLE-NILIE, '74, retired character
actress, at the Actors' Fund Home, Englewood, N. J., October 30.
SHORT-Eddie, 86, fighter ,and actor,
formerly with Weber and Fields, in
Kings County Hospital, Brooklyn, Ne-

vember 4.
SOOY-Mrs.

Lenore E., California
horsey/omen, in San Francisco October
28, following a heart attack. She was
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one of the West's most noted amateur
riders and participated in rodeos and
horse shows in California for the last
several years. Survived by her husband,
Charles H. Sooy, director of California
State Pair and Salinas (Calif.) Rodeo;
also president of San Francisco Live -

Services October 31,
with interment at Holy Cross Cemetery,
San Mateo, Calif.
STAR-BUCK-Rosa, 55, who handled
concessions with her husband, Harry G.
Starbuck, in various parks, November 5 at
Stock Exposition.

the home of her daughter, Mrs. J. B.
Clover, in Memphis. She and her husband spent 10 years in East Lake and

Avondale Parks, Birmingham, end five
years at Livingston Lake Park, Jackson,
Miss. Later they were active in the management of amusements at the municipal zoo in Birmingham. Besides her

husband and Mrs: Glover; one other
daughter, Flora Starbuck; four sisters
and three brothers survive. Burial at
Elmwood. Cemetery, Memphis.

STRar.i.-George Blythe, 69, author,
dramatist and play censor, in London
November 1.

WEIKOFP'-Otto, 49, clarinet /Slayer
Mount, N. C., last week, when the band
played the Rocky Mount Fair. He formerly played In Ringling-Barnum &
Bailey Circus band. Body shipped to
Lakeland, Fla., for burial.
WILLIAMS-Walter S., 57, superintendent of speed at Winnebago County
Fairgrounds more than 20 years, November 1 at his home in Oshkosh; Wis., from
injuries received while driving in a harness horse race June. 28 at Manitowoc,
Wis. He was State field representative
for Wisconsin Harness Horse and Breeders' Association and a director of Winnebago, County Fair. Survived by his
widow, a daughter, son, two brothers and
a sister.
YEOMAN-George, 67; vaudeville performer, in Hollywood, of heart trouble
November 2. Yeoman had been in show
business nearly 40 years and at one time
teamed with George Sidney in a double

with Smith Superba's Band, at Rocky

Dutch turn. He also worked in stock
and played his standard vaude ect,
George Yeoman and Lizzie. Funeral arrangements were handled by the

ers' Club. Survived by his widow, Bertha,
and two sons and a daughter by a former
marriage.

YOUNG-J. P., 50, with the J. George
Loos Shows for a number of years, in
Lufkin Hospital, Temple, Tex., October
18 following an appendicitis operation.
Survived by three brothers and two sisters. Burial in Lufkin Cemetery, Temple, by members of the .1:George Loos
Shows.

772attia9es
AGUIRRE-CHAPLIN - Henry Aguirre
Jr., actor, to Lite, Grey Chaplin, actress,

at Santa Ana, Calif., September 21, it
was revealed last week.

BEATY-LANGSTON - Earl J. Beaty,
electrician with Mimic World Shows, to
Mrs. Velma Langston, nonprofessional,
at Alexandria, La., October 81. .
BELLAMY-CANOVA - Don Bellamy,
nonprofessional of Fort Worth, to Anne
Canova, of the radio team of Judy, Anne
and Zeke Canova, who have been in
Fort Worth with Paul Whiteman for the

past four months, at Ardmore, Okla.,
November 2:

BEETTWKES-BYERLY - Lambert B.
Beeuwkes, sales promotion manager at
KYW, Philadelphia, and Eleanor Byerly,
nonpro, October, 14 in Baltimore.
BROOKS-LEE-Tom Brooks,

son of

Jack and Maude Brooks, of the Brooks
Players, and Barbara Lee, of Kansas City,
Mo., at Waterloo, M., November 1.

GRIBANOVSKY-DAVENPORT - Dmi-

try Gribanovsky, musician, and Muriel
Davenport, vocalist with the George
Nelidoff group. In Chicagb November 2.
HANNON-STOLL-Bob Hannon, emsee

and featured vocalist with Henry Busse's
Orchestra, Chicago, and Rosetta Stoll.
nonprofessional, at Waukegan, Ill., 0o-

Mober 30.

KANIET-HOLTTIUSEN - Ernest Karaiki,

of Honolulu, and Shirley Holt-

husen, of Waukesha, Wis., both members
of the Kaiama Royal. Hawaiians troupe,
at Rockford, Ill., October 29.
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weekly one -minute announcements for
BOXY
two weeks. WBZ and WBZA.
from page 18)
PROCTER & GAMBLE CO. (Drene),
nonprofessional, in Los Angeles Octo- quotes(Continued
in the billing' is beyond this re- thru
H. W. Kestor & Sons Adv., Chicago,
ber 30.
viewer, unless it's -a form of self - 94 weekly World Transcriptions, 15 minHAYES-LA BONTE-Edward Hayes Jr.,
MGM technician, and Charlotte La Bonte,

LINTON-POOLE-Ray Linton, Chicago criticism.
Jack Randolph and his Music.
If it is, the, it's unduly harsh, since utes,
WBZ and WBZA.
York, to Doris Poole, in Chicago Novem- the show turns out to be a nice one,
HARMONY GARMENTS, Inc., Boston
with not as much overemphasis on the (Foundation Garments), thru Broadcast
ber 4.
mike as one would expect from the Adv., Boston, 13 weekly Harmony Hints
MALONE-BITTTERWORTH-Roy Ma- setup. It's headlined, for one thing, -by talks. WBZ and WBZA.
lone, chief usher at the Palace Theater, Tom Howard and George Shelton, and
M. J. BREITENBACH CO., New York
Bridgeport, Conn., to Nora Butterworth,

representative of Station WA/AC, New

the brace of zanies click solidly with
also connected with the Palace in Car- their comedy stuff, good material that's
tremendously enhanced by their offmel, N. Y., recently.
hand dead -pan delivery. It's pretty late
MARX-FLEMING - Arthur (Harpo) to come along and say that Howard and
Marx, screen comedian, to Susan Flem- Shelton are good; it is news, tho, to
ing, former Follies girl, in September. it report that they're still as good as
was revealed last week.
ever, despite their long sojourn in films
on the air,
NAHLVI-RONSON-Horace Nahm, non- and
-The Jesters, three lads who sing (their
professional of New York, and Adele voices
blending beautifully) and accomRonson, radio dramatic actress, October pany themselves
on a uke and bass viol,
90 in New York.
deliver a session of special material stuff
and deservedly.
solidly
that
clicks
ROBERTS-INCH-Bill Roberts, junior
a violinist, fiddles a couple of
writer at MGM, and Helen Inch, non- Shandor,
tunes,
and
Morton:Bowe,
a tenor, inprofessional, in Los Angeles October 91.
tones a series of numbers in a high, thin
SHEPPARD-COHEN-Mike Sheppard voice. Non -mike entertainment is proand Mrs. Molly Cohen, both of Pitts- vided by Al White and the Andrew Sisburgh, at Laurinburg, N. C., October 5. ters, who do a clever and difficult tap
Both are known in the carnival conces- routine, backed by the Gee Foster Girls,
the house line. The Foster Kids are
sion business.
also on for nice routines at the start
SMITH-WALKER-E. H. Smith, of the and finish of the show.
Sheesley Shows, to Elizabeth Walker, of
Eddie Paul and the house band are up
Jacksonville, Fie., In that city October 31. on the stage this week. Ford Bond
announces
the stage show and, delivers
SOLOF-PETROV-Sam Solof, concesflashes, doing an excellent job.
sioner, to Marshu Petrov. night-club en- news
Picture
is
The
Girl on the Front Page
tertainer, recently in Detroit.
(U), and house was average the third

(Dude's Pepto-Mangan), thru Brooke,
weekly one -minute RCA transcription
announcements. 87 times. WBZ and
Smith & French, Inc., New York, thrice WBZA.

GOOD LUCK FOOD CO. (Good Luck
Foods), thru Hughes Wolff & Co., Rochester, N. Y., twine -weekly Home Forum

participations, for. 13 weeks. WBZ and
WBZA.

UTICA KNITTING CO. (textiles), thru
John Thomas Miller, New York, thrice weekly one -minute announcements for
nine weeks. WBZ and WBZA.
PARKER BROS. Igames), thru John
W. Queen, Boston. five -weekly one -minute announcements for 14 weeks. WBZ
and WBZA.
COLGATE -, PALMOLIVE - PEET CO.
(Palmolive Soap), thru Benton & Bowles,
Inc., New York, four -weekly one -minute

announcements for 13 times. WBZ and
WBZA.

BOSTON & MAINE R. R. (transportation), thru Doremus & Co., Inc., Boston,

daily one -minute weather reports for
four weeks. WBZ and WBZA.
BOSTON MOLASSES CO. (molasses),

thru Franklin P. Shumway Co., Boston,
twice -weekly Home Forum participations
for 52 times. WBZ and WBZA.
KINOX CO. (Callous -Ease), thru Hays
Adv. Agency, Burlington, Vt., thrice Fay's, Philadelphia
weekly one -minute announcements for.
(Reviewed
Friday
Afternoon,
Nov.
6)
Coatin5 71Zattia9es
times. WBZ and WBZA.
Current bill marks the local debut of 14WILLIAMSON
CANDY CO., Chicago
Durelle Alexander as a member of the (O'llenry
Candy Bars), thru H. W.
Terry Hunt, film studio physical di- wand -waving fraternity. And the occa- Hester
&
Sons
Adv.
Chicago, five rector, and Elaine Shepard, screen sion is an inauspicious one. Gal has weekly one -minute Co.,
anactress, November 26..
been doing her terp tricks with Paul nounceinents for 120transcription
times.
WBZ and
Whiteman's
Band
for
some
time,
but
Anthony Mungello, Western Pennsylhas been inadvertent in WBZA.
CHATTANOOGA PRODUCTS CO., Chivania theater exhibitor, and Jessie Ruth unfortunately
up some of "Pop's" stick tricks. cago (Sunsol Products), thru Vanderbie
Johnson, of Cleveland, in Stevan, Pa., picking
has
taken
over
a
Miss
Alexander
Inc.. Chicago, five -weekly
49;
the groom's home town, soon.
skilled group of girls, 15 in tote. Gals one Rubella,
-minute transcription announcetheir sharps and flats. However, ments.
WBZ
and WBZA.
Carleton F. Petit, nonprofessional, of know
all mill -run tooting, with nothing
Arlington, Mass., and Esther A. Chiches- it's
RIVAL PACKING CO. (Rival Dog
in their style or arrangements to mark Food),
thru Charles Silver & Co., Chiter, Boston musician, soon.
the outfit as individualized. Further. cago, six -weekly Musical Clock Victor
Cornelius J. Mahoney, Boston musi- their stage personality registers zero. transcription programs for 52 weeks.
cian, and Mary M. Gallien. Cambridge, And hiding behind the house prop WBZ and WBZA.
stands detracts plenty on that score. UNITED DRUG CO., thru Street &
Mass., soon.
Instrumentation a bit unusual in that Finney, New York, five -weekly fiveFrederick F. Paul, Hollywood publicist, two string basses are used in the solid minute transcripted talks for five times.
and Ethyl Bowers, character actress, In section. Remaining roster includes four WBZ and WBZA.
saxes, five brasses, piano, harp, git box
California soon.
and suitcase. Band numbers are all of
South
Sol Klein, nonprofessional, and Ruth the sock 'em and rock 'em variety that's
KENTON PHARMACAL CO., CovingKahen, of Warner's publicity department, big guns at high-school dances and
in Los Angeles soon.
house parties. Of the instrumentalists, ton, Ky. (Brownotone), placed thru
trombonist and one of the trump- Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc.,
Tom Holt, Melbourne, Australia, film first
three one -minute drama traneters stand out. When sheet splits gal Chicago,
man, to Lola Thring, daughter of the on
weekly. WWL, New Orleans.
.the slip horn does nice sliding on scriptions
late F. W. Thring, in Melbourne soon.
WILLARD 'TABLET CO., thru First
16 bars of I'm Getting Sentimental Over
United
Broadcasters,
Chicago, three fiveYou a la Tommy Dorsey. Sachmo tooter whips out a heated version of China- minute transcriptions, Headline of Other
Days,
weekly
for
28
weeks,
from Novemtown. Harpist Ann Welsh takes the spot,
picking at one of the semi;classics. ber 1. WWL, New Orleans, and KWKH,
Three of the gals step down to chant a Shreveport.
BUNTE BROTHERS (Tango Bars),
chorus, allegedly in harmony.
A 6% -pound girl. Patricia Rose, to Miss Alexander 1s one front that can placed thru Fred A. Robbins. Inc., ChiMr. and Mrs. Charles Simpson at Bloom- _never be accused of hogging the spot. cago, three to six weekly spots for 13
ington, Ill. Mother was formerly Evelyn In fact, half of the time she isn't even weeks. WAPI, Birmingham.
McKESSON & ROBBINS, Inc. (PurFleming, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herb on the stage. Beating it out for a couple
H. W. /Castor &
Fleming, of the Flying Flemings.
of bars on the intro and then running sang), placed thru
Chicago, one -minute transcripSons,
it
to
the
first
sax
off stage, leading
A nine -pound son, George III, to Mr. player
to give the cues, is hardly an tions, Monday thru Friday. WWL, New
and Mrs. George H. Jaspert Jr. October
way to present any musical Orleans.
24 at Lying -In Hospital, Philadelphia. effective
LOWENSTEIN'S DEPT. STORE, Memplenty of costume
aggregation.
Father is member of sales staff at Sta- changes, but Makes
15 - minute transcriptions
wardrobe gives her no phis, two
Tuesday and Friday at 5 p.m.,
tion KYW, Philadelphia.
opportunity to show that s. a. slinky weekly,
Tim's
Rancho
Adventures. WNBR, Memhard for pewholders to forAn eight -pound son to Mr. and Mrs. figure.InaIt's
Ray Hutton's showmanship phis.
Bob Smith in Wichita Falls, Tex., Octo- get
FRIGIDAIRE
CORP., placed thru Colthose lines where femme bands lins Kilgore, distributor,
ber 27. Father is son of George Smith, along
Memphis, five
concerned.
manager of Casino Park, Fort Worth, and areThree
15
-minute
transcriptions
Weekly at 10
acts fill the support-.
mother is former cashier at the Majestic Mg bill, standard
a.m., Modern Melodies, WNBR, Memphis.
First
on
are
the
Three
Tops,
Theater, that pity.
MANTLE
LAMPS,
placed
thru Presba,
females, who offer the regulation pre& Presba, Chicago, 15 -minute
An eight -pound son, Herbert Lee Jr., cision tap with the customary challenge Feller
transcriptions
on
Sunday
afternoon.
Ed
tap with the customery challenge
to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Pass, at Melon
McConnell and two spot announcements
Thomasville, Ala., November 3. Father evolutions. Get over nicely, but doing 'on
Friday
and
Saturday
of
each
week.
off all the edge.
is secretary of Majestic Shows and three turns in one takes
New Orleans.
mother is the former Georgia McHendrix, Lela Moore offers her Dance of the WWL,
PROCTER & GAMBLE (Drene), placed
and Frank and Peter Trade, the
daughter of R. G. McHendrix, manager Lovers,
thru
H.
W. Nestor. & Sons, 15 -minute
only
touch
of
masculinity
on
the
of Majestic Shows.
oblige with comic patter and pantomime. drama transcriptions on Wednesday and
from NoPM is They Met in a Taxi (ColuMbia). five one -minute spots weekly,
vember 1 for 52 weeks, WWL, New
Clocked at 45 minutes. Biz fair.
Orleans.
ORO.
ChswitOLET MOTORS, thru CampDiootces
bell, Ewald, Detroit, four spots daily for
two weeks, from November 1. WWL,
(Continued from Radio Section)
New Orleans.
Virginia Reed, film actress, from Ralph
ADAMS HAT CO., New Orleans branch,
McClung, nonprofessional, in Oskaloosa one -minute announcements. WBZ and placed
direct, from November 7, occa,County, Fia., in August, it has just been WBZA.
NARRAGANSETT RACING COMMIS- sional remote football games from varilearned. '
ous
sections
of South. WWL, New OrLyda Sokoloff from Nikolai Sokoloff, SION, Pawtucket, R. I. (race track), thru
Chambers & Wiswell, Inc., Boston. five - leans.
(See DIVORCES on page 85)
show opening day.

'
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ACTS. UNITS AND
ATTRACTIONS

mA.V.41.0,

ADO Trio OD Chico) NAYC, De.
Abbott. Joon (111.3tal)
DS

Man az Tanner liras. Club) Ch. se.
An, Red Mt. Cho, Yoomptoms. 0.. pc.
Wan a Itleassrds (Royals Prollos) Col. no

Adams. Crawford de Paulette (Park Melted)
NYC. h.
Adana. Margaret (Vorsaaes) NYC, ne.
Acirr & Wrenn. asibmsadon NYC, b.
ADP.. (Rlig.CazOloo) NYC. h
New as We. (Looloat laPsed) Covina*
By- De.

Minoan. Pam (Phase NYC. to.

31110. lean Nihrahee club) NYC. no.

4ftwa.~DaDOODOW.DWADDDMoDDWA.W.H/H(

Route Depattment

we4k when n.
(Routes ere for Cwo
aeo Mem)4n,
Abbott. gnosny Unlaced IMO) NYC. no.

movarmovarargenbrant,

Following each listing in the ACTS.UNITSATTRACTIONS and
BANDS AND ORCHESTRAS section of the Routo Department appears a
Those consulting the aforementioned sections aro advised to fill
in the designation corresponding to the symbol when addressing organizations or individuals listed.

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS
b -ballroom; c-cafe;
cb--r a bare,:
nth -music hall: nc--night club: p-amuurnont park:

e --.auditorium:

Anteon. Dona. (*31 PhD.. Oa.
re -road house: re -restaurant; a -showboat: t -theater.
Mani. StIckey (ftliodelphian) Plan. h.
Cbas. lOnonal 1304100.
NYC -Now York CdY: 111D-Ph1114..IpAlt; Chl-CSItago.
Arahron. Roth & IOW fitlaCtLA.C. CM. Co.
Andinera. AIM (Cotton CM) NYC. a
Annan, lank ihrerstri Canol NYC. iso.
WNW. Onse (Weber's etaaszolts Darinuars Cattle, Chat. titZstrerli C31stD11.stt 341. E.
(Mina Bitters Mains Cen.--cds.1) Tons
& Joliette (Club LlOo) azonneel. no. DIllinn. Vial IP1 Chin) NYC. no.
Maty.. KAY Mena Oassno) NYC, no.
no.
Carats Wane ittoyal Finn) lake George. Minn. The (111.1110 Club)
ADM* Den Chat Cestzsil NYC. h.
DM Visa Dawes Ulan Worn Inn.. DO.
N.
Y.
to.
2=PeorIftwowal
(Coma)New Orlea,
t.
Doll *AM* (Club Pond.) baltIMNO. Da.
. 4 Y
b Dell
ns h.
Man (New Sall) Baltlemsre. DO.
COarkn teot,wl m4O0tee 04)M asmsa.D
alone thsek CM) NYC. Pc
Moos
Denise. Drone Mt. ants) NYC. h.
wo Menge* Gardens)
Animas N0A1t , 61 Bros. (Lyric) lohassaholls. f. Contano
Derma abet (Wotertrontl Bost**. no.
N. Y.. no
Arturo & Evelyne (Club hal Balil 0101. DC.
Dears
hew* .Piudi Castel 31141.11011. 0.
Can013
*
Corea
(INIS
Cant
mi.
Do.
Anazarna. b.nfollyere.) NYC. ch.
De Va. Bobble (*ate -lakes CDI. 5.
Cane& Lea ("nolo Inn) YOSSIltDini, 0..
A sha LW (Wanton C
Dlaz. 1111 ItlosaIrs Para.) NYC,
Carroll.
iltoDbote Hotel) NYC. h.
(indoor
Cross)
Patersaa.
N.
J..
AcsanTrogn
Dia. Don & Dinah (Mars) Ctn. 5.
Canon. ow* mwn
oo. & Zd4MT)
WM
DSDo
044.
NYC,
Dein a
alen
& 80ortlettes (Tap House) Matra.
Anita Troupe: Readeled. Pa.; (tndOor Mae) Carron.
N. Y.
Canon's Mardi Wm 44.61101 Sndlane
t.
Paterson. N. .221/ -IL
Dipirenats. Poor (Maio WOO) NYO. OA
Caner & Demob (Noway) )tarsi 141t0 no.
DIDOD DIDD 401ass 8orl TOMO 0- 0.
Contr. haw (WSW CYO. 70.
Dawn & Aelanio (Yandirl) NYC. Di.
Conn. thaw (Vanity Pa)rl Ch. DO.
Wham& Dann (Cotton Club) NYC. h.
Meats & Candi. 4E1 Chico) NYC.
Can.. 7.40 (Village Barn) NYC. no
NYC. no.
Delos& year (101. NM
01002000.Rood. (Variety) NYC. oano
o
sasno.
Pot
ittotlywood) NYC ob.
Lar.L Bebe iltogesy Club) NYC. no
Ralph. Mats) Columba,. M.
Ptak airoadway Bortesti) NYC. nO. Carensegb. 1.44. & Penny (1113nol) Chi, b. Dooaboa
.47.
rte & Want 481. Dent
Detroit 35. CAD. & note. (Ben ne Ban) ljedriNt II- Dant. Wu (VtnailDS) NYC. no.
Dorothy & King (Collo r*
re.
3:L.ste; (Drone Woman) Detroit 11.19, nO.
Dot
&
Dub
[Pronto) Tao..Zoo) 0.. na,
Citindl
(Whorl)
NYC.
na,
Psy (Enda Call NYC, wConon, The (besbassy eta) Toronto, COL. Gaya. Jaw Man. NYCO, h.
allas. Wine (Old Rainonlan) NYC, n.
mayo. C00015 PlaWesnourelller New 70th. CC.
Can.
Ramos & Steger *Mow ChM Chi. no.
NYO,
Chant., Beth (fithwr Like Inn) Ctrworntoa, Desn a Paal (
Bon a Estee (Rlrereath) 3,111swans.
Draw letery (Hectors) Chi, New Yoner) New
N. J.. ro.
Bann Bean (Brown Derby) Poona no.
Yen. no
Charles
&
Celeste
(Posh
Carnal)
WYO.
b.
Bo Moo Tony (Do Pawn:al NW/ nO.
ie (ELL COM Wallace. Wa.
Bartz & nowthoe irreaoh Came) Nome, D CUD./ & Fox IDOADDZ9S StLO Pinnate& ne. Dre.
Duike. Edd1thel (Woe. Pono)) Pittabligh, b .
Torm&or NYC, no.
ChIcorritto
(P3.04 asgantel NYC.
Pool (Adoliabla) hells. h.
Llequita Coral (Ono. Terrace) Rochester. cote
Ruby rVillage Cosner :41-0.
Dots
%Tenon
(0*. Rees) NYC, Is
N.
Y..
no
, Lithuo MVPS.) igioncepolla
Dunduk USW! ha* atm)Liam CS. SO
Chno. Priam. (Panda. 01101
Dena 05.31* /Nor Town Dar) New York. no.
Noon& Ledo Mato Wesson) NM no.
1121 (Crystal Park) Cumberland. Md..
Dater. Naritlo Markey) NYC. no.
304. Jack & Dotty ()Layto(r Casino) Cleve no.
B eaune & Bony Wreath Canon) NYC. lb.
CUM Keith (Loon &
NYC. no.
bard.
Demarsur. Mel. (1314) Plena. W.
Carta Joy (Mph.) Darer 0.14. L
S aner & Starlet. 4Wtstrolostem Donors h.
Beak an. Jack (WaltOrs) P100*, b.
Centro. Arthur (Clay Nionses) NYC, so
Gill as Cliw (lholgalow Inn) lOcertstown, Pa.,
Bell Harm (MMOW= Beath) IhrerepOrt. La.

Ono Toole ther(h Coal.) NYC. ma
Claudet,

Margoortte

IlleCurdy) Evansville.

2011L. b

Crepen. Chocks testa Ono NYC. Dc.

Cloven Poor (Orma) at. Lot.. t.

19,

L

Coley, Curtis (431. DWoond) Wheals& W

lanson)0 Trk fatooderate) NYC.

D.

Va.. no.
IM.srTir... ..nitit Mon Preach Cabaret) Kew
Deineod nos. (Clew. 11)
Mob., 045;
Sien14....14.43.
Cann & Barry (Stown) LoulsyMe. h.
(Cooetoaknsent
00111. Yell! (Oriental)
MORI & Alden (Amber) 7(70. no.
Deb
y. lis)the (DLLReeds{)ti NYC.
Belot* lUIly .St lama taltawste) low Aitn*.
wkeoesett.b. addl. (Piste Illegonta)
Want. lean Oa Carina. JanataWY;,
K. Y.. Da Night Club, Vaud* and Orelmstra Routes must be received at the
Stonett. Yirgfrda (11141

Dec4011. Pat (Motion's) MILL. N. Y., na
Bentley. CMOs rUbstogil NYC. ha

Cincinnati offices not later than Friday to insure publication.

Bergen. Mar (Raba CIM Ratinow Roos)
NYC. as.

Comfort * Yarnell Cilonay ICoV40.NYO. Do. Embessy Bob's. The (Congress Hotei) Can. h.
Enda. Chick (Mon Parisi NYC. no.
to
Compton. Dorothy
Connors Jr., Chuck (TinAlley) New Mx& Roe, Tiro (Stereo) Vancoarer. Can.
Derry. Bony (hum Plirshwita 3-14. ne.
1343.
York, re.
Ent de Jay Mot -s.1 Van.) 'ewe.. Tilsms. Cook.
Errant*. Chance "nsppr (Plan Ylttecte)
[Moo (llesebnentor Bat) NYC. no,
Voldnger, Jinn* nesv 'Cotner NYC. h.
NYC. Do.
Cooky, Marlon sliagsbere Room) NYC. Do.
Deavillo 41 TeSt (fteWeat Bond) Chi. b.
1000.110 (Radio OW Raab:* ROMs)
0009ps.
Uno
(Arrow.
Ion)
Olocloa40,
Do.
atter& Tod Ctilloto OudoO) NYC. Oa
ne
Cot done, Nay (Dim Club) NYC, De.
Nunn, Nene. (NIB)) NYC, no
n, Don (Crelmatall Chi. t,
WM.. Webers MUM* Bomb Inn) Detroit. Cert. late mincer (011ob Mayfarri Jima; ac. 3.001

Bernard. LB (Club Alablual Chi. no
Benoit% Wel 40064 Ogden. Ma. 13.31. L

isdett Boday ti leotavol
re.
Shiner& IIMAMM) NBostYC. a.
Watery. 8303. (Astor) NYC. h.
BithLS.

luedcbole4 .4001* Mt. IlessaM) NYC. as
Blanasara. Ann (failiamy) Walla Pa, no,
Biwa. & Vhon (Alsniedae 1011!00 OM 1.

Elleckstems, Nta (Lookout Boson Cortesitte.
My.. no.
Slaw. Mortara (Tscraco Gardens) Cht.

rutomn. Thor (11064.7 Club) Da Wane
atMoor,
ra. & Pan (Destowater beach) Clik b.
las Lekne

rwiroweleer 3054 &non Can. NYC. 04.
Back John (Ore. Oaks) Balleton. Pb., 110.
Denteer. Dors Manta Art) NYC re.
Disten, Wow tVisoargot SCOT Pool horse) NYC. Pe13=.011wer Moat Cials) NYC. DO.

nal... Betty faistains Modem, NM Da
W it& Phil

INValtom PIM&
O1

Boron Moninn, h.

Brooks. Prink PanalMan) Breaarrabi. 14. T..
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Conducted by CHARLES WIRTH-Cot...miteHone to 25 Ceara Place. Cincinnati. 0.

Cole Bros.' Season
Highly Successful

Closing of
More Shows

MONROE. Lee- Nov. 7. -One week from

November 4 and sown months to the
date the show opened Cole nroa-Clyde
Beatty Circus will end its tour. Muni dale. Miss.. Is the stand where Victor
Robbins' Band will play Home. Swett
none. while in Side Show P. 0. Lowery'.
mu/derma will break forth Into Reek
Hone Aetna Ire Indiana. Show opened
in Chicago Stadium April It and will
dorm November II. acorn running over
31 weeks.
The allow has covered over 15.000
miles. or that figure will be exceeded in
railroad mileage when trains arrive an
Rochester. Ind. It has appeared In

Downie Bros., Tons Mix
and Barney Bros. circuses
calling it a season
CINCINNATI. Nov.7.-The season of
Downie Bros.' Circus will end at Live
Oak. 15a. November 11 and show will
return to quarters at Central City Park.

Macon. Os. Length of reason 30 weeks
and miles traveled 11.600.

The Tom Mix Circus concluded Its
season at Anniston. Ala.. Thursday and
went Into quarter* in that city. Show
traveled more than 12.000 miles and Ina
road 33 wN.ks.
Barney Brea' Circus doer its season
November 7 at Blythe. Calif.. and will
winter at Phoenix. Ariz.

Polack Show in Idaho
TWIN FALLS. Ida.. Nor. 7. -Polack
Bros' Circus. under auspices of El Korth
week. Co-operation of the Shrine members. newspaper* and personnel put the
show over In a big way.
Mrs. Caste Owens, one of the staff
promoters. returned after an absence of
eight weeks. She underwent a major
operation at Columbia Hospital. Great
Falb. Mont. She will leave to direct

Shrine Temple here. had a very good

WIZIARDS FAMILY, of the Wtrirode Novelty Circus, which reocntty
closed fts OnftMee seaters. Left to

erne: Mr. and Mrs. Jack O., Fronk
and Jack Jr.

Cole Advance Cars
Back in Quarters
ROCHESTER. Ind-. Nov. 7. -The Cora

Beatty advance. tnoludIng No. 1 and 2
cans In charge of William Bickel And
Mike Lyons. and brigade. under Clyde
Willard. have arrived at real winter
quarter*. having closed season at Clarks -

the promotion at Albuquerque. N. M. dale. Miss. October 27.
ranted by Mrs. Alm Drown and her On account of the serious illness of
daughter. Ellyn.
Mr*. Beckett In Philadelphia. Mr. Baekell
Mr. and Mrs G. 0. Dupuis were pro- was forced to teas* No. I oar at Frankmotional director* at Boise.
fort. Ind.. to be brought to quarters by
Mr. and Mee Herman Q. Smith were Earl Simon. contracting prose agent.
In charge of advance promoting At Twin
The !meson was devoid of ecoldents.
MG. reports Don LaVoie.
Statiatical data shows that the advance

EdBallard Killed
.CINCINNATI, Nov. 7. -DI Banazd,
sportsman and former drew man. having
been connected with the American Cir.
!us Corporation. and Robert Alexander.
sportsman and promoter, were shot and

killed night of November 6 In a hotel
room at Hot SPINS. Ark. Chief of Dotes:40r Herbert Akers of that city described the ahooting as a "killing and
suicide." He stated that Alexander shot

Ballard. then turned the gun upon him tell. Ballard died Instantly. while Alexander auccumbed shortly afterwards in
a hospital.
Pelees said associates of the two men
reported they were former business partners and had quarreled over an old Mal Erma deal.

Further details on the Final Curtain

Page -

Betty Delmar Injured

ST. LOUIS. Nov. 7. -Word was roOdred her TUNday from Jean Delmar.
Of Flying Dormers. that his wife. Betty.
had a serious fall during their double
trapeze act night of October 20 In Hilo.

covered approximately 15.000 miles from
New York State and Pennsylvania to the

Pacific Gaut. and from Canadian to

Mexican borders. In all. 166 stands were
billed. Of these. 17 were Sunday. three
were afternoon only and one was for
night show only. while 14 were for more
than one day. Chicago leads foe consecutive days with 23, Los Angelea follows
with firs: San Francisco four, and 1101lywood. three. Tan stands were billed for
two days each.

Mix Gets Dates Mixed
KNOXVILLE, rein, Nev. 7. -Tern Mt;

hero win Ins deem the day before Cho
Prosedonttel okstion, made ...bet" on
"restated Roswell last Ito wooed ham

lost AA he kr swedes al stoke.
Aft. Ike mdse oselorsaaneo Mb seal

Ilds who to Persidont asesosolts
..Deer Mr. Proddent: get I dd. my hon.
dnosia In seer leousorol parade ow Marsh 4."

What Tem Wool was Om ...it 'mood.

enrol wtstea dumped Insogoratlow dates

to Wormy.
The cowboy circus star mailed hN baUol
to Beverly Hills.

Ainars Open Second
Show in Paris

!Mania Indiana. Kentucky, Ohio. Penn Sylvania. New York. Iowa. Missouri.
!Canaan. Oklahoma. Colorado. Utah.
PARIS. Nov. 2. -In addition to the
Idaho. Montana. Washington. Oregon.
Cplifornia. Arinora. Tema. Arkansas. Empire >ludo Hall, presenting MMus.
rated° programs, the Amer Brothers ImLouisiana and MissIssIppl.
Only 10 Sundays have been mined portant tent ClICUI, operators, have
during the tour. Afternoon -only shows opened the Nouveau Cirque. In the
were given In Salleles. Coto.: Helper. Utah: Montpanisono quarters of Parte. The
Weed and Id Centro. Calif.. while A new circus, arena it of the "construction"
nlght-only show was staged In Midland. type, a circular, wooden -walled. camas Mt. On every other day there were two topped solid frame building with one
performances. But one scheduled ex- ring and an elevated stage. 'rho struts accommodates 3.000 spettators mud
hibition was missed and that at El lure
1Cmomde. Ark.. duo to rains. which made is heated.
Opening bill at Nouveau Cirque feaan afternoon show impossible. Tote'
exhibition dare numbered 206. with D. tures the herd of 16 elephants presented
by ono of the Amer. and a group of
total of 404 performances on season.
Attendance was big at almost every lions presented by Damns Total. Both
Stand. Rain and storms were few and number ere excellent. Large group of
far between. and equipment. horses. Liberty horses and ponies on In well animate and all paraphernalia will arrive 'adulated formations.
In quarter,. In splendid working conCircus numbers are not overly strong.
dition coneldering the long tour.
the best being the comedy slack -Wm
and bumps of Pennell:1 Amos and porch
All Agents Finish
act of Pour Ororgya. Manetti and Rhurn,
Every agent that started with show in molded by Recordler-all ex-Clrque
the spring will finish at Clarkrale. Mcdrano joeys-score with their excelThe routing and billing of show, directed lent clown bits. Daley Trio of jugglers
by Floyd King and J. D. Newman and are also okeh. as aro the jockeys. the
handled by W. J. Lester Fred Kiltore. Three Strarburgers.
William Beekell, Clyde Willard And allke
Other numbers are Two Birkenedrs,
Lyons, was excellent. The press and hand-to-hand balancers: Taro Leotards.
radio departmenta. which Included Ora Roman rings and iron -jaw: Nor-Ber-Tys
Parka R. B. Dean, Klara Knecht. Rex Trio, aerial: Vagabond Orphan, musical:
de Rosaelli. Earl Sisson and Bob Hickey. Lartrarm eerie': Illiet. contortionist, and
co-operated 100 per cent end there was a troupe of Arab tumblers. Show close
never any question about the folks not with mediocre spectacle. A Fete et Singe -

knowing that the show was coming to
town.

Present bill at the Empire is shy on

Back on the show Peed Seymour.
turns, baring only a group Of Libsuperintendent; Charles Young. Canvas: circus
erty horses, a pair of clever dogs. pre (See COLE DSOS? SEASON on page 46) ranted by Theo M.: the clowns. Boulmot
and Reoordier. and the acrobatic comedians. Chevalier Brothers. Next ark's
CLARKSDALE. Mtn.. Nov. 7, -When Russell Advance Scatters
Cole Broa. Advertising Car No. 1 closed
WEST PLAINS. Mo.. Nov. 7. ---Advance bill on the contrary will feature animal
here October 27 the crew departed for car of Russell Brea' Circus closed sea- and circus
their respective homes aa follows:
son hero October 31 and members deBouglIone Brothers, at Cirque diner.
William Beckett. manager. Philadel- parted for their homes as follows: Man- am presenting their new circus spectaphia; Earl Sisson. prose agent. Rochester. ager Kiteman and wife. Hollywood. Pla.: cle. The Princess Salthabanque.
fed.: If. DeLothel. boss billpoater. Ports- A. Addehnan. steward. San Antonio: Lee
Paul Kirkland, the American upoupmouth. O.: Marty Yates. boas lithogra- S. Conarroo. bona lithographer. Cincin- potted
ladder comedian. is at the moSapher. Memphis: 'Tod Sloan. boas banner - nati. then to Miami. Pia_ for winter:
man. Indianapolis: Si Somon. banner William S. Wilson. LoulavIlie: Mike Kttz- (see ASIANS OPEN SECOND on papa 46)
squarer. Pt. Wayne. Ind.
man. Honolulu: Mike Orabela. Mots,.
Biller -Billy Moran. Detroit: 0. Lind. Now York: John Gearhart, Kansas City:
Pensacola, Pis: Dick Tolley. Morristown. Walter Lawrence to Florida: John Barnum Museum

Tenn.: Witham Hupp. Chicago: W. S.
Ladd, Oklahoma City; James Ramsey.
XL Kilpatrick. Roanoke.
Minstar.
Vs.. then Gastonia. N. C.: Al Spencer,
Pittsburgh: Frank Draper, Kansas City;
Hawaii. Act la with the IL K. Fernandez Phil Isenberg. Manchester. N. H: Togo
011M1a,
Atkins. Art.: Harry Withers.
Nina Delmar suffered a broken back Chrienson,Va.:
Ray Clough. MilercUre:
and internal injuries and la In 11110 Roanoke.
Russell Alexander. New. York City: Roy
Memorial Hospital. where she will be Backell. Herkimer. N. Y.: Oense Hodge confined for several months. She is man. Hollywood. Calla: Harry Hackle's.
anxious to hear from friends,
Zsnaville. 04 Sidney Middleton. Bir-

Cousins and Thomas McCluaker. Des
Monde: P. Willson. Tyler. Tex.: Marrin
Conarroe. Norwood. 0.: C. Haskill. Lapeer. Mich.: H. (Snuffy) Hevener. Lawrence. Kan.: Willard Chaplin. Cincinnati: Polk Hemphill. Hot Springs. Ark.:
Dutch Locher. Fort Dodge, Ia.

Around Ringling-Barnum Lot
ATLANTA. Nor. 7. -There was an onunually large advance order for the re -

Taken Over by City

BRIDGEPORT, Conn.. Nov. 7. -The
newly renovated Barnum Museum. which

was formally taken over by the city this
week, ie now opener to the public. Formerly It was operated by a private Orgartigallon, but because of not meeting
its tax Mlle, etc,. It was in danger of
being permanently dosed until the city
decided to take a hand. Now for the
Mat Ume dram P. T. Barnum donated
the building to the community in 1803
It Ls entirety equipped for the purpose

mingham. Bob Bender and Tom Morden. eon's route book which Frank Mayer has
programer*. to Peru. Inds Cecil Taylor. published. It has been necessary to place
loyal Out All Winter
an order for a second edition.
PINE BLUFF. Ark- Nov. 7. -Griner psatemaker. Birmingham.
The circus folk spent a quiet Sunday that It was Intended.
It is one of the most unique bulidinfes
with Royal Bros.' Circus hap been good
In Charlotte. N. C.. as no theater. were
dace opening October 10. The show will Sells -Sterling's Best
open. The Monday matinee there was In Bridgeport and was patterned after
the
Oriental -looking home of P. T.
play Texas and be out all winter. Rader
good. A Democratic rally and parade
ST. LOUIS. Nov. T. -Minoan Linde- downtown at 7 aelsock delayed arrival Barnum. Included In its exhibit are
Includes Roy Crandall. manager: Mra
Crandall, secretary -treasurer: Prod Crest - mann. one of the brothers owning Sella - of crowd to showgrounds until around original furniture belonging troth to
dell. equestrian director: D. C. Hawn. ad - Sterling Circus. during a visit to The 720, the tent filling up from 730 until P. T. Barnum and Torn Thumb.
mute: Edward Riley. bIllpeater: Jake Billboard of ftee here advised that show 8. A capacity house.
would dime a successful season at BohPrkdman, legal adjuster.
Sherwood Upchurch was a frequent

JOHN P. GRACE
Mika on

The Circus During The
Billboard's Span of Life
In the Christmas Number
of The Billboard Dated
November 28, 1936

m., lifo., today. Show had the best sea- visitor thru the Carolina.
son In ita history, the W1o0OnaLts and Visiting Frank Cook on the lot In
Michigan date. being exceptionally good. Danville. Vs- were W. Caper White. titCircus has obtained winter quarters In IiiitOn aupervbsor of State Highway and
Springfield. Mo.

Main in 30th Week
LAUREL. Mina.. Nov. 7. -The Walter L.

FRED HIGH
Writes on

Public Warm: Harry Woodring Jr mayor
of Danville. VA., oldest active mayor In

Why Circuses and

P. 0. Ragland. commissioner of revenue.

Towners Should

the United States (hls age is 05). and

Destinations of Troupers
Main Circus is now in Ka 30th week.
with no sign of closing. Opened April
Rakish Devil:hon. supertntendent of
10 and has not lost a performance: light department. will spend a brief
made one Sunday stand, and on three visit at his home In West Baden.
days gave three shown: allowed an weeks returning to quarter.. at Sarasota early
in one state. Show has moved promptly In January. lam McCoy will leave for
and has not been 30 minutes late any Hollywood to continue hb picture work.
(Sec Rinpling-Seenum on opposite page)
day.

Co -Operate

hi the Christmas Number
of The Billboard Dated
November 28, 1936
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billposter, Philadelphia; James Kennedy, RINGLING-BARATUM
boss lithographer, New York City; Tom
(Continued from. opposite page)
Clemens, steward, Okmulgee, Okla.;
Adler will make New York his
Harold Adams, Shreveport, La.; William Felix
winter
home. Betty Bader will join' her
Forrest
Biggs,
Albers, Pittsburg, Kan.;
husband,
Tommy, in New York, sailing
Covington, Va.; Joe Bernstien, North
Europe after a brief visit with her
Wilkesboro, N. C.; Ray Beard, Oklahoma for
brother
and
sister, Olive and George
By THE RINGMASTER
City; Thomas Colligan,- New York City;
who are returning to Hollywood
Othel Corkrum, Chicago; Sam Clauson, Brasso,
CPA.
to
appear
in
another
picture. Margaret
Minneapolis; Robert Flanigan, Los AnSecretary.
President.
FRANK H. HARTLESS, W. M. BUCKINGHAM. geles; Frank Geiser, Waco, Tex.; Paul Strickler will winter in Sarasota after
a
two
weeks'
visit
in
Midland,
Texas.
2930 West Lake Street.
Thames Bank.
Hale, Monroe, Mich.; James Kearney,

With the

eiteus lans
Norwich. Conn.

Chicago, Ill.

Hugh Hart will divide his time between Natchez, Miss., and New York.
He plans to spend Thanksgiving Day in
Massillon, 0. The Vyenos plan to spend
the winter in New York. Ed and Jennie
Rooney will winter as usual in Sarasota
and also plan to make winter dates. Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Reynolds will go to New
York. Ray 011ech will join his 'family in
Chicago. Ralph (Curly) Lill will remain
in Florida for some time. The Bumrang
Los Angeles Brevities
Troupe will winter in Sarasota and Nelson Brothers in Danville, Conn. Willie
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 7.-The Al G. Moser, circus mail man, will spend winter
Barnes Circus already has posters on in New York, and Dr. John R. Scully,
winter quarters building, "Watch for superintendent of ring stock, in SaraAl G. Barnes Circus 1937 opening date. sota.
Many new features."
Charles Haley, in baggage stock deBert Nelson, it is reported, will soon partment, will winter with his sister in
have an act ready for vaude dates.
Boston. Barbaro Sisters, Kay and EstelReported that Dr. George W. T. Boyd lo, will journey to their home in Brookwill have a winter circus, opening at lyn and play winter dates. Red Finn,
Monrovia, Calif. Olga Celeste, with her superintendent of baggage stock, will
leopards; Melvin Koontz, with lion winter in Sarasota; Walter Guice in
Jackie and mixed group of the Califor- Tampa, Fla.; Reiffenach family in Sarania Zoo, have gone to Dallas to fill an sota. Mickey Graves, superintendent of
engagement for Frank Buck.
property department, will spend a month
Johnny Brassil, of Barnes show, left in Sarasota and then return to his home
for Sacramento, Calif., his home town, in New York City. The Willos will go to
for visit. Jimmie Brown, of this show, Germany and England for six weeks,
playing winter dates. Will return to this
is back from Northern trip.
Jack Earl, giant on Ringling-Barnum country early in February to make in-

(Conducted by WLTER HOHENADEL, Editor Detroit;
'Wise White Tops.''care Hohenadel Printing Com- Norman
pany. Rochelle. Ill.)

ROCHELLE, Ill., Nov. 7.-Arthur H.

Nehls, prominent member of the CFA,
passed away at Buffalo, N. Y., November
3. He had been an active Fan for many
years and his passing will be regretted
by all members and his many friends in

circus business.
John H. Warnick, CFA, Dallas, caught

Bros.' Circus October 26 at
Terrell, Tex., and reports a splendid per-

Russell

formance. Due to recent rains, the lot

was boggy and performers worked under
handicap. Special praise was due ele-

phants and horses for their work, inasmuch as they were knee deep in mud

part of the time. Warnick previously
visited the show when it was in McKinney, Tex., and had visits with his old
friends Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jennier,
the Webbs and others.

James Long, Brattleboro, Vt.;
Lombard, New York City;
George Malley, Denver; George O'Connor, Bowling Green, Ky.; Bud Robins,
Minneapolis; Eugene Shindeldecker, Baltimore; Charles Smith. Columbus, O.;
William Woods, North Wilkesboro, N. C.;
William P. Taylor, Birmingham; Henry
Whately, pastemaker, Columbus, Ga.

'

A welcome -home party
given to
held at the home of Elmer Kemp, Trenton, N. J., was an enjoyable affair. The
meeting resulted in the establishment of
the Charles T. Hunt Top for Central and
South Jersey Fans. Following officers
were elected: Jacob Jones, Bridgeton,
general manager; Hugh Higgins, of Ridg- Side Show, writes he will be on the door circus dates.
wood, general agent; Robert Vanderbeek,
Somerville, equestrian director. The
room was decorated with paper of every

Charles Hunt, of Eddy Bros.' Circus,

show on the road with the exception
of two. Circus music over a publicaddress system was played during the
meal and different Fans took turns in
making announcements that are so familiar to circus lovers. Walter Cougle
acted as toastmaster and talks were

Store Circus Units

Also Magic. Punch and Judy,
Animal Acts, Good Dog Ss Pony Man. Write all to
GEO. E. ROBERTS, Manager, Pamahasika's Indoor
W.
Erie Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Circus Units, 515
Tel.: Sagmare 5536.
Novelty Circus Acts.

WANTED AT ONCE
Midgets, ladies and gentlemen. One year contract.
Transportation paid from your home and return.
Send late photo. State salary.
WI.

8949 Sunset Blvd.,

A. PENNOCK.
Hollywood. Calif.

NEW, UNUSUAL AND
EXCEPTIONALLY
ATTRACTIVE DESIGNS IN
PICTORIAL PAPER AND
CARDS FOR

CIRCUS

CARNIVAL
RODEO
AUTO RACES
POSTERS. CARDS AND

AND FIBRE BANNERS
PRINTED FROM TYPE ON

NON - FADING PAPER

WITH PERMANENT INK.
The

Owner or Manager

Donaldson Litho. Co.

Winter Quarters Address

NEWPORT, KY.
Opposite Cincinnati, Ohio

Office Address
F,y,posT CARDS k4 8 x 10
YNPOSTCARDS

Coast in time for the PCSA banquet and
ball.

The Loyal-Repenskl Troupe will winter

/noel's' Side Show, is in El Paso. Has
suffered a broken arm and sends word

that he will be with the Coast defenders
soon, John Red White, of the Big Show,
writes he will be with the showfolk in
a few Weeks.
George Tipton, steward of the Barnes
show, jeft Tuesday for a trip east. Expects to have a four weeks' vacation.

door dates. The second Wallenda act will
work vaudeville in the East.

Mildred Millette will stay in Sarasota
for a while and then work winter dates;
Everett Hart to Los Angeles and work
dates.

HUGH HART AND SMILEY CARLTON.

potamus.

who reports excellent business in the
many Florida cities. At Lakeland a
three-quarter house at matinee and near
capacity at night.

overhauling at one time.
Want Outstanding
All additions have been carefully
COMEDY WILD ANIMAL ACTS and planned to provide maximum expansion
the quarters. All are equipped with
THRILLING WILD ANIMAL ACTS of
steam heat. A corps of 50 local carCHIMP. AND MONKEY ACTS.
penters, masons and other artisans are
Son 4.1i5,"geaQ.,r1564',Vg;i:evig4: engaged in the building program.

1.95

8 10

-Qua,

12

-'

ORE SUBJECT PER LOT 25
Npeog //q Or,nod 6,<W,
uRCAJO PhOTO ART SERVICE

50

-

-

-

2.25
4.25
6.75

MI mow, sr onyron o. ,100 - 975

"DRIVER TENTS -

BANNERS"

28580 Canopy Style SIDE SHOW TENT.

20040 Corn Game Top.
Ostarpiller Tunnel Cover. Good Condition.
CHARLIE DRIVER. Manager,
4611-18 N. Clark St..

OhlOantk

WANTED
I MOTORIZING
Showmen Who Are Interested

In

Write for Our Special Finance Plan.

CHARLES T. GOSS
With Standard Chevrolet Co.,
East St. Louis, Ill.

HUBERT'S MUSEUM
GRAND REOPENING

A wagon shop and storage being built

adjacent to repair and paint shops is
designed to permit movement of at least
20 wagons and dens thru repair and

-

REPRODUCTIONS OF YOUR PITOTOS

"MIRROR" FINIS/1

0. HENRY TENT & AWNING CO.

JACK BAUGHMAN, touring Florida
ROCHESTER, Ind., Nov. 7.-Many im- with his own travelogs, is showing
schools
to good biz and is booked until
provements await the arrival of the Cole Beatty Circus here about November 13. January. He visited Downie show at
Lakeland
and spent afternoon with his
Largest and most important perhaps
Harry Mack, announcer and press
is the new car barn, located between cat friend,
agent.
Also
visited with Charles Sparks,
barn and repair shops. This building,

280 by 80 feet, will house 20 railroad
cars and is equipped with heavy repair
machinery, paint shop and forges. Plans
are said to include complete overhauling of all rolling stock during the winter.
Adjacent to west side of the horse
barns a new addition, 280 by 60 feet,
will provide new training rings for ring
stock and elephants, as well as specially
constructed tanks for seals and hippo-

100

in Sarasota, having purchased a new 250 Martha Wallenda in Dallas with her 500 - 635
husband, Jack Mitchell; Mr. and Mrs. 1000 -- 11.75
Harry Rittley in Tampa, Fla.; Wallenda
Troupe to Sarasota, Fla., then play In-

Austin King, inside lecturer on Clyde home; Bobby Worth in Miami, Fla.;

Improvements at Quarters

WANT For Department

CAMPFIELD, 162 W. 42d St., New York Olty

Title of Show

MELL A. GRISSOM Of Cole Bros. -Clyde Beatty
SELLING CHEVROLET EQUIPMENT.
MEMPHIS. TENN.

BAKER - LOCKWOOD
America's
Big Tent House
EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE - A. E.
17th end Central, KANSAS CITY, MO.

-a

BARN MN BAILEY

Special Showman's Finance Plan.

For Next Season?

WRITE-WIRE-PHONE

BUMPER CARDS. MUSLIN

RINGLING BROS

KENSINGER CHEVROLET CO.

a whale of a difference!

How About Your Canvas

Kindly give the information on this blank and mail

press agent, Chicago; Tom Connors, boss
(See WITH THE FANS on page 55)

THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH

-clean, bright, well stretched, makes

THE BEST DISPLAYED

geles; Edward A. Johnson, contracting

SARASOTA, FLA.

Merchandise Display-that isn't all of it.
The appearance of the Tent and Canvas

Where Are You Wintering?

TAMPA, Fla., Nov. 7.-Advertising Car
No. 1 of Ringling-Barnum Circus closed
season here October 28. Personnel of
car and destinations follow:
Vernon A. Williams, manager, Los An-

WINTER QUARTERS

The Banner Line-or the Front-or the

circuses, carnivals and tent shows in winter quarters:

R -B No. 1 Car Closes

CICANIE1US

FLASH!

to The Billboard, Cincinnati, 0., for our records of

made by the officers and others present.

37

NEW YORK CITY

228 WEST 42D ST.

Want Freaks and Novelty Acts of merit at all times.
Write now for Winter Bookings.

SCHORK & SCHAFFER

The Billboard

38
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Tom Mix season, will leave for Calif or
nia. He has had a good season. In addition to being producing clown, he has
been obtaining the Ford advertising. He

7.40elt the Pillatquee

San Francisco.

By CIRCUS SOLLY

We know a circus owner who has a line In
JAMES SUBER is in St. Mary's Hos42 all pital, Quincy, Ill., ill of blood poisoning. his newspaper ads: "Traveling aboard
steel cars." He has 10 trucks that are barely
BEN HOLMES and F. J. Prink left ahead of the sheriff. Okeh to speak in big
Walter L. Main Circus late in September. terms, but a direct misrepresentation acts as
a boomerang.
SEILS-STERLING had a big afternoon
at St. Genevieve, Mo., November 1.
LEO ABERNATHY, international president of billposters' union, left for
HOMER KEEPER is now in Cincinnati Tampa, Fla., to attend annual convenwhere he will remain for several months. tion of American Federation of Labor.
He is making a number of stops en
CAPT. DALBEANIE has been booked route. Will be back in his office in
for vaude dates, opening in Chicago, fol- Pittsburgh next week.
lowing close of Russell Bros.' season.
KING BAIZE, Side Show manager of
W. K. WARNER will return to Atlantic Sells -Sterling Circus, has issued a season's
route book, which also gives the
City following close of Ringling-Barnum

personnel.

Circus.

It has a number of Illus-

COLE-BEATTY and Russell Bros. had

and Texas.
ALEX SOKOLOVE, with Cooper Bros.'

Circus this season, is again managing a
cigar store in Easton, Pa.

RUBY LATHAM and Spuds, the clown.

have teamed and are now playing night
clubs in and around Cincinnati.

GUY V. WILKINSON has left Veterans'

Hospital, Albuquerque, N. M., and is
feeling fine. Will be at Roanoke, Va.,
for several weeks, then go to Washington, N. C., for a month.

If

you

cannot buy The

Billboard

where you are, 15 cents in postage to
The Billboard, Cincinnati, 0., will bring

it to you.

CHARLES (KID) KOSTER. handling
advance billing for Roy Meets Girl, advises that show is heading westward and
that he hopes to run into many of his
old circus friends along the route.
TOBY TYLER, Curly Phillips, Charlie
Bayes and Pat and Bill Kling are clowning with the E. K. Fernandez Hawaiian
Circus. Mungandi, of Cristiani troupe,
has joined the show.
MR. AND MRS. HERB FLEMING, of
Flying Flemings, are' now grandpa and
grandma. Their only child; a daughter,
recently had a girl. Herb is now being
called "The Flying Grandpa."
HARRY AND LORETTA LaPEARL
went from Toronto to Paterson, N. J.,
where they will produce clown numbers

for Elks' Circus, presented by Frank
Wirth.

The Billboard Dated
November 5, 1921)

(From

Several loads of shavings cost a few dollars.

it gives the atmosphere around the midway,
marquee and in the rings. It tends to put you
in the big-time class.

Mugivan, Bowers and Ballard, contro

era of a -number of circuses, closed a
real estate deal at Peru, Ind., involving
a consideration close to $500,000. They
bought 600 acres of land, circus winter
quarters and cars shops. Till ,now the
property was part of the estate of Benjamin E. Wallace. The new owners have
the John Robinson, Hagenbeck-Wallace,
Howe's Great London, Sells-Floto and
the Yankee Robinson shows arid ultimately they will all be housed on the
farms, it is said. . . . The Al G. Barnes
Circus has been doing a wonderful business thru Oklahoma the last three
weeks. AU towns in that section in good
shape, with plenty of money being
spent. . . . Albert Gaston, veteran
clown, was a caller at The Billboard,

JOSEPH NATHAN KANE is writing the
valuable data on historical events of the
past century. One of his chapters will
give details of the invention by Walter
'Hunt about 100 years ago of the "Ceiling Walking" equipment which, when introduced in theaters and later in circuses, proved a sensation. Kane has
granted Charles Bernard the special
privilege of quoting from manuscript.

manuscript for a book that will give

Don't worry about the circus.

Fortunes

trations. The season's banner day was will be made with it long after the final curIRA MIBLETTE was on program of at Superior, Wis. Night performances tain has caught us, Its appeal is universal.
Curler Press Club celebration in Cincin- were lost at Clintonville, Wis., and Mt. Long live the circus, peanuts and red lemonade!
Morris. Ill.
nati night of October 31.
WALTER LEVINA and wife, Princess
Nothing attracts more attention around a
Around the lot we knew a regular fellow (Lola Levine), had a pleasant and profcircus than politeness. Neatly groomed ani- once-until
itable
season with King Belle's Side
they
put
him
in
the
ticket
wagon.
mal attendants who answer questions intelli- It wasn't long before his head swelled until Show on Seils-Sterling Circus. Levin
gently are the bosses of tomorrow.
will be in a large Springfield, Ill., dehe could hardly get it in the door.
partment store four weeks, entertaining
DON TAYLOR, playing night clubs in
FRANK B. RUBIN, veteran circus and doing Santa Claim.
Chicago, will work a department store
man, of Atlantic City, visited more than
during holiday season.
500 towns giving boost talks for re- THE LERCHES (Jenny and Billy)
PERCY SMITH was at Shrine Circus. election of President Roosevelt. Samuel were slightly injured on Halloween en
Okawville, pl., for a celebraToronto, with Harry LaPearl and his Groper, former circus, carnival and min- route toTheir
car crashed into another.
strel man, was elected to Board of Free tion.
troupe of clowns.
After
a
brief
rest at 'their home in BelleHolders of Atlantic County.

quite a bit of opposition in Arkansas

IS Cleats a5c

has been clowning with Jimmy Davison. Abe is contemplating 4vorking for
Jack E. Lewis, who has an agency in

Cincinnati, last week on his way to

'Peoria, Ill, after closing with Howe's
Great London Shows.

The John Robinson show will close

November 10 at Cullman, Ala. . . . The
will of Louisa M. Cody, widow of Col.
William F. Cody (Buffalo Bill), has been

filed for probate and reveals an estate
of $95,000. Provision was made in the

will for the disposal of a number of

famous pictures belonging to the estate.
.
. . The Siegrist troupe of aerialists
arrived home in Canton, 0., from Richmond, Va., where they closed another
season with the mingling ville, Ill., they will open for five and successful
Barnum Circus.
(See Under the Marquee on page 55)
ABE GOLDSTEIN, following close of
John G. Robinson, who has his elephants on the Shubert Vaudeville Circuit, paid The Billboard offices in Cincinnati a visit last week. . . . Frank
Lemen, the senior member of the Lemen
Bros.' Shows, died October 24. He was
believed to be Missouri's oldest pioneer
in the circus business, having been associated with the sawdust ring for 55
years.. . . George G. (Floto). Coleman,
after closing with the Ringling-Barnum
Circus, joined the Al G. Barnes show....
Sells-Floto Circus, Greater Sheesley
Shows, R. M. Harvey's Greater Minstrels
and Russo & Hockwald's Minstrels all
in Los Angeles during the past week.
Joe Lewis, with the Ringling-Barnum
Circus the past season, has contracted
with the Walker Accessories Company,
of Chicago, to do campaigning work for
the winter.. . . Charles Farrell, one of
the oldest circus treasurers, passed thru

Philadelphia on his way to

Havana,

Cuba, where he will spend the winter.
.. T. H. (Heath) Cowan died in Kansas
City, Mo. Associated with show business
PERSONNEL. OF PAGEL CIRCUS IN SOUTH AFRICA-Top row: William
MOK. Hausman, Leo Loranger, Berta Griedneff, Evelyn Stephens, Ruth. Pinder,
BRIM Osborn. Nellie Dutton. Second row: George Griedneff, Walter Pagel,
Archie Silverlake, Pearl Williams, Ken Griedneff, Billie Silverlake, Captain R.
Miller, William Pagel, Mrs. William Pagel, A. Disney Herbert, Millie Williams,

Jonnie Mae Silverlake, Mischa Griefneff. Mrs. G. Kirk, Dernetrie Grtedneff,
Jackie Williams. On ground: Joseph Drabbe, George (Spuds) Kirk, Danny
Mitchell, Peter Grunwald (midget), Phil Williams, George Pinder.

Chas 'aiKf5 a za givutets eiuh
For the Treupers-and a Home

RICHMOND, Va., Nov. 7.-EVen "two - honorary life member of the local orfun he-men" sometimes find difficulty ganization, thus becoming the first
in
controlling their emotions while dis- "Saint" in the Rogers Tent, he being
nees. Fast cars and ribbons of concrete highthe only member connected with a cirways have revolutionized the circus. How cussing departed associates and Tom Mix cus. The motion to make Mix an honproved
nci exception night of October 22
can we get them there in the afternoon?
orary member was made by Police Juswhile talking of Will Rogers.
Ed Clements, who termed him the
was a close friend of Mix and tice
W. F. (BILL) WILCOX and wife, of at Rogers
of Young America." It was secdinner at Hotel Petersburg, in tell- "Idol
Seal Bros.' Circus, are very active in inga members
onded by Mayor John Jolly and unaniof
the
Will
Rogers
Tent,
affairs of Heart of America Showmen's CSSCA, of hie association with the hu- mously carried amid cheers.
Club, Kansas City. Mrs. Wilcox was morist, Mix had a hard time holding his Responding, Mix declared he was proud
contracting agent for show the past feelings in check. Mix eulogized Rogers of being looked up to by the youth of
season.
in telling of their friendship in the cow, America, that he always had tried to
live up to the honor and would endeavor
MR. AND -MRS. ALEX THOMPSON boy country and later in the movies.
Mix congratulated the Petersburg, Va., to hold the admiration of the youngsters.
(Cedulie St. Onge) recently celebrated
told of some of his hardships before
their golden wedding anniversary in De- group on naming the Tent after Rogers He
the top and proved himself a
troit. Years ago they were with Orrin and requested a roster of the charter reaching
real after -dinner speaker by his witty
Bros.' Circus. Thompson was an acrobat members.
remarks.
Mix
met every member of the
The distinguished guest was made an
and his wife a slack -wire performer.
Tent.
Following the dinner members of the
BERT CLINTON.
Phones: Delaware 2755-0291.
TOBY WELLS.
Tent accompanied Mix to the McKenzie
PERFORMERS CONSOLIDATED ATTRACTIONS
street grounds, where the Tom Mix CirPerformers Club of America Bldg., 643.649 North Clark Street, Chicago.
cus was showing, and were his guests at
the night performance. They were takWANTED-ACTS AND ATTRACTIONS OF ALL KINDS
en on a tour of the backyard and got a
For Parks, Fairs, Celebrations and indoor Circuses. Always pleased to hear from recognized
glimpse of circus life behind the scenes.
Acts of Merit.
There is one headache that all circus
owners generally complain about-light mati-

Chicago's Only Artists' Representative Dealing Exclusively in Outdoor Attractions.

Fair Secretaries and Managers can always review what they buy in our spacious Rehearsal Halls.

CHES. GOLDSTON,
National.

Secretary.

for a number of years, he last worked
with the Forepaugh-Sells organization.

Excellent Biz for Wirth's
SYDNEY, Oct. 8.-Wirth's Circus is
playing to excellent business on Its way
from Adelaide to Melbourne, Australia.
Show is playing one-night stands to almost packed houses,

On October 16, the occasion of the
diamond jubilee of the organization, a
banquet of 11 courses, to be followed by
nine wines, will be held in the big cage.
One hundred guests will be present and
all the firm's lions will be in the cage.
Two of them, under 'the watchful eyes
of the keeper, will be prowling around
the table during the dinner. Despite
the risk the management has been inundated with requests for invitations.
All guests are being insured against being mauled. A show will be given for
the guests after the banquet.

00;TiIne q/WWInen,
By CHARLES BERNARD
Closing of the 1936 circus season

records the same deep interest in the
traveling tent -show organizations that
has made them the people's favorite
amusement thruout the past century.
We now know the most ardent admirers
of the circus under the name of Circus
Fans. Among them there is a rapidly
increasing group that collect books.

programs, routes and other mementos
of past and present-day shows to enter ( See Old -Time Showmen on page 45)
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Kosciusko, Mies., Rodeo, included Cow- and Everett Bowman (8 each), Bill Mcboy Slim, Roy Kirk, Red Carmichael, Farland and Carl Arnold (5 each). Third
Cameron Nixon. Slim Flemings. Dalton day, Bill McFarland and Al Allen (13
Pough, Dick Johnson, Frank Dial, Joe each), Charles Jones and Carl Arnold (8
Baker, Robert Dial and Leland. Nixon. each), Everett Bowman and Al Allen (5
Harrington's widow was the recipient of each). Finals,' Bill McFarland and Al
By ROWDY WADDY
a generous donation from employees 'of Allen (70 each), Everett Bowman and Al
Wallace Bros.' Shows, which was Allen (42 each), Carl Arnold and Charles
HOMER SWEIGART, South Dakotian, the
who roped on the John Robinson Circus showing on the midway; the fair asso- Jones (28 each).
years ago, is now a traffic policeman on ciation, a local women's group and the
cowboys.
the Buffalo force.
CHICAGO-Chicago Stadium money
Cowboy winners for the final days, Thursday,
BOSTON RODEO NOTES
LEONARD MURRAY, former big-time Band,
October
to Sunday, November 1, inJohnson,
by
Everett
directed
contestant, is now a mounted policeman proved to be a peppy organization, play- clusive: 129,
Steer Riding-Ninth go -around,
at the model Walkhill, N. Y., prison ing incidental music and its own pro-' Ken Roberts,
Harold Piper, Ted BushFrank Biron, known for years as a roper, gram.. . . Several cowgirls and cowboys baum, Durwood
Ryan. Tenth go -around,
is his superior officer.
received mild abrasions and sprains as a Ted Bushbaum; Benny Bender and
result of being thrown by bronks. .
Durwood Ryan split second and third;
COLONEL BUCK TAYLOR, former ro- A Brahma steer thrilled the opening Don Thompson. Final go-aYound, Ken
deo czar at the Million -Dollar Pier, At- evening crowd as it snorted on the loose Roberts, Frank Marion, Curly Bell, Ted

Dextet

eattal

lantic City, is telling friends that he is only to miss by a hair's width a lackaseriously thinking of launching a Wild daisical cowboy who woke up just as
West show in 1937.
the steer booted its head where he had
been a split second before.... Don WilROY VINCENT, trick roper, who ap- liams, drum major of grand -entry band,
peared with the Gorman Show, Poodles delighted the crowd with his ambidexHanneford, Ted Merchant and the Art trous baton work. He received plenty
Lewis Show during the past summer, of applause.... Witticisms and Western
writes that he plans to start roping alone twang of John Jordan, announcer, from
and manufacture Indian war bonnets.

ROSS LUND, Canadian cowboy, who
was injured by a bucking horse at the
Mineola, L.I., N. Y., Fair, was sufficiently

Carlsbad, N. M., won the crowd. While.
Jordan was, riding a bronk Ray Whitley
subbed as announcer. . . . Ray Whitley
received advance applause when he announced that he would again sing Boots
and Saddles, the number he introduced

recovered to enter the bareback bronk last year at the New York and Boston
riding contest at the Madison Square rodeos,
Garden show.

BUCK HARRIS, of Anadarko, Okla.,
and erstwhile doorman at Jack Brown's
The Roundup, Boston nightery, was
contestant No. 23 during the Hub stay
of Col. W. T. Johnson's World's Championship Rodeo.

If

buy The Billboard
where you are, 15 cents in postage to
The Billboard, Cincinnati, 0., will bring
it to you.
you

cannot

MRS. CHARLES ALDRIDGE and. Mrs.
the Garden Rodeo long enough to thoroly
inspect the palatial steamer Queen Mary.
came ashore with arms loaded with sou-

Dollie Eskew, who slipped away from

venirs, because, as one of the officers
said: "You are rodeo folks."
ROCHESTER (N. f.) RODEO Association, thru its president, John. Wegman,

has announced that its second annual
purse event will be held next summer.
of prominent
Association consists
Rochester business men. Their first

rodeo, held last June, netted them a
profit of more than $9,000.
"BUTTONS" YONNICK,

16 -year -old

Oklahoma steer rider, left the Garden
Rodeo with more purse money than he
ever thought existed. Buttons, during
the summer, also wolf the steer -riding
contest at the Rochester, N. Y., Rodeo
and placed second at the Buffalo event.

COLONEL JIM ESKEW has been con-

tracted to act as arena director and
furnish all saddle and wild stock for

four contests, scheduled to start in the
South about the middle of January, according to Herbert S. Maddy, general
representative of the Harris-Eskew Western Attractions. Maddy infos that RAA
memberships will be secured for these
events and the purse money will be
guaranteed by a bank in each city.
AFTER A SUCCESSFUL run thru the
Southwest, Ann Mix and her Cowboys

are playing for the Gus Sun office in

Kentucky, Ohio and West Virginia. Show
plans to play. Middle West until Christ-

mas, when it' will lay off for the holidays. Roster includes J. E. Word, manager; Ray Selzer, advance agent; Dixie,
Southworth, Texas Eddie, Ray Cox,
George Wilson, Slim Francis and Frankie

Four trucks are used to transport the show.
HENRY ROLAND, human fly, announces his retirement from the stunt
field after 28 years. He joined a circus
in Connellsville, Pa., when he was 16
and started as a chair and table balancer. During his 16 years as a human
fly he made 2,600 climbs. He fell twice,
once a distance of five stories, which
broke hips and five ribs. Mrs. Roland,
former Texas. cowgirl and stunt rider,
and their dog Rollo are going johrneying via trailer on the first vacation in
many years. Their present home is in
Nelson.

RESULTS of the recent Lewiston
(Ida.) Roundup: Bronk Riding-First
day, Pete Knight (90 RAA points), Ray
Mavity (87), Bill McMakin (45), Buck
Tiffin (23). Second day, Doff Aber (90),
Herman Linder (67). Ray Mavity (45),
Bill Sievers and Dave Shipp split fourth
(11 each). Third day, Doff Aber (90), Dave
Shipp (67), Herman Linder (45), Guy
Cash and Dick Slappert split fourth (11
each). Finals, Herman Linder (236),
Ray Mavity (142), Pete Knight (95).
Calf Roping-First day, Charles Jones
(50), Everett Bowman (30), Irby Mundy
(20). Second day, Charles Jones and E.
Bbwman split first (40. each), Oral Zumwalt (20). Third day, Carl Arnold (50),
Oral Zumwalt (30), Irby Mundy (20).
Finals, Charles Jones (145), Everett Bowman and Oral Zumwalt split second and
third ('73 each). Steer Wrestling-First
Day, Tex Doyle (75), Norman Cowan
(45), Steve Heacock (30). Second day,
Oral Zumwalt (75), Steve Heacock (45),
Dick Herrin (30). Finals, Steve Heacock
(180), Oral Zumwalt (108), Tex Doyle
(72). Single Roping-First day, Everett
Bowman (50), Irby Mundy (30), Vic
Rogers' (20). Second day, Carl Arnold
(50), Everett Bowman (30), Irby Mundy
(20). Third day, Charles Jones (50), Carl
Arnold (80), Oral Zumwalt (20). Finale.
Carl Arnold (125), Everett Bowman (75),
Charles Jones (50). Team Roping-First
day, Charles Jones and Carl Arnold (13
each), Everett Bowman and Charles
Jones (8 each), Vance Rooke ,and Frank
Woods (5 each). Second day, Bill McFarland and Al Allen (13 each), Al Allen

Bushbaum. Final awards, Ken Roberts,
Elmer Martin and Ted Bushbaum. Sad-

dle Bronk Riding -Fifth go -around,
Brown. Lonnie Rooney; Ted
Miller and Clay Carr split third and

Buster

fourth. Final go -around, Rube Nelson.
Ted Miller, Chuck Will, ems, Lynn
Huskey. Final awards, Lonnie Rooney,
Buster Brown, Bob Askin. Bareback

Bronk Riding -Ninth go -around, Joe

Cody, Benny Bender, Elmer Martin, Don
Thompson. Tenth go -around, Joe Cody,
Benny Bender, Ken Meyerhoff, Harold
Piper. Eleventh go -around, Don Thompson, Buck Wyatt, Harold Johnson, Ed
'Collins. Final go -around, Harold Johnson, Buck Wyatt, Harold Piper, Ken
Meyerhoff. Final awards, Ed Collins.
Harold Johnson, Bob Hess. Cowgirls'
Bronk Riding-Sixth go -around, Thelma
Warner, Gene Creed, Margie Greenough.
Seventh go -around, Alice Adams, Mary
Parks, Thelma Warner. Final go -around,
Pete Shipman, Vaughn Kreig, Mary
Parks.
Final awards, Gene Creed.
Vaughn Kreig, Mary Parks. Calf Roping
-Fifth go -around, Jim Wilkinson, Jim
Snively, Earl Moore, Bill Wilkinson.
Final go -around. Barton Carter, Buck
Sorrells, Floyd Peters, Amey Gamblin.
Final 'awards, Torn Taylor, Vic Rogers,
Amey Gamblin. Steer BulldoggingMike Fisher, Earl Blevensi Tom Hogan
and Joe 'Thompson split third and
fourth. Final go -around, Hugh Ridley.
Earl Blevens, Mike Fisher, Ted McCrory.
Final awards, Tom Hogan, Mike Fisher,
Dave Campbell. Wild Cow MilkingFourth go -around, Buck Sorrels, Buck
Stanniford, Jack Skipworth, Jim Wilkinson. Final go -around, Henry Snively,
Allen Holder, Breezy Cox, Jerry Littrell.
Final awards, Jim Wilkinson, Buck Stanniford, Bill Wilkinson. Amounts of
money awards were not announced. The
Seagram trophy for best all-round cowboy was awarded to Lonnie Rooney, of
Wilson, Okla., with Clay Ca.rr, of Visalia,
Calif., as runner-up. Ranch Romances
magazine presented Rooney with a beautiful belt and solid silver buckle. A
similar belt also was presented to
Vaughn Kreig as best all-round cowgirl.
On the closing night Arthur Wirtz,
Stadium head, threw a party for all the
(See CORRAL on page 45)

Attendance for First Three
Days at Hub Rodeo
Is 18,000
programs were destroyed and special
BOSTON, Nov. 7.-First three days of
Col. William T. Johnson's nine -day sixth
annual World's Championship Rodeo
presented at the Boston Garden ended
November 4 after what might be looked
upon as a trinity of hectic days filled
with mongrel temperament and unusual
circumstances.
Estimated attendance in round figures
gives opening Monday evening at 5,000,
held back by pre -Election Day activity.
Tuesday, Election Day, turnstiles clicked
4,000. Wednesday saw 9.000 customers.
Front observation, and in spite of
political events, the 1986' opening was
better than 1935, altho the 1935 rodeo
was held from November 4-12, with the
opening on a Friday, always a good day

printed. The striking cowboys
bought their way in and from a section
ones

at the west end of the Garden they
booed and jeered the events thruout
the two and a half hours of the show.

They cat -called and whistled at all contestants who substituted for them. Colonel Johnson sent a delegate to buy the
block of grand -stand seats, even at $20
apiece, but the strikers refused. Event
slated for 8:15 got, under way at 8:40.
The band, under contract, remained intact. A note of amusement crept in
when, without any preordainment, the
band played Empty Saddles.
Before the evening wore off a 'prize money settlement came. The original
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(CSSCA)

Teta
7attles
By FRED PITZER
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-We are in reof the November number of The
White Tops, CFA organ, and it contains
16 pages of text and. pictures. It carries
on the editorial page the following
article culled from The Richmonder
Magazine, Richmond, Va., for October,
ceipt

1936:

THE CIRCUS HOME

"It seems strange to us that Richmond

should be the birthplace of the Circus
Saints and Sinners of America. From
our past connections with the show
business we have a vague recollection
that the home for old and indigent performers was to be located there.
"But when Richmond and Henrico
County both pass laws causing a prohibitive tax to be placed against outdoor
shows of all varieties, the membership
of the CSSCA does not raise a hand to
prevent it. Consequently, on the outside, it looks as if Richmonders will be
deprived of the pleasures of the circus.
"Certainly there is no objection from
local merchants, including the theater
(who would be affected more than anyone else), to the one -day performances
of a circus in the city. There may be
objections from certain groups to carnivals of the type which operate gambling devices and have bawdy shows.
If that type show wants its license reduced it's their battle, not ours.
"The Richmonder promises, after interviewing Charles Sparks, of the Downie

Bros.' Circus, that there will be no more

outdoor shows here as long as the tax
remains on the books.
"A concentrated effort on the part of

the membership of the circus association
may bring results."
While Richmond is not the birthplace

of the CSSCA and while the Dexter
Fellows Tent is not affiliated with the
national organization, yet we believe
there is something radically wrong in

this, as we well know the splendid work
that has been done by the W. W. Workman Tent for circuses. Besides, John C.
Goode, national president of the CSSCA,
is the collector of revenue for Richresponsible for
mond and is directlycircuses
and we
granting licentes to

know how frequently he has gone out
of his way to accommodate circuses
in this respect, altho we know of cases
where circuses deliberately lied as to
the size of their show when making an,
plication. We are writing to John for
his word in this matter and will print it

as soon as received.
While the objective of the Dexter Fellows Tent is of a serious nature, yet
one cannot help but view, thru laughing
eyes, some of the things Which happen
at a luncheon, things that are not on the

record, and it might interest some of
our members to be pulled behind the
scene. Let us take our last initiation
of Lou Gehrig. In front of the dais is
a red electric light which is blinked as
a signal to a person who is running over
the speaking time allotted to him. When
Lou talked the hour was late and the
president fearing that the members

might become restless blinked the red
light, but Lou paid no attention to it.
Again it was bunked, but Lou kept
right on. If Les (Rolypoly) Kramer had
authority he would have locked up tha
famous ball player for passing a ret
light. . . . When it came time for Tex
O'Rourke to portray Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler everybody was trying to locate the big Texan. However, he was
being paged all over the north side of
the room by at least a quartet of greatly
excited members when he was calmly
making up and entered from the south
side of the room.... Strange as it seems

the man who won the pair of shoes

donated by the Pediforme Shoe Company

Cleveland.

was Sinner Joe Pearman, 1932 winner,
Solympic winner of the walking match.
. . . The ritual and member ceremony
sheets were in a folder laid down for a
sum
was
doubled
and
the
entry
fees
here.
minute and then picked up by the police
Colonel Johnson came to -Boston under added to make the total $13,200.
officer. When these sheets were missing
heavy odds. Originally scheduled to open
Strikers
Back
in
Corral
the writer went whirling around the
November 1, the show was pushed back
place as if he had been injected with
On
Tuesday,
with
strikers
back
in
the
a day to allow Democrats the use of the
and, at last despondent, he was
Boston Garden for a political demon- corral, the first show that looked like TNT
about to ask the president to cancel
a
rodeo
was
presented
to
a
small
gate,
stration. The customary publicity pafigures even both ceremonies on account of the
rade was called off. Previous to opening which was appreciative in Despite
rain missing papers. Just as the gavel came
on Monday Colonel Johnson was faced tho it was voting day.
real Western rodeo down for the ritual the police officer
with a cowboy strike when 60 of his Wednesday brought aContestants
handed the folder to the writer, saying
seemed
affair
to
the
arena.
star riders quit because the $6,400 prize

in the impressive
memorial services held night of October
16 for Red' Harrington, of Tulsa, Okla.,
who was killed 'that afternoon by. a
bucking horse while riding in the

and officals es contestants.

PARTICIPANTS

money for the nine -day 13 -performance to sense the sudden injection of big
engagement was inadequate for some 100 attendance and gave a rip -snorting percontestants. Confronted by this di- formance.
lemma, the Colonel proceed with the Bronks and steers chalked up the
opening, using staff cowboys, grooms main victories Monday evening, tossing
Original

(See ATTENDANCE on page 58)

"I've been trying to locate the owner
of these papers for 20 minutes. Will
you announce that they have 'been found
and ask for the. owner." Ask for the
owner! Or! Or! Or.! ... Bert Cobb sing (See DEXTER' FELLOWS on page 45)

-a
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NEW HIGHS IN NAAPPB BILL
Schott Again
Head in Cincy

Chi Convention Program Lauded

As a Guide by President Baker
Vital subjects in industry are placed for discussion by
leaders in their lines-committee is praised for lineup
of topics-reservations point to record -breaker
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-President Harry C. Baker declared himself enthused
over the great showing being made toward a marvelous display of exhibits which
will be seen at the annual convention of the National Association of Amusement
Parks, Pools and Beaches and allied bodies in the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on
November 'SO -December 4, and the outstanding program arrangements which are rapidly drawing to completion by the program committee, made up a Paul H.
Huedepohl, chairman; Paul C. Morrie, vice-chairman; George A. Harnid, A. C. Hartmann and Sylvan Hoffman. "In these
times it is vital that all park, pier, pool
and beach men obtain a definite and acMAURICE' PI ESEN
curate knowledge of certain subjects, a
knowledge of which is absolutely necesWrites on
sary to their future success," he declared.

"We are confronted by a lot of tre-

mendous problems and the fellow who
Bringing Came Operadoes not have specific information on
them is just going to be out of luck.
tion Up to Date
"It is like trying to steer an automobile
upon a rough country road without headIn the Christmas Number
lights. Secretary A. R Hodge and myself have been in constant touch with
of The Billboard Dated
the program committee for several
November 28, 1936
Months and everyone has given the matter of program more careful consideration than ever before because, in our
judgment, the selection of subjects is
more important than ever before.
"Take, for example, the tax situation.
We are going to treat it in three ways:
First, federal taxes; second, State taxes,
and, lastly, old -age security and pensions
CLEVELAND, Nov. 7.-Bonnie Park,
which, of course, will include both fed- near
will have a new location in
eral and State aspects. No operator can 1937,here,
State having taken over the
afford not to be fully posted on the tax former the
site,
said Harry L. Milgate, secresituation.
tary of the park company. He said locaAir Conditioning Timely
tion of the new site would be announced
"Next, what is more important right iniFebruary, when work will be started
now than to know how to tiring back an for an early opening.
These officers have been elected:
old park in these days, and who 18 better
Jones, president; George Stone,
qualified to tell us than Irving Rosen- Larry
thal, of Palisades Park, who is ,going to vice-president; Harry L. Milgate, secretary
and
general manager.
talk on Developing a Nationallkt Known
Management plans to locate a winter
Park During Depression Days? What

Bonnie, Cleveland,
To Have a New Site

Young Coney Island presi-

dent reports big season-

improvements to be made

CINCINNATI, Nov. 7.-The best season

by far since that of 1929 was reported
by President and General Manager Edward L. Schott at the annual meeting
of Coney Island, Inc., here on November 2. He was re-elected to the post
which he assumed in August, 1935,
when 28 years of age, to succeed his
father, George F. Schott, who died on
HARRY C. BAKER, New York,

president of the National Association
of Amusement Parks, Pools and

Beaches, who has announced some
timely topics selected by the program committee for sessions of the
annual convention in the Hotel
Sherman, Chicago, on November 30 -

December 4.

Season Is Big
For Nantasket
Beach and -Paragon Park

report increased biz
steamer traffic is up

on the south shore of Massachusetts, re-

ports the greatest business season in

1936 since 1929, according to Harold
E. Greene, general manager of Nantasketsubject offers bigger possibilities in parks home for concessioners, regular em- Boston Steamboat Company, operator
than air conditioning? We are going to ployees of the park and officers, idea of the Mayflower, Pemberton, Nantasket

learn a lot about this most timely topic being that each head of a family will be
entitled to a cottage, rent free, and with
from one who knows.
"What is more important than ac- an opportunity to purchase it if desired
curate information on modern lighting and paying for it in work. Erection of
for parks, pools and beaches and the best a large clubhouse also is planned.
paint adapted to modern architecture,
especially when we get this information
from men who have had experience at To Improve Detroit Pool
the recent expositions, more particularly
DETROIT, Nov. 7.-Crystal Swimming
the Chicago exposition, which set a new Pool,
opened last summer at Eight Mile
high in modern lighting, modern archi- and Greenfield
roads, outside of city
tecture and the best paint adapted to limits, found business
so good this year,
both?
said
Manager
Henning
Rylander, that
"Then the all-important subject of the company will make major
public liability insurance and the accom- ments to invite larger crowds.improveA new
plishments of the association during the sand beach capable of holding 500
and
first year of its sponsorship of a co- additional landscaping will be chief
operative plan which has produced mar- features of improvements. Company has
velous financial results to those who had just been incorporated with a capitalizathe courage to participate. What, too, is tion of $50,000.
more important than a first-hand knowledge of the most successful promotion
schemes operated thruout the country
during the 1936 season? These are only
a few of the high spots and in each case
they will be treated by men who know,
because they have proved by actual experience and will not talk theories."

July 25, 1935.

Plans were announced for extensive
improvements for next season and installation of considerable new equipment. President Schott's report was
greeted with applause. He also declared
that the annual autumn down -river
tour made by the steamer Island Queen
had been the most profitable in many
years.

Other officers re-elected are Fred E.
Wesselmann, vice-president and chairman of the board; Mason Towle, secretary; Joseph P. Brandewie, treasurer; E.
W. Edwards, Walter J. Friedlander, M.
E. Lyons, Douglas McClure and Charles
Sawyer, directors.

All -Year Air Plug
Advocated for A. C.
ATLANTIC CITY, Nov. 7.-Spending
of $200,000 on high-class programs all
the year round to plug Atlantic City
over the air via WPG was this week advocated by Commissioner Joseph Paxson,
as city fathers began to give thought to
1937 budgets. He declared there are a
lot of virgin fields from which Atlantic
City could derive patronage if the resort
were properly put over on the air and
pointed out that every coastwise steam-

and Allerton vessels that plied between er tunes in WPG because of its good
ocean reception.
the Hub and Nantasket Beach.
He referred to hundreds who go from
With more than 1,000,000 paid
passengers carried by these steamers to here to Miami in winter and wanted to
know
why this could not be reversed in
and from the resort, plus automobile
traffic, total number of summer visitors summer. "I am advocating a far more
elaborate
radio program for WPG, as I
and vacationists to Nantasket undoubtedly doubled this figure. Nantasket has as convinced we could draw from South
American
resorts and such places as
a five -mile stretch of clean, white sandy
beach on the ocean. The past season Bermuda if we had some way of reaching
observers report that not in almost a them," he said. Much of the money
decade' has the beach appeared so liter(See ALL -YEAR AIR on page 45)
ally black with people surf bathing.
Paragon Amusement Park, together
with many other amusement centers
reports improved turnstile busineM that ,
summer visitors brought along with
them. A number of 'high-class restaurants and hotels at the beach, reesonable
(See SEASON IS .BIG on page 45)'

Fight Renewed for State Publicity
Bureau To Exploit Jersey Resorts

Space Sellout Certain
CAPE MAY, N. J., Nov. 7.-Percy H.
Invitations were mailed by Secretary Jackson, director of the Board of Chosen
Hodge in Chicago on November 10 to Freeholders of Cape May County, has
more than 9,000 owners of parks, piers, renewed his one-man fight to secure
pools, beaches and concessioners located legislation which would set up a State
(See NEW HIGHS on. page 45)
department for advertising and publicity. Waging the battle for the past three
years, last year he was successful in
having a bill introduced appropriating
WM. H. FINKLE
$150,000 for State-wide advertising to
publicize the numerous resort towns
along the Atlantic Coast.
Writes on
The bill was changed in committee
and a substitute bill appropriating
Why Keep Them Out?
$100,000 was introduced. But during
economy and relief talk, the measure
lost in the shuffle. Mr. Jackson's
In the Christina" Number was
big job, as he puts it in the first of
his
series
of radio talks, is to attempt
of The Billboard Dated
to show members of the legislative
branches
that
an appropriation for pubNovember 28, 1936
licity and advertising would be a good

ware River Bridge, Holland Tunnel, additional gas tax and increase in general,
allowing business interests of the State
to meet taxes more promptly would
mean many times more dollars received
by the State than those appropriated to
attract additional motorists and vacationists.
Last summer Mr. Jackson secured in-

dorsement of New Jersey State Hotel
Association and J. Howard Slocum,
widely known resort hotel man, was
made chairman of a committee to appear before a committee of the State
Senate which was given the publicity
measure for consideration. Governor
Harold G. Hoffman has indicated his
approval of the State entering upon a
publicity campaign, and it is believed
the governor will urge passing of legislation for establishment of a State pub-

investment. Additional tolls from Dela- licity department.

EDWARD L. SCHOTT, re-elected

president and general manager of

Coney Island Inc., Cincinnati, at the
annual meeting on November 1. He
is 29 years old and succeeded his
father, the late George F. Schott, in
1935.

The best park season since

1929 was reported and best business
in many years by the steamer Island
Queen in its fall excursion business
on. the Ohio River.
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ceipts were away off. And in checking
up he found the proverbial Negro in the
woodpile. I'm not saying that every pool

cashier or employee is crooked, but the
By NAT A. TOR
temptation is so much greater without
turnstiles,
and then, too, .it's so much
(All communications to Nat A. Tor, care easier to check
up receipts at night. At
of Cincinnati Office, The Billboard)
least Harry Lanzner thinks so-and he's
a hard man to convince.

Beauty at the Plunge

Advantages of swimming have been
knOwn a long time. Health values of the
art have been publicized far and wide,
but never before has an eminent authority come forward and praised aquatics
as to its beautifying benefits as has Dr.
James Stetter, New York City.
Dr. Stotter, who apparently is a reader
of this column because of his interests
in swimming, wrote to this department
last week. in part: "I thought it would
interest you to know that in my long
years of medical experience I have discovered nothing so highly beneficial to
one's beauty as swimming. There is
really no other exercise that acts so successfully as a beauty aid for men and
women as swimming, and I often wondered why those in the Vusiness of supplying aquatic facilities didn't tadvertise
this foot more extensively..
"As president Hof the German Medical

Society in Cleveland and prior to that

Lag ffslan3

of the members confessed to me that

there is a possibility that during summer
the tank will be open to the public. The
revenue taken in will be used by the
fraternity and, if the plan goes tiara, the
members who are taking summer courses
in New York will turn pool operators for
the three months.

Dots and Dashes
Ralph Williams writes in to inform
that Bill Gell, whose whereabouts were
queried in this pillar recently, has just

closed his water act with Max Linderman's

World of Mirth. Shows..

.

. From early

Billy Rose has aspirations to become a
pool owner, but "on a very big scale," as
he told the writer. . . Water bikes will
try for a revival in Miami pools this winter.-And Shipwreck (Flagpole Sitting) Kelly is going to enter the water
today as well as the beautiful women stunt field.
swimmers. Even before my actual experience when I was a student years ago
at the famous University of Vienna,
studying beauty surgery, I well rernember the renowned professors there extolling the. advantages of swimming as
By WILLIAM H. McMAHON
beauty treatment. It is for these reasons
ATLANTIC CITY, Nov. 7.-Boardwalk'
that I write you at this time, believing started
putting 'up its winter front this
it will be of interest to you."
week and many lights went out until
And of interest to me it 'certainly is- next season Million -Dollar Pier holds
and should be to every reader of this its net hauls for the last time over the
column. When: a noted medico such as
-end, after which, Capt. John L.
Dr. Stotter takes the time to write to a week
will pack up at No. 1 Atlantic
trade journal far away from his own field Young
and leave for Palm Beach.
to rave about the beautifying advantages Oeean
Doe
Couney
boarded his incuof swimming it'sabout time every man bators, this year has
a free exhibit, but will
in the pool industry pricked up his ears, be back in spring.
Johnnie's bumper,
and took notice. I know that you've all only one allowed on the
Walk, also was
preached the health influence of swim- boarded, its operator being
one of the
ming and that there are various Swim for -Health campaigns waged thruout the oldtimers of the boards. Hubin's has

as well as Paul Huedepohl in his Jantzen
campaigns, altho the latter has employed
the beauty angle to some extent already.

Indorsements like that from Dr. Stotter
are marvelous for swimming. I don't
know hoW the learned doctor would feel

about giving a written testimonial to
pool, men to use in their ads, but I'm
sure that, from the tone of his letter,
he's interested enough to co-operate in
every way posible. Indorsements from
Various noted stage beauties would be
easy to acquire and as important as the
testimonials that pools are getting all
the time from health commissioners. So
take advantage of that which existsswimming helps one become beautiful!
Tell your ,prospective swimmers about
that and they'll no longer be prospective
but actual.

Turnstiling the Tables

Ran into Harry'Lanzner the other

ametican Recteafionai
Equipment association

Members of the association who had not ance that the exposition is surely on the
S' wima
yet decided to attend the 1936 conven- way.
are falling into line as they hear of
Wilrad swim school gave up its small tion
large number of their friends who
indoor tank in New York City to move the
are
going
make the trip this year.
'uptown and so a local fraternity chapter Exhibitors to
were hesitant two and
has taken it over. Pool is now being three weekswho
ago
are reserving space and
used exclusively for frat boys, but one
By ALFRED FRIEDMAN

struction were those who never took an
interest in swimming. Those who swim
always have pretty and handsome faces
and well-proportioned, bodies, and this
point is evinced by the handsome male
swimmers we have thruout the country

country each year, but, as Dr. Stetter
stated, not enough attention ls given to
the beauty angle.
To my mind the beauty side is as important as health, if not more so, for
men and women alike are all interested
in either getting prettier or remaining
So. And if you sell them the idea that
swimming can help them acquire that
beauty all the more persons can be attracted -to the sport.
Therefore I should like to take this
opportunity to -urge all pool men to 'use
the word "beauty" in their ads this year
as much as "health." It might be a
goOd plan for Martin Stern to adopt in
his national aquatic drive next spring,
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timers and can tell us a lot that some
of us have missed.
William de L'Horbe Jr. is here for a
few days endeavoring to work out plans
for selling and operating the Flying
Skooter and some of his own ideas. He,
like all others, learned that no concession contracts can be had at the New
By R. S. UZZELL
York exposition until late in 1937. Most
As convention time approaches we visitors see the grounds being filled in
gather momentum all along the line. and graded and go away with an assur-

Zeta, Beta

when on the staffs of St. Luke's and reports it looks as the more indoor pool
Polyclinic Hospitals in New York I found operators than ever before will attend
that persons. who required. facial recon- the convention in Chi next month.-

-
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PARKS -RESORTS -POOLS
good business in the pool but his re-

attantic ea,

sending in their definite commitments.
We shall have more nearly a sellout
this year than in any year since we departed from the Stevens Hotel. This
has all been accomplished before the
publication of any of our programs. Another new push will be scored when the
well -prepared programs are seen. Shorter
programs and more time for discussion

FROM ALL AROUND: From time to
time within the confines of this column
we have discussed the possible standout
features of the 1939 World Fair. Speaking as one who has been around the
Long Island scene for quite some time,
and who can remember what is presently
the site of the ensuing expo at Flushing
will surely make each subject more help- When it was wild enough to make Mr.
ful to the active men in the manage- and Mrs. Martin Johnson water their
mouths, we have some thoughts.
ment of our parks and factories.
Previously we toyed with the prediction that Frank Buck would be a standWhere Are the Doubters?
as an individual at the '39 fair, first
out
The settlement of last year's account
between the NAAPPB and AREA has pro- because the bring -'em -back -alive fellow
is
a
showman in the true sense of the
gressed continuously since late summer word,
and secondly, because Frank is,
and has paved the way for a fine feeling
already "on the
generally
of co-operation that will be reflected in grounds," speaking,
his huge animal farm being
a better working agreement between us
situated
at
a
relatively
short distance
enjoyed..
than has ever yet been
Flushing Meadows.
Rex D. Billings and his wise and little from
Sally
Rand,
who
shook
a fan at Chi
Barron Billings have been with us from so deftly that she waved herself
Montreal for a few days. New attrac- up to Number One Personage ofright
the
tions, new acts with a quest for fair, may have a avelt figure and apany worth -while innovations absorbed pealing smile, but never the variety of
Billings' time while in the big town. He animals that Frank Buck possesses. We
noticed about 20 degrees difference in can't vouch one way or the other on how
temperature while here. Old Broadway Frank Buck looks behind a fan, but for
still is some magnet for Rex. Its grip

smile ,(if such things count with
once felt seems never completely relaxed. his
fellers) A is a long shot from
Belmont Park in the Land of Snows will animal
being unattractive. As for showmanhave several new attractions for 1937,
There will be some changes in the staff
for next season. Billings has definitely
decided to remain at the helm another

ship, certainly Buck is not Miss Rand's
inferior, and some folks may say that
he is a bit better. That is debatable,
and we take the neutral stand there.
year.
Buck has the trick of making the
Where are the doubters of the New country animal -conscious. Funny, too,
York exposition? As our friends visit he can bring the craze into being, let it
the grounds and see the work of grading lapse, then bring it back! It is this
and filling going forward night and day
that what a pretty
and have learned that a $700,000 Ad- little lady can do with a fan, a husky
ministration Building of permanent con- man may be able to do with a whip, If
struction has been contracted for and that makes any sense.
will be occupied before the close of 1937
Anyway, a lot of water will pass under
they begin to seriously think of what the bridge between now and the time
will take in the that Prez Grover Whaleio will turn the
part
they
definite
put up a winter front. George Miller, $50,000,000 show which is sure to bring official key to let the world Into the
with Fortune, plans to keep going all $1,000,000,000 to New York City.
fair. Who knows but that probably an
winter and has installed a storm front.
Those who become frightened at the acrobat, a toe dancer or a ballad singer
Pennylands, wax exhibit .and ice-cream mud
and soft ground out there now may steal the brightest glare of the fair's
places also went dark this week.
ask some of us what was done in limelight?
Activity will center a block farther should
Which brings to mind Mr. Whalen's
mud at Rye, N. Y., before beautiful
down at the Auditorium, where first the
Playland
took shape. Up there some statement apropos his desire to have
football game will be played tonight, to trucks almost
no
one feature stand out, but have them
disappeared from sight in
be followed by an all -winter program of the new fill where
now are found sub- all shine with equal brilliance. To which
ice hockey, skating, carnivals, tennis, stantial buildings. A lot of settling and we say: Could edicts or anything else
boxing, wrestling and basket ball.
freezing will have taken place before the have prevented Babe Ruth from beHarry Waxman announced Hollywood
city of pleasure and wonder ap- coming a bigger attraction than the
would return vaudeville over the week- great
team he played with?
end for start of the winter season. Steel pears.
In our thoughtful moments we ale0
Pier will continue vaude, despite rumors
Wendler
To
Make
Bow
gave some consideration to automobile
to the contrary. George Chartier is putracing
cutting something of a figure In
By the fall of 1937 there will be terra ceffnection
ting on a high-pressure campaign for firma
with the great exposition.
on which to work. There will be Paradoxically,
President Pool. Manager Phil Thomp- no turning
the auto racing that will
back now that the site has go on for fairgoers
son of the Auditorium holds a week -end been acquired
will be a long disand
work
has
been
in
conference in New York on ice schedule. progress since last spring. The reclaim- tance from the grounds. Probably at
W. K. Warner, with Ringling Bros. - - ing of this submerged land, mosquito in- George' Marshall's monster Roosevelt
B. & B. Circus all season, will return fested, is alone a great constructive Speedway, near Mineola, or the Madison
for the cold months. Ed O'Keefe, old- move and should inspire other munici- Square Garden Bowl, Long Island City.
time minstrel and theater owner, or- palities to turn into a thing of beauty Plus this there are eight other tracks on
ganized a county -wide glee club as a some of their eyesores and pest holes Long Island.
Roosevelt boost. Ex -minstrel Charlie which have annoyed the aesthetic and
Auto racing is being given a big buildDooM has 'a couple of good offers to re- been a menace to the city since its up and if its popularity rises as it has
Veteran
stock
and
hereabouts
for the two years past World
turn to baseball.
legit man, Frank E. Walters, running a fdandation.
Armand Vincent, of Montreal, heads Fair patrons will see plenty of it.
theater in Philadelphia, took the week- a group
of Canadians who are planning
end off to visit oldtimers here. Lincoln an ice palace
in winter sports for the Quincys Return to Paris
G. Dickey, former manager of the Audi- New York exposition.
It contains featorium, flew down to interest Atlantic tures which our amusement
PARIS, Nov. 2.-T. Jay Quincy and
parks
City In putting in an exhibit at Great should ponder well.
Miss Quincy, American high diver, have
Lakes Exposition, Cleveland, next year.
John Wendler, president of Allan returned to Paris after playing the seaHerschell Company, will read a paper for son in parks in Norway, Sweden and
us in Chicago. This will be his first Denmark.
appearance. He, has been asked to do
it by his neighbor, our president, George
MECHANICAL
MAKERS OF
H. Cramer. J. N. McKenzie, the treasurer
of
the
Herschell
Company,
has
apGALLERIES
SHOOTING
BOONE, Ia.-A wild -animal farm is
being started near here by H. J. Darnley. peared before us, but never before have w.F.MANGELS Co. CONEY ISLAND N.Y.
Animals will be trained and boarded we had Wendler. He is one of our old and a heated building will house tropical
dinizens in winter. There will be men
and women trainers and daily training
periods. Boone Chamber of Commerce is
Ado-SKOOTER-fter
co-operating. Elwood Emery, trainer of
Baby Mine, Iowa children's elephant,
SHOWMEN

With the 20O3

afternoon. He runs Park Central Indoor
tank, New York City, and he immediately
went into raves over the new turnstile
system at the tank. Park Central never
did use turn.stiles up to a month or so
ago, and many indoor tanks thruout the
country still operate without them. Most
of the open-air natatoriums have them,
of course, but the inclosed aquadromes
Just don't think they need them. And I and 90 years in the training field, is
nevei could understand why outdoor expected to join the staff.
pool men are in favor of turnstiles and
city is planning
their indoor brothers don't give a care. to PHILADELPHIA-This
build a barless and cageless Zoo with Lanzner didn't either for many years
(See WITH THE ZOOS on page 45)
until he discovered that he was doing a

GET THE RIDES THAT PAY' YOU
BIG DIVIDENDS EVERY YEAR.

SORSA

AUTO

SILOOTER

LOMB BROS..

BROS.. INC., IDS Moth 5115515

WATE BasICOTER.

B. A.
dated lime. AdaU.Klesseay. Lends. W. C. E.
LTD.badelp15.

had.
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Conducted by CLAUDE R. ELLIS

Communications to 25 Opera Place, Cincinnati 0

LA. MISSES RECORD
With promising conditions, eager public and a great

Mobile Gets
Best Crowds

SHREVEPORT, La., Nov. '7.-Altho official figures have not been given out,
attendance at the State Fair of Louisiana here on October 24 -November 2 was less

SACRAMENTO,

Nov.

7. - Sixteen

N. C. "Strike"
Versions Given
CINCINNATI, Nov. 7.-Regarding the
"artists' strike" which hit Coastal Fair,
Wilmington, N. C., Saturday night, October 17, as told by a dispatch in The
Billboard of October 31, M. B. Howard,
Southern representative of George A.
Harald, Inc., New York, which booked in
some of the acts, has sent the following
statement:
"In The Billboard of October 31 there
was a writeup of Wilmington (N. C.)
American Legion Pair about me. The
statement is entirely wrong. 'The fair
had a big Tuesday: in fact, several good
days. On Friday our contract was due.
I went to the office to draw some money
and they said they had none, not a dime.
I asked. 'How do you expect to pay the
acts?' They said, 'If we get it after
everything else is paid we will give you
what is left.' So on Saturday the acts
worked in the afternoon and we had a
meeting with the fair association. They
said they bad $1,800 more bills to pay
and after that they would see what they
could do.
"I told them to take the money that
Came in and give the acts one-third, the
fireworks part and the labor and premiums their part, as the acts had to
have enough money to get out of town.
They insisted on $1,800 for labor and
premiums first and said if there were
anything over that they would split it,
but they knew there was no chance of
(See N. C. "STRIKE" on page 45)

Getting Repeat

In the Christmas Number
of The Billboard Dated
November 28, 1936

show, weather puts damper on 10 -day event-some damage done by wind-outpouring of showfolk visitors

Northern California counties will unite
in a Golden Empire exhibit at Golden
Gate International Exposition, to be
held in San Francisco in 1939, according
to Arthur S. Dudley, secretary -manager
of Sacramento Chamber of Commerce.
Exhibit will cost about $60,000 to install
and $50,000 to operate for duration of
the fair.

Writes on

Grand -Stand Crowds

Siege of Rain Prevents Highest
Mark for Annual in Shreveport

than half of the more than 100,000 at the 1935 fair. Out of the 10 days there
was not a cloudless day and only two days without some rainfall, October 30 and
November 2, and even on those days there was a mixture of clouds with sunshine. A heavy downpour deferred official opening shortly after noon. The 18,000
seats for the Louisiana -Arkansas football Classic were sold in advance, but due to
the rain only about 15,000 braved the
downpour. Most of the football crowd
left immediately after the game and Bixler Charges Breach
there was light patronage at night grand
stand, Gladway and other performances. Of Contract in Savannah
It was Press Day and about 700 newspaper folks of Louisiana. South Arkansas
SAVANNAH, Ga., Nov. 7.-Mort L.
and East Texas gathered for the annual Bixler,
Mobile, filed a petition in Sufrolic.
perior Court here seeking to enjoin SaOn the following day, Sunday, before vannah Fair, sponsored by Savannah
the first auto race could be run rain in Post American Legion, and scheduled
cloudburst proportions forced everybody for November 9-14, from interfering with
to shelter and caused abandonment of his management in accordance with a
the initial program. Wind caused several contract between him and the fair comtops to be unfastened. Gladway marquee mittee, and asking that an auditor be
was among tops that collapsed. An auto- named to take charge of receipts and
mobile exhibit top, 100 by 150 feet, was distribute them according to contract.
knocked off, resulting in a salesman
sets forth that he was to receive
being injured sufficiently to necessitate 50He
per cent of net profits and was to be
several days' hospital care. Three wom- allowed
a week drawing account. He
en also were hurt. Some buildings were charges $35
the committee breached the
partly flooded, including Agricultural contract that
and
placed a new manager, W.
Hall, and it was necessary for the Z. Brewers, in charge.
association to build hurriedly levees to
Mr.
Eisler
maintains
that he will sus'turn water away.
tain a loss unless competent and expeClosing Sunday Big
rienced management is given the fair.
Monday, October 26, Children's Day,
with all youngsters admitted free and Big Gates in Emporia, Va.
given special low prices to shows, rides
and other attractions, was also a bad EMPORIA, Va., Nov. 7.-Five-County
weather day, with sunless skies and Fair
here closed on October 23 with
(See LA. MISSES on page 44)
largest paid attendance since 1927.
Weather was good on all four days.
$60,000 Exhibit for Frisco Large attendance was attributed largely

HARRY KAHN

Rearrangement and larger
midway draws an estimated

.750,000 thru free gate

MISS MABEL L. STIRS, secretary manager of Mississippi Free State Fair,

Jackson, which set all-time records
on October 19-24. The busy execu-

tive, who has held her post since

1.915, was hostess during the week to
about 200 State editors and to a large
group of visiting fair officials who
came to witness personally what
they had been told about School and

College Day on Friday in Jackson.

Rome World's Fair
Is To Start in 1941

MOBILE, Ala., Nov. 7.-Greater Gulf
1, operating with a free gate, attracted
greatest crowds since the annual was
organized, according to Fournier J. Gale.
president of the fair association, and
Coast Fair here on October 26 -November

Elmer C. Velare, of the Royal American
Shows, on the midway.

Saturday and Sunday were banner
days in crowds and business done by
shows, rides and concessions. An unusual feature of the drawing power of
the 1936 fair was that only one daily
newspaper co-operated fully with the
carnival company, according to officials
of the latter. It is estimated that more
than 150,000 visited the grounds on
Mobile Bay at Arlington fairgrounds.

With exception of Wednesday, weather
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Announcements was
clear and warm. This and improved .presentation of exhibits, including an increased number, and more flash
by the Royal American Shows was given

from Rome, Italy, last week officially
confirmed reports that that city will be
the scene of another World's Fair In
1941. Opening date, subject to change
at this early date, is October 28, 1941,
19th anniversary of the Fascist march on
Rome and closing date, October 28,
1942.

as the main reason for increased business. And this was done without any
free acts, grand -stand show or featured

Exposition will celebrate 20th bands.

year of Fascism and fifth year of the
new Italian empire.

Agricultural exhibits were 30 per cent
more than in 1935, featuring the U. S.

According to reports, Mussolini has ap- mechanical exhibit. Citrus exhibits from
proved plans that will require several Mobile and Southern Alabama counties,
were
to harness horse racing, the first class thousand workmen several years to put as well as Mississippi counties,
in number than in previous
races that the fair has had in several into execution. About 625 acres of greater This
also extended to pecan exyears. Emporia Fair cut out horse rac- land situated on the Tiber River between years.
ing five years ago, but will go stronger Rome and the Tyrrhenian Sea at Ostia hibits. Merchants, auto dealers and farm
machinery companies had more goods
for it in 1937, said Secretary B. M. have been set aside as the site.
on display than usual. Exhibitors said
Garner. In exhibits all classes were
Plans, according to Marcello Placentini, that the fair management had attracted
filled. Grand -stand show, well received, Italian
architect,
call
for
the
construcwas headed by Bonnie Brownwell's Con- tion of parks, hotels, athletic fields, them to the grounds by improvements
tinental Revue, booked thru George swimming pools and railroads besides an and rearrangement of exhibit buildings.
Hamid; music by Frank Cervone's Band; extensive array of exhibition buildings. The association offered large premiums,
Cooke and Cooke, Hollywood Clowns, All buildings will be constructed for attracting exhibitors who had never
and Dare -Devil Miller on his motorcycle. permanent use, Italian government being made the fair before. Better business
Strates Shows furnished midway attrac- anxious to extend bounds of Rome to- conditions in Mobile and adjoining
county of Baldwin, where farmers had
tions.
ward the sea. It is the plan to convert good crops, resulted in increased busi-

Profit lip in Indianapolis
INDIANAPOLIS, Nov. 7.-Net profit of
$51,360 for the season of 1936 of Indiana

State Fair was reported by the board
of agriculture.

In 1932

a deficit

of

$20,000 was recorded; in 1934 profit was
$13,611 and in 1935 profit was $37,125.
Attendance at the 1936 fair was 365,00D,

exceeding previous year by more than
55,000.

buildings into factories, schools, muse- ness at the fair.
ums and government buildings at conThere was not an arrest or a complaint
clusion of the fair in 1942.
filed with the police during the fair.
The glean and orderly manner in which
CLOSING at Anderson (S. C.) Fair on shows, concessions and rides were operNovember 7, Mills and Mills, high wire, ated was commented upon favorably by
intended to return to their home in city and county officials. Officers of the
Chillicothe, 0., after a season of 31 fair are Fournier J. Gale,, president and
weeks with Dodson's World's Fair Show treasurer; W. T. Ramsv, auditor; E. T.
and signing of contract for 1937, to make Rosengrant, secretary; Jay G. Janett,
the fourth season with that organiza- publicity director; Charles J. Breakaway,
tion.
agricultural director. Tuesday was MerWednesday, Baldwin
chants' Day;
County Day; Thursday, Roosevelt Day;
Friday, School Day; Saturday, Traveling
Men's and 4-H Clubs' Day. There were
no radical changes in general policies,

Great Lakes Bosses Do Scouting;
except an improved
general renovation of
Partner Takes in Son of Collister more
and better accommodations for exhibits.

lighting system,
buildings

CLEVELAND, Nov. 7.-Lincoln O.
Dickey, director general of Great Lakes
Exposition, here, is resting in Bermuda
en route home from a visit to Dallas and
Fort Worth, Tex. It probably will be
another fortnight at least before he arrives in Cleveland.
Frank D. Sheen, in charge of the mid-

way and Streets of the World concessions, and Sammy Brian, in charge of
admissions, will leave on Monday for a
tour of the South. They will visit Dallas and Fort Worth before their return,
inspecting attractions and features. It
is probable that they will be gone two
weeks.

Collister in the Loop -a -Plane and other
expo amusement concessions last summer. Mr. Miller will carry on at next

year's expo as he did this year, but

Final Figures for Laurel

Cameron Collister, Larry's 10 -year -old Reflect Success of Annual
son, will occupy the place held by his
Miss., Nov. 7.-Final figures
father. In other words, Mr. Miller is areLAUREL,
on the right side of the ledger for
seeing to it that the boy becomes his South
Fair held here on
partner and shares in profits of the OctoberMississippi
12-17, reported Secretary -Manenterprise just as his father did, Mr. ager E. P.
There
will be added
Ford.
Miller acting as the lad's guardian. His
at the municipally owned and
generous action has been acclaimed thru- features
out the entertainment field of Cleve- operated annual in 1937, he said.
Barnes -Carruthers furnished grandland.
Howard Krause, who managed Black stand acts, auto races were by J. Alex
Sloan
and Hennies Bros.' Shows were on
Forest concession, is in the beer business in Lima. Harry Kerr, his partner, the midway. Increased exhibits reflected

An interesting announcement is made
is looking for a location to spot his growing interest In the fair, said Mr.
Ford.
coal dealer and partner of the late Larry Mammy's Log Cabin Show.

by R. A. Miller, prominent Cleveland
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New England in the 17th century to
its present place. Newspapers of the
Pacific Coast and the NEA are-, behind
this effort to direct attention' to the

'Texas Cedenniat

newspaper's part in national life.
Howard Willoughby, chairman of the
Ad Club's civic affairs committee, introduced the speaker, and Nathan Danziger,
club president, presided.

Exposition

Gray With Webster Co.

by HERBERT DE SHONC, THE TIMES HERALD, DALLAS

Tentative layout for continuation of expo already
Is getting consideration
DALLAS, Nov. 7.-A large capacity out-

door theater casino of the Casa Manana
type will be the feature of the 1937
exposition in Dallas, according to tentative plans being worked out in advance
of closing of Texas Centennial Exposition on November 29. Ray A. Foley,
assistant to the director general, has
been assigned the task of organizing a
tentative layout for 1937, which directors
of the fair corporation have promised
will include many changes from the
present.

CHICAGO, Nov. 7.-R. M. Gray, who
supervised installation and operation of
all public-address equipment at A Cen-

Attendances
Previously reported

Oct. 28, Wednesday.... 18,897
Oct. 29, Thursday
Oct. 30, Friday

Oct. 31, Saturday
Nov. 1, Sunday
Nov. 2, Monday
Nova 3, Tuesday

Ontario Cuts
Out Fair Tax
Levy on midway and grand-

DALLAS

Problems in
PlansIor '37

43

5 303,830

27,221
39,222
58,120
42,766
18,498
10,191

214,915
Total

5 518,745

stand ducats abolished by
provincial government
TORONTO, Nov. 7.-Duncan Marshall,

tury of Progress, has been appointed minister of agriculture of Ontario, ansales manager of the Webster Company, nounced that the Ontario government
maker of sound equipment.
has abolished its tax on attractions and
amusements at large agricultural fairs.
Lifting of the tax, he said, would benefit
the public In the form of reduced ad-

lad

Qtou0s

MIAMI, Fla.-International Industrial

mission prices.

Royal Winter Fair, opening here on
November 18, will be the first to benefit. Ottawa and Guelph shows will also
Canadian National Exbe affected.
hibition, when it again opens, will likewise be able to offer lower -priced tickets for midway, grand stand and other
attractions within the ,grounds, it is

Exposition Company, of Miami, has been
chartered by the secretary of state.
cede of Texas Thursday night and paid Authorized capital stock is 50 shares.
it high tribute. At ceremonies Friday Incorporators are given as J. M. Shepard, declared.
morning Mr. Jones, watched Lieut. Gov. W. U. Wester and D. W. Bartlett,
Wherever the amusement tax applies
Walter Woodul present diplomas of
to any fall fairs it will be canceled, Mr.
bravery to Pilot Ed Hefley and Mrs.
added. This tax has not been
ENID, Okla.-Despite drought, Gar- Marshall
Eugene Scacher, of South Dakota. Pilot field
County Free Fair and County levied on general admissions to these
Scacher died of burns and injuries he Poultry
smaller
shows,
but has in some cases
ending here on October
sustained When he and Hefley safely 30, was aShow,
success, said officials, applied to grand -stand tickets. The
landed an airplane in which Jones and with best decided
course
the
government
has taken is
agricultural exhibits in many the result of repeated conferences
his party were riding when it caught fire years. Rides
on the
and concessions did good situation between Mr. Marshall, Premier
near Dallas on, June 12. That was business. Fair
held in the 3,000 - Hepburn and representatives of exhiPresident Roosevelt Day at the exposi- seat conventionwas
ball and an adjacent bitions.
tion and the Jones party were returning building.

to Houston after meeting the President.
Tax was slapped on pay attractions
Mayflower' noughnut Shop fostered
and amusement features at fairs and
Doughnuts
WADESBORO,
N.
C.-Anson
County
exhibitions
early in 1935 at the time the
were. given visitors as they entered the Agricultural Fair Association, Inc., has Hepburn government
the
gates and dunking contests were held been granted a charter by the secretary amusement tax on motionextended
theathruout the day for children, women and of state. Incorporators include Dr. F. Y. ter admissions. Originally picture
it
was
to
apmen.
Sorrell, C. C. Greene and J. W. Cameron. ply also to general admissions to exAttempt to move Dallas' annual downhibition grounds, but warm protests retown Halloween festival to the fairsulted in withdrawal of this plan, and
grounds was only halfway successful on DOVER, 0.-Directors of Tuscarawas now continued objection to the tax on
Saturday. Attractions were free admis- County Agricultural Society authorized admissions to midway shows, horse
sions to persons in costume for a 90- an architect to proceed with plans for a, shows, grand -stand performances and
minute period beginning at 7 p.m., cos- $30,000 WPA grand stand on the fair- other attractions and amusements has
tume contests with cash awards,. or- grounds here, to be constructed of brick, resulted in its cancellation. Tax in most
chestra and variety acts followed by steel and concrete and to seat 2,300. cases was not absorbed by fairs but
three simultaneous Negro battles royal Space under the stand will be used as passed along to the public by increasin the court of honor. , Exhibit halls an exhibition hall. Cost to the fair ing admission prices by the amount of
were closed at 6 pan. on Saturday to society will be $10,000. County commisforestall damage from vandals and to sioners agreed to advance that sum and the tax.
focus attention on carnival aspects of to subtract $1,000 a year from the an
the evening. Attendance for the day was nual appropriation until the sum is which ended its fair dates at Coastal
58,120, about 27,000 of that after 6 p.m. paid off.
Plain Fair, Tarboro, N. C., on October 31.
Saturday was also drizzly and cloudy.
International Sheep, Goat, Wool and
LEIPZIG,
Germany-Leipzig's
Spring
Mohair Show opening on Saturday Fair will get under way on February 28
ACTS at Coastal Plain Fair, Tarboro,
topped the list of live -stock and poultry and will run thru March 8. Sample N. C., included Jammie Graves, Swinger
activities.
Swinger, Spriggs Sisters, Dainty
and
Fair will wind up on March 5, with Textile and Clothing Fair running until Jane, White Brothers; Doss Dog, Pony
Thrill Circus Is Free
and.
Monkey
Circus; Oswald, comedy
The vast Technical and ConGainesville Circus In.
A partial performance of the Frakes- March 4. fairs
continue until March 8, horse, and Wagner's Band.
Col. W. T. Johnson's scheduled rodeo DeLuca thrill circus was staged. Sunday struction
closing of Photography, Optical and
engagement for two weeks, beginning on afternoon in the race track concourse. with
November 15, has been canceled and No admission was charged, altho the Motion Picture Fair set for March 5.
DE KOHL TROUPE, reporting one of
show
was
first
brought
here
for
a
full
Frank Buck's Jungle Circus will open
its best seasons, is at home in Macon,
instead on November 14' for e, 14 -day performance behind a 75 -cent gate two KEWAUNEE, Wis.-Receipts for 1936 Ga., having played Chattanooga (Tenn.)
run. /t was understood that Colonel weeks before. That showing was barred Kewaunee County Fair amounted to Better Homes Show week before last.
Johnson withdrew his option to come in by the park board. In Sunday's show $10,925.22, with disbursements of $10,- Troupe, booked for Macon (Ga.) Shrine
the fair for the last two weeks on a Jean DeLuca, 21 -year -old blonde, drove 127.59. In addition there is a cash bal- Circus this month, comprises Perry De
split -take basis. He played the exposi- her car over a row of 75 sticks of dyna- ance of $2,462.14 and $2,050 in State aid Kohl and daughters, Gladys, Collette
mite, hurtled it off ramps for long still to be received. About $1,800 was and Virginia. Mother and a little grandtion in June on a guarantee.
The exposition paid Gainesville (Tex.) broad jumps and played a game of auto spent in the past year in improvements son travel with them.
Community. Circus a flat price to stage polo with a large ball. A mishap nearly on grounds.
two performances in the live -stock arena occurred when her car. climbed onto the
night of November 5. Buck's show will large ball and was flipped over. Capt.
W. W. Frakes drove his car thru a burnalso be in the arena.
MANSFIELD, La.-De Soto Parish Fair STRATOSPHERE MAN
Orangized tours of school children ing building.
Association met 'with the parish police
WORLD'S HIGHEST TRAPEZE
After Monday and Tuesday had been jury to plan a permanent location for
and special days designated for citizens
AND SWAYING POLE ACT.
of Texas towns barely enabled the ex- ruined by weather, warm sun shone on the 1937 fair. Jury 'has agreed to purFinishing With 500 Ft. slide for Life.
position to keep its attendance to a the, grounds for Will Rogers Memorial chase 20 acres near .the old fairgrounds Available
for Fairs, Parks and Celebrations.
Day,
John'
Boles
Day
and
Greenville
presentable figure for last week. Halfin northeast part of the city at a cost of
Address Care The Billboard, Cincinnati, 0.
way mark toward the 6,000,000 was re- (Tex.) Day. One hundred citizens came $2,500, one-half of which is to be paid
Okla.,
to
stage
from
Claremore,
Will immediately.
corded.
Jury appropriated $625
As the week reported ended on Rogers memorial ceremonies. Home for and hopes to raise rest by popular subACTS WANTED FOR 1931 FAIRS
Wednesday show was beginning to thaw a short visit, John Boles, screen star, scription. Plans are to be drawn for Revues, Troupes, Animal Acts and others. Gine
out from a severe blizzard that struck was leader of about 3,000 of his home- building when amount needed for down full details. Write
town
folks
who
came
for
Greenville
Day.
on Monday and forced the entire expo
payment is raised.
WILLIAMS & LEE
to close around 9 p.m. on Tuesday. A Day also brought nearly 10,000 school
new low attendance figure, 10,191, was children of Texas counties to establish
ST. PAUL, MINN.
117 Mackubln St.,
set on. Tuesday, as thermometers went a new record for organized school tours
in one day.
down to. the 25 -degree mark.
The week started off with bad weather,
too. Wednesday, Firemen's Day, was wet Frisco Ad Club Is Told
1937 SUMMER SEASON.
A SUCCESSFUL season:of three months Reliable High -Class ACTS- Animal, Novelty, Ac.
and overcast. Despite weather the evebat Troupes.
ning fire -fighting stunt went off well, About W. F. Print Pageant at fairs in Virginia, West Virginia and
FLORENCE
North Carolina is reported by Bandmas- 84 South .11th Street, E. REINMUTH,
Minneapolis, Minn.
making one of the best thrill shows
"WE TREAT YOU RIGHT."
the management has itself staged. A SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 7.-With Col. ter A. J. Wagner for Wagner's Band,
three-story house was filled with smoke James Franklin Bell, executive vicebombs and flares to make it appear. to president of Golden Gate International
be afire. A spectacular parade of Exposition, as guest of honor, San FranCAN USE A FEW MORE SENSATIONAL ACTS FOR OUR 1937 FAIR
equipment answered the alarm. A f am - cisco Advertising Club members in the
1 -131 was rescued from' the top floor by Palace Hotel on Wednesday heard how
SEASON WANT ACTS NEW TO THIS TERRITORY WRITE FAIR DEPT.
means of ladder towers, hoists and belts plans for the 1939 World's Fair are progressing.
and life net.
Ad men were informed that the exHalloween Not So Good
position exhibits will include A Pageant
Friday was Jesse H. Jones Day. The of Print, which will tell the story sof
RFC chairman and his wife saw Caval- American journalism from its birth in

Many knotty problems face the planrace -horse track on the grounds,. leaving the fair with no site for Cavalcade
of Texas and the military camp. Teutative Cavalcade sites include 'a block. by
the Humble.. Oil building and space occupied by Streets of Paris, which could
lie shifted to another spot.
Stanley Graham's Showboat will be
turned into the Red Barn for next year
and Midget City will remain alongside.
Tom Wolfe's Holy City is to stay. Fal- staff Tavern will remain, but the Globe
Theater will be turned ,into an English
music hall, perhaps offering Gilbert and.
Sullivan works. Disposal of most of the
other shows is undecided as yet. No
publip announcement of the layout or
theme for 1937 will be made before the
1936 expo closes. A new name may be
given the exposition then. No announcements have been 'made concerning continuation of any present exhibits
and it is understood that the exposition
management has made no formal proposals of continuation yet.

ners. R. B. George will take over his Doughnut Day on Friday.

qtalti).qtaSJ 0caws

ACTS 'WANTED

GUS SUN BOOKING AGENCY "IN'

-
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Slump Cuts
Frontier Biz
Advertising of closing on
October 31 has bad effecf,

-three attractions left

FORT WORTH, Tex., Nov. 7.-The
week following first scheduled closing
date of Frontier Centennial, October 31,
was greeted with poor business, due
partly to weather, which was near
freezing for several days, and partly to
advertising given the show in dailies.
For two weeks prior to October 81 all
advertisements warned showgoers that
there were just so many days left to see
the show.
Up to the last day, in spite of the fact
that the management had announced in
news columns that the show would continue thru November 14, the. advertisements still said the show wag closing on
October 31. As a result many thought
the show closed on last day of October

in spite of later publicity about the
holdover. Some of the few people in
attendance that week thought it had
closed because of the small number

present and because of few attractions
open.

in to replace cordial or the Sally Rand

fan dance. Mlle. Corrine was sought for

Fair Meetings

remain in Dallas. Radio Rogues re-

Canadian Association of Exhibi-

the Rand spot, but she preferred to
placed Jack Powell.

Nude Ranch Changed

Jack (Beck) Becklean, manager of
Neptune's Harem until that show closed
several weeks ago, is now at Nude
Ranch. Bob Williams succeeded Bob

Sandberg, who left for California on
October 28 as talker at Ranch annex
show. Noel Rosen remains as grinder.
Buddy Lewis, human ostrich, visited
Rosen at Ranch en route to Los Angeles.
Sylvia O'Day is now the only belly girl
at Ranch. Jeanne Mason is in Pioneer
Palace chorus now. Since October 31
Nude Ranch is just plain "Nude Ranch"
and pot "Sally Rand's Nude Ranch," as
she left the show on that date.
Gene Berry, weight guesser, recently
purchased a new Viking V -B car for a
trip to Florida after this show closes.
Pig races, operated by Sam Salerno and
Tony Miller, Closed several weeks ago
because of cold weather. Betty Pryor
and Helen Summers, two of the Six
Rosebuds at Pioneer Palace, who had
birthdays on October 20 and 24, respectively, were given a joint birthday party
in dressing room at Pioneer Palace by
cast of Honky Tonk Revue on October
24. Miss Pryor has been out of the
Rosebud lineup a week because of the
recurrence of a back injury she received
this summer while diving.
Mrs. Helen Hughes left last week for
a visit with her mother in Grand Rapids,
Mich. Her husband, Frank Hughes, was
in charge of the double blower here for
Olin Thornton. Albert Wright, Benny

Of all attractions that opened here
last July and since that had admission
charges only three were left for the last Hyman and Tommy Davis, Western
weeks of the show: Casa Mariana, Nude States Shows. visited last Sunday night,
Ranch and Walter K. Sibley's Snake Pug Stokes and Eddie Booth Doting as
Show. Pioneer Palace, only other attrac- their guides. Irene McAfee was a visitor
tion open, has no admission charge. List from the Dallas expo, where she and
of paid shows included Jumbo and later Jack McAfee have an act with Midget
the International Circus, The Last Village. The McAfees came to Texas
Frontier, Neptune's Harem, Beauty and from the Cleveland expo. The harness
Beast, Milk Bath, Oriental Theater, Joe which Rossie, the Walter Sibley dog,
Peanuts; Bozo, the large steer exhibited wore so proudly was stolen from him last
week. It had on it metal plates telling
by Graham Young, and other shows.
names of expositions Rossie had at-

Special Events Finally

Billy Rose was given a luncheon and
a silver cup at the Fort Worth Club by
the board of control of the show. Paul
Whiteman and

tended with the Sibleys.

Dunn, N. C., Annual Called
Most Successful Since '22

being admitted free between 6 and 7
p.m.; November 4 was Sweethearts'
Night, with women free at gate when
accompanied by a man. November 5
was Treasure Night, with five $100 bills
pasted in conspicuous places thruout
grounds. Such events as these Were
mentioned in formative plans for the
show, but this was first evidence of
special attractions of any kind at the
local show or of anyone being admitted
free to the grounds either.

New Girls Come In

Mary Lou Bentley, one -of the Casa
Mamma chorus girls, took Sally Rand's
role as Little Egypt in the revue for
remaining week of show. New showgirls
taking places of those who left the revue
for other engagements on October 31
are Glenyce Audrey, Frances Haley, Irma
Lee, Fay Mayo and Mildred June Bard well. New dancers in revue are Gypsy
Sheppard, Jean Stewart, Millie Millerick,
Jerry Richards and Jack Sims. Misses
Haley, Audrey and Bardwell went Into
Casa Manana from Pioneer Palace, making it necessary for the 9:30 show at
Pioneer Palace to be given without line
girls and showgirls. The vaude acts
are moved from stage above bar to dance
floor, where they give longer and different acts from those presented above
the bar. Joe Frisco is emsee.
Elizabeth Morris, Edith Goode, Jackie
Gately, Verba Lee Ellison, Charlene
Harkins. Pat Morgan, Wilbe Lingo and
Marion Rogers. dancers from Casa
Mariana Revue, joined the Sally Rand
unit show as line girls. Rose Reedy,
prima donna of Pioneer Palace Honky
Tonk Revue, will also be in the Rand
show. No other new acts were brought

On Tuesday, White School Children's
Day with every school in the county declaring a holiday, tickets were issued by
each school and so the fair was able to
make a check of attendance, which was
more than 13,000. Thursday was the big
day, with more than 12,000 paid admissions. Friday was Colored School Children's Day and the same method of
checking attendance recorded 2,100.
Billy Ritchey's Water Circus and Graham's cannon act were featured attractions. William Glick Exposition Shows
on the midway were the largest ever to
play the fair and were given part of the
credit for large attendance. Co-operation was thru State and county agricultural agents, headed by J. 0. Anthony,
Llllington, N. C. Operating expense and
premium list was paid before end of the
fair and the 1937 fair premium money
has already been placed in bank in
escrow, said Secretary Winters. Contracts for reconstruction work on grounds

for the 1987 fair will be let in a few
days.

Nine -Year Attendance Mark

Is Broken in Lawrenceburg

LAWRENCEBURG, Tenn., Nov. 7. -Un-

precedented attendance on Friday, with
a night crowd estimated at 30,000.
together with a satisfactory Saturday attendance of some 20,000, overcame
diminished attendance during the first

three days due to rain and resulted in
the best attendance in nine years for
Lawrence County Middle Tennessee District Fair here on September 28 -October 3. Attendance for the week was
about 70,000.
Among attractions credited with draw-

ing power after the performances had
become generally known during the first
few days were Neeld's Concert Band,
which furnished music during free acts,

est attendance on record because crop
and industrial conditions have been
unusually good and people were prepared to attend and spend money.

Entertainment a Hit

tions, November 19 and 20, Royal

York Hotel, Toronto. W. D. Jackson,
secretary, London Ont.
International Association of Fairs
and Expositions, December 1 and 2,
Hotel Sherman, Chicago. Ralph T.
Hemphill, secretary, Oklahoma City,
Okla.

Iowa Fair Managers' Association,
December 7 and B, Savery Hotel, Des
Moines, E. W. Williams, secretary,
Manchester. Iowa State Fair Board,
December 9, Savery Hotel, Des Moines.
A. R. Corey, secretary, Des Moines.
Wisconsin Association of Fairs, Jan-

uary 4-6, Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee. .7. F. Malone, secretary, Beaver'
Dam.

Indiana Aasociation. of County and
District Fairs, January 6, Claypool
Hotel, Indianapolis. Frank J. Claypool, secretary, Muncie,
Ohio Fair Managers' Association,
January 12-14, Deshler-Wallick Hotel,
Columbus. Mrs. Don A. Detrick, exec-

utive secretary, Bellefontaine.
Western Canada Association of Exhibitions, January 18 and 19, Fort
Garry Hotel, Winnipeg, Man. Sid W.
Johns, secretary, Saskatoon, Sask.
Nebraska Association of Fair Managers, January 18-20, Lincoln Hotel,
Lincoln. Chet G. Marshall, secretary,
Arlington.
Massachusetts Agricultural Fairs
Association, January -21 and 22, Hotel
Brunswick, Boston. A. W. Lombard,
secretary, 136 State House, Boston.
Virginia Association of Fears, January 25 and 26, John Marshall Hotel,
Richmond. Charles B. Ralston, secretary, Staunton.
New York State Association of
County Agricultural Societies, February 16, Ten Eyck Hotel, Albany. G. W.
Harrison, secretary, 181 North Pine
avenue, Albany.
Association of Connecticut Fairs,
February 18, Hartford (meeting place
to be selected). Hallie G. Root, act-,
ing secretary, Box 1505, Hartford.
AS INQUIRIES are being made, secretaries of associations should send in
their dates.

tainers left on November 3 for New York.
DUNN, N. C., Nov. 7.-Great Dunn
twice daily; Plying Howard%
Rhesus monkeys which have held Fair on October 19-24 staged a comeback presented
with
the most successful event since its comedy trampoline; Cloyd's bicycles and
down Monkey Mountain were taken to
Three sparks, ring and iron
Forest Park Zoo here for the winter. inception in 1922. Reorganization was unicycles;
featuring Bozo
Olin Thornton attractions left on Octo- effected in midsummer with J. A. Win- jaw; Atwoods, acrobats,Conley's
Pony.
Raggedy Ann;
ber 30 for winter quarters In San ters as executive secretary -manager. Re- and
Monkey
and
Dog
Circus;
Five Flying La
duction
in
admission
prices,
free
parkAntonio. Most of those connected with
Miss
the Thornton attractions will go to San ing, free grand -stand show and superior Vans; Harrison's Cycle, featuring
exhibits, as well as the largest publicity Yates; Wigands Troupe, teeterboard;
Antonio.
Conley
Trio,
high
pole;
Blondin-Rellims,
campaign
ever
attempted
here,
were
reDuring the farewell two weeks Rose
for the- peak record of 38,212 Alpine high wire, and Roscoe Armand staff contributed some special sponsible
strong's Bucking Ford Troupe. Monday
paid admissions, he said.

events to draw crowds. On November 2
there was scheduled a $50,000 insurance
bank night at Casa Manana. November
3 was Pioneer Costume Night, with persons dressed in old-fashioned clothes
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night was given over to big Horse and

Dog Show.

Midway attractions were by Blue Ribbon Shows. Rains, followed by unusually cool weather at night, hurt
revenue from rides.
Exhibits were called best in years, 100
booths and all stalls being crowded.
Increase in exhibits will result in addi-

Exhibits were superior in number and
quality to any heretofore, said Secretary Manager W. R. Hirsch. State Commiesioner of Agriculture Harry D. Wilson
declared the agricultural show was unequaled anywhere.

Bad weather also caused heavy curtailment of grand -stand patronage,
afternoon and night. Programs were
so attractive, however, that attendance,
except in very favorable weather, was
surprisingly substantial. Despite a. muddy track horse races were held each
afternoon except Sundays.
Revue, Rise and Cheer*America, which

made a great hit, and free acts, which

also drew much applause, were furnished
by. Barnes -Carruthers, with M. H.
Barnes personally on hand. Other
grand -stand entertainment included
Cervorie's Band; Frank Ross,

emsee:

Ainsworth Dancers; Ahearn Troupe; Kit
Kat Four; Nordic Singers; Grauman
Four; Stair -o -Tone; Cimse and Company; Weida and Perez; Mile. Pierre,
prima donna; Royal Swedish Bell
Ringers; Michan Bros. Displays each
night were by Thearle-Duffield Fireworks Company,- with Jack Duffield in
charge.
Gladway amusements were furnished
again by the United Shows of America,
with 16 shows and 14 rides. The Octopus
ride was shown for the first time on the
Gladway here and it attracted many
leading carnival owners. Despite bad
weather the Gladway drew many patrons. Special exploitation included

awarding of $25 in cash to a grand-

stand patron each night; editorial contest among weekly newspapers of Louisiana, in which many papers took part,
and distribution of copies of special editions of newspapers featuring the State
Fair and resources of their respective
communities.
Poultry Show was held in a building
of its own. Previously it was staged
in the Coliseum, which this year was
used for a two-day Dog Show, threeday Horse Show, state-wide beauty
pageant, Fiddlers' contests and statewide meetings of Future Farmers of
America and 4-H Clubs. More than 50
young women took part in the beauty
pageant, but due to rain attendance was
small.

Hirsch Host at Dinner

An idea of good conditions in State
Fair territory and interest taken in the
fair was given by the sellout of space
indoors two weeks before opening, first
time in years that this happened. Great
demand also was shown for outdoor
space, with 90,000 feet alone going for
machinery.
Of special interest to- show people was

the annual performance for benefit of
the Heart of America Showmen's Club,

Kansas City, Mo., and Showmen's League
of. America, Chicago. Annual 'stag dinner for fair officials, showfolks and

others directing the fair was held in

Caddo parish jail, atop the million -dollar
courthouse in Shreveport, of which

tional buildings in the spring of 1937, Thomas R. Hughes, sheriff and friend
Secsaid Dr. E. R. Braly, president and gen- of showfolks, is official custodian.
retary -Manager Hirsch was the host.
eral manager.
Fifty-six were in attendance and Rise
and Cheer America artists furnished entertainment, which was richly enjoyed.
There also were several barbecue din(Continued from pttge 42)
ners at the Little Beer Garden on the
some rainfall. However, many thou- fairgrounds.
sands of kiddies -attended.
It is believed the largest number of
Similar conditions prevailed on Tues- show and fair visitors ever attending
day, Shreveport Day, with public offices a fair was here, which gave Mr. Hirsch,
and a number of business places giving President George Freeman, Assistant Seca half holiday, heavily curtailing at- retary -Manager Joe T. Monsour and other
tendance. It was similar on Wednesday fair officials lots of pleasure. Among
and Thursday, cold temperature adding visitors were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Beckto the handicap. On Friday, first day on mann, Beckmann & Gerety Shows; Carl
which no rain fell, there were clouds J. Sedlmayr and Elmer C. Vetere, Royal
and chilly breezes, but a good-sized American Shows; 0. N. Crafts, Crafts
crowd attended, and Saturday, October Shows; John Francis, .Francis Shows;
31, attracted thousands, including 8,000 Orville and Harry Hennies, Hennies
to the football game between Mississippi Bros.' Shows; L. 'L. (Larry) Hall, MilUniversity and Centenary College, waukee; Mr. and Mrs. Noble C. Fairly,
Shreveport. Many remained for night Joe Scholibo, Hennies Bros.' Shows; R.
Sunday, November 1, E. Hickey, Cole BrOa-Clyde Beatty Cirattractions.
started off with a drizzle, but the rain cus; Mr. and Mrs. Tony Marton, Kansoon stopped and the biggest crowd of sas City, Mo.; Danny Odoin, San Antonio,
the 10 days was present, packing grand Tex.; Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Corey, Mr. and
stand for auto races and night perform- Mrs. John Miller, Mr. and Mrs. F. Shelance and shows and rides. Closing day, don, Iowa State Fair; Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Negro Day; was attended by thousands M. Shell and son, Mr. and Mrs. Rayof Negroes and program was favored with mond A. Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Fort
a rainless day altho cloudy.
and son, Minnesota State Fair; Lew
On perhaps two or three days at- Dufour, Texas "Centennial Exposition,
tendance exceeded that of the same days Dallas; Murray Goldberg, Texas CenRudolph Illions; Nate Miller;
last year, but as a whole it was far tennial;
below :formal attendance. Had weather Mrs. M. H. Barnes, Chicago; Max Goodman,
concessions,
and Phil Little, cookbeen favorable the 1936 event would no
doubt have been patronized by the larg- house and beer garden operator.

LA. MISSES-
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Expiring Gasps
From Ft. Worth

N. C. "STRIKE"

(Continued from page 42)
getting $1,800 or near that. So at 8
o'clock I declared that we had to have
some of the money that came in. The
grand stand was about three -fourths full.
By WALTER K. SIBLEY.
I said, 'Give me some of that money,
to get the acts out of town and
Frontier Days Centennial extension to enough
November 14 was arrived at by the board notes for the balance.'
of control because of capacity business
"Acts Not Considered"
of Casa Manana daily.
"They would not give us a penny and
Closing night (original), Halloween, this
was
night and our conwas distinguished by one of the small- tract was Saturday
due on Friday. It was just a
est crowds of the season. Grounds had case of not
going
to
pay. They took in
the appearance of a deserted village. In- money all week and would
share any
stead of the usual three Saturday night part; in fact, the acts werenot
not considshows in Casa Mariana, only two were ered at all, and without the
acts they
given to very slim audiences.
have had anything-just a
Complimentary dinner to Billy Rose would not
not half built. They would not
at Fort Worth Club by the board of grounds
try
to
do
anything
at all towards pay control and presentation of a silver cup
will be followed later by tokerS- of ap"Since
the
story
was
published in The
preciation to Faye Cotton, Texas Sweet- Billboard," writes Donahue
and LaSalle,
heart No. 1; Mrs. Edwin T. Phillips, one
of
the
acts
concerned,
Anderofficial hostess; Everett Marshall, Paul son, S. C., "we have beenfrom
paid in full
Whiteman, Laurette Jefferson, Carleton by the George Hamid office in
New
York
Winkler, Miss Hall, Sally Rand and Joe City, We were booked in that spot
by
Venuti, No: 2 band leader. Presentations the
Hamid
office."
by Toastmaster James M. North Jr.

'of,"

Suggests Two Funerals

the same time and in practically the
same place.
There' seems to be a Casa Manana

WITH
THE ZOOS(Continued from page 41)

in the very near future. According to
reports, architects' plans would permit
lions to stalk a two -acre area and sleep
in natural rock caves. Jungle underbrush would be installed for the tiger
lair. Each species of wild animal would
be isolated on a separate island especially designed to represent their re-
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formation published in 19th century

route books, some data is herewith given
as published at end of the 1886 traveling
season of the John B. Doris Great Inter Ocean Circus and Menagerie. It was a
book of 52 pages with imitation leather

covers, compiled by E. C. White, who
was superintendent of the confectionery department. John B. Doris was sole
proprietor of the show, and R. V. Hunter
was general manager. ' Transportation
spective native homes.
was by rail, using 35 cars, including two
cars. The No. 1 car was manNEW YORK-In an interview in The advance
by George Gooclhart, who was
New York Times Berthold Lubetkin, aged
during
later
years identified with the
British architect and designer of Eng- Ringlings.
lish zoos, announced that in his opinion
The season opened at Indianapolis,
animals are happy in modernistic zoos.
Incl., April 26 and during a season of
"To try to copy the animal's natural 30
weeks traveled in 20 States and
habitat is a mistake," Lubetkin said.
"You can't do it. The animal knows it covered 9,007 miles. The closing stand
Gallatin, Tenn., November 20. An
is not really out in the wild. You was
should create synthetic conditions that important feature of that season tour
will be pleasant. A purely geometric of the Doris Circus was the Inter -Ocean
Military Band of 17 pieces, under the
setup is often successful."
leadership of Harry Armstrong. The
MADISON, Wis.-Rufus, 9 -year -old program of the show was made up of
Siberian camel, children's favorite in members of the profession whose names
Was Park Zoo here, died on October 28 and acts were well known to the circus from an undetermined ailment. It was going public. The women performers
one of a herd presented to the city by included Ella Stokes and Sallie Marks,

Why Aerialists Worked
principal bareback riders; Mile. DeGranEddie Viera, manager of the Four Zor Shrine Temple on February 26, 1934. ville, iron -jaw act; Maud Oswald, on the
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.-W. R. Sprott, flying rings; Lizzie 'Armstrong, on
superintendent of Fair Park Zoo, has trapeze; Lena and Hattie Martell did a
made an appeal for rats, mice and spar- sister bicycle riding specialty; Laura
rows to feed about 40 snakes in the Ashby, hand balancing; the entre riders

Paul Whiteman appeared to have Aerial Devils, of Jack Haller Attractions,
caught the people's fancy here as else- explained why that act worked in Wilwhere. His music they reveled in and, as mington, as follows:
a man, they liked him.
"It is only fair that you know my side
Rumor is rampant about a 1937 Fron- of the affair. I represent the Four Devils,
tier -pays with a new Casa Manama, show which act was the only one that worked

and other unusual features. Now that
Dallas has officially declared for a 1937
continuation, it is dollars to doughnuts
that Fort Worth. will stay in the ring.
It is just as well to have two funerals
as one, when they both can be held at

The Billboard
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on the night in question. The act was
booked not thru Hamid but the John H.
Marks Shows, which it played all season.
I received payment for the date and had
to do the show, altho it was with much
regret that we acted as 'strikebreakers,'
so to speak. But I had five more weeks.
to play and also had my money, so I had
no 'out.' I regretted this the more as we
had very pleasant relations with the
ether acts on the bill."

He said his collection was in need were Lizzie Keys, Minnie Kaye, Lillian
offered to pay for deliveries uninjured
In the list of performers, James and
and alive.
Clarence Robinson, in their well -established classification of champion bareGREENVILLE, Miss. - George C. back riders, gave the ring performance
Weathers, Delta game commissioner, has an outstanding strength of equestrian
asked clubs to co-operate for establish- feats; Frank Kenebei headed the clowna,
ment of a first-class zoo in Leroy Percy assisted by Frank Cummings, George
State Park near here. He promises to Drew, James Reily, F. Onifri, Halal
furnish several of every species of native Yokes and William Higgins; the leaps
animals if other persons will furnish was a featured number of the program,
proper 'admires and care for them.
with John Batchelor as principal leaner.
Appearing with him in the act were the
MEMPHIS-Memphis Zoo, one of the Three Siegrists, Thomas, Louis and Willargest in the country, is to modernize liam, the famous acrobats. The Two
by eliminating bars and cages in ex- Kenebels, Ed Rice, William Fisher, Dan
hibiting animals that can be confined Kennedy, Harry yokes, William O'Brien,
by moats. First step has begun with John Ahearn and William Higgins were
construction of a monkey island. Mooted included. Fisher and Ahern did their
inclosures are planned for deer, elk, flying trapeze; the Martell Brothers,
llamas, zebras and camels. Most of the Harry and MiChael, were also in the
work is expected to be undertaken this bicycle -riding exhibition; Prince Satwinter. Other improvements include suma, in balancing and juggling; Edzoo.

of special food as quickly as possible, and Markham and Mary Templeton.

building craze, as per items in various
journals, such as: "Dallas Will Have a
'Casa Manana in 1997,' "Cleveland Will
Have a Casa Manana Next Year," "Miami
Will Build a Casa Manana," "Havana To
(Continued from page 40)
Have a Casa Manana" and "Atlantic City in price, were continually flooded with
Amusement Company To Build a Casa business.
Manana."
As the oldest steamboat line in America, Nantasket-Boston Steamboat ComLowdown on Casa Manana
pany has operated 118 consecutive years
Here are a few "don'ts" for Casa
a fatal accident or loss of life.
Manana enthusiasts by one who has without
has been estimated that during that
been on the spot from its inception, It
period the company has carried a numfrom an idea on paper to one of the ber comparable to population of the concreting of the waterfowl lake and
greatest show successes that the world United States, about 125,000,000.
gravel walks around the lake.
has ever known:
CINCINNATI-For the first time since
Don't think that you ,can build and
HIGH
the Zoo opened 60 years ago the doors
operate a Casa Manana for 100 days NEW(Continued
from
page
40)
of
the institution were closed to patrons
for less than $500,000. I mean one comtherein. It is the hope of the association on November 4. Gates were closed at 11
parable to Billy Rose's.
to
invite
everyone
eligible
to
attend,
and
am.
because heavy snow had caused
Don't think because you can run an
Baker expressed the hope that about 25 or 30 large limbs to be broken
exposition that you can successfully run President
anyone
not
receiving
an
invitation
by
off
trees.
As winds blew other limbs
a Casa Manana.-- When you get to fool- November 15 Write direct to Secretary came crashing
The management
ing with that baby you are in the real A. R. Hodge, Suite 317, Hotel Sherman, decided that it down.
would be dangerous to
show business. There are hundreds of Chicago, who, he said, will gladly mail allow any patrons
to
walk
beneath the
smart showmen who would make a hope- an invitation to anyone in the industry trees, so the gates were closed.
less muddle of producing such a stu- who should be present. President Baker before had they been closed in theNever
dayPentlous attraction. This kind of show also said that the joint banquet and ball time.
business must be innate.
being given by the Showmen's League of
Don't forget the three prime factors in America and NAAPPB on. Wednesday,
Casa Manana, Billy Rose, Albert Johnson December 2, promises to be the biggest CORRAL
and John Murray Anderson.
(Continued from page 39)
and finest thing in the history of the
Don't forget that Casa Manama in organization, and from present indica- contestants. Two contestants broke the
Fort Worth was, the "big fish in the tions, measured by seat reservations, those world's record for steer bulldogging.
small pond.' It really had no competi- who defer too long in arranging for seats Dave Campbell, of Bartlett, Neb., made
a mark of 6 2-5 sec., and Hugh Ridley, of
are going to be disappointed.
tion after the first few weeks.
Coin machine men have also mani- Red Rock, Okla., in his final effort
Pont forget that the average person fested
night set a mark of 5 2-5 sec.
a
keen
interest
in
the
convention,
Who visited Casa Manana had never as they are realizing more and more the Sunday
Ridley's average for five go-arounds,
seen a big musical spectacle.
however,
did not place him in the final
importance
of
parks,
pools
and
beaches
Don't overlook the fact that this last
a potential market for coin -operated money. Campbell took third money. In
summer in Fort Worth was as arid as ad
Carnival
and
fair
addition
to
the $15,000 prize money
machines
of
all
kinds.
the Sahara. The weather was made to men, too,.are most enthusiastic over the awarded, Arthur
Wirtz included half of
order for this great open-air show.
the
entrance
fees in the awards. He also
big week ahead, as the week of November

SEASON IS BIG-

mund Rice, on the horizontal bars;

Harry Loa and William Ruge, contortionists; Theo Ferris, in the performing
lion den and the elephant acts. All Were
praiseworthy features of the performance. The Three Siegrists, in their wonderful acrobatic specialties, obtained
newspaper comment as artists in the
champion class, along with James Robinson's riding
leaping.

and John Batchelor's

The concert and the side show were
managed by William J. Doris. In the
concert

a featured number was the

skipping-rope dance by Sallie Marks. In
the side-show curiosities John W. Coffee,
the famous "Skeleton Dude," was one of
the 15 people introduced by the orator;
John J. Jennings, known as the "Modern
Sampson," was given special mention In

the descriptive lecture. In the daily
parades the long-time expert manipulator of the calliope, W. W. (Bud) Horn,
did his full share toward entertaining
the street crowds and drawing them to
the lot for the night show. The season
route had many events that were given

mention in Mr. White's route book.
Second day of the season there was

heavy opposition billing by the Wallace
Circus. At Elmira, N. Y., on May 8 the

Don't forget that the great Jumbo 30, when all branches of the industry took care of all the injured and made first of a hot and lengthy Forepaugh
building was available for use for a will congregate under the same roof in several special awards.
oRposition billing was encountered. Almodified Casa Manana review when the the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, promises to
weather was inclement.
be without precedent in attendance and
Don't overlook the fact that stage- enthusiasm. Secretary Hodge reports ALL -YEAR AIR
from page 40)
hands here are much more lenient than only a few booths not definitely assigned would(Continued
they are in great metropolitan centers. at this writing and assured The Billboard added. be spent on star attractions, he

Don't forget that there are thousands
of beautiful and talented young, ladies
in Texas from which most of the chorus
and showgirls were selected. They were
paid very moderate salaries.
Don't overlook the fact that if YOUR
Casa Manana is to be the "big fish,"
that most of the "little fish" will either
die of starvation or lack of interest.
Don't forget that Casa Manana is Billy
Rose, No Billy Rose, no Casa Manana.
Probably 750,000 people attended Frontier Days. While tlbs is much short of
the original estimate of 2,000,000 admissions on which everything was based,
nevertheless it is quite some folks for a
City of 170,000 and a great exposition
only 30 miles away.
A "norther" just blew into town.
Thermometer dropped from 82 degrees
to 37, Looks like curtains for the
Centennial.

that there will be not only a complete
During the past season the city was
sellout of exhibition space but a few
big chains; an NBC wire being in Mildisappointments on the part of manu- on
lion
-Dollar Pier, a CBS and Mutual befacturers and jobbers who have delayed ing in
Steel Pier, while both broadcast
in making reservation.
thru the local station.
Resort went after foreign trade last
spring when it hit Canada with plenty
DEXTER FELLOWS
of advertising; flew Canadian flags and
(Continued from page 39)
ing The Man on the Flying Trapeze for arranged to accept Canadian money with
three minutes before he discovered that results better than expected.. This will
we were all singing Circus Days, the be repeated.
Tent's new song.. . . Him Pond actually
being handed '5 cents for a package of OLD-TIME SHOWMEN
the peanuts he had in his basket. .
(Continued from page 38)
The melting of the grease paints on
Lou Gehrig's face and he lapping it in tain future generations as authentic
whenever it reached his lips. . . Dexter history, and there is regret among the
Fellows (after whom our Tent was collectors that the once -popular season
named) will attend the'November meet- route book is no longer published at the
ing when Rube Goldberg, the famous end of the circus season.
.

.

cartoonist, will be the Fall Guy.

molst every city played by Doris during

remainder of May was heavily billed

with Forepaugh's "coming" paper.
Brockton, Mass., was the Memorial Day

stand and it was plastered with Forepeugh paper. All of June thru Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Maine
John B. Doris and his company of performers and employees were compelled
to look at mammoth displays of Adam
Forepaugh's opposition paper. July 6 at
Dover, N. H., was the last of the Fore-

paugh opposition. Yonkers, N. Y., on
August 14 was credited with being best
day's business of the season. Concert
tickets were not taken up, as practically

the entire audience remained for the

concert. During last half of September

in Virginia and Tennessee Doris again
encountered heavy opposition billing for
the Barnum ffi Bailey Circus for later
dates.

The

October

and

November

itinerary took the Doris show to the
principal cities of North Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama and South

As a reminder of the valuable in- Carolina.
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RinkSat?gatelt5
By CLAUDE R. ELLIS

(Cincinnati Office)
LEO A. SELTZER'S Transcontinental
Roller Derby, which opened in the Coli-

seum, Chicago, on October 13, closed
its third season's run after 27 days of
continuous skating, with mileage equaling distance from Chicago to San Diego,
Calif. Mr. Seltzer said receipts showed
a marked gain over last year and that
public interest was manifest up to the
closing, when the Coliseum's 11,000 seats
were sold out five days in advance. At
present Eastern Derby rights are in
the hands of Mike Jacobs and New
England rights are handled by Lew
Smith. Mr. Seltzer plans to hold the
next Derby in Cincinnati, starting on
Thanksgiving Day and running 21 days,
to be followed by Miami, Chicago, Detroit and Pittsburgh.
HOLLYWOOD Roller Rink, Chicago,

under management of Jules Mahl, recently staged a collegiate party, with

Northwestern University team As guests.
Highlights included a football game between the Northwestern team and skaters
from Hollywood, Calif., which was made
doubly exciting and difficult as both
teams played in couples and on skates.

JOSEPH FURFURO, Calais, Me., has
leased a building there and is remodeling the upper floor into a roller-skating
rink. Calais is connected with St.
Stephen, N. B., by an international
bridge. Mr. Furfuro had not been previously identified with roller skating.

FLYING DEMONS. Pittsburgh rollerskating trio, joined Jack G. Van's
Femmes De Pares stage unit which
played W. B. Urling's theaters in Eastern
Ohio last week. Act features two boys
and a girl.

RAYEN - WOOD Auditorium Roller
Rink. Youngstown, 0., has been reopened three nights a week, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, under management of Cyril sanosik, who said all

roller skates have been reconditioned,
auditorium redecorated and being op-

who has been doing a single at spots in enjoy-speed, and figure -skating events.
Fresno and Is headed for San Francisco. No doubt trials and final contests would
Report is that roller skating in going be held at rinks. It is possible that the
big in that territory, there being rinks finals, which would consist of winners
in Porterville, Varsalla and Fresno, all of trials, might be held In Japan and in
this event roller skaters, both speed and
doing good biz.
figure skating, would be taken there.
This would be of great benefit to the
TWO FRENCH roller skating fans re- game
should bring many new faces
cently made the trip across France, from to theand
rinks -as well as bringing forth
Chamonix to Havre, on roller skates, the very
best amateurs In this line.
towed by motorcycles. Three Jewels, Records made
in the events would be re,
roller skaters, are at the Europeen in liable and would
a great deal to
Paris. Resua Sisters, five -people skating contestants; also mean
it Should develop a
act, are at the Centralhallen in Bremen. much -needed interest
in the game.
NEED of an organization among rink
operators has again been emphasized in

Vous Rink there, who writes that on

By LEO A. SELTZER
Sunday, October 18, Carman, Crystal
Palace and Circus Garden rinks received
(Continued from last week)
notice to close on Sundays. "The PennSome rink managers who wish to steal
sylvania open -Sunday law does not
cover roller rinks," he states. "It was a little local thunder forget to measure
their
tracks carefully or to 'keep the
passed largely thru an expenditure of
considerable money and effort of theater exact, accurate stop -watch timing that
is
so
necessary
for the making of truthand baseball interests. Theaters minus
stage shows are allowed to open after ful records. Well, this may be all right
for
the
minute
to them, but what does
2 p.m.; baseball and other sports can be
happen? The skaters who make
indulged in from 2 to 6 p.m. Nothing actually
these
supposed
records
are not in on the
was mentioned regarding roller rinks
and the question now in doubt simmers deal and really think they are that good.
As
a
result,
when
they
are later asked
down as to whether roller skating is to
be .classed as a sport or an amusement. (as has happened in many cases of enIf the latter it would seem possible that tries to Roller Derbies) what they did
tell what they
some way could be found to allow it to certain distances in theyBut
not in one
they did them in.
operate the same as theaters. On the think
other hand, if it be classed as a sport, it instance has any of them come up to
cannot be promoted except from 2 to what was claimed.
Of course, we now open a field for
8 p.m. It would appear that roller rinks
are classified with dance halls, which controversy regarding how to me ure
are not allowed to operate at any time a floor, whether for a flat tract or
on Sunday. Various reasons have been banked. We went into this and found
rumored as to the cause for the closing several recommendations but nothing
on Sundays of these rinks, as in previ- definite. In one case we were informed
ous seasons they have operated under that on the banked track if we measa club system. No tickets were sold at ured 18 inches from the edge we would
the box office and patrons were obliged have it. That didn't look right, so we
to produce club membership cards and tried a common-sense measurement. We
pay dues weekly. One rumor has it that powdered the entire track and sent
a prominent minister who does not ap- every one of the speed skaters over it.
prove of Sunday amusements took of- Then we measured by rolling a tire on
fense at a broadcast made by one of the the inside edge of just where the marinks, advertising the fact it was open jority of the skaters had actually traon Sundays. Another has it that one of versed and as a result we found that
the other rinks was cutting in on box- there was almost a lap difference in the
office receipts of a picture house and a two methods of measuring; that is, for
complaint came from it. Still another a mile. Think what a difference this
has it that complaints have been made makes in the timing!

erated on a high-class basis. Later it 14 from neighbors who claim disorderly
conduct by patrons leaving the rinks
planned to hold sessions nightly.
disturbing the peace, also in some cases
HONORARY Secretary Champlain Pro- ending in street brawls. Rinking as a.
vencher, Amateur Skating Association whole today is on a better basis than
of Canada, said the 49th annual conven- ever before and every possible means
tion will be held in Queen's Hotel, should be taken to keep them above reMontreal, on November 21. Besides proach as to lack of discipline if they
election of officers and drafting of sea- are to receive the support of the public.
son's program, arrangements will be In the Philadelphia case it would appear
made for celebration of the golden that lack of financial support and an
jubilee of the association In 1937. Asso- effort to Include roller skating rinks
ciation, allied with the Amateur Skating in the law was lacking. Had we an or'Union of the United States and mem- ganization, such matters could probably
ber of the International Skating Union, be looked after at a slight cost to all
was founded in 1887 thru efforts of the concerned. Since this article was started
late Aid. Louis Rubenstein, Montreal. I am informed that the rinks in quesWilliam E. (Bill) Roughten is president. tion will bp allowed to operate on SunCol. Sir H. Montagu Allan, C.V.O., E.D., days only where club membership cards
is the only survivor of the original are bought during the week. This does

founders and a past president of the
Canadian organization.

A WEDDING ON ROLLER SKATES will

Roller Derby

Philadelphia, declares E. M. Mooar, Chez

Frankly, we are trying to establish
definite records for all distances on the
banked track in this manner. The last
week of our meet we called in representatives of the local newspapers' sport
sheets. They are right there when the
track is measured and they are the ones
who keep the stop watches in their
hands when the races are run. And
these are the only, records that we intend recognizing until others pursue the
same or similar methods that leave no
question as to the authentic nature of

RINK MEN WHO USE molIcAccr SKATES
Are Successful

There Is a Reason!
The Answer Is-

Satisfied Customers

CHICAGO ROLLER SKATE CO.
4427 W. Lake St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

and Ray Dean, an-

nouncer, were on the job.

Ernie Tucker's Boys
Ernest Tucker, in concession depart-

ment, had a loyal bunch of boys and
they established new records for this
department.

Gene

Weeks.

Eldridge

Rumbley, Sidney Ayles, Bill Hunt, Fat
Fyfe, Johnny Ritchy, Jack Partello Jr.
and Roxy Fiber are some of the men that
were constantly offering the public merchandise.. There were few changes in
concession department during the summer. Johnny Seawall handled the commissary department all thru the tour
and showed a very good profit.

Al Dean and his dining department

provided good meals regardless of conditions. The race for the cookhouse flag,

which goes to the man or woman that
has the highest average attendance, is
now a tie and won't be decided until
the last day. P. G. Lowery, Side Show
band leader, and L. C. Gillette, of the
front door, are neck and neck-missing

but three meals on the season.
Nick Carter, superintendent of dining
cars on the train, and Joe Becker' his
main -most 'cashier, also looked after the
comforts of the troupers. Bill Hunt also

did a good job with his "snack" stand
on the lot, while Harold Nicholson provided the performers with good eats in

the backyard.
Business has been very good during
the past week. Henderson gasve show a
big day in the rain, while Longview
was, as usual, big. Texarkana came thru

with a bang-up matinee and a huge
night show, despite following a truck

show by one day. Hope was a very good
Saturday town.

Little Rock Big

Little Rock came thru with a great
matinee, and at night thousands were
on the straw. In fact, so many attended
night show that the tournament and
races were called off, while all track
numbers worked in the rings. El Dorado
was played Election Day, and due to the

storm at Little Rock after the night exhibition trains did not arrive until 10
o'clock. However, night business was
very good considering the terrible
weather, which resulted in no matinee.

Monroe came thru with a bang-up
matinee and a capacity night house.
Thousands were on hand to see the
Monroe parade, schools being dismissed.

Little Rock also turned .out to see -the
parade. Show has left plenty of boosters

in all cities, not only because of the
street parade but also the courtesy at
main entrance and all over the lot.

AIVIARS OPEN SECOND(Continued from page 36)

dor. Three Crotos, aerial, are at the
Bobino. Paul Berny, fast -working jug-

results. That published record recently gler, is at the ABC. Roblins and Nino,

of 2 minutes and 6 seconds is an insult
to the intelligence of anyone in the
skate game. I hope that it was a typographical error, but if it wasn't and the'
interested persons insist that it was and
be done again please contact me at
not seeps to be a very satisfactory ar- can
our show In the- Coliseum in Chicago,
rangement. However, it is to be tried because I have some money that Is burnout, and if not satisfactory it looks as ing in my pocket to wager that it can't
tho Sunday operations will have to be be done. I am sure that there are many
discontinued."
scores of rink managers who would be
more than glad to come to see this feat

be performed in Washington Park Rink,
El Paso. Tex., on Armistice Day. Bridal
pair told reporters they met while skating and plan to skate at least once a
Rollers in Olympics
week after marriage. Grover (Red) WilBy E. M. MOOAR
son, former pro baseball player, is manager of the rink, biggest money maker in
I am informed that a very substantial
the park last year.
effort is being made to have roller skatevents as part of the next Olympic
OLD-TEME Skaters' Club scheduled an ing
As there will be a period of four
Armistice Night Roundup, Which was to Games.
years
the next Olympics, sufInclude numerous former stars, in Nor- ficientbefore
given for something
time
wood Roller Rink, Cincinnati. On ar- tangible along isthese
lines and it is to be
rangements committee were Edward J. hoped that when proper
Von Hagen. manager of the rink; Ralph have been concluded rink arrangements
operators and
Towers and Armand J. Schaub.
skaters in general will give the matter
ROLLER skating'act, Ace Rollers, after unlimited support.
The events would call for practically
playing in and around California, has
disbanded, advises Angelo V. Magnano. the same program as the ice skaters now

Robbins, band,

comedy acrobats, and the Dog Stars,
trained dogs, are at the Trianon. Franklin D'Amour and Jack Lane, American
acrobatic comedians, are at the Paramount. Billy Bourbon, tumbler, and
Three Jewels, roller skaters, are at the
Europeen. The Frillis, teeterboard tumblers; Two Harris, hand-to-hand balancers, and Two Fokkers, acrobats, are
at. Gaumont Palace. The Shuan Foun

Troupe, Chinese acrobats, are at the Rex.

done.

The First

The Billboard is very good to us all.
We are being given space to express our
thoughts and developments. So why not

take advantage of the opportunity by
contributing something of interest to
roller skating more often and also trying to buy only from advertisers who
make our skating columns possible? I
am not on the pay rolls of the skate
companies or The Billboard and I am
not looking for anything, as I have all
that I can handle. This is my final
thought to you all. Throw your hammers away so that by next year we can
have a national convention With real
representation from all parts of the
Country. How about it?

COLE BROS.' SEASON
(Continued from page 36)
LOUIS Scott, electrician; "Kama" Campbell, ring stock; Henry Brown, baggage
stock; Eugene Scott, menagerie; J. P.
McGrath, trainmaster; Clarence Adolph.

Best Skate

QUALITY
RICHARDSON BALL BEARING SKATE CO.
EttanInnad 1884.
3312-3318 Ravenswood Avenue, Chicago, III.

The Best Skate Today

LOOK

IN THE WHOLESALE

trucks; Joseph Huta, assistant canvas;
John James Washburn, Side Show can-

MERCHANDISE SECTION

Cutshall, tickets: Don Cooke, usher;
Noyeles Burkhart, front door: Harry
MaraNan, equestrian director; Victor

LATEST NOVELTIES, PRIZES
PREMIUMS AND SPECIALTIES

vas; Orville Wilbur, properties; George

for the
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to 25 Opera Place, Cincinnati 0

Conducted by CHARLES C. BLUE -Communications

HENNIES SIGN STAFF MEN
Blue Ribbon's Cemetery Fund

Benefit for SLA Totals $200
DAWSON, Ga., Nov. 7.-The first annual Showmen's League of America
benefit performance given by members
of the Blue Ribbon Shows was a success
financially as -well as from an entertain-

ment standpoint. A check for $200
was at once forwarded to the SLA, Chicago. This amount was raised thru the
earnest efforts of John Galligan, Mike
Rosen and Victor Canares and other

stage of the Brown Skin Vanities. Those

taking part in the entertainment were
as follows: Doe Wilisie, of side-show
note, in a perfect reproduction of "Pop eye"; Mrs. Birdie WIlisle, Chief Long

Wolf, Doc Stanton, members of the
Follies Revue, Gracie Stanton, the Three
Aces, the Wigand Troupe, Capt. Jack
Perry, Mitzie and Harry, Rinty the Wonder Dog, members of the Brown Skin

Vanities, Tommy Gentry and his Cowboy

members of the Blue Ribbon Shows.
The performance was presented on the Band; Eddie Martin, as emsee, and, last

but not least, Victor Canares, as judge
of the Kangaroo Court.
The show got under way shortly after
1 a.m. and was all out and over by 3
o'clock. The tent was filled with concessioners, ride men and showmen.
The performance was put on at
(Ala.) Fair, one of the show's
NASHVILLE, Nov. 7.-Combining busi- Dothan
ness with pleasure Carl J. Sedlmayr, best weeks in the South. The congenial

Sedlmayr Books

Tenn. State Fair

E. M. FOLEY
Writes on

Looking Forwrd
In the Christmas Number
of The Billboard Dated
November 28, 1936

"More Yes Than
No" --- Goodman
That's his answer to query
on report about taking out

Mr. and Mrs. Lundsford, operators
general manager Royal American Shows, hosts,
his own show
the above fair here, were high in their
airplaned here Sunday last from Mobile. of
praise
of this show's activities on behalf
Accompanied by Judge Litton Hick- of the SLA
CINCINNATI, Nov. 7.-Max Goodman
Cemetery Fund.
man, chairman, and James A. Cayce, diThe highlight of the evening was the looms on the carnival horizon as the
rector of the board of fair commissioners Kangaroo
Court conducted by Victor owner and manager of a carnival for
of the Tennessee State Fair, he at-

tended the dedication exercises of the

new municipal airport.
Just before leaving the city for points
south Sedlmayr was tendered the midway contracts for the 1937 annual fair
and accepted them. The Royal American
has the distinction of having played this

date for the past three years in succession.

Canares, judge; Mike Rosen and John
Galligan. Fines were assessed from 10
cents to $50. The highest fine was assessed on I,. E. Roth, manager of the
Blue Ribbon Shows.
This is the first attempt of the Blue
Ribbon Shows in a benefit performance
and members of the show have expressed
their wishes for many more just like it.

season 1937.

A flash from the New York aloe

reached the Cincinnati headquarters of
The Billboard and read: "Max Goodman's
office here reported that Max will take
out a 15 -car carnival next year. This is
all that can be gotten here."
The wires were put into service over
(See "MORE YES on page 48)

Cracraft on His Way
passed thru here Thursday on his way
to visit homefolk at Martinsville, bad.,

while en route from Charlotte, N. C.
He reported the best season in several
years and spoke most optimistically for
the future of the carnival business. In

Bingo Game Wins;
Mayor Grants Licenses
FALL RIVER, Mass., Nov. 7.-Defend-

val business - Castle's

plans are not disclosed

SHREVEPORT, La., Nov. 7.-This city
is now In the limelight of showdom due
to the big deal effected last Monday
midnight by Hennies Bros., when they
took over the entire outfit previously
owned and operated by John R. Castle,
R. L. Lohmar and William R. Hirsch.
It was announced during the past week
that Robert L. Lohmar had been appointed general representative; Joseph'
S. Scholibo, general press agent, and
Irving C. Ray, treasurer of the new
Henisies' shows.
The past season Scholibo occupied an

identical position with the motorized

unit of Orville and Harry Hennies.
Work of dismantling the former USA

carnival was started at midnight, but
was somewhat hampered by rain and a
drop in temperature of nearly 40 degrees. However, all the property is now
stored, on which' rebuilding will start
immediately following the new year.
It is with much admiration that the
carnival world looks forward to success
of the Hennies, who but three short
years ago entered the field with a small
motorized outfit. By one stroke they
have reached the point where much la
expected from their future efforts.
W. R. Hirsch does not intend to get
into the show business again. He has
important private interests in Shreveport as well as being secretary -manager
of the State fair. He will devote his
time from now on to these interests.
As Hirsch himself put it When asked
what he was going to do since the sale
of the United Shows, declared to The
Billboard representative: "I'm going to
stay at home and attend to my business

CINCINNATI, Nov. 7.-0. W. Cracraft,
general agent Mighty Sheesley Midway,

winter.

Hirsch retires from carni-

W. H. Hirsch Off the Road

To Springs for Rest

glowing terms he described the fair in
the North Carolina metropolis as destined to command outstanding attention in the fair world.
After a rest at home for a short time
he will hie himself to the springs
to take the baths, so as to condition his
physical being (not that he is not the
picture of health and vigor) to withstand the strain of the forthcoming big
meeting at Chicago.
On his visit to The Billboard office
here he was accompanied by E. Clay
May, who has been special agent working with the Sheesley organization for
many seasons.
May stated that he was on his way
to Detroit, from which point he will entrain for Miami, Fla., to spend the

Include Lohmar,
Scholibo, Ray

here. I'm not going back into the show
business."

Hirsch has spent his life in Shreveport, where the family has lived for

generations. He is interested in a number of business and other enterprises,
being in addition to the Important position of directing the operation of the
State fair.
While president and general manager
of the United Shows the past few years
he has had to spend several months a
year out of Shreveport, and this absence
has been at considerable personal sacrifice and inconvenience. He is being
congratulated by friends and business
associates upon the transaction thru
which he and his co -owners, John R.
Castle and R. L. Lohmar, disposed of the
mammoth shows and train. Many
Shreveport citizens are gratified at the
deal, because it will mean that Hirsch
will spend more time among the home
having considerable investments, this

HERE IS SHOWN A GATHERING OF CARNIVAL FOLIC and fair officials
on grounds of Shelby County Fair, Center, TeX., recently. The party is celebrating birthday of Roy Gray, of Big State Shows, shown on right of table in
center. Walter Harris sits opposite him

gtos.' eitcutatitt9 Expo.
a Cerdutti

Act it glow

Mg his acts as official and within right
to the city and beano operators, Mayor
By STARR DeBELLE
Alexander C. Murray answered the complaint made to him by the Rev. Gabriel
many others that looked forward to
No -Vote; Tex.
R. Geudj, Baptist Temple pastor, that
cabinet appointments scrammed.
Week ended November 7, 1936.
he had faithfully complied to the full- Dear Charlie:
Early Tuesday night the returns were
st extent with the State law in grantreceived on the lot by a cheering crowd
PETE BALLYHOO LOSES IN PRESIng beano licenses in Fall River.
of
15,000 who had paid admissions thru
CANDIDENTIAL
ELECTION.
,
Mayor Murray stated he would refuse
DATE ON STRAIGHT CARthe main gate. By 8 p.m. it looked so
to revoke the license of any organizebad
for the boss that he ordered the
TICKET
DENIVAL
-on unless it disregarded and violated
FEATED
radios turned off and instructed the
the State laws.
Presidential Candidate Pete Ballyhoo sound -truck operator to announce the
looked fresh after three weeks of hard returns and to use his own judgment.
campaigning In the show's cookhouse By 9 p.m. Candidate Ballyhoo had carand dining car. Nattily attired in a ried 48 States, which made him PresiDOC WADDELL
gray salt and pepper suit (having Just dent-elect for a few hours. The sound hit the jackpot on a slot machine), the truck operator was given a 1937 conWrites on
carefree and ever -popular showman took tract as a result of his overwhelming rehis defeat in a real showmanlike man- turns.
The Voice of the
When the official count was in it
ner.
Gloom was cast over midway the day didn't correspond with the show count.
Winds
following election when the returns were The boss immediately demanded a reall in, announcing "Pete Ballyhoo de- count, appointing three of our roll -down
on a straight carnival ticket." agents to act in that capacity. The ofIn the Christmas Number feated
Several office seekers immediately left ficial count didn't even carry the show
of The Billboard Dated
the show, including our audit6r, who In a private interview Pete Ballyhoo
aspired to become secretary of the said: "I find that 90 per cent of our
November 28, 1936
treasury. Our show mail man had people are not eligible to vote. Also that
planned on taking Jim Farley's job, and my Share -the -Brass -Plan was not popu-

folks.

Castle Plans Not Revealed
What John R. Castle plans to do since
disposing of his holdings in the United
Shows is not disclosed. He was not con (See HENNIES SIGN on page 48)
la? with showmen in general. But I did
make a good showing as a first-time
White House aspirant. I was only fifth

or sixth in the race."
Mrs. Pete Ballyhoo said: "I am sorry
that I sold my homey living top to the
gypsies. I was misled by different favor

seekers that I would soon flop in the
White House."

Rare judgment was used by the office

in their staging the victory ball and

dinner, three days before the election.
The proceeds of this event were to go
towards enlarging the White House lawn
for carnivals, will now be used to enlarge the show.
MAJOR PRIVILEGE.
P.8.-Just received a wire from our
appointed recount men stating "Pete
Ballyhoo won the first and second
coupons."

M. P.
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Dee Lang Shows
Close Season
32 weeks' tour ends in

Tennessee-this motorized
unit to enlarge in 1937

November 14, 1936
CARNIVALS
Hughes, of Los Angeles, took a plane Corey Shows' Season Ends;
Goss Returns From Trip
for here as soon as he heard of KogAfter Visiting Many Carnivals

man's illness. Hughes later spent a day
in Kansas City, Mo., then departed for
ST. LOUIS, Nov. 7.-Charles. T. Goss, Dallas, following which he returns to
of Standard Chevrolet Company, re- Los Angeles.
turned from a 2,700 -mile automobile Kogman and Hughes have four units
tour calling on shows. He visited liCaus, of riding devices with various shows
Cetlin & Wilson, Sheesley, Dodson, and, according to Hughes, all did a payWorld of Mirth, Marks, Metropolitan, ing business during season.
Johnny J. Jones, Dan Rice Circus, Dee
Lang, Hennies Bros., Midwest, Gooding,
C. L. Spencer, Greater American, Bill's William R. Hicks Now

Greater, Greater Exposition and Al C.

Hansen. Goss during a call at The
ST. LOUIS, Nov. '7.-Dee Lang, owner - Billboard office displayed 25 orders for

manager Dee Lang Shows, announced trucks and cars to be delivered before
on his, arrival here this week that his March 15, 1937. Automobiles and trucks
shows closed the season last week in have already been delivered to J. D.
Dyersburg, Tenn.
(Wop) Calldy, C. L. Spencer Shows; Mrs.
This tour of 32 weeks is the longest Edith Lundgren. Midwest Shows; A. F.
and most successful in the history of Strubble, Gooding Shows; Mrs. L.
the show, stated Elmer Brown, of the Mackey, C. D. Ferguson, concessioner;
staff. Despite rain and cold the date Ray Ellis, A. F. (Alabama) Crushls,
in the closing town under Veterans of Greater American Shows; J. Smith Jr..
Foreign Wars was profitable.
concessioner; Jessie Norwood, Johnny J.
The shows immediately loaded and Jones Exposition; R. S. Lamb; Hubert
took the highway for a distance of 245 Layman, concessioner; Edward Lundmiles and are now in the traction barns gren; B. C. (Telegram) Hare, Noble C.
here, recently leased by Lang, as the Fairly; William C. Senior, Gus Sun
Booking Exchange; L. P. Reece, Eddie
new winter quarters.
L. H. (Whale) Butler; R. L. Wade,
The present plans call for material Burg,
device operator; G. M. Holmes,
enlargement of this carnival for season riding
1937, one of the most successful of Sutton Greater Shows; James I. Smith,
concessioner;
0. F. Mack; W. L. Rain motorized carnivals. The building of a
number of new show fronts, more bril- bolt, concessioner; H. D. Conway, Al C.
Hansen
Shows;
Joseph Rosen; B. H.
liant and modern illumination and a Davidson, Metropolitan
Shows; Harry
different color scheme are programed.
concessioner;
Minash;
Jake
Hoffman,
New rides will also be added, new tents
and general equipment. On the whole Mrs. F. Bartol, concessioner; Larry
Hughes,
concessioner;
Jack
Dowlinger;
a newer and larger Dee Lang Shows.
Orders were placed Monday with Goss, W. M. Brodrick, concessioner.

of East St. Louis, Ill., for seven new
trucks to be delivered in time for the
opening next year. Many of the Dee

Lang people will winter in this city and
will be employed on new buildings operations for the. shows. Wahn, the master

cently gave up post as general agent

you at once.

Spillman Building Speedway
'MORE YES
Autos and Trackways
NORTH TONAWANDA, N. Y., Nov. '7.-

said to tell you he hoped to be in

Cincinnati before the Chicago meeting.
He leaves here Saturday morning for Hot
Springs, Ark., for a few clays, then to
Shelby, N. C. From there he goes via
Cincinnati to Chicago!'
If Max launches a carnival on 15 cars

or any other number it will not be his
maiden venture in this field, as some
years back he operated in the East with
his own outfit. As one of the leading

Western States Shows held its annual
benefit performance at Odessa for Heart
of America Showmen's Club Cemetery
Fund in the minstrel tent Friday night.

concessioners in big-time companies over

efforts to make the benefit performance
a success.

Walter D. Nealand Joins
Morris Miller's Museum
ATLANTA, Nov. 7.-Followilig the close

of his carnival season Walter D. Nealand
joined Morris Miller's traveling museum.

THIS PHOTO of the Lofstrom and St. Eloi Trained Monkey S7tow was

taken at Dayton, 0., on fairgrounds during annual held in that city this
season. William Lofstrom is shown with mike on ballyhoo and Edward St. Eloi
is seen in ticket box. Albert Tillman is on inside lecturing before a large
audience, as shown under the tent.

carnival midways. With a flashy body,

the car is equipped with upholstered
seating, pneumatic balloom tires, pro-

tective bumpers and motor car steering
GAINESVILLE, Ga., Nov. 7.-At the arrangements. From 8 to 16 individualconclusion of Miller Bros.' Shows' en- ly driven two -passenger gasoline autos
gagement here Morris Miller will devote constitute a ride unit. A 16 -car ride at
his time to operation of his traveling the Brussels Exhibition is said to have
museum, titled European Congress of grossed $1,170 in one day. The need and
Living Wonders. Scheduled to open in desire for a ride of this sort has existed
Atlanta, with Birmingham to follow, for several years, according to Spillman.
routing westward this winter. Attrac- Attempts thus far have been handitions will be presented on elevated capped because "controlled operation"
stages, velvet curtains, drops and special was lacking. After engineering improvelobby displays. Miller states he will ment and three years' actual operation
spare no expense in making this one of of several installations this car goes on
the largest and most elaborate museums the market in America. Spillman takes
of his career in this field. Paraphernalia pleasure in offering this new ride to the
will be transported in trucks, While peo- amusement world.
ple will travel in a chartered bus.
Miller Bros.' Shows, with the exception
of a few changes of the attaches, will New Sound Set
remain the same for the balance of the
season, titled the Great American Shows,
CLEVELAND, Nov. 7.-The Ward Prodwhich will fill dates in Georgia and ucts Corporation announces a new sound
Florida.
amplifying set for use on carnivals.
John T. Tinsley, co-partner of Morris
Under the slogan of "Let them hear
Miller, will be general manager; Bob you," it is expected that this set Will
Hallock, general agent; Herbert Tisdale, find immediate favor and sale in various
lot superintendent; Bobby Kork, secre- departments of the carnival. Clear -tone
tary and publidity; George Bennett, chief amplifiers are always sought by talkers
electrician; Shorty Vanburg, trairirnas- and announcers on midways. Due to
tell' Hank Stulken, properties and can - the openings of various shows being
ye&
somewhat of a bedlam at the height of
business hours, this set is designed to

Geo. Kogman, Ride Owner,
Nealand, one of the best known and Ill in Veterans' Hospital
efficient press, agents, will handle the
advance and do publicity.
The Miller Museum is scheduled to
open here at an early date in a downtown location. It is a building of
ample dimensions that will enable the
proper display of the various platform
attractions booked.

announced later."

110111IIMMOMMI

Miller To Operate Museum,
John T. Tinsley the Shows
More than half the proceeds came

an amusement tent for their husbands
after the show closed each night. After
many other fines were imposed Judge
Ruback was deposed and disbarred. He
received the biggest fine of all for his

the continent he has had many contacts that will doubtless stand him in
good stead should the' final word be
flashed, "Goodman definitely decides to
launch his own carnival. Title' to be

11111111.11D1111.11111.111.

all, especially those on .the grill.

housecar wives. The wives for operating

(Continued from page 47)

the signature .of the outdoor editor in
Cincinnati. He contacted the New York
office for the present whereabouts of
Goodman. The outdoor editorial man in
exclusive production in United States of New York immediately informed that
Rite -Craft Midget Petrol Car, to be Max "is now on the State fairgrounds,
known here as Spillman speedway car. Shreveport, La."
In addition this firm will manufacThe Billboard correspondent there was
ture portable platforms in a variety of requested to run down the story, which
sizes to suit the demands of parks and he promptly did. He put the question
to Goodman regarding his future activities as relative to his launching a carnival on his own, with the following
results: "Goodman said to the correspondent, 'It's more yes than no.' He
J. W. Shillan, European manufacturer
and operator of amusement rides, recently consummated an agreement with
Spillman Engineering Corporation for

SAN ANGELO, Tex., Nov. 7. - The

taking money out of Texas. Brown
Bishop was fined for disturbing the

Jerry R. Marsh reports that your

for Blue Ribbon'Shows, going from there mother was buried recently and that
your sister Cholie wants to hear from
to his present position.

Western States Shows
Hold Annual IIASC Benefit

from the "blowoff," which was a
Kangaroo Court, with Ruback as judge;
John Graves, sheriff; Trusty McColloch,
prosecuting attorney, and Business Manager Wright his assistant. The first
fines were assessed against General
Agent Jim Schneck and Special Agent
Frank Downes because their duties compelled them to be in another town night
of the show. Tony Kitterman was fined
for being present at the show. Les
Schlotin, of ham and bacon fame, who
was leaving next day for his annual winter trip to California, was fined for

Corey Greater Carnival Shows closed its
season at the fair Loris, B. C., Saturday,
October 31. All show property was at
once shipped to permanent headquarters,
Johnstown, Pa.
Corey will rest after his most success-

ful tour in many years before taking up
his indoor promotions under auspices
for the winter. Work in winter quarters
OCILLA, Ga., Nov. 7.-William R. will be deferred until early spring, when
(Red) Hicks joined Bruce Shows in all show items will be reconditioned and
Cordele last week as business manager new additions made to entire outfit.
for balance of season.
Hicks has had a long and varied career
in carnival business dating back to early Jimmie Dupree, Notice!
days of Sheesley organization. He re-

quarters.

in charge of Manager Billy Williams;
Wood the Magician, Roy the Upside
Down Boy and others from the Pit Show,
In charge of Manager Nick DeLoe. The
highlight was Slim Russell's monolog on
the various outstanding errors of the
different executives of shows, particularly those of Manager Ruback. It cov
ered the 11 years of show's existence and
was a gridiron performance enjoyed by

PHILL/PSBURG, Pa., Nov. 7.-E. C.

Corey announced here Tuesday that

With Bruce Greater Shows

mechanic, will have charge of winter

The affair grossed $56.30, which was at
once forwarded to Kansas City.
Ben Hyman acted as emcee. The performers were Kelley Brothers, Slim Russell and others from the Minstrel Show,

Most Successful in Years

LEAVENWORTH, Kan., Nov. 7.-George

Kogman, ride owner, was taken to Veterans' Hospital last week suffering from
a heart ailment. His condition is not
considered serious, yet physicians prescribed a long rest.
His partner, Thomas J. (Fuzzy)

especially appeal.

HENNIES SIGN
(Continued from page 47)

tatted by The Billboard representative
for interview, but close friends say they
do not know his plans. He will not be
connected with the Hennies Bros. in the
operation of the United Shows, Orville
Henries stated, altho his former partner,
R. L. Lohmar, will be its general agent
as before stated. Castle has resided in
Shreveport around 15 years, ever since
the organization of the United Shows,
then known as Morris & Castle. He hes
many friends and acquaintances in the
show world here and over the nation.
"And, there never was any fairgrounds,
in my opinion, with as much show paraphernalia 'assembled thereon as is on
our Louisiana State Fair grounds now."
W. R. Hirsch, secretary -manager of the

State fair and former president, secretary and general manager of the United
Shows, said in directing attention to
both the United and the Hennies shows
being here at the same time.

ALEXANDRIA, La., Nov. 7.-Playing
here for second consecutive year under
sponsorship of local police department,
Greater World Exposition Shows drew
exceptionally well on downtown location
last week. Inclement weather hurt attendance first two days, but better
breaks came later and show made money
for itself and sponsors, it was reported
by the auspices. Dixie Minstrels was
high spot and drew best.
HOUSTON, Tex., Nov. 7.-Doc Waddell

reports the closing of the Big State

Shows at Mexia November 5. An extremely cold wave hit that section and
SHREVEPORT, Nov. 7.-Araeng hun- forced the abrupt termination of the
dreds of entries in Better Baby Contest season. Shows will winter here.
at the, Louisiana State Fair was the
daughter of Gertrude Karns, prominent
EL. PASO, Tex., Nov. 7.-Some shows
fat lady of United Shows. Annie Lee may winter in El Paso, Military Order
Karns, an older daughter of 30 months, of Cooties, VFW side -order, has booked
was also entered in older competition. a carnival for an early date. Seabrand
Both won honorable mention.
Bros.' Shows spent last winter here.
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close one of the best years the League
has ever been privileged to enjoy. President Patty Conklin may well be proud
of the financial reports read, at each

formerly of oanfield and Carleton; Pearl
Early, of Early and .Late; Lydia Knott;

Frankie Bailey, former star, headlined
and, billed "the girl with million -dollar
legs"; Isabelle Miller, Alice Belcher,
Helen Gibson, Lilian Weldon, Adabelle
Driver, Jane Crowley, Lucille Brown,
Eva May Towers, Fred St. Onge; Edw.
(Daddy) Kimball, father of Clara Kimball Young; Rose Murphy, Louise de
Varney, Herbert Munson, S. S. Simon,
Harry E. Stafford, Mme. M. Real, Blanche
Rose, Fannie Cossar, James Gordon,

0 I attetiCa meZptphlitatioris presented for reading and
referred to the board meeting of the
11th were A. Silvers, John J. Sweeney,
165 W. Madison $t.,
Philip Shapiro, P. T. Strieder, George
Chicago, I.
H. Cramer, Herman Horrow, Morris HorCHICAGO. Nov. 7.-Anothei well at- row, E. J. Reicher, George H. Black,
tended and very interesting meeting. Jeffery Wolff, John S.. Longchant, Sam
Past President Edward A. Hock presidedOhren,
Zimmerman,
Maurice
Sidney James
Wolfe,E.
R.Clare,
C. lllions,
Abe Daisy Farmington,
in the absence of our regular chair of-

Nellie

Anderson,
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"IT'S TOPS IN RIDES"

This New TILT-MOH(Rt.

With him at the table were Past Raynor, PhilFrancis
Kaplan.L. Deane announces Harry Burns, Sydney Bracey, Bert Chip- With a Blaze of Flash-Streamlined CarsWinle Real, Charles French, Harry
Chromium Plating-Durochrome Decorations
President Sam J. Levy, Treasurer Lew theBrother
arrival of twins at his home. He has man,
-Animated Signs-All Timken BearingsC. Bradley, Mary GOrdon, Anita Perry,
Keller and Secretary Joe
Masterful Engineering. 100% Portable.
a smile that sure seems will not tome Gussie
Mudge,
Florence
Roberts,
Henry
Membership committee report shows off. Congrate were in order. Brother Roquemore, Evelyn Selbie, Mr. and Mrs. SELLNER MFG. CO., Faribault, Minn.
a total of 294 new members for the Harry Coddington was host to gang at Walter Sanford, Wyndham Standing,
year and still going strong. Brother the League rooms on Election night with Lillian Thomas, Eva Thatcher, Frank
Harry Ross has passed the 100 and will coffee cake and coffee. Brother Sam Whitson, May Wells, Catherine Mare
be recipient of the prize of a gold life Bloom in for his first meeting of the Ward, James Marcus and Margaret CONCESSION
membership card. This is the award to year, sure pleased to have him with us. Whistler.
These names will be familiar
be made to any member reaching this Bill Carsky back and says he will be a to those who
can think back a few CARNIVAL
mark. The standing in the drive to date regular for all winter. Dave Picard says years.
Assisting
the Troupers handling
is Harry Ross, 101; E. C. Velare, 54; he is anxiously awaiting arrival of our
Our Specialty for Over 40 Years.
Rubin Gruberg, 38; Sam Feinberg, 9; Canadian secretary, Neil Webb. Brother the concessions and whose efforts helped
much
were
Capt.
Frank Phillips, Capt. UNITED STATES TENT & AWNING CO
Sol's Liberty Shows, 9; Harry Hennies, Maxwell Harris back at the meetings
9; Maxie Herman, 8; Frank D. Sheen, 4; after a long absence. Brother Harry Ed Mundy, Steve Henry, Dan Kelly and
Chicago, Ill.
701 North Sangamon Street.
Cole Bros. -Clyde Beatty Circus, 6; Fitzie Hancock advises that Mrs. Hancock is Ted Le Fors, of Pacific Coast Showmen's
Brown, 4; Happyland Shows, 4; Frank. seriously ill. This is a sickness of long Association. Others of PCSA present
R. Conklin, 4; Rube Liebman, 2; Imperial standing. Brother Courtemanche has were George Tipton, Theo Foretell, S. L.
Shows, 3; Harry Lewiston, 3; Frank B. been instructed to place evergreen in Cronin, Jack Youden, Thelina Mundin,
Showmen Who Are Interested In
Joerling, 2; Charles T. Goss, 4; David the urn at Showmen's Rest. This will .Mr. and Mrs. Neal Eastman, Blossom
J. Mulvie, 3; Nate Miller, 1; Richard help to beautify the place thruout the Robinson, Mrs. Ted Le Fors, Mr. and
Write for Our Special Finance Plan.
Mrs. L. A. Gregory, Hugh Wier, Jack
Miller. 2; Nat S. Green, 1; Neil Webb, 1; winter.
CHARLES T. GOSS
(With Standard Chevrolet 00.1.
Max Linderman, 3; Kent Hosmer, 1; Jack
Interesting letters received during the Buzzell, Zack Hargis, Eleanor Martin,
EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.
Benjamin, 1; J. C. Simpson, 1; Sam week from Brothers Neil Webb, Charles Dad Parker, Jack Bigelow, Ada Mae
Lieberwitz, 1; Tom Rankine, 1; Max T. Goss, Charles H. Duffield, Jimmy Moore, Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Godfrey, Buff
Goodman, 1; Dennie Curtis, 1; Fred K. Morrissey, Dr. Max Thorek, Nat S. Green, Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Mark Kirkendall,
Kressman, 1; Tom Mix, 1; William J. Albert J. Horan and President J. W. Barbara Brenner, Harry Wallace, Doe
Hall, Eddie Gamble, Peggy Michel, Leo
Coultry, 1; Oscar Bloom, 1; M. J. Doolan, Conklin.
Herb Height and Ben Weiss. wire.
1; Dufour & Rogers, 7.
Vice -President Joe Rogers writes that Haggerty, Mr. and Mrs. John J. Klein,
LOUIS (Stretch) RICE
and Mrs. Harry Seber, Lew Keller
Other prizes offered in this drive are the benefit show at Dallas was a real Mr.
Elisabeth,
1025 Boudinot Pim%
a 10 by 18 concession tent, three 8 by 10 success and that returns will be forth- and Mel H. Smith.
show banners and a bronze engraved coming in a short time. Incidentally,
plaque. There is still time to get in on Joe also sent in a nice lot of applications Hooey Shows
one of these awards. So let's all keep with his letter. He and Brother Lew
8x10 Banner. $45.00; Petrified Stone. Man,
Eaton, Tenn. Week ended October 24. With
$15.00. Curiosities with or without Banners. egg.
going right up to the close of the drive Dufour are 'in hopes of being back in Weather,
Mermaids, Devil Child and other small oneii.
fair. Business, good. Location,
time for the banquet and ball.
on December 1.
$12.00 Each. All ready to ship.
412.00
Brothers are anxiously awaiting the uptown.
The committee on the annual Me- arrival
NELSON SUPPLY
Gibson, Tenn. Week ended October 31.
of
Brother
Frank
D.
Shean.
He
morial Service reports arrangements about
So. Boston, Mass.
Weather, bad. Business, lair. Location 514 E. Fourth Street.
expected some time ago.
completed. They have asked that at- was
uptown.
Dues
received
during
the
week
from
tention be given announcement of this Brothers George A. Hamid, J. Gilbert Not big, but gratifying. A new opera
event. Same will be held in Bal Tabarin Noon, Morris Miller, Tom Rankine, Jules recently organized now in its fourth Show Property Wanted
at the Hotel Sherman on Sunday, No- Lasures, Maurice Richby, Elmer Day, week. William. R. Dyer, manager. He Portable Shooting Galleries and Penny Arcade Mavember 28, at .1 p.m. Stress is put on this Steve Dorgan, Frank Ehlenz, Louis Torti, replaced Shorty Lewis. Bill Boyle is tak- chines for Store -Use. Also Kiddie Rides. 8kates.
announcement due to the fact that last J. B. Gore, Patty Ernst, Charles G. Driver, ing vacation in Louisiana.
all makes. Write or wire.
WEIL'S CURIOSITY SHOP.
year many went to Showmen's Rest ex- Edward Murphy, Thomas Higgins.
WILLIAM REYD.
Philadelphia, Pa.
CO S. 2nd Street,
pecting the service to be held there. Returns in the Cemetery Fund Drive
The visit to the Rest will be made after from J. W. Conklin, Thomas Higgins,
the service.
Emerald, Peter Kortes, Dennie
Brothers, remember the date of No- FlorenceJohn
F. McTighe, J. Harrison,
vember 28. This is the night of the big Curtis,
D. Odom, Mrs. Rose Polk, Mrs. E.
Testimonial Party. Those who were there C.
Haag,
Elmer
Day,
C. L. Spencer Shows,
last year know what this means. You Mrs. J. D. Newman,
Simon Krause,
will sure have a never -to -be -forgotten Charles Goss, L. A. Anderson,
Bob Letime. Another .date to remember is Burno, Ed Hughson, Jules Lasures.
Thursday, December 3, this is the night Chairman Joe Rogers has ordered final
USE
of installation of officers and big open
sent out on the Cemetery Fund
house in- honor of the retiring officers. letters
Drive
and
is
in
hopes
these
will
receive
Better be on hand for both of these af- your attention. Remember to send in all
fairs. Brother Rube Liebman, who is
so as to reach this office before
still in the hospital, wires that he hopes returns
December 2.
to,be with us for both occasions.
LADIES' AUXILIARY
Arrangement§ for the 24th annual
Thursday, November 5, was the night
banquet and ball are progressing rapidly
IN
of
the
regular
biweekly social, Mrs. Bob
and each mail brings reservations. This
being the hostess of the eveaffair will be a sellout without doubt. Brumleve
This
was
preceded
by
a
short
ning.
Chairman Frank P. Duffield is highly
meeting to make final plans for
elated with the outlook. Brother Al business
the
Rossman Is busy on the program and the Tacky party to be held in Cora
rooms on November 14.
intends to outdo the one of last year. League
Yeldham,
chairlady
of
this
affair,,
anBrother Nat Green and his press committee are lending real co-operation nounces sale of tickets going along niceThis
ly
and
a
large
crowd
is
-expected.
and promise publicity of the affair in
the daily papers, also over the radio is the first of the many activities
stations. Brothers, remember we are planned for the winter and all the
holding to annual plan of holding gen- ladies are co-operating 100 per cent.
President Mrs. Lew Keller has returned
eral open house all during the convention. This will be in effect from No- from a two weeks' visit in the East and
is
ready to give her full support to the
vember 25 to December 5.
Reports show we are bringing to a Auxiliary activities as usual. Elsie Bell
Relief committee reports
has been stricken with an attack which
forced her removal to the hospital. Our
THERE ARE "SCORES"of REASONS
ficer.

TENTS

WANTED
MOTORIZING
Promoter Wanted
BABY WHALE tga

CARNIVAL OWNERS
Aggressive, Result -Producing
Advertising

Secure the,Cream of Bookings for '37
A Well -Told Message in\ the

Why YOU SHOULD

BE A MEMBER OF

Showmen's League of
America

165 W. Madison St., Chicago
The Showmen's League of America i
an organization incorporated "not for

profit," and its keystone is Charity.
Therefore, if you are an outdoo
showman you should be a member
Join Now!

sincere hopes for her speedy recovery.
EDITH STREIBICH, President.

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

Troupers' Jamboree
Makes Nice Profit
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 7.-The annual
carnival of Troupers. Inc., closed Saturday night. Was held for three days and
a very nice profit was turned in for this
fine organization. In its personnel are
names of some great ones of years gone
by.

The carnival was held at the club

on El Centro avenue, Hollywood. There
were the usual varieties of entertainment
The Pacific Coast
of such affairs.
Showmen's Association sponsored night
of October 31.
Among those who are members of
Troupers and who assisted on the concession and in other capacities were the
noted Truly Shattuck; Violet Carleton.

Will

"Break the Ice"
The issue will be distributed at the I. A. F. E. Convention

in Chicago and mailed to Fair Secretaries thruout the
country.

You can also secure the best of attractions and help for
1937 thru advertising in this issue.

MAIL YOUR. ADVERTISING COPY
TODAY

'
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WHEELS I

co.tab

Park Special I
30 In. in diam- a
eter. Beautiful',
painted. We carry
in stock 12-1620-24 and

30
Genial 1
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properties, using buckets of water from
Diving Gordon's tank."
HARRY M. BADGER cards from Tishomingo, Okla.: "Many thanks to The

Billboard for all favors shown B. & M.
Shows past season. Just carrying a
small winter show, 5 shows, 2 rides and
12 concessions, at present."

By THE MIXER
FRED WEBSTER cards from Shawnee,
IN ENGLAND many portable concession
Okla.: "After closing with Evangeline
CHARLES S. ARNOLD letters from Shows in Okla., went ahead of a travel- booths have carved, goldleaf maskings in
front. Some center stands are so masked in
'.,, 4,
BINGO GAME a New Orleans of the death of Mrs. Arnold. ing museum."
at the bottom all around. What about this
75 -Player, corn. 0
U
piety. $5.25.
"THE ONION" says he wishes he knew
R. H. MINER cards from Phillipsburg, style for diggers, bingo and grab?
including Tax. U
all
the
things
he
does
not
know.
N.
J.:
"Miner
Model
Shows
closed
season
Send for our new 1936 Catalogue. full of m
new Games, Dolls, Blankets, Lamps. Alum- .
RAYMOND CHANDLER letters from
and stored shows and rides at New Holinum Ware, Candy. Pillow Tops. Balloons,
NOTICE a lot of carnivals are going to land, Pa., on October 26. Had hest season Lewisburg, Ala.: "Am anxious to get
Paper Hats, Favors, Confetti. Artificial

II

01-.

1.triiinc:zsre.

NEWS FROM MUSEUMS Is in order now.

$12.00

/77/ i\.

I

1
1

.

Flowers. N wrinkle..

Send for Catalog No. 236.
Heavy Convention Walking Canes. 1
Dark Mahogany Finish.
CANES
15
Price Per Gross, $21.00.

SLACK MFG. CO. mums
W. Lake St., Chicago,
Lag 124-1213
MI

ASTRO FORECASTS
AND ANALYSES
All Readings Complete for 1936-1937.
Single Sheets. 9Y, 014, Typewritten. Per M .56.00
.09
Analysis, 3.9.. with Blue Cover. Each '
.16
Analysis, 8.9., with White Cover. Each
Ea. .05
Forecast and Analysis, 9.p., Farley Cove
Samples of the 4 Reedlnas, Four for 26e.
No. 1. 84 -Page, Gold & Silver Covers. Each .30
Heavy Pepe, Slse 28034. Each
Ouija Boards, Planthettes, Etc.
Gating

NEW DREAM BOOK
NEWCrystals,

121/Pages, 2 Sets Numbers, Glories, and Policy. 1200 Dreams. Sound In Heavy Gold
Paper Covers. Good Quality Paper. Sample.$0.15
HOW TO WIN AT ANY KIND OF SPECULA.
TION. 14.Page Booklet, Ileautlfully Bound.
Samples, 25c.
CARDS. Same Bind.
. FORT UN 24E TPa Ege.LLING
Sampler. 2ITH50.
Ins.
HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM. Bente Binding.
Sample, 30e.
Pages.
ZODIACds, FORTUNE CARDS. Fine Bet of 30
.

aso.

Shipments Made to Your Customers Under Your
Label. No checks accepted. 0. 0. D.. 25% Deposit.
Our name or ads do not appear in any merchandise.

SIMMONS & CO.

19 West Jackson Blvd.,
CHICAGO.
Instant Delivery. Send for Wholesale Prices.

OCTOPUS

"World's Newest Sensation'.
We are now accepting

orders

for

Spring Delivery.

No Agents-No Jobbers.
Address all communications to
EYERLY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Salem, Oregon.

ABNER K. KLINE, Factory
Representative.

winter in post -office boxes.

DON'T GIVE

UP until the last card

has been laid down.-Soapy Glue.

Lordle Prayer Engraved on
Penny - BEST nyoneYmaker all year (Stares,
Lobbies, Carnivale)

your outfit hasn't got one
by now, you am missing
Plenty. For 10c we send
sample and facts through
U. S. Mails.
"BLUE DOT" STAMP
NY
124 East Laned Street.

CO,

Detroit, Mich.
(Est. 1928.)

I POP CORN

Our business is to supply the machine operator
with extra quality pop corn and complete annuli.. Our business has been built upon service
Start in business with
Electricdhest
merchandise.
Corn
Popper. 40 Lbs. Pop Corn, all
fur $30.00.

THE INDIANA POP CORN CO.
MUNCIE. IND.

1937 ASTRO FORECASTS

Buddha Papers, 1-4-7 and 35 -page Readings. Zodiac
Display' Charts, Horoscopes in 11 styles, Apparatus
for Mind Readers. Mental Magic. Spirit Effects.
Mitt Camps, Books. Graphology Charts.
NEW 124 -Page CATALOGUE now Off the pre..
iost comprehensive line of Apparatus and Supplies
the World. Catalogue, 30c. None free.

NELSON ENTERPRISES

193 S. Third Street.

Columbus, 0.

WANTED
An Outdoor Outfit for Amusement Perk. about
1.000 Chairs and 110 Tables. Must be in good
condition. Apply

WEISSAGER

HUMAN AND ANIMAL EYES are always carnival letterheads.

reasons we should look ahead and never back,

WOULD LIKE to see William R. Hicks except to find out our mistakes and what

FLOYD NEWELL is the inventor of the
tack -hammer brigade. When a public
official says he for the shows, in advance
NEW CARNIVALS are being planned and
CARL V. NOLD letters from Pittsburg, of arrival Floyd gives him a. tack hamlaunched every day now. Some big surprises Kan.: "Closed with Strates' Shows at mer and an armful of cards and tells him
yet to come.
Emporia, Va. A great show to be with. to go forth and put 'ern up.
Had a good season. Have established
OWNERS and managers-Give those
ERIC B. HYDE-Your own carnival in 'hibernating quarters' here."
workingmen at least two half -dollars,
1937? You can do it to perfection.
EDDIE DAVIS cards from Indianap- so they will have something to rub toHOW LONG Is years ago? What is the olis, Ind.: "Joel Grossbart and myself, gether during weeks in winter quarters
don't let them mooch nickels and
calendar for?
late of Strates' Shows, are on way to -and
West Coast to work a theater concession cigarets-Tilly Few Clothes.
MR. AND AIRS. GENE YOUNG letter plan."
WHAT OWNERS and managers of carnivals
from Norwich, N. Y., reporting a death
in the family of old show troupers.
THOMAS PIETRO cards from Waverly, will title their organizations "CARNIVAL"

light some place permanently.

has been done.

of "SHOWS" season 1937? Those
N. Y.: "Ella Pietro, my daughter, while instead
do will display real confidence in the
dancing in a floor show fell, which called who
business
in which they are engaged.
for a serious operation at People's Hospital. Have little hope for her recovery."
E. IL RUCKER (chocolate colored coKENT HOSSIER may take his typemedian) cards from Aliceville, Ala.: "Not
writer in hand this winter and turn out
with F. H. Bee Shows. Back with C. D.
Scott's Minstrels. It's great to be on
a carnival story. If he does?
your home show once again. The 18th
season for this minstrel company."
MANY ARE ALL set to go that never
make the leap. Something always seems
to happen to their heart and knees.
RAY GLAUM letters from Loris, S. C.:
"Closed with Dennert & Knepp Shows
In Lumberton, N. C., and joined Corey
LEO POWERS cards from Shorter, Ala.:
Shows here. Have my own show, "Ray Leo s Dime Circus is all set to open for
Nell," George Usher, manager; George
winter in Georgia and Florida."
Jennier, tickets; Mrs. Usher, wardrobe.
Am having nice business."
NEVER CHIDE those amateur Barnums.
NOW COMES a big carnival with all wagon
fronts. Wonder what side show will have
one like Ringling-Barnum Circus.

They may spring a surprise on you when you
least expect.-Soapy Glue.

GROVER GRAHAM letters from New

Orleans: "After playing some fairs in
Tennessee and Northern Georgia, went
to New Orleans. Will leave by boat soon
for Tampa, Fla. Everybody in N. 0.

GEORGE (SPOT) TIFFS closed at
Charlotte, N. C. Visited Cincinnati last
week en route to Tampa, Fla.
"TWO UP AND ONE DOWN." That
makes a jackpot. Pay you all alike,

talking races. Business about average.
Very cool weather."

WOODROW ARNOLD cards from Aber-

men?

deen, Miss.: "C. L. Spencer's Shows here.
Very cold but business was good. Will
close for season soon in Tennessee and
play clubs and theaters. Had a very nice
season. Expect to continue with Spencer

FLOYD R. MATTER wrote from Temple, Tex., reporting the death of P. J.

Young on J. George Loos' Greater United
Shows.

BEN WILLIAMS is ever and always ready
to learn. He is a great newspaper reader,
not overlooking his other reading habits either.

DON'T HIBERNATE

some carnival letterheads- for my collection." Send this boy some of your
In a way he must
in front of the head. That is one of the be an humorist.
in years."

R. L. LOHMAR, internationally
known carnival executive, who was
recently appointed general repre-

sentative of Hennies Bros.' Shows.

VIOLA M. DEVEANEY letters from

San Francisco: "Been off road several
years. Will be back in 1937 with something new." Probably a hat.

DID. YOU NOTICE the two datelines that
appeared with certain news items last week?

One from Pugwash, N. S., Can., the other
Sopchoppy, Fla. Proving beyond doubt that

E. H. SMITH cards from Jacksonville,
Fla.: "Got married. I am Smith that The Billboard does cover the field.
was in office with Pounds on Mighty
LAWRENCE LaLbNDE cards from
Sheesley Midway. Home here."
Salem, Ore.: "Besides my magic revue,
am promoting special events thru this
TO REMEMBER: Harry E. Noyes, section. Plans for my new show coming
George W. Traver, Mike Gravis, Lawrence along fine."
(Moxie) Hanley, L. Clifton Kelley, J. H.
Johnson and Eric B. Hyde.
E. C. COREY uses title Corey Greater
Carnival Shows. Now If he would drop
"BETTER LET ME help you count them up, "Shows" he would have "Carnival." It
brother." That is just one of the things the is coming to this carnival title thing
matter with the concession business.
some day.
TALK ABOUT a high -pole act: The
NEVER MIND those two -title carniStratosphere Man. If he keeps on there vals. One, one week and another the
will have to be a drawbridge put on the next. Conic out in the open with permoon to let him sway.
sonality titles. To really operate and

manage it properly is a big assignment

SPECTACLES PARISIENS: Franklin for any showman.
d'Amore et Jac Lane, au Cirque Medrano.

William J. Hillier used to review them

New York City

WHEN Whitie Norman was in Cuba one
time he was told that to mix rum and ba-

nanas as drink and food at the same time

was liable to kill a person. However, all the
time he was there that winter he never ate
a banana-Claude R. Ellis.

CAPTAIN DAVID LATLIP is back home
in Charleston, W. Va., after another season on the road. He certainly has been
in outdoor show life for many long years.
First as a high diver, then carnival

owner, then with the Lathp family,

aerialist, and again carnival manager.
THOMAS CONROY cards from Scranton, Pa.: "While passing thru Whitesville, N. Y., was royally entertained by
Alex Rowe, John T. Wilson, Arch Hickman and Howard Herman, of the Ajax
Amusement Company. They were promoting the Veterans' circus there."

LESTER HECKLER - The death of
your father is mourned in the carnival

W. T. McNALLY says:

FIVE BIC ELI WHEELS as one unit season

1937?
in American vaudeville.
Twin Tilt -a -Whirls also? Well, how
about double -deck Carrouselles like those in
"FRIEND OF THE BILLBOARD" on France? You no like? Then a Motordrome
the Bruce Shows-No attention paid to twice as high as they were in 1936.
unsigned communications! Time, stationery, stamps wasted.
GUS ELSNER letters from Littleton,

NEW CARNIVAL TITLES. New shows. New
rides!

N. C.: "Am inclosing a news item as a
warning to show people not to run on a
Our new Covered Wagon was
purchased in Winston-Salem, N. C. We

So we go, on our Jolly way toward flat tire.

Carnival Is now Big Business,
E. M. Foley.

season 1937.

are comfortably fixed again."
TAILOR was the "killo watt
CAPT. ANDREWS cards from Edge TELL THE ADVERTISER IN THE or two" head man on the Byers Bros.' field,
S. C.: "Cookhouse on shows here
BILLBOARD WHERE YOU GOT
Shows the post season. To the profes- destroyed by fire from gas stove. Quick
sion, chief electrician.
HIS ADDRESS
work of show employees saved other
294 West 44th St.,

season 1937."

says

HARRY

"BIG ELI Semi -Trailers are just what Inc
ceed for our businens." Cut your =ring
oats with BIG ELI Trailers.

ELI BRIDGE COMPANY
Wolcott, & Case,

Builders

JACKSONVILLE, ILL.
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world, with which he was identified for
many long years. Lester-What do you
know about those black widow spider
shows? Are they presented like Flea
Circuses. Sounds like a novelty.
SEASON 1937 will see more real art banners in front of shows than ever in- the past.

The late Francis Fermi thought nothing of

paying from $500 to $1,000 for a good animal

picture, or jungle scene for his animal show
front.

Miller was a visitor here: Plenty of Shows here last week, among them Doc
show people in town. Morris Miller says Dean, SUm King, Bob and Gean Robhe is going to_ take his museum to the erts. Several jackpots were cut up.
Mother, 80 years young, assisted by Marsh
Orient."
Sisters, water performers, cooked a full ERNEST ANDERSON letters from Youngs- course chicken dinner. Am at present
-town. O.: "In answer to 'How long have with Isles Greater Shows, playing Hope,
you been in business,' will state that I have Ark. This visit home was the first in
been in it 46 years. Made first appearance several years. The family was all toHanneford gether. Contracted with a big carnival
six
weeks old,
Mrs.
when
'Poodles' mother) can support this statement. for 1937, to present five acts, including
A man is as good as his memory. Am con- double flre-dive."
'

cluding with 'A man's wisdom is as wide as

MR. AND MRS. EARL KETERING let-

ter from Charlotte, N. EL: "Earl lost a
finger, the result of a slight -Injury,
infection set in, Getting along slowly
but fine. We wish to thank members
of Mighty Sheesley Midway for kindness
and consideration shown."

nell, girl show operator de luxe on the
Royal American Shows. What a combination!" Well, William - Why not

have an all -women carnival operated exclusively by them? Imagine a lady
wagon builder-not hard to do, as they
do about everything else. Helen Osborne

up her own diving rigging and
other women do the same for various
acts. We have long since had lady advance agents and talkers. Oh, those
puts

women!

If goad enough for the
it should certainly be all right as an
After

Ziegfeld Follies.

act In a side show. Who will do it?
one does, they all will.

.

DOC JACK WILSON letters from Hot

Springs, Ark.: -"Closed season with Gold
Medal Shows in Louisiana. Expecting
Mrs. Wilson down from Minnesota. Will

take three weeks of rest and baths.
Either store the show in Little Rock or
take it back home in Minnesota. Not

So many showfolk here yet, or else they
are hiding.
HARRY FAILOR letters from Leach vine, Ark.: "Closing stand of Byers
Bros.' Shows. Played Arkansas, Missouri

during the week. All is well now.
LOSE YOUR PANTS and The Billboard will Buddies is better and Fitzie had a banhelp you find them. Witness this: Mrs. M. ner week."
B James letters from Covington, Tenn.: "Inform Sol Green that his handbag has been
PORTER letters from Charleston,
sent to the Cincinnati office of The Billboard." S. AL
C.: "Al Porter, Morris Roland and
BYRON W. RING cards from Stark-

"While playing here the

lights went out on the L. J. Heth Shows
for half an hour. In the darkness some
students promoted the electric bulbs
out of the center stringer in the Ten in -One. G. Norman King is now going to
put them higher up on the center poles.
Business was very good, mostly student
patronage. Mississippi State College is
located here."
COL. M. L. BAKER cards from Ches-

ter, S. C.: "Closed Side Show and with
it Mrs. Baker's animal show, in winter
quarters in Crouse, N. C. Will play auditoriums in this section, assisted by
Mrs. Baker and Chief Lone Eagle. June
Trinkle, our daughter, is at school in
Crouse. John Baker will go home. Joe
Young to Georgia. Mrs. Robbins to
Virginia. Mabel Jones to York, S. C.
Chief Lone Wolf will pitch medicine in
South Carolina."
FRANK ZORDA letters from Atlanta:
'Miller's Museum to open here, each act
to be presented cn platform, 16 in number. Walter D. Nealand, Morris Miller
and the writer visited Ringling-Barnum
Circus here. Met lots of old friendsJames McSorly, Frank Miller, Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Lewiston and others. Cash

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Shoot
CaMplete
line of
Sies
for Alak
l Ming e..CiallerieL

been on my shows steady for the past
three seasons. He had a helper, Ray
Phillips, also of 'Evansville. Clippings
from local Morgantown papers tell of
the terrible happening there during this
engagement. I considered Metcalf a
high-class gentleman and as a conesstoner he will be hard to replace." 'The

happening referred to relates the sudden
death of the two mentioned from Evansville, which account appeared In the
Final Curtain last week.
NEWS FROM the Great Applesauce
Carnival: Our Motordrome will be built
of either aluminum, solid mahogany or
rosewood. It will be the tallest structure of the kind ever built. High up

over the center there will be a "Globe
of Death" as part of the ballyhoo and

and Iowa. Had a very successful season.
Show people scattered in all directions.
Staff: J. W. and C. W. Byers, owners and
managers; Roy Lee, banners; J. M. (Dad)
Byers, lot superintendent; Harry Pallor,
electrician. Out 30 weeks. Ten rides, 10
shows and 30 concessions were carried."
SHIRLEY TEMPLE, well - known
child moving picture star, enjoys
AN (AP) ITEM FROM MOAB, Utah,
the carnival form of amusement. Here
recently reported: "AI Capone's famous
she is shown taking a spin in one
armored limousine-on a nation-wide
of the Lusse Scooter cars at a recent
tour as part of a crime exhibit, en route
event which she and her mother atfrom Farmington, N. M., to Salt Lake
tended.
City when a tire blew out. The machine
turned over and was damaged beyond
repair, but its occupants, Mr. and Mrs. from Charlotte, where he had blanket
George Hodge, escaped injury, thanks to wheels with Sheesley. Brown commuted
shatterproof glass they had installed."
daily between Burlington and Charlotte

ville, Miss.:

SHOOTING GALLERIES

COL. LOIIII3 T. RILEY letters from
Owensboro, Ky.: "A friend of mine, Roy
McCormack, promoted a fox hunters'
meet at Morgantown, Ky., week October
19. He contracted with me to furnish
two rides and a few concessions. Included in these concessions was a photograph gallery owned and operated by W.
M. Midcalf, of Evansville, Ind. He had

SPEAKING OF SOAP BUBBLES: 011ie Young

issue.

the Best Amusement Equipment.

women in a letter from Aiken, El C

.

He thought it was in Texas, as stated in recent

EVANS

MONEY MAKERS
Rely on Evans 44 Years' Expevience for

K, Smuckler, secretary -manager
C. JACK SHAFER. letters from Augusta, "MariePalm
Shows; Dolly Cooper, owner
Me.: "Played Gnu Maine and the mara- Royal
and operator of 10 concessions, and Ray-

end April made a big feature act, out of
blowing soap bubbles. They played in the
Follies
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WILLIAM DALTON compliments the

his wit.'"

time provinces with Ben Williams and
William P. Lynch. Had a successful tour.
Closed in Halifax, N. S., with Lynch.
There is no law against a carnival man
owning a home, so I bought one. After
J. (BOZO) MANSFIELD and James
rested up may take 'a trip down
Mansfield Jr. letter from Dayton, 0.: getting
to look over possibilities for a
"Closed Side Show and placed it in the country
Anything can happen, as I
museum.
barn. Played fairs this season inde- have C. C. Hill, artist; Jess Trout, builder,
pendent in Indiana, Illinois and Mis- and George Van Anden-over 300 years'
souri. Will build three more shows. Go- show experience-and myself with four
ing to enlarge Side Show to Twenty -1n - years is a combination to reckon with."
One. Will book on a carnival in 1937."
NEIL BORK lettered from South Hill.
ROCCO ALIO cards from Savannah, Va.: "While playing the Burlington,
Ga.: "After closing the most success- N. C. Fair with West's Shows Dave
ful season / ever had am going to take Muddles) Tollin, manager Fitzie Brown's
a trip to Boston, Mass., in my new car. cookhouse. visited the fair at GreensLeft my partner in Ludowici. Season boro. On his return trip to Burlington
ended in Summerville, Ga. Expect to had a head-on collision, demolishing
be back with Cumberland Valley Shows his car. He spent two days in hosin 1937 with cookhouse and corn game." pital, necessitating the return of Fitzie
-
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CARNIVALS

Blackie Sinclair have formed a partnership and are now operating the Atlantic
Coastal Shows. Porter is agent, 23 years'
experience in show business; Roland,
manager, has operated his own carnival
for years, and Sinclair has been on the
staff of Dennert & Knepp for the last
five years as legal adjuster. Shows carry
18 concessions, six shows and two rides
at present, all of which closed with Den nest & Knepp in Lumberton, N. C. Hope
to keep operating all winter. The writer
has experienced many winter washouts
and has come out all right."
THE INTERIOR ililimination of Merry -Go Rounds on a dazzling scale is in order for
season 1937. There are unlimited possibilities
for this, illuminating engineers. Wooden
horses with flashing "light" eyes, casting rays
on the animals ahead, floodlights thrown into

the performance. Parts of every motorcycle and auto will be chromium -plated.
We plan to have midget riders and the
only 500 -pound fat woman to ever ride
a motorcycle. A giant will do- the talking. There will be cash and ticket carriers from the ticket, sale booth to various
points in front of the ballyhoo stage, so
enormous will be the business this giant
Motordrome garners. Our illumination

scheme is a secret for the present. An-

other feature of our carnival will be
B. H. Nye's idea of a center midway
Side Show. Ain't no such carnival-"The
Onion."

Happy Days Shows

$7.50

FREE CATALOG
Evans' latest PARK and CARNIVAL
Catalog contains a Complete Line of
Amusement Equipment for Par lc s,

Beaches, Fairs, Carol Picnics, Homess
etc. heelA I

coming,
PARR

kind of Ws,

Shooting
Galleries.
Sets, Creepers, Grind
.

CHUCK SAUTER

CHEVROLETS

FLOYD R. HETH.

Nov..7..-Se..outhdaSntcrineegt

chair; Mme. Verona, mentalist, on the

done, or not done. The Merry -Go -Round is main stage. In center pit Black Bottom
the basic ride of the carnival. Some carni- Revue of eight people. Museum manvals do not quit the business until their agement of Al Paulert. Hazel Hasson,
"Flying jinney" is worn out.
secretary-treasurer.PHl,

girls.

I

Eighth Street Museum still continues
This week's bill: Walter
"Had pleasure of entertaining quite a Smith's Colored Revue, six people; Leo,
few friends with the C. R. Leggette magician and illusionist; Dot Smith,
JERRY B. MARSH (Marsh's Death

of All Kinds

Stores, P. C.s and
Andalusia, Ala. Week ended October
CARNIVAL
Cases, Parts and SupSup 31. Covington County Fair. Weather,
iles-in fact, eve
thing for the Midwayrypleasant. Business, good.
This
80
-page.
fully
IlFair conducted by American Legion.
lustrated Calog Is
yours for thato asking.
Nothing neglected and support. Best
date all season for the show., Business
Wrl e for It Today!
Manager Al K. Fine always on hand and
co-operating with T. P. Littlejohn on
H.
C.
EVANS & CO.
contests. Show's lest date on this circuit; ends a very pleasant and profitable
Chicago, III.
1522-28 W. Adams St.,
four weeks with Littlejohn. Seven more
fairs to be played. Doc Fontana now
called "Mouse King" due to his mouse game concession clicking so regularly.
Mrs. Dedrick and Colonel boosting the
Selling
President. Dad and Ma Reynolds feeding all showfolk. Fat Lewis and Al Wish
sparring for' lead on concession row.
Special Plan for Showmen.
Harry Berger, wife and son joined with
Now
Miami, Fla.
three stock stores. Mr. and Mrs. Joe SOUTHLAND MOTORS, INC.,
Sparks with three. The writer's four
rides holding their own. Mrs. Albert soubret; Princess Zelda, mentalist;
Beth's corn game scoring.
Spidora and Mysteria, illusions; Poses

the heads of the riders in various colors, are Museum good business for opening week.
just a few of the many light schemes possible. With Mllo, sword swallower; Baby Joe,
This "Onion" guy is nuts! But do not over- fat boy: /Tabu, iron tongue; electric
is

PADDLE WHEELS

gals.

the body of the machine, drop lights over
look good organs, no matter what else

EVANS DICE WHEEL
One of the most popular wheels. New
Junior sire 32" in diameter. Face of
wheel Is covered with glass and mina mental metal work, handsomely plated
and polished. Write for Prices.

Dodgers) letters from Nashville, Ark.: prosperous.

Plastique. Annex, dancing girls.
George White's Oddities is operating a
traveling museum in close -by towns.

Opened at Coatesville, Pa., October 31
to real business. Attractions: Jo Jobie,
two-faced African pygmy; Bulu Bula,
African pygmy fire eater; Wesley La
Pearl, big snakes; Bobbie Barron, electric
chair; Goldie Fitts, illusions and sword
box; George White, man turning to
stone; Bobbie Baron, sword ladder. Annex, Alien, sex contradiction.
Louis Kaufman closed with Miner's
Model Shows, returned home this week
after a successful season.
-Johnny Keeler, operating the Exhibit
Producing Company, closed a most successful season last .week. During winter
will promote indoor events.
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Marks Shows
Milledgeville, Ga. Middle Georgia Fair.
Week ended October 31. Weather, cold.
Business, poor.
natural "bloomer." Real cold
A
weather helped make it worse. Towns-

people didn't seem to be with it. Good
crowds at night but little spending.
Children's Day, Friday, one bright spot.
but business not what it should hate
been with number of school children on
fairgrounds.
Newspapers, Daily Times and Weekly
Union -Recorder (more than 100 yea=
old) liberal with space and helpful with
suggestions. Fair officials, Mrs. E. W.
Hendrickson and Captain Ennis, helpful
to their limit.
Visitors included Chapman and Campbell, Sandersville, Ga., Fair; H. 0. Campbell and Leo-Leola, who had just closed
with a show. Contracting Agent Roy B.
.Tones on lot several nights from Dublin,

where he is looking out for advance
details for that fair.
Jimmy Hester, The Billboard agent and
postmaster, visited by his mother and
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CARNIVALS
Soon to enter Houston schools. James
Taylor, publisher Berens Tribune, delivered, preceding fair, 12 columns in
stories and pictures. William (Pig -Iron
Bill) Gann, ride man, manager of Chamber of Horrors. C. D. Milleap now
manager of Expose. Mrs. Claudie Fowler
and Richard Gardner, of Des Moines,
joined with cigaret shooting gallery.
Marjorie Woodrum visiting in Marshall.
R. A. McHer joined Cole -Beatty Circus.
New midway feature: Foley &

Monkey Circus.

DOC WADDELL.

Beckmann & Gerety Shows
Waco, Tex. Four days ended November 3. Brazos Valley Free Fair. Weather,
showers and cloudy.

Interval of three days between closing

of Beaumont Fair and start of this.

Staging its second annual and is making progress toward eventually becoming
as old Cotton Palace in years gone by.
Backed by a live bunch of business men
who are heart and soul with the venture and steering a straight course under the able direction of Secretary A. E.
Quinn. No doubt this fair will soon
become one of largest fall festivals in
Texas.
After closing in Beaumont Sunday
night Mr. and Mrs. Fred Beckmann

brother from the home town, Augusta.
Hester is assisting Henry Palmer at the
fishpond concession. Mrs. auby Wilson
is courteous and capable clerk at
George's cigaret shooting gallery. Pat
Perrota continues to sell worlds of base- drove to Shreveport, La. They spent day
balls.
half visiting friends on United Shows
Newton Kelly closed last Saturday with andAmerica.
Then caught Cole -Beatty
Oddities of 1936, as did Urgel Beaudet of
Circus
at Henderson, saw a portion of
and Autodrome. Sam Palitz went out the matinee,
driving
into Waco Wednesfor a new Plymouth and let it be known day night.
that he was so well pleased with his Eddie Vaughn, of Ringling-Barnum
first season under the Marks banner legal department, in town for a couple
that he would be back next year with
days on business for the circus. He
more concessions. W. R. Powers' shoot- of
accompanied by Candy Shelton, also
ing gallery and Kiddie Swings have been was
connected
Big One. Therese Myers,
clicking consistently. He also joined daughter ofwith
well-known Meyer Myers, of
new automobile owners and is preparing San Antonio,
has
been visiting Mrs. Fred
for trek to Florida. Turk Laird spent Beckmann.
week polishing his reels and testing his
Sunday
visitors
Mr. and Mrs. J.
lines preparatory to his annual assault George Loos andwere
eon, George Jr.,
on wily tarpon in Florida waters. Mr. over from Temple; Denny
Pugh and
and Mrs. F. Break are enjoying life in Margaret Day, from Dallas, and
a numtheir new custom-built housecar, pur- ber of Yolks from Bill Hames Shows.
chased three weeks ago.
KENT
HOMIER.
Mrs. Al Wallace presides with great
dignity at the cashier's stand in Wallace
Eating Emporium. John H. Marks was Endy Bros.' Shows
a dinner guest of friends. Joe Payne and
Joe Marks found Milledgeville to their
N. C. ,Week ended October
liking, with a hometown chicken stand 24.Goldsboro,
Wayne County Fair. Weather, chilly
on fairgrounds saving all livers for them. nights.
Business,
good.
Jimmy Raftery and writer went for the
First time shows ever here and first
turnip greens and cornbread.
Herman Trabue and Percy Sink re- real week of favorable weather in several
joined with their trained mice conces- weeks. All attractions clicked. Shows
sion. Ben Holliday had twin Big Eli and rides did exceptionally good.
wheels first up here and led the others Hutchins Museum leading shows, folin gross business, with Tex Leatherman lowed closely by the Minstrels. Tilt -a and Slim Carver fighting it out with the Whirl top for rides, followed by twin
Ridee-O and Caterpillar for second Big Eli Wheels. Co-operation from fair
CARLETON COLLINS.
honors.
board, W. C. Denmark secretary. Denmark entertained all showfolk. Edythe
Siegrist and Company and Bench Ben Big State Shows
tuna's diving act free attractions. Many
Berens, Tex. Week ended October 31. concessions on midway. Among them
Caberia, Mickey Timmins, N. L.
Auspices, R. H. Mays Community Fair Johnny
Association. Main entrance, free. Pay Shore and Mrs. Frank Pope. Benny
gate to midway. Weather, rain and cold. Weiss' corn game joined. Rogers HornsBusiness, worst in show's history at fairs. by now in charge of Follies Revue and
Toby Kneeland on Art Studies. Jake
Lee Fine took additional laurels for Davis repainted Motordrome and buildmove over 173 miles. Downpour most ing new front. New truck purchased
of distance. Loads cotton burrs spread by Jack- Perry, of fat -girl show, Merry
over midway. Fair rained out. Parades Rose. Art Lewis, of shows bearing his
called off first three days. Opened name, a visitor. Matthew J. Riley. genThursday night. Receipts meager. Joe eral agent, also.
Trimble with Texas State Orphans' Band
J. J. (IRISH) KELLY.
-50 pieces-from Corsicana. Guests fair
management and Roy Gray. Poor and
underprivileged to shows and rides free. Cetlin & Wilson Shows
Friday best day. Saturday almost nil.
Clinton, N. C. Week ended October
Director Gray visited five carnivals:
J. George Loos, at Temple; Ed Streitch 31. Sampson County Fair. Weather,
Business, fair.
cold.
and Valley shows, Bastrop; Bill Homes,
Lockhart; Joe Gavin, Colored Fair, Waco,
Opened Monday night in rain, turned
and Beckmann & Gerety, Cotton Palace, cold Tuesday and continued so rest of
Waco. Secretary -Treasurer Louis Bright the week. All business done in daytime,
slowly recovering from pneumonia at- entirely too cold at night for anyone to
tack. Jack Baker about ready to walk stay on grounds. Midway gross was 20
on lacerated left foot and leg. To East per cent over 1935 Tuesday, Kiddies'
St. Louis, Ill., when season ends. Memo- Day. Big street parade. Thursday bigrial services for Mrs. Mary 0. Gaskill, gest day of week. Many visiting show widow late Frank W. Gaskill; Mrs. Mary folk, as well as representatives from quite
Edythe Mugivan, widow of. late Jerry a few North Carolina fairs. Mr. and
Mugivan, and Horace Stevens, John Mrs. Dayton, of Raleigh, N. C., guest of
Robinson Ten Big legal adjuster. En show Friday. Duke Jeannette celebrated
route to Beaumont, Tex.. Harry Dale's his 64th birthday October 29. Was
auto wrecked. He and B. W. Hilton in- recipient of some very nice rememjured. Frank Marvin breaking five brances. Art Parent, of Paradise ReJersey cows to perform. Mrs. Jesse vue, received notice of death of his
Wrigley returned from bedside of her father in Montreal, Can. Leo Carrell's
brother, Jack Ward, air corps mechanic, Monkey Circus top show, with Happy
in Fort Houston Hospital. Jack Robin- Harlem second and Willis Johnson's Palson, account illness, to Palestine. To ace of Wonders third. Scooter top ride,
make schoolhouses with entertainment with twin Big Ell Wheels second, Tilt -a thru winter. He and Manager Jesse Whirl third. One more week and then
Wrigley plan five different attractions. the show goes to barn. At this time
Writer presented Mr. and Mrs. Red will say that it was most successful
Rogers children, Bess and Ruth, with season show has ever had.
GEORGE HIRSHBERG.
schoolbook satchels. Came from Japan.

frey, Hazel Fisher, Verna Seeborg, Ruth
Groff, Speedy Webster, Kenneth Turner,
Stockton, Calif. Six days ended No- Mr. and Mrs. Miles Nelson.
J. L. PICKARD.
vember 1. Location, Oak Park. Auspices, LLL. Business, none. Weather,
rain.
Worst week of season. Never more Zimdar's Shows
than 200 people on midway any night.
Cleveland, Miss. Week ended October 31.
First three days the weather fair, last Boiwar
County Fair and American Lethree days rain. Advertising campaign gion. Weather,
cold and rain. Business,
by Lucille King went for naught, as fair.
people simply ignored fact that show
was in town. Location may have had With odds against it, committee, a live
something to do for lack of interest, as one, did all in its power to make affair
show was surrounded by cemeteries. a success. McClellan, of McClellan
Many visitors, including Phil Williams, Shows, and Ray Goldstein, of Olympic
Benny Rubins, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Shows, were visitors. Quite a number
Bowen, Mr. and Mrs. Shorty Wrightman of concessions coming and going. Hoffand Mr. and Mrs. Red Patrick. Hazel man, with watch -la; Davis, with pitch Fisher and Verna Seeborg visited rela- till -you -win, and J. Vegraska, with noveltives in Oakland. Writer, accompanied ties, joined. Pop Hezrington bought popby Mr. and Mrs. R. C. de Pellaton, of corn machine from Bud Mann and booked
Stockton; Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Gib- with shows. Minder is well pleased with
son -and Charles Marshall, spent day the season's receipts to date, which are
visiting Oakland and San Francisco. largest since 1929.
CHARLES SEIP.
Bud Cross made flying trip to Sllverton,
Ore., to attend birth of daughter, Betty.
Fred Webster spent week in Los Angeles

Hilderbrand's

Shows

arranging his winter show. Mr. and Ciunberland Valley Shows
Mrs. R. C. de Pellaton entertained at
Ga. Week ended Octodinner party honor of writer's birthday berSummerville,
31. Weather, fine. Business, good.
at their home. Following night gave
a dinner complimentary to Mr. and Mrs.
Owner Winton shipped shows back to
Johnnie Gibson and Charles Marshall, of Cowan, Tenn., where he has leased a
Four Jacks. Lillian La France departed building in which repainting and repairfor Oakland, where she stored her motor- ing of equipment will start after first
drome for winter. Mrs. E. Pickard and of year. Shows played Tennessee and
daughter, June, with Mr. and Mrs. Gor- Georgia and moved on by truck. Six
don Pickard, joined newly organized rides, Merry -Go -Round, Big Eli Wheel,
show, Kennedy & Pickard, at Riverbank. Chairplane, double Loop -o -Plane and two
Charles Soderberg called it a season, Kiddie rides, carried. The shows: Sunclosed and returned to Los Angeles, flower Minstrels, 16 performers, featurwhere he has contract for motion pic- ing William Earl; Girl Revue and Buried
ture. Mrs. Ralph Bolcom spent week Alive Show. Concessions, 40, all mervisiting her brother, G. H. Hilderbrand, chandise. No pay gate. Rocco Alio.
In Los Angeles. Jack and Bobby Dillon cookhouse man, closed a fine season and
departed for Los Angeles. Vaudeville has Buick. He will go to Boston and
Vardens visited friends in San Fran- then to Florida. Roy McWilliams will
cisco. Little Elain Foss rapidly recover- spend winter in Ludowici, Ga. Stored
ing from recent attack by bear. Week his corn game with Winton. Ellis Winwas spent with much gayety and enter- ton and family will go south on a hunttaining. Among those who gave parties ing trip, then return to quarters. Harry
were Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Hicks, Mr. Stewart, electrician, will stay in winter
and Mrs. E. W. Coe, Mr. and Mrs. William quarters. Savoy Winton and wife go to
Groff, Mrs. Fred Webster and Mr. and Miami, Fla.; Bernice King to WintonMrs. Johnnie Miller. Mrs. Edith Lenzner ville, Tenn. All of which is according

departed for home, Los Angeles. Game to an executive of the shows.
Monopoly still occupies majority of showfolg daily on midway. Mrs. J. C. Erickson, from San Francisco. was house guest Olympic Shows
of Mr. and Mrs. William Groff over the
week -end. Following another week stand
Miss. Week ended Octoshows will move to Long Beach and berNew17.Albany,
Auspices, Fair Association.
close night of November 15, completing Weather, good.
Business, excellent.
39 weeks' season.
Shows made move on time despite bad
WALTON DE PELLATON.
roads. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Goldstone, formerly with Crowley's Shows, joined with
Miller Bros.' Shows
25 concessions. Reported this a banner
week. Shows and rides did capacity.
Madison, Ga. Week ended October 31. Mrs. Maude Keel, also formerly with
American Legion Fair. Weather, fair, Crowley's, did a good job getting banners
nights cool. Business, satisfactory.
and publicity.
Leland, Miss. Week ended October 24.
Business not up to expectations. Top Weather,
cold. Business, fair. Auspices,
money to Plantation Melodies and John
Leland Band Club.
Smith's Congress of Freaks.
Poor
location,
yet everyone did some
Chief of police and mayor commented
on shows and rides, which made a business.
Week ended October
Moorhead,
Miss.
pleasing flash.
Business, good. Weather, good.
American Legion did everything pos- 31.
Auspices,
Fair
Association.
sible to encourage attendance. Nick
tho there were many shows playPatrice:a' cookhouse still doing business. ingEven
in vicinity, this spot proved a good
New arrivals: John Williams' Congress
for all concerned. To date Manager
of Freaks, including Agnes Smith, rub- week
reports a successful season. Mrs.
ber -skin girl; Harry McGreger, fire eater Spheeris
gives service to the many who
and lecturer; Lillian McGreger, pulling Goldstone
patronize
her fishpond. Mrs. McNeil has
wagon and automobile with eyelids.
on the sick list. Shows now conVisits exchanged with Ringling-Bar- been
of 30 concessions; 5 rides and 5
num Circus. Writer was entertained by sist
Manager Spheeris recently purClyde Ingalls, likewise renewing ac- shows.
chased
new house trailer.
quaintances with Fred and Mimi Gar A. SPHEERIS.
neon, Smiley. Rice and others.
BOBBY KORK.

Kennedy -Pickard Shows

Western States Shows

Thomason, Mickey McVary and C. A.
Smith joined here. Pat Kelly has taken
over all electrical work. Owing to winter touring, shows are being repainted
and enlarged en route. Mr. and Mrs.
Kennedy took vacation from shows to

services several nights. They also assisted business manager in putting on
elaborate public wedding Friday night.
Several new autos on shows, among
them Ben Hyman, an Olds, and Frank
Downes, a Studebaker. Sonny Graves
celebrated his sixth birthday with a
party attended by -all children and many
of grownups of organization. Mrs. Rose
Marie Ruback's sister and family reside
in Odessa. There were several social

Odessa, Tex. Week ended October 31.
Riverbank, Calif. Five days ended NoAmerican Legion. Weather,
kember 1. Business, good. Weather, Auspices,
cold and cloudy most of week. Busipoor.
ness,
fair.
Off to good start. Shows, rides and
Credit for success of engagement given
concessions did very good all week. People were pleased, as no show here for Commander Perl, of Legion, and G. Ward
several years. Starting from 6 o'clock Moody, chairman of committee. Latter,
Saturday Big Eli Wheel ran full' until former trouper, has charge of Odessa
4 o'clock next morning. Pat Kelly, Ray high-school band and donated their

see San Francisco -Oakland Bridge. Mrs.
Viola Pickard visited her folks on
Clark's Shows. Building fever has

struck, as many new house trailers and
cars are being built. International truck

was purchased by Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Elam. Mr. Pickles Pickard returned from
his trip south. Among visitors from
Hilderbrand's Shows were Jerey God-

events during week. Her two nieces. Tillie

and Betty Ruth Jones, who spend their
summers with us, gave party on lot to
school friends.

SOPHIE MULLINS.
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to E. H. Caldwell, local artist, for beautiful large standing card for memorial
services. Splendid pictorial work in the
replica of the large monument in Showmen's- Rest.

President Forstail said that until the

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 7.-There, were time came for the Grid Club to function (and noting a desire on the part of
any to talk) he invited members who
had anything to say to say it at the
"good of the order period." Dr. George
W. Boyd beat the barrier and talked of
the patriotic duties of all members of
PCSA. He asked the chair to have discussed the matter of a standard for this
made that would be carAs the date of the 15th annual Char- organization
by members who were veterans of
ity Banquet and Ball of this organiza- ried
and the World War
tion draws near there is a lot of enthusi- Spanish-American
other members of PCSA in the
asm noted, and this function was the with
Then what
Armistice
Day
parade.
The
date,
principal matter discussed.
like another war broke out
Wednesday, December 9, in the Gold seemed
patriotism, Ed Nagel spread
Room and alcoves of the Biltmore Hotel. mentioning
on that and going on got alCommunications: Tom and Brownie himself
to the goal line on a speech that
Atkinson of the Barney Bros.' Circus, most
might
have
turned out as political and
expressing appreciation for the courtesies which subject
is taboo. Finally subjushown the show by members of PCSA gated. Then came
Glacey, new
during time they were in the vicinity "Stormy Petrel" of Joe
the organization;
Frank
Forest,
of
West
of Los Angeles.
Spot
Kelly,
Sol
Grant,
Ed
(Lead)
SmithCoast Amusement Company, wrote of son, Eddie Gamble, Arthur Stahiman,
fine business done this season and of Mel Smith, Sam Goldman, John Miller,
plans for the exploitation of LuVerne, Jack Austin, Bob Winslow, Lew Keller,
feature of his new winter show. Will Dan Kelly, Mark Kirkendall, Lucky Ball,
Wright, manager Golden State- Shows, Ed Walsh and Dr. Ralph E. Smith. For
inclosing application and an expression a time patriotism fairly oozed out. Harry
of good will toward the club. President Fink asked for the floor and begun thus,
Theo Forstall then read a letter, delet- "Better save this pent-up patriotism for
ing what he said were important names, a proper time, all "fit" bravely when
who plan to make the Coast in time

105 members of PCSA present at the
regular meeting Monday night. President
Theo Forstall presided, with Dr. Ralph
E. Smith, first vice-president; 0. H.
Hilderbrand, third vice-president; Ross
R. Davis, treasurer; John T. Backman,
secretary, at hand.

was over," and quickly reminded
for the annual Charity Banquet and war
the weekly award and a lunch
Ball, whose names would be announced that
with
awaited. Before Ed
when he had received definite assurance Nagelrefreshments
could again untangle himself,
There
was
but
of their being present.
one new member elected, the low score
on memberships for a long time. New
member Hiram W. Butler, credited to
Charles W. Miller and Joe Krug.
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house committee. Vote of thanks went

moved adjournment. Anyway there will
be a standard. Dr. George W. T. Boyd
will_be color sergeant for the Armistice

despite Mel Smith's assertion
that Doc was not tall enough to keep
parade

LOOP'oPLANE
THE RIDE THAT HAS
PROVEN THE GREATEST MONEY
MAKER OF THEM ALL

SPEEDY PROFITS. APPEAL-Loop-o-Plane appeals to everyone, old
and young. RUGGED CONSTRUCTION-Loop-e-Plane is constructed for perfect
safety, ease of assembling and dismantling, and long Ilfe.
SPECIFICATIONS

For Information Write

PRICES-TERMS II

UPON REQUEST.

II

ROBIN REED, Sales Mgr.

Box 237.

Salem, Ore.

Eye rly Air
craft Corp.,

Manufacturers.

LET THEM HEAR YOU

with this all-purpose Sound System

Ideal for Carnival Use

The "Zephyr" Sound System - 5 Watts,

Microphone and Stand Fit in Cabinet - Full
8 -Inch Dynamic Speaker -35 Feet Microphone Cable - Total Shipping Weight 15
Pounds-Genuine RCA
Nationally Known Parts.
Complete

Tubes

only

Other

and

$39.50

Agents Wanted

WARD PRODUCTS CORP.

Ward Bldg.

Cleveland, Ohio

LOOK ---20 WEEKS IN FLORIDA ---LOOK
BEST OF LOCATIONS-STRONG AUSPICES

the "colors up."
All Concessions open. Have opening for Loop -O -Plane or any other New
Came the time for Jack Grimes'
Can place high-class Shows with own outfit. Can use sensational
Ride.
weekly "broadcast." He said, in part,
All
WANTED --Foreman on Whip, Eli Wheel and Carousel.
Act.
The
weekly
award
went
to
John
T.
that the chart for ballroom reservations Backman. Lunch and refreshments Free
know how to set up and tear down. No boozers or chasers. Ernest
would be ready November 18. He stated served by Harry Wallace, Earl Harvey, must
Can
place
you.
Address
Mahrole,
get
in
touch
with
me.
that the allotting of seats would neces- Jack Bigelow and Will Casey.
sarily have to be first come, first served,
CHARLES GERARD
and urged those who will attend to make
Showmen should belong to a showtheir reservations at once. Bill New- men's organization. What has been
5424 N. E. 2d Ave., Miami, Fla.
berry, manager Wallace Beery, and M. D. accomplished by PCSA should be an
(Doc) Howe, of M. D. Howe, Inc., and incentive for eligibles to enroll among
George McCaull are assisting Jack in those in their same line of endeavor for members alike. Typical of the numerinteresting the studio folks, big names the uplift and betterment of all.
ous letters received is one from "Captain
and lesser personalities in the coming
John" M. Sheesley, general manager of
ball and, incidentally, it was stated by
Mighty Sheesley Midway, in which he
PCSA
stands
proudly
four-square,
betJack Grimes that the efforts of those ter investigate and if you are in or indicates that he has made arrangements Heavyweight cards. blank on white. Wood mattpersons mentioned would be the means near Southern California the clubrooms to attend all of sessions of annual meet- urs printed two sides. No duplicate card. Put
p in the following size seta and prices:

1350 BINGO

of attracting to this membership many will be found to be a fine spot to stop ing.
of the films. It was also stated that in Los Angeles.
Likewise, considerable interest la being
there would appear in person and be
shown in set of proposed by-laws, copies
introduced several stars of the screen.
of
which have been forwarded to each
Ladies' Auxiliary
The weekly -announced "over surprise
member during last week. In this
number" is Polycarpo's Aerial Ballet.
At last meeting of Ladies' Auxiliary of ACA
connection,
we wish to acknowledge resaid to be an act entirely new to this PCS)). plans for a Halloween party, to be ceiving a letter
0. J. Bach, general
country.
held November 2 in the clubrooms, were manager of 0. from
Bach Shows, which
completed.
All requested to come contained someJ.
valuable
suggestions in
President Forstall announced that be- masked.
with by-laws.
ginning with next meeting it would be
Every Week brings in new faces, as connection
All
in
all
everything
seems
to Indicate
. incumbent on every chairman of any of shows are closing. Sandwiches and cofthe standing committees to make a re- fee served and prizes awarded. Door a full attendance at meetings.
port covering the activities of the com- prize, Gladys Graham; cash award, Stella
We are also pleased to announce that
mittees. There was appointed a com- Brake; bingo prize, Babe Miller. New Richard Kaplan, of Gary, Ind., general
mittee for the annual memorial services, draperies were hung at windows. Floor counsel to National Endurance Amuseto be held Sunday, December 8. Of com- basket was donated by Tillie Palmateer. ments Association, has written us that
mittee, Harry G. Seber was made chair- Etta Haven contributed a large bouquet he will be in attendance at Chicago
man, with Dr. George W. T. Boyd, Steve of chrysanthemums. Minnie Fisher, as meetings as a spectator to observe workHenry, Joe Glacey, Thomas J. Hughes, hostess, Is kept busy keeping clubrooms ing of our association.
George Moffat. There will be arranged in good shape.
For benefit of those who are Intera program with several prominent perThree new members this week: Char- ested we wish to restate that all sessions
sons to make short talks. Captain lotte
of
annual meeting will be held in Room
Duran,
credit
to
Ethel
Krug;
CeCordell, of the Los Angeles Fire Depart- celia Kanthe, credit to Mario Le Fors; 114 of the Sherman Hotel, with openment, will act as chaplain. Cleveland's Margaret Farmer, credit to Madge Buck- ing session on Monday, November 30.
Boys' Band of 50 pieces, directed by I. ley.
at 11 p.m. In all, it is planned to have
W. Larimore. This is the official band
Mrs. Parker, Mrs, Goldberg, four sessions, with additional sessions
of this organization. Los Angeles own IdaVisitors:
Nellie Williams, Mrs. Hola- on Tuesday at 2 and 11 p.m. and on
Militia No. 99 will be the firing squad, han,Delano,
Wednesday at 2 p.m.
Georgia Pierce and Mrs. Clyde.
detachments of Boy Scouts, the Golden
The general program developed up to
Gate Male Quartet; a prima donna to Members present: Pearl Jones, Tillie this
time, will be as follows: First sesStella Brake, Vera Downie,
be supplied by President Theo Forstall. Palmateer,
Kirkendall, Pearl Runkle, Addle sion. a review of the activities of the
A. Samuel Goldman will furnish 500 Ruby
association
for the past year, including
roses, every grave to be decorated, a Butler, Madge Buckley, Virginia Schaller, our report as
general counsel; second
flag at head of each marker and George Regina Fink, Florence Appel, Etta Haven, session, the consideration
and adoption
Moffat will furnish chairs and tent to Gladys Graham, Alfreda Avalon, Olga

35 cards. $5.25; 50 cards, Set 75 cards, 55.501
100 cards. 510; 150 cards, $12.50; 200 garde.
515. 250 cards. 317.50; 300 cards, 620. B111.
mainIng 700 cards sold 100 cards each, 07.
Set or 20 Lightweight Bingo Cards. 51.00.

3000 KENO
Played in 3

Made in 30 acts of 100 cards each.

weight crowi the
cards.

tocard-ot up and down.

Light -

Per ee of 100 cards with mark.

ers. $5.00.
All Bingo and Lotto sets are complete with wood
markers, tally and direction sheet.
All cards
size 5 x 7.

THIN BINGO CARDS

Bingo cards. black on hite, size 5 x 7. Thin
cards suet, as used in theatres, etc.
They are
marked or punched in playing and them discarded.
1.850 different cards, per 100. 91.25. without
marker.
Set of markers. 50o.

Automatic Bingo Shaker, real elass......1011.60
Bingo Blackboard. cloth. else sense (Belie
UP/
2.00
Bingo Record Sheets, 24x36, 20 for
1.00
Sand for free samnle cards and price let. We Ins
Postage delivery.' but checksy C. 0. D. aspen.
Instant

accepted.

J. M. SIMMONS & CO.
19

W. Jackson Blvd.,

Chicago

WANTED

Small Merry.Go-Rmmd, Perris Wheel and Antonio.
bile Kiddie Ride. Must be in. good shape and cheap
for csab.

Box 163,

°HAIL E. TILGHMA N,

Snow Rill. Md.

by-laws for association; third session, shows, reading and approval of 1935 Chicover Showmen's Rest in Evergreen Cem- Celestie, Minnie Fisher, Grace De Cerro, of
Babe Miller, Mario. Le Fors, Stella Lyn - election of directors and officers for en- cago
etery.
meeting, reports of officers, report

ton, Vera Genae, Martha Levine, Etta suing year, and fourth session, the disIrena Saunders, Frances Klein, cussion and adoption of a plan of action
Introductions being next in order, Haven,
Marshall, Gladys Ross, Ada Mae for 1937, including matters relating to
Brother Frank Conklin got a big hand Peggy
association's legislative program for next
and responded with a brief interesting Moore.
year.
talk. Mardoni, back from Dallas, made
We would appreciate it greatly if those
short talk. Mel H. Smith then introplanning to attend either or any of our
duced Harry Hendricks, member Calisessions would communicate with ACA
fornia State Highway Patrol, who has
office. Likewise, it would be very helpdone much for the circuses and carniful if those interested in any particular
vals. Made a very interesting short
subject, and planning to discuss it at
Ossociation.. gstc.
talk, paying high tribute to the outdoor
length, would write us as soon as conshowfolk, with whom he has for years
By MAX COHEN
venient, so that necessary program arbeen much In contact.
ROCHESTER, N. Y., Nov. 7.-A rush of rangements can be made well in advance
office within last few days of the meetings.
To fill vacancies on committees ac- mail to ACA
ACA Program for Third Annual Meetthat annual meeting of assocount death of Brother Joe Diehl, Milt indicates
at end of this month will be ing-Monday, November 30, 11 p.m.,
Runkle was placed on the Cemete73, ciation
opening
of meeting, roll call of member
largely
attended
by
members
and
nonplaced
on
board and Johnny Klein

Onteticart Ca' ftioals

of general counsel for past year, discussion of activities of association for past
year and applications for and election to
membership. Tuesday, December 1, 2
p.m., reading and discussion of by-laws,
adoption of by-laws, unfinished business
and new business. Tuesday, December 1,
11 p.m., election of directors, directors
meeting combined with membership and
election of officers. Wednesday, December 2, 2 p.m., miscellaneous business, addresses by members present on subjects
to be announced, general conference on
matters affecting carnival industry and
adoption of policies and legislative program.
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fieattolarnetica
itouttea's ebb

15 Cleats a9O

KANSAS C/TY, Mo., Nov. 7.-President

(From The Billboard Dated
November 5, 1921)

Castle sends club word that he and wife
will leave Shreveport, La., for California,

ally the Expo
Mir way at Dallas
By HERBERT DE SHONG, The Times
Herald, Dallas

DALLAS, Nov. 7.-Lew Dufour, treasSteve A. Woods completed negotia urer of the Showmen's League of Amerito pilot a big caravan for the ca Cemetery Fund benefit staged Thursresting and enjoying sunshine. He also -lions
1922 season. C. A. Wortham's World's
October 29, announced that figures
stated that Jake Brizendine will send Best Shows played host to more than day,
on final receipts of the show will be
in 22 more new members, which will tie 1,500 Texas orphans at State Fair there. available
later.
up. first place in membership drive be. It was winter quarters for the R. H.
Danny Odom returned from Hot
tween Harry Altshuler and Jake. Drive Miner Shows after concluding a poor
closes on 15th of this month. It seems season at Easton, Pa. . . Zeidman & Springs. Roy Rupard returned from a
to be anybody's race at present, as first Polite Shows were playing their 11th fair tour that ended at Jackson, Miss.
and second place seem to change every fair date of the season at Edenton, N. C. With Mrs. Rupard and Mr. and Mrs. J.
week.,
. . . Mr. and Mrs. A. D. (Red) Murray, Eddie Brown he visited the Beckmann
R. E. Haney, of Johnny J. Jones Ex- after closing with the Con T. Kennedy & Gerety Shows at Waco.
in La Fayette, Ind., returned to Mr. and Mrs. Orville Crafts made a
position, sent in the name of Morris Shows
Lipsky as a new member. Reports he Chicago to spend the winter. . . . Ac- stop as they flew back to the Pacific
to reports from Boston, a new Coast.
will. have several more before season cording
carnival organization under the title of Ernie Young is due in from Chicago.
closes.
Showland
Amusement Exposition. carry- Jose Manzanares left for San Francisco
that
received
new
.
cards
- Members
2 rides, 3 shows and 25 concessions after disbanding his orchestra upon exlately are Dewey Thomas, J. E. O'Brien, ing
and
using
its own railroad cars was to piration of his engagement at the Ford
R. E. Halley, C. J. Chapman and A. N. be launched
from Boston in April of exhibit.
Rice. 1922. . . . Walter K. Sibley was forming
R. W. Hood, of Streets of Paris, reThe club voted Harry Altshuler, who a stock company and syndicate to oper- turned
a flying trip to Miami. Don
has been treasurer for past nine years, ate a carnival in the Canal Zone and all Carlos from
his Monkey Hotel are stopthe honor of life membership. Then of the countries in South America. . . . ping in and
Dallas.
presented him with a gold card for Kirk Allen sold his interest in the AIIOfficials of the San Francisco Golden
splendid services rendered. Mr. and American Shows to his partner, Fred
Mrs. Eddie Strassburg arrived after clos- (Nip) Butts.... Almyra, Ark., proved a Gate Exposition are due to arrive here
ing.with F. E. Gooding Shows at Circle- red one for Rao Bros.' Shows... . After within a few days.
ville, 0. Strassburg is owner of Sammie, closing at Peru, Neb., T. W. McMahon
Capt. W. W. Frakes and Jean. DeLuca
educated ape. Last year this ape was admitted that his show had made money left for the Pacific Coast, where they

where they will spend part of winter

made the mascot of Heart of America on the season but countered with the
Showmen's Club. Strassburgs will spend statement that he had given it all to
the railroads and Uncle Sam. . . DeWinter here.
Kreko Bros.' Shows rolled into Brown wood, Tex., after convincing the popuLADIES' AUXILIARY
lace of Sweetwater, Tex., that a carnival
ljnder guidance of Juanita Strassburg could be run on a "clean" basis. . . .
as president, the ladies are making plans Members of the Showmen's League of
for winter months in their newly deco- America held their first session in their
rated' clubrooms at Coates House Hotel. new home, 177 North Clark street, ChiNew carpet and furniture have been cago. Talbot Manufacturing Company,
added, as well as other decorations. All well-known carnival and cookhouse outare looking forward to many enjoyable fitter, moved into larger quarters in
St. Louis.
Greater Sheesley Shows
evenings during winter.
were playing the Southern California
A birthday and surprise party was held Fair with one of the largest aggregafor Mrs. Harry Duncan at her home and
of carnival attractions ever to make
ladies of auxiliary showered her with tions
that event. ... Majestic Shows reported
handkerchiefs.
Harry Duncan then that financially their season was far
turned the surprise on all present by below the last several years. . . Rain
serving beer and sandwiches. All pres- was playing havoc with the anticipated
ent reported a very enjoyable evening. large gate for the Johnny J. Jones ExMrs. Duncan is a member of Ladies' position at Valdosta, Ga., Fair. ... C. A.
Auxiliary, and Duncan is very active in Wortham Shows were contracted by the
the :men's club. Those present at party: combined American Legion posts in New
Bird. Brainerd, Margaret Haney, Toots Orleans to show in that city later in
Riley, Etta Smith, Helen Brainerd Smith, the month.
K. G. Barkoot Shows
Elizabeth yearout, Naomi Porter, Lillian were wintering in Dayton, 0., for the
Markt, Mrs. Herbert Duncan, Mrs. Mabel second consecutive season.
. Clarence
Byrling and Marjorie Readon.
Barthel, of the T. A. Wolfe Shows, was
Mrs. Sallie Stevens and Mrs. Lynch wintering in New York and making plans
are both just out of hospital and are to return to Coney Island, his old stamping grounds, in 1922. . . . Immediately
reported on way to recovery.
closing their season with Sol's
Ws: Hattie Howk has had another after
Shows in Metropolis, Ill., George
sick spell and has been confined to her United
Tompkins and the misses left for their
room at hotel.
home in Sikeston, Mo.
Mrs. John R. Castle, who has been
Very active in work for ladies' club, sent
in- IS. new members and $45 donation
.
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Trials and Tribulations

frOtii United Shows.

Beset Bluenose Shows
AMHERST, N. S., Can., Nov. 7.-Is
hauling a schooner off a sand bar
worth $6,000? Frank J. Elliott, pro-

FOR SALE

prietor of the Bluenose Shows, is contesting the demand for this sum made -

Caterpillar, complete - new Tunnel,
made by Spillman Engineering Co. Ride
in first-class condition. Will trade for
Ober Ride or sell for cash. BOX 0-52,
cam The Billboard, Cincinnati, 0.

by the Beacon Dredging Company.

As a schooner carrying the carnival
equipment, animals and staff of the

Bluenose Shows from Newfoundland to
Pugwash, N. S., for winter quarters here,

near Pugwash the vessel went on the
bar in a heavy fog.

A tug was summoned from Pictml,

West Coast Items
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 7. --.-Cool nights

have had deterrent effect on outdoor

However, night Midget
Auto races and the Vic McLaglen Sport
Stadium are drawing good houses. The
beaches have felt the effect of the
change in weather the most, according
to those on the piers.
Frank Conklin, of Conklin Shows, ar-.
rived for a two weeks' stay. Goes back
to Chicago and Toronto. Doc Cunningham left for San Francisco. Engaged as
lecturer on a new feature film that
opened last Saturday. George Moffat
has put the United Shows away for the
winter, but has much of the equipment
contracted for studio rentals.
Doc Hall has made a survey of towns
in Southern California and will promote
affairs at Indio and Blythe and got

amusements.

permission to set up at Palm Springs,
Calif.

Frank Ward, general agent of the

Intermountain Shows past season, in

town for the winter.
C. F. Zeiger Shows that had formally
closed went out for another spot,
Buckeye, Ariz., Rodeo, then goes back to
Phoenix, where the shows will winter.
Doc and the missile and Rosemary
Loomis will arrive next week for usual
winter stay.
Topsy Gooding has returned and with
Clyde are getting together a Lilliputian
Show. Singer Midgets that were at San
Diego will be sent out as a road unit
under direction of Murry A. Pennock.
Doc Howe, it is stated, will have two
will winter and work for Fox films. road units on tour soon.
Jack Brick, of the Four Jacks (Jack
Frakes' thrill circus was disbanded.
act) with the C. F. Zeiger
"Whirligigs," the fair's Bunny Biggs Schaller
Shows,
will work 'in a new act that is
production, finally folded in the bad getting set
for dates.
weather. Horace Heidt's Orchestra opens
Ben Dobbert back from another scoutSunday in General Motors Auditorium.
Reported that C. F. Alton's

ing trip.
Shows will augment the West Coast

kastsas City

Amusement Company for the Porterville,
Calif., date.
A. C. Barton, back from a trip east,
stopped at Hoboken, N. J. George Lieber,

KANSAS CITY, Nov. 7.-Toney Mar - of the Intermountain Shows, in town

tone, here to take part in election, re- for short stay, then goes to Boise, Ida.,
for a visit.
turned to Shreveport, La.
Billie Claire, of West Coast AmuseRoy Roberts, of Seil-Sterling Circus, ment
Company, in for stop, going to
here for visit, will return home, Kirks- Chicago
for visit.
ville, Mo.
Dan
up from San Pedro, says
George Howk and crew returned from he willKelly,
have
a promotion in the HarShreveport, La., where they played an bor Cities district.
Frank Babcock has
engagement at the fair. Reported some contracted the Italian Fiesta on North
business there. Rained out first two Broadway.
days.
Jim Shute, who has been on Foley
B. W. Wadsworth and wife left for & Burk Shows past season, came in with
Springfield, Mo., where they will visit car and trailer and will spend some time
their son who is in school, then will mo- in Southern California. Stanley E.
tor south, traveling in new housecar.
Keihm, noted in town, will be located

at Santa Monica.
Ross R. Davis drew a good story, done
by a feature writer on Los Angeles Times.
Harry Martin, from Hennies Shows, Ross
has had a very successful year at

Sammie Ancher and wife left for Des
Moines, Ia., to visit relatives.
visited.

his spot in Griffith Park, owned by

Jack Bauman and wife closed with city of Los Angeles. He states he will
McMahon Shows. Passed thru on way to spend
over $30,000 in adding amusement
Leavenworth, Kan., where they live.
devices to those already installed in
Joe Miller is here for a short stay.
that popular playground.
Mrs. Verna Adams left for points in V. E. Johns, back from the Hilderbrand
Iowa, where she will visit relatives.
Shows, will locate in Culver City, Calif.
H. L. Whitesell in for winter, home
Cliff Clifford and missus have two
here.
candy floss stores making events. Bill
Frank Delmaine, secretary J. L. Landes Kohler, who has been with the United
Shows, here for winter.
Shows past season, has a job in one of
the- major studios.
Jimmie Cooley, who has been freelancing with candy floss and candy apR. & W. Shows' Roster
ples in Northern California, will set
up at one of the local parks for the
R. & W. Shows opened November 2 at winter.
Bearden, Ark. Show consists of 3 rides,
Mardoni, magician and escape artist,
5 shows and 14 concessions. Roster: Ben back from Dallas, contracted for clubs.
Wear, Ferris Wheel foreman;.. Dan Kelly,
Mrs. Joe Glacey, in town for few days,
ticket seller. George Burns,- Merry -Go - left for north; Joe considering proposiRound foreman; Mrs. Burns, ticket sell- tion for the Orient. Harry Fink starting
er. A. C. Quigley, Kiddie Ride foreman; on two promotions.
Mrs. Quigley, ticket seller. Miller's
W. D. St. Clair, of Mel Vaught Shows,
mechanical show, "The Battlefield," op- is back for winter.
erated by J. E. Miller, Ray Crown0Ver,
Otto Tanglieber, back from the InterPaul Raymond and C. M. (Red) Miller. mountain Shows, has propositions from

BROWNIE SMITH'S SHOWS N. S., about two miles away. on the Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Burkett have the studio for stunt performances.
next tide the tug cleared the schooner

WAN'E'S

After it was docked at
Pictou and the unloading of the show
equipment was in progress an attachment was slapped on the vessel and the
carnival property for the $6.000. WhereSmith & Smith Chairplane, one with music as there had been no agreement on the
preferred. All address
price between the Beacon Dredging
For now and balance of winter, playing choice
spots thru South Carolina and Georgia. Concessions of all kinds, shows not conflicting,
have several complete show outfits will turn
over No responsible people. Will buy or book a

off the bar.

Kingtree, S. C. Fair, this week; then as per
route In The Billboard.

6,, THE BIGGEST

(See TRIALS on, page 65)

$ $ $ $ SPOT IN

ARKANSAS 6

ROYAL FLUSH SHOWS WANT

D FOR BUFFALO ISLAND FAIR, MONETTE ARK., NOVEMBER 16 TO 21, ON THE

A
y sive.

I

STREETS,

independent Shows, Concessions. Special inducmeent for Corn Game. No ante- H
This is a bona -fide Fair. This Show will positively be out all winter, going T
Into South Texas and Old Mexico. Address all communications
ROYAL FLUSH SHOWS, Monette, Ark.

Wonder Cow, "Mice and Her Sister."

Swede Olsen another addition to the

Vic Nelson, bumper. Mr. and
Mrs. Owen "Over and Under." Coin
game, Mr. and Mrs. Reid. Erie Digger,
Mrs. Reynolds, and Mrs. Wells, Penny
Pitch. Mrs. Jimmie Farnell and Mrs.

Los Angeles. Joe Krug and Max Harry
Bernard owners.

Geek Show, Ted Sharkey, manager; Mrs. rapidly growing list of Coast Defenders.
Pickles Pickard working, out plans for
Red O'Day, tickets. Monkey Show, Mr.
and Mrs. Louis /Selzer. Cookhouse, Mr. a new show for next season.
California Golden Gate Shows has ofand Mrs. Pate. Ball game, Ted Morris.
I. H. Murphy and J. L. Hizdon, "En- fice and will establish quarters in South
graver."

Fred Russell, wheel. G. A. Kalb, better
known as "Balloon Red," jewelry. Mrs.
George Woods, clothes pin rack. Madame
La Belle, photo gallery. W. C. Ward and
Russell Grant, pop corn. Fred Russell,
electrician. Red O'Day, advance and
banners. L. C. Curly Reynolds, man-

ager. H. Wells, business manager, and
the writer, publicity. C. C. BURKETT.

Many local concessioners going to San

Francisco for the big event, opening of
the bridge between San Francisco and
(See West Coast Items on opposite page)

Corey
Bazaar Company
WANTED-Penny Arcade. Bingo. Blankets, Palmist, Dolls, or any legitimate Wheel or Grind Store.
Novelty- Acts with Concessions, Accordion narer.
Bats. Drinks, Photos. Arcade. or what have you?

Reasonable rates. Out all winter in halls. Man to
pit* Prize Packet° Candy. All address
E. S. COREY, Brink's Hotel, PhIllpsbUrai

The

Billboard
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Owners'

Association:

Charlie
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Balance in Portland, Ind.;
Four Days' Rain at Centen
PORTLAND, /rid., Nov. 7.-Final figures show a profit balance for Portland
Centennial here on September 27 -October 3, said Managing Director John J.
Jaqua, altho there was rain on the first
four days.
Total attendance was about 45,000.
F. E. Gooding had five rides, but weather
hurt midway business. Pageant with a
cast of 1,000 was produced by John B.
Rogers Company. Anson Weeks and ork
played for the queen's ball.
A. E. Selden, "the Stratosphere Man";
sigh wire, and May Col Rita
freeDun n,
acts pleased the crowds.
as
Receipts from merchants' donations,
grand -stand tickets, concessions, exhibIts and other sources were '$8,972.41.
its

Gate in Milwaukee 101,366
MILWAUKEE, Nov. 7.-Attendance at
the eight -day Milwaukee and Wisconsin
Exposition, which closed on October 31
in Milwaukee Auditorium, was reported
at 101,366. Horace Heidt and his Brigadiers were featured all week, playing in
main arena and Cafe Moderne. Four
King Sisters, Jerry Bowne, Lysbeth

Hughes, Alvino Rey and Four Rhythm

Boys were among feature acts. Milwau-

kee bands augmenting the entertain-

ment included those of .Heinie and his
Grenadiers, John Davis, Joe Smith, Al
Buetner, Roy Numon, Joe Caravella and

Myron Stuart.

Wirth Again in Hartford
HARTFORD, Conn., Nov. 7.-Sphinx
Shrine Temple has again contracted for
its two major projects for 1937, first
being the Sportsmen Show in January.
The Shrine has again awarded the circus
contract to Frank Wirth for the eighth
consecutive year, date to be in April.
Hartford Shrine Circus is known as one

see...

1)ot/tote?

&etas ..

Notes From France

Veteran, Lodge and Other Organization Festivities

PARIS, Nov. 2.-The annual indoor -

circus season at the Cirque de Rouen, in
Rouen, is under way. Opening bill features the American tight -wire ace, Con
Colleano; big animal act of Alfred Court,

Conducted by CLAUDE R. ELLIS

(Communications to 25-27 Opera Place, Cincinnati, O.)

Circleville Registers One of Best
sr,
rumpkinShows
ire History of Event
CIRCLEVILLE, 0., Nov. 7.-The 33d
annual Pumpkin Show here opened on
October 21 with a perfect day and the
largest crowds on record. Day was
topped with the Miss Pumpkin Show
parade at 7:30. Miss Dolly Riffle was
crowned Miss Pumpkin Show and
reigned as queen over festivities. Exhibits were larger than ever and were
featured by a high-class Horse Show and
fine Junior Fair and 4-H Club display.
All concessions, merchandise displays
and lunch stands were booked independently by Secretary Mack Parma Jr.,
assisted by J. F. Enright, concessioner of
Columbus, 0. Mr. Enright has made the
Pumpkin Show 26 consecutive years. F.
E. Gooding Amusement Company furnished eight rides in charge of Mr. and
Mrs. A. W. Gooding and Mr. and Mrs.
E. C. Drum, who reported the largest

Circleville business they ever had. These
free acts, which pleased the crowds, were
given twice daily: Bee Kyle, high diver;
A. E. Selden, "Stratosphere Man;" Conley Trio, double high pole, and Conley's

dogs, ponies and monkeys. Shows consisted of Ed Straasburg's Sammy, the
Ape, under a new 70 -foot top; Armarita,
Animal Show, Gay Pares,
of the biggest Shrine indoor dates in Berentz's
Streets of Paris, Meyers' Glass Blowers,
the East.
Frank Wittlinger's Penny Arcade, Bobby
Show, What Is It?. Pony Ride, Motor -

Cleveland Billing Started

Phelan, Pete Ttobinsola, Claire Richter;
Koo Koo, bird girl; Ajax, sword swallower; Edna Blanche; Vilani, fire-eater;
'AM. Kassow played Variety
asis" Margaret_
Club 1,u eittsburgb with Pete Robinson,
Edna Manche, Charlie Phelan, Margaret
EilL, Claire Richter.

drome,

Davis'

Athletic

Show,

Magic

Carpet and Zim Zom.
Saturday was the largest day, with
more than 50,000 in attendance. Thursday and Friday were marred by cold and
rain, which cut attendance and affected
business for all concessions, shows and
rides. Among the seven parades was
the Industrial Parade, with many beautiful dedorated floats and auotmobiles
representing leading business men.
Chamber of Commerce won first prize
for the best decorated float, adorned
by five beautiful girls, headed by Miss
Martine Wallace. daughter of W. E. Wallace, president of Chamber of Commerce
and Ohio Bakers' Association.
The slogan "Bigger and Better" was
carried out to the nth degree. Premiums
and prizes were increased. Fireworks by
United Fireworks Manufacturing Company were displayed each night. City
and business houses were decorated and
the secretary received fine co-operation
from business men in placing concessions, shows and rides. A large pumpkin, the idea of Mayor W. J. Graham,
adorned a pedestal high above crowds
in center of the show, which created
much favorable comment and impressed
the people with the fact that the pumpkin is "king" in the heart of Ohio's
agriculture district, said Secretary Parrett.
Concessioners reported good business
in spite of inclement weather for two
reported from almost every State in the Union and
Canada. Show covered more territory,
as there were more concessions, amusements and displays booked than in past

and clowns, Beby, Lole and Pickard.
Other acts are elephants, camels and

horse of Strassburgev; the Freydiants,
Risley acrobats; Rola Rola, equilibria.
and Rollet and Semsey, acro dancers.
Cirque Pourtier is presenting a new
bill at Bordeaux with new animal acts,
Seven Atlas, Arab tumblers; Two Mar coils, comedy bumpsters; Joe Breitbart,
strong man, and Hes and Loyal, clowns.
Cirque Medrano "construction" closed
its season at Havre last week. The Cirque
des Allies (tent) closed at Mars.
Lemeny's Circus is at Saint Quentin.
Lamberty's Circus is at street fair In
Oyonnax.

Boullon's Menagerie, Tiesen's

sea lions and Gallon's Jungle Animal
Show are at street fair in Lorient.
Friedel Jobsen, trapezist, is at Casino
Municipal in Aix en Provence. The Colters, cowboy parodists, and Four Mieleys,
equilibrists, are at Alfa Variete in Luxembourg. Otto Kernmerich's tame lion,
"Lea," is at the Mama in Rotterdam.
The Mijares-Schreiber Orinns is planning a season at Gothenberg, Sweden,
December 26 to January 10.

WITH THE TANS--si

(Continued from page 37)
Next meeting will be held at the home
of Jacob B. Jones in Bridgeton.
The editor of White Tops has Denny
and Edna Curtis to thank for the first
copy for a greeting card received for
the holiday number. Mr. and Mrs. Curtis

are at their home in Westmont,

Ill.,

after the close of a successful fair season. They will rest for several weeks
before starting on indoor dates.
National President Frank Hartless and
Col. William Sneed, chairman of the
John Davenport Tent
were
visitors at the White Tops office Coto -

CLEVELAND, Nov. 7.-Billing has
started for Cleveland's First Annual
Children's Show, an amusement festival,
to be held in the Auditorium here, proF. Moose Moore, CFA of Midland, Ont..
duced by National Children's Exhibitions,
AFTER playing Charlotte (N. C.) Exattended Hamid-Morton Circus at ToInc., under Production Manager H. M. position and Food Show on November 11- years.
ronto
and visited with Mme. Bedini,
More
than
5,000
lithographs
are
Hirsch.
14 Merrill Brothers and Sister will reHarry LaPeari and wife, Bob Morton,
being put in store windows and tickets turn to their home in Lakeland, Fla., reMickey
King, Mrs. Pallenberg and othare on sale in drug stores and numerous porting the best season in many years.
He had a most enjoyable time.
UNDER THE MARQUEE -- ers.
groceries.
Moore has been following circuses since.
(Continued from page 38)
P. T. Barnum's time.
LARGE crowds attended Chattanooga
Badger Centen Has Profit
weeks, Christmas holiday sea(Tenn.) Better Homes Exposition in Me- one-half
son,
at
Famous
-Barr
Department
Store.
sponsored by The
MUKWONAGO, Wis., Nov. 7.-Muk- morial Auditorium,
They attended Sells -Sterling
Times and featuring Merrill St. Louis.
(Continued from opposite page)
wonago's Centennial committee reported Chattanooga
at Perryville, Mo., and visited their
and Sister on the entertainment Circus
Foley & Burk have contract tor
net profit of $1,165.15 from the 1936 Brothers
old friends, Fred and Betty Leonard, Oakland.
bill.
and amusements.
celebration. Total receipts were $5,105.38,
Vernon and Gracie Orton and. Doris concessions
Cal
Lipes
left for hunting trip In
with disbursements of $4,000.23.
Miller. Report a nice show.
Arizona and vacation on a New Maio*
PURE FOOD and Industrial Exposition
in Greenville, Miss., this
C. L. ALDERFER Infos that the Al- ranch.
being
held
Rain Hits Fiesta on Coast week under Elks' Club sponsorship has derfer old-time one -ring show will again Jack Austin has gone Into the adverspring. He has been tising game for the winter. Joe Lucas
COULIERVILLE, Calif., Nov. 7.-Rain Zimdar's Greater Shows on the midway. be on roada next
Tom picture show in Texas and Angelo De Rosa, in from Chicago,
during the Fiesta Celebration here pre- Exposition is being held in a large tent. operating
Forty years ago will open merchandise bazaar.
for
last
seven
years.
cluded any chance of profit, altho the
Bunny Dryden, reported engaged for April 14 he joined the Great.Wallace
A HUGE stage show and orchestra in last
merchants' committee was pleased with
Show
as
a
worker
in
the
and downtown publicity stunt, to walk wire
attractions and merchandise concessions. addition to displays are main attractions has a route book for thatmenagerie
He from top of tall office braidings.
season.
at
the
Enid
(Okla.)
Elebtrical
Show
and
Kahn's Greater Exposition Shows were
recently attended the Harley Sadler Ciron the midway. C. Wrightsman booked Exhibit this week in Convention Hall.
at Crane and McCamey, Tex., and
a Ferris Wheel, and Pony Ride and Retail merchants are sponsoring the cus
had a most enjoyable visit. R. M. Harwrestling show came from Foley & event.
vey
got a big kick going thru the old
There
were
10
independBurk Shows.
CHILDREN'S SHOW
ent concessions. Free acts included InAT THE Mummers' Celebration on route book.
Park;
dians from Yosemite National
DECEMBER 28 TO JANUARY 1, INO.
October 30 in Mt. Union, Pa., Harry and
JERRY D. MARTIN, who was seriously
California Ramblers, San Joe, and Bosco. Loy Rose presented a three -act pro- Injured
Ten
Days
and Nights, Including Sunday and
at' the Trenton, N. J., Fair and
in Cleveland's Mammoth Auditorium.
escape artist.
gram, consisting of trapeze, wire and Is In McKinley Hospital, that city, can Holidays,
150,000
Advance
Tickets Now Selling at lee.
now receive visitors. He expects to be
Will sell ,pace for small Shows WANT Flea
A 10 -ACT vaudeville bin and a name knockabout.
home by Christmas. Jerry and Josephine
Circus, Illusions. Wax Show. Penny Arcade.
band are to ,be twice -daily features at
hfechanical Show, Society Cirrub 1937 Houston Fat Stock Show and Martin wish to thank the following for Welk-Thrryugh.
hfunsum, Punch and Judy. All must be
the annual six -day automobile show, un- Live
Stock Exposition will be held in a their cards and kind words-Bob Morton, cus.
clean with good flash. WANT all kinds of
der sponsorship of Mahoning County new building
Harold
Office,
Frank
Wirth,
Mr.
Buten,
Rides. We have 32,000 square feet of space.
being
erected
at
a
cost
of
Will hl/ve estimated attendance of 850,000.
Automotive Association, in Stamburg $1,337,000, according to W. 0. Cox, busi- CFA, Joseph Basile's Band, Mildred
Backed. b all Civic Groups and Schools. Will
Auditorium, Youngstown, 0. James S. ness manager. Plans call for the show O'Done, Resole Troupe, Captain Craig,
Cowboy Rope Spinners, Clowns, Circus
Taylor, secretary and manager of the to be held in the fall coincident with Roberta's Circus, Bill Ritchey Circus, contract
Acts for Stage Show. Address
has
been
named
genera
association,
Ullaine Mallory, Mickey King, Minnie,
H. M. HIRSCH
dedication
of
the
building.
manager of the show.
Fisher, Kingston VFW Circus performNational OhIldren's Exhibition%
ciensane, 0.
Mother 260 Publle Auditorium,
FIRST ANNUAL Great Lakes Sports- ers, Ora Erst, Maurice Vincent,
Randow Troupe, Oscar Lomen and Motor Boat Show in Toledo Lockerty,
wande, Maude Cromwell, Honey Family,
Civic
Auditorium
will
be
staged
conBOB MORTON
and Peter Lebuff. Jerry will encurrently with several conventions of Anna
State and national organizations early in deavor to answer all later.
Writes on
1937, said, L. M. Fox, general chairman.
MACE KASSOW has been presenting
Show, which will be one of the events concert
A Few mom Legitimate
Frank Wirth's dates. Acts
Exploiting and ProducConcessions.
of Toledo's Centennial Celebration, is Include at
Charlie Phelan, strong man;
sponsored by Maumee River Restocking Marion Eddy,
5500 Cash Tobacco
Maysville, Ky.,
whip -cracker; Pete Robining Circuses
Association and indorsed by local Retail son, human skeleton;
Awards.
Hill,
TOBACCO
Merchants' Board, Hotel Association and midget; Claire Richter, Margaret
tattooed girl;
M25.00 Cash Door
FESTIVAL,
In the Christmas Number Convention Bureau.
Edna Blanche, snakes; Kassow, emsee.
Awards.
Indoors,
Following acts (Side Show) were at
of The Billboard Dated
Ford Car Given Away.
Nov. 25 to 28,
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York, eveHELP
This
Department
by
Telling
November 28, 1936
ning of October 29, at a circus staged by
HELEN DILLIN, Secy.
Inclusive.
Committees About It.
Music Corporation of America for United
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Ciassitie Ovettigements
Set In uniform style. No cute. No borders. Advertisements sent by
telegraph will not be inserted note. money is wired with copy. We to-

COMMERCIAL

10c a Word
MInIMUM-$2.00. CASH WITH COPY.

ACTS, SONGS AND PARODIES
MODERN SPECIAL DANCE ARRANGEMENTS,
75c. DR. PERRY, Bowling Green, Ky.
_THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
101.LBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER
28. CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCINNATI NOVEMBER 19. INOREASED CIRCULATION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED'

AND SEND IT IN NOW.
WHAT WILL YOU OFFER FOR MY PRIVATE
collection of 2,500 carefully selected jokes
and humorous stories? JACK ANDREWS, 309
N. Division, Appleton, Wis.

AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED
A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWNI SELL USED
Clothing; 100 %-300 % profit; we start you;
satisfaction guaranteed. Catalogue free. GLOBE
x
RUMMAGE MART, A-3238 State, Chicago.

AGENTS -EARN MONEY WITH ESPECIALLY

low priced ladles' fur coats. Write for par-

FORMS CLOSE (in Cincinnati) THURSDAY
FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK'S ISSUE.

CASH WITH COPY.

II

PROMOTIONAL MEN WANTED FOR STATE

supervisors. $62.50 investment required;
enormous earnings. Give experience. KENNETH
FLECK, Columbia City, Ind.
no21x

AGENTS -90e PROFIT $1.00 SALES; CLEANER
for Autos, Metal, Glass. Your name on labels.

WANTED TO LEASE FOR CHRISTMAS PARADE

for 3 weeks -5 White Dog Team and Sled,

Four Sets Double Pony Harness. Rush answer.
Season starts November 27th. B. C. TRUEX
ATTRACTIONS, Wichita, Kan.

SALESBOARD MEN - NEW PUT AND ,TAKE
jars, twelve different payouts. Details, sam- WIRE -WALKING DOG DOING OTHER TRICKS,
ple free. TOM THUMB, Dept. BB, Nauvoo,
$30.00; High -Diving Dog doing other tricks,
de5x $30.00. BOX 1109, Harrisburg, Pa.
SELL NEW AND USED CLOTHING -100e/o 300 % profit; selling experience unnecessary.
We start you: furnishing everything. Catalogue
BOOKS, CARTOONS, INfree. ACME MERCHANDISE, M-558 W. RooseTINSELED DAZZLING MERRY CHRISTMAS
and Happy New Year (9x11) Signs. Retails
25c; instant delivery. 100 Signs, $4.00; express charges collect. KOEHLER, 335 Goetz,

St. Louis, Mo.
WHERE TO BUY AT WHOLESALE 500,000 AR tides. Free Directory and other valuable in-

formation. MAYWOOD B. PUBLISHERS, 925

Broadway, New York.
de5x
WHY WORK FOR OTHERS? MAKE AND SELL

good. Formulas, Tiltilet Articles,
Perour
own
fumes,
Extracts.s Valuable book free. SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES, 1957 W. Broad, Richmond, Va.
tfnx

x
cago, Ill.
MAKE MORE MONEY SELLING SHIRTS, TIES,
Underwear,

Dresses,

Hosiery,

Raincoats,

Pants, Uniforms. Sales outfit free.
NIMROD CO., Dept. 43, 4922-28 Lincoln Ave..
Jackets,

no28x
Chicago.
MELDRUM'S CRYSTAL CLEANER -25c PACK -

sent .prepaid.

THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
28. CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCINNATI NOVEMBER 19. INCREASED CIRCULATION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED"
AND SEND IT IN NOW.
TURN IDEAS INTO CASH -FREE LITERATURE

BILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER

tells you how. Stamp appreciated, but not
Write today. MARTINEZ-B, San
nol4x
Bernardino, Calif.

necessary.

YOU CAN ENTERTAIN FOR ALL OCCASIONS

with Trick Chalk Stunts and Rag Pictures.

Catalog free. BALDA ART SERVICE, Oshkosh,
no2lx
Wis.

Classified Advertising Forms for the
Big Annual

Christmas Special
issue of

MELDRUM'S. LABORATORY,

Dept. C-1, 8354 Epworth, Detroit, Mich.
MUST SACRIFICE - 200,000 DOUBLE -EDGE.
Razor Blades below manufacturing cost.
Overstocked condition. NALPAK BLADE COMPANY, 4514 North Kedzle, Chicago, IR.
NECKTIES -NEW XMAS LINE, $1.00 TO $3.50
dozen. 25% cash, balance C. 0. D. Sample

prepaid. FREEDLINE TEXTILE
no28
AGENCY, 106 W. Ninth, Los Angeles.
NO PEDDLING- FREE BOOKLET -DESCRIBES

dozen. $1.50

107 money -making opportunities for starting own business, home, office. No outfits.

Pico, Los Angeles.
PITCHMEN! SOLICITORS!

no28x

MAKE

money with new stamping outfit.

EXTRA
Stamp

fobs. Catalogue 6943 free.
C. H. HANSON, 303 W. Erie, Chicago.
PROFIT 2,000% -AGREEABLE EASY WORK
applying Gold Initials on Automobiles. Every
owner buys. $3 to $15 daily earnings. Write
for complete details and free samples. AMERICAN MONOGRAM COMPANY, Dept. 20, Dunelten, N. J.
checks, plates,

board.

bus 5c Peanut Vendors, $3.50 each; 50 Robbins
2 -in -I Vendors, lc Slots, $9.50 each; 25 Spear-

mint lc Stick Gum Vendors, $3.50 each. ROB BINS CO., 1141-B DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
BARGAIN - 7 PRACTICALLY NEW 1936
Buckley Diggers, including merchandise, $75
each.

Terrns, 1/3 with order, balance on de-

livery. DeLUCA AUTOMATIC SERVICE, 21-19
74th St., Jackson Heights, L. I.
BARGAINS FOR QUICK SALE-EXHIBIT'SDICE
Games, $3.00; Sportsman, $7.00; Groetchen's

Gum Venders, Number and Cigarette Reels,
fine condition, $6.50; Traffics, $10.00; Ace,
$15.00; jumbos, $25.00; Tickettes, $5.00: Jigsaws, $2.00; Rock-Ola Baseball, $2.00; Prospector, $15.00. Send deposit. PARDUE NOVELTY CO., 1400 Princess Ann St., Fredericks-

burg, Va.
BUCKLEY 1936 MODEL DIGGERS, USED 60
days, $65.00; -Paces Races, equipped with

Mussers parts, $145.00; Jennings Triple jack
Pot Century Escalator. Slots, $30.00; Duchess
Double Jack Pot, $20.00; Burtmier Pony Slots,
$17.50. All machines 5c play. NORTHLAND
AMUSEMENT, 2114 Buchanan, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
CENT -A -SMOKE CIGARETTE VENDERS, $4.50;
Claws, Diggers cheap. Peanut, Pistachio,

Spotted Ball Gum Venders, $2.75 up. Wanted
Late Phonographs. NATIONAL, 4242 Market,
Philadelphia.
CLOSE-OUT BARGAINS -GOLD RUSH, $5.00;
Ten Grand, $35.00; Repeater, $17.50; Pamco
Parlays, $37.50; Bally Peerless, $32.50; De Luxe

.46", $17.50; jumbo, $29.00; Sunshine Derby,
$32.50; Baffle Ball, $17.50. Certified deposit,
orders under $20.00, 50%; orders over $20.00,
one-third. MILAN MUSIC CO., Cameron, Tex.
COIN -OPERATED MACHINES BOUGHT, SOLD,
exchanged. Highest prices paid for Escalators. In business since '91. JARL, 1704 Leavenworth, Omaha, Neb.

DAILY LIMIT, $20; MAMMOTH, $20; MYS-

terious Eye. Automatic Dice, $12.50; Brown
Sportsman, 2 boards, $6; reconditioned. 1/2 deposit. T. DEAL, Great Bend, Kan.
DIGGERS, 3, 1933 MUTOSCOPES, PERFECT
Bat 'Em Winter Basecondition, $100.00;
ball game with new nets, canvas, cost $1,200.00,
first $300.00 takes; Mystery Blue Fronts,
$70.00; Comets, Roll Tops, $55.00; Punchettes,
1

$5.00; Hit Me's, $7.50; Groetchen Cigarette

Machines, $4.00; Big Six, $12.50; Stampedes,
$19.50; also 100 Novelty Games cheap. THE
NATIONAL AGENCY, Columbus, Ga.
EXHIBIT'S TICKET GAMES - BAGATELLO,
High Way, Rodeo, Bonanza, Whirlpool, Baseball and Football; all guaranteed to be in good

condition; $20.00 each, or five for $90.00.

One-third deposit with order. KENTUCKY
SPRINGLESS SCALE CO., INC., P. 0. Box 936,
516 S. 2d St., Louisville, Ky.
FIFTEEN MILLS GOLDEN BELLS AND SIDE
guarVendors, refinished, look brand
,

anteed same as new machine,

BillaSard
Close Promptly in Cincinnati

$62.new50

each,

F. 0. B. Oakland. MILLS SALES CO., 1640 18th
no14
St., Oakland, Calif.
FOR SALE -10 SEEBURG SELECTOPHONES,
1934 model, 10 -record selective, walnut cabinet, and 2 Mills Troubadours, model 675, walnut cabinet, 12 -record selective, all $75 each.
1/3 down with order. CARL D. KING, Elwood,
Ind.

FOR SALE -25 WATLING FIVE CENT LATE
model Rol -A -Top Front Venders, all in good
condition, $50.00 each in any quantity. J. M.

Thursday, 4:30 P.M.

HUGHES, 1243 Central Avenue, St. Petersburg.

November 19, 1936

type machine, 20 stop reels, double jack pots,
escalators -cabinets painted modernistic colors,
five -cent play, $50.00; ten -cent play, $52.50,
and twenty-five cent play. $55.00. All of these
machines same as new and used at the Texas
Centennial only. JOE ROGERS, Texas Centende5x
nial, Dallas, Tex.
FOR SALE -2 MILLS SNAKE EYES, $250.00
each, F. 0. B. Oakland, Calif.; includes tax.
Practically new. Special Iron Stands for same.
$10.00 each. Deposit required. MILLS SALES

no28x
ELITE, 214 Grand, New York.
BUDS -SENSATIONAL STREET PERFUME
men's seller. Cost lc each, sell 5c. Par-

ticulars free: samples 10c. MISSION, 2328 W.

manufacturers, distributors or Jobbers, may

BARGAINS -10 AD -LEE 4 COLUMN lc NUT
and Candy Vendors, $9.50 each; 25 Colum-

Peoria, Ill.

ings for friend or enemy. Sell on sight; litho-

age makes 10 gallons; $5 bag 500 gallons;

Notice
Only advertisements of used machines
accepted for publication in this column.
Machines of recent manufacture and being
advertised extensively in The Billboard by

LEARN VENTRILOQUISM BY MAIL -SMALL
3c stamp brings particulars. GEO.
cost.
W. SMITH, 125 North Jefferson, Room S-659,

LAST CALL

President, 1300 Harrison, Dept. L-807, Chi-

COIN -OPERATED MACHINES
SECOND-HAND

not be advertised as "used" in The Bill-

graphed in colors. Sample and reproductions,
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Free sample. INSTANT KLEEN LAB., Dept. C, 10c. SAWATA CO., Ledger Bldg., Fort Worth,
del9x Tex.
Dayton, 0.
FOR
SALE -KID CANFIELD GAMBLING EX ATTENTION, SUBSCRIPTION SALESPEOPLE pose Show complete. Two reels synchronized
Individuals or with crew. America's best ANIMALS, BIRDS AND PETS film
with
negatives. Large lobby display, oil
agent east of MissisPoultry journal
banners. Play motion picture, vaudeville exsippi River. Write for proposition. C. L. ALLIGATORS SNAKES, TURTLES, CROCO- hibitions. Write for detailed information.
ROYSTER, 538 So. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.
diles, Animals. Twelve small assorted Snakes, GEORGE BONNER, 8764 97th St., Woodhaven,
DISTRIBUTOR-DIXIE DANCE WAX. CLEANS $3.00; eight large attractive assorted Snakes, N. Y.
as It waxes. Your own business, highly prof- $10.00. Coral Snake preserved in patent jar
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
itable, be independent. Easy, pleasant. Cafes, for exhibition, $1.50, ROSS ALLEN,. Silver
no28x 28. CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCINtaverns, beer parlors, anywhere there Is danc- Springs, Fla. Wire via Ocala.
NATI NOVEMBER 19. INCREASED CIRCULAing. Constant repeats. Sample hunters save SWAN -THREE PAIRS LARGE WHITE BREEDTION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED"
your stamps. DIXIE WAX CO., Evansville, Ind.
three years old, outstanding stock, tame. AND SEND IT IN NOW.
no2lx willers,
stay on any lake or pond. Sell one, two or OPPORTUNITIES -LOCALLY BY MAIL. PAREXPERIENCED SUBSCRIPTION MEN WANTED three pairs at $40.00 perpair. Write for phototiculars free. Interesting novelty sent for 3c
for rural work; attractive club national graph if interested. R. E. RICHWINE, Williams stamp. KINCTEX SERVICE, BB, 222 LeavenMagazines; liberal proposition. PUBLISHER, Grove Park, Mechanicsburg, Pa.
no14
worth, San Francisco, Calif.
del2x
750 Shukert Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER SELL BY MAIL! BOOKS, NOVELTIES! BAR FAMOUS FORMULAS .-. MADE MILLIONS. BILLBOARD
CLASSIFIED
FORMS
CLOSE
IN
CINCIN28.
Big
Dis
play
Signs!
gains!
Christmas
sellers!
9,000. $3.00; $6,000, $2.00; 3,000, $1.00: NATI NOVEMBER 19. INCREASED CIRCULA1,500, 50c; 600, 25c. 30 Automobile Special- TION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED'. Profits! Particulars Free. F. ELFCO, 438 N
tfnx
Wells, Chicago.
AND SEND IT IN NOW.
ties, 25c. VOXCO, B -933-A, Denver.
GOOD INCOME SILVERING MIRRORS. PLATIng and Refinishing Lamps, Reflectors, Autos,
Beds. Chandeliers by late method. Free particulars. Write GUNMETAL CO., Ave. G,
tfx
Decatur, Ill.
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
BILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER
ES. CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCINNATI NOVEMBER 19. INCREASED CIRCULATION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED"
AND SEND IT IN NOW.
LOCAL AGENTS WANTED TO WEAR AND
demonstrate Free Suits to friends. No canvassing. Up to $12 a day easy. Experience
unnecessary. Valuable demonstrating equipment, actual samples free. H. J. GRAVES,

25c.

Less

STRUCTIONS, PLANS

velt, Chicago.

SNIPPER & SCHWARTZ, 153 West
27th, New York.
100 RARE PHOTOS, $4; CARTOON BOOKS, $3,
Spicy Magazines, $10. Samples $2 up. BOX
AGENTS - STICK -ON -WINDOW SIGN LETde5x
ters; 500% profit; free samples and liberal 468-11, New Haven, Conn.
offer. METALLIC LETTER CO., 439 N. Clark, 100% TO 200% PROFIT ON THE HOTTEST
2
Chicago.
Xmas Greeting Cards yet produced, Greetticulars.

AT LIBERTY
'Be WORD (First Lino Large Black Type)
2c WORD (FSmialrst Line and Name Black Type)
le WORD (
l Typ e)
Figure Total
Total of
of Loos Taco ne Rate Only

serve the right to reject any advertisement or revise cut.

Mail Your Copy Today
Box 872

Cincinnati, 0.

Fla.

FOR SALE -FIVE -CENT PACES RACES, SAME
as new, $300.00 each; Cailles Bells, latest

CO., 1640 18th St., Oakland, Calif.

no28

November 14, 1936
FOR SALE - PEERLESS, JUMBO OR ALAMO,
$27.50; Pacific Pamco Speedway, Ballot,
Gottlieb Sunshine Baseball, $37.50;
Challenger or Multiple, $45.00; Prospectors,
$17.50. One-third deposit required. WALKER
SALES, 1723 Franklin, Waco, Tex.
FOR SALE -MILLS UPRIGHT SLIDING DOOR
Chase,

Safes; five single, two double; $12.50 for

double; $7.50 for singles. Respectfully, GEORGE
MARKOS, 237 Front St., Dover, 0.

FOR SALE - 50 DAVAL'S 21s, $17.50; 10
Daval's

Tit -Tat -Toe,

$10.00;

The Billboard

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

10

Penny

Smokes, $7.50; 10 Exhibit's Beat It, $8.00; 10
Exhibit Sweet Sallies, $5.50. KOSTAKES NOVELTY CO., 512 E. Trade St., Charlotte, N. C.

LATE SEEBURG SYMPHONOLA, MODEL A,
perfect condition, used very little, not a
scratch on it. Sacrifice, $150.00. J. E. MORRISON, Flanagan, Ill.

FOR SALE- CHAIROPLANE, GOOD CONDItion, no engine, $150.00. AGENT, 1100
$17.50; Ten Bell Locks, $7.50. Special list
pay tables free. COLEMAN NOVELTY, Rock- 'Burlington Drive, Muncie, Ind.
ford, Ill.
KIDDIE AUTO AND AIRPLANE RIDES, BOTH
1935 ELECTRIC HOISTS, WITH ROLL CHUTE,
operate fnim one horsepower motor, twenty$59.00; 1933 Mutoscope Cranes at $35.00; seven capacity, $500.00 cash for both rides.
'Erie Diggers, floor models, $15.00; Exhibits KLOTZ, Brady, Tex., last week out.
Iron Claws, model E, $20.00; Exhibit Junior
500 JACKPOT BELLS, $14.50; SIDE VENDERS,

5c AND 10e BLUE FRONT GOLD

Chicago.

stock; slots only; no trades; selling out; real
bargains. FERRIS & COMPANY, Box 245,

FORMULAS

Manitowish, Wis.

MILLS 25c JACKPOTS, $10.00 EACH; WATLING

is Double Jackpot, $25.00; also Tit -Tat -Toe
Counter Machine, $6.00. Have a customer
that wants Q. T. lc, 5c, 10c play. Write
O'BRIEN, 89 Thames St., Newport, R. I.
x
MILLS LATE SLOTS -ALL REFINISHED, RE -

conditioned, guaranteed like new.' All with

Escalators, 20 -reel stops, meters and regular

crates. 24 Silent Front Venders, $50; 17 same
machine with Bell Front, $50; 3 Diamond. Mys-

tery Front Venders, $65; 4 Blue Front Bells,
$70. Third deposit, balance C. 0. D. W. E.
KEENEY MFG. CO., 2611 Indiana Ave., Chicago,

x

III.

RECONDITIONED 5c COLUMBUS PEANUT, $4

each; Ball Gum, lc Play, $2 each. Cash with
order. EASTERN, 350 Mulberry, Newark, N. J.
SLIGHTLY

USED- BALLY

ROLLS,

$159.50;

Wurlitzer P12 Phonographs, 1935 models,
slightly used Lights Out, $34.50;

$160.00;

Total Lites,
$15.00;
Fair Plays, Sure Shots, $10.00; Hopscdtch Light
Up Game, . Screamos, Large Rebound, Criss
Panamas,

Budgets,

Cross-A-Lites, $7.50; Dittoes, $10.00; Man in
Moon, $10.00. Counter Games: Horses, $9.00;
Flying Color ' Juniors, Tit -Tat -Toes, TIc-TacToes, Poker 'Reels, $5.00; Tickettes, $3.00;
Great Guns, ono ball non -automatic pay-off

Actions. War and

Passion

Plays.

Write

APOLLO EXCHANGE, 117 So. 9th St., Newark,
no21x

N. J.

SEMI -PORTABLE SOUND EQUIPMENT AT
prices within your reach. Soundheads, Amplifiers, Power's and Simplex Projectors, G. E.
Mazda. While they last, $300.00. Silent ProCrane, $15.00. Send Vsdeposit to HARRIS, 537
jectors. only $15.00. ZENITH THEATRE SUPSurAmit Ave., Schenectady, N. Y.
PLY, 308 W. 44th, New York.
HELP WANTED
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
MODERN GO TENOR DOUBLING CLARINET - BILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER
CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCIN-,
COSTUMES, UNIFORMS,
Must read; Trumpet double some Fiddle; 28.
NATI
10. INCREASED CIRCULA.
prefer arrangers for a small band. Wire HAR- TION.NOVEMBER
MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED"
WARDROBE
RISON KIMBALL, Marlow Theatre, Ironton, AND SEND IT IN NOW.
10-11; Civic Theatre, Fostoria, 12-13; Ritz TheSOUND FEATURES -WESTERNS. TWO-FISTED
BEAUTIFUL VELVET CYKE, LARGE SIZE, COM- atre, Tiffin, 14; all Ohio.
Jstice, Texas Pioneers and others, 510.00
plete, $125.00; Scenery Curtains, $5.00;
Musicians' Mess Jackets, $2.00; Costumes, ORGANIZED DANCE BAND -WORK UNDER up.u Silents, $5.00. MOORE BROS.' EXCHANGE,
leader; complete information in first; must Box 106, Portsmouth, 0.
Overcoats, Gowns. WALLACE, 2416 N. Halsted,

be union and willing to travel. BOX C-132,
Billboard, Cincinnati.
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
Awards, refinished, look like brand new and BILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER
WITH CAR, CAPITAL, ESTABLISHguaranteed as such, $65.00, F. 0. B. Oakland, 28. CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCIN- PARTNER
ed attraction. Special agent, phone- men,
Calif. MILLS SALES CO., 1640 18th St., Oak- NATI NOVEMBER 18. INCREASED CIRCULA- Bingo
operators
with outfits. KYLE, 104 JudMARK
YOUR
COPY
"CLASSIFIED"
TION.
no14
land. Calif.
son, New Haven, Conn.
AND SEND IT IN NOW.
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE FLASH! FLASH! THEATRICAL COSTUMES FOR
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
BILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER
BILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER
sale. Parades, Jazz Sets, Tillers, Hats, Hulas, 28. CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCIN28. CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCINNATI NOVEMBER 18. INCREASED CIRCULA- Trains, Leatards, Wigs, Rhumbas, Gypsy, Indian, NATI NOVEMBER 19. INCREASED CIRCULATION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED" Cowgirl, Sailor, Spanish, Military, etc. Prices TION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED"
AND SEND IT IN NOW.
25c up; slightly used. F. I. Y. THEATRES COM- AND SEND IT IN NOW.
WANTED - GIRL FOR STANDARD AERIAL
MILLS BULL'S-EYE JACK POT SLOT MA - PANY, 226 W. Superior Ave., Cleveland, 0.
no2I
Act, Trapeze or Swinging Ladder Act. Booked
chines ---1c, 5c, 10c and 25c at $30.00; some
solid. AL G. MARRIOTT, Allegan, Mich.
x
as low as $15.00. Write us for details; large
MILLS

57

ROAD -SHOW SOUND SPECIALS -WESTERNS,

EXPERT ANALYSIS; RESEARCH; INDUSTRIAL

development. Newest guaranteed formulas;
biggest catalog free; special prices, leads. GIB SON LABORATORY, Chemists, BH-1142 Sunnyside, Chicago.

WANTED - SINGLE MED PERFORMERS

sketch teams, piano player. Money any time.
MO -TEE -NA MEDICINE CO., Ashley, 0.

SPECIAL TALKING WESTERNS, $35.00 EACH;
programs rented, $7.50 one day, $15.00
week; Silents, $5.00. SIMPSON, 127$ So.
Broachkray, Dayton, 0.
TALKING FEATURES AND SHORTS FOR SALE

or will trade for Silent Simplex Moving Picture Machines. VIRGINIA THEATER, Virginia,
111.

UNUSUAL

BARGAINS - GENERATORS, MOTOR GENerators, Exhaust Fans, etc. Ask for quota
tations on your needs. ELECTRICAL SURPLUS
COMPANY; Dept. 50, 1885 Milwaukee Ave.,

MATIC SALES COMPANY, 191 Second Ave., N.,
Nashville, Tenn.

Chicago.

no2I
USED OPERA

Chairs, Sound Equipment, Moving Picture

S free. MOVIE SUPPLY CO., LTD., 844 S. Wano28

bash, Chicago.

WANTED - TWO SILENT HOLMES SEMI Portable Projectors; state serial numbers, etc.
PROJECTOR, 401 Main St., S., Williamsport, Pa.

PERSONALS
DIVORCES -EASY DIVORCE LAW. SEND
$1.00 for copy of Arkansas Divorce Law.

x
W. P. DODDS, Attorney, Beebe, Ark.
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
BILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER
28. CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCIN
NATI NOVEMBER 18. INCREASED CIRCULATION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED'.
AND SEND IT IN NOW.

SALESMEN WANTED
SELL NOTHING! $95.00 WEEKLY. $500,000
Salesboard firm announces new, no inveitment plan. Season starting. K. & 5., 4346-0
Ravenswood, Chicago.

THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCINNATI NOVEMBER 10. INCREASED CIRCULAMARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED"
TION.
AND SEND IT IN NOW.

BILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER
28

GOODS

game, $25.00; Five Double Jack Pot penny play
Wettings, $22.50 each. All games guaranteed
first-class condition. Orders filled in rotation.

IN

Machines, Screens, Spotlights, StereoptIconS,
etc. Projection Machines repaired. Catalogue

MAGICAL APPARATUS

A CATALOGUE OF MINDREADING, MENTAL
Spirit Effects, Horoscopes, Buddha
FORMULAS - LATEST MONEY MAKERS. andMagic,
1937 Forecasts. Graphology Sheets, Books,
Write for free literature describing newest Crystals, Lucky Pieces. Most complete line in
formulas for fast sellers. H. BELFORT, 4042 world. 132 illustrated page catalogue, 30c.
N'. Keeler, Chicago.
Leaders since 1930. NELSON ENTERPRISES,
no28
FORMULAS - GUARANTEED, LABORATORY 198 S. Third, Columbus, 0.
tested and approved. Latest fast sellers; none CATALOGUE FREE -GHOST SHOW SUPPLIES.
better; lowest prices; catalog free. KEMICO
Cards,
Fluorescent Paints, Fortune Telling
LABS., 65 Parkridge, III.
Palmistry, Graphology Charts. Samples 10c.
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF'THE S. W. REILLY CO., Columbus, 0.
B ILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
28. CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCINNATI NOVEMBER 18. INCREASED CIRCULA- B ILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER
TION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED" 2S. CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCINNATI NOVEMBER 19. INCREASED CIRCULAAND SEND IT IN NOW.
MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED"
NEW FAST SELLING FORMULAS-AUTOMO- TION.
AND SEND IT IN NOW.
bile Renovator, new process for tenderizing
PROFESSIONAL MAGIC CATALOGUE
meats. Canvassing, pitching and all formulas. LARGE
25c. MAX HOLDEN, 220 W. 42nd St., New
Anything analyzed. ASSOCIATED CHEMISTS, York
nol4x
City.
Indianapolis. Ind.
PUNCH, VENTRILOQUIAL AND MARIONETTE
Figures, new and used bargains. Workers
silver Punch Reeds, $1. PINXY, 64
FOR SALE -SECOND-HAND sterling
West Erie, Chicago.

BARGAINS

SCENERY AND BANNERS

MISCELLANEOUS
Stick, Midget Chicks, every type Machine
Gum. AMERICAN CHEWING, Mt. Pleasant,

A 1 AMERICA'S LEADING CIRCUS -CARNIVAL
Side -Show Banner Painters. Increasing business requires enlarging our studio. MANUEL'S
STUDIOS, 3544 North Halsted, Chicago. no14

convenient and ideal for miniature jackSTONER'S TURF CHAMP, LIKE NEW, $75; potsafe,
rifle galleries. Write for descriptive literaExhibit's Gateway or Whirlpools, $17.50. ture and prices. CASWELL SHOOTING GALWanted Bally Reliance 25c Play Dice Machines, LERY EQUIPMENT CO., Anoka, Minn.
no2I
must be priced right. Write, wire SPECIALTY
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
SALES CO., Sioux City, la,
BILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER

ALL 4 FOR DIME PHOTO SUPPLIES AT CUT

B ILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER

prices. Our new Photastrip Outfits, either
11/2x2 or 21/2x3I/2, complete $140.00. WABASH
no14
PHOTO SUPPLY, Terre Haute, Ind.
FINEST 4 -FOR -10e OUTFIT ON THE MARKET,

28.

The Quartermatic. Made of 1/16 in. gauge

CARNIVAL, SIDE-SHOW BANNERS - NOT
the cheapest, but the best. Prompt service.

TEN SEEBURG SELECTOPHONES, WALNUT
finish, A-1 condition, $100.00 each. 1/3 with
order. LEE H. EGGERS, 2425 Alexandna Pike,
no14
Newport, Ky.
TWENTY-FOUR RECORD SELECTIVE GABELS,
attractive streamline cabinets, Webster pick-

steel. Direct Positive Rolls, 11/2"x250', $4.75;

NIEMAN STUDIOS, INC., 1236 S. Halsted St.,

Rush one-third deposit, balance C. 0. D. Get
on our mailing list for real bargains. AUTO-

.

CASWELL JACKPOT GALLERY BULLET TRAP,

CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCINNATI NOVEMBER 19. INCREASED CIRCULATION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED"
AND SEND IT IN NOW.
CORN POPPERS -FEARLESS GIANT ALUMI28.

num Geared Popping Kettles; rotary, electries, Candy Kettles. Lowest prices. NORTH=
up and amplifier, like new, latest serial num- SIDE CO., 2117 Harding, Des Moines, la. de12x
bers, $65.00 each; complete with records. FOR SALE IN VALDOSTA, GA. -PORTABLE
CAPITOL AUTOMATIC MUSIC CO., 460 W.
Skating Rink, with Wurlitzer Organ, Tent,
34th, New York.
135 Pairs of Skates, good condition. $600.00
WANTED - USED 1935-1936 MUTOSCOPE cash. J. E. OWSTON, 109 Front St., Schenectady,
Cranes; state lowest price, serial and condition. MILLS SALES CO., 1640 18th St., Oak SHOOTING GALLERY, GOOD CONDITION,
no2I
land, Calif.
Codion moving targets, 2 rows of ducks,
WANTED -ELECTRIC EYES WITH TICKETS, motor, steel sidewalls, three guns. LON CLOUD,
Seeburg Hockeys, All-American, Atlas Base-

balls. We buy, sell, exchange Penny Arcade

Machines, Pin Games, Cranes. MUNVES, 145
Park Row, New York.
WANTED -50 SIX SLOT PAMCO PALOOKAS,
50 Stewart Maguire Cigarette Vendors, Paces
Races. THE NATIONAL AGENCY, Columbus,
Ga.

WANTED -ANY QUANTITY BLUE FRONT

Mysteries, Extraordinary Mysteries, War
Eagle Bells, Jennings Chiefs in 5, 10 and 25c
Play; lc Q. T.'s. -BADGER BAY COMPANY,

Lamar, Colo.

FOR SALE -SECOND-HAND
SHOW PROPERTY
A-1 ANT CIRCUS, POWER'S MACHINE, TENTS,

Mummies, Sword Box, Public Enemies. Theatre Curtains, Doll House Illusion. UNIVERSAL,
849 Cornelia, Chicago.
CHEAP ORGAN, SMALL MERRY-GO-ROUND,
Kiddy Ride, Chairplane. Immediate cash for
RAY YARHAM,
used rides, any condition.
NeMon, la.
CIRCUS BLEACHER SEATS, ALL SIZES, NEW

BALL GUM, FACTORY FRESH, 12c BOX; TAB,
Newark, N. J.

ja9x

Enlarging Paper, $5.40 gross. Mounts, Mirrors,
complete line. Send for cetaJogue. MARKS &
FULLER, INC., Dept. 1. 44 East, Rochester,
N. Y.
IMMEDIATE SERVICE! NO DELAY! ROLL
developed, carefully printed and two beautiful 5x7 double weight professional enlargements
or one tinted enlargement or six reprints; all for
25c coin. The expert's choice! Reprints, 3c
each. THE PHOTO MILL, Box 629-53, Minneno28x
apolis, Minn.
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
B ILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER
28. CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCINN ATI NOVEMBER 19. INCREASED CIRCULATION. MARK YOUR COPY CLASSIFIED"
AND SEND IT IN NOW,
ROLLS DEVELOPED, TWO PRINTS EACH AND

two free enlargement coupons, 25c. Reprints, 2c each; 100 or more, lc. Christmas

Cards, 60c dozen. SUMMERS' STUDIO, Unionde19x
ville, Mo.
WE SUCCESSFULLY SELL INVENTIONS -

THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCINNATI NOVEMBER 10. INCREASED CIRCULATION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED"
AND SEND IT IN NOW.

no14

Chicago.

DYE DROPS, LIKE NEW, OVER 300 DESIGNS,

from $10 to $25, according to size. SCHELL
SCENIC STUDIO, Columbus, 0.
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
BILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER
28. CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCINN ATI -NOVEMBER 18. INCREASED CIRCULATION. MARK YOUR COPY ''OLAISBIFIED"
AND SEND IT IN NOW.

THEATRICAL PRINTING
CATO SHOW PRINT, CATO, N. Y., FOR

Poster Paper and Window Cards. Quick servMidwest plant. TRIBUNE PRESS, Fowler,

ice.

Ind.

COLORED DODGERS -38S, 1,000, $1.00; 5,000,
$2.75; 6x9, 1,000, $1.50; 5,000, $4.50.

Money -saving list free. STUMPPRINT, South
del2x
Whitley, Ind.
PERSONAL

BUSINESS

STATIONERY.

150

Your

sheets, 100 envelopes, postpaid.
'Patented and unpatented. Write for proof name,
address on every sheet and envelope.
and tell us what you have for sale. CHARTERED
$1.

Satisfaction guaranteed. 5,000 6x9 Circulars,
$5.00. QUAKER PRINTING, 643 Washington
St., Atlantic, Pa.
no28x
Green Bay, Wis.
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER
WE ARE OVERSTOCKED WITH USED PIN
M. P. ACCESORIES & FILMS B28.ILLBOARD
CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCINSend stamp for our bargain list.
Tables.
NATI
NOVEMBER 19. INCREASED CIRCULAGOODBODY, 1826 East Main St., Rochester.
BARGAINS -SOUND FILM FEATURES, WEST - TION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED"
no28
N. Y.
and used, out or indoors, with or without
erns, Dramas, Actions, Road -Show Specials, AND SEND IT IN NOW.
WILL BUY OR SELL LITE-A-LINES OF ALL foot rests. PENN BLEACHER SEAT CO., 1207 Shorts. Free list. R. MONROE, Box 71, Burre,, WINDOW CARDS, 14E22, 100, $2.50; 11x14.
no28x Calif.
types. AMUSEMENT NOVELTY SUPPLY CO., West Thompson, Philadelphia, Pa.
100, $2.10. 50% deposit, balance C. 0. 0..
ja9x
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE PORTABLE SOUND PROJECTORS- FREE plus shipping charges. BELL PRESS, Winton,
Elmira, N. Y.
BILLBOARD
WILL
BE
DATED
NOVEMBER
You
Pa.
for
screening.
Films
shipped
Trials.
15 SEEBURG 5e SELECTIVE PHONOGRAPHS, 28. CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCINsenior models, $60 each; new appearance, NATI NOVEMBER 18. INCREASED CIRCULA- don't need to buy a cat in a bag if you come 200 1148221 6 PLY WINDOW CARDS, $61
mechanically perfect, good for hundreds of TION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED" to us. WESTERN FEATURE FILM & SUPPLY
your copy, date changes, 25c each. DOC
CO., 1019 S. Wabash, Chicago.
dollars operating profits. Half cash. JOHN AND SEND IT IN NOW.
ANGEL, Ex -Trouper, Leavittsburg, 0.
no2I
COMPLETE DRAMATIC SHOW READY TO GO, ROADSHOWS DE LUXE - NARCOTIC, 575, 200 21x28 OR STREAMER STYLE HALF
RIFFLE, JR., Canton, 0.
used five months; Tent, 40x110. A-1 condiSinister Menace Dope Sermon, $25; new 600 15 ELECTRO HOIST DIGGER MACHINES, 1936
Sheets, $6.50; 200 One Sheets, $8.00. Demodels; sell cheap. Write UNITED COIN tion; $600.00 if taken now. CLYDE MATCH - Foot Caeserian Operation, $50; new Male posit. Cuts for all kinds, heralds. CURTISS
Medicals, 575; late 1935 Talkie Westerns, $50; SHOPRINT, Continental, 0., since 1905. no2lx
VENDING MACHINE CO., St. Regis Hotel. ITT, Hamilton, Mont.
new Two -Reel Talkie Slapsticks, $25; new 1,000 6x9 CIRCULARS, $1.50; 5,000, 54.50;
no2I FOR SALE -NEW 20840 KHAKI TOP, 60 -FT.
Portland, Me.
Felix. Koko, Mutt and Jeff, Alice Cartoons.
Wall, Stage, Proscenium, Curtains, Poles, $17.50;
1.000 Letterheads or Envelopes, $2.00; post$50.00 CASH PAID FOR MILLS BLUE FRONTS;
complete Talkie Program rented weekly
Box, $20000. Good OA 4 -Ft. Awnings.
will also buy regular Gold Awards; state Ticket
$20; sacrifice sale Silents, 16mm-35mm. Lists. paid, zone 4. LAWNDALE PRESS. Box 303,
Anchor
Top,
Frame,
Pipes,
$20.00.
BOX
C-133,
no14
serials. ROCKPORT NOVELTY CO., Rockport,
Franklin,
N. H.
WALDO
FILMS,
Waido.BIdg.,
Cincinnati,
no2I Billboard, Cincinnati.
Tex.
INSTITUTE OF AMERICAN INVENTORS, Dept.
18, Washington, D. C.

The Billboard
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

WANTED TO BUY, LEASE,
OR RENT
CASH FOR TWO ELI WHEELS. ANY PART U. S.
Also Little Beauty Swing. THOMAS

HUGHES, 730 So. Grand, Los Angeles, Calif.

no28

WANT FERRIS WHEEL OR MERRY -GO Round; must be cheap. Also Candy Floss
Machine. BEAUCHAMP, 409 E. 65th, Seattle,
Wash.

WANT EXCLUSIVE POPCORN AND PEANUT
privilege on bona fide indoor circus with solid
booking. Give route, state all.. Flashy outfit.
Quote price, percentage or flat rate. Act quick.
R. L. SINDERSON, 2912 Indianapolis, Des
Moines, .1a.

outfit, Bells, can swing. Have car; go anywhere. MUSICIAN, 307 Summer St., Royersford, Pa., near Philadelphia.
FRONTMAN - FEATURED VOCALIST, ALSO

Beauty or small Merry -Go -Round. Condition
must be good. HARRY H. SEIFER, 795 S. Clarkson St., Denver, Colo.

no14

Write DRUMMER, 2959 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich.

THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCINNATI NOVEMBER 19. INCREASED CIRCULATION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED"
AND SEND IT IN NOW.
AT LIBERTY -Modern Drummer, all essentials.
Sing, neat appearing and union. Job preferred in
Florida. MR. BUD CARPER, General Delivery,

BILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER
29.

AT LIBERTY

AT LIBERTY

ACROBATS

COLORED PEOPLE

FAST TUMBLER - ANY

AT LIBERTY -COLORED BB BASS PLAYER.

AT LIBERTY -Top Mounter for Hand -to -Hand
and Ground Tumbler, also can work Flying Act
or Teeter Board or Trampoline Bed or Riding Act.
Om- do Double or Triple. Would like to join mime
Troupe, Tumbling or Flying Acts or any act aa
work this fall. MR. BILLY STAN BEDELL. 23

SOUSAPHONIST, 106 Hyland Ave., N., Minneapolis, Minn.
no28

Largo. Fla.

AT LIBERTY -Prance and

have you?
in all acts, Musical Saw. Doubles for two weeks,
singles, hokum songs, illusions. Plenty experience. Positively sober, reliable. Have car. Write

only, stating full particulars, BOX C-129, Billboard. Cincinnati, 0.

THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE

B ILLBOARD WILL BE DATED
NOVEMBER
CLOSE IN OINCIN.
CLASSIFIED

29.

INCREASED WROULAN ATI NOVEMBER 19.FORMS

MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED"
'AND SEND IT IN NOW.'
'PION.

DARWIN. Magician. Ventriloquist, Poumh, five other
ovelties. 15 changes, A-1 Parts. Tabloid, Re-

awer
vues. Museums that
Cyclone. P
med. State it.

quick. Knorr Act,

Six -String Garter

LURACH. 1008 Went Madison St. Chicago, El.

AT LIBERTY

AT LIBERTY

THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
DRAMATIC ARTISTS
PARKS AND 'FAIRS
CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCINNATI NOVEMBER 19. INCREASED CIRCULACHARACTER COMEDIAN -WIFE, INGENUES,
TION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED
General Business, plenty of Comedy, Singing,
AND SEND IT IN NOW.
BAR PERFORMER -Aerial .d Ground Bars. Dancing, Vuadeville Acts. Pep, personality,
Now booking Southern parks, fairs and celeStraight or Comedy. LOUIS OCZVIRX, 812 ability and wardrobe. Director, scripts, etc. brations. Boy and girl Parachute Jumpers, Adno14 Reliable troupers; Coast -to -Coast in vaudeville,
W. Wells Street, lifilomukee, Wis.
dress
JACKSONVILLE BALLOON CO., Jacksondramatic, musical comedy, screen, radio. Photos
no2I
AT LIBERTY
on request. State sure salary. WILL AND AVIS ville, Ill.

BILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER
28.

BALLOON ASCENSIONS

AGENTS AND MANAGERS

SELLERS, 130 Holly St., New Bedford, Mass.

P AMAHASIKA'S DOG Pony Monkey, Bird Circus. Can work anywhere. Forty beautiful perTeam. Guitar doubles nice Tenor Voice. read anyanimal and birds. GEO. E. ROBERTS,
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE thing. Playing experience; dance band or night forming
Mgr., 616 W. Erie,
' Philadelphia, Pa. Telephone.
Write,
stating
BILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER club. Prefer location in Arkansas.
SAGmore
6538.
28. CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCIN- full particular; in first. J. T. ROSS, General DeNATI NOVEMBER 19. INCREASED CIRCULA- livery, El Dofado. Ark.
PUNCH
AND
JUDY
-Strictly first clan, excellent
TION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED" THE LONE SYMPHONY -A musical act using
figures de luxe set np, expert manipulation. For
AND SEND IT IN NOW.
the Mimed Guinarie Accordion. Hear this be- theatres, cabarets, parties. etc. A complete enterCOLORED DRUMMER, age 21, several years' ex- loved act, and forget ail your troubles. Will play tairunent. CALVERT. Billboard, 1684 Br011idWaTi
no14
perience Will go anywhere; South or West. D. J. own act or join unit. Attractive wardrobe. Write, New York.
don't wire,-atatinpfull particulars in first EIMAR STRANGE ACTS from all over the world. The only
BOOKER, 101 Ilarrishof St., Hinton, Maas.

no14

Second St.. Norwich; Coon.

JACKIE SELLERS - ENG-

lish Comedienne, European Female Impersonator, Talking and Singing Monologue Act,
MODERN, IN STYLE, ARRANGE, THOROUGHLY partner at
the
Featurin
reliable, good appearance. L. H., Box C-123, $2,000 flash, OffersPiano-Accordion.
Invited vaudevilleg and
no14 unit shows. Tell all first letter. Address JACKIE
Billboard, Cincinnati, 0.

Billboard, Cincinnati, 0.
SNARE DRUMMER WANTS -JOB WITH CONcert band. Read Bells; go anywhere; age 34.

Se WORD. OAllt(Fiest Line Large Black Tyler). Se WORD. CASH (Mat Lima mat Name Rasa
Typo), 1e WORD, CASH (Small Tema) (Na AA Lees Then VW.
Figure Total of Words at One Rata 0811.

2441 Holly Ave., East Dearborn, Mich.

AT. LIBERTY - BLACK-

FOR MED, UNIT, OR WHAT
want location; no joints. BOX C-160, The VERSATILE TEAM
Straights, Characters, Black, up

At Liberty Advertisements

THE MATEER BROTHERS -TUMBLING, HAND.
Balancing Team. Vaudeville preferred. JACK
MATEER, 1016 South Ave., Niagara Falls, N. Y.

VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS

play Swing Drums. State all in first. MARL -face, Jew, Straights, Singles. Know the acts.
WANTED - CANDY FLOSS MACHINE OR WOOD, 221 So. Clark, Salina, Kan.
Saw Broom, Drums. Join on wire, your best.
other good money maker. Full particulars.
med. PAUL LaBOUNTY, La Crosse,
GO
TENOR AND CLARINET - FEATURE Lecture
price first letter. BOX C-35, The Billboard,
note.
voice. Transpose alto at sight. Plenty fine Wis.
Cincinnati, 0.
'
experience, age 23, union. Distance no object.
WILL. PAY CASH FOR- BABY Q, LITTLE RUSS SNIDER, 1402 10th Ave., Greeley, Colo.

MODERN DANCE TRUMPET, DOUBLE VOICE

type routine needed; also Head Balancing and
little Vnderstanding. Address TOMMY ROSS,

AT LIBERTY

DRUMMER -EXPERIENCED, COMPLETE PEARL

-

white men to master them. Weighing less than
150 pounds. be is exhibiting the leading strong man

acts of Europe and America, the dangerous faldr
acts of India and the leading acts of Japan. Also
of his own that defy reproduction. Internaonal challenger that hen met no opposition. New
tiacts
to North America. Conventions, night clubs, film
producers and booking agencies write for literature
and photos to RAYMOND WELSH. Broken Bow,
Neb

THREE -PEOPLE SHOW- Organized. equipped,
41a31.1; near Cincinnati. Full evening programs.
Theatres, club.. shown write; state particular. in
trst. BOX 0.131, care The Billboard, Cincinnati.
Ohio.

AUTO KIDDIE RIDE - NEW EIGHT -CAR YOUNG LADY for road or anything.
Allan-Herschell; Christmas holidays for de-

FERNS, 1521 Ft. Wayne St., Warsaw, Ind.

A-1 Yentriloquiet Puppet, amokes. spits, winks, laughs.

THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
for two week's. Straights or Characters. OldBILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER partment store or permanent Vocation for Change
Car.
Accordion, some Singing, Dancing.
routed book any attraction anywhere in the 28. CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCIN- winter months. K. L MOYER, Lynch Park, time
DOLORES
State best in first.
house -trailer.
United States and Canada. Close contractor: salary NATI NOVEMBER 19. INCREASED CIRCULA- Niagara Falls, N. Y.
DU
SHANE.
Paulding. 0.
TION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED"
only; reliable. BOX 300. Billboard, Chicago.
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE -OF THE
MUSEUMS -Experienced Agent at liberty. Have AND SEND IT IN NOW.
BILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER YOUNG SOLO DANCER -Sensational Spaniel,
ADVANCE AGENT - 15 years' experience. Can

Gypsy. Rumba, expert Castanet Player, Hula.
CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCINToe. Character. Professional experience.
NATI NOVEMBER 19. INCREASED CIRCULA- Oriental.
Consider fIrstelass work only; etas° or club.
TION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED" loLORITA, 828
AND SEND IT IN NOW.
no21

proper connections to handle arrangements for es-

tablished traveling museum in Louisville, other key
cities in this territory. Desirable large atom available
in heart of Louisville's business district now. Splendid -opportunity for grow presenting attractions
able for better clam patronage. Write MUSEUM
AGENT. 2318 Morton Ave., New Albany, Ind.

28.

AT LIBERTY

MAGICIANS

CHARLES LA CROIX - High-class Novelty

MAGICIAN, SOBER, RELIABLE - CIRCUS,

Trapeze Gymnastic Act available for indoor cir-

cus engagements, bazaars, carnivals, etc.

Flashy

ATTENDANCE-

apparatus. Can work under any height
carnival, stage experience. Inside lecturer, nickel -plated
from ten feet and up. Large, attractive
(Continued from page 39)
good Magic, Strait -Jacket Escape. LEON, THE Sflings,
pecial Posters free for advertising; also photos.
MAGICIAN, Mt. Olivet, Ky.
A teal act, big drawing card. Pri CHARLES ason- at least 99 per cent of all riders, altho
SHOWMAN. Box 400. Billboard. Chicago.
LA
Reliable
committees
address
able.
the
cowgirls
stuck pretty close to their
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
BILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER BILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER CROIX. 1804 So. Anthony Blvd., Fort Wayne, Ind. backs. Monday and Tuesday evenings
28. CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCIN- 28. CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCIN- CLOWN MOTORCYCLE COP on Funny Ford passed with several cowboys and cowMotorcycle; also flashy Comedy Juggling Act.
NATI NOVEMBER 19. INCREASED CIRCULA- NATI NOVEMBER 19. INCREASED CIRCULATION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED" TION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED" Fast Comedy Wire. Comedy Trapeze, Cloom Num- girls receiving minor abrasions about
bers.
Grand stan. One man. ART ATTILA. the bodies and wrists and leg sprains.
AND SEND IT IN NOW.
AND SEND IT IN NOW.
Billboard.
Chicago
Tad Lucas wrenched her left knee durTHEATRE MANAGER, PUBLICIST, Booker of FEATURE MENTAL ACT-Blindreading. Crystal.
.THREE.ACT
COMBINATION Swinging. Balancing ing Tuesday evening's trick and fancy
Stage Talent. Many yeare valuable professional
Box.oftice builder for any kind of show. Oriental
TrapezeFast
Comedy. Swinging Wire Act,
I do things different and better than Pmsentation.
knowledge.
Despite the injury,
and percentage on private read- Comedy Platform Act. Barrels. Chairs, Ladder. Each riding exhibition.
GEORGE ENGLEBRETH, Billboard. Cha ings. PRINCESalary
RUSH cam The Billboard, Cincin- act plenty laughs and thrills. Work either high or however, she rode in the second event
many.,
nati.
ja2 of the horseback quadrille Wednesday.
low. ROSE BROS., Caaysburg, Pa.
YOUNG MAN, Accountant, Secretary, single, 29.
university education, seven years' expenence
Canada Kid was tossed and considerAT LIBERTY
amusement field. Know business end thoroughly.
AT LIBERTY
ably dazed in- the saddle bronk-riding
Want position with high-grade road show, circus.

THEATRE MANAGER

or Assistant Business
Builder. .12 years' experience. Expert publicity.
Exploitation. Any size. Any policy. Anywhere.

fair. video, etc.

References exchanged.

X. 0.. P. 0. Box No. 192. Beverly, Mass.

BANDS

MISCELLANEOUS

Address

dell

ORCHESTRAS
AIVTDE

AT LIBERTY -HI HENRY AND HIS ORCHEStra desires winter engagement In Florida. 9
men and leader. If necessary will cut to seven.
Excellent P. A. System, uniforms, box stands,
arrangements, up-to-date library. etc. Please
do not misrepresent. State all in first. MR.
HENRY REYNOLDS, 48 Clermont St., Saugerties, N. Y.
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
BILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER
28. CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCINNATI NOVEMBER 19. INCREASED CIRCULATION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED"
AND SEND IT IN NOW,
FAST DANCE BAND -Any size. Doubles. Vocal
Pt Dinner Trio, available now; later Bermuda.
West Indies, abroad or cruise. ORCHESTRA, 307
dell)
Glenlake, Toronto. Can.
FOUR'OR FIVE-MOE Swing Band -Singers, enORtertainers, union. Can open
CHESTRA. 118 Sixth St.. 'Fond rimediately.
ac Wis
FOUR sAXEs, using 8 Baritones, 2 Tenors. 2
Altos. 4 Clarinets and Accordion. String Bass
doubling Trumpet. Ride Drummer. Tenor arranges.
Have ears. reliable and union. Write or wire JOE

HIGH-CLASS LECTURER Unborn, Sex or Health for museum, store,
theatre or halls. Percentage or salary. LECTURER, 4550 Ellis, Chicago.

Doo, PoNY, MONKEY, BIRD CIRCUS -Com-

plete unit. Gives performance an hour or longer.
All clean etock end good features. Presented by the

well-known Prof. Pamahasika himself. A real attraction for summer resorts and indoor drew. GEO.
E. ROBERTS, Mgr.. Pamalmalka's Studios 515 W.
Erie Ave., Philadelphia. Pa. SAGmore 553a.

NATI NOVEMBER 19.FORME
INCREASED CIRCULA-

MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED"
AND SEND IT IN NOW.
HYPNOTIST -Full Evening Show. Profound.
TION.

Offers Invited
for winter engagement. Work strong feature
cation, Double Sex Enigma.

State best percentage terms. Cortez Lorow and
Dick Best, let's hear from you. Address MONDU,

or Bob Coleman, Mgr., care Billboard. 1564
Broadway, New York City.

'

ball game between the Texas and Oklahoma teams was scored thusly: Monday,
Texas and Oklahoma tied at .3 -all;
Tuesday, Texas 3, Oklahoma 4; Wednesday, Texas 2, Oklahoma 3. Monday had
61:1 registered contestants, with the list
increased to 126 by Wednesday.

Stars Arrive From Chicago

rodeo stars entrained for Boston to com-

THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
BILLBOARD WILL BE DATED NOVEMBER' pete ',In Wednesday's performance.
2B.

LADY ACCORDIONIST, PI-

MONDU-EUROPEAN SEN-

of the third day the mounted basket-.

PLENTY RHYTHM, MODERN TAKE OFF,
Following the close of the Chicago
THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE
young, experienced, reliable. PIANIST, 546
BILLBOARD WILL. BE DATED NOVEMBER So.
Stadium Rodeo November 1, a group of
McDonough St., Montgomery, Ala.
28.
ASSIFIED
CLOSE IN CINCIN-

CLASSIFIED FORMS CLOSE IN CINCINNATI NOVEMBER 19. INCREASED CIRCULATION. MARK YOUR COPY "CLASSIFIED"
scientific, scintillating, sensational. Latest psychic AND SEND IT IN NOW.
Phenomena cleverly presented. Schools, theatres,
auspices. Box-office winner. Opportunity for manGIRL PIANIST -Read anything, fake, transpose.
ager. DR. MELROSE. the Great English PsycholAge 21. neat, sober, single, union, experienced
ogist. Route 1, Box 87. Brooklyn, M
Prefer location. Give full details.
n028
JANE MILLS, Princeton, Ind.
PIANIST
-Fully
experienced i? all lines of piano
AT LIBERTY
playing. Soloist accompanat, concert. dance.
orchestra, radio. State details in full by letter.
RAYMOND DEMPSEY. Franklinville, N. Y. no21
MUSICIANS
SWIST. General Delivery.47ickaborg, Miss.
no28
PIANIST -Experienced, tonics, age 25. Dance
moDERN TEN -PIECE, Entertaining. Coetemed.
band or unit. Nn night clubs or taverns. No
Singing Orchestra: South preferred. Amplifying
Shoe string producers
co-operative dance bands.
System, transportation. Just closed tenth eummer
ave your time and mineo by stating all. Booked
anist-Organist, stenography, age 20, blonde,
season Michigan's leading resorts. Address LARRY pleasing personality, taught accordion 3 years till December 5. PAUL BERLIN, 4268 Archer
Ave.,
Chicago.
01.
FULLER ORCHESTRA. Decatur. Mich.
at WurlItser's desires position with reliable
orchestra. RUTH BRINCK, Broadview Hotel,
AT LIBERTY
AT LIBERTY
Chicago.
no14

CIRCUS

David Longericker was mildly
gored in the left hip by a brahma steer
in the steer -riding contest. At the finish
contest.

PIANO PLAYERS

EXPERIENCED DANCE PIANIST -CAN READ,
take off end also fill In; prefer location;
single. CHUCK' RABER, 22' Auburn Ave.,
Pontiac, Mich.
EXPERIENCED PIANIST -NOVELTY, SONGS,
Solos. Appearance. Prefer South. MAURICE
LUCKETT, Eddyville, Ky.
PIANIST -READ, FAKE, ETC., CAPABLE AND
dependable. BOX C-214; care Billboard, Cincinnati, 0.

TENOR SAX, DOUBLE

SINGERS

Clarinet. Read, fake, swing, age 20 nonunion, go anywhere. JACK GARRETT, 109

COLORATURA SINGER

experienced.
Heights, Fla.

Hotel, West 47th St.. New York.

Columbia Place, Atlantic City, N. I.
would like to hear from managers interested
AT LIBERTY -LADY SAX WISHES WORK IN in such singing. Also sing concert, radio, opera,
South; preferably New Orleans or Florida; high -clam and club. CLARA HANCOCK, Rex
VERNA

WHIPPLE,

Orange
no21

Bryant 9-7090.

Phone,

In

the lineup were Frank Martz, Harold

Rilter,!Halloway Grace, Roy Mayes, Grady
Wilson, Les Karstad, Ted Miller, Earl

Moore, Sonny Hancock, Jack Roberts
and Alice Sistey.

In a statement to the press Colonel

Johnson and Les Stout, Boston Garden
pUblicity director, declared that they do

not feel that- the Boston Automobile
Show, which opens. this evening and
continues thru next week, will have any
appreciable effect on the rodeo gate
receipts.

The Colonel also announced that he
had received a telegram fromBob Miller.
representing Florida rodeo interests, urg-

ing him to consider winter rodeo enEaSements in the tropical State. Johnson declared that if he did organize
rodeo units for the Florida Invasion he
would not attempt to start until after Christmas or the turn of the new year.
Ile. stressed emphatically that he first
must clean up all work at hilt TexaS
ranches.

-
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Conducted by WM. D. LITTLEFORD-Communications to 25 Opera Place, Cincinnati

Unprecedented Gains Predicted

In Winter Sportsthe industry
Merchandise
an opportunity for good
As the nation prepares to enter into
the winter season in earnest, wholesalers
begin to feel the first effects of what
promises to be an unprecedented demand for winter sports merchandise.
Included in the early placements were
generous orders for sleds, ice skates,
skits, snowshoes, toboggans and many
items of winter sports apparel. This
type of merchandise, only introduced to
the industry during the past few winters, has been somewhat handicapped
by the lack of recognition as an important classification in the merchandise

profit in most instances.
Alert premium men are planning. to
feature more extensively winter sports

equipment and thus give it the full
measure of recognition that its rapid
grovith in favor warrants and at the
same time profit handsomely themselves.

Staple Item Orders Heavy
BOSTON, Nov. 7.-"Manufacturers are

way behind in shipments. Dealers in

field. However, the success which greeted this particular territory are having exthe efforts of those with initiative treme difficulty securing staple items."

enough to promote' this class has attracted the attention of a great many
leaders in the industry, with the result
that this season is expected to experi-

ence boom sales.
Increased average income, it is pointed

So declared, In no uncertain terms, the
Ruby China Company when asked for a
statement on current conditions between
the manufacturer and the wholesaler.
The Ruby company is looking forward
to the largest volume of business since
the halcyon days of 1929. It reports
that Japanese items are still used in
large quantities for premiums.

out, will be reflected in a more widespread use than ever of this type of
goods on the part of the public. Not
only is winter sports paraphernalia generally in the better -price category, but Toy Trade Is Prosperous
it is also the tendency of the purchaser
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Santa Claus this
to most often select only the quality Christmas
carry his biggest pack
items in the better price range, giving since 1929,will
according to the Toy Institute here. The retail toy volume is expected to reach $215,000,000, a 15 per
cent increase over last year.
Built-in Gadgets for
Reflecting America's dominant interests, Santa's pack will introduce more
The Modern Kitchen
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 7.-Gadgets are

one 'thing to look at and another thing
to live with, as any housewife or buyer
will testify. One of the most striking
features of the "New American Homes"
show, sponsored by the Philadelphia
General Electric Company, was the
kitchen, that focal point for enlightened
household engineering. The electrical
appliances, altho Interesting In themselves, were but part of a scientifically
planned workshop. All the various items
were arranged and built Into the room
in use sequence, applying the industrial
production -line technique for the first
time to the home.
Distributors and exhibitors maintained
that the maze of electrical appliances
could easily be concentrated into a single

unit, as shown here, and prospective
buyers soon find that using any one

appliance In the daily round of kitchen
tasks is an easy and natural thing to do
rather than an effort.
Architect and kitchen specialist com-

bined talents to organize the various
articles. And instead of presenting a
confusion of wires, the mixers, toasters,
fans, irons and radios at once made en
appealing room. The kitchen is molded
by and to the various devices rather

than taking on an appearance of a curl- day shop of electrical gadgets.

Shaving Kit Made
For Vending Machine
Among the interesting devices shown
at the National Inventors' Congress held
recently at the Hotel Clinton, Springfield, Mass., was a coin -controlled shaving equipment vender.
A. shaving kit, complete with razor,
may be obtained from the machine for
a dime. The kit contains a brushless

shaving cream, a cake of fade soap, a
towel of soft absorbent paper and a
powder puff impregnated with antiseptic powder. The razor has a blade sol-

dered to the frame which cannot be
removed.

WASHINGTON, Nov. 7.-Based on
statistics from '78 manufacturers, the

Department of Commerce reported that
orders booked for electrical goods during the third quarter of 1936 were valued
at 6189,516,083, compared with $190,597,939 in the second quarter and $143,132,022 in the third quarter of 1985.

Retail Trade Boosted
By Hint of Winter
The first hint of winter bolstered the

upward movement of many branches of
trade during the week ending October 31,

according to Dun Er Bradstreet's weekly review of business.
"As consumers covered deferred needs

generously," the agency said, "retail buying swung into a more accelerated gait."

"The growing shortage of holiday mer-

chandise and unrelieved delivery difficulties
in other goods indicated the development
of a sellers' market in the wholesale
branch."
"General industrial operations were unchanged, near -capacity schedules being
maintained in more divisions to align production closer with rising demand."

It Is estimated that retail sales for the
country were 12 to 18 per cent over the
same week in 1935, with percentage gains
in the major geographical areas as fellows:
New England, 15 to 20 per cent; East, 10 to

18 per cent; Middle West, 16 to 22 per
cent; Northwest, 20 to 25 per cent, and
Pacific Coast, 15 to 27 per cent.

than 1,000 new science building, transportation and housekeeping toys, as well
as a record crop of handicraft sets. The
predominance of toys reproducing peaceful arts and industries and home equipment as contrasted with European emphasis on uniformed dolls was demonstrated at the annual preview of Christ-

0.

Summary of
Business Trends
While business volumes in the first
half of October tended to expand from
the already high September levels,
since the midmonth they do not appear
to have changed significantly. Automobile production hes continued to expand. Steel mill operations were' apparently unchanged in the last week of
October at a rate somewhat lower than
in the first half of the month, tho above
the September average.
Among other weekly production indicators, bituminous coal output continued to expand more than seasonally,
while electric power production declined
slightly in the week ended October 24.
Freight car loadings recorded a small
seasonal decline in the same week. For
the month indicated daily average loadings were above those of September and
on the seasonally adjusted basis were
about equal to 'those of the recovery
high recorded in July.

Stock prices broke sharply on Monday
week had more than recovered the loss,
and were only slightly below the recovery high which, according to the Dow Jones "average" of 70 stocks, was recorded on October 17. Financial statements now available indicate that

of last week, but by the close of the

profits in the third quarter were well
above a year ago: For 245 corporations
the National City Bank of New York
reports
a gain of 59 per cent, as commas toys held by toy 'manufacturers pared with
a rise of 74 per cent in the
here.
second quarter and an increase of 42
per cent in the first three months of
this year, all comparisons being made

72ew Ziotk RuIrs-E>ies
By WALTER ALWYN-SCHMIDT

TEE wave of cold weather that followed a streak of unusual mildness late
in October cut down attendance in the still running Northern amusement parks. Early closing is only a question of a few days. Some that
had continued with a skeleton force will cease operation immediately following election day, which means that we have definitely reached the end
of the 1936 season. The amusement trades prepare for a very active 1937.

Late fall business leas been good, with the trade at present enjoying a
breathing space. Discussion centers upon next year's possibilities.

As regards locality the farm regions hold best promise for early spring
The leading preference at this time Is the wide farm belt
stretching from the Middle and Northwest thru the Lake regions into the
New England States with another not quite so promising belt in the southern part of the market. Farm income in these two regions has been good
and a great deal of pre -season work has been finished ahead of time. This
will provide families with leisure during the spring months. Planting reports are good. The solely industrial markets are spotty. Present indications are that the heavy industries will keep active thru the winter. This
will make the lake cities a good spot and there should be some useful pickings in the bigger population centers. Operators working from permanent
spots say that the noon -hour business has been dropping off somewhat in
the larger cities. but the evening hours are getting better. I have no explanation for this, unless it is that people are busier during the day than
they have been.'
promotions.

Men's items are active, with jewelry taking a leap into fairly high figures.

This was expected, but the demand is almost 25 per cent higher than last
year, which comes somewhat as a surprise. Women's knit goods have become
lively with the cooler weather. A line of men's socks .with garter attached is
causing much talk. Garterless stockings and socks may become a good fair
some fireworks late in
item next year. Halloween merchandise providedBuyers
are looking over
October and a rush of orders cleared the shelves.
their Christmas orders for possible shortages. Sidewalk demonstrators of
mechanical toys are getting ready for a little activity immediately after
election. They will have some fine novelties on hand.
As to the broaders merchandising trends for next year, automobile
accessories look rather favorable. A number of small cars have been contracted for by dealers, which should mean good business for polishes, electric
equipment, ash trays, etc. For midwinter selling consider snow glasses,
defrosters, chain links for emergency repairs and chains. While the market
is somewhat shy of novelties right now there will be plenty of them later on.
In fact, it looks as if we were running Into a real novelty boom. Manufacturers who have difficulty with their regular lines find that the market will
pick up any novelty. The designing studios are turning them out as fast
as they can. Household helps lead, but there will be a fair sprinkling of
tools, office aids and such items as bags, smokers' necessities and others.
Little things that sell these days: A small pressing iron for travel use
does well in New York. Tiny safety razors for women are consistently good
items and splendid for demonstration. Small photographic cameras, making
postal -stamp size pictures, and miniature cameras are okeh generally. Small
change purses, small cosmetic compacts and manicure sets to be carried
on the person should move easily.

with the corresponding. quarters of 1935.
-Survey of Current. Business (Nov. 5).

Salesboards Gdin
In Favor This Fall
It is expected that millions of heads
of poultry, including turkeys, chickens
and ducks, will be sold thru salesboards
for Thanksgiving and Christmas of this
year. It is also being noted that sales boards or pull cards of one pattern or
another are becoming as much a fixture
during the holiday season everywhere as
any other holiday goods.
That Thanksgiving, Christmas and
New Year's specialties will be sold in
larger quantities by means of salesboards
and the like this' year than at any time
in history is being predicted both by
distributors of the boards and by merchandise wholesalers catering to this
type of trade. The latter report that
everything from vanity sets and fountain
pens to radios, lamps and easy chairs is
being sold thru the boards this fall.
Liquor service sets are also a popelar
fall number on the boards.

Holiday Lines Show

Increase in Philly Area
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 7.- Wholesale

jobbers and merahandisers in the Philadelphia area reported that business activity was well sustained during the past
week, with holiday lines showing a steady
Increase. Widened distribution for the
gift Items added to the impetus of wholesale activity. And with retail buying
swinging' into a more accelerated gait
many buyers foresee the development of
a sellers' market in the wholesale branch
as delivery difficulties and a growing
shortage of holiday goods loom.
Altho general industrial operations remain unchanged, near -capacity schedules
being maintained in more divisions to
align production closer with rising demand, delays in receiving merchandise
threaten to hamper Operations and
shorten stock. Because of their delay
In covering requirements when the
markets opened many retailers now foresee loss of sales during the Christmas
season and 'already have started to place
spring commitments.
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FOR QUICK SALES-AT GOOD PROFIT
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Write to The Billbohrd, Buyers' Service Department, 25 Opera Place,
AA '
Cincinnati, 0., for addresses of companies in this department
Supplying the items which interest you..
lAUse
0 0Ica
Our o
Different Combination
somely made fur coats, featuring such
Sunwatch
midget Special Game
skins as Black Seal, pieced, and dyed
4 C. yardousr RAegirdeIceesk of the Size
Black Seal, dyed Coney; Mar A combination pocket sun dial and Coney;pieced;
LOWE BINGO CARDS Squirrellette and Cocoalcompass, known as the Sunwatch, is the mink.
The foregoing skins are used in
ShortenertPs IYa'y" ILn"gs. time.
latest convenience for the out-of-doors ette.
ileamses
Number of Genies.
the
creation
of
ladies'
coats,
but
Brand
5
person, just introduced by Outdoor Sup- also, features a line of white fur coats
Insures Greater Profits.
ply Company, Inc. The two instruments with muffs and scarfs to match for chil$1.50 Per 500
are set in a thin satin -finished solid dren and an assortment of black cloth
8 Sample
Card on Request. 60
E. S. LOolefepEt.C.0,MPANY
braes case about half the size of a coats with genuine seal skin, dyed Coney
cigaret case. The inside cover is fitted collars and interior lining for men.
with latitude, longitude and variation Silvered Fox scarfs, which look like
ligr3YOrk CIEyy
tables, permitting one to tell the time genuine silver fox and imitation white
1 1 240 rff 1344,
with accuracy and determine position by
fox
scarfs,
are
leaders
in
their
line.
The
the compass. Because of the item's uniare of the latest design in seal START WITH LETTER 0 IN CENTER, FREE
versal appeal, it can be used for a wide. muffs
5 Numbers awed any Liao Wiaa
number of gift, prize and premium skin and dyed Coney.
16
IS Dig... W., To sumo
2093
An early announcement in The Billpurposes.
board featuring thd fur items mentioned
above brought a fine response from
pitchmen, agents, canvassers and sales Pencil and Paper in One
board operators and gave every indica- ELGIN or WALTHAM 1.21, Ea.
A complete writing unit-pencil and tion that the fur items will be much in 7 -Jewel, 15 Size Watches. In New White Caaes.
7 -Jewel, 18 Size Elgin and Waltham, $2.70.
paper in one-is a new product destined demand during the late fall and winter Flash
Carnival Watches thate
hado not run, 500 each.
to be widely used by the premium trade. months. Especially for the Christmas
Send forList.
The pencil 18 of standard size and con- season are the coats, scarfs and muffs
Your Money Back If Not Satisfied.
CRESCENT CITY SMELTING CO.,
tains nearly a yard of paper for jotting expected to be big sellers.
Old Gold and Sliver Buyers and Refiners,
down data. A simple turn produces any
118 'N. Broadway,
St. Loch, Mo.
desired length of paper. The pencil,
said to be structurally foolproof, looks
like any other de luxe model, the paper
being cleverly concealed. It is precision constructed thruout, with all parts made
of high-grade materials, including goldplated clip and tip and mottled pearl
OVER 60% LESS THAN REGULAR PRICE
pyralin barrel. Refills are instant No. 1 --GILBERT ELECTRIC COFFEE
loading, adding to its popularity. R. W.
Ross Manufacturing Company, the makMAKER MADE TO SELL FOR. $12.50.
er, invites inquiries from the trade.
DOZ. $30.00

12.

Made of Litho-

BISONS

One el de fit-
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"COMBINATION GLASS CUTTER

KNIFE-Two Blades, Clip and Pen. Glass
Cutter and Corkscrew. Nickel Finish, Metal
Handle, Center with Fancy Color ed Cellu-

loid Inlay, equipped with Shackle for Chain.
Size of Knife Closed, 3%9". one Doz. In Pkg.
BlOC178

GRO25 12.00

DOZEN 1.05

Fa

N. SHURE CO.
Adams & Wells St.

CHICAGO

BIG BARGAIN BUYS

Samples .
$3.00 Each
6 -Cup Pyrex Pot-Electric
Stove
.

Sleet Master

Gilbert Motor Percolator

A sleet -covered windshield is a winter

driving peril moat car owners vividly
remember. Special fans, heaters, flexible tubing to direct the car heater
output against the glass, chemical
solutions, etc., have been used to
combat this hazard with varying success. The newest sleet -removing device
is the simplest and most direct, says
the Anderson Company, sponsor of the

BINGO OPERATORS Will do well to look this
item over.

No. 2-UNIVEX
CAMERA
Internationally Famous

-Limited Quantity

Sleet -Master. /t is a "spare" wiper blade.
easily and quickly interchangeable with

the regular "rain" blade whenever sleet

strikes. ft both melts the sleet and
wipes the windshield clear. Entirely self-

6280-800 Hole Lapel Watch Salesboard

Deal. Lapel Watches are American made and
fu ly guaranteed. Have real leather cords a d
as C. colored enamel fronts. Takes In 530.0 .
Pays Oct 40 pkgs. olgare4tes.
Per Deal
$9.95
3.75
In Lots of 3
3.4S
in Lets of 8

26% deposit required on 0. 0. D orders.

JOSEPH HAGN COMPANY

"The World's Bargain House." Dept. BB,
CHICAGO, ILL.
217.225 W. Madison St.,

contained, it puts no load on battery or
Comes complete with two refill
elements, enough for a normal season's
sleet insurance. in a handy box to tuck
in the car pocket. A good item for cold
months when other lines are slow.
motor.

by the overwhelming victory
PIECE SHAVING DEAL vindicated
of President Roosevelt, Seal, Inc., wellSHAVING CREAM 120 known manufacturer, is marketing a

Styptic Pencil
15 BLADES.
po Doei
No Orders for Less Than 10
19 -BOX
Deals, Include Postage.
CHOCOLATE

SNAPPY XMAs.
CARDS. Sample
Assort mt. Prep.d. 23C

I

..c

Costs You $5.25
Brings - $25.00

E.,

phased Boxes. High

BOXED XMAS C'RDS,
Wreaths. Sample
tuaoremnt. Prered
B L A D E S. D.

Deal &Saluboard,

Handsome

most timely and necessary item which
will be needed by every worker in the
United States. ft is Thermium card
protective sheaths for the Social Security
Identification Card 'which will be issued
by the government to all workers in the
very near future. These cards are covered

modern method of document
Quality Hand - pzezervation. A tough, transparent film
20/8's. Per Card AA
Rolled. 25% Die is welded on each side of the card with
Include Postage slivE
FREE CATALOG. a special applicator furnished by the
GOODS. Grose. P.
manufacturer. An excellent item for
CHAMPION SPECIALTY CO.

8141- CENTRAL STREET. KANSAS CITY, MO.

01/el -..404ci1PtSWO

streetmen, salesmen, demonstrators.

Offered for the first time are a num-

ber of startling fur values in coats, muffs
and scarfs. Charles Brand, whose slogan

"Everything in Furs" is well known to
the trade, has introduced to the market
a complete line of smartly styled, hand CATALOG AND COUPON
35c box of SALUTES FREE.
SPENCER FIREWORKS CO.,BB8- %%Polk, Ohio

WALTHAM B.
R.

movements, fitted In new

chrom.cases. Com-

plate with chain

te match. Special

Prim. Lots of £1, ea..

1331)

..

25% Deposit. Balance C. 0.
D. 50o Extra for Samples.

SEND FOR NEW 1935
PILGRIM WATCHCOMPANY
New York City.

181 Canal St..

Height 45' =Width 56"-

Weight 10 lbs.
Cash With Orders. Shipments F. 0. B.
N.Y.

.

GEO. W. CHESTER COMPANY, INC. 2

ZySly.:.10:t.?yr..

THE SMALLEST MIDGET RADIO MADE
EXACT SIZE 7-7/16x41/2x5%
WITH A DYNAMIC SPEAKER
Striped Walnut Cabinet You Don't
New Style Zephyr Dial
Method Tuning

Side

Lite Wound. Coils
Exceptional Sensitivity

Hair Line Selectivity
Moving Coil Dynamic
Speaker

Return coupon with order for Fireworks and get big

18 Size -15 Jewels,

Samples ..$1.00 Each
Background-Easel-Brush

71/2 Oz. Bottles Color -2 ails

by a

Low -Priced Fur Coats, Etc.

0

-1(

No. 3-KOPY KAT ART

STUDIO MADE TO SELL
FOR $2.50.. DOZ. $7.00

Protective Sheaths
With the Social Security Act now

17

Doz. . . $2.00
Samples . . 25e Each

READY
]CATALOGUE ON

Filtered Signal Detector
Tremendous Volume

Our Sets
Really

Work. Con-

tinnansre-

peat orders
is our best
proof.

43 Pentode Output

R. C. A. Licensed Tubes

.

AMERICAN WATCHES
QUANTITY BUYERS WRITE

BERK MDSE. CO. Inc.
145 West 45th St.

Need Any

Free Trials,

New York, N. Y.

Exclusive Style

Original Design

Set and Tubes Guaranteed

Send for
NOW
Catalog

PLAYLAND SUPPLY CO.
118 East 28th St.

$ 6 1 2.
in

of si

$ 6 7. sh
a

New York City
F. 0.o B.s N. Y.x 25% deposit
The Smallest Radio in the world with a full sized 5" Dynamic Speaker
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the musical novelty Industry," says M. M.

Here Are The BIGGEST MONEY
MAKERS and the BEST VALUES

Pochapin. Introduced less than a month
ago, this Bob Burns creation has gone
over the 100,000 mark in sales, and from
on Earth for Agents and Salesmen
all Indications will likely pass the milAmount.
Description.
Quantity.
lion total in the near future.
D. E. POp. iS3 "C
Bob Burns and his Bazooka have Just
Brar
Blade.,
ands 1st Quid. 1.000 .1.,-.
scored heavily in The Big Broadcast of
United & Charnel. Razor 3.75
Blades. Chelea
1937, with resulting great free publicity
Popular Brands 8. E. Re - 4.90
which should make the tieup a natural
Blades.
1,000....
for real sales. The Pochapin instrument
Shaving & Dental Cream.
5.00
66o Size. Ore. Assorted.
has all the sliding features of the Bob
Aspirin, Breath Pellets, Eto.
original and should go over big
.
08
25 Card Lots. Each Cord
The Magnotrix Novelty Corporation Burns
as a Christmas Item.
Arian.. Tins of 12. Res 1.60
again
hits
the
bull's-eye
with
a
real
trill 150. OPOSS Tins...
Mdse. for Side Line Sales. 1.30
fast -selling standard number for novmen. (Best). Gross....
Erwin S. Lowe. well known in the jobelty dealers, cigar stores, etc. Its new
Army & Navy Needle Books,
1.10
Sparkling Matches, Sparkling Cigarete bing and premium field, and Jeanette
250 Envelopes. Gross...
Marmon
were married election night,
Needles in Packages. Sell
and
Sparkling
Cigars
are
going
over
with
for 10c. 1.000 Packages 5.95
a bang. They are claimed to be harmless November 3, at Harrison, N. Y. Lowe ie
Sewing Needles.
25 Cloth
head of E. S. Lowe Company, exclusive
. 28
and possess a big element of surprise.
Stuck. 1.000 Needles..
manufacturer of Bingo games. Miss
Needles In Pkgs. Transparent Window. 1,000 Pkgs. 8.50
was born in London and since
I. F. Trading Company, premium me- Marmott
Self -Threading Needles. 10
1934 has resided in Long Island, N. Y.
1.30
Stuck. 100 Papers....
chancilse Jobbers, announce that they They
Needle Threaders on Cards.
will
reside in Manhattan. A host
have
established
a
special
department
.42
Retails 10o. Grose.....
friends extend to them congratulaCrewel Embroidery Needles,
devoted to bingo. Isidore Faber, direc- of
1.20
tions,
10 Stuck. 100 Papers..
tor
of
the
find
end
regarded
as
an
Style AAA Makeup. Books.
expert on games due to his long asso5.40
Attreotive
Gress.
ciation as game concessioner and operPLUS 1,0005 OF OTHER BIG VALUES.
For Direst Import and rectory Prices Send Orders to ator of sportlancls, states that he con- ROUTES
NEW YORK Only. Deposit of 25% With All siders bingo the game attraction of the
(Continued - from page 59)
0. O. D. orders. FREE CATALOGS.
hour.
OUR ONLY MAILING ADDRESS:
Rice, Arline: (Town Tavern) Cleveland, 0., no.
Rinaldo, Nintl: (Yacht Club) Chi, no.
The rapidly growing demand for its Ringer. Jemmy: (Casino Venezia) NYC, no.
(Gabriel's) NYC, re.
line of balloons. toyloons and sponge Risen, George:
Nano: (Rainbow Room) Rockefeller
901 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. N. Y. rubber balls has caused the Lee -Tex Rodrigo,
Center. 11. Y., b.

-
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CONTAINING 36 PAGES OF
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Rubber Products Company to enlarge
Its manufacturing plant. The firm's new
facilities will enable it to supply new
territories with its products and to meet
present Increased demands. Salesmen or
agencies with an established clientele
of novelty and toy jobbers, advertisers,
premium and specialty users are invited
to take advantage of newly opened territories.

The Supreme Specialty Company,
wholesale distributor, Kansas City,

headed by .Joseph Berkowitz, last week
leased the two-story building at 246062 Grand avenue, which will have live

times the space now occupied by the

The building contains about
7,500 square feet of floor space. This
company bias had phenomenal growth
under the direction of Berkowitz, who
started out last fall with -one salesman
and now has about 15 salesmen covering
Blue: (Centennial) Dallas, TeL
the Southwest. 0. L. Roberts, sales man- Steele,
Steele, Leo: (Chateau) Phil a, nc.
Marvel: (Utah) Salt Lake City, h.
ager, also deserves credit for his work Stelt,
Sten,
Eleanor:
(20th'Clentury) Phila, no.
towards the rapid rise of this fast-grow- Sterney, George:
(St. Merits) NYC, A.
ing company, as do S. L. Herman, office SteWart,'JaCkt (Chickasaw
Gardens) Albany,
concern.

RETAIL VALUE 4 5 ct PER SET

OUR PRICE 60 OPER SET
CONSISTING OF:

GIANT SIZE SHAVING CREAM
HOLLYWOOD HAIR DRESSING
GIANT SIZE TOOTH PASTE
LILAC VEGETAL

manager, and Jack Daly, warehouse manager.

EVER -READY SAFETY RAZOR

ECONOMY FIRST -AID KIT
QUALITY SHAVING BRUSH

IA

XMAS CARDS -8 fourfoid

cards with envelopes to match 7, In gift box. Pat b.

KEY CASE FLASH

FULL AMOUNT MUST
IMPERIAL MERCHANDISE CO., leg.

N. Y. C.

593 BROADWAY,

known distributors of watches, has Just
issued a special holiday catalog illustrating numerous American watches for the
Christmas trade. Catalog Is free for the
asking.

ACCOMPANY ORDER

Ga., nu

&bet, Allan: (Bedford Springs)
Springs, Pa., h.

GRAYOE LEWIS ROUGE-mxls
25% Deposit, Balance C. 0.

1E/

51767 -creche 3 -Blade

$1.35.'.
81766-Crecho 5-13Iade

1359137-24 Assorted Xmas Dards
In Box. Per Doren Boxes...52.85

Toothplek

Knives.

Gross,

T.thplak

Knives.

Gross.

$1.80.

NOVELTY
SWISS

DANCERS

$500
Per Gross
With Instruction Sheets.

B5868-21 Assorted Xmas Cards
Box. Per Dozen Boxes...54.50
133482-H nest Gyroscope Top.
Per Dozen, $1.30; Per Oro., $15.00
83463 -Jockey Gyroscope Top.
Per Dozen. 51.25; Per Giro., 514.50
8215111-13 iaok Creeping Mouse,
Sparkling Eyes. Per Gross.. ..53.75
82247 -Running Baby Turtle.
55.50
Pet Gross
B2210 - Mechanical Swimming
Doll. Per Giro.
58.50
82108 -Fur Jumping Dog, with
Rubber Tube and Bulb. Per Gross,
In

$6.75.

GELLMAN BROS

Per Grass
ing

.......53.50

85707 - KrInkle DancFlapper.
Each
Envelope

In

G 1 ass? ne

Gross

SC

OO
Pet

rat

price tag.

MINIATURE CHARMS

16231-

Donk1)ey
Charms
with 811k
Cord.

ONTINENTAL
MERCANTILE CO 414 &'WAY
NEW YORK,

Gra, 75c
B2226 -Elephant

Charms
with silk
Per

Ora. 85.
B231 0 - Beaty
Charms

with
Per Gress

Silk

SMALL 12 SIZE ELGIN AND
Fancy Venetian Cases, made by
Illinoi Waelts. Each Co.

WA LT H A M WATCHES in

Doll

Cord.

...... 7160
132325 -Camel Charms
with Silk Cord. Gm, 85o

7 Jew

15 Jewels.

I 9 North Fourth St.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

54.50 and Up.
ELGRaIN

Size,

THE "FIRESIDE VI A BETTER RADIO for LESS MONEY
"The FIRESIDE" is catching on all over the counOrders and reorders are flooding in daily! There's
hut one resson--"The FIRESIDE" is a better Radio
for less money! Illustrated is latest improved model.
No. 40. A. 0.-D. 0. -Smart, modern, walnut finish
cabinet. New improved white marble, full -vision calibrated dial. lights ny clewing red, 550 to 1800 kil.yclew-Pons quality RCA licensed tubes. Built-in aerial.
Amazing tone with new chromatic speaker. Powerful 1234

Selective, Accurate! AU parts thoroughly tested. Order
today! 25% deposit.
bal. C. 0. D. Circular on re-

quest.

$500
Lots of 100.

$5 35
Lots of 6.

$575
From 1 to 5.

FREELY CORP., 2 W 20th St., New York, N. Y.

...52.50
Each ... 3.00

DUEBER HAMPDEN WRIST
WATCHES -7-J.. $3.00; 15-J
DIA$3.1S
LADIES' GENUINE
MOND RINGS -10 Karat Solid
Gold, $3.50 and Up; 14 Karat.
&

ilroa d

odM

wrs.00

rAsr

CieLki

5211 X11A5 516115

"BEAUTY.GLO SIGNS ARE

56-1 ISs

Yellow top
style

new

dials.

cases,

fetter

Rebut it

movements .....

7-4. -53.25

LADIEIT 15.J. SWISS
WRIST WATCHES

Round,

Yellow -Top

:: Oases, Fancy Dial,
Rebuilt Movements.

00

JEWELRY NOVELTIES
Values $1 to $7.5014.50 Gr.
Doz., 25 for $1.00
10% with Order, Bal. C. 0. D.

TUCKER - LOWENTHAL
INC.
Wholesale footers

5 South Wabash Am.

ORIDA00, ILL.

SERV - ASensational
- LITE
Perform.
ance, Style and
Appeal.

Attached to any car
yEPV.A.L.ITE

in 5 minutes without
tools. Press a magic
button and a lighted
cigarette pops anti
A

In-

cludes an unbreakable, compact case;
handy ash receiver:
long -life lighter. Fully
automatic; guaran-

teed. Don't pass this
ready 'customers. LIST PRICE.... 202.92
Write today.

up! 24 million car owners are

TELEMOTOR CORPORATION,
New York, N. Y.

260 Fifth Ave.

WALTel HAM --111

Ca, 7.Jewel, Hunting Movement. Each. sPA
is -Jewel, $2.50; 17 -Jewel, S2.75.
SPECIAL PRICES FOR QUANTITY USERS
Sample 500 Extra.
26% Deposit, Balance C. 0. D. Send for Catalog.
SEIDMAN
NEW YORK, N. V.

FEE

N Y.

Men's Beautiful

Great Sale -While They Last

Cord.

DEFY Q

WRIST WATCHES

ton, D. 0., no.

V

:11265°°0;0:

FALL CATALOG READY.
Write for It Today.

Van Duser, Roger: (Lsrchmont Casino) Larch meat, N. V.. to

Pee

114
(2rt1.1)
Carries 55o

Looks like real $1.00 value. New
spun yard. Guaranteed Wrinkle -roof. Twist It,
crush It and the tie comes beakto its original.
shape, no
Makes knockout demonstration. 25% with order, Balance 0. 0. D., Plus

Vincent: (La Casina) Jamaica, L. I.,

Paul: (Cocoanut Grove) WashingT)Idesley, Bobble:
(Irvin Cobb) Paducah.
.Tuttle, Palsha: (Is Mirage) NYC, no.

OeL

W11M

nee you've

Ind., h.
Thompson, -Claude: (Gloria) Columbus, nc.
Thompson, Lang: (New Plaza)` St.- Louis, h.

Tremalne,

G'I

greatest val.

Ind., no.

132459 -Movable Hand
Wrist Watch. Each In Box.

614i

N

Thorn, Otto: ,(Alpine Village Ilotbrau) Cleve-

XMAS CARDS ASSORTMENTS
EXCEPTIONAL VALUES
135985-12 Assorted Xmas Cards
in Box. Per Doren Boxes...51.10
135985-20 Assorted Xmas Cards
in Box. Per Dozen Boxes...52.00

Now York City

WRINKLE -PROOF

Bedford

Trace, Al: (Sherman) Chi, h.
Traitors, Johnnie: (Eldorado) Detroit, no.
Tramp Band: (Cotton Club) 14YC, ob.
Trask, Clyde: (Lookout House) Covington.
nc.
Travers, Vincent: (French Casino) NYC, eb.

D.

BENGOR PRODUCTS CO.
10 E. 1716 Ii., Dept. K,

"The consumer acceptance of the land, re.
Ellis: (Zelli's) NYC, no.
Bazooka Is absolutely unprecedented In Tomson,
Toomey, Bob:. -(Casa- Lorna) South Bend.

FAST SELLING SPECIALTIES FOR DEMONSTRATORS-Pitchmen and Novelty Workers
SEND FOR A COPY OF OUR LATEST CATALOG

Dozen...WS

Nationally Advertised.

Taylor, Art: (Bartlett's). Rochester, N. Y., nc.
Terry, Frank: (McVan's) Buffalo. N. Y.. Sc.
Texas Co -Edo: (La Fontaine) Huntington,

Toyer,
no.

$1.60

LIGHTS, Dozen

T.
Berk Merchandise Company, Inc., well- Talge. Tommy: (Welber's)
Essington. Pa., ro.

.

STYPTIC PENCIL IN VIAL
GIANT SIZE DAVETTS TALCUM
TOOTH BRUSH IN CONTAINER

Rodrigues, Chago: (Bildebrecht) Trenton, h.
Rodrigues, Jose: (Montparnasse) NYC, Dc.
Roland, Will: (Scheniey) Pittsburgh, h.
Rosen, Tommy: (Wisteria Garden) Atlanta.
Royal Moscovians: (Gibson) Cincinnati, h.
Ruby & ors: (Hollenden) Cleveland, h.
Russo, Danny: (Indiana) Indianapolis, b.
Elanabria, Juanito: (Marta's) NYC. re.
Schreiber,Charles: (Stanley) Phila, R
S
reiber, Carl: (Ivanhoe Gardens) Ohl, O.
Scoggin, Chic: (El Tivoli) Dallas, no.
Sears, Carl: (Paramount Childs) NYC, re.
Septeto, Canto: (San &mei) Havana, no.
sham, Artie: (French Casino) NYC; ob.
Shevlin, Pat: (Pie(re's) Phila, re.
NYC, no.
Simmons, Lonny: (Black
Smith. Joseph C.: (Montparnasse) NYC, no.
Smith. Stuff: Mays)
(Man) NYC, na
About Town) NYC,
Smith. Willie:
Snyder, Dick: (Colonial) JaclusOn, Miss., pc.
South, Eddie: (French Casino) NYC,
Spitalny, Maurice: (Commodore Perry) Toledo. h.
Stabile, Dick: (Lincoln) New York, b.
Stanley, Stan: (St. Anthony) San Antonio, h.

Gifts

Xmas Signs
Tinsel
DON'T ORDER XMAS MDSE. UNTIL
YOU'VE READ OUR CATALOG.

MILLS SALES CO.
ESTABLISNED 1916

Icicles

Xmas Cards

'Tree Lights

A

SUMA

'MUM

"NATURAL."

Make a clean-up this season. Outsell all the others
11=14" Silver
became of superior attractiveness.
Glass Meanies o 14 -Ply bfatboard. Samples, 100,
or 13 for 51.00 with return privilege in 3 days if
Crigmal,
Spark.
not satisfied. It tail 25c to 35c.

ling DOM.. ah Slogan..
A 15.1)1 ..... PRESS,
547 Tiled. Streak
. Louisville, Ky.

You get one -your friends
get one-w1tbont east. Let its
amazing the details of this
amaTime Teller. Also it
can nay hersi money by

how to obtain without cost. Nothing
to buy or sell! Write fast.
GARDEN CITY NOVELTY
showing

CO., 4387.0 Ravenswood Ave), Chicago.

1000 BARGAINS
AGENTS UNDERSELL STORES.
Clothing. Dry Goods, Shoes, Notions. School Supplies, Novelties, Sales Boards, Razor Blades, Sundries.
en.mellos. Perfumes. Food Products, Soaps, Carded
Goods. Specialties, Etc. Big Illus. Catalog FREE.
RELIABLE JOBBERS, Dept. 368,
Chicago.
11130 West Roosevelt Rd.,

November 14, 1936

VanWinkle, Joe: (Melody Grill) Kokomo, Ind.
Vales, Esther: (Roosevelt) NYC, h.
Velasco, Emil: (Lookout House) Covington,
Ky., nc.

Big
Premium
Item!

York, no.
Weeks, Ronny: (Cocoanut Grove) Boston, re.
Weiser, Leo: (Michigan Tavern) Niles, Mich.,
no.

Weems. Ted: (Gibson) Cincinnati, h.
West, Neil: (Lewiston) Lewiston, Mich., b.
Whalen, Jimmy: (Bertolotti) NYC, cb.
White, Dave: (Oasis Grill) New York City, re.
Whitman, Bernie: (Mt. Pocono Grill) Mt. Pocono, Pa.
Whitney, Palmer: (Baker) St. Charles, Ill., Is.
Williams, George: (Little Hofbrau) Canton,
O. no.
Williamsk., Miff: (Mark Hopkins) San Fran-

No. 8101.
EACH

69c

cisco
William,s,

(Mark Twain) Hannibal,
Mo., b.
Williams Roy: (Cabin Club) Cleveland, nc.
Wilson, Les: (Three, o'clock) NYC, no.

Case is rondo of Metal, Crystal Finish; may
be had in assorted colors. Very compactly conestructed-size closed. 3 Rx2r, +k
Mayb
used for snap or
e pictures. Makes pictures
size 1% al % .One of the LATEST MODELS-very umessful as a seller. Produces
very excellent pictures that may be enlarged.

Wilson, Ray: (Golden Pheasant) Jamstown,
N. Y., nc.
Winton, Bkrry: (Sapphire Room) NYC, no.
Wints, Julie: (Top Hat) Union City, N. J., no.
Wolohan, John: (Wolohan's) San Francisco, b.
Woodburry, By: (Semloh) Salt Lake City, h.
Y
Yates, Billy: (Show Boat) Pittsburgh, no.
Youengteg, Sterling: (Beverly Wilshire) Los An -

Ten for $6.50

No. 6102 FILMS, for Above. Put up e Ex Roll.

Dosursozens Ro Inllsa

SEND FOR CATALOG.

85c

B.

ROHDE-SPENCER CO.
(Wholesale House)

223-25 W Madison St.,

Joe:

Chicago

h,

z

Zarin, Michael: (Waldorf-Astoria) New York,
Joseph: (Larne's) NYC, re:
EWELED LADIES BAQUETTE WATCH Zatotir.
Zelman, Rubin: (Caravan) NYC, nc.
With 50 Sparkling F. -Simile Diamonds
SPECIAL- Zwolin, Ted: (Jake McKevitch Bar) Detroit.
No. 111-Nlo 0

DRAMATIC AND MUSICAL -

53ed00From

GOING BIG EVERYWHERE!

BOB BAZOOKA

BURNS

Sure Fire Premium
JUST STACKED WITH

MONEY MAKING POSSIBILITIES
Our recent announcement brought quick action. Orders

from all parts of the country for the hottest novelty
item to hit the market in years. Personally sponsored

by Bob "Bazooka" Burns, here is your chance to cash
In on millions of dollars of free publicity. The Bazooka
and Bob are on the'Radio every week and have just
scored heavily In the new picture, "The Big Broadcast
of 1937." Other pictures starring Bob and the Bazooka
now in production. The tie-up is a natural and will
sell millions of Bazookas.

ANY ONE CAN PLAY IT
have

to

know h o w
to play an
instrument

to play the

Bazooka.

lust sing Into it and out
comes beautiful music.

Lots, Ea. $5.50

Blossom Time: (Nixon) Pittsburgh 9-14.
Boy Meets Girl? (American) St. Louis 9-14.
Boy Meets Girl: (Plymouth) Boston 9-14.
Call It a Day: (Grand) Ohl.
Children's Hour: (Shubert) Newark, N. J.. 9Send for Latest List.
(Nixon) Pittsburgh 16-21.
FRANK POLLAK rieurfSWirorrt Co14;-Respondent
Unknown: (Locust) Phila 9-21.
Dead End: (Studebaker) CM 9-14.
End of Summer: (Erlanger) Chi 9-14.
agru:(LoribilrBoasto.n4;-21(H...)
SELL BIBLICAL SIGNS
FlAtu
Cleveland 16-21.
Every Home, Churchs Sunday
Great
Walt.
(Hartman) Columbus, 0., 12-14.
School, Hotel buys d a . .1 i n a tinselled SPARKLITE Mottoes. Lame Lady Precious Stream: (Royal Alexandra)
for all. Dent So (In 100
Totonto 9-14.
117tehrigt: selection
Lots). Sell for 21c-400% Profit. Naughty Marietta: (Hanna) Cleveland 9-14.
KING
Mail 100 for SAMPLE and 2 -way Nasimova: (Chestnut St.) Philo 9-14.
"talking" Order Blank. Address
SPARKLITE, 750S Exchange Ave., New Faces: (Forrest) Philo, 9-21.
No. 100-Flne Ladles' Jeweled Watch, Complete
h BoEachx. Chrgmlum Bracelet. In Dozen $2.25
Lots.
Sample, 500 Extra. 25% Deposit, Bal. O. 0. D.

Dept. 111, Chicago.

)

63

A FOUR STAR HIT

w

Wagner, Bill: (Jimmy Kelly's) Brooklyn, no
Waller, Fats: (Boston) Boston, t.
Wallis, Jack: (Yacht Club) NYC, no.
Warner, Billy: (Twilight Inn) East Paterson,
N. J., re.
Warren, Arthur: (Hollywood) NYC, ch.
Waters, Ethel: (Pal.) Cleveland, t.
Watkins, Ralph: (Riviera) Fort Lee, N. J., cb.
Watkins, Tommy: (Arundel) Baltimore, h.
Watts, Kenny: (Dicky Wells) Harlem, New

p

The Billboard

WHOLESALE MERCHANDISE

Just Sing..

SAMPLE,

50c

Plus 15c Postage.

$3.60 Dozen

In Lots of 1 Doz.
or more:

kk. REG. PAT. PEND.

The Bazooka is so constructed +that it resembles the
Burns original instrument, sliding features and all.
It is 21" extended and 16" collapsed. Finished in
a beautiful golden tone, the Bazooka makes a
knockout flash.

CASH IN WITH THIS SENSATIONAL NOVELTY. ORDER TODAY
AVENUE
YORK, N. Y.

M. M. POCHAPIN, INC. 'NEWH

page 84)

(see ROUTES

*

ONCE IN A LIFETIME

PREMIUM & NOVELTY
Manufacturers and Jobbers

THIS MONTH about 30,000,000

people--EArnost every person in the
U. S. A. who has, a job -will receive
from Washington a little "Social Security

SOCIAL,

SECURITY

87(6-5 5..011%9

Identification Card." This card, an Important
document to be kept for thirty or forty years,
had to be printed on relatively fragile material
because the time was so short.
You an cover these cards for people by the most modern method of document preservation at 10c each and make a 300% profit. The Social Security Board would undoubtedly
have provided this protection for these cards if the time had not been so short.
Samples of "Thermium" Sheaths and full instructions as to this rare opportunity will be
*A

the

XMAS
Holiday Merchandise Issue

sent for 25c in stamps..
See Our Advertisement on Page 65.

,

SEAL, Inc. Shelton, Conn.

FRE

of

TRIAL
DAY

TPBE ffEw-gRAL RADIII$
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

ff1.4)
031111Ye
Will Be on Sale November 24
A Full Month Before Christmas

Christmas Buying Will Reach the Highest Peak
Since 1929

YOUR Sales Depend Upon Whether or Not You Advertise

in the Big Selling Issue

-

MAIL YOUR. COPY TODAY
Forms Start to Press Thursday, November 19
"71111111a

SIZE: 11 .x7 1/2"x5

GENERAL WIRELESS
$LABORATORIES, Inc.
A 240 W. 23rd St. (Cwt. 2-F) New Ink. R. Y.
k eN la

TI9 this GENUINE GENERAL
RADIO for S days AT OUR.
RISK. You'll find it the best
buy on the market-or your
money refunded. No question.
asked. (Lees freight charges.)
FAST SALES! BIG PROFITS!
Modern Walnut Cabinet. Powerful dynamic Speaker. Superb
tone. NEW S.00LOR DIAL.

R. 0. A. Lice
-one MeLmi.

needed.

Bed Tubes

No aerial
A.

C: D.

Or

C.

Packed in air cushioned cartons.
FREE I 'NEW Ill? CATALOG

aanolnagrgs Build

9LOT5S

0

OF SIX

S7445
SAMPLE
SET
215 K with order.

balance 0. 0. D.
Remember-Mte
0
Idion re Mon.
eyRefunded.
Refunded.

L1N

:41

LOOK! JUST OFF THE. PRESS. OUR 1937
GENERAL CATALOG.164 Pages of Latest

and Fastest Selling Items at the Lowest

Possible Prices... Be sure and ,Tention your Line of Business.

MIDWEST MERC I -IAN DISE CO.
.102.6.--28 BROADWAY, KANSAS CITY. MISSOURI.

The Billboard
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WHOLESALE MERCHANDISE -PIPES

Wewoka, Ada., Coalgate and Atoka. The

by BILL BAKER

OAK BALLOONS

Are Flashierson Faster!

Unusual

and unique.

That's why Oak bal-

loons, for 20 years,
have been the best
sellers.

At Leading Jobbers!

ane

OAK

Russurre Ca

the town hall. Would like to see pipes
from Doc F. Street, Chief Sunny Sky,
Rolling Cloud and Rusty Swan. Now to
get my Biliyboy and settle down to a

ItAVEMPIR.ON10.

lighter flint cards and slogan signs. All three

items are sold to practically the same prospects. A lad who is on his toes can take advan-

day's reading."

,

WHY NOT work the push first anrikeep the

thickheads for belly?

HEADQUARTERS FOR
SPECTACLES and GOGGLES

cards Hot -Shot Austin frtim. Leonard,

"Business hasn't been so hot in
these parts. Met Tom Smith and the
Tex.

Optical Specialties
17 N. Wabash Ave.. Chicago,

missus and Buster and Peggie Dunbar in
Prescott, Ark., and had a nice visit with

Every $1.00 Gets you $5.00
Yes, sir real profit. Goodrich
Hone Worker@ enrage have
dough. and when you ten DM ade bY the
oTdrich Co., Est. 1584. the7
buy with confidence. Pitchmen.

rHones

Window Workers, Distr. write
Each Hone In

son ah

500 Silver De
Luxe Box.

am.B
rices. 104est

pSample

GOODRIOH.

1500 West Madison,

Chicago.
Dept. B0-11,
IT'S BANKER PENS AGAIN

Plungers. Vacuums. Combinations, Stream Line and
Ballet Shapes. All fitted with the new 2 -Tone
Points. It's all in the Pen Point.

DEMONSTRATORS-Get my New Prices on Xmas
Pitch Package.
JAS. KELLEY, The Fountain Pen King,
457 grimy, N. Y. C.: CHICAGO, 180 W. Adons St.
784 Mission St., San Francisco, Calif.

HAND STROPPERS

.

must secure a permit for each spot
played."

THE LAST FEW years have seen numerous

What a relief it would be for humanity if some
fair-haired lad came along and contrived a device to keep a person's nose out of the other
person's business. Think what it would mean
to the pitchman, to say nothing of the dividends
which the inventor would accumulate.
.

chased a new trailer for the missus while
in Omaha. How is everything, Jack
Young, Bill Goforth, AI and Ann Decker

and the Jim Osborne and Al Wallien

families? Pipe in, Jeff Farmer and Mickey
Walker."

Frofits easilIIbMery earned wiling new 21 Assortment Sells an sight for $1.00.

DOROTHEA ANTEL
New York, N. V.

Save
= 0%
at,

r

.95

Diamond. In the Country.
H. SPARSER & CO.,
108 North 7th Street, St. Louie, Mo.

PEN WORKERS iclEmPORJua

EVERLAST Pen & Pencil Co., Inc.
805 Fourth Ave., Dept. II, N. Y. 0.

;

JOHN F'. SULLIVAN
NEW YORK CITE.

455 Broadway.

Fast Service Sully.

PITCHMEN - DEMONSTRATORS- FOOT
POWDER WORKERS
The Biggest Money Grater In Te.tY Years
QUEEN'S "FOOT FOAM"
The two sided double color bar of Medicated
Foot Soap. Nothing like it ever before. Remarkable chemical demonstration gets the quarters. Radiotized Crystals Free with each sale.
Make your pitch bloomer proof. "FOOT FOAM"
pt up In a flashy package. Clean up in chain
department stores.

C 4.00

rgregnta

Per Or.
atm certificate of
of merit.
moo
Complete Samples 250. Experienced pitchmen
only; others save money.
QU
TS
SEEN PRODUCTS
1880 Ouerlain Si,,
New York Olty

WILL WIN
With These Xmas Slamialer

Do.
DE LUXE, FLASHY 3 PC. PERFUME SET.$2.25
REAL LEATHER CIGARETTE CASE .... 1.80
THANKSGIVING.XMAS SIGNS for Stores. OS
CREPE PAPER XMAS WREATHS, 411.- .75
1.80
BIG VALUE 21 -CARD XMAS BOX
POPULAR 12 -CARD XMAS BOX
.95
things on list. Trial orders welbomed.
Depositoo
Samplen C. 0. D. orders. Prices F. 0. B..
N. Y.
s at wholesale. plus postage.
CHAS. UFERT
DEPENDABLE
18 East 17th St.. SP
SERVICE
New York
ALWAYS

XMAS PEN SALES
100% Workers,
Extra Heavy Point.
41=2131REEIRRI=.
AUTOMATIC PLUNDERS
Founteln Pons In Solid Gold and Gold Plate at

joyed.

all PH"'"GET OUR PRICES FIRST"

DOC TOM McNEELY .
from Pueblo, Colo., that due to
lads are long overdue with a cards
the serious illness of his wife, who un-

pipe. Come on, boys, limber up and shoot
'em in.

THE N -R INFO. CO.,

Ago

EVERYTHING IN FOUNTAIN PENS & SETS.

visit to the Pipes desk Speedy infoed that preparing for the annual holiday business. Rehe expects to go to Miami this winter. He member, boys and gals, get those orders in
says that the fair season just ended gave early.
SOME OF YOU

Bey your Sundries. Specialties. Supplies.
direct from manufacturer
Blade..
through our Mali -Order Department. All
We have
orders mailed postpaid 157
Send for FREErm. mail-order

PENCIL COMBINATIONS. THEY
WORK and GET THE MONEY.
Send foe Illustrated Circular.

This year marks my 19th
in the delta. Dewitt Shanks, do you

him the best business he has ever en-

ifinn Crtd

PLUNGER FILL-VOCE-ono A

Dyersburg. Tenn.: "Glad to learn that all
the- boys are doing so well. Would like
to use this pipe as a plug for the Heart
of America Showmen's Club. I don't
see where the lads could spend $6 a year
to any better advantage. Plan to go to
Texas for a month and then to Florida.
Let's see some pipes from Joe Morris
Morrie Davidson, Ray Redding, Harry
Webber and the remainder of the lads
and lassies. Plan to stop off in New
Orleans and visit the boys on my way
to Florida."
'STILL IN
.
land of cotton and money," scribbles W.
D. Cooper from James, Miss. "Sheet writers are on every road and carnivals
in every town in this territory. Looks
as tho everyone is sporting new clothes
and trading for new cars. There have
been some squawks, but Old Sol is shining and I'm smiling. Have been working
closed plantations and preaching home

was in Cincinnati last week, shopping remember Greenville in 1921?"
around for a car and house trailer. In a WONDER IF THE window demonstrators arc

228 West 72d Street,

Send for Catalog. Biggest
to teed Watches and

BEEMAN YANCEY . . .
after a year's silence, wigwags from

ownership.

SPEEDY ROSE .

Write for particular.

gains

sEnsPLUNGER
FILLER VAC
ZIP! ONE PULL-IT'S FULL!

. .

.

also stock out of Frenchy's Car. Pur-

CHRISTMAS CARD AGENTS

GENUINE DIAMOND RING
Solid Gold Mounting

San Francisco," cracks T. (Haynes) Mctwo weeks and getting my share with the
little white mouse. Saw Tom Barret, Also had nice chats with Bill Danker
with dots and dashes, taking in dimes
faster than the mint could. supply 'em."

$62.45 worth of his novelties at Columbus, 0. "Police Prosecutor Kemp of
avert a controversy I would like to cor- Columbus has sent out a national
in an effort to apprehend the
rect an error I made in my pipe which broadcast
appeared in the issue dated October 31." culprit," Williams adds.
pens Harry P. Rose from Sunbury, Pa.
THE LUESTION "Who is the the poor man's
"The State mentioned in regard to
Claus?" can be answered in just two
amusement permits should have been Santa
words-The
Pitchman.
Pennsylvania instead of Texas. Here one
"IN ORDER TO .

and the missus shoot in from Ponca City,
Okla.: "Have been making dale days here
to fair biz. Saw Frenchy Thibault,
Johnny Vogt, Eddie St. Mathews and Doc
Lund on our way thru Omaha. Some one
lifted Johnny's new suit and overcoat and

MOO per Gross. Sample. 850.
RAZOR STROPS. $480 to $72.00 per Oro.
WALLENBECK MOLAND MFG. 00
sandwich. Ill.

Deot. H-81, Box 358, Hammon. Ontario.

. .

other half of those famed pitch twins,
from Trenton, Tenn., under date of November 1. "Work here tomorrow and
then Dallas until the exposition closes.
The season has been our best since 1929.
Just purchased a new house trailer end
pulling it with a Chrysler. It is our intention to open a med show in the
spring. Met quite a few of the boys and
gals while working the fairs. Circleville,
0., v)as the best for us. Saw Bill Millington and the missus there and learned
that the missus and I were schoolmates.

oldtimers. Leaving here for Lufkin, Tex." reports that a lad recently made off with

JACK FLOWERS .

'iris

"HERE'S ONE FROM .

them. They are just a bunch of good FRED X. WILLIAMS

inventions for personal safety and comfort.

r

the traveling contingent, as one can make
trades for gas and oil and ofttimas cash to

Pierson, Johnnie Abeher and Doc Crosby," Cluskey. "Have been here for the last

11°ir,

NEW ERA OPTICAL CO.

tage of a profit on all of the items when making a call. The items are also a life-saver for
boot.

"AMONG THOSE . . .
present at the big doings here were Bill

We carry a Complete Line of Goggles,
Field GIamee, Microscopes and Optima
Our prices aro the lowest,
Marchandleo.

for lowead. gro.

ful disposition to get over those seeminglyimpassable rough spots.

last week. He says he plans to hit
JIMMY DOYLE . .
Infos that he will be kicking the snow- the road again soon with the checks: He
balls around this year at 43d and Broad- plans to spend the winter in Florida.
BILL FARRIS .
way, New York, and in Washington. The
after a year's silence, Infos from Indianformer candy butcher with the Al G. "JUST CAME UP . . .
apolis that he is still working solder to
Barnes Circus has been working thru from the mining country of Ohio," cards fair results. He says that there are few
the East this summer.
Kid Carrigan from Columbus, 0. He road men in the Hoosier capital at pressays things are booming once more and ent and that after watching Al Rice
CHIEF GRAY FOX . . .
he hasn't seen a med show since jam at a plant there recently it is his
scribes from Wellington, Ill., under date that
he left Chicago. He expresses the hope opinion that Al is one of the cleanest
of November 2: "Had our first snow of the that they are doing okeh and would workers he has ever lamped. Farris infos
season here last night and the weather like to know what has become of the that he plans to go down yonder soon.
has turned cold. The weather isn't hurt- Mighty Dillon.
ing biz, however, as we continue to pack
"NOW THAT OUR . . .
'em in. Natives have informed me that
HUSTLER'S TI Ps Aspirin card purveyors fair season is behind us we are headed
our show is the only free one ever held in could
for
California," pens Mary Ragan, the
increase their volume by also handling

loons have more lustre.
Designs are striking.
are

WHO KNOWS of a better way than a cheer-

(Cincinnati Office)

The colors in Oak balNovelties

mule sale at Fort Smith, Ark., is n. g.
Haven't met many of the fraternity in
these parts. Shawnee, Okla., is closed.
Dick and Honey Jacobs and Curley
Bartok, why don't you pipe in? Dr. Victor Lured, where are you hiding? Write
in, folks, and let us know what territory
you are working. The oil fields here
are working night and day."

NASSAU PEN & PENCIL CORP.

118 Neseau St.,

NEW YORK CITY. N. V.

derwent a gall -bladder operation recently, he was forced to close his Satanic
Show. Doo says that the missus is rest -

VETERANS'
BIG SELLERS!
are increasing.
Newt

CAREFUL. STUDY and earnest action in any
business usually bring favorable results.

MEDICINE HEADQUARTERS

Flash Cove, Primer ofG Constitutions EveryBARNEY BANES...
easily but her condition is serious. body
must have one. Will Rogers' Latest Jokes, Sc.
veteran key -check worker, who has been log
Flashy Armistice Day Closing Cards, 15c. Veterans'
He
adds
that
Howey
Snow,
wife
and
Holiday Flashes. Se. Veterans' Joke
working at another line the last two daughter have returned to their home in Magazine,
2c, So. Patriotic Calendar
Hot Season.
years, was a visitor to the pipes desk De Leon, Tex., and that business for the Books,
Sr.
Samples, toe.
VETERANS' SERVICE
MAGAZINE,
1 67 Leonard Street, Now York.
season was pretty good.

W. C. BARNARD
Writes on

"HAVE BEEN HERE

Pitchmen Are Super

in the heart of the oil fields for the

Salesmen

Doc Roberts' opera in Oklahoma City.
He has been working the ,same lot in
that city for more than four years. I
think that is a record of some sort. Besides a good, clean show he has the good
will of the natives. Have worked the
following towns in Oklahoma without

In the Christmas Number
of The Billboard Dated
November 28, 1936

last two weeks," booms Madeline E.
Ragan from Ada, Okla. Visited Little

readers

to

good

results:

Seminole,

Greatle

A complete Medicine Show, private label, and Office
Special Line. SUPERIOR SERVICE. Wholessale
Catalog and. Office Special Price List upon regime.
GENERAL PRODUCTS LABORATORIES,
Mfg. Pharmacists,
137 E. Spring Street,
Columbus, 0.

PEN ASSORTMENTS
New Stock. Latext Colors all year round. Send

Mum orders to BERK'S for mnahty merchandise

and prompt shipments. Send $2.150 for Samples.

BERK BROS. NOVELTY CO.

28 East 17th Street.

New York CRY:

I
1
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QUICK SALES-BIG PROFITS.

Grodin line is "Tops." Don't buy anything in
Pens or Pencils till you get our high quality. low
The

price list of bargains.

Pitchdom Five Years Ago

Write today.

GRODIN PEN CO.. 996 litidway, Nov Von, N. Y.

Announcing

O UR COMPLETE

HOLIDAY LINE
Yellow

and Rhodium line
of Rings
-includes
Mena

&

Ladies'
LaRhoda
Gems.

Three
NEW
BirthsNt fabgiee
and CamtiamT1':."

Line

ble-18 Rings. $2.00. Sold only

vaila
oa Dealers.

HARRY PAKULA & CO.
5 North Wabash Ave..
BRILLIANT

HAPPY NEW YEAR

Tinsel

Chicago.

L

XMAS SIGN

11143

WillOff! Not

Corns

Sire 11"x1 4"

RETAILS 25o
80 each 50 or

Less than 50-

more, 5'h c each;
100 or more, 5o
each. All orders
50% dep.; for-

BUY FROM MFR. NO SUBSTITUTES. FREE: B SIGNS
WITH EVERY 50.
1122 -Wishing You All A
Merry Xmas.
1123-Wisbing You All A
HELM, and Prosperous
New Year.
R24 -Wishing You All A
Merry Xmas and a

Happy New Year.

Sol Addis, seed worker, after giving

Broadway the double -O, blew that spot 111
favor of a pitch store in Springfield, Mass.

.
. George Stewart returned to Cincinnati for the holiday season.. . . Sulphur,
La., was the land of "no dinero" for Hot Shot Austin. . . . C. L. Delaney, after a
successful season ahead of that ace pitchman, Ross Dyar, took a position as branch
manager at Youngstown, 0., for Seven
Bakers Brothers, of Pittsburgh: . .
Johnny McLane was clicking in Cincy
with paddles.. . . Plans were being made
to do away with the last hitching post in
Newark, N. J. . . . Joe Clark was rambling
thru Kentucky and finding things none
too good. .. . . Philip Goldfarb, suave
.

master of ceremonies during the sum-

mer months at the White Row Lake

House, Livingston Manor, N. V., made his
annual hike to Park Row, New York, to assist his dad in doling out supplies to pitch-

..Jimmy Lyons was finding biz
fair at his new store in Springfield, Mass.
. . . Mary Ragan was taking a much .

.

needed rest in her home town, Indianapolis,
. It was formal opening for
J. A. (Pie) Picardat and his new United
.

.

Trade Press in Richmond, Va. . . . S. N.
Ullman and Frank X. Murphy were hav-

ing quite a time of it cutting up jackpots

in a North Dakota hotel.
. Tulsa,
. Included among the contingent of pitch .

R25 -Do Yeur Xmas Shore Okla., was okeh for Jerry Russell..
ping Early.

R26 -Let tie Help You Select
Your. Xmas Gifts.
R21 -Buy Your Xmas Gifts
eign, full amount.
Here and Save.
R28 Wines & Liquore-Ideal
Xmasifts.
1129-A SmallG Deposit Will Reserve Any Article
Until Xmas.
R30 -A Large Selection of Useful Xmas Gifts.

R31 -Large Selection of Xmas Toys at Lowest Prices.
SPECIAL SAMPLE OFFER-ALL 10 SIGNS
50c. PREPAID.
Free Extra -Low -Price Catalog of Gifts, Trimmings.

.

men at the Spartanburg, S. C., Old Home
Week Celebration were Morris Kahntroff
and partner, Herb Casper; Jackie Keegan,
Bill Cox and Sid and Mike Shipman.. .
All in all, John C. Carter was finding conditions good over the country. . . Keyes

Milton, after sustaining a broken hip
while performing with C. L. Stumpf's

By SID SEIDENBERG

Many of the old heads of Pitch-

dom have told me that I would
never settle down after my 18

years on the road. Ofttimes I feel

that I could choose a town I like,
go into it, drag the streets and
town hall over me and make the
last stand-for the rest of my
days. Of course, I haven't tried
it and I'm not certain that I would
or wouldn't "stay put" after observing these old babies year after
year, however-some vowing that
it is their last season on the highways and byways of the nation
and then seeing them pop up in
some town-even after telling
friends that they have quit-well,
I guess some day I will make a stab
at being "put" and let Father Time
decide whether I will or won't suffer with the "itchy foot."
One of the worst cases of "itchy
foot" in Pitchdom has a stranglehold on my good friend Max Grodsky. Max started out in life as a
perfectly good watchmaker, enjoying a lucrative business in his own
establishment in St. Louis. About
12 years ago he got a yen for California and sold his store lock, stock
and barrel for 800 simoleons. He
took Horace Greeley's advice and
went west. His 800 smackers went
west, too, but a little farther than
Max. On the Coast, broke and
faced with the prospect of getting
a good panning if he returned
home busted, wasn't the dish. Max
ordered. He took to peddling
needle books and soap from house
to house. From those items Max
went to bigger sellers with a larger
take and after accumulating a
good-sized b. r. purchased a drug
store in Brooklyn. The drug trade,
together with his watch -repairing
bench in the store, proved too
much for this high-pressure baby.
It Wasn't long before he turned
over a perfectly good business to
one of his brothers, who was out
of a job, and returned to the highways with the tripods as a meal
ticket. The last time I saw Max
he was driving a new Ford to the
East Coast. He was returning from
the West Coast, working razor blade sharpeners and keeping his
joint mighty hot. He was collecting plenty coconuts, for he works
corners, doorways or what have

you on the outside and jumps
into windows with his p. -a. system
in towns that are hostile to the

FOAM CONTROL

Genuine--HURST GYROSCOPES-- Genuine
The Leader for Demonstrations for Nearly Thirty Years.

BUY FROM
YOUR JOBBER
All Cash With Order. No

Direct Shipments Only for

C. 0. D. Shipments.

L. J. HURST MFG. CO.

Indianapolis, Ind.
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Pitchmen I Have Met

Medico Comedy Company, was sent
etc. Tree Light Set of 8, 21c; 4 -Fold Xmas Cards home to Mt. Vernon, Ill., for treatment.
(Boxed), 10 for 10. 21 for 18.
outdoor worker.
LIBERTY SALES CO., 24 E. 21st St., N. Y. City. . . . J. Rottman and Ben Fried had evMax is 31 years old and calls St.
erything to themselves at the Shreveport,
Louis his home.
La., Fair. . . . Clark, the sox king, was
SLIP -NOT TIES
NEW FALL LINE. Silk- scoring heavily at Arkadelphia, Ark., ac
Lined-Jacquard Figures- cording to Louis Collins. . .
Starting
Stripes. Plaids. Solid Colors. out with Toledo his destination, Leland thence back to Newfoundland for the
$2.26 par
date at Bell Isle.
Past
Send'iler.
Johnson
got
his
U.
S.
routings
mixed closing
for Sample Doe.
Doe.
Elliott, who will henceforth title his
52.60 Postpaid. Money re- and wound up in Omaha. . . . Robert N.
carnival
the Frank Elliott Shows, elimifunded if not satisfied.
K. Rail' blew into Cincinnati on his nating the
title, plans on
annual visit, preparatory to joining out fighting theBluenose
PrattItt. Leader Ties
ridiculously high towing
with a med show. . . Stanley Anderson charge for a few
hours'
work to the last
Ready -Made Knots. Hold its shape forwound up a winner after four weeks on ditch. In the meanwhile
carnival
ever. NEW FALL LINE-Silk
14th street, New York, with auto wax. equipment is held under thethe
Lined. Fast 500 sellers.
attachment
.
$2.25 PER DOZEN.
.
. That's all.
at Pictou, as is the schooner. Mariners
Send for Sample Dozen, 52.90 Postreport that $1,000 would have been
paid. Money refunded if not satisfied.
Nest Fall Line Fourdn-Hand Ties,
plenty high for the salvaging.
TRIALS
Silk Lined. $15.00 ero. Sample
doz. $1.50 postpaid.
(Continued from page 54)
M. LEVINE, INC., 13 N. 13th St.,
Company and Frank W. Elliott. The
only personal contact was when the capWherever Beer is Sold
tain of the tug asked the skipper of the Concessions and Truck at
schooner if the latter were insured.
Charleston Destroyed byFire
The exorbitant claim for the salvaging,
CHARLESTON, S. C., Nov. 7.-On the
which occupied only several hours, and
is a necessity!
the attachment were protested by Elliott, morning of November 5 six concessions,
Poem Control puts a uniwho
immediately
sent
a
lawyer
from
Chevrolet truck and Matter were
form collar on every glass of
Amherst to Halifax to submit the pro- one
beer. Reduces scraping to
a minimum. giving a greater
test to the Admiralty Court there, The destroyed by fire here, reports Ch.
number of glasses
$6,000 is considered out of all propot- Lefevre and L. Tapper, concessioners on
rel. Fits on all beerfaucets.
tion to the value of the towing. In- the midway.
Bar -Owners Buy Them on
cidentally
the schooner is not owned by
Slehtl
Truck and trailer were new and reElliott, having been chartered by him
Saves time - no waiting
for collar to rise. A sure
to
carry
his
equipment, animals and cently purchased. The Max Graben Exsale of one or more wherstaff from Bell Isle, Newfoundland, to position Shows, furnishing the midway,
ever beer is sold on draught.
Be the
Retells at 25.
Pugwash.
He had been chartering were threatened by the flames but
first in your territory to
clean up with this new mmoialty. Rash 100 for schooners in moving his carnival from escaped damage due to the quack work
Souris, P. E. I., to the Magdalen Is- of the firefighters.
sample and fall parncuBtra.
lands; then to Channel, Newfoundland;
GORDON MFG. CO.
Dept. JED, 110 E. 23d St.,
Now York City thence to St. Pierre -Miquelon Islands;

1605 College Avenue,

The Billboard

WHOLESALE MERCHANDISE -PIPES

and the missus and Doc Miller and his Hughes and Tommy Strunk have been
charming wife. Hope everyone's season doing a fair biz at the auction sales and
was as good as ours. Pipe in, everybody." coal mines. George Sims informs me
that he is down near Washington. Helen
SUPPOSE ALL the lads and lassies have de- Rex is sitting high, wide and handsome
cided an what specialty they will work during at Allentown, Pa. Met a man here who
the holiday season.
calls himself Dr. Serlerno and claims he
was a doctor in the Russian Army during the World War. Listen, men, he has
"HAVE BEEN FRAMING
.
and producing entertainment for po- us all stopped. Here is his specialty.
litical meetings and up to my ears gen- He promotes a Polish, Slavish, Russian or
erally in politics," pens Dr. Kreis from Ukranian church and puts on a hypScranton, Pa. "Have never ridden in so notic act and really gets the dough.
many sedans in my life. It's all over Myself and three other pitchmen saw
now, tho, so it's me for the road. George him take in $4.20 an evening. He even
sets himself up as a chiropractor, makes
as much as $25 and $50 touches and
bats an eye. You didn't hear my
PLUNGER FILLER VAC never
mother yelling 'come and get it,' did
you? That means lamb stew, dumplings
and all that goes with it."

Readers Organize for Mutual
Happiness and Protection
BUFFALO, Nov. 7.-Professor Cheira,
who lists his profession as psychic palm 1st and graphologist, announces the for-

mation of the international Readers'
Registry. With certain specific Intentions in mind for the good of all readers, he wishes to anust their co-operation.

ONCE IN A

LIFETIME!
SOCIAL

SECURITY

876- 53-011%9

IN ABOUT TWO WEEKS about
30,000,000 people-almost every

person in the U. S. A. who has
a job-will receive from Washington a little "Social Security
Identification Card."
And there lies a rare opportunity for yore)

Each of these has an identification number and a signature, to
identify the holder ten years,

thirty years, forty years hence.
It is an important document.

And yet the "card" had to be
printed on relatively fragile materiaL If the time had not been
so short, the Social Security Board
would undoubtedly have provided

a transparent proteetive sheath
for each card, but the time was
too short.

You Can cover these cards for

people by the most modern
method of document preservation

at 10e each, and make a handsome profit. A tough transparent

film of "Thermium" is welded
on both sides of the card with
a flatiron or with a special applicator we can furnish.
Almost everybody on the
streets, in stores, in factories,
will have one of these cards in a
few weeks. And they will soon

realize how important it is to
cover them and preserve them
for the years to come. You can
erect a booth near a large factory, in some prominent store
window, even on a busy street
corner-and make a 300% profit
in a very easy, dignified way.

But there is no time for delay.
And all transactions are cash. A,
few sample "Therminm" sheaths

will be mailed for your inspection on receipt of Mc, in stamps,
together with fall instructions
as to this rare opportunity.
SEAL, tea. Shales Caen
Gentlement lieelesed please Seel IS.
toe sample lot of libernodem Cad preaerrative sheets and iestreetiors as to
this ram etelestoleile
Haire
Address
City

State
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HAVE A HOME
ON THE ROAD!

gt,cacast
THE Dodson World's Fair Shows next
season are to have the four largest
chimpanzees in the world that have

been trained to give a circus performance.

Advices from Dick Collins, who is now
in London booking attractions for Dodson, are to the effect that these chimps
are 218, 198, 145 and 18 pounds in
weight, the last named being a baby.
They are trained to the letter, take It
from Dick, the largest being exceptionally clever. They ride old-fashioned high
bicycles; put on a cabaret act, acting
as waiters, performers and a guest; one
of them is an artist and draws perfectly
goad pictures; in fact, they are the
epitome of simian understanding, says

REAL
HOME
COMFORT

WITH A

STEPHENS'

OME

111W

Show business goes modern! Hotel bills
are given the gong. The comforts and conveniences of home are now enjoyed everywhere by modem trailer troupers. Famous
show people now breeze over their circuits
in Stephens' HIWAY HOMES,

Biggest Trailer Value on Market

They select the HIWAY HOME because it
offers the biggest trailer value for the money.
Pullman -type seats convert Into two beds for
four people. Fold -away table. Stove. Drain board. Sink. Running water. Ice box. China
closet. Linen cabinet. Dual lighting system,

for battery or current outlets. Heater. Allweather insulation. Wardrobe closet. Hat

rack. Toilet and bathing facilities in the
large model.

Designed by a Hollywood Artist
C. Leland Gibson. popular Hollywood stage

artist designed the HIWAY HOME. Inside
appointments compare favorably with fine
homes and hotels. Outside appearance has
Strong amlined beauty and grace of a yacht.
rugged construction withstands con-

stant travel over all types of roads. Scientific
balance assures perfect trailing and SAFETY.
models -14. 15 and 18
LOW COST Three
feet In length-priced amazingly low. Custom-built models made up special for private or commercial purposes.
Avoid the burley -burley existence of trouping on trains and in hotels. Be athome everywhere with a Stephens' HIWAY HOME. Mail
coupon attached to your letterhead, for
FREE literature!
1401.1427 Chestnut Street
Kansas City, Missouri
1401 Chestnut, Kansas City.Mo.

HOME litellrature, prices. etc..

Nome

Address

Stale
Compfetery on:rapped--

ready to <rat..

564500 up

%12.i

06,

ear-. -----4111.

Comfort and safety feature@
not found in any other equip.
s
went Your Auto Cruises is Sett" -

ed

rir
Ptrloarrrg'tr bass " Oaf
010 (MM.
trailer home until von leant
what Auto Cruiser offers.
Dealer Territheles Are Avail.
able.

Write for Details

AUTO
CRifl ER
Company of America, Inc.
4405 York Road,

Send 215o Today

phant walk around next year 2,000,000
new Americans will have arrived in this
funny old world.
"And that is why, year after year, the
elephant walks round and round!
"Each year brings throngs of new
citizens who never saw an elephant.
Who never tasted. . . . Who don't even
know who operates the oldest department store here or which jewelry store
has been serving this community's home
Dick, and will be the feature of the owners for generations. NEW readers!
Dodson midway.
Starting right from scratch.
"Every year 2,000.000 babies are born.
The scenery, appurtenances, paraphernalia and the front, all of which Every year 1,000,000 boys reach the girl will be brought over for the 1937 season, crazy age and start shaving the down
weigh in the aggregate no less than 13 off their chins for the benefit of a
million young women suddenly become
tons.
In addition to Zacchini, who has been acutely clothes -and -cosmetic conscious.
Romance
invites steady spending!
re-engaged for the entire season of 1937,
"And every year, in spite of everything,
Dick is contracting another outstanding 2,000,00Q
young folks up and get married
sensation that is now the talk of Europe and start new
homes; have babies! Every
and has the option on a troupe of a day in every year
new people become
dozen midgets, all of whom. are seasoned
performers, presenting two entirely sepa- interested in ads of diamond rings, electric
refrigerators,
twin
plumber's
rate and distinct acts in the way of friends, lawn mowers, beds,
baby carriages,
midget revues.
high
hats
and
evening
gowns.
All of which means that the Dodson
"Yesterday they weren't Interested.
brothers are again pursuing the progressive policy that has been so successful Today they are. Tomorrow other peothis past year, and with the publicity ple will be.
they have obtained put them in the "That's why it pays to keep on adverlimelight of carnival activities.
tising and advertising and advertising.
The market is not static, but changing.
t
O WARREN H. WOOD I am indebted You're not advertising to a grand stand,
to a parade always on the move,
for a tear sheet from The Hudson but
Dispatch, Union City, N. J., of recent continually bringing new eyes over your
date, containing a cleverly written full - ads. Eyes of NEW buyers!
"To some readers these merchants'
page "house" advertisement in which
they
are 'old stuff,' but
the circus and the elephant are drawn ads
into a sales talk as to why it pays stores are as interesting as is an elephant to a
who never actually saw one.
to constantly advertise. Warren found kid"The
circus will return, gay and noisy
the message quite interesting and so did
flamboyant. Throngs of kids will
I. and feeling that our readers (and and
who of them aren't interested in ele- stare with goggle-eyed wonder at that

Kent Hosmer, publicity manager for Beckmann & Cerety Shows, while on

RUSH Iustrated HIWAY
without obligation.

COSr

frills, but mainly the same old circus
an elephant!' "
you saw when you were a kid. AU That's
And those arguments are right in line
right! All right! But every business with
the statement on the future of
man should be compelled by law to see
circus from S. W. Gumpertz, general
the circus every year because of the the
Great Advertising Truth that he can manager of the Ringling-Barnum Circus, quoted in The Billboard of October
learn at the circus.
remains
"For the same old elephant walks 24: "As long as the birth rate
of kids the
around, but between the time that you normal and there are plentyWe
compute
saw the elephant walk around this year circus will be all right.
and the time when you'll see the ele- our future potential business on the

An Interview With KENT HOSMER, Press Agent Beckmann Cv Cerety Shows

IA..1. STEPHENS AND CO.

Travel Anywhere
Jive Comfortably

phants?) will likewise be interested, I strange new animal, the elephant. Older
folks who never saw a circus before will
am going to quote from the ad.
an
Illustrated with the head of an ele- conceal their astonishment beneath
phant, the ad was captioned "Two Mil- air of sophistication. They'll betray
lion Americans Never Saw an Elephant." themselves with loud laughter when the
"That's why the circus will come back clowns crack jokes that Noah told the
in the ark. .. ,
next year," the first sentence reads. animals
"So the elephant walks around,
Continuing: "'Same old stuff,' says you.
confident that among every
Same old animals. Same old stunts. serenely
group that says, 'That's just an
Same old ballyhoo. Maybe a few new blase
elephant,' an eager voice will cry, 'So-

Psychology of Mass Midway Gatherings

A. J. STEPHENS AND COMPANY

Town
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GENERAL OUTDOOR

Baltimore, Md.

*OWNERS

for this big RUM, book full of valuable inforideas slid suggestions for
buy.s, builders and users.
Tells How To Build Tops,_Beds.
Cabinets. etc. All About Weetrio
Light and Water Systems, Floor
Plans. etc. Catalog of parts and

Tellsmation.

euiment includes vhing you

Axles, Hiqtcheps. Pumps, Stoves. Leights. Win-

dowst. Sinks, Toilets, Mattresses--Over.200 items exclusively for building .d equip positive railer:. Hush

150
(coin) today-Satisfactiony waranteed.
TRAILER SUPPLY CO.. Dm 438-H. WaussuMn.

the midway of the Iowa State Fair, Des Moines, frankly admitted he doesn't
know anything about midway crowds. After years of observation their whims
and caprices aro still an intriguing mystery to him. He makes no attempt to
explain why certain types of shows are popular in some cities and unpopular
He doesn't try to figure out why the revenue on some occasions
in others.
hasn't been sufficient to pay light and power bills even when the midway was
However, the light and power bills haven't bothered
jammed with people.
much this season, since the shows are running 47 per cent ahead of 1935 and
grossing more in the first three days of the fair this year than in the nine
days it played at this Iowa fair in 1932.
Hosmer enjoys telling about going into one town where the leading
banker advised against it, saying the people didn't have enough to pay their
grocery bills. "Shows played to capacity. Rides were filled to the brim and
Hosmer says Iowans are good spenders
the banker was amazed and chagrined,"
"They
but rebel in a big way when they think they're getting "gypped."
won't," he commented, "pay a dime for lemonade. You can give them a
smaller glass and charge a nickel, however, and they'll drink it up."

He made no effort to explain why their crime show is attracting large
crowds here whe.n the only other place it has done much this year was at
"Of the rides," he explained, "the youngsters like best the
Springfield, Ill.
ones they can steer themselves, like small automobiles. Live ponies, which they
can drive, are also favorites.

"Des Moines," he declared, "is no good for still dates. Bu. at the fair
we do a nice business." Minstrel shows don't go over so well in this part of
the country, but further south they begin to take hold. He pointed out, however,
that certain Wisconsin towns, like Racine and Kenosha, were good minstrel
spots and named Detroit as one of the greatest places for the circus side show.
Separated from the carnival and set up by themselves, few if any of
the midway attractions would make any money unless "ballyhooed" extensively,
Hosmer claims, "It is the flash, the lights and the din that attract people,"
he declared. And another thing-he doesn't like to see the chilly fall nights
roll around. "The customers," he explained, "walk around the midway with
their hands in their pockets-and they won't take them out."

birth rate.'-'
Wood, by the way, has worked on the
Big Show, where he sold ducats for Clyde

Ingalls on the side show. He is now
assistant manager of the Park Lane
Theater, Palisades Park, N. J. Picture
house work is okeh, he says, but the cll.cus seems to "still have his eye."

Johnny J. Jones Exposition
Waycross, Ga. Week ended October
Auspices, American Legion. Weather, fair and cool. Business, fair.
Broke in a new lot. Located on paved
street on edge of city limits. Ideal show grounds. Ample parking space. Special
Agent Tommy Thomas had grounds in
shape on show's arrival.
Opening Monday night, very light attendance, but crowd that attended were
liberal spenders. Tuesday too cold for
show weather but attendance way above
opening. Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday gate registered big, spending just
fair. Saturday a good Children's Matinee and fair at night. As a whole date
not up to expectations.
Two free acts, Wilno, human cannon
ball, and Prince Nelson, high wire, well
received and much publicized. Daily
Waycross Journal -Herald very liberal
with space. Manager Jack Williams Sr.
and Editor Jack Williams Jr. co-operated
in every way to try to make date a success G. U. Gates, of Legion, worked
hard and untiringly.
General Manager Walter A. White away
on a business trip. Mrs. Boots Paddock
now manager of Unbelievables of 1996.
General Superintendent Sheppard buying oak lumber for winter building program. Bob Dent, manager Crime Show,
preparing for his theater tour of Evelyn
Frechette. Carl J. Lauther's crew building' and painting a new lobby display
for his traveling museum. Pearl Harvey,
Caterpillar operator, reports her best season in years. Lee Cuddy's Loop -o -Plane
well lighted and a bright spot on midway. One of good old-time showmen,
Harry L. (Skidoo) Wilson. still in harness,
operating his funhouses and getting results.. Bertha (Gyp) McDaniel, one of
the first Rocky Road operators, still
cashing in with the same style attraction. Dave Traugott, bill -car manager,
has been so far ahead of shows he's almost forgotten. His fourth season with
it and will be back again in 1937.
31.

STARR DeBELLE.

Benefit for HA.SC and SLA

At Shreveport a Success

SHREVEPORT, La,. NOV. 7.-The joint

Cemetery Fund benefit for the Heart of
America Showmen's Club, Kansas City,
and the Showmen's League of America.
Chicago. held here by the United Shows
October 28, records another success for
so worthy a cause,
John R. Castle, of Shreveport, president of the Kansas City organization;
W. R. Hirsch and R. L. Lohmar comprised the committee on arrangements
in behalf of the United Shows of America. The performance was staged in the
Municipal Auditorium. Mayor Samuel S.
Caldwell complimented the showmen
when granting the use of this city
building.

A nice sum was derived from the

affair, which was proportionately divided
between the two organizations. There

are about 100 members from the two
showmen's clubs now in this city.
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redressing.

In the case of rodeos, it

can be simply summarized in a very few
words-a few smart showmen have

utilized that ever-present lure of the
West by revamping the old Wild West
show idea and selling it under a new

'guise. It's competition now, not merely
a show.

Exposition Excerpts

Roger Littleford Jr.

Elt7rDENTLY the Imaginative and ca-

The. Rodeo Game

and building the Paris International Exposition of 1937 have cleverly harnessed
the River Seine and put it to work for
the duration of the event. French
expositions in the past have always been
built around a singular "high spot" and
next year's fair promises to do just that
with Old Man River. In 1851 it was the
Koh-i-noor diamond that constituted
the central attraction; in 1878 it was
the Trocadero; in 1889 the Eiffel Tower;
in 1900 the Bridge Alexandre III; in 1931
the Angkor Temple and now the Seine
itself which will be put to many artistic
and ingenious uses. Several of the exposition head men are in this country at
present, supposedly on a tour of good
will but actually engaged in obtaining
ideas of the American way of conducting large expos.. . . Engineers actively
engaged in building the New York Fair
have completely refuted the rumors
hereabouts that the Flushing Meadow
site possesses a soft base unsuitable for
the erection of even medium-sized structures. . . . Billy Rose was the recipient
of an attractive silver cup at a luncheon
of the Fort Worth Centennial Board of
Trade last week. Trophy presented to
the dynamic little showman by the
board members in recognition of his activities at the centennial bore the inscription: "In appreciation of a big job
well done." . . . Ed Hungerford, wizard
pageant and spectacle producer, is currently visiting the Dallas and Fort
Worth layouts. Hungerford is without
definite plans for the future, keeping
as tight-lipped as ever. Chances are

n pable

French architects and engineers who have been planning

AGRAND illustration of what a traveling show can mean to townspeople, to local merchants in particular,
was evidenced in New York recently
while Col. W. T. Johnson and, his wild
gang from the West were cutting capers
at Madison Square Garden. Several days
before the rodeo closed its engagement
an executive of Macy's Department Store
contacted the Colonel with several
thoughts in mind. Exactly what they all

were we cannot be sure, but we know
for a fact that the Macy establishment
is intensely interested in the feasibility

of sponsoring a rodeo at the forthcoming
New York World's Fair, preferably under
direction of the San Antonio rancher.
According to Macy officials, the sale of

children's cowboy and Indian outfits,
of Western -books and Western toys took
tremendous jumps during the rodeo's
1936 sojourn in New York. The increased
business realized at the store was so
remarkable that they are evidently
seriously contemplating a shot at the
rodeo game themselves. And that, my
friends, is just what a properly operated
out-of-town show entourage can do to
the largest, most cosmopolitan city in
the land. . . . While- on the subject of
rodeos, it seems as tho that particular
phase of entertainment is making rapid
gains in popularity thruout the Eastern
half of these united States. New York's
show was unusually successful this year,
and from all indications the Barnes -

Carruthers event is enjoying remarkable that he will be back at Cleveland in
business in Chicago. Outdoor showmen 1937.
are obviously impressed by this, realizing
that trends have had their effect on Here, There and Everywhere
the show business just as they have on
all types of industry. The popularity ED LDEAS, better known to circusdom
as "Irish Red" Lucas, writes from
of rodeos should strengthen conviction
in the belief that fundamental types of
Des Moines concerning an interestoutdoor entertainment attractions will ing WPA show that took place in that
live on forever. All that is necessary city recently. Program featured old-time
is an occasional face lifting,, a periodical circus and vaude acts and, according to
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72otes Itom the
etcysstoa?s
By NAT GREEN
FRANK W. BRADEN, Ringling public-

ity man, probably never will convince many of his friends that he

was not responsible for that .1. P. Morgan -and -the -midget picture which appeared in papers thruout the country a
couple of years ago. The idea was concocted, Braden declares, in an off -hour
powwow with a bunch of newspaper
men. When they learned that Lie Graf,
German midget, planned to visit the
White House and was going to the Senate Building to obtain a -pass they
thought it would be a great idea, if J. P.
Morgan, then engaged in an income tax
session with the. Senate, and the midget
could be photographed together. But

have done much in the last few years

to put girl shows, coloredominstrel shows,
freak shows and snake shows in the class
of really meritorious attractions. There

always have been a number, of these

shows that were framed and conducted
in a hign-dass manner, but on most of
the smaller outfits they have been
rather sorry spectacles, poorly presented, unattractive and sometimes
downright objectionable-and seldom
have they yielded their operators more
than a meager existence. For the nondescript, makeshift shows there is no
valid excuse. They are a detriment not
only to the show world in general but
also to the carnival that allows them
to operate. Better no show at all than
such as these!
'

About the time this hits the stands
the bands on two circuses will be playing Auld Lang Syne. The RinglingBarnum show will close at Tampa on the

bigger things for '87.

Lucas, the idea went over with a bang.
Among the veterans that appeared on
the bill were Fred Copeland, who wrote
and directed the play; Bob Stickney and
ponies; Frank Lemoind in a wire and
juggling routine; Orr and Orr, comedy
jugglers; Hazel Heston, slide for life;
Prosses and Diamond, musical wonders;
Bob Davis, hoofer, and the Wadell

Clyde Beatty is set to make another
picture in Hollywood when he returns
.
.
No
from a short trip to Europe.
doubt Colonel Robert Emmett Hickey
will again handle Clyde's publicity... . .
RRH is due back in Chi most any minute. . . . Mickey McDonald, who recently closed a season at the Cleveland
expo, is set for six weeks in a Tulsa
department store, hle 10th consecutive
The Elks
.
year of clowning there,
have bought the Al Ringling home in
Tex Sherman off for
Baraboo. .
.
the West Coast, stopping on the Way at
.

Brothers in a balancing act. Irish informs us that Copeland is in charge of
the Des Moines WPA theater unit and
is more than making good.... After the
close, of his circus season Tom Mix will
play a series of indoor dates, probably
-for Music Corporation of America. Sev- Tulsa to confer with Tom Kelly, who has
.

.

.

Grover McCabe,
show in mind. . .
eral agencies have been angling for Mix awho
the summer with J. Ross
but he is demanding too high a figure Reed'sspent
historical
show
at
will
for most of them.... New York Hippo- he with the show at theCleveland,
Royal Winter
drome, now controlled by Mike Jacobs Fair, Toronto. .
.
Cuban
Mack
and
and his 20th Century Sporting Club, wife were at the Chi Stadium rodeo with
will probably be the scene of a circus Jacobs' concessions. . . . Silver Dollar
just prior to the Ringling-Barnum in- Brady, now bellying a popular brand of
augural date at the Garden, which, in- liquor, used to be chief cowboy with the
cidentally, will follow the Easter holidays 101 Ranch show. . . . Orrin -Daventhis year. The Hipp is playing host to port has enough indoor circuses lined up
everything from opera to roller derbies to keep him busy a good part of the
this winter. . . . Bill Fields, versatile winter. . . . Guy Weadick, stampede
publicity man, is handling Lawrence producer and "range boss" of the Range
Rivers' White Horse Inn at the Center Riders' Club of West Magazine, is leavTheater, New York. . . . Orson Kil- ing the T S Ranch at High River, Albourn, Tony Sarg, Freddy Benham' and berta, -this week and expects to be in

Fred Pitzer are getting plenty plaudits
for starting the Circus Saints and Sinners' -Club luncheons off to such a hilarious winter season. First two get-

Chi for the big doings of -the IAFE,

NAAPPE, SLA, et cetera.

.

.

.

Circus

atmosphere at the Hotel Sherman's ColInn seems to be pleasing to the
togethers have been no end of fun. lege
. . . Eight months ago doctors informed crowds that are flocking to the popular
spot.
. .
. Four boys from clown alley
Harold Powers that he would never -Walter
Matz, Kgrl Marx, Chris Corwalk again. Harold, of the Powers and nelia and
George
done
Dian aerial turn, had just fallen from such a good job theyGerber-have
are being retained
a high wire in Fall River, Mass., and indefinitely.
was suffering serious injury. Today,
however, he -can be seen negotiating the
Broadway district with almost as much Rao Bros.' Shows
esae as before the accident. A special
Tex. Week ended Novemback brace makes it possible.... Schork berLivingston,
Auspices, Polk County Fair. Busi& Schaffer's Hubert's Museum on 42d ness,1.excellent.
Weather, good.
street is open again, difficulties with
First fair here in 20 years. Attendthe license commission having been ance
Day 8,000
big.
was
Ironed out. And Dan Cristafano's elabo- youngsters on the Children's
Rides and
rate musee in the basement of his shows did capacitygrounds.
purbusiness.
Crystal Hall sportland is all 'set to begin chased two rides, making a totalRao
of five.
operations. The 14th street establish- There are eight shows and 20 concesment should receive the license commis- sions. The Wild West Show had a bang-

sioner's okeh within the next week.

Bruce Shows
Americus, Ga., Fair. Week ended October 24. Location, fairgrounds. Weather, warm. Business, good.
Long jump from Anniston, Ala. Opened
to good business. Several concessions

and shows joined. Kokomo Jimmie has

Sex Show; Fred Thornton, Crime Show;
Doc
U. Beaudet, Motordrome, and
Shows had a very
(Swinger) Powers, Baby Show.
Willis. F. M.
profitable season and played 15 fairs.
Woodward,
B.
D.
Yager, Robert Eam, Ten rides, 12 shows, 40 concessions, 2
WiThiiider
Willson, A.Job.
B. M.

'P. range

(Texas) haircut Frank W. was the chief
instigator of the stunt.
Three or four progressive showmen

11th and Cole Bros. -Clyde Beatty at
the talk shifted and the idea was for- Clarksdale, Miss., the same day, and imgotten by everyone except a photographer, mediately afterward a wave of activity
according to Braden. It was the pbotog, will hit Peru and Rochester, Ind. The
he declares, who next morning marched former spot has presented a forlorn apinto the Senate chamber, placed the pearance in recent years, especially since
midget on Morgan's lap and snapped the the burning of two of the large barna.
picture. All of which may be true-but It is not the Circus City of old, and
we know the Watseka cosmopolitan, well circus lovers grieve to see tonewand tons
enough to recognize the Bradenesque of circus equipment and scores -of anitwist to the -Morgan-midget idea, and mals lying useless. At Rochester there
we'll bet a five -cent seegar to a Luling is already considerable activity, indicating that the "Cole boys" are planning

Wells Bros.' Shows three concessions; Glickman, four; Bingo
Westmoreland,
Randolph, four; Frank Self, four; Fat
Melvin
Whittinghiu, J. 0. Price, two; Whitie Hardin, one, and Maxie
Glenn, one. New .shows were Leo-Leola,
Williams, Kendall

1:14.o.n Bob

67

free acts and a band now carried.

W. R. HARRIS.

up week, as did Dog and Pony Show.
Monty Beekler, who had 12 successful.
weeks with Hollywood in the Texas Centennial, joined at Livingston and did.
good. Hula Show and Animal Show business was good. 'robe McFarlan motored
to Houston to get his daughter, who is in
school there. Rao purchased a new top
for the, Merry -Go -Round. Mrs. Monty
Beekler, formerly Marie Lorden, of Flying Lordens, has a free act. The show
will remain out until Christmas.
FREEDA C. HLR0T.
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Elephant Not Smart as Many
Animals ---- Memory "Bunk"
By HARRY SPINDLER

Children's Day, every school in county
closed, school busses bringing the
youngsters to the fair. Shows and rides
up and awaiting their arrival. Soon midway was a mad throng of youngsters
riding and patronizing the other attractions liberally.

Capt. Frank Sterling's show graced

November 14, 1936
own unit, is presenting, among other
luSions, his version of the much -debated
"Indian Rope Trick" which he claims to
have successfully mastered. The illu-

sion as presented by Goldin is convincing and baffling and excellently pro-dined and proves one of the highlights
in a grand exhibition of magic.
Dante, international magician, is touring the G. T. C. and Moss Empires theaters with his elaborate display that
proves a big box-office attraction. He's
currently at the Empire, Sunderland.
Two other magicians, both excellent
In their respective spheres, traveling
their own units are Levante, Who hails
from Australia, and the Great Carmo.
Latter has a strong tendency towards
comedy and uses clowns in his act.
Chris Charlton gives a satisfactory
show at the Palace, Southampton.
Tommy Bradley Martin, American
trickster, has completed his English tow

with new banners, adding very much to
its attractiveness. Sterling's Chinatown
and dope expose show visited by several
.State and city police officials, all giving
their 100 per tent indorsement.
Park or stepping down the bank of an darker than Its Asiatic cousin's, altho it Thursday
evening the highlight of the
unpolluted Ohio. River to drink and age may alter these characteristics in week was when
the writer staged hie
either species.
bathe?
first
public
wedding
on Royal Palm midIn
the
Asiatic
species
the
tusks
usual
Many thousands of years ago early
men who roamed our bills and valleys ly are worn by the bull, as male ele- way. Midway packed to see popular
local
couple,
David
Rollo
and Bessie Lee
elephants
(female
are
called
(if men actually had reached this part phants
publicly married on a flower -beof the world at that time) might have are called. cows). However, female Barnes,
decked
altar
by
Mayor
Woodrow
Melvin.
Asiatic
elephants
sometimes
have
small
seen such sights in the primeval forests
Pensacola News and Journal, thru
which our civilization has supplanted. tusks and bulls occasionally are found
Editor
San
Elites,
an
old
friend
of Mr.
In
the
African
species
True, the beasts they might have seen without them.
and Mrs. Smuckler and General Agent
were not true elephants, but they be- both sexes usually have tusks.
Robert
R.
Kline,
gave
the
show
plenty
The
African
elephant
has
been
relentlonged to the same order as the eleis now hitting solidly at the Ufa
Milton Gazette also front and
phants of today; they were massive, lessly slaughtered for the ivory provided publicity.
in Hamburg.
paged
the
show.
Ray
Swanner
laid
out Palest
by
these
greet
teeth,
which
are
much
powerful animals; they had great tusks
Sealtiel, the "pickpocket" conjurer, has
those of the Asiatic ele- one of the prettiest looking midways sailed for South Africa to play a vaude
and flexible, useful trunks. This ex- longer than
the year, all attractions showing to season there.
tinct animal is called a mastodon, and phants. Now, however, the elephant is of
good advantage.
Its fossil remains have been found in protected in parts of Africa.
Billy O'Connor, card manipulator and
Brenda
Brothers, Nick and Tony, still
An
adult
African
bull
elephant
averOhio as well as in most other parts of
of some dandy magical effects,
them and serving real meals inventor
goes strong at the Chiswick Empire, Stoll
the 'United States. Another elephant - ages about nine feet in height. The greeting
average height of an adult Asiatic bull at cookhouse, which has been styled theater, this week.
like extinct animal was the mammoth.
Ray
Marsh
is eight feet, usually exactly Royal Palm Rendezvous.
Will Mahoney's unit, Bats in the Belfry,
It's a long way from Ohio to the elephant
the circumference of a fore foot. Brydon, of Rice Bros.' Circus, a visitor has a number wherein the line girls do
tropical homes of present-day elephants twice
of course, are and royally received. Cash Miller's Od- a combination lighted cigaret production
These
measurements,
But
when
we
conin Africa and Asia.
greatly exceeded by Indi- dities still topping the midway. Lucky item that proves a winner.
sider that *North America and Asia are sometimes
Deitrich's Rhythm Girls and the Dixie
Fred Culpitt, comedy magician and
separated at one place only by the Bering viduals.
The
Asiatic
lies down to Minstrels running a close second. Two compere, gets roars of laughter with his
Strait, which is but 22 miles wide, and sleep or rest, butelephant
I do not know of any- free attractions, Red Brady, Joan and funny act which is a big feature of the
that they were united at one time, as one claiming to have
seen an African Oscar, high -diving trio, and Ben Berko, Douglas Wakefield unit. Currently at
were Eurasia and Africa at the Strait elephant do so. Dr. Raymond
L. Ditmars, still thrilling crowds. Fireworks display Holborn Empire.
of Gibraltar and the Isthmus of Suez, of the New York Zoological Park,
states each evening after the acts. General
and if we think of the years that have that during the 20 years an African
Kline paid the show another of
Intervened we may not think it so elephant has been an inmate there he Agent
his famous flying visits in a new Dodge.
peculiar that beasts from the dark ages never has seen it Ile down.
THE FORUM
BLAIR HALL.
in Ohio resemble a live beast from the Altho the Asiatic elephant is used as
(Continued from page 29)
Dark Continent. Even now many species a beast
of burden the African species
saved the life of my dear father and
of living American animals show only is not, tho
Is
believed
that
in
byit
MAGIE
mother." (Thundering applause.)
superficial differences from others of gone centuries the Romans and CarthaSince the Major has changed his spot
(continued from page 28)
the same kind still living in Europe.
ginians used them in warfare.
on the radio program many of the "fans"
The Asiatic elephant is the kind most
Elephants have been known to live 100 Haenchen and Albert Robertson. Officers do not listen in and are gradually getfrequently seen in American zoos and years in captivity. It is estimated that of the Oklahoma Ring are Dr. E. R. ting away from the erstwhile novelty.
president; Fred Poulter, vicecircuses.
their age in a wild state may reach 150 'Dunn,
WALTER BROWN LEONARD.
president; Sam Mackey, secretary, and
years.
Exaggerated Tales
Ralph Archer, treasurer.
Los Angeles. '
Majority Females
Many exaggerated taies are told and
Would like to mention some old-time
believed of these interesting animals.
LEE V. DURHAM, of San Jose, Calif., shows
Most
of
the
elephants
seen
in
'the
with
Which
I
traveled
but which
Frequently members of lecture audiences United States are Asiatic elephants, and claims to be the only magician performtell the old story ',about the fellow who the great majority of them are females, ing feats of magic and juggling while I haven't seen mentioned In The Billgave an elephant a chew of tobacco and tiro, oddly enough, the circus slang for atop a huge rolling globe. As a feature board, tho they were first-class circuses
and well known at
who was punished by the same elephant elephants is "bulls."
he performs on roller skates on the the time. This
when the circus came to town years later.
The male Asiatic elephant gets spells, sphere.
Stellar Acte
was especially true
So far as I've observed no elephant in captivity at least, when he actually
in the South. For
would remember such an incident very goes mad. At these times he is apt to ER/CKSON, card and ball manipula- Trouped With
the most part they
long.
kill anything or anybody within reach.
is at the Empire in Paris. Kennedy
were two - pole
We see the elephant's large head and When such a spell, called the "must," is tor,
and
Company,
illusionists,
are
at
the
Old Circuses
one - ring shows,
form the impression that it is a very upon him, there is a gooey flow from Bobino in the same city.
carrying side
Intelligent beast. But we see only the small holes in his cheeks. The spells
AdmissiOn
outside of the head, not the bony skull, can be anticipated by running a straw
shows
but
no
menageries.
which houses a brain polity not much into these pits. If it becomes odorous it MERIT°, cigaret manipulator, Is at price was 10 cents and they gave wonlarger than that of a man. I have had is a sign that the elephant is about to the Eldorado -Casino in Lyons, France.
derful performances. Every act would
some opportunity to test the much - go "must" and should be securely
be featured with circuses of today. In
heralded memory of the Asiatic elephant, chained before he becomes dangerous.
CARRINGTON AND COMPANY open thqse days one had to serve an apprenboth in the Far East and among the It may be surprising to know that the an extended tour of Northern Africa ticeship before being classed as a pershipments I have brought to the United elephant's running speed is only about late in November.
former. Some of them were the Johnny
States. I have found It to have a very 15 miles an hour and then only for a
Shields Show, Sam McMinn Show, Harordinary memory and to be not excep- distance of not more than 200 yards.
SALINAS is presenting his cigaret ris Nickel Plate Show and Popcorn
tionally intelligent.
MINNIE FISHER.
They can neither trot nor gallop; they tricks at the Olympia -Cinema in Algiers, George's Show.
The intelligence of some other animals have a shuffling movement. The legs Algeria.
far surpasses that of-I feel safe in say- on the same side move almost at the
Los Angeles.
ing-all elephants. Our friend the dog is same time. The African species is the HOWARD BROOKS, magician, has My attention was drawn to a recent
one of them. We find a surprising de- stronger and more agile.
succeeded Dr. Charles Hoffman in the letter in the Forum from Harry Lakola
gree of intelligence in many birds. A A "white elephant" of the kind held Chatterbox of the Hotel William Penn, regarding the return of vaudeville. I
bird's skull may be as thin as egg sacred in some Asiatic countries is mere- Pittsburgh. Hoffman left for New York recently attended a beach club party
shell, with most of its head consisting ly an albino; even then it is not actually to open in a prominent spot. Jerry where there were four very high-class
white, but pinkish gray with pink eyes O'Neil, William Penn manager, reports
of brains.
vaudeville acts.
nails. Asiatic elephants are found that it is now the policy of the ChatterThis skull of the elephant's is one of and
First there were
in
India,
Burma,
Ceylon,
Borneo,
Siam
box
to
use
a
magic
act
with
each
new
Vaude Acts,
the reasons he is a dangerous beast to and Sumatra.
two girls add a
hmoareiLoitnisbaatrnpl:
hunt. Ordinarily he is timid and flees Little has been written regarding the floor show.
from man. But let a poor marksman authentic pygmy elephant. Remains of
BILLY THORNTON has been playing
hit the head of the beast, his bullet pygmy elephants not much over three thru
The girls were ex Ohio, Indiana and West Virginia Stop a Show
failing to penetrate the small brain and
ceptionally good
lodging instead in the bone of the mas- feet high have been found on the Island on the Gus Sun Time.
and the man
were
sive skull, and the elephant becomes of Crete, off Africa. The Pygmies
Then
a
juggler,
who was also
superb.
Early
in
this
to be extinct.
LaTEMPLE, Ed Miller, Anthony Marx very good. Following were
one of the world's most dangerous wild thought
a man and
century, however, a species of pygmy ele- and Alexander have been playing dates his granddaughter, with her Four
creatures.
GeorBut don't believe that the elephant is phant was discovered in the French in and around Chicago.
It
was
a
riot from
gia Fickiminnies.
territory in Africa.
so stupid that he would "go haywire" if Congo
start
to
finish..
The
girl
portrayed
an
are many kinds of fossil remains
FREDDIE CRAIG JR., mentalist, is
a mouse ran up his trunk. If ever a There
100 per cent and 'her singing
elephantlike animals, referred to as touring with Paul Cholet's Kit Kat Klub octoroon
mouse attempted that, the elephant of
and
jig
dancing
went
over
big.
The
four
and mammoths, found thou Revue.
would turn on enough air, thru 'that mastodons
colored children simply stopped the
the world. The ancestry and exact
long nose of his, to blow the mouse out
with their singing and dancing.
time of the extinction of the American THOMAS ELMORE LUgY, globe- show
out so hard that he would probably mastodon
The father, portraying a Southern darky,
are not known.
trotting poet -humorist and friend of with
look like a splotch of paint'wherever he
a
little minstrelsy thrown in, did
The American mastodon was not larger hundreds of the magical fraternity, is
landed.
buck and wing donne and was very
than the existing African elephant. It touring schools, clubs and CCC camps agood.
The
last act was a Mexican dance
is believed, but not known for certain, in Southwestern Arkansas and Texas.
Most Obvious Differences
team and you'd have to look far for a
it was covered with hair. Some
The most obvious differences between that
Here were four high-class
better
act.
remains have been found with
A CHECKUP of the acts booked into
the two major species of elephants of mastodon
tusks in the lower jaw. The leading night spots in the Pittsburgh acts playing clubs, banquets, etc., betoday are the receding forehead and rudimentary
cause
theaters
practically closed to
gigantic ears of the African species, com- upper tusks of very large old males aver- territory reveals that magic is the most them because are
of motion pictures. I
nine feet in length.-The Cincin- popular offering next to dancing. Al- have no idea what
pared to the high forehead and smaller aged
acts received,
most every leading club is in the mar- but I do know theirthese
ears of the Asiatic kind. On close ob- nati Enquirer.
were
ket for a good magic act, particularly a fax superior to those performances
Servation it also will be noticed that the
of
some
high-priced
magician who can double as emsee.
African elephant has two well -developed
While
talking
to
one
of
movie
stars.
"fingers." one at the front and one at Royal Palm. Shows
the performer); I was told salaries were
the back, on the tip of his trunk, while
about
the
same
as
when
they
played.
only the forward finger on the tip of the Milton, Fla. Santa Rosa County Fair. Loudon Magic Briefs
theaters, but due to one-night stands
Asiatic elephant's trunk is well de- Week ended October 31. Weather, fair,
LONDON, Nov. 1.-Horace Goldin, they had to travel by their own means
Business, very good.
veloped. The Asiatic elephant has four cold.
in order to make a
First date of Florida circuit for the much -traveled illusionist, now touring of transpOrtation
nails on each foot; the African elephant shows
ANDREW S., McMILLAN.
started off with a bang. Tuesday, the principal English theaters with his living.
Zoologist; Educational Program Sponsored by the Ohio Department of Education
Can you imagine seeing wild elephants three on each rear foot. The skin of
walking softly among the trees of Ault the African elephant is cbarser and

o Their

has four on each front foot and but
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GENERAL OUTDOOR

Cristafano
Set for Opening

establishment. By next spring the secand story of the six -floor building will
be housing another battery of skill

69

Main street awaits the arrival
Of the big parade.

The Circus

By SILAS LUCAS
Ultimate goal is to utilize the
Bands and banners lead the way
entire six floors for the most elaborate Oldtimers recall the good old days
For that colorful caravan;
When 40 -horse teams cut a shine,
all-round playland in existence.
Holiday crowds in full sway,
Memories of mud shows and minstrel The
pageant of spangleland.
lays,
Miller Drops Circus Plan
The days of Auld Lang Syne.
The
big top swells like a huge balloon,
CINCINNATI,
Nov.
7.-Queried
on
the
His plans call for innova- reported announcement that he would When the bombastic Barnum came to Side-show
banners unfold;
The minstrels hit a snappy tune,
tions in museums, progres- have a circus on the road in 1937, Cash
town
While
tickets
are being sold.
Miller today wired The Billboard from With his famous aggregation;
sive showman reveals
Geneva, Ala., where he is with Royal How lions got loose arid seats fell down
Palm Shows this week: "Just signed Amid general consternation!
The sawdust plaza's in gala array,
They're coming from near and far
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Dan Cristafano, with big show with Rubin. Circus out Young and old of every class
To the kaleidoscopic madway
operator of Crystal Hall here, announced for this year. Regaqds."
Welcome
the
knights
of
the
road;
Of the "Billboard Bazaar."
this week that difficulties with the New
Little folk turn out en masse
York License Commission are being rapTo
see
the
circus
unload.
Spielers intone their nasal chant:
idly ironed out, paving the way for an
"That strange, exotic creature
early opening of his new museum and
There it is! on the hill,
In the greatest congress of wonders exfreak show in the basement of his 14th
The first section's coming in;
tant"
street building. Trouble with the LiEarly birds all a -thrill,
Is the big headline feature.
cense Commission arose when that body
Unloading will soon begin.
refused to issue Cristafano an operating
Two big dapple -grays take their place
Thru the main entrance, just in time.
permit following the closing of a stainer
soon as the flats are switched;
To visit mammoth collections
establishment on 42d street for alleged
Inclement weather forces As
Cops wave back the crowd for space
Of animals from every clime,
violation of the Child Labor Law.
cancellation
of
AustinSo
the
horses
can
be
hitched.
And stands selling confections.
New musee promises to be an elaborate
affair' and one of the largest instituback
to
San
Antonio,
Runs
are
placed,
a
big
wagon
rolls,
The tent's filling up, the crowd's humtions of its kind in the country. Two
The driver's right on the spot;
ming,
floors, 50 by 100 feet, have been redecoAn
imposing
team,
pulling
canvas
and
WACO,
Tex.,
Nov.
7.-The
Beckmann
The band begins to play;
rated with an extensive array of neon
poles,
Evrey
seat's taken, they keep on coaxand vividly colored electric signs; fresh- & Gerety Shows finish their engagement Leads
on to the lot.
ingly painted stands have been erected and here at the Brazos Valley Free Fair toThey're "putting 'em on the hay."
a dressing room fitted out for employees. morrow night, concluding this stand of Children gather like droves of ants
In addition, modern heating and venti- nine days and the season of 1936.
When the animals appear;
lating plans, have been installed that
Heralds sound off for the grand entry
The shows were booked to go from Here comes the herd of elephants,
should make the premises comfortable here to Austin and close there, but Bigger than ever this year.
Faring forth in flashy formation,
to work and play in. Everything is in owing to the inclement weather and the
A stately spectacle, with stellar gentry,
readiness for the grand opening, to be fact that the lot there is in bad condi- The cookhouse is up without delay,
The premier presentation.
announced in the near future.
tion finis will be written in Waco Sunday Machines are driving stakes;
The Tent City is spreading away,
Headliners hold forth in all the rings
Show will be managed by Sam Karl, night.
Gorgeous girls and clever clowns;
Cristafano'S right-hand man, and, of
The show train will leave here early Cooks are turning the cakes.
Aerial artists take daring swings,
course, Cristafano himself Will super- Monday morning for San Antonio, the Roustabouts and local boys
Reckless riders in leaps and bounds.
vise operations. Provisions have been long-established permanent winter quar- Carry poles and seats;
made ford big assemblage of acts and ters of the Beckmann & Gerety Shows.
Streetmen peddle balloons and toys.
Wire -walking wizards, the big cage, too,
attractions in the building, many of
After the shows have been put in Near -by stands sell eats.
Where wild beasts are held at bay;
which are being booked at the present the barn in their home town Fred BeckAlways the same, yet ever new
They're
forming
that
featured
revival,
time. Karl announced last week that mann and Barney S. Gerety will take a
Is the thrill of Circus Day.
the following attractions have been ten- breathing spell for a few days prior to The classic cavalcade;
tatively engaged: Albert -Alberta, Ethel going to the Chicago meeting.
Mory and girl show, Al Flosso and Koo
A canvass of the lot today by Kent
Koo the Bird Girl. Doc Willard Foster Plosmer found the following as definitewill be inside lecturer.
ly decided where they will go and what
According to Cristafano, the addition of they will do during the winter months:
Jess Shoat, manager of the Cotton Club
the museum to his plant, heretofore Revue,
to Houston, Tex.; Bo and Dolly
considered in the Sportland category, Sherman,
NEW YORK CITY
HENRY TREFFLICH,
215 FULTON ST.,
of Motordrome; Mr. and Mrs.
narks the first step in a series of improvements he plans for the 14th street Stephen Good, of Society Circus; Felix
14 Chimpanzees, male and female; 2 African Leopards, Redback Mangabey,
Charneski, Heyday foreman; Mr. and Mrs.
Bearded Mangabeys, Sooty Mangabeys, Spotnose Monkeys, Mona Monkeys,
Roy Shepherd: Mr. and Mrs. Ted Webb,
Dogface Monkeys, African Green Monkeys, Civet Cats, African Bush Cat,
frozen custard, and Samuel Feinberg to
Young
Beavers, Ball Snakes, Green Mambas, Black Mambas, Golden Spitting
San Antonio.
Cobras, Boas, Lizards, Turtles, Alligators, Clock Birds, Woodpeckers.
Limbaugh, of Creation Show,
KNEPP'S MUSEUM to Jimmy
Large variety of African Curios.
Mishawauka, Ind.; Karl J. Walker, of
WANTED-Freak and Novelty Acts of all Gay New Yorkers, will play theaters;
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter 'Cortez will take the
kinds with sales ability. CAN PLACE Lecside-show attractions en tour as a Travturer.
eling Museum; Doc and Betty Hartwick,
MUSEUM OPENS NOVEMBER 16, IN
of Deep Sea Show, to Tampa, Fla.; Mr.
CINCINNATI, 0.
STRONG ANNEX
and Mrs. Bill Hageman, Two -Headed
Baby, and Doc Scanlon, mail and The
Address
State All in First Letter or Wire.
ATTRACTIONS
Billboard agent, to Miami, Fla.; George
BOX 22, COVINGTON, KY.
Davis, steward, to Peru, Ind.; Sam GorFOR BEST TRAVELING MUSEUM ON THE ROAD,
don, superintendent of concessions, and
OPENING NOVEMBER 23
Mr. and Mrs. Charles MacDougall to St.
Louis; Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Weatheriek, World's Fair and Ripley Acts and Freaks preferred. CAN PLACE any Acts suitable for high -Mass Mm
WANT Window Attractions and 31.hanicril Man. Also Midget Team, Giants, Spotted and
concessioners, to Davenport, Ia.; Glen semi.
Armless People, Sword Swallower. Etc.; Mind Reader and strolls Mental Act with flash. WANT ewe
Buck, auditor, to Springfield,
Museum Agent with car, Banner Man that will paper, also experienced Museum Cook. CAN
The longest jump from closing stand danced
PLACE following Concessions: Photo Gallery, Pitch -Till -II -Win, Novelties, Cigarette Gallery. etc. Na
I am gathering the outstanding Attractions of all kinds for a Museum that will make history.
to next opening spot will be made by Racket.
If
yore
are good, "why not be with the Best?" Wire or write all in first answer. stating lowest salary
A 21 -Ft. PORTABLE MERRY-GO-ROUND.
the Peerless Potters, aerialist. They
F. W. MILLER, Monroe, La.
(as you get it). Yes, we feed good.
A Real Money Maker at Low Cost. Write
will
go
to
London;
Eng.,
to
open
with
or wire for Photograph, Description and
fair
and
circus,
Capt.
Bertram
Mills'
Also Fun House on ton -and -half
Price.
held annually in Olympia.
truck.
games.

Season for B & G
Closed in Waco

NEW AFRICAN IMPORTATION

FREAKS--ACTS--FREAKS

The Flash for 1937
MARKS ENGINEERING CO.
Cameron,

Missouri

The circus world mourns the recent passing
of John Francis (Cow) O'Connell, of RinglingBarnum Circus, and Mrs. Mary Edith Mugivan.
Their friends were legion.
55

LITTLEJOHN'S FAIR CIRCUIT
BOOKING INDEPENDENT

Will book Shows and Rides for 20 per cent.
American

Where Are You Wintering?
Kindly give the information on this blank and mail

to The Billboard, Cincinnati, 0., for our records of
circuses, carnivals and tent shows in winter quarters:

Palmist,

Novelties,

Lead

Gallery,

Opening for Cook House,

Crab,

Ball

Gimes,

Popcorn.

Want Baritone. Wire George Stoltz, Band Leader. Want to buy Electric
Cable for Midway. Union Springs, Ala., Fair, this week; 15 and 10 -Cent Gate.
Then Eufaula and Cuthbert Fairs. Want Platform. Free Acts, Commencing
November 30.

DOUGLAS DISTRICT FAIR
SOUTH, GEORGIA FAIR
DOUGLAS, GA., WEEK NOVEMBER 16.

Title of Show
Owner or Manager

ASO

TIFTON, GA., WEEK NOVEMBER 23.
WANT Rides, Shows, all kinds of Concessions. Joe Seiglist wanted for both spots.

ERNIE McLAUCHLIN, at Douglas, and TOM AITON, at Tifton.

Address

Winter Quarters Address

JOHN R. WARD SHOWS CAN PLACE
Office Address

Shows, capable Athletic People. WANT Chorus Girls and Musicians for Minstrel Show.
WANT Stock Concessions and capable Concession Agents. WANT Working Acts for Ten -in One. Will sell exclusive Photo Gallery and Lead Gallery. Out all winter in Louisiana. WILL
BUY No. 5 Eli Wheel and late model Loop -o -Plane for cash if priced right. Address Opelousas,
La., this week.

TO
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AMUSEMENT MAa-IINEf
A Depattmentin Opetakra, Jobhea, Didtib atom and Manufactatem_
Conducted by WALTER W. HURD-Communications to Woods Building, Randolph and Dearborn Streets, Chicago.

LI ERALISM
Most potent factor in American history today is the
spirit of liberalism. It is broad and deep in its sweep,
changing the habits. customs and methods of the populace
and, if unhindered, would make of every individual a true
liberal.

The true liberal may not understand all the threads
that have been woven together to produce modern America, but he reduces the philosophy of history to the plain

everyday language of a live and let live policy. He
anchors his faith to a few simple ideas of freedom and
progress and makes the most of changing times.
The true liberal may hold high standards and lofty
ideals for himself, but he will not try to force others to

conform to them. He understands that life is a game.
and that rules are necessary to play that game. But
rules tend to grow cumbersome and the liberal believes
in adapting them to suit changing conditions and needs.
The player is always more important than the game and
thus human beings come first.
To the liberal, even religion is a strong personal hope
and not a system to standardize the conduct of others.
Its power is in example and not in edict or command.
The true liberal respects the rights of others because
he loves his own liberty above all other possessions. He
knows that human beings can only live together when

realism of the present -day, he sees that a machine age
and complex business organization greatly hasten the
accumulation of wealth and power at the top, unless conscious steps are taken to redistribute benefits widely
among the masses.
He reduces the complexities of life to a working
philosophy in which about 90 per cent of the affairs of
the individual are determined by circumstance, chance,
heredity, conditions and associations, while about 10
per cent is determined by personal choice and will -power
-with much virtue in that 10 per cent. Thus, he sympathizes with the underdog today because he may be the
underdog himself tomorrow.

The true liberal sees the need of relieving human
beings from the stress of a complex system by providing
more and better means of amusement and recreation and

the time and money for enjoying such amusement. A
more liberal attitude toward the wide variety of amusement and recreation methods takes place as the tenseness
of modern life increases.
He learns that a liberal distribution of awards, bene-

fits and services to others may often be the best means
of increasing the flow of his own- business.

and conduct.
The true liberal studies his history, to learn its story

The higher he climbs to personal success the more
sympathetic the true liberal becomes toward those who
are less fortunate in life. The greater his success the
more he appreciates the hopes, ambitions and fears of
the masses. He perceives that as much as 60 per cent of
the masses prefer no greater success than the privilege
to make a decent living, enjoy life with their family and

crimes have been committed in the name of liberty. Of

to find at least a moderate degree of pleasure in the world.
To the true liberal, these people are the salt of the earth.

a give-and-take policy is the guiding principle of law

and its warnings, and he sees that same of the worst

all things, he must learn to be tolerant and to hear the
other fellow's side of the story. He sees that the spirit

of liberalism has had many ups and Gowns in the course
of history. He sees that revolution has at times been the
costly means of breaking the bonds of reaction and oppression, but he prefers the ways of peace and learns to
hate war and unbridled competition.
The true liberal sees the difficulty in breaking away
from outworn customs and ideas; he recognizes the value
of experiment in human progress and he lends co-opera-

tion to new ideas and new movements, if perchance
human happiness may be advanced.

He recognizes the difficulties of adjustment to

changing times, and the ever-present necessity for such
adjustment. The basic facts of increasing population
and the complexity of civilization clearly increase the
difficulty and the frequency of necessary adjustment.
He recognizes that an increasing proportion of human
beings lose out in these times unless a larger spirit of cooperation provides aid for those who may be injured or
outstripped in the speed of the age.
He recognizes that civilization can only justify itself
by developing better ways to distribute its benefits more
widely and proportionately among individuals. In the

The true liberal does' not take himself and his own
opinions too seriously; he believes in ideals of liberty and
progress, but understands that reaction must be endured
at times with patience. He promotes the cause of liberal-

ism by being liberal in his relationships toward others.
He knows that liberalism is an ideal in itself and all that
can be expected of any human being is to make a good
batting average.

Thus, the contributions that the individual may
"make to the liberal movement may be enumerated. The
liberal is encouraged today by the fact that three great
liberals, King Edward VIII, of England; Mackenzie King,

of Canada, and Franklin D. Roosevelt, of the United
States, head three great English-speaking nations of the
world. It is an important coincidence in history that the
English-speaking peoples- of the world should be thus
united by their leaders in the liberal movement. It may
be a significant fact in world history at a time when true
freedom needs its champions. The true liberal faces the
future with hope that the blessings of liberty, peace and
prosperity may be spread to all people in every nation.
The coin -machine industry has much to gain from
the liberal movement, in a more tolerant public attitude
and fairer and more reasonable laws.
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Each Score Wins
In New Belmont

ILL.
ALES CORPORA7104
CIIICAGO,
buy

AVE.,
AMERICAN
936 WRIGHTWOOD
Not lust Gaines

--but the

BEST GAMES,

is what you
powerg .

Y01.1 CAN'T

GO WRONG

Company's new
Belmont is reported to be gaining great
favor in all one-shot territories.
Discussing the new one-shot payout
game with changing odds, Ray Moloney,
Bally's president, pointed out that Belmont owes most of its appeal to its simplicity. It is one of those games which
appeal to all types of players because it
is so simple and easy to play. Simply
shoot a ball in any pocket on the board
and out comes the award. In other
words, every pocket on the panel is a
Bally Manufacturing

.

CREDIT!

ASK FOR

I

a definite demand for a game of its type,

get when you
. And our Spe-

.pi..CaLebsles:Iyecotued.feor.:5he.irhie.arpitainyt
fcrioaml Curesiit

CHICAGO, Nov. 7. -Created to meet

4-Aa
for tiMPuhaYs

P. S. -No room

or wrong Boos.,

:41.1k111.1110\16.11NEWIINMSLIWIM.W4131\%11:111.1\W

pays" pin game. In fact, a number of
our distributors have given us a blanket
order to ship such a game as soon as we
had it ready. Belmont was built primarily for those distributors and, accordingly, it was launched without any great
fanfare of publicity. However, it made

$ RUSH US YOUR ORDER

0 FOR DAVAL'S

such an immediate hit on location that
vie have swung into full production in
order to take care of the flood of repeat

;RACES
TRIAL GUARANTEE!
DAVAL'S RACES IS

d ENDORSED e ONLY

obtained by the fact that player never
knows when the odds -changer will set
top odds of 30 to I on the easiest skill shot in the game and also by the two
mystery pockets, each of which pay from
10 to 1 up to 30 to 1. In addition to
regular odds -change at start of _each
game, odds also change when ball goes
in free play pocket."

I. RUSH YOUR ORDER NOW FOR
BY HVEMCO"
IT'S THE BEST
$23.75
REEL "21"
OF THAT MONEY 4:gitiTy EXCEL - . . - 54.50
1atht`dt

THE VENDING M ACHINE COMPANY

Big Dividends Put More
Money Into Circulation

PHONE WRITE

WIRE

Get Our Special Clearance Sale Price List.
Must
Share in the most astounding values of the season -no junk.
make room for Western's new 10 -Ball Sensation, "COUNTRY CLUB"

McCALL NOVELTY
Distributors
Chicago Coin, Cenco, Western

sr"mes
MN

2230 Pine

ST. LOUIS.

1

I Another Stoner Winner

Better Than Madcap

Until You
ing
Have Seen STONER'S NEW

HOLD'EM $54.50

I

IAttention -To convince you that "HOLD Iiikl" will get more nickels in the cash box than anY
novelty pin game you ever operated, we will lend you a sample for 7 days, and if not satisfactory.
you may return it (transportation charges prepaid) and we will refund your money in full. 'Pair
Enough -Isn't It?"
Specify method of shipment preferred.

I

Terme: 1/8 Deposit, Balance O. 0. D.

I VV.

Write for Our Latest Price List on Guaranteed Used Coin -Operated Phonographs.

H. SPECIALTYi,Ay

" NO. 212 "

IN WHICH YOU WILL FIND ALL OF
HIS PROVEN WINNERS

As Well as Unheard of

Bargains

in

Guaranteed Used Machines.

DON'T FAIL
TO SEND FOR YOURS TODAY

BESSER NOVELTY CO. B
3020 OLIVE ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

WANTED
1000 USED PIN GAMES
MAD CAPS, TOP HATS, 21,000, FRISKY,

HIGH HANDS. Write or wire at once
price and quantity of each.

NATIONAL NOVELTY
& AMUSEMENT CO.

in front with Reel "21."

Wolcher only asks that manufacturers keep bringing him three similar
hits every week for his offices and he
will retire within 90 days:

Bank Reports Show More
Money Is in Circulation

August 15 of $20,000,000.

Wolcher Sees Retirement

IN=Buy=1 NOM Mew

1" 0 Fill ! lip

NEWEST PRICE LIST

NEW YORK, Nov. 17.-A sharp rise in
money in circulation was shown in the
banking statistics issued by the board
NEW YORK, Nov. 7. -Millions in divi- of governors of tile federal reserve sysdends were voted at the regular meetings tem this week. The statements, coverof the directors of corporations this ing the week ended November 4, revealed
week, thus helping to swell the volume
$76,000,000 in money in
of money In circulation. A few increased circulation to a total of $6,376,000,000.
annual rates were among the grist, but Notes issued by the federal reserve banks
the majority of the companies voted to accounted for but $48,000,000 of this
retain nominal rates, supplementing gain, with treasury issue evidently prothese with large extra disbursements.
viding the balance of the currency
And the flood is not yet over. There
are many corporations still to be heard needed.
The combined influence of the infrom on the matter of final quarter pay- crease
currency in circulation and
ments to stockholders to avoid high sur- the fall in
in deposits was reflected in extaxes. A number of companies among cess reserve balances of all member
those acting yesterday admitted that ad- banks. These were estimated by the
ditional payments would be necessary reserve board at $2,140,000,000, a reducbefore the year-end or just as soon as tion from the preceding week, when the
more accurate estimates Of profits could banks' idle funds reached a high shade
be made.

FAYETTEVILLE, N ORTH CAROLINA

Central 5459
Central 3920

HERB BESSER
URGES YOU TO SEND FOR HIS

DETROIT, MICH.
8535 Linwood Ave.,
orders now coming in. Belmont is definitely one of Bally's major hits.
"Belmont. features the new twice -size
fact that each office is making its
odds changer in the light -up back box, a the
sales on a different game. He
big 53 inch by 24 inch cabinet, new greatest
explains
that his headquarters at SeatA. B. T. No. 400 coin chute, 12 -coin visi- tle are doing best with Daval Races.
ble escalator and a number of other The Portland branch is leading with
mechanical refinements. Suspense is Excel and the Spokane branch is out

ON OUR 10 DAY FREE

g CAN BUY!

winner. There has been a strong demand recently for a good "every -pocket -

November 14, 1936

A further influx

of gold

into the

country partly counteracted the effect
of the currency and deposit movements
SEATTLE, Nov. 7. -From his head- on the member banks' idle reserves.
quarters in this city Harry Wolcher, Monetary gold stocks were reported in
president of Western Distributors, Inc., an increase of $27,000,000. Largely rereports that all three offices of his dis- sponsible for this increase were importatributing organization are featuring the
latest games. Games being featured in- tions of the metal received at New York
the week totaling $20,510,000. Of
clude Reel "21." Races and the Excel during
total $16,731,000 came from Engpin game made by Daval Manufacturing that
land, $3,099,000 from Canada and the
Company.
Wolcher says there is a coincidence in balance from India and Guatemala.

3800 N. Grand Blvd.

St. Louis, Mo.

MMMMMMMMMMMMMMM IM=011

ROLL-O-MATIC, INC.
209-19 PARKHURST ST., NEWARK, N. J.
MANUFACTURERS OF "AMERICA'S BEST BOWLING CAME" THE
"DE LUXE MODEL" ROLL -A -BALL, ARE NOW MAILING FREE 8 PAGE
CATALOG TO HELP YOU TO BIGGER PROFITS! WRITE FOR IT NOW!

Guaranteed
Reconditioned Counter
Games
SPORTLAND ABT ...$ 7.50
$ 7.50 GYPSY ............$ 5.00
BEAT "21"

13.00

SALLY BABY

HALF MILE1900 SUPERIOR
le CIOSWEET SALLY

LITTLE MERCHANT. 10.00
BANKER.......:
BOOSTER5.00 12.00
MILLS TICKETTE... 9.00

TAVERN ..... MMMMM

7.50
5.60
5.00
5.00

THREE CADETS ABT
6.00
TIT -TAT -TOE ....... 11.00
3.00
5.00
TWINS
PURITAN BELL .... 5.50
WAGON WHEELS... 7.50
10.00
RITHMATIC
GOLD RUSH
4.50
SELECT 'UM
All Machines subject to prior sale. 1/3 cash with order, F 0. 8. Knoxville. Orders less than $10.00,
full Oath with order. "IT WILL PAY YOU TO GET ON OUR MA LING LIST."
DUCK SOUP
FLYING COLORS, Jr

GET.A.PACK .......

1.25
3.00
6.00
6.00

PENNY SMOKE ....
PUNCHETTE .......

H. & D. SALES COMPANYKNOXVILLE, TENN.

410 NORTH GAY BT.,

HY GREENSTEIN, HEAD OF HY-G GAMES COMPANY, MINNEAPOLIS,

tries a Gottlieb game with the new Hammond Electric Clock inserted in the
backboard of the game. Greenstein praised the Idea.

:
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Keeney's

ELECTRIC

QRAY.

RIFLE GAME

As outstanding in the rifie game field as saimITTE
bowling games!
W
The Rifle Game Operators have been
10
FOOT SIZE
A new deluxe game with the
same totalizing scoring mechanism and positive ball counter

as the regular longer BOWL-

ETTE. Full 18" alley width.
Generous playing area.
31/s" balls. Noiseless

beyond belief.

14 FOOT

6 0000

America's most popular bowling

game-the choice of operators and
players alike. Don't be fooled by substitutes! Order the best-get BOWLETTE!

"I'm glad to

see

the slot machines

come out in the open. As city manager
I am looking the situation squarely in
the face. I won't dodge. I'm willing to
accept responsibility.
"The man who plays a slot machine
in a sucker pure and simple. He gets
the thrill and the slot machine gets the
money. There you are. It's up to him
whether he can afford the thrill.
"Anybody knows you can't beat a slot
machine. It's there to make money for

r
01110 OPERATORS
Visit the New Markepp Branch at

TOLEDO, OHIO
1823-1825 Adams Street
Easy to reach-Free Parking
NEW AND USED MACHINES
EXPERT REPAIRS AND PARTS
NOVELTIES AND PRIZES
SALESBOARDS

THE MARKEPP COMPANY
Ohio's Largest Distributors
Cleveland - 3328 Carnegie Avenue
Cincinnati -1410 Central Parkway
Toledo - 1823.1825 Adams Street

tow sm...

LOOK TO
IN THE WHOLESALE
MERCHANDISE

SECTION

for the
LATEST NOVELTIES,

PRIZES

PREMIUMS ANO SPECIALTIES

chanical perfection have gone into the designing of Targette as
were employed in the designing and manufacture of Bowlette
-a more interesting rifle game of greater mechanical perfection
and selling at a comparatively lower price. Illustrated in next
week's Billboard with delivery date announced.
FF ClopNerLaYtorAs shFEulWd wM.tORtEoLEFTfor

our Free Pin Game Nail Set and Switch Adjuster which
you'll find the handiest tools in your kit.
SEE YOUR KEENEY DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE ...

SOWLETTE

City Manager Is
Liberal in Views

waiting for! The same masterful engineering and me-

eke

GEORGE B. TURNER
Writes on

Coin Chutes and
Shooters

In the Christmas Number
of The Billboard Dated
November 28, 1936

H. "The
KEENEY
& CO.
House that Jack Built".
2900 S. MICHIGAN, CHICAGO
New York City Office: 250 W. 54th St.

the police department is not getting any
Of the profits.
"God pity the man who has to have a
law passed to bring up his children.
And the adult who is spoiled by a slot
machine has very little moral margin.
"I'll look any man in the face and
repeat what I've said."
The above statement appeared in the
editorial columns of a Kansas City
newspaper July 16, 1936, and was attributed to Judge H. F. McElroy, the city
manager. We are indebted to J. L.
(Bones) Treadway and George Tatum.
of the T. & T. Novelty Company, of
Joplin, Mo., for a copy of the item,

the owner. Put in $10 and you get President's Trip Boost
back $5. You may win today, but you To South American Trade
will pay the bill if you keep on playing.
WASHINGTON, Nov. 7.-Among the
"There isn't a city or town where the early
plans announced by President
slot machine isn't accepted as .an in- Roofevelt
the election of Nostitution, except perhaps in towns of vember 3 following
a trip to South American
300 population, where it doesn't pay to countries. isPresident
has recently reinstall them.
several messages from officials of
"If there is an agitation in this city ceived
American countries urging him to
against slot machines I will order their South
the Pan - American Conference,
removal from the larger stores that can attend
which
opens December 1. He probably
afford to pay for morality. But I will

make a speech at the opening of
not remove them from small independent will
stores. Why? Because they are keeping the conference.

Babe Kaufman, Mgr.

SALESBOARD
OPERATORS

N

frk N DINNGT.

FLU°IrII f
All Styles and Sizes. LADIES'

Fur Coats include such outstanding Furs as Black Seal
Skin, p'ff'd, (dyed Coney):

FUR

Black Seal Skin (dyed Coney):
Marmink, p'c'd., looks like real
Mink; Squirrellette; C000alette;
CHILDREN'S White Fur Coats
with Muffs and Scarfs to match;
MEN'S Black Cloth Coats with
genuine Seal Skin (dyed Coney)
Collar and Inside Lining and

WRITE.

COATS
UAL

FUR

with genuine Marmink Collar

and Inside Lin.,
US YOUR INDIVID-21000
COAT

REQUIRE -

MENTS TODAY! NO OBLIGAPRICESTION.
LOWEST
Best Merchandise. Priced from... to $21.50

$

.00

e Whlto Fa..
All merchandise beautifully made In latest
smartest designs, Wantsed in cellophane display envelop. and packed In attractive durable boxes. Every woman will play
any board to win one. Every man will play at
any price to bring one home to his wife or
sweetheart. All prices guaranteed to be the
lowest you can get anywhere. Write today
for FREE complete SALESBOARD OPERATORS' CIRCULAR.
models,

The trip is seen by business interests
small, independent stores in business.
NOTICE TO OPERATORS
having immense possibilities in pro- WeSPECIAL
I am not going to force the owners of as
do not sell complete seieseeerd Deals, but
moting
trade relations with South
will furnish those operatinesiring them, any
those stores to close and walk the streets America.better
the
South
Altho
none
of
standard type sate...rd. Write us your needs
looking for work. If the neighborhood American countries have been a market
Immediately! Quick, efficient service -I
objects to the slot machine let it com- for coin machines in quantity, the posOrder today! 25e4 deposit with order, balYouryou
money (s freight
aharges)
plain to the storekeeper. Nobody re- sibility has been entertained for some
not
c
cheerfully
quired him to keep a slot machine. It years that eventually some of these
is his business and if his customers are countries might open up to accept ma- 100% satisfied with our merchandise.are
willing to pay for it all right.
of various kinds in paying quan"Furthermore, I do not believe slot chines
tities. Coinage is still a handicap, even
N EW YORK,NY
Their when favorable tariff rates are granted. CHARLES BRAND W8126.'sr
machines corrupt children.
parents corrupt them. Any child who
must be reared by the police probably
B. & L. Novelty Co. Moves
will turn out to be a police character.
MACHINES
"Slot machines are in the stores of BOSTON, Nov. 7. - B. & L. Novelty GUARANTEED
In Good Shape and Ready to go on Location
substantial, reputable citizens. They Company has moved to larger headquar- 12 DAILY
4 PAI.00KA,
RACES...$37.50
565.00
maintain them so they can live. They ters at 1246 Washington street.
2 MATCH
HIALEAH. 40.00
Company, handling Rock-Ola products, 45 GALLOP.
get 50 per cent of the money in the till.
PLAY
15.00
The owner of the machine gets the other announces the addition of Bally prod2 CARINA
15.00
ING PLUGS 50.00
2 PUT AND
PAMCO
half of it. He pays out of his half for ucts to its line. In moving, necessitated
35.00
PARLAYS.
the machine and the maintenance of it. by the increase of business, B. & L. Nov- I have been a 3Iachinc Operator or tweniy. years and
sell cheap.
macinnes
"To my knowledge slot machines have elty Company practically doubles its lia,o a lot Or different
you can ush
been in Kansas City for 38 years. For floor area thruout the various depart- Write me what
CHAS. E. TILGHMAN,
the first time in the history of the city ments.
Snow Hill, Md.
Boa 158,

f

THOROUGHLY

RECONDITIONED

READY TO OPERATE
SPORTSMAN

Brown Cabinet. Last Coln Visible $9.85

PUT AND TAKE
Front Door
TREASURE SHIP

$32.50

SUNSHINE DERBY
MAMMOTH

$1

BAFFLE BALL
REPEATER
TROJAN

$3500

JUMBO

950

ROCK.OLA'S CREDIT
BALLY ALL STARS
BALLY PEERLESS
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
PINCH HITTER

New Soap Vender
To B.e Ready Soon

BALLY DERBY
RED SAILS
GoTTLIEB RACES, Multiple
GALLOPING PLUGS

85

M U LT IPLAY

$69.5°

FLOOR SAMPLES $51.50
GRAND SLAM
PAMCO BALLOTS
SUNSHINE BASEBALL

PAMCO PALOOKA JR. $ 79.50
New, In Original Crates

ATTENTION !

!

OPERATORS OF CLOSED TERRITO-

RIES, WE HAVE SIX HURDLE HOP.
TEN -BALL TICKET GAMES, EXHIBIT

TICKET UNIT. BOWL -A -TYPE GAME.
NewK, in Original Crates.

WRITE FOR SPECIAL PRICE

NEW COUNTER GAMES
511.95
CENT -A -SMOKE

15.50
BALLY BABY
16.50
PENNY PACK
17.50
DAVAL'S RACES
23.75
.
....
,
PAPAL'S REEL "21" .
Sold on Ten Day Money -Back ..........
Tax Paid.

WURLITZER
AUTOMATIC
PHONOGRAPH,
Model P12,

1

6 9.50

Like New
IT WILL PAY YOU TO BE ON OUR
MAILING LIST. WRITE NOW FOR

COMPLETE LIST OF PRICES.

direction and embodies several new
principles in construction.

Method of dropping and cutting the
individual soap pieces is an entirely new
and patented development. New ma-

chine comes in a tapering case about 30
inches high, 8 inches wide and 6 inches
deep. It is designed to be permanently
attached to the wall, which is said to
give superior safety and protection over
the portable or stand type of machine.
The case and the entire machine are
made of heavy gauge sheet steel. The
case Is finished in black crackle, giving
an attractive sheen to the product, with
all parts plated fqt rust prevention. The
face of the machine carries an Instruction and identification label. Exposed
delivery mechanism is chrome plated.
An observation glass window near the
bottom allows both operator and patron
to see whether the machine is empty or
not, The A. B. T. coin chute is used
on the machine, giving superior protection against slugs or vandalism.
Front of the machine may be removed
by simply turning the lock at the top,
exposing all working parts in one operation. It uses hand paste soap, carrying

a load of seven and one-half pounds,
which is enough for 150 to 175 slices

of soap or enough to service the average
Industrial, washroom for one week. In
some locations additional machines are
required, especially in the larger plants,
and two are in operation in washrooms

Machine is made to operate for a
The American Dispensing machine is

HAVE THEM AS LONG AS THEY LAST
Goal Kick..$5.00
Beamilte ...55.00
Forward Pam 4.00
Criss Cross -ASkyscraper .. 5.00
Lite .... 7.00

Kin. ..... 8.00
.. 8.00

Watling BlueC.tielite

Drop Kick .. 4.00
Rebound ... 5.00

Major League 8.00
Register

Lightning

... 5.00

.. 3.00

Golden Gate. 3.00
Beacon ... 8.00
5.00
Jr..Contact,

Context, Sr.. 6.00
BIg Bertha,.. 4.00
BIg Bertha,Sr. 5.00

Signal ..... 5.00

,

'

fi0

Candy Machine Sales Up
DETROIT, Nov. 7. -"Candy vending

several years in the Detroit field, was coming along nicely as well."
Hopkins has increased his routes exformerly vice-president in charge of
production of the National Dispensing tensively in the last few months. He
Company, manufacturer of another type reports the penny venders as the best
money makers at present both in candy,
of soap vender.
New machine is the result of several gum and nut machines.

penny.

LOOK THEM OVER, YOU CAN

-

A successful endeavor at increased dish
play possibilities was made by one

manufacturer in the introduction of an
automat that was a departure from the
usual oblong shapes in: that it was round
in design like glass show cases. It was
intended for the sale of 50 different
kinds of merchandise in various price
ranges. Table automats for dispensing
foodstuffs, cigars, Cigarets. chocolate.
etc., were displayed in great profusion.
Several small automats were introduced_.
as novelties, which by their shape, like
a match or cigar, for instance, indicate
their particular purpose, being featured
for attachment to larger automats.

to the improved quality in the iner-

chiindlse now offered, leading operators.::
here believe. Customers have always

displayed favor in using candy machines, but the inferior quality of some
of the candy in them cut deeply into
the sales receipts.
"It is possible to sell nationally advertised candies and still reap hanpsome
profits," a well-known candy machine .
distributor here states. "Not only is the -customer completely satisfied with his purchase but he develops' a habit to'
WASHINGTON, Nov. 7.-U. S. Consul use coin -operated contrivances."
David H. Buffum reports of the 1936
fair at Leipzig, Germany, that in keeping
with a steadily increasing importance of Queer Story of Bag To
slot vending machines in German retail Hold Runover Cash Box
business there was offered in this line
at the fair this fall a display which has
BROOKLYN, Nov. 7. - One of the
no precedent here With regard to com- queerest stories that has come from this_
pleteness and versatility.
city of queer stories Is that of Harry
Both exhibitors and N display space oc- Siskin. noted coin -machine operator
cupied were indicated by 'the manage- here, who has one of those 24 -hour locament to have increased. In addition to tions in the city.
According to Harry, he placed an
the large firms that have been leading in.
this line for years, there was an unusual Excel game on the location and the
money
box filled so fast that it became
manufacturers
smaller
increase in
among the exhibitors this fall. The line necessary to service the account three
of automats has been favored by a re- and even four times a day. "In fact,"
cent law in. Germany which provides for he pays, "this was one of the last things
a considerable enlargement in the kinds I did before going to bed."
To'lremedy this situation, which was
of merchandise that may be sold in such
up much of his time from other
manner. Judging from the models on taking
efforts, he bored a hole in the
display at the fair this fall, there ap- location
bottom
of the cabinet, attached a large
pears to be a uniform tendency of de- bank sack
to it and covered this with
velopment from the "silent seller" to the
metal on all sides.
"automatic warehouse." One leading sheet
He says the money comes in just as
firm in this line displayed a large fast,
if not faster, but he is able to
cigaret automat about the size of a
much earlier, for all it requires
normal shop window, the front part of retire
now
Is
two collections a day.
which was manufactured entirely from
The incident would never have become
glass. In fact, it was obvious that most known
Harry had not' brought the
manufacturers have endeavored to com- game to if
the Supreme Vending Company
bine formerly employed selling features for repairs.
When William Blatt saw
with enlarged storage capacities with a the game he simply
howled, for it was
view of increasing the profitability of the first game he had
seen in all his
such automata and reducing expenses -many years in the business
which re-entailed in replenishing stocks.
quired
a
large
sack
to
handle
the coin.
Goods to be retailed at 25 pfennigs

Coin Machines Up
At Leipzig Fair

now in operation in the Detroit ter- heretofore have been a problem for

ritory by the company in about 25 in- automat manufacturers, but the probdustrial plants, including the Graham - lem has been solved in two ways by
Paige Motor Company, Federal Motor devices that refund 5 pfennigs upon the
Truck, Gar Wood Industries and Ameri- insertion of three 10 pfennig pieces or
can Blower Corporation. Returns on the by those providing for the insertion of
machine are averaging at the rate of both 5 and 10 pfennig pieces. One autoabout 100 per cent net per year.
mat displayed at the fair this fall for
New machine is being placed In pro- the first time was provided with a device that tests the coins before enExduction for national distribution.
clusive territorial rights will probably trance into the mechanism, which was
exploited as the best known protection
be granted to operators.

Red Arrow.
Stampede

.

OfiN

Candies,

Prizes, Ball Gum, efc.
5

lb. capacity.

Size

7x7x 14". Write at
once for details and
low prices.

UTOMAT GAMES
3214 N. California Ave., Chicago

8.00
22.00

Gold Rush. 10.00
Put 'N Take 10.00
Do or Don't 10.00
Hit A Run . 10.00

CASH INCOME

1111

with TOM THUMB

Malay have started with one Tom
Thumb Vendor, owned chain in a
year earned more than ever before., Wa show you how. Think
of the people who eat Nuts, Gum,
Candy. All of them yo
pects. The 1936 TomThumb
is the finest miniature lender you

KANSAS CITY, MO.

have over seen -IS exclusive features, Including "Magic Coin Selector.- Neatness and beauty
opens many stoves, waiting resin,
beer taverns, restatuants to Tom
Thumb where unsightly machines are barred. D't
confuse Tom Thumb withany Ordinary cheaply builtn

LOOK

IN THE WHOLESALE
MERCHANDISE SECTION
for the
LATEST NOVELTIES, PRIZES
PREMIUMS AND SPECIALTIES

Worlds finest life time
vendor. Guaranteed
to vend everything,
Pistachio's

COLONIAL MFG. &SALES CO.
1805.11 E. 38th,

KING

SILVER

AUTOMATIC
PAYOFF

Rocket ...§ 9.00
Champion . 10.00
Rapid Fire. 7.00

Carioca ... 10.00
Jumbo .... 35.00
Fortune .. 27.50
TroJan .... 27.50
De Luxe 48 22.50
Ivory Golf. 17.60
1 IS Deposit- glance C. 0

World Series. 2.50
Jig Saw .... 2.50
Streamline . 4.00
Blue Ribbon. 4.00
Criss Cross.. 5.00
Rackelite .. 6.00

against the stoppage of the apparatus_
thru the insertion of too worn or wrong
coins, slugs, etc. such coins or slugs
are understood to be rejected before they
enter the mechanism.

organized American Dispensing Corpora- sonal, of course, but the jump is prob- Sales Above Last Year
PITTSBURGH, Nov. 7. -Marked intion, of Detroit. Company is headed by ably a little better than last year.
"Factory locations are showing a crease in sales from candy machines in
A. A. Amlinger, as president, and Russell
definite
increase
wherever
the
men.
are
this territory during the last two months
E. Anger, vice-president and general
manager. Anger, who has operated for working, while other retail locations are over a similar period last year is due

in several large plants around Detroit
at present.

,merl'W
J1-

'

machines have been showing a very
satisfactory increase in the past few
DETROIT, Nov. 7.-A new and mod- weeks," Ray Hopkins, one of Detroit's
ernistic soap vending machine is about most popular operators, reported this
to be placed on the market by the newly week. "The increase Is naturally sea-

years Of experimental work under Anger's

PAMCO PALOOKA SR. $63.50

BALLY CHALLENGER
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We aura first to meet the operators' raguiresilents in a small merchandiser. Operators write at
vendor.

"I'LL GET IN THE PICTURE SOMEHOW," Meyer Marcus, Markepp Com-

pany, Cleveland, seems to be saying as he plays the Bally Preakness game at
the Chicago factory.

once Tor bulletin and price list. Tom Thumb is
available in the popular 1% lb. and 3 lb. Mae.
Fa. °474° MAN'7,281i11:11,,N,Gril

00.
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Tourist Season Begins
With Record Migration
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla., Nov. 7.-Flor-

IA
Advertising program now being carWorking at Mills Novelty Company has
many advantages - good fellowship ried out by Joe Calcutt, of the Vending
among. employees, pleasant bosses, attractive offices, pretty girls, and intelligent, too, and all the ice cream you
can eat. The ice-cream freezer school
for distributors, salesmen and buyers is
located next to the general offices. All
the ice cream made up during the school
hours is free to the employees-a dozen

Machine Company, Fayetteville, N. C..
features personalities in the manufacturing industry, thus serving to introduce these men and their likenesses to
the industry.
Dave Gensburg, of Genco, Inc., Chicago, was in New York for a few days
flavors.
recently. He visited the George Ponser
Company while in New York. Dave also
A. J. LaBeau, of LaBeau Novelty Com- made a trip to the West Coast recently.
pany, St. Paul, spent Tuesday and
George Ponser, president of the George
Wednesday of this week around the Chicago factories.. LaBeau is a distributor Ponser Company, Newark and New York,
reserved
a table for guests at the fifth
of coin machines around the Twin City
annual banquet of the New York operaterritory.
tors' associations.
Don Leary, who represents that name
J. J. Stuck, of the United Novelty
in the firm of Leary, Manguson
Sioux Falls, S. D., was a reJenson Company, Minneapolis, was in Company,
cent
visitor at the Chicago factories.
Chicago from Saturday to Tuesday. Besides
coin
-machine operating, Stuck
Spent Saturday at the Minnesota -North- operates a carnival
company in the
western football game and saw his team Northwest.
go down in defeat. Leary was in the
company of a large Minnesota delegaA. Latham, of Bicknell, Ind., was
tion that came to Chicago for the game, in'John
Chicago early this week to purchase
also to lay off their bets because of the additional
equipment for operations In
better odds in the Windy City.
Southern Indiana. Latham is an active
American Legion member and has
E. W. Willis, manager of the Square numerous friends in Southern Indiana,
Deal Novelty Company, Cave City, Ky., where his operating business is conthis week shopped around the Chicago sidered one of the best in that territory.
factories for radio rifles to operate in
his territory.
Sam Goodkind, Eastern traveling representative of the American Sales CorL. B. Reed, of Dover road, Colon's, poration, of Chicago, made his semiN. J., spent a few days in Chicago this annual trip to the Chicago office of his
week. His interests also were in radio company last week. While in the Windy
rifles.
City Goodkind visited all the manufacturing. plants, taking back with him a
Other recent visitors in Chicago were thoro knowledge of the latest 'developGeorge W. Young Jr., of Clarion, 04 ments in coin -machine manufacturing.
William Oliver, of Cincinnati, and Joe
Gallus, manager of the East Side Bar,
II! confess. I spent the afternoon
Minneapolis.
with the O'Toole Indians at Bally Manufacturing Company. Those 'Indians gave
An entire section of fast -production me the "works,' if you know what I
machinery has recently been installed in mean. If you don't know, I do now.
the west side plant of the Exhibit Sup- Anyway stop at Bally Manufacturing
ply Company, Chicago. New equipment Company on your next visit to Chicago
is said to be necessary to meet the in- and get the "works." It's okeh.
creased demand for the manufacture of
the two new one-shot payout games Bigger Odds Changer for
recently announced by Exhibit.

Bally Game Gains Favor

A new department at the Mills Novelty
CHICAGO, Nov. 7.-Due to widespread
Company, Chicago, required an expendi- popularity of the double -size odds
ture of $500,000 for machinery. The changer as used on its Belmont
department is for the manufacture of machine, Bally Manufacturing Company
compressor equipment and indicates the announces that the over -size odds
diversity of manufactured products changer is being adopted as standard on
turned out by the Mills firm.
the Snappy game. A large light -box

with a new backboard design will be

DUCK SOUP
is Skill Game
5 PENNIES ON
DUCK
MK/Mg CIGARETTE

IT'S LEGAL
100,000

ida operators are looking forward with
happy expectancy to the heavy southward migration which began in earnest
the day after the election. Travel
agencies and scouts report that the
highways are already filled with tourists
headed for Florida.
Heaviest passenger loads in years are
being carried by the railroads, with
steamship, bus and air lines sharing in
the wholesale movement of sun -worshipers to a warmer clime after performing their duty as citizens.
Already the vanguard of the post -election influx is pouring into the Sunshine
City, as Gandy Bridge officials report
record -breaking traffic across that seven mile span, and hotels, apartments and
dwellings available to tenants begin filling days and weeks earlier than ever before.
Hotel reservations are from 25 to 50

per cent greater than at this time last
year, when an all-time mark for this
resort was set. Registrations at the City
Information Bureau point to another

new high total for the fifth consecutive
year. The de luxe trailer camps, ranked
among the best in the South, will triple
last year's business.
For the first time in 22 years' experience of the City Information Bureau,
visitor registrations were ,expected to
reach a daily total next Monday of
more than 1,000, travel experts estimating that one of every five arrivals registers.
In preparation for the amusement of
the incoming throngs, an ambitious program of social and sports events and entertainment in 57 varieties has been
provided by hotels, civic groups and the

0**

municipality.

Poses With Comedian

411.11=1110

NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Earl Winters, of
International Mutoscope Reel Company,
Inc., and Milton Berle, widely known
comedian, posed together recently for a

1. They Last Longer
photograph taken by the Mutoscope 2. They're More Dependable
photomatic machine.
The picture created a great deal of
interest when shown at the Mutoscope 3. They're Available
offices and was instantly dubbed "Earl
Everywhere
and Berle," which, it was explained,
could also be translated as meaning "oil
and boil" in New York's east side pronunciation.
The most interesting part of the picture, treasured very highly by Earl Winters, is the clearness of the automatic
photography and also the sharpness of
the two figures appearing on only one
frame. The photomatic is gradually becoming recognized as a real money
maker in the coin -machine industry and
has already gained a host of followers.

And, of course, "Evereadys"

present no fire hazard

Exhibit Offers Two Games

Get in on this special
trade discount:

CHICAGO, Nov. 7.-Operators, jobbers
and distributors have had such wonderful success with Gusher and Twister,
Exhibit's two five -ball games, as novelty
boards that they have demanded them in
payout and ticket models, according to
Leo J. Kelly, of

SEND THIS COUPON i
I
FOR INFORMATION ON

the Exhibit Supply

Company.
used to set off the new odds -changer.
"Both Gusher and Twister are now
Snappy is said to be scoring unusual
success as a selector type one-shot game. ready for immediate delivery in the paySix players can play at a time, each out and ticket models desired. After
selecting a number. A new device, the great money -getting record they
known as the "odd -or -even", mystery chalked up as novelty games, they

SPECIAL TRADE PRICES

award, is reported to be attracting an should certainly top the field as autoaverage of 15 cents per game, even when matics, and they are priced right, at a
p ayed by a single player.

If you are a legitimate distributor,

jobber or operator of pin games
you can take advantage of our
special trade quantity prices. For

low figure every operator will welcome."

LOCATIONS
Open for this

complete information fall out this
coupon and send it to

-

MONEY MAKER

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.

Earns

P. O. Box No. 600
Grand Central Station
New York, N. Y.

$2.00 to $10.00
Every Day

I

I
I
I
I
I

CLEVER

NOVEL

Name

ORIGINAL

Address

PROFITABLE

Watch the DUCK Dive!
. . $1.90
Sample
Lots of 6 . . 1.40
1/2 Deposit
Lots of 12 .. 1.20
Bal. C.O.D.
No Personal Checks, Please.

Distributor

PRICES

Operator

PLEASE CHECK

Protect Your Route Without Delay

STAR
SALES CO.
3901-09 Wayne. Kansas City, Mo.

Jobber

ATTRACTIVE S.4LFSROOM AND OFFICE OF JACK MOORE, Portland (Ore.)

distributor, with branches in Spokane and San Francisco.

I

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon
EEO
Corporation

I
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greater co-operation between the opera -

tors in these States than ever before.
No longer are they 'at each other's
throats, so to speak. No longer do they
try to outdo each other in changing

each other's locations, but instead there
seems to be an unquestionable spirit of
'live and let live.'
"In conclusion, I can emphatically say
that the outlook for the phonograph
operators for the coming year of 1997 is
mighty grand and glorious!"

Finds Phonographs
In Great Demand
CHICAGO, Nov. 7.-Ralph H. McCabe,

factory representative of the Rock-Ola
Manufacturing Corporation and said to
have been engaged exclusively in "the

coin -operated machine business continuously for a longer period of time
than most of those In the game, has just
returned from a trip on which he
combed the States of Kentucky,. Indiana
and West Virginia.

every operator of the hundreds I visited
is already planning an expansion off his
activities. Locations -which were formerly passed by are now being contacted
for the placement of phonographs, due
almost entirely to the increase of the
normal natural business of the particular establishment. For example; in a
certain community In Kentucky the
local golf club had not enjoyed a very
prosperous and certainly not a profitable
business since 1929 until the closing
months of this summer, when the course
took on such new life and activity that
the local operator, who had placed a
Rock-Ola Rhythm King phonograph in

tars. Swanstrom Is Buried
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 7.-Funeral services for Marjorie Swanstrom, wife of Milton Swanstrom, formerly with the Rock-

Ola Company, Chicago, and now sales
manager of the Novelty Records Company, this city, were held Tuesday from
the funeral home of Adair 5s Payne here.
Eunice Dean, Christian Science reader,
conducted the services. Mrs. Leon McDonald, soloist, sang.
impressive.

Services were

Many beautiful floral offerings came
from friends locally 'and in Chicago.
Honorary pallbearers were Jack C. McClelland, Paul Laymon, Mack Mohr,
"I have been thru these..States five the clubhouse four weeks before my M. C. Saunders, Sol Gottlieb and Clegg
or six times this year," says McCabe, "but visit, reported that 'the machine had LeBauve.
during the last trip 1 have found more been averaging $19.10 firer week.
Mrs. Swanstrom died October 90 from
nthuslasm over the outlook for in"I also found many operators taking injuries received in an automobile
creased business for phonograph opera - advantage of new locations thru newly accident the previous day.
ors than I have ever before encountered. created establishments of various kinds.
"Operators everywhere are pronounced For example, in one city of only 9,000
n their happy predictions of the future population the operator there told me
outlobk for phonographs. Practically that of 47 new retail business estab- Music Operator Expands
lishments which had started since AuHARRISONBT/RG, Va., Nov. 7.-Mr.
gust 1 he was able to place 15 phono- and
Mrs. Marvin Drake, owners of the
graphs. I cannot speak for the rest of Drake Automatic Music Company, reRALPH C. NEAL
the country, but after this recent com- cently made a trip to the Wurlitzer facprehensive trip I can definitely state tory In North Tonawanda, N. Y. WurWrites on
that the great Commonwealths of Ken- litzer Simplex automatic phonographs
tucky, Indiana and West Virginia are are used by Mr. and Mrs. Drake in this
a remarkable uptrend of busi- territory. They were accompanied on
Profit Tips for Music showing
ness conditions in general, which natu- the trip by W. R. Denton.
rally
reflects
upon the increased prosOperators
Mr. and Mrs. Drake are reported to
perity of the phonograph operators.
have placed an order for a carload of
"Every operator upon whom I called new phonographs to be delivered immeIn the Christmas Number was
not only enraptured with the Inisi- diately. They are already operating 100
of The Billboard Dated
ness outlook for 1987 but was equally phonographs and Mrs. Drake is operating
enthusiastic
over my pictures of Rock- Si machines herself. She is thoroly
November 28, 1936
Ola's new 1997 Rhythm King.
experienced as an operator, and, like her
"Another advantage was to observe a husband, takes a great pride in providing locatiOns with high-grade instru-

ments.
Drake Automatic Music Compftny, with

SIEBIIRG HIGH FIDELITY SYMPHONOLAS

headquarters here, also has a branch office in Lynchburg and is rapidly covering

the territory all tlinf the Shenandoah
Valley.

Cry

My,

Clicks With Seeburg Line
BOSTON, -Nov. 7.-Atlas Coin Machine
Company, handling Seeburg Ray-o-Lites

and phonographs, is doing a healthy
business with the Ray-o-Lite products,
according to Bernard Blatt, president.
To experiment with the popularity of
Seeburg products, Blatt tested the machines in locations for almost one' year.
Not only have the machines been coining profits for operators but they have
been found to retain their mechanical
status to a perfect degree.

Blatt also said that the beautiful

cabinet aided considerably to attract
customers.

Radio Song Census
Selections listed represent The Billboard's accurate check on three networks, WIZ, WEAF and WABC.

Only songs played at least once during each program day are listed. Idea
is to recognize consistency rather than
grass score. Figure in parentheses indicates number of times song was
played according to last week's listing.
Period covered is from Friday, October
30, to Thursday, November 5, both
dates inclusive.
I'll Sing You a Thousand Love Songs
(28)

21

Chapel in the Moonlight (16)

20

It Can Happen to You .... ,

16

When Did You Leave Heaven? (23) 19
19
You Turned the Tables (21)
18
Midnight Blue

Organ Grinder's Swing (14)
Sweetheart, Let's
gether

Crow Old To71

Darling, Not Without You

9

Small Phono Needle Is
Big Item for Music Ops
CHICAGO, Nov. 7.-"A comparatively
viding a necessary, invaluable function
in automatic phonograph operation, that
is the Permo Point phono needle," so
officials of Permo Products Corporation
say. "The product is used as a standard

small item in size, but a giant in pro-

equipment by every manufacturer of

automatic phonographs and is distributed
by the leading record companies.
"Its performance record is marvelous,"

Permo chiefs say, "and it has proved in
every instance the authenticity of the
claim that it will do better than 2,000
plays. The elliptical pointed needle is
comparable to a sapphire in its hardness.
As -it Is matched to all standard pickup heads, rue reproduction is received
regardless of volume. This phone needle
offers perfect clarity of tone, longer
record life, positive accuracy in turn:ng and greater resiliency. It Is the
only long -life needle that truly reproduces high fidelity. The Permo Poiint
needle Is completely covered by patented
letters."
Art Olsen, president of the Permo
Products Corporation,, and one of the
most popular men in the automatic field
has extended every possible effort to supply only reliable and dependable equipment to the industry. The production
of the Permo Point needle is highly
technical. Craftsmen specialized in detail work are absolutely necessary in
turning out products with a high degree
of accuracy. Various tests are made at
frequent intervals to keep check on the
maintenance of precision production.
Elaborate decibel apparatus is employed
to conduct these tests.
"The Permo Point needle is an outstanding example of manufacturing per-=
fection," Olsen says. "Every efficient
type of equipment that science has contributed and all the skill that man can
provide are Combined to create this
famous phonograph needle.
"The Permo Products Corporation is
in the process of completing an extensive metallurgical laboratory, primarily designed for specialized research in
the field of rare and precious metals."

LS

QK9e(es

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 7.-At the National Amusement Company Earl Busby,
sales manager, and Clegg LeBauve state
that sales on the new Rock-Ola Rhythm

.King are very big; that they sold one
carload in a single day and that five
carloads are en route. It was also stated
that Henry Stewart, who has been in
the antipodes for several months, will
dock at San Francisco December 26 and
remain here until February. Letters
from Stewart indicate that conditions
in New Zealand have shown a definite
improvement and that amusement

I1502 DAYTON STREET

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
RALPH H. MCCABE, factory repre-

RECREATES THE TRUE TONAL VALUE

sentative of Rock -Ole Manufacturing Corporation, finds brisk demand
for phonographs.

games are gaining In favor there.
J. M. Gould, sales manager for Irving
Bromberg, reports good business and
that Bally's Preakness and Keeney's Stop
and Go are much in demand. At Mohr
Brothers Dan mohr states that sales on
Bally's Preakness and WurlItzer Simplex
phonos are tops and that business generally is very good. Major Mohr is covering the key cities on the West Coast.
Joe Orcutt, of the California Games,
also reports good business. Says he IS
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PERMO-POINT
PHONO NEEDLES
YOUR AUTOMATICS!

2000 PERFECT PLAYS

FOR SALE

gressing on new and startling ideas that
will be announced soon.
W. P. Canaan is doing excellent busi-;
ness on merchandise venders. Supply`
end of his business has grown to enormous proportions. Jahn Winn, of Long
Beach, was in town looking over the jobber's stock. C. B. Hayes, of Pasadena,
has added considerably to his operating
routes and is doing nicely. J. L. Hum pert and Morgan Edick, of the Western
Games, are constantly looking over the
field for new ideas in games and attribute their success in a large measure
to keeping abreast of the times in choosing new games of merit.

Rock-Ola's

GABEL LINE
24

VENDING MACHINE SALES CO.
St. Louis, WM.

breathing normally again after the exciting episode of several weeks ago when
three bandits entered his place and gave
him and five other coinmen the "lay
down" for a $1,400 bank roll.
Jack R. Moore's Los Angeles branch
at 1517 West Pico boulevard is an attractive layout. Lloyd Sutton, manager,

and Monetta Bates are temporarily in
Business is steadily improving,
Moore reports. Paul Laymon and the
missus find good business in the discharge.

Freshly refinished.

Perfect

$65.00

lott (at&
FORT WORTH, Nov. 7.-Ray Moloney
and Jim Buckley, president and general
sales manager, respectively, of the Bally
Manufacturing Company, Chicago, were
in Texas last week, devoting two days of
their visit to this city.. While here they
entertained the operators with a dinner
party at Cass Monona and Pioneer Palace on the Centennial grounds, where
everybody had a rollicking good time.
ending up with a harmony on I Had a
Dream, near, Fort Worth's favorite song.
Moloney and Buckley also spent a few
days in San Antonio and Houston.

Worth office the latter part of last
Seeburg phonographs are a recent addi- Fort
week. From here to Oklahoma City.
tion to their line.
then back to the main office in Mem-

Harry Stearns, of the Califorhia Exhibit,
states they are entering Into production
oi new ideas in amusement games; that
the experimental department, to which
two engineers have been added, is pro-

Selective

working condition.

S. L. Stanley, president of Automatic
tribution of the Exhibit Supply and Amusement
Company, Memphis and
Buckley lines. They also handle Pamco
Fort
Worth, was a visitor around the
Marksman and Gottlieb's Derby Day.

Herb McClellan, busy unloading a
shipment of Marksman, states he recently sold 233 Marksman machines in
one day. Sol Gottlieb Is pleased with
the volume of business on Gottlieb's
Derby Day and Genco's Bank Roll.

Record

PHONOGRAPH

25 MILLS MODERN SELECTIVE TROUBADOUR

1812 N. Grand Avenue,

Largest

CLOSES OUT

Glenn Hanson is one of the newer

P HON OS,

77

DISTRIBUTOR

successful operators out here.

Or Will Trade for t,,,te Model Slots.

The Billboard

1 -YEAR GUARANTEE
We will replace any mechanical

part

that proves

defective within one year.

The

1/3 Deposit, Balance COD,

CAPITOL AUTOMATIC MUSIC CO., Inc.
460 West 34th Street Phone Medallion 3-5090 New York, N. Y.

A-1 USED PHONOGRAPHS

$135.00

25 ROCK-OLA, REGULAR MODEL, MECHANICALLY PERFECT

None over one year old. 1/3 deposit with order, balance C. 0. D.

FRIEDMAN AMUSEMENT CO.
186 Georgia Ave., Southeast,

ATLANTA, GA.

phis.

the Automatic Amusement Company, 18
GUARANTEED PHONOGRAPHS.
8140.00
Sears, which makes for Automatic WURLITZER P-12
Other visitors in Fort Worth during Naomi
Amusement
Company
two
swell
-looking
WURLITZER
P-80
the past 10 days included Jim Boyle, of
160.00
WURLITZER P-412
200.00
Oklahoma City; L. E. Montgolaery, W. representatives in Fort Worth.
R. Cox, Booby Obedahl, Alton Abbott, W.
WURLITZER JUMBO
815.00
Cabinet good aa bred -new machine. Order One
R. Munday, D. F. Garrett, Vic Cornelius
and you want more.
The Arlington race track is again op- Terms: 1 /8 Down,
and George Reynolds.
Balance
C.
0.
D.,
F.
0, B.
erating and with its opening came the
Brenham.
seasonal rush. Any afternoon one can
SCNATZ NOVELTY CO.,
The' newly appointed secretary to meet a host of coin men on the plaza 81. Charles Street,
Brenham, TM
Helen Savage, Fort Worth manager of in front of the grand stand.

WURLITZER216.00

Ten Best Records for Week Ended Nov. 9
1

BLUEBIRD

BRUNSWICK

VICTOR

VOCALION

86604 - "One, Two, Button
Your Shoe" and "So Do I."

7757-"I Wasn't Lying When 1
Said I Love You" and "The
Harlem Waltz." Leo Reisman

25432. --"It's Pe -Lovely" .,,d
"You've Got Something." Eddie
MINIM and orchestra.

3333-"A Fine Romance" and
"I Can't Pretend." Billie Hell -

7759-"For Sentimental Reasons" and "Did You Mean It?"

25430-"La-De-De La -De -Da" 3334-"Let's Call a Heart a
and "Lounging at the Waldorf.", Heart" and "One, Two, Button

Shop Fields and orchestra.
-

0

....

3

and orchestra.

B6606-"A Fine Romance" and

"I

Can't Pretend."
Wingy
Mannone and orchestra.

B6592-"Easy To Love" and
"I've Got You Under My Skin."

Shop Fields and orchestra.

Kay Kyser and orchestra.

Fats Waller and orchestra.

Your Shoe."
orchestra.

Tonight" and "Never Gonna
Dane,." Shen Fields and or-

86488-"A

Star

Fell

Out of

Heaven" and "When Did Feu
and orchestra.

Charlie Barnet

136615-"Doin' the Suzi-Q" and

"Please Don't Talk About My
Man."

Amanda Randolph and

orchestra.

7

"Organ Grinder's Swing."

Tempo King and orchestra.

77e0-"Sitting on the Moon"

RECORDS EXCLUSIVELY

and "I -0-U My Heart." Jimmie

25431-"Pennles From Heaven" 3337-"Them There Eyes" and
and "So Do I." Eddie Duchin "Sweethearts on Parade." Louis
and arch
Armstrong and orchestra.

7716-"A Fine Romance," Fred
Astaire, Johnny Green and or-

25372-"The Way You Look 3302-"When Did You Leave

Crier and orchestra.

chestra, and
Swing Time,"

"The Waltz
Johnny

in
Green

B6605-"Did You Mean It?,"
Charlie Barnet and orchestra,
and "Floatin' Down to Cotton
Town," Wingy Mannone and

.,

86593-"Sing, Baby, Sing" and
"The
Milkmen's
Matinee."
Charlie Barnet and orchestra.

Heaven?" and "Algiers Stomp."
Henry (Red) Allen and orches-

tra.

chestra.

7753-"It's

De -Lovely"

"You've Got Something."
Reisman and orchestra.

York," etc.
orchestra.

and
Leo

orchestra
DI

Tonight" and "A Fine Romance."
Guy Lombardo and orchestra.

7736-"Sing, Baby, Sing" and

"You Turned the Tables on Me."
Teddy Wilson and orchestra.

25434-"You're Giving Me

a

Song and a Dance" and "When
a

Lady

Meets

Down South."
and orchestra.

a
Gentleman
Benny Goodman

jimmy Carroll and

3276-"No Regrets" and "Did
i

Remember?"

and orchestra.

Billie Holiday

25415-"Floatin' Down to Cot- 3332-"You Came to My Reston Town" and "S'Posin." Fats cue" and "Night In Manhattan."
Waller and orchestra.

"Me and

Ends)

Out

Begins" and

the Moon."
Fields and orchestra.

Shop

7718-"Never

Dance"
of Harlem."
Fred Astaire, Johnny Green and
orchestra.
and

"Bojangies

Gonna

He has what it takes to make money
. He proved it by taking only one

short year to get to the top among

Fields in your machines. He'll make
money for you, too!
New Recordings by
Sbep Fields end his Rippling Rhythm Orchestra

8.6639
"It's De -Lovely"

'Wintertime Dreams"
13-6640

"In the Chapel in the Moonlight"
"You're Everything Sweet"
At'11,

Emmett Matthews and orchestra

56548-"(Trouble
10 Where
the Blue

FOR BLUE BIRD RECORDS!
New York dance bands. Feature Shep

7729-"My Melancholy Baby" 25428-"One, Two, Button Your 3320-Old-Time Waltz Med.
and "I Cried for You." Teddy Shoe" and "Let's Call a Heart bays "A Bird In a. Gilded Cage,"
Wilson and orchestra.
a Heart." Ray Noble and or- etc., and "Sidewalks of New
.

..

NEP FIELDS...

New York's Newest Sensation

'Barra State Collegians.

and orchestra.

B6533-"Bojangles of Harlem"
and

eh

How Shep Fields puts the "ripple" in his rhythm

25406-"Love Me or Leave Me" 3336 - "A Swingy Little
night" and "Pick Yourself Up." and "Exactly Like You." Benny Rhythm" and "Swinging in HarFred Astaire, Johnny Green and Goodman and orchestra.
lem." Erskine Hawkins and his
orchestra.

Leave Heaven?"

6

chestra.

B6505-"The Way You Look 7717.-"The.Way You Look Tochestra.

5

Billie Holiday and

7758-"Wang Wang Blues" and 25391-"You Turned the Tables 3335-"Doin' the Suzi-Q" and
"The Isle of Capri." Music in on Me" and "Here's Love in "The Wedding of Mr. and Mrs.
Russ Morgan Mannar.
Your Eyes." Benny Goodman Swing." Joe Haymes and Grand orchestra.

4

day and orchestra.

25407-"Say 'Si Si'"and "Love, 3281 - "Hinky Dinky Parley
What Are You Doing to My Voo," Part 1, and "Medley of
Heart?" Xavier Cugat.
Bar -Room Songs.
Boys.

Sweet Violet

VICTOR and
BLUE BIRD RECORDS
RCA Monidoctirona Co., Inc Camden N 1
A 5.irvige of Radio Corporalion of Americo
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"Trapshot" New
OUTSTANDING BARGAIN PRICES
ON RECONDITIONED MACHINES!
USED SLOTS
25- Se MILLS TWIN JACKPOTS. Very Good
2-100 MILLS TWIN JACKPOTS. Very Good
4-26o MILLS TWIN JACKPOTS. Very Good
4- 6c MILLS WAR EAGLES
7- Be MILLS WOLFHEADS. Exceptional
3- Sr MILLS MYSTERY SKYSCRAPER BELLS
2- 5c MILLS SKYSCRAPER BELLS
16- 5c MILLS AND JENNINGS SINGLE JACKPOT. Reserve
2- 50 WATLING TWIN JACKPOTS

$27.50 Each
90.00 Each
32.50 Each
37.50 Each
95.00 Each
42.60 Each
39.50 Each
15.00 Each
92.50 Each
27.50 Each
27.50 Each

3- lc WATLING TWIN JACKPOTS
2- Ic MILLS Q T
lee
2- lc MILLS JUNIOR SILENTS.
1- 5o SUPERIOR DOUBLE JACK POT ESC. GOLD AWARD. Like New 32.50 Each
13.50 Each
1- lc JENNINGS LITTLE DUKE
65.00 Each
03- So BALLY RELIANCE% Leto Model

24.50 Eaoh

2- Sc JENNINGS DUCHESS

COUNTER MACHINES
$15.00 Each
12.60 Each
6.50 Each
3.50 Each
9.76 Each
8.50 Each.
7.50 Each
22.50 Each
1.76 Each
92.50 Each
8.60 Each
SANDY'S HORSES, New
4,75 Each
1 SPORTLAND
7.60 Each
6 BALLY BABY
4.50 Each
1 FOUR JACKS
7.50 Each
2 HOLD & DRAW
$5.00 Allowance on any Counter Macitr.,ggitiged.Ori. age, on the purchase of a new Dewed

WESTERN EQUIPMENT MYSTERIOUS EYE
SEEBURO GRAND NATIONAL RACE HORSES
4 PUNCHETTES
9 BABY SHOES
1 TWINS, Dice
2 BIG GAME HUNTERS
BULLET, Automatic Payout
PUNCHA-LITE, Automatic Payout
2 STEEPLE CHASE
2 HARMONY BELLS, Pence Pack Modal

We ere Distributors for 0. D. Jennings & Company, Western Equipment, Chicane. Coin COr.
potation, Pacific Amusement, and Stoner Corporation.

Immediate Deliveries!
TERMS: 1 /3 Cash, Money Order or Certified Check with Order, Balance C. 0. D.

NATIONAL PREMIUM COMPANY
OMAHA, NEBR.

1312 FARNAM ST.

WRITE FOR JOBBER PRICES!

NOTICE TO JOBBERS!

BOWL-A-GRME
FOURTEEN FOOT
PORTABLE , 2 SECTIONS
STURDY CONSTRUCTION
MECHANICAL SORE REGISTER

MIT Rilall0-IZSCO'f MEL £0.5
NE* NPR,

Rock -01a Game
CHICAGO, Nov. 7. -At the offices of
Rock-Ola Manufacturing Corporation. it

is reported that operators bring word
that Rock-Ola has again hit the bull's-

NEW YORK, Nov. 7. -John A. Fitzgibbons, president of Fitzgibbons Distributors, Inc., said this week that complete details of his new profit-sharing
plan would be released at an early date.
He plans to have the printed announcement ready for the formal opening of
the new branch office in Newark.
Fitzgibbons said that such nationally
known firms as Stanley Tools, Chase
Brass & Copper and Westinghouse have
contributed to the formation of the
.plan. It will be launched with the biggest advertising program in the history
pf the firm, he added.

plan."

Will Watch Workings of
One -House Legislature
LINCOLN, Neb., Nov. 7. -When most
of the 48 States have legislative sessions
scheduled for the first quarter of 1937,
much attention will be centered upon
the workings on the one -house legisla-

ture in Nebraska that will be inaugurated in January under auspicious circumstances. The coin -machine trade will
study closely its consideration of coin
machine legislation, if any.
Senator George W. Norris, father of
the plan, has indicated he will forego
attendance at opening sessions of Con"To focus greater attention on the gress to witness the start of the uniplan here in the East we will launch an cameral legislature.
Nebraska voters chose an experienced
advertising program that will set the
pace for the industry. More than 14 group of men to launch their experiindustrial firms of international reputa- ment. Thirty-two of the 43 members
tion have helped to make our new profit-sharing plan. It is so sound in its
fundamentals and based upon successful
merchandising experience that it is cer-

tain to revive a new wave of buying
among operators along the entire Eastern
seaboard. The plan is also flexible
enough to be worked thru our jobbers.
Then we will follow the Newark branch
with branch offices in other centers in
the East. In fact, we plan to have four
branch offices going by the time of the
convention in Chicago and all of them

have been senators or representatives in
the two -house Nebraska legislatures.
The 21 others are men of wide expertenoe in business and public affairs.
It was Senator Norris' idea that the
unicameral legislature should be nonpartisan and the voters furthered that
idea. They elected only 22 persons with
known Democratic leanings in the face
of a national Democratic landslide. The
21 others are either Republican or are
men who never have been attached to
any political faith.

Used

Pay Tables

It is said to be really four games in

one, having single, double, triple and
quadruple scoring features which, it is
said, holds and revives players' interest
to an unusual degree.
Trapshot is a five -ball novelty game,
based on the five balls contacting and
knocking over various animals, resulting
in a combination of lighting effects on
a gorgeous back panel. Lighted combinations depend upon the type of bird
or animal knocked over, plus the number
of bull's-eyes the player can score, all
of which, it is claimed, makes Trapshot
an interesting and attention -holding

new game.

In this particular game a winner can
be scored with one ball and thruout the
play there is that last -ball suspense
which means continual interest on the
part of the player. Some of the features
are a positive ball lift, no scores to add,
latest coin chute and the fact that
the location owner can see a winner at
a glance. The play is based on varicolored traps which stand up like impressive statues, and as the ball runs
down the playing field it knocks over a
series of traps, as well as the individual
traps, thereby making the game distinctly interesting, very exciting and
leading the player to continue playing
the game because of the thrill of "trapping" the various bull's-eyes - wild
ducks, foxes, quail, etc. With the hunting §eason at hand the game is very
timely and Rock-Ola officals say operators report the game irresistible.

Bank Roll Is Praised
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Hubert's Museum, 42d and Broadway, operated by
Schork & Schaeffer, prominent in sport land and arcade history, is said to have

gone 100 per cent for Bank Roll bowling
games. They report Bank Roll to be
doing exceptionally well in this location.
Originally three Bank Roll games were
installed and within a few days two
more machines were put in. High -score

of prizes offered.

will offer to operators our new finance

I

eye with Trapshot, a new novelty game.

awards are given daily, including such
items as a carton of cigarets for the
daily prize, as well as gum, cigars, cigarets, etc., for scores of 260 and above
for each day. Proprietors have' had long
experience in the use of premium goods
to stimulate play of skill games, having
set merchandising records for the value

Fitzgibbons Says Plan
Will Be Announced Soon

GUARANTEED
0. K.
AI
and

--:??..:L:.+

Slot Machines

USED PAY TABLES
CHALLENGERS (like new) $85.00
ROCK-OLA MYSTERY "3's" 23.75
25.00
MAMMOTHS
HOLLYWOOD
32.50
30.00
JENNINGS DAILY LIMIT
5.00

JENNINGS SPORTSMEN

USED SLOT MACHINES
MILLS

FOK

BULL'S-EYE

MILLS

FOK

BULL'S-EYE

DOUBLE 5c JACKPOT. .$22.50

20.00
SINGLE 5c JACKPOT
JENNINGS SINGLE lc DUKES 15.00
JENNINGS TRIPLE Ic DUKES 20.00
JENNINGS TODAY VENDORS 7.50
JENNINGS TODAY VENDORS
12.00
WITH JACK POTS
15.00
CAILLE 25c JACK POTS

NEW PAY TABLES
Write for Prices Today on BALLY
RAY'S

GAMES,

TRACKS

AND

JENNINGS MACHINES.

HOW TO ORDER
Purchases

of $10.00

or

less, full

amount with order required.

All

other purchases 1/3 with order,
Canadian shipbalance C. 0. D.
ments, 50% with order, balance

C.

0.

D.

TWIN CITY NOVELTY COMPANY
246 W. Broadway

Minneaptilis, Minn.

Art Nagel on Road in
Interest of Bolo Game
CINCINNATI, Nov. 7. - Art Nagel,
president Avon Novelty Sales Company,

Cleveland, was in town Thursday, calling on local jobbers in the interest of

the novelty game, Bolo, on which he

They report that the alleys are in con- recently obtained exclusive distributorstant use and giving full satisfaction ship for Ohio from the Pacent Novelty
Company. Nagel succeeded in placing
in mechanical performance.
substantial orders with Bill Marmer, of
the Sicking Manufacturing Company,
and Harry Cohen, of the Ohio Specialty
Company. He was also a visitor at local
office of The Billboard during his brief
stay in town.
He spent the entire week on the road
plugging the new machine. From Cleveland he jumped to Akron, to Columbus,
then here. He left here early yesterday
for Dayton, 0., and then to Springfield,
0. From the latter town he jumped
into Chicago and then to Toledo. He
reports swell business with Bolo.

Drive on Used Machines

AMONG those recently promoted

in the Rock -Ole organization wrs
Herbert Walker, who has assumed
the position of assistant treasurer
and comptroller. Walker went to
the Rock-Ota organization with some
20 years' experience with such organizations of General Motors; Library Bureau, Inc.; Curtiss Candy
Company, J. 0. McKinsey Company
and other Large national organizations and brings to the organization
a wide and diversified knowledge and
a thoroly seasoned viewpoint as a
comptroller.

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., Nov. 7.-W. P.
Kelley, president of the Automatic Coin
Machine Corporation, announces a special 10 -day used -game promotional drive
for 1,000 new customers. Kelley states
that altho the prices his firm is quoting
on operating equipment meet practically
all competition, the -big features of the
used games to be sold is the renewed
idea. Every game, before being shipped,

goes thru a thoro revitalizing process.
The service department replaces all
worn parts and reconditions and refinishes all others wherever necessary.
"Thus the operator doesn't buy a game

just as is, but gets a good appearing
piece of equipment that stands ready
to earn a dependable return on the in-

vestment," Kelley says.
"Automatic Coin Machine Corporation
is rapidly becoming one of the foremost
New England distributors. Operators

and jollbers for many miles around are
making the Automatic Company their
buying headquarters."
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NEW ORLEANS, Nov. 7. - As the
weather grows colder down in Dixie coin

machine ops report continued improve-

ment in play of all types of machines
and particularly the newer types of

sport machines, including football, race
horse, sailboat racing and such getting
best results.
Dixie Coin Machine Company had as

Why tolerate batteries when you can

its guest this week Karl Klein, of the

save their cost 10

Groetchen

times yearly by
<1"

using

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CUTAPIIN4.INi.
652 7 RUSSELL STREET DETROIT, IflICH.

°f

'"

Tool-

Company,

Chicago.

Klein's stop was too short to get a good
taste of New Orleans' life, according to
Julius Pace, head of the firm. "He
wouldn't even stay long enough to find
out the difference between Northern and
Southern dripped coffee," Julius says,
"and that sure is a pity." Klein is
working the Southern territory with
High Stakes and 21, in addition to the
firm's other games.
Another Northern visitor in New Orleans this *eek wes Paul F. Jock, of the
Manufacturing Company.
He
called on the New Orleans Novelty Company and showed Louis Boauberg some-

Pace

Mills Pays Fee

thing new in a counter game that the

"EARLE AND BERLE"-Earle Winters, international Mutoseope Reel
Company, photornatiCally snapped

with. Milton Berle, well-known comedian.

firm is campdignink on at present. Paul
CHICAGO, Nov. 7. - Mills Novelty left here for the Southwest.
Company made the front page of newsLa., section, were also visitors to the
papers here this week and attracted speBurt Trammell, of Electro Ball's New
City this week. They did some
cial attention in finandial circles by Orleans branch, again returns from a Crescent
for new machines and found
announcing that the firm will pay the business trip to report good business, shopping
what
they
wanted in the Bally line, inemployees' premium under the federal especially ter Seeburg phonographs and cluding a few
Preakness, Snappy and
security act.
a wide variety of pin games. Burt says Belmont tables. All were sold by the
According to The Chicago Evening that cooler weather has helped business New Orleans Novelty Company, which
American, "Fred L. Mills, president of in the Southeast, altho business is lag- reports a brisk demand for- the full
the Mills Novelty Company, notified the ging a bit in parts of Louisiana and Bally line. Claire Pace, firm's secretary,
2,600 employees of his concern that the Mississippi, "because," he says, "oper- says she believes that the company's
firm itself will play the employees' por- ators fail to see the advantage of buy- record -breaking sales of Bally Derby will
tion as well as the company's share of ing new ideas."
be shattered by this setup of new
the new federal tax on wages, effective
machines.
January 1 under the social security act. Harry Batt, sportland operator and
"The announcement, Mills said, will Mutoscope distributor, returned this
J. P. (Buster)'. Clesi, of the Great
affect employees in three plants and' Week from a several weeks' stay at Hot Southern Novelty Company, has purSprings, Ark., where he took the baths chased several new .flock-Ola, Rhythm
40 branch offides of the concern.
"Amplifying 'his announcement, Mills and rested after his strenuous season at Kings and has put them out on locasaid that this policy was adopted be- his big lakeside resort here. Harry says tion. Buster believes -that the new Rockcause it would be too much of a burden that he le moving all of his best ma- Ola phonon will be his best money
from the beach to the B. & M. makers of the coming year.
for employees to pay the tax, adding chines
that it was his belief that other cor- Playland on Canal street.
porations will follow the same policy."
Hank Friedburg, of- the Crescent NovPlans are well under way here for the elty Company, did it again. Playing the
Said The Chicago Daily Times: "Anlocal delegation in coin -machine lead in the first ihature play of the
other hastily erected campaign scare- biggest
the annual convention in Group. Theater of New Orleans, Awake
crow was destroyed today as Fred L. history to Enough
ops have signified and Sing, Hank drew plenty of plugs
Mills, president of the Mills Novelty January.
intention of going to seriously con- from all of the local sheet critics. "OutCompany, announced that the firm will their
sider
the
chartering
a train for the standing in hia role was Hank Fried pay both the employers' and employees' trip. At least a score of
of the biggest ops burg," The Times -Picayune, the town's
share of the social security tax.
and
distributors
in
town
are going to
"Attributing his action to 'the trethe trip with their wives and biggest sheet, said.
mendous vote of confidence in President make
families
and
every
effort
is being exRaosevelt,' Mills gave notice of the de- tended by President Pace of
A- clever bit of window advertising is
the coin - being
cision to 2,600 employees of the com- machine association and Jules
pulled off by. Melvin Mallory, of
pany's three Chicago plants and 40 of the United Music Operators, toPeres,
the
Louisiana Amusement Company, in
make an effort
branches.
to sell numerous surplus reit
100
per
cent.
".'Roosevelt's overwhelming re-election
cordings he has in stock. Gathering
means that for the next three or four
several pictures of beautifully draped
Dot
Devine,
of
the
Dixie
Coin
Machine
years there will be confidence and the Company, is just what her name implies. girls, Mallory has interspersed the dispeople will 'spend their money,' he She's turned out to be a "divine" cook, play with some of his records.
explained.
always been a "divinely" good sepre"'This means that business will be has
tary and now her husband says she's
good. Besides we are better able to making him an equally "divine" wife. Using Health SlOgan To

carry the tax load than are our em- Dot has only one fault that annoys Boost Bowl -a -Game Play
ployees.'
herself more than anybody else and
"The manufacturer expiessed the that is the big appetite. "It's getting
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.-Bill Rabkin.
hope that other concerns would follow so now," one observer says, "that Dot is president of International Mutoscope
his example, which gave the lie to pre- eating between letters in addition to Reel Company, Inc., reports that he has
election propaganda that both sides of between meals."
the wage tax would eventually be passed
on to the workingman.
Two Baton Rouge visitors to' New Or"The decision to absorb the employees' leans last week were T. E. Odder and
3 per cent contribution toward an un- J. C. Allen, both of whom report good
employment insurance and old -age pen- play in the- State capital, especially on
sion fund is not the Rrst benefit ex- week -ends when the Louisiana State
tended the company's workinen. Mills 'University football eleven attracts thouStadium, Kilpatrick avenue and Lake sands of visitors.
street, was built as a recreation field for
employees. 'The firm boasts that 'it has Hack Bros., who operate the biggest
had no labor trouble in over 40 years."
line of coin machines in the Bogalusa,

More .

.

.

ROTARY MERCHANDISERS
VIA EXPRESS TO

JOE CALCUTT

received many compliments from operators who have seen the firm's new Bowl a -Game because of the health slogan on

the light -up board. On the board a
copyrighted slogan appears beneath the
name of, the game, "Bowl for Health."
Because of a flasher arrangement the
slogan is easily seen and instantly attracts attention. It has acted as a
stimulant to, play and has been 'useful
in creating extra play for the game on
many locations.
This is said to be the first time that
any firm in the industry has taken advantage of the idea which is behind
the national advertising of the large
'bowling alleys thruout the country,
which association urges the' public to
bowl for exercise and health.
"Bowl for Health" seems to have
caught the' fancy of the entire operating
world, and those that have seen Bowls -Game believe that it is the most attractive advertising idea yet presented
on bowling games. Rabkin explains that
the Nigogan in itself creates a real
amusement atmosphere for the game.

ROL-A-TOP BELL
The above machine is the first
and only Bell type machine on

the market with a coin top
showing the last. 8 coins, the
best protection against slugs.

Built in 3 Models,
Bell, Front Vender and Gold Award

Built for 1c -5c -10c -25c Play

Made Only By

WATLING MFG. CO.
4640-4660 W. FULTON ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Est. 1889-Tel.: CoLumbus 2770.
Cable address "WATLINGITE" Chicago

Above Model and Other
WATLING ROLATOP SLOTS
in Stock at Our Offices
READY FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.
"TIME SAVED IS MONEY MADE."

ELECTRO-BALL CO., Inc.
Dallas, Fort Worth, Waco, San Antonio,
Houston, Wichita Falls, Oklahoma City,
New Orleans, Memphis.

BIG - CASH - SALE
P. 12s, P. 30s and P. 412s
(Any Quantity)

Wurhtzer-simple.

Phonographs
$14500

P.30s
P.12s
P.412

.`:1;
f4

1 6 5 .0s
SWIRES

SELLING OUT ALL USED
PIN -GAMES
TRI.A.LITE 57.50
SPIT -FIRE .5 7.00
8.50 1 CLIPPER .. 10.50
GINGER
TOP -IT
ANGLE LITE. 8.50
.. 11.50
LIN-O
ROLY-POLY

8.50
9.50

ROTATION
TOTALITE.

.
.

12.50
12.50

50 GRAND.. 19.50

We ore distributors for
PACES RACES and PACES SLOTS
1,3 deposit with ceder, balance shipped 0. 0. D.

OHIO SPECIALTY CO.
129 Wan Contra1 Parkway, CINCINNATI, 0.
1

Murray Elected To Head
Ft. Worth Association
FT. WORTH, Nov. 7. - At a special

meeting of the Ft. Worth Operators'
SHOWING HOW JOE CALCDTT, Fayetteville, N. C., tells the world about
another shipment of Rotary Merchandisers.

Association held October 27 Tom Murray
was elected president of the association
and "Dad" Johnson, vice-president.

president and' an extensive membership
drive will be launched immediately. Ft.
Worth operators look forward to a big
year during 1937.
Meetings are held by the association
every first and third Tuesday at the
Blackstone Hotel. Visitors are always

Plana have been outlined by the new welcome.

The Billboard
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EVENTUALLY
YOU WILL
OPERATE

Neontact
.... 5.00
8.00
Round 'N Round ... 25.00

Fire Chief

--T-------

::
4

CAILLE BROTHERS CO., 6220 Second Md., Detroit, Mich.

Please send me complete information about the latest
Caille CADETS.
Name
Address

Lite-O-Line
Columbia Bell
(Slot)

.$55.00

Pamco Bell ..
One

40.0,0
35.0D

$40.00

Standard

Johnson Counter

( lc to 25c) 20.00
45.00 Seeburg Selecto95.00
45.00
phones
Double Nugget.. 20.00
ONE-THIRD
ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED. IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.
DEPOSIT, BALANCE C. 0. D.
McCoy

MIAMI, Nov. 7. -Letterhead being
used by the Coin Machine Operators'
Association of Florida in the present
NEW YORK, Nov. 7. -Firms dealing campaign for the State licensing law
in novelties and prize merchandise re- contains some interesting information
port that the recent ruling on bowling about the "slot -machine dollar" and the
games here, permitting the offer of members who are serving on committees
prizes for skill, has greatly boosted the and in official positions.
sales of premium merchandise. Operators
"slot-maChine dollar" is said to
are said to be greatly interested in new beThe
as follows: Fifty per cent to
items offered and in the methods of thedivided
merchant,
20 per cent for taxes, 20
using premiums to stimulate public in- per cent for equipment,
maintenance
terest in the games.
and labor, and 10 per cent to the operThe public has taken to the prizes ator.
like ducks to water, the operators reThe official roster of the organization
port, and with some of the new merchan- includes
the following: A. H. (Jack)
dise which they have been featuring Bechtol, president;
William Frey, vicethere is no doubt that the play will president; M. V. Alders,
treasurer; Mary
double in many spots in the city. The Newman, secretary. George
Alcorn
howling games have been selling at a Jr., Tampa; A. C. McDonald,W.
fast clip since the official ruling, and ville; Fletcher Fuller, Ocala;JacksonFrank

for every bowling game that is sold much Fearnside, Palatka; D. P. Saxon, Miami,
merchandise follows the sale.
Operators who haven't visited the and Lee Sharp, Orlando, constitute the
wholesale merchandise centers for some board of directors.

The executive committee is made up
time are back in force again. They are
buying the new merchandise as fast as of Frank Willis, Panama City; Ralph
Cohn, West Palm Beach; F. A. Blalock,
Pensacola; C. D. Helm, Gainesville; W.
H. Robinson, Orlando; G. W. Nation,
Bartow, and George Buchmann, Miami.
Some of the major prizes being used
The public relations committee inare the most expensive that coin -ma- cludes F. W. Roquemore, Lakeland; Wilchine operators here have ever used.
liam Shayne, Miami; B. R. Daley, ,JackDeliveries of major prizes are a prob- sonville; Luther Cate, St. Petersburg,
lem, due to large purchases by the retail and William Webster, Marianna. Office
trade, and every item of any possible of the secretary is located in the
they can so as to cover all their locations
immediately. Items being purchased
range from complete bridge table sets
to cigaret lighters for immediate award.

AUTOMATIC PAY OUTS
55.00
25.00
35.00

IGO°

45.00
100.00
50.00
17.50
Traffic
Wh'l of Fortune, Tkt. 50.00
I of Fortune, Cash. 50.00
$1Ta per 22 snre
1.15 Par
Ten Grand
Flicker

Tycoon

See Big Gains

----4-

USE THIS COUPON FOR FULL DETAILS!

$35.00
45.00

Sportsman

Florida Coinmen
Premium Firms Well
Organized

Why Not NOW?

.

Palooka, Sr
Shell Game

$35.00
20.00
65.00
76.00
25.00

AUTOMATIC
COIN MACHINE CORP
37 - 93 ESSEX ST.* SPRINGFIELD , MASS.

YOUR CHOICE OF lc, 5c, 10c 25c COIN PLAY.
Six Sparkling Colors -Red, Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange, Black
All at the Same Price! Available in Bell Type or Venders.

Jr.

mini....,;,;,;i....; 71.2. Bundles. .

Jitters Ticket
Kings of Turf
Palooka, Jr

Write for Our Complete Price List.

in Coin Machine History.

Palooka Sr.
Top Row

510.00
17.50
Ivory Golf
PAYOUTS
$30.00
De Luxe 46
65.00
Daily Limit
35.00
Double Header .
40.00
Double Score
26.00
Fortune,
80.00
Giant
50.00
Hollywood ...
40.00
Jumbo
Screams

Ve..r Bixil,ydbileett olymmand. Jennings GPM.

d

The Greatest Money Maker

Palooka

5.004

4.00
15.00
15.00

TICKETS:

ILE1

CAD ET!.

Multiplay

NON -PAYOUTS

A Autodart Ticket.....$ 8.00
count
8.00
Big Game
Beacon
Champs
CrackerJacka

-"

i

CA I

:AMAZING SALE
A agiblIte

THE
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Daily Races ..
Bambino
Hialeah

COIN-O-MATIC CORPORATION
1309 NEW JERSEY AVE., N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C.

WE HAVE IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

allure is being grabbed up as fast as Midyette-Moor Building, Tallahassee, Fla.
bears the inscription:
In New Jersey operators have also The letterhead
only approved equipment, keep
started to issue major prizes. and this "Operate
it in good repair and place all machines
has boomed business thruout the New- within easy and convenient access to
ark area for premium merchandise. They
possible by operators.

report that prizes are almost at a premium due to the rush of business. Operators in some cases purchase hundreds
of dollars of merchandise immediately
to cover all their spots and to have stock
on hand for ready replacement.
One case of an operator purchasing
23 expensive console radios for weekly
high award was reported and is considered a major sale. Other reports of
similar expenditures are reaching the
ears of the industry here and generally
creating greater confidence than ever
enjoyed by the premium merchandise
firms.

the tourist."

Markepp Reports Heavy
Play on Bally Preakness
Nov. 7. -Demand for
Preakness here has been so

CLEVELAND,

Bally's

heavy that when a truck load arrived at
the Markepp Company late one after-

noon recently the entire 'crew of mechanics worked until midnight to get

the games set up and ready to go on lo-

cation the following morning.

"Preakness is the biggest thing that

WURLITZER SKEE BALL-SNAPPY-PREAKNESS-STOP AND CO -RAYS TRACK
Also a big stock of Used Pay Out and Novelty Cames. This week's special:
Mad Caps and Short Sox with Electropaks, $25.00 each.

has hit the local market in a long time,"
says Harry Sachs, coin -machine division
manager for Markepp. "We have ordered
Preakness for months ahead and it looks
'as tho the game is going to be as long
lived as Bally Derby, Jumbo and other
numbers that made coin -machine his-

108 South Seventh Street,

Deliveries are being made promptly
to Ohio operators from the Markepp

SNYDER. AMUSEMENT'S
ALLENTOWN, PA.

tory."

Company here and its two branches in
Cincinnati and Toledo.

DAILY

RACES,

MYSTERY ...$60.00
DAILY
RACES,,
MULTIPLE ..$47.50

SUNSHINE
BASEBALL
SUNSHINE
DERBY

$52.50

First Order From Africa

MULTIPLAY r...$47.50
BALLY DERBY .$47.50

HARTFORD, Conn., Nov. 7. -Abe Fish,
of General Amusement Game Company,

DAILY LIMIT .$29.50

was thrilled by his first African order
this week. He received an impressive
looking enveidpe dated at Capetown,
British South Africa, and was surprised
to find a check inside and an order for

$39.50

NATIONAL SALES & DISTRIBUTING CO.,
DALLAS, TEXAS
3136 SAN JACINTO ST.,

some used machines.

EQUITY, $15.00; ECLIPSE, $15.00; PYRAMID, $15.00; GRAND PRIZE, $25.00; TROJAN,
$25.00; MeCOY,.$49.50; KING FISH, $19.50; DE LUXE 46, $35.00; RAMBLER, $45.00; BONUS, $45.00; CASINO, $35.00; MULTIPLE, $69.50; JUMBO, $35.00; RODEO, $35.00; ROUNDUP, $65.00; PEERLESS, Ticket, $55.00. SLOT MACHINES, $10.00; DOUBLE JAK SLOTS,
$25.00; ESCALATORS, $35.00. SIX USED PIN GAMES (YOUR CHOICE), $25.00. ROLASCORE, $179.50; TARGET ROLL, $169.50; ROLL -A -BALL, JR., $175.00; ROLL -A -BALL, SR.,
$225.00; BOLOS, $54.50; RANGER, $35.00.
Order From

LEHIGH SPECIALTY CO., N. W. Corner 2nd and Green Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SAM XRESBERG, who with his associate, Bill Goetz, MOM the Capitol
Automatic Music Company, New

York, recently flew to Chicago and
placed a huge order for Rock-Ole's

new 1937
graphs.

Rhythm Ring phono-

Fish believes that this is the first order from Africa to reach his State. He
claims a record therefore as the first
jobber in Connecticut to receive an
African order and places this among his
souvenirs as one of the high spots of
the firm's career.
He expects to do more business with
the South African coinman, for the order
was given special attention. Fish says
the ordr came from an -advertisement
he ran in The Billboard some time ago.
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Federal Trade Commission Seeking
Definition of Distrib and Jobber
NEW YORK Nov. 7.-A staff writer cerns which are in actuality retailers

for The New York Journal of Commerce removed from the ranks of those ensays that the complaint brought by the titled to wholesale discounts. They are
Federal Trade Commission against the not anxious, however, to assume the re-

U. S. Quarry Tile Company may eventually require a standard definition of
the business of a distributor and jobber.
"There is perhaps no more controversial field than that provided by attempts
to define correctly the wholesale and.
retail function," the article states. "Yet
by its citation of the tile company for
quoting wholesale discounts to wholesalers who are actually not legitimate
wholesalers but who sold direct to the
public the commission indicates that it
stands ready to attempt to define just
when a concern is a retailer and when
it is a wholesaler.
"The line of demarcation between retailing and wholesaling has never been
clearly cut. There are jobbers in many
fields who openly sell at retail. There
are also many more jobbers who surreptitiously sell at retail in competition
with their retail customers. Differentiating between such jobbers and the
legitimate ones who sell only to retailers
is a difficult enough task.

Definitions Difficult
"However, there are many other cases
which present a more difficult problem.
For example, there are dry -goods wholesalers who sell to large institutions, such

as hospitals or colleges, as well as to
retailers. Since these sales to institutions are not made for resale they may
be defined by some authorities as direct
sales to the consuming public. Another
instance is afforded in the meat -packing
Industry. Wholesalers in this field have
alleged that the meat packers sell to the

small restaurants and small hotels and
assert that such sales represent retail
transactions. Will the Federal Trade
Commission hold that transactions of
this nature are retail sales and that
manufacturers cannot offer wholesale
discounts to such wholesalers?
"As a matter of fact, however, the very
transactions complained of in the tile
company case are not radically dissimilar from those just cited.
"There are still other possibilities
created by the latest complaint issued

under the

law. Thus the question
as to the status of the retail buying offices maintained in the dry goods field.
The complaint at hand
arises

affords little light as to whether such

agencies would be held legitimate wholesale concerns or not. It is conceivable,
however, that the commission, pursuing

sponsibility for determining the exact
status of any of their customers as to
their standing as a jobber or retailer.

HALF PRICE Offer
Electro-Ball Super -Reconditioned
Pin Games!

New Practices

"Two- practices may develop, in the
opinion of some observers, if the complaint of the commission in the tile
company case is sustained. Some manufacturers may decide to bill all wholesalers who sell at retail on a retail
price basis and then pay them a commission on all goods actually sold to
other retailers for resale.
"Other manufacturers in the past
faced with this problem have followed
the practice of allowing wholesale discounts only to those retailers who demonstrate by sending in actual invoices
that they have sold part or all of the
goods bought to other retailers. The
major objection to such practices is the
addition to bookkeeping costs they entail. Most sellers would like to regard
any transaction as completed once it is
booked and shipped. Such a policy would
mean that all transactions will remain
unsettled for some time after they are
shipped.
"However, if manufacturers are forced
to assume the burden of determining
whether goods sold to so-called jobbers
are actually sold to retailers and not to
the public some such practices may have
to be adopted."

New Bill in Milwaukee
MILWATIliaa, Nov. 7. -An ordinance
machines was presented to the judiciary
committee of the common council here
Wednesday by Carl F. Zeldler, assistant
city attorney.
The measure, combining features of
several other proposed ordinances
were never acted upon by the council,
contains these provisions:
Machines would be permitted to release tokens good only for free plays. If
the tokens were exchanged for merchandise the merchant would be guilty of
keeping a gambling device.
Machines would not be permitted
within 300 feet of a school, church or
playground, and children under 18 years
of age would not be permitted to play
them unless accompanied by parent or
guardian who gave consent.
The license fees would be assessed

for regulating pinball and digger type

the policy indicated in this case to its against the operators, who would be
logical conclusion, might hold that buy- charged $200 for each unit of 40 maing offices were not entitled to any dis- chines or less and would have to pay an
counts over and above those justified by annual fee of $3 for each machine. If
the size of orders they bring in.
a machine were transferred from one
"Many manufacturers would, of course, place to another an additional fee of
welcome any clarification of the dis- $1 would be charged. The city would
tributive setup that the commission can also collect a percentage of the cash
bring. They would be glad to see con- returns of each machine.

Buy One Came at the listed low price (Listed here or in our stock) and

you may buy another game of the same price, or lower priced, AT
EXACTLY HALF PRICE!
For example:
You buy a Challenger, priced at
Then you buy another Challenger for any other game at the

$54.50

same or a lower price) AT HALF PRICE

27.25

Both games, worth $109.00, cost you
$81.75
Buy as many games as you want at listed low prices and get an equal
number of the same price, or lower priced, at HALF PRICE.
This offer subject to stock on hand. First Come, First Served. All games
thoroughly reconditioned and up to Electro-Ball Super -Reconditioned high
quality.

$39 50
49.50
. 65.00
BIC SHOT .
. 32.50
CHALLENGER
54.50
DAILY LIMIT
29.50
DAILY RACES (Multiple)
49.50
22 50
DE LUXE 46
GALLOPING PLUGS
49.50
GOLD RUSH ...... . 14.50
And Many OTHERS.
ALAMO
BALLY BONUS .
BALLY DERBY .

. .
. . . . .
. .
.
. . .
. .
. . . . . .
.

.

.

$49 50

HIALEAH
JUMBO

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

PAMCO PARLAY, SR

PEERLESS ...... .
RAINBOW

.

.

REPEATER

.

.

.

STAMPEDE .
.
SUNSHINE DERBY

..

.

.

.

34.50
49.50

49.50
34.50
29.50
17.50
34.50

25 00
74 50

TROJAN
VELVET

Prices F. 0. B. Dallas.

Write for our complete lk of Reconditioned Games.

TERMS: 1/3 with order (Bank Exchange or Money Order), Balance C. O. D.

ELECTRO - BALL
.1200 Camp

CO., Inc.

DALLAS, TEX.

We are NOT one of The Large Billboard Advertisers. Our
Ad appears only when we really have something to
offer in NEW and USED Games.
LOOK THESE OVER ! !
NEW PIN GAMES
.

vas

BANK NITE

$49.50 TWISTER
54.50 EXCEL
NEW COUNTER GAMES
524.76 DAVAL RACES
GROETCHEN HIGH STAKES
24.75 PENNY PACK
GROETCHEN 21 VENDER
, 23.75 REEL RACES
DAVAL REEL 21
BUCKLEY HORSES
$17.50
AUTOMATIC PAY TABLES (Liberal TradmIns)
BOLO

$17.50
17.50
19.50

GOTTLIEB DERBY DAY, with Clock .4149.50 BALLY PREAKNESS
$149.50
GOTTLIEB HIGH CARD, with Clock.. 148.50 KEENEY STOP & GO
139.00
GOTTLIEB HIT PARADE, with Cloek. 149.50 STONER TURF CHAMPS
137.50
GOTTLIEB COLLEGE FOOTBALL,
EXHIBIT TRAP LITE
148.50
149.50 EXHIBIT GIANT MOVIE BANK... 149.50
with Clock
126.00 ROCK-OLA MONTE CARLO
GOTTLIEB NEW DAILY RACES
98.50
149.50 ROCK-OLA ONE BETTER
Y'S SNAPPY
197.50
BALLY'S B
USED COUNTER GAMES
510.001 BUCKLEY HORSES
GROETCHEN HIGH TENSION
$10.00g
I HOLD A DRAW
USED ONE BALL PAY TABLES
TURF CHAMPS ...595.00
$10.00
KEENEY DOUBLE
PUT .9 TAKE
$32.50
SUNSHINE DERBY.. 40.00 RALLY PEERLESS.. 55.00
SCORE
37.50
GENCO KINGFISH.. 15.00
DAILY LIMIT
97.50
DAILY RACES
USED MARBLE GAMES
$ 3.00 GOLD MEDAL
LIGHTS OUT .......$37.50 TRI-A-LITE
$15.00
SINK OR SWIM .... 3.00 TOTAL-LITE
SHORT SOX, Electra17.50
30.00
lc SMALL SIGNAL .. 3.00 CYCLONE
8.00
pak
27.50
GENCO BASEBALL.. 3.00 DOMINO ..
SHORT SOX. Plain
8.00
22.50
BEAM LITE
SCOTTY
MADCAP, Eleotrapak. 25.00
15.00
3.00
MADCAP, Plain
TORPEDO
22.50
5.00 CRISS CROSS-LITE.. 4.00
MATCH DIAL
LINE -0 ,.... .. .... 9.00
7.00 ZENITH
22.50
10 SCORE-A-LITE ... 4.00 SPITFIRE
8.00
FIVE & TEN
MILLS BALANCE ... 4.00
50 SCORE-A.LITE ... 4.00
16.00 MILLS NEIGHBORS.. 4.00
LARGE ACTION .... 5.00 SOCCER
9.00
QUICK SILVER
SMALL ACTION .... 4.00 SCREAMO
4.00
10.00
17.50 TRAFFIC LITE
THRILLER
5.00
DITTO
10.00
10 TIT -FOR -TAT ....
SPOT LITE
LUCKY STAR
6.00
20.00
55 TIT -FOR -TAT .... 10.00 TREASURE HUNT
ROTATION
6.00
ZOOM

d method of shipMebt preferred.
When ordering machines, state whether 10 or Sc play Is desired, a
All orders must be accompanied by 1/3 deposit In cashier's cheek, can or money order. prompt semi.)given,
given, and our central location means a saving to you on freight or express charges.

WRITE!!!

WIRER!

MORRIS NOVELTY COMPANY

PHONE!!!

4505 Manchester Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

PHONE, FRANKLIN 0757

The "GOLD DUST TWINS" Have Got IT Again I

PREAKNESS

THE HAM WHAT AM 1-A phonograph operator presents Homer Capehart
With a ham that is said to be the real stuff from Ole Virgimiy. In the picture
are seen Mrs. Marvin Drake (second from left), then Mr. Drake. Homer Cape.
hart, of the Wittlitzer Manufacturing Company, is on the receiving end of
the ham.

Bally's Biggest Pay Table HIT! It's "Write -Wire -Phone or Call Today
got EVERYTHING!! Takes in MORE -We've Got PREAKNESS READY
DELIVERY."
MONEY on Location FASTER than for IMMEDIATE
Max and Harry Hurvich
any game in history!
"THE COLD DUST TWINS"

.BIRITTITIGHAM
VErlDII1G
COMP1MY
2.17-3. AVENUE NORTH BIRMINGHAM.
ALABAMA PHONE - 3-2327

82
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the great hit which this game has been
Furthermore this is only a good
of us and I feel sure that we will pass

Population Up

here.

In Many Cities

the 1,000 mark."

Reconditioned - - -

Target Roll To
Sell Nationally

Ready To Operate

start, for we still have many weeks ahead

WASHINGTON, Nov. 7. -Census estimates of the population show how vari-

ous cities are increasing in size to make
more locations for coin machines. Chicago has a population of 3,599,997 persons, a gain of 223,559 since 1930, and is
easily the second largest city In the
country, according to an estimate prepared by the census bureau.
New York, however, with 7.364,620, is
still twice as big. The queen city
showed a population gain of 494,174
since the beginning of the decade.

London Leads

But London, with a population

of

8,202,218, still leads the world In size.
No changes occurred during the period
in the ranking of the first 12 cities,
altho all showed increases for the period,
Occupants of the first 12 positions
were New York, Chicago, Philadelphia,

NEWARK, Nov. 7. -Target Roll Distributing Company, headed by Leo and
Sam Weldor, is introducing Target Roll
Jr., a bowling game which has been in
production for the past four months.
The game has been sold to local operators during this time and now will be
offered to the' national market. F.

(Chippy) Maltz has been made sales
manager and will direct the sales activities. Production has been speeded
up accordingly so that he will have

ample machines to fill orders. The firm
is now introducing the game to the coin -

machine operators tlaruout the dountry
for the first time.
Maltz says they have established some
Detroit, Los Angeles, Cleveland, St. Louis, real production records in the past four
Baltimore, Boston, Pittsburgh, San Fran- months. They also have one of the
cisco and Milwaukee.
finest machines in the bowling -alley
The estimate was made shortly after division of the industry, he says, and
the census bureau disclosed the nation's he feels that Target Roll Jr. opens a
population on July 1 as 128,429,000.
Census officials

tremendous market for operators all over

explained that the the country.

According to Leo Weldor, shipments of
estimates were not exact in the absence
of general field reports, but added that the machines are being made as fast as
they were the most accurate available. they can produce them. They are rushed
They said that there may have been with orders and have been working unslight variations such as the influx of usually hard getting into faster producoutside persons into an industrial city tion to meet the demand of operators
which they might not have known about. for Target Roll Jr., he claims. He says
that the Junior model is the best game
The estimates by cities:
for operators, for it takes the place of
1930
1936
the large pin game and will earn much
7,364,620
6930,446
New York
more money than the pin game, with
3 376,438 3,589,997 the
Chicago
surety of remaining on location far
Philadelphia
1 950,961 1,993,100 a greater
length of time.
1 568,662 1,759,171
Detroit
Maltz
adds: "We have one of the
..1,238,048 1,457,181 greatest games
Los Angeles
ever introduced to the
900,429
934,761 coin -machine business
Cleveland
in our nine -foot
838,216
821,960
St. Louis
Target
Roll
Jr.
One
of the best features
804,874
828,414 that operators want is
Baltimore
easy
servicing of
792,164
Boston
781,188
696,812 the mechanism of the game. In the
669,817
Pittsburgh
Target
Roll
Jr.
the
23
-inch
-wide alley
676,711
634,394
San Francisco
Milwaukee
Buffalo
Minneapolis
New Orleans

Cincinnati
Newark

Kansas City ..

Seattle
Indianapolis
Rochester
Jersey City .
Louisville
Portland, Ore.
Houston
Toledo

Columbus, 0.

Denver
Oakland

TWISTER
Those two great Exhibit S -Ball
Novelty Games, Gusher and
Twister, are NOW available in
Automatic Pay -Out and ticket
models at a price that's right.
Operators demanded these two
proven winners in Pay -Out mod-

els. So here they are, ready for
immediate deliveries.

Now

PAY -OUT AND
TICKET MODELS

499.51
Complete with check separator
Ticket model 510.00 extra

/ WRITE
for

Amazing Details

SHoor -A-LITE
A Moving
\N

Targets

EXHIBIT SUPPLY CO.
4222 W. LAKE ST., CHICAGO

St. Paul
Atlanta

Dallas
Birmingham
Akron
Memphis
Providence

San Antonio
Omaha
Syracuse
Dayton

.

578.249
573,076
464,356
458,762
451,160
442,337
399,746
365,583
364,161
328,132
316,715
307,745
301,815
292,362
290,718
290,564
287,861
284,063
271,806
270,366
260,475
259,678
255,040
253,143
262,981
231,542
214,006
209,326
200,982

_

618,374
595,044
492,113
482,466
467,698
461,556
424,707
382,239
380,717
338,861
322,882
331,884
316,237
343,402
306,474
308,301
298,255
906,528
283,835
293,476
294,105
286,473
270,482
283,226
258,079
264,789
221,429
221,787
217,026

Supreme Sets 600 Mark
On Sales of Excel Game

YOUR CHOICE

$34.40

$44.40

YOUR CHOICE

$44.40

BONUS, GALLOPING PLUGS, GRAND SLAM,

HIALEAH, PEERLESS, REPEATER, NATURAL, PAMCO PARLAY.

$54.40

YOUR CHOICE

$54.40

CHALLENGER, ALL STARS, PALOOKA, JR.;
ROUND UP, DAILY RACES, MYSTERY.

$64.40

YOUR CHOICE

$64.40

MULTIPLE, PALOOKA SIX SLOT, VELVET,
SUNSHINE BASEBALL, PARI-MUTUEL,
TERMS: One -Third Cash, Balance C. 0. D.,
F. 0. B. Shipping Point.
NO ORDERS ACCEPTED WITHOUT A
DEPOSIT.

AUTOMATIC AMUSEMENT CO.
628 Madison Ave.,

Memphis, Tenn.

In this direction. Any operator who
wants a bowling alley that has been
tested and proved can ask for no better
game than Target Roll Jr.
"The many other features that we

have are really too numerous to mention. All that we can tell operators is
that this is one game built for operators
by operators who know what is necessary
for a game to be a success on location.
We have put all of our past operating

"As far as the beauty of the machine within the range of what operators want
itself Is concerned, we feel that we lead to pay for a Junior bowling alley."

FORMS FOR THE

g
5
5
5
5

5

AS SPECIAL

5
g
g

DATED NOVEMBER 28

g
5

START TO PRESS

Ar

g

to0

1
g

mark, which is probably the highest

0

mark during the year for any non -

$34.40

ALAMO, DAILY RACES, MULTIPLE, DBLE.
SCORE, HOLLYWOOD, JUMBO, RED SAILS,
SUNSHINE DERBY, TYCOON, RAINBOW.

lifts up so the operator can get right experience in the game. We believe that
into the mechanism of the machine not only have we made it the best game
of its kind but that we have priced it
without any trouble at all.

BROOKLYN, Nov. 7. -William Blatt, of

the Supreme Vending Company, reports
that his firm has set a sales record for
one week on the Excel pin game. Blatt
claims that last week he passed the 600

Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Your Purchase Price Refunded

r

Thursday., November 19 1

If position is desired in any particular section copy must be received in #
Cincinnati by Thursday, November 19. Only a few pages will be held #

open until Saturday for late news and last-minute ads.

payout pin game in the East.
Blatt attributes the big sales of Excel
1
to the fact it is the speediest game that
has been introduced to the coin -machine
24,
a
full
2
The
Xmas
Number
of
The
Billboard
will
be
on
sale
NOvember
industry. He claims that only two balls 0
are used by the average player on the di month before Christmas, during the most active buying period of the II
game. He arrived at the figure after
year. The 'issue will contain many special editorial features and have the PA'
questioning many customers from whom 0 largest circulation and distribution of the season.
5
he learned that the most balls ever used
by players has been three and that the
average good shot will use only two.
"Aside from this feature," Blatt says,
"the game is mechanically perfect in Al5
1
every detail. It is extremely beautiful
5
and impressive in appearance. It is
convenient for the storekeeper, for he
does not have to leave any part of the PI
8 IR. 0L LOUIS
Arcade
store to see the score. The game also
NEW YORK OFFICE
Chestnut 0449.
01
Palace Theater Bldg.
features the best cabinet construction Ilt Medallion
84E118,7, 8.
PHILADELPHIA
1
of any pin game on the market.
7.0,FFml,CE,

MAIL YOUR COPY TODAY

'

0 Your sales depend on the amount
of Advertising you do !
OFFICER,Bldg.

r

"But," says Blatt, "more than anything else, the very fact that we sur-

passed all 1936 sales records, with the
record of over 600 sales last week, proves

r.,,

IP

CHICAGO OFFICE
8th Floor Woods Bldg.
Central 8480.

CCIlbnaldr

25 Opera Place, Cincinnati, Ohio

.
,. W .W I LW B -- le I L .NOM kl h .. a a. N IL ..

men. eves.
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healthy trend in after -midnight biz.
Aside from the hunger for flesh, Chamber of Commerce has lined up an im-'
pressive list of conventions, with election
CHICAGO, Nov. 'L-"They asked for day and football games, notably the
it and we gave it to them," describes Army and Navy, adding to the gravy.

New Daily Races Model
In Answer to Demand

the introduction of the 1937 model Daily
RaceS perfectly," Dave Gottlieb says.
DETROIT, Nov. 7. - Detroit theaters
"As you all know," said Dave, "Daily took a huge drop in patronage Tuesday

Races has broken all records for uninterrupted production. But in the eight
months since Daily Races was introduced
there have been many changes and improvements in the industry. But even
that did not deter the operators. Orders
kept pouring in day after day until
records for continued production were
established and then shattered. We
felt, however, that a game with all the
thrills and appeal of Daily Races combined with the new modern features
would make it even a greater success.
We put this idea up to some of ' the
leading jobbers and operators and their
answer was, 'Let's have it!' And therefore we are proud to offer the 1937 Daily
Races at no increase in price, which, we
are confident, is the perfect answer to

night as crowds gather around radios
for election returns. Beer gaifiens receiving broadcasts did good business
consistently. Only theaters doing consistent business, especially after the
early show, were those which gave re-

not much danger of the one -sheets
being covered. An airplane, with the
message trailing on the wing, will be

engaged to circle football fields and all
other points where there are large outdoor gatherings. Letters will be sent to
every music student and parents in the
city, asking co-operation in boycotting
Warner theaters so that their chosen
profession can provide a livelihood upon
their attaining maturity. A further
plan calls for the revival of 'the chain letter gag, only this time using the telephone. Each member will be asked to
call up five friends, who in turn will
be asked to call live others, and so on
down the line. Every member has real-

sults direct from the stage, as, for example, all United Detroit Theaters.
this time it's a fight to the
Major night spots, like the Ten Forty ized that
and with a promise that there
Club, Powatan, Chalet, Webster Hall, finish,
will
be
no
police interference every
Fischer's and Saks, drew patronage by effort is being
made to fight it out
the same method.
peacefully.

UNION UNITS

(Continued from 'page 3)
by stopping a personal appearance of a
WB player at the. Strand, New York.
Olivia de Havilland, scheduled to show
their request.
at the Strand Friday (6) and heavily
"The new model of Daily Races has all advertised, did not show after Ralph
'the play-coMpelling attractions of the Whitehead, AFA secretary, and Jacob
original game,, plus new features. A Rosenberg, 802 secretary, sent her a wire
smooth -action plunger and a positive asking her support of the campaign.
ball lift are newcomers -to the 1937 Miss de Havilland followed Anita Louise,
model. The famous A. B. T. illuminated who a short while ago was similarly
escalator was chosen after many types scheduled for the Strand. Miss Louise,
were tested. The cabinet has been re- upon the request of the unions, also candesianed and is a creation of exceptional celed the date.
A mass parade down Broadway is
beauty. Many other improvements have
been made to make the 1937 Daily Races scheduled for next Saturday (14) by the
two
unions. Name bands and actors are
the outstanding payout in its price class.
"When we first introduced Daily due to join the walk.
Races," continued Dave, "I made a prediction which I am glad to say came
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 7.-All leaders
true. I predicted that belly Races would and contractors in Philadelphia's mubecome one of the most successful pay- sicians' local have voted, on their own
outs in the field.. The fact that it has initiative, to tax their earnings 2 per
maintained an unbroken production, cent to help finance the campaign for
schedule proYes my contention. Now live entertainment in film houses here.
with the features enbodied in the 1937 Tax applies to every job, be it a single
model I go on record here and now as engagement or a steady job. Meeting
predicting its continued success for a was attended by 900 members, largest
long period."
assemblage in the history of the union
It was, figured this self-imposed tax will
swell the campaign coffers by $1,200
MILLING MOBS--each week. It was also decided that,
- (Continued from page 3)
regardless of the outcome, tax will be
for a denfense fund, money
none of the tenseness so apparent on continued
this occasion. In legit 17 shows had to be available for any fight being waged
matinees, all more or less disappointing. by the musicians.
White Horse Inn is understood to have
Entire membership voted to draft
been the only one garnering 'a sizable members for picketing, every member
total.
being assigned to two hours of sign
Three openings of the week, the carrying. With Warners being in a fiRomberg-Harbach musical, Forbirlden nancial position to outwait the union,
Melody; Max Catto's Green. Waters, and inactivity of the national body was also
a sad piece entitled Don't Look Now, hit. Appeal from A. Anthony Tomei
ended their first performances with two and A. Rex Riccardi, prez and secretary
strikes already -On them and seem slated of Local 77, rated.' a promise from the
for a quick exit into Limbo. Follies, AFM that some of that $1,000,000 in
now doing poorly, will also leave in two the national defense fund would find its'
or three weeks for a road tour whose way here. At this date no aid has been
first stop is Pittsburgh in order to make forthcoming. Report the AFM assigned
way for the Beatrice Lillie -Bert Lahr $1,000 to the local cause was denied by
musical, The Show Is On. Closing to- union officials. It is reported that Josnight are St.. Helena, Seen. But Not eph Weber, president of AFM, has failed
Heard and New Faces, the last mentioned to answer Tomei% letters following their
going to Boston, Philly and points west. initial head -lock. It is believed that
New night spot openings of the week failure on part of Weber to take up
were the Brass Rail Continental Room, the fight started by Local 802 in New
to poor business election night, and York and rapidly apreaffing thruout the
Clover Club and Coffee Dan's, both to country will become a convention issue
next summer. Weber just left a New
good grosses, yesterday.
Pix continue evenly, the Strand still York hospital and is due to go to Calicashing in with Light Brigade and Music fornia for a rest.
Hall seemingly slated for full coffers
Local picketing continues, with memwith As You Like It, which opened bers of the American Federation of
Thursday following A Woman Rebels. Actors on hand for sign toting. First
Rivoli, weak with Ladies yin Love, opens indication that this defensive blow at
Wednesday with Come and Get It. the box office was being felt was noted
Paramount still holds Big Broadcast and when Warners boarded a 20 by 40 sheet
Clyde Lucas. Roxy opened yesterday in front of their houses reading: "This
with Girl on the Front Page and stage Theater Employs Uhion Stagehands,
show headed by Tom Howard and George Union Operators and Union Engineers,
Shelton, following a fair week with East affiliated with the American Federation
Meets West. State, with Gay Desperado of Labor. And Is Also Willing To Hire
and vaude bill headed by Eddie Garr, Union Musicians." Since the campaign
started on October 14 this' was the first
Opened well yesterday.
recognition by- Warner Bros. that there
PITTSBURGH, Nov. 7. -A 'pouring was any trouble. However, film men
rain that continued thruout election have' been unwilling to meet with union
night sliced a large part of the profits officials, following the fizz with the
which night spots in this territory ex- mayor's labor relations board, and repected to reap. Most of the advance portedly are marking time until the end
reservations, a checkup reveals, were of the year, when Tomei and Riccardi
filled.
come up for re-election. In retaliation
to Warners' explanation picketing signs
PHILADEPHIA, Nov. 7.-Coffers and say "Warners Refuse To Arbitrate With.
cash registers along night -life row are Musicians and the Mayor's Labor Board."
banging out a welcome Happy Days Are
Union officials have given up all hope
Here Again tune. All nabobs, ultra, of being able to crash the daily newspsuedo or anything -goes, report that biz papers, and Schiroa Kaufman, press
Is up. Downtown theaters used to have agent for the union's campaign, has
them standing in the aisles Saturday mapped out an individual publicity
nights, but with the main stem being plan to spread the word and foment
a vaudeless sector, gadders-about are public opinion in effecting a boycott on
turning to the niteries for entertain- the box office. Town is still plastered
ment, and every Saturday night finds a with one -sheets. With the billposters'
union waging a fight of its own against
premium on a table for two.
Several factors are responsible for this every movie house in the city, there is

WAGE DEMAND

(Continued from page 3)
$65.45 per man, with leader -contractor
getting additional 50 per cent.
Unless compromise is reached Orpheum show slated for Wednesday will
use services of pianist and possibly an,
accordion player. Paramount will probably follow suit Thursday. Fanchon
Marco's Manchester Theater, with a
week -end policy, is not affected by musicians' demand. Satisfactory pay scale

The Billboard

THANK
YOU!
For the tremendous reception and
acclaim accorded our first showing of TARGET ROLL JUNIOR in

the November 7 Issue of The
Billboard.

Due to this marvelous reception
we are employing a double shift
production schedule which will

speed delivery of TARGET ROLL
JUNIOR in the biggest quantity
in bowling game history!

For the greatest 9 -Foot Bowling.

Came HIT-Rush
Today' for

.

.

Your

Order

.

TARGET ROLL
JUNIOR

is said to have been worked out there
recently. Local 47 officials declared new
pay demands to be only restoration of
members' pay to early -depression levels.

PARIS MANAGERS

(Continued from page 4)
avoided thru a temporary agreement, but
a showdown is due shortly.

To present a more solid front, the

theater, music hall and circus directors,
who at present are grouped in three
separate associations, are organizing a
syndicate. Minority groups in an "asso-

ciation" are not obliged to abide by
decisions adopted by the association,

while in a "syndicate" such decisions are
binding on all members. Trouble has

resulted in the associations thru members signing individual agreements with
their employees and the move to form a
syndicate is the result.

A new alignment of artists, stage-

hands, musicians and other employees
opposed to the COT labor union, responsible for most strikes, is also being
It is called Federation
organized.
Francaise -du Spectacle and within a few
days has registered more than a thou-

--PENNSYLVANIA DISTRIBUTOR

LEHIGH SPECIALTY CO.
N. W. C. 2nd C. Green St., Phila., Pa.

--BROOKLYN REPRESENTATIVE-.

TARGET SALES CO.
1446 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

TARGET ROLL
DIST. CO.

127-139 FRELINGHUYSEN AVE.

NEWARK, N. J.

sand members.

At present serious efforts are being

made by both managerial groups and, all
classes of employees and artists to avoid

tying up' the theaters or other amusement spots, at least until the close of
the Paris International Exposition of
1937, which is expected to draw tremendous crowds here and is already
resulting in increased business in thea-

LOOK.O.

IN THE WHOLESALE
MERCHANDISE

SECTION

for the
LATEST NOVELTIES, PRIZES
PREMIUMS

AND SPECIALTIES

ters and cabarets. To avoid unnecessary
friction little information is being given
out by either side and it is difficult to from broadcasting stations and netjudge what the prospects really are.
works and other accomplishments.
Fusion group is planning several lines
attack. Communism, according to.
FIREWORKS EXPECTED- of
Van,
Fusion organizer, is to' be defi(Continued from page 4)
in the picture as a campaign item.
statement, hive a ticket in the running. nitely
Van
and
his party claim that while any
Weiss -man expected to have as his presi- member of the union, including officials,
dential candidate Edward Canavan, but is perfectly free to join any political
Canavan is not running for local office party, this should be done as an inin this election. Canavan, now 802's dividual and not as an officer of the
president, will, however, be a candidate union. It is claimed that Dave Freed,
for delegate to theAEM convention, run- welfare secretary of Local802, and Joseph
ning on the Fusion ticket.
Brodsky, associate counsel for the local,
Blue ticket lineup has been changed, appeared on publicity releases of the
as reported here some time ago. Lineup Communist party in the recent national
now is Jacob Rosenberg, for president; campaign with their positions listed.
William Feinberg, secretary (replacing It IS also claimed that Feinberg, viceRosenberg); Richard McCann, for vice- president, and other Blue ticket men
president, and Harry Suber, incumbent, sponsored a collection on the exchange
for treasurer. Fusion candidates are floor for the benefit of the Spanish govSelig S. Liese for president; Henry A. ernment. Collections on the memberMaccaro for vice-president; Harold R. ship floor are prohibited, and while it is
Basch for secretary, and -Albert L. Cease - said that the indorsement by these men
day for treasurer. Rest of the. Blue ticket of the Spanish government cause is all
(other officers and board members) con- right on a private' basis, their positions
sists of those in office now. Fusion can- should not have been mentioned in this
didates for these positions are yet to be connection, as they allegedly were.
selected out of a roster of about 22. AdAnother point of attack by the Fusion
dition of Canavan to the Fusion ticket group
will be the system installed .by the
is regarded as a strengthening factor.
administration regarding various places
Blue ticket will carry most of its of employment in the city. Adminiscampaign on the work done by the ad- tration, to rid the fields involved, esministration since in office. Adminis- pecially burlesque, of kickbacks to emtration' will point to the healthy financial ployers, adopted the policy of appointing
position of the union; the organized the contractors and men for the spots.
relief introduced: cleanup of burlesque involved. 'Fusion claims this is not
theaters and stopping of kickbacks in within the function of the local, which
all branches of the amusement field; im- should act as a judiciary body rather
proved conditions and wages secured than a job -placing one.
.
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EXPERIMENTING
the JAY ROSE Deals with the POSITIVE
PROOF that they will bring Immediate Results. . . .
There's No Risk with these Deals -We have tried them
from the Poorest to the Best Locations . . . That's why we
back every JAY ROSE Deal with a

We offer

7 -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE.

JUMBO CANDY DEAL

..die This Board Sells Candy Fast
Plenty Eye Appeal.
Three Attractive Col-

150 Large Holes,
Looks Much Less.

No Waiting - lilt
Take.

to, Not Over 15o
Per Sale.
5 Wild Winners.
Last Punch In Each
Section Wins.
a winners in Sells.
Entire Board Sells.

Boxes (40 Lbs.)
Eight 5.Lb.
of HighOrade Assorted Chocolat. in Atof

tractive Cellophane Wraps, Complete, With
Jumbo Board.

4

54 JAY ROSE

Atsomep issiouiRS

c?gy $6.55 TANS
I
$21.45

MIDGET CANDY DEAL
Small cost - Quick turnovcr

Last Punch In Each SeeClan Wins.
12 Winners In All

Flashy 4.SectIon Board.

120 1.1.-5o per Sale.

8 Wild Winners.

PROMPT DELIVERY
la
Shiped same Day
Vs DeReceived. TERMS:Order
Order, Balance
O.spitit
0. D. Reference: Dun &

Twelve 1.1.12. Boxes Assorted tilehdkrade Ohocolatelh

Complete With Midget Board.

COSTS

6-6 $2.50

Bradstreet - EastomTayler Trust Co.

TA.'-'IKES

$6.00

2 QUICK ACTION BIG PROFIT DEALS

23/6
tocusr ST
sr. louts, m 0.

DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED
WHEN ORDERING from DELUXE
"DELUXE
PLASTER"
LATEST CREATIONS- FINEST FINISH
CORN
GAME FLASH
SED - YOU'LL BE SURPRISED

eticaBLANKETS

and SHAWLS"

that it would be a gold mine for operators and location owners. The clock is a
pulling point because not only does it
serve patrons by providing the correct
time, not only does it attract players in
great masses, but also the inscription
around the clock -Play Time -has been
carefully placed so that people will get
the urge to play. In this manner they
are reminded of the spirit of the game,
and since ,Gottlieb payouts have been
proved time and again to be highly
profitable, well, the combination of the
Hammond clock and Gottlieb games Just
can't be improved upon. 'That's why the
clock idea is such a sensational innova-

1902 NORTH

DELUXE

long before he's playing.

ROUTES

Night of January 16: (Selwyn) Chi.
Pride and Prejudice: (Harris) Chi.
Scandals: (Texas) San Antonio 13-14.
Show Is On: (Shubert) Boston 9-14.
Tobacco Road: (Cox) Cincinnati 9-14.
Tonight at 8:30: (National) Washington,

Midway. Saturday; Clio, Monday; all Alabama.

MIGHTY HAAG SHOW

-LOOK

IN THE WHOLESALE

MERCHANDISE SECTION.
for the
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PREMIUMS. AND SPECIALTIES

C.

Kens: Wilmington, N. C.
Krause: Marianna, Fla.
Liberty State: Boling, Tex.
Littlejohn, Thos. P.: Union Springs, Sta.
Lotta Hooey: Medina, Tenn.
Metropolitan: (Fair) Cairo, Ga.; (Fair) Bainbridge 16-21.

.

Babes of Broadway: Harrisburg, Ps.. 11; Reading Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey: Orlando, Fla., 10; Tampa 11; season ends.
12-18; Williamsport 14; (Gayety) Buffalo
Royal Bros.: Tiller, Ark., 10; Montrose 11;
18-21.
Parkdale 12; Eudora 13; Epps, La., 14;
Ballyhoo: (Garrick) St. Louie 9-14; (Miles
Delhi 16.
Royal) Akron, 0., 16-17.
Beauty Parade: Open Week, 9-14; (Rialto)

Additional Routes
Dizzy Dames: (Gayety) Washington, D. 0.,
9-14; (Empire) Newark, N. J., 16-21.
(Received too late for classification)
Garden of Girls: (Casino) Pittsburgh 9.14; Buckeye Comedy Co.: Osgood, 0., 9-14.
(Gayety) Baltimore 16.21.
Magician: Denver. Ind., 9-14.
Gayety Girls: (Trocadero) Pinta 9-14; Allen- Daniel,
town 16-17; Harrisburg 18; Reading 19-30; Gilbert Comedian. Warwick, 'Ga., 9-14.
CM 18-21.

MILWAUKEE.
WISCONSIN

SHOWS

WANTED MUSICIANS

16-21.

Green's, Doc, United: Latta, S.

Marks: Rock Hill, S. C.
Miller's Amusements: Kaplan, La,
Neill, C. W.: Newellton, La.
D. C., 9-14.
Page: (Fair) Anderson, S. C.
Pool & Brewer: Houston, Tex.
Rao Bros.: Baytown, Tex.
Regal TJA. Am. Co.: De Kalb, Ark,
MISCELLANEOUS
Robinson United: Conway, S. C.
Baughman's Traveltours: Davenport, Fla., 11; Royal Flush: Jonesboro, Ark.; monette 16-21.
Palm: Brewton, Ala.
Haines City 12; Lake Alfred 13; Winter Royal
Haven 14; Dundee 17; Lake Wales 18-19; Scott. C. D.: (Fair) Monroeville, Ala.; Mobile
16-21.
Bartow 20-22.
Birch, Magician: Sandusky, 0., 11; Wooster Smith's, Brownie: (Fair) Kingstree, S. C.
12; New London 13; Elyria 14; Canton 16; State Fair: El Paso, Tex.
Mt. Vernon 17; Columbus 18; Newark 19-20. Tassel!, Barney: Hartwell, Ga.; Fernandina.
Bragg Bros.' Show: Brownington Center, Vt.,
Fla., 16-21.
9-14; Irasburg 16-21.
Tidwell: Winters, Tex.
DeCleo, Magician: Macon, III., 9-14; Dalton Wallace Bros.: (Fair) Biloxi, Miss.; Gulfport
City 16-21.
16-21.
Huntington, Magician: Alexis, DL, 11; Rose - Ward. John R.: Opelousas, La,
ilia 12; Oskaloosa, Ia.. 13.
West
Am, Co.: Blytheville, Ark.
LaLonde, Lawrence, Magician: Wallace, Ida., West Bros.'
Coast Am. Co.; Porterville, Calif., 9-11;
11: Butte, Mont.. 12-15.
season ends.
Lofstrom & St. Elois Monkeys: Hobgood, N. Western
State: Brady, Tex.
O., 11; Roxabel 12; Helloed 13; Osgood 14;
World Wonder: Elizabeth City, N. C.;
Henderson 16-17; Conway 18; Merry Hill 19; West's
Norfolk, Va., 16-21.
Powellsville 20.
R. If.; (Fair) Charleston, S. C.
Long, Leon, Magician: Birmingham, Ala., 10- Work,
World Am. Co.: Aberdeen, Miss.
16; Troy 17; AndalUSla 18; Lockhart 19; ZiMdars
Greater: (Fair) Greenville, Miss.
Morale, 20-22.
Lucy, Thos, Elmore: Dallas, Tex., 15-18.
Mel -Roy, Magician: Douglas, Aria., 12; Willcox
CIRCUS AND WILD WEST
IS; Benson 14; Tucson 16; Case. Grande 17;
Miami 18; Phoenix 19-20; Glendale 21.
Bros. -Clyde Beatty: Greenville, MisS., 10;
Ricton's Show: Lutherville, Ga., 9-il; Gay Cole
Clarksdale
11; season ends,
12-14.
Walter L.: Fayette, Miss., 10; Natchez
Turtle, Wm. 0., Magician: Seattle, Wash., 9- Main,
12; McComb 13; Tylertown
11;
Woodville
21.
14; Columbia 16; Poplarville 17; Picayune
18: Wiggins 19.
Polack Bros.: Pocatello, Ida., 12-18; Grand
INDEPENDENT BURLESK
Junction, Colo., 21-28.

Clock Idea Gets Orders

SOLO CORNET. BARITONE.
Long season. Hurtsboro, Thursday;

Mobile 16-21.

Dodson's World's Fair: (Fair) Savannah, Ga.
Dudley, D. S.: Floydada, Tex.
Evangeline: Camden, Ark.; magnolia 16-21.
Florida Expo.: De Funiak Springs, Fla., 9-12.
Georgie, Amusements: Helena, Ga.
Gold Medal: Rayne, La.
Great American: Toccoa, Ga.
Great Olympic: Water Valley, Miss.
Greater United: Cuero, Tex.; (Fair) Beeville

Caskill 12-14.
and also the Play Time reminder. That
L. J.: Bruce, Miss.
leads his gaze to the game and it isn't Beth,
Hilderbrand's United: Long Beach, Calif.

MOHAWK VALLEY For Gottlieb -Machines

LEO BISTANY,
Jacksonville, Fla.
Seminole Hotel,

Capital City: Minter City, Miss.
Crafts 20 Big: Santa Ana, Calif., 9-11.
Crystal Expo.: (Fair) Georgetown, S. C.
DeLuxe Shows of America: (Fair) Darlington,
S. C.
Dixie Expo.: (Fair) Monroeville, Ala.; (Fair)

Gruberg's World's Expo.: (Fair) Bishopville,
tion.
S. C.
"For example, suppose a person comes Hansen, Al C.: Gulfport, Miss.
Days: (Fair) Greenville, Ala.; (Fair)
into a location. Sooner or later he looks Happy
Atmore 16-21.
around for the correct time. He sees Henry's
United: Waterloo, Ark., 9-11; Mcthe Hammond clock on a Gottlieb game

Williamsport 21.
Ha-Cha: (Capitol) Toledo, 0., 9-14; (Rory)
Cleveland 16-21.
No. 52
Order
Now
--While
They
Last
-Beacon
Magnets-Mingos
Hi
-Flyers: (Gayety) Minneapolis 9.14; (PresiCIRCUS HORSE
dent) Des Moines, Ia., 16-21.
Hindu Belles: (Rialto) Chi 9-14; (Gayety)
Minneapolis 16-21.
CORPORATION Modes
and Models: (Rory) Cleveland 9-14;
(Casino) Pittsburgh 18-21.
Red Hot: (Jacques) Waterbury, Conn., 944;
THIRD STREET,
(Hudson) Union City, N. J. 16-21.
Red Rhythm: (Gayety) Buffalo o 9-14; open
week, 16-21.
Scan -Tees: (Miles Royal) Akron, 0., 9-10;
(Gayety) Detroit 16-21.
Scan -Dolls: (Gayety) Baltimore- 9-14; (Gay
ety) Washington, D. 0., 16-21.
Speed and Sparkle: (Howard) Boston 9-14:
(Jacques) Waterbury, Conn., 16-21.
CHICAGO, Nov. 7. -Gottlieb officials Steppin' Stars: (Gayety) Detroit 9-14; (Capitol) Toledo, 0., 16-21.
report that "the games which are Too
Hot for Paris: (Empire) Newark, N. J.,
equipped with genuine Hammond elecWANT for fourteen weeks in Cuba, Shows,
9-14; (Trocadero) Philo, 16-21.
tric clocks are being enthusiastically Vaniteasers:
(Hudson) Union City, N. J., 9Rides, legitimate Concessions. Transportareceived by jobbers and operators who
14; (Howard) Boston 16-21.
tion furnished both ways. Leave for Miami
Woman and Bong: (President) Des
have put .in their orders for Derby Day, Wine,
Moines,
Ia.,
9-14; (Garrick) St. Louis 1641.
about November 25. Write or wire
College Football, High Card and Hit

WISCONSIN
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AMUSEMENT MACHINES

The Billboard

84

Parade. Of course, Hammond Mocks are
REPERTOIRE
popularly known to be among the most
reliable and accurate timepieces on the BillrOy Comedians, Billy Wehle's: Cisco, Tex.,
market."
11: Ranger 12; Stephenville 13; Dublin 14.

Harvey & Dale: (Food Show) Charlotte, N. 0..
9-14.

Jenkins, Polly, Plowboys: (Savoy) Glace Bay,
N. S., Can., 11-12; (Strand) Sydney 13-14.
LaZellas, Aerial: (Follies) Los Angeles 9-14;
(Million -Dollar) Los Angele s 15-21.
Lewis, 11. Kay, & Hollywood Varieties: New
Castle, Tex., 12-15; Dallas 16-2s.
McNally Variety Show: West Milford, N. J.,
9-14.

Marine -Firestone Co.:

Victoria, Tex., 9-14;

Corpus Christi 16-18.
Miller, Al H., Show: Buena Vista, Ga., 9-14.
Original Floating Theater: Little River, S. C.,
9 -al,

-..concessi.onalees....)
NOVELTY -1 U P PLY' FOR.

FAIRS, CARNIVALS, CIRCUSES,' GRIND STOLES,

tinsPELS

CortN RAN, eS, e7C.

.

Catalog with Neuitocu
THE TIPP NOVELTV COMPANY
TIPOECANGIC- CITY. 01,0

WANTED

Shows, Rides and Concessions not conflicting

for

Winter Show. Those wishing to book rum join now
Players: Warren, Vt., 9-14.
Joe Schwartz, head of the National Blythe
and hare preference. This Show will show uptown
Players: Texarkana, Tex., 9-14.
Coln Machine Exchange, Chicago, Fox
location on 3d St. Lot, Macon, Ga. WILL BUY
Players: Dyersburg, Tenn., 9-14.
Ferris Wheel or small Merry-Oo.Round
dropped into see Dave Gottlieb a few Harvey
Stone, Hal. Show: Gueydan, La., 9-14.
J. L. JOHNS, Manager, Alamo Shows, Macon, Ge.
days after he had placed a substantial
order for clock -equipped games.
CARNIVAL COMPANIES
WANTED
WANTED
"You know, Dave," he said, "I exare for current week when no
pected these payouts to be met warmly (Routes
dates are given In some Instances possibly mailing points are listed.)
by operators, but I didn't expect to be
CAPITAL CITY SHOWS
cleared out so fast. In fact, I'm here to Atlantic Coastal Expo.: Fernandina, Fla.
Rides. Shows and Concessions that don't conflict.

get this stack of orders filled and I want
all I can get quick for stock. The Ham.
mond Electric Clock is a real selling
point if there ever was one. Operators
in my territory are praising this radically new idea to the skies."
"I'm not surprised," said Dave Gottlieb, "we built Hammond Electric Clocks
into these payouts after a great deal of
planning and testing because we knew

Badgers Greater: Boner, Okla.
Baldwin Expo.: Florence, S. C.
Bantly Greater: Gaffney, S. C.
Barfield's Cosmopolitan: (Fair) Colquitt Ga
Blue Ribbon: Phenix City, Ala.
Brown Family Rides: Rocky Ford, Ga.
Brown Novelty: (Fair) Valdosta, Ga.
Bruce: (Fair) Douglas, Ga.
Bullock Am. Co.: Elloree, S. C.; Bamberg
16-21.
Burdick's All -Texas: Karnes City, Tex.
Campbell, H. W.: Thomson, Ga.

Will be out until Xmas. Mrs. Kline wire Wimpy.
Cotton come on. This week Minter City. Miss. Wire
or write, PHIL ROCCO.

Wanted Oriental Dancers

CAN USE Dancing Girls at all times. Pall Dancers.
Strip Tease end Rumba, Bubble or Balloon Dancers.
seum
Get inin touch withding me at once. Plenty of Mubooking.
\Wife for
surroun
cities.
wor k
AL PAULERT, Mgr., Oriental Village, South St.
Mus,aurrt, 1419 South Street. Philadelphia, Pa.
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Shoot-a-Lite Called
Ideal Target Machine
CHICAGO, Nov. 7. -"When we tell you

that Exhibit's Shoot-a-Lite is the perfect
rifle target game We like saying Lou
Gehrig, of the Yankees, is a great ball

player," says Leo J. Kelly, of the Exhibit Supply Company. "Shoot-a-Lite
has everything you could ask for in a
photo -electric target at the world's
lowest price for a moving target game."
Kelly continued, outlining the essenital elements for the ideal target game
for operators: "There are four special
features which we have built exclusively
in Shoot-a-Lite. They are essential and
without any of them imitation ray shooting games will fail. Shoot-a-Lite
first of all features realism, the same
thrill a sportsman gets from an early morning duck hunt. Gun built to real
rifle proportions, precision sights and
lifelike moving targets with ;sound effects bring all the thrill of, e, big -game
hunt right into your location.
' The second feature that appeals exclusively to Shoot-a-Lite players is its'
test of skill. Only Exhibit's lifelike
action in moving targets can give this
true test of marksmanship. instead of
one target Shoot-a-Lite hail four moving
targets that furnish a thoro test of skill.
Shoot-a-Lite, however, may be adjusted

AMUSEMENT MACHINES

BOSTON, Nov. 7.-A meeting for the
express purpose of organizing music coin
operators in this area has been called to
convene at the Hotel Essex here Tuesday
evening, November 17,
All music operators and those connected
with the trade are cordially invited to
attend and to bring some Ideas along with

4,0

5

5

AI

them,

plug is disconnected from the socket, 15 a
soother member of the famoue Epco
line. It is a flawless preventative against ri
cheating when the machine is not under P
operating power.
0
Leading manufacturers, dist-His-Mord
and operators have many tithes expressed.
their appreciation of the invaluable
benefits rendered to the entire automatic
field by the dependable Epco products.

Ontario Puts Approval
On Electropak Device
DETROIT, Nov. 7. -Electrical Products
Company announces that its Electropak
device, widely used in the coin machine
industry, has been approved recently by
the Hydro -Electric Power Commission of
Ontario.

The honor conferred upon the Electropak can be fully evaluated by this

single point,.. Epco officials say, that up
to the present time it is the only power
unit that has been given the right for
Canadian sales. The restrictions and
high standards demanded by the commission are exceptional. Electropak conforms with their requirements and has
been granted approval No. BA5076.
Hydro -Electric Power Commission of Ontario exercises practically sole control of
all electrical devices sold in the territory.
Electropak has proved itself not only
an efficient advancement but an ettrereely economical factor in location
operation. As standard equipment with
92 per cent of all the automatic amusement Manufacturers, the unit has on
each location saved many times the cost
of ordinary batteries per year.
of,
the Electropak has been installed
it is entirely independent of replace.
meets or repairs, assuring service for
more than the full life of the amusement
machine itself, Epco officials claim. The
Epee firm is also responsible for the
Adaptopak. This power unit, naturally
manufactured under the highest standards of production, serves the same pur-

lilt

5-*DAVAL BOWIE,

BALL

1

20.00
- 20.00
20.00

2 --*WESTERN COCOANUTS, 1 BALL

1 -*PACIFIC ECLIPSE,

1

BALI.

DETROIT, Nov. 9. -Leslie G. Anderson,

5
AI
OA

r
01

II;

1

2

25.00
39.00
39.00
39.00
39.00

1

r4

AO

2500..* 00900°

1

ing company known as General Amuse-

0

AO

1 -*MILLS EQUITY,
BALL
1 -MILLS OWL LIFTER (FLOOR SAMPLE)
2 -IRON CLAW DIGGERS
40--*IvIILLS TYCOONS,
BALL, SEVEN SLOT
4--*JENNINGS HIT IT BASEBALL GAMES, 3 BALLS
1-*A.B.T. TRANS PACIFIC,
BALL
1 -*MILLS POSITION, 5 BALLS
1. --*MYSTERIOUS EYE DICE MACHINE
6-*JENNINGS FLICKERS, 4 BALLS
1

formerly sales promotion manager of
The Billboard and general sales manager
of the George Ponser Company, announces that he has formed a distribut-

8 -MILLS TRIPLE SLOT TROUBADOUR PHONOGRAPHS

4
Ir

35.00,
1700.00°
9.0

7-*BALLY RELIANCE DICE MACHINES, 5c PLAY
3-*BALLY RELIANCE DICE MACHINES, 25c PLAY

60.00
65.00

(Skee Games at Money -Saving Prices)

by the personnel of the Gay Pares Revue. Ray Balzer acted as emsee anti 4
handled the situation like a veteran.
Clarence Sherman worked diligently to
make the affair a success, as did M. G.
and C. G. Dodson. A Kangaroo Court,
presided over by the Hon. Judge C. G.
Dodson, helped to increase the fund.
Professor Charles Clark and his Zouave
Band furnished the music.

DIVORCES

7,-DAVAL 'RITHMATIC COUNTER GAMES
$ 8.00
16 --*MODEL "B" TRAFFICS, 5 BALLS
8.00
6 -MILLS NEIGHBORS
10.00
2.-*DAVAL AUTOPUNCH COUNTER MACHINES
12.00
2-JENNINGS CONFECTION VENDING SCALES
7-ROCK-OLA TOTALITES WITH PAYOUT REGISTER
17-SHYVERS ROUND 'N' ROUNDS WITH PAYOUT REGISTER 20.00

1-*ROCK-OLA COLD RUSH, I BALI.

L. G. Anderson Forms New
Distributing Company

company will distribute all types
as the players get more skillful the game ofThe
-operated equipment in Michican be adjusted to make the teat of gancoin
and
Ohio. Further particulars will
skill more severe.
in next week's issue of The Bill"The third and fourth features in appear
board,
Shoot-a-Lite have to do with the
operator. Shoot-a-Lite is built sturdily,
perfected mechanically and has the triple DODSONS RAISE
player attraction of flashing lights in
(Continued from page 3)
perpetual display, colorful settings in tin, was cleverly produced and presented

VEMCO'S "00" CLOSEOUT BARGAINS
EACH

shots. This assures continuoug play; for

distance."

85

Hub Music Ops. To Meet

Devices Company at 3136 Cass aveto suit beginners, fair, good or crack ment
nue here,

modern design and the optical illusion
of a real hunt that attracts everyone
entering the location.
"Frankly," said Kelly, "I don't believe
a better photo -electric target game can
be:built. Our fourth big feature, is our
low price. Shoot-a-Lite is adaptable to
any type location, for it can be placed
on ceiling, wall or pedestal, which is
adjustable for height and any practical

The Billboard

16 -RALLY ROLLS
145.00
165.00
10-WURLITZER SKEE BALLS
(Machines Marked Thus * Are Automatic Payout)
Every piece of equipment listed above bears the well-known "VEMCO"
guarantee. Our terms are one-third certified deposit with order, shipment C. 0. D. for balance. Don't delay! Phone, wire or write for
your requirements today.

THE VENDING MACHINE CO.

0

PAYEZTEALLE

(Continuedfrom page .33)

musical director, in Bridgeport, Conn, dare will then be undertaken to incor- Will also go in for radio production and
recently.
other entertainment angles.
porate.
First major act of the MTAPA will New outfit has Harry. Barris' Ork, now
the Cotton Club, Culver City, and
be
to
pursue,
obtain
evidence
and
proseLONDON NIGHT SPOTS - cute persons who are booking without at
several others under contract. Coakley
(Continued from page 4)
licenses. Efforts will also be made to is said to be co-owner of Carl Raiiazza's
phenomenon, and Four Trojans, Cali- stop taverns from booking their own Ork, which he once directed.
fornian athletes and tumblers with a entertainment.
dandy act, are held over.
Next meeting of the MTAPA is sched- Oshkosh, Wis., May
Molly Bison succeeds Sophie Tucker uled
for November 12 in the Metropoliat the Grosvenor House. Miss Picon, a tan Theater Building.
License Night Clubs
sensational hit in English vaude, has
chosen her numbers for a floor show
OSHKOSH, Wis Nov. 7. - Proposed.
with dtscrimination and consequently 18 Memphis Band News
floor -show ordinance here requiring isa big hit. A novel act is that of Doray
suing
of licenses to taverns and other
MEMPHIS, Nov. 7. -Joe Sanders' Or- spots providing
such entertainment has
and Chela, Cuban monkey dancers.
is booked to follow Tom Gentry already been referred to committee and
Peppy and intricate. Pamella Randall, chestra
18 -year -old English showgirl recently into the Hptel Claridge November 27 for police for further study following two
stay.
readings in council.
elevated to stardom, hits solidly. She's a three-week
Leonard Keller's Orchestra will come
Tentative suggestions placing the fee
a looker besides being talented.
to
the
Peabody
Hotel
ballroom
Tuesday.
at $10 and. $25 were made by Aldermen
Mignone, American acrobatic dan-.
Herb Gordon's Band. Keller Joseph Seftenberg and A. J. Shumway.
seuse, hits with a corking routine. Cur- succeeding
from Casa Madrid in Louisville.
rently at the Ritz Hotel and duplieating comes
Silver Slipper night club continues its
her success at the Savoy.
policy of playing occasional one-nighters.

Liquor Board Gets Tough

Dora Orlando, Continental cabaret
(Deacon) Moore was at the' Slipper
SCRANTON, Pa., Nov. 7, With night
star, made a successful English debut Carl
this week, and Slats Randall is due spots seeking institutionality, the State
at the May Fair Hotel:
Liquor Control Board is continuing its
Don Galvan, Mexican troubadoUr, is a tomorrow.
drive to keep the night haunts along
holdover at the San Marco,
legit lines. Board agents were successGeorge Beatty is back at Trocabaret Central Aitists' Bookings
ful in having the licenses of 31' spots
and scoring loads of laughs with his
Lackawanna County revoked for viowitty and up-to-date material.
NEW YORK, Nov. 7. -New Central in
Following acts are being held over: Artists' Bureau here has just spotted lation of the State liquor code. During
The Whirlwinds, sensational roller Edith' Roark and Maryan Mercer into the past month seven niteries in the
skaters, and Michel and Hero, comedy the Vogue Club. Opened yesterday. Both Philadelphia area felt the ax.
and dancing xylophonists, at the Troca- came out of the Caliente Club. New

dero Grillroom;. Lydia and Joreeco, swell office also signed Marcia Stewart, ballet

Texas Hotel Adds Baud

dancers, and the Wiere Brothers, versa- dancer, to an exclusive binder. Al Jay
EL PASO, Tex., Nov. 7. -Bob Miller's
pose as tbei Electropak, except that it tile and refined comedy novelty, at Slop has joined the office, doing pub- Orchestra
is appearing daily.in the Gold
Can be used with alternating or direct Dorchester Hotel; Clifford Fisher's show licity.
Room of the Hotel Paso del Norte, first
at the London 08E100, cod the Yacht
current.
ork
in
the
spot
in years. Features MayAnother nationally knowis item, made Club Boys at the Cafe de Paris. B. R.
Carr and 'Bert Douglas in vocals.
Name Bands in Pittsburgh beth
by the Electropak Products Company, IS
Opened
Halloween
to a nice crowd.'
the Epco fuse eliminator. This device MTAPA To Drive Against
PITTSBURGH, Nov. 7. - Roosevelt Engagement is indefinite.
saves from $7.50 to $15 per year for each
Hotel has reopened its Gold Room for
electrically operated machine. Replacing Unlicensed Bookers First
Saturday night operations only. Name
the ordinary glass fuses that "blow." the
'

EPPO flise eliminator offers an unlimited period Of fuse service. Easily
installed, this eliminator assures perfect
fuse protection. After a short or overloaded circuit occurs it can be. Mime.
diately reset for further use without expense of replacement or the inconvenience of removing parts. It is an
absolute prevention against lost operating time resulting from this type

BOSTON, Nov. 7. -Formal acceptance
of by-laws and the charter of the newly
organized
Massachusetts
Theatrical
Agents' Protective Association became
the first steps in the fulfillment of Boston theatrical booking agents' dreams at'
a meeting held Thursday in the Metropolitan Theater Building.
More than 25 agents paid their $10
charter fee, with others sending in
of breakdown..
checks to Everett L. Rich, treasurer.
The Ulectrolok, a device which prevents Charter will be open at least one month,
mishandling of the' machine 'when the according to Lew Frey, president. Proce-

bands will be used. Jack Miles' Orchestra
was the opening outfit.

20 MILLS FUTURITYS

New Frisco Agency

So Play, Used Two Weeks, Like New, $75.00.
Apply. Yaw Silent Pays toward Bowling
0 & 8 NOVELTY CO.,
GaGamer.Tables.

.1005 Broadway,

SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 7. -New band booking agency, Associated American Wanted To Buy For Cash - Artists, has opened at 101 Post street.

Headed by Tom Coakley, former band
director, now practicing law; Rich's
Dorso, for the past fiye years with the
Hotel Del Monte, Del Monte. Calif., and
Dean Maddox, emsee and, radio producer.

RooktOrd, III.

ROTARY MERCHANDISERS
Wire or Write

Monarch Coin Machine Co.

5308 Armitage Avenue,
CANN" IIIL
Write fur Price List, Just Oft the Press.

2012014
with the alluring "match -a -color"
Horses, Win - Place -Show positions,

changing, teasing odds, ranks
topmost among Counter Games today,
and

response,

brings immediate player
jerks up sleepy locations and changes

them overnight into "bright spots."
It has "class," it's way out in front
as the liveliest money maker.
#1945-

Through

its

unique

award
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system

gains player loyalty. There are HIGH
STAKES Fans on every spot, it's a

natural, a repeater, it gets the glad
hand every time.
STAKE YOURSELF TO PROFITS

WITH HIGH STAKES

ONE
BLACK JACK
TWENTY
A DE LUXE Game, of elegant appearance,
with high profit potency. Earnings surpass
all records ever established. You must compare it with others to appreciate its greater
profit capacity.

TWEFLONE
Remarkably silent performance is indicative
of the matched precision of all component
parts. You can run it on "bright spots"
without attracting unwanted attention.
"Golden Silence for Golden Profits."

TwEinc.oNE
is absolutely cheatproof. Nobody can shake

its Reels or manipulate Its shutters fraudulently. Your Locations won't have to make
good on take payouts, your let profits are
much larger as a result.
111.'21" Games-it's a Groetchen Landslide.

LONDON, Nov. 7.-There is quite a
bubble of activity in British manufacturing circles these days. Scott, Adickes
& Company seem to be making a habit
of introducing a new British table at
regular intervals. Latest from this
source is called Fives -Board, inspired by
the dart throwing game. Play is 10 -ball

with top of field designed as colored
dart board. This has, in addition to a
number of ordinary score pockets, a
double 20, triple 20 and 50, identical

with principal scores in darts. Each of
these lights up section of a glass of beer
situated on field below ordinary score
pockets. All scores are shown in channel register at bottom of field, balls falling thru pockets into channel of corresponding number.
First table here to introduce light up
of glass of beer was Cheerio of Major
Automatics. This was on small side,
bigger than usual counter models and
smaller than standard tables. To meet
demand, it is now produced in larger
size. Backboard has large glass of beer
which players light up in sections as
balls enter correct pockets. Cheerio is
favorite English expression when folk
drink together.
Bryan, famed for cranes and wall machines, has produced All Sport, an upright version of ice hockey theme. Two
players participate and endeavor to
score goals against each other. Balls
play between two sheets of strong glass
behind which is panoramic all -sports
scene in color. Operator makes Choice
as to number of balls which are ejected
at each end in turn.
Ahrens is busy turning out rotary
skill merchandisers; British American
Novelty Company is introducing new
upright shooting machines, and Burrows

ITS NOT A SALE UNLESS YOUPE. SATISFIED

REBUILT - READY TO OPERATE
STAMPEDE

$16 50
22.50
26.50
39.50
44 50
69 50

TYCOON

(NEW FRONT) . .$54.50
ROCK-OLA ALAMO . 39.50
DAILY RACES . . . 42.50
.
BROKERS TIP . . . 39.50
RED SAILS
PAMCO CHASE . . 49.50
MULTIPLE
PAMCO BALLOT . - 59.50
RELIANCE 5c . . - . 49.50 PALOOKA JR. . . . 69.50
DOUBLE HEADER . . 42.50 PALOOKA SR. . . . 79.50

DE LUXE 46
HOLLYWOOD - MONTE CARLO .

.

.$1112
REEL "21". $237J. I R;,,,N,EAivs
Lifetime Guarantee on These Games

113 Deposit With Order, Balance C. 0. D.
914 DIVERSEY

GERBER & GLASS CHICAGO, ILL.

(Exhibit, Genco and British and German lines); Samson Novelty Company,
Ltd. (Mills Novelty and Hoover); International Coin Counting Machine Company, Ltd. (coin counting machines);
C. Ahrens (own manufacture); British
American Novelty Company, Ltd. (own
manufacture, Buckley, etc.); Coin -Operated Machine Supply (Daval and
Groetchen); S. Capaldi & Co., Ltd. (Mutoscope); Strand Automatics, Ltd.
(A. B. T. and British products); AmuseAutomatic Supply is at work on new ment
Equipment Company, Ltd. (own
table.
manufacture, Wurlitzer, Royal and
Burrows Automatic Machine
Other manufacturers are concentrat- others);
Company, Ltd. (Seeburg, Gotting on new machines which will not be Supply
Pace and own manufacture); L.
revealed until the Coin -Operated Ma- lieb,
Walton (own manufacture); Exhibit
chine Exposition at Royal Hotel next Machine
and Merchandise Company, Ltd.
February. Lineup of those already (merchandise);
Jacobs & Woolf (merbooked to show includes Bryan (own chandise); J. Kleiner
& Sons (merchanmanufacture); Kraft's Automatics (line dise), Connick & Company
not announced); Shefras Automatics, dise), Wholesale General (merchanWarehouse
Ltd. (own manufacture, 0. D. Jennings, Company (merchandise) and the
Rock -01a); Original Machine Manufac- trade as a representative body. French
(British
Brenner
Machine
turers, Ltd.
Guns); Western Novelty Company
Dave Buckman, of Auto Machines,
(Crackshot and other lines), Major Automatics (own manufacture); Bofiands London jobbers, plans another visit to
Automatics Machine Supply, Ltd. (own New York in near future.
manufacture); Goddard Novelty ComThanks to teaching of Samson Novpany, Ltd. (Stoner, Watling and Buckley); Scott, Adickes & Company, Ltd. elty boys, Buckley's L. V. Hodgson is be-

coming a star fisherman. Look out for
tall fishing yarns when he returns to the

Wurlitzer Hub Party Success;
Capehart Speaks on Music Biz

sands.

BOSTON, Nov. 7.-Three hundred and
fifty-nine Wurlitzer-Simplex phonograph
operators, wives, sweethearts and friends
from the New England territory paid
homage to Homer E. Capehart, vice-presihent of the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company,

at a banquet held Thursday night in
the Pearl Room of the Copley Square
Hotel here.
Supreme Amusement Company

of

New England, Inc., owned and operated

States. For his firm he has just intro-

duced Diamond Mine and payoff model
of Double Nugget.
Once a month during winter machine
men -manufacturers, sellers and operators will meet for conviviality in popular
hostelry in London's Fetter Lane. Such

gatherings will be known as the Slot
Club and first is set for November 21

when a "hot pot" supper will be served.
Inspiration for these gatherings comes
from J. G. Brenner, of Original Machine
Manufacturers. Reel "21" has been subject of price cutting "war" between four
prominent factors. Operators may have
benefited, but trade as a whole has not
regarded the affair in favorable light.
Jobbers got a nasty hit and have talked
of retaliatory measures should such a
thing happen again.

Claim Endurance Record
For Ray-o-Lite Demand
CHICAGO, Nov. 7.-Still in steady pro-

duction on the Ray-o-Lite target machine, the J. P. Seeburg Corporation

claims that demand for the machine has

brought the record up into the thouOfficials of the firm said that "the
marvelous acceptance of this unusual
machine by the industry, as well as the

general public, is encouraging. Myriads
mated 1,000,000 pieces of coin machines of people of all ages and classes have
played the Ray-o-Lite rifle range. Its
in the United States.
"There are very few codes of ethics in popularity cannot be estimated except by
the trade. Some fellows figure that the dollars and cents of the operators'
other fellow 1s out to get them. They
feel that the coin business is the only profits. With this as a standard of
one that has troubles. In reality coin measurement, undoubtedly Ray-o-Lite
operators haven't nearly as many troubles will rank as one of the greatest amuseas other endeavors. There is much imi- ment creations of all time.
tating and copying of product.
"Now that some time has passed it
"This year we shall sell 50,000 phonographs, thanks to operators like you.
can truthfully be said without one rea"We have a three -fold policy this year: p= for denial that the Seeburg Ray-

by Ben D. Palastrant and M. J. Lockwood, was host to the large gathering.
"1. To lead in the phonograph busiBen L. Hulick, New England district
o-Lite rifle range has proved itself an
ness.
manager, was toastmaster.
"2. To create a location demand for amazingly consistent money Faker over
Highlights or Capehart's informal adWurlitzer
product.
dress that brought much applause and
long period of operation. It cannot be
"3. We never have and we do not aaccused
cheering included:
of being a short-lived success,
"There are big possibilities in the coin - intend in 1937 to make any phonographs for today the Seeburg rifle range is one
operated music business as a business. that will obsolete 1936 and 1935 models. of the major contributing factors to the
. but, and let
"Operators are not shouldering the We will improve, yes
industry's income. Noteworthy is its
business as seriously as they should. In me stress this point, we will not obsolete constantly trouble -free operation. Unany
current
models
and
those bought doubtedly this' is largely responsible for
comparison with other businesses there is
years back."
no doubt in my mind that the music several
tremendous profits being made on
From 7:30 p.m. to 2 a.m. guests en- the
business is tops. It's a grand venture
of locations.
themselves to the limit. Besides thousands
with continuous profits. The operator joyed
"Altho
production has reached such a
can move his equipment from location the banquet, there was a good floor high volume peak, the careful precision
to location as he desires. There are no show and plenty of dancing and singing. workmanship so characteristic of the J.
Doris Hill, of Brighton, Mass., wile of P. Seeburg Corporation for over 30 years
headaches, no leases, no multitude of
equipment to cart away when an op- William R. Hill, New England representa- is not lacking."
of the Brunswick and Columbia
tive
erator makes up his mind to gypsy it.
.

GROETCHEN

TOOL COMPANY
130 NORTH UNION ST., CHICAGO

"It has long been a profitable business.
The operator controls and runs his own
business. He's his own boss. The one
thing, however, that is hurting the
business-and it is unwarranted and unnecessary-is the chiseling methods, the
high pressure and promotional tactics
employed to sell product. The coin machine business is a $10,000,000 -a -week
proposition. This is based on the esti-

.

Record Company, New York, won a Wur-

litzer studio piano in the feminine drawing contest. Charles C. Mills, of Calais,
Me., won a Wurlitzer-Simplex phonograph in the drawing.
Jchn A. Mcllhenny, Wurlitzer director
of public relations, and Harry King, personal secretary to Capehart, accompanied
the Wurlitzer vice-president on his Boston visit.

LOOK:

IN THE WHOLESALE
MERCHANDISE SECTION
fat- the
LATEST NOVELTIES, PRIZES
PREMIUMS AND SPECIALTIES
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Sweet 21 Is New Game
Nov.

7.-Chicago
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Sheet -Music Leaders

Made by Chicago Coin
CHICAGO,
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(Week Ending November 9)

Coin

Corporation offers a new game, to be
called Sweet 21, which is said to be a
de luxe type of game that will "revolu-

tionize the one -ball payout table field."
Officials state that "its playing mechanism is the cleverest adaptation of
blackjack ever devised. A super -size
odds commutator presents the deal, the
number to be beat and the odds to win.
An unusual improvement Is a 1% inch
steel ball, the first mammoth -sized ball
to be used in any game!
"The designing engineers responsible
for this advancement in amusement machines have injected a. new Idea which
assures big profits. Sweet 21 is regulated to pay out frequent small awards
plus offering the possibility of 40 to 1
odds. Proven psychological tests have
convincingly demonstrated that this is
a reliable come-on, inducing repeat play
and satisfying the player.
"The de luxe cabinet dimensions are
55 by 26 inches. Adding to its powerful
traffic -stopping appearance is an eight color panel depicting a casino scene
and a flashy, colorful playing field.
"Equipped with the new type 12 -volt
Electropak, power trouble is automatically eliminated. All machines undergo an
exhaustive test to insure against location
breakdown. Every game is played 5,000
times to substantiate its correct payout
percentage before it is placed on the
market."

PHILLY AGAIN

(Continued front page 4)
house managers went into a huddle with

the musicians' union, theaters claimed
that the song and dance shows were a
losing proposition from scratch and
threatened a steady diet of dramatic
fare. However, month of November finds
all predictions going overboard and no
less than four musicals on tap for the
takers.
Forrest has New Paces, with the Duncan Sisters, on Monday (9) for a fortnight's stay. On the follow Shuberts
bring in their new Beatrice Lillie -Bert
Lahr musical, The Show Is On, for another two weeks. Other musicals include the University of Pennsylvania's
49th annual Mask and Wig show, This
Mad Whirl, for Turkey week at the New
Locust and Alex Yokel's production of
Rodgers and Hart's Babes in Arms at the
Erlanger November 30.
It now appears certain that The Women, Max Gordon's production of Claire
Boothe Brokaw's new play, which will
have an all -femme cast, will premiere at
the Forrest December 7, staying for a
fortnight. Margalo Gillmore will have
the leading part. More shifting of dates
gives Philadelphia another premiere November 30, Sam Harris presenting the
new George S. Kaufman -Moss Hart comedy, You Can't Take It With You, coming to the Chestnut for two weeks, putting Lady Precious Stream back to December 14.

WCTU HITS

(Continued from page 4)

dared. She asked that the Iowa WCTU

exert its influence to put an end to

Based on reports from leading job-

retail music outlets from
Coast to Coast, songs listed are a conmusic
lly sold from
of
sensus
The "barometer"
week to week.
is accurate, with necessary allowance
for day-to-day fluctuations. Number
in parentheses indicates position in last
week's listing.
Sales of music by the Maurice Richmond Music Corporation, Inc., are
bers

and

not included, due to exclusive selling

agreement with a number of publishers.
Acknowledgment is made to Mayer
Music Corporation, Music Sales Corporation and Ashley Music Supply
Company, of New York; Lyon Cr
Healy; Carl Fischer, Inc.; Gamble

GENTLEMEN, when an operator wrote me today and said: "Mills

Railroad is easily the best payout pin table ever put on the
market!", I couldn't help feeling his enthusiasm, but at the
same time I couldn't get excited.

For many weeks now letters

just as potent, just as glowing, as his have been passing over
my desk.

Not a customer has ever expressed anything but com-

plete satisfaction over cash box results.

The price of Rail-

road, the 7 -slot, 27 pay -station table with new motor payout,

is $135, F.O.B. Mills Novelty, 4100 Fullerton, Chicago, Ill.

Hinged Music Company and Western
Book and Stationery Company, of Chicago.
1.

2.

The Way You Look Tonight (1)
When Did You Leave Heaven?

(2)
a Thousand Lave
Songs (5)
A
Fine
Romance
(3)
4.
3.

I'll Sing You

5.
6.
7.

Me and the Moon (4)

South Sea Island Magic
Sing, Baby, Sing (7)
8. Organ Grinder's Wing 110)
9. Did I Remember? 181
10. I Can't Escape From You (11)
11.
12.
13.
14.

Close to Me 1141
Pennies From Heaven (12)
A Star Fell Out of Heaven (6)
When a Lady Meets a Gentle-

15.

man (91
Mickey Mouse's Birthday Party

Above column was received too late

fo be included in usual departments.

50 of the industry's writers and studio
of the Screen
Writers' Guild a number of months ago.

men who bowed out

MAINE CHANGES

(Continued from page 3)

December and are not In position to
contract for attractions in November.
Next annual will be in Bangor in

January, 1938, members to be guests of
Bangor Fair Association. Josiah Stewart,
Bangor, was elected president; Francis
Friend, Skowhegan, first vice-president;
Samuel Woodard, Brunswick, second
vice-president; James S. Butler, Lewiston, secretary, and F. W. Hill, Bangor,
treasurer.
There was a good turnout of free attractions, carnival and fireworks representatives. Business sessions were at
tended by 138 members, and more than
200 were at the annual banquet. Because some members were not in attend-

ance it was voted to recess to meet in
Augusta in January, 1937, at the call
of the president. More details of the

meeting will appear in next week's issue.
Word came today of the death of Fred

W. Weston, 43, chairman of the State
racing commission, who attended the
meeting here and made two addresses.
He was stricken with a heart attack
upon return to his home in Skowhegan,
where he is survived by his widow and
a daughter.

block booking and blind selling and to
urge enactment of laws which would
bring about federal regulation of films.
Miss Aldrich declared that one of the JOHNSON'S RODEO
evils of the moving picture business is
from page 3)
that the most underpriviliged sections of Madison(Continued
Garden engagement and
cities, the breeding centers of crime and the manySquare
injuries
sustained
there.
loose morals, almost invariably get the
Actual day -money winners and the
poorest pictures. She deplored the in- start of first go -round didn't begin
crease of drinking scenes in pictures and until Tuesday evening because of the
Urged that pressure be brought to stop it. strike. However, those who did compete in Monday's contests and weren't
SCREEN PLAYWRIGHTS- among the strikers received due prize
(Continued from page 4)
money.
Accidents at the Boston Garden enScreen Playwrights, Inc., on the problems
confronting both the writers and the gagement have taken their usual toll,
producers in the film industry, it was with several broken arms, concussions
indicated that producers would recognize of the brain, neck sprains, etc. John and sign a formal agreement with SP Jordan broke a finger on his right hand
before the expiration of the Academy of while competing in the cowboys' saddle
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences' writer bronk-riding event. Jordan is also ancode. This will have the industry work- nouncer of the rodeo. Other contestants
ing under two distinct writer pacts, with sustaining injuries were Harry Van
the scrapping of the Academy agree- Campen, right arm broken, bareback
ment slated at the conclusion of its bronk riding; Rose Smith, severe shoulder injury, bronk riding; Hike Wblrich,
run in October, 1937.
Tho no action has yet been taken, it broken arm, bareback bronk riding; John
is understood kthat producers are in fa- Beasley, both wrists sprained, steer ridvor of the SP proposed agreement, which ing; Bob Matthews, sprained neck, steer
will be similar to the Academy pact in riding; Bob Matthews, trampled by
Many ways, but with additional conces- steer; Paul Carney, face and head insions. New angles chiefly concern juries.
credits and the limitation of such to Hugh Bennett, 1994 champion steer
those contributing to scripts: Another wrestler and calf roper, established a
Phase to be settled will be arbitration new world's record of 6 3-5 seconds in
of differences.
the steer -wrestling contest yesterday.
Screen Playwrights represents about This time was the best made at any of

*MILLS RAILROAD
WANTED FOR BRUCE SHOWS
Jam here, Corn Game and Legitimate Concessions. Douglas, Ga., Fair, this
Wire quick.
week; Fitzgerald, Ca., school grounds location, next week.

W. R. HARRIS, Manager.

Colonel Johnson's rodeos, either at Madison Square or Boston Gardens, during.
the last six seasons. Matinee crowds
cheered the performance.

CIRCUS ACTS WANTED
Few more Ground Acts doing two and three. Act to

Write at once-do net wire. Send descripBuel Johnson, of Parks, Ariz., and feature.
tive matter and state all you can and will do. Work
Violet Clement, of Edmonston, Alta., rain or shine. One -day stands. State positive lowskipped off to Rhode Island and were ! ansVa
fid''s'aeryourself.
Veer
married Wednesday following a court- Keep sober. Work all winter.
Why spend the slimship of three days. Making their ac- mer B. IL? AGENT WANTED.

quaintance last Sunday, the romance
blossomed when Johnson sustained a
fractured rib and a broken knee cap in

Must be capable of selling Circus Unit to high-class
auspices. Must have Car. State all. PaDEC.
UNIT OPENS NEAR TACKSON, MISS.. EO 1,
L. L. Etchison wire.
Address CIRCUS, St. Francis Hotel, St. Louis, Ma

competition last Monday night.
Following are the results for Monday
night contests. Bareback Bronk Riding Ruth Woods and Grace White split
-Harry Van Campen, $45; Clinton third and fourth, $40 each. Calf Roping
Booth, $27.50; George Conwell, $20. Bell -First day (Tuesday and Wednesday),
Calf Roping-Howard Westfall, $100. Everett Shaw and Bob Crosby split first
Cowboys' Bronk Riding-Tommy Horner, and second (21 2-5), $123.75 each; Ralph
$45; George Conwell, $40; Dick Slap - Bennett (27 1-5), $90; Dick Truitt and
pert, $35; Harry Davis, $30. Steer Tom Breeden split fourth (27 2-5)
Wrestling-Oklahoma Curley (10 sec- $33.75 each. Bronk Riding-First day,
onds), $45; Pete Kerscher (13 3-5), Frank Martz, $135; Eddie Curtis, $112.50;
$37.50; Jonas DeArman (142-5), $30; Turk Greenough, $93.75; Pete Knight,
Bert Weems (15 1-5), $22.50. Steer Rid- $71.25; Melvin Tivis, $52.50; Hub Whiteing-Carl Dykes, $40; Buel Johnson, man, $30; Herman Linder, $22.50. Steer
$32.50; Joe Orr, $25; Harry Van Campen, Riding-First day (Tuesday and Wednes$17.50. November 3 saw the beginning day), Melvin Harper, $80; Carl Dykes,
of day -money winners. Results are for $65; Canada Kid, $47.50; Buel Johnson,
evening contests unless otherwise stated. $32.50. Wild -Cow Milking (Monday),
Bareback Bronk Riding - First day Stretch Eisele (47 1-6), $35; Clinton
(Tuesday thru Thursday), Paul Carney, Booth (574-5), $25; Jonas DeArman
$137.50; Walter Cravens, $82.50; Hoytt (59 3-5), $15. Wild -Cow Milking (TuesHefner, $55. Cowgirls' Bronk Riding- day), Howard Westfall (37), $35; Carl
First day (Monday and Tuesday), Vivian Shepard (40 2-5), $25; Clinton Booth
White, $81.25; Mildred Mix Homer. $65; (43), $15. Wednesday, Johnnie McEnRose Smith and Ruth Woods split third tire (37 3-5), $35; Hugh Bennett (53 2-5),
and fourth. $40 each. Second day $25; Jake McClure (59 3-5), 815. Thurs(Wednesday
and Thursday), Alice day, Everett Shaw (22 3-5), $35; Roy
Greenough, $81.25; Violet Clement, $65; Mayes (50), $25; Joe Welsh (52 2-5), 815.
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Western Plans Machine

For Every Type Location
CHICAGO, Nov. 7.-VJesten Equipment

A1411 If4iL
MAW

and Supply Company, is aiding operators
to follow the maxim, "There's an amusement machine for every. location." Re-

garding this, Western Jimmy Johnson
says: 'Presenting a diversified line of
the mast famous coin -operated machines
in the industry, this company has built
a reputation for possessing not only the
most advanced but original developments.
"The impressive array, now actively
on the market, are Reel Races, Country
Club, Top 'Em, Harmony Bell, Thorobred, and the latest Western creation,

2163

Mt:DM

LOCRTION5
had.

kL

PROVEN

4,/tin

Center Smash, the biggest hit of the
season, a one -ball automatic payout incorporating the intense appeal of football.

Business Idea
To the Editor: "We had

a

party at

our house the other night for some of the
newspaper gang and I had set up one of
the Short Sox games made by Stoner, with

the idea that some of the folks might not
want to play bridge all evening. Not one
of the guests was a pinball fan, but we
never did get the bridge tables going, because everybody ganged around the pin
table.

"I don't thing the potential market for
the games has been much more than

scratched, because the game tables are
not in a good many locations where a.
good many people would get to play them.
The women were crazy about Short Sox,
but they are women who never patronize
taverns,

cigar

stores,

etc., and

conse-

quently had not had the chance to find

out about the pastime." -An Illinois Reader.

The keynote of each Western pro

7

READY FOR DELIV-

ERY In 3 Steam 10'

With the ASSURANCE that it is
100% Mechanically perfect and
will OUT -PULL all others as a
nickel getter

8", 11' 8", 13' 8".
FINANCE PLAN
You To

Enables

Get
BANK ROLL ON

Terms You Can Easily

Afford=

I !

FREE BANK ROLL
Write TODAY far De.
tails as to How You

GEORGE PONSER CO., Inc.

SALES OFFICE nttivti3irirgari,.

N. J. OFFICE: 11f15 E. Urn': J.

rr

SALESBOARD OPERATORS
"TWELVE JACKS"

lACK.POTS PAY-

'

Can Got a RANK ROLL
Absolutely Free!

51.1 saes o moo

A Sure -Fire Profit Maker. Over 100 Winners.

Board takes in $105.00, and pays out a
total of $54.50, including Jack pet payout, open
numbers and sectional payout.
Sample, $1.40; Lots of 5, $2.00; Lots of 10, $1.75.
2,100 -hole

H. G. PAYNE CO.
312-314 BROADWAY, Nashville, Tenn.

EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICES
ON MACHINES IN FIRST CLASS CONDITION
A.B.T. GRAND PRIZE
A.B.T. BIG SHOTS
ALAMO

BALLY AIR LINE (10 -Ball
Automatic)
BALLY DERBY
BALLY BONUS

BALLY RANGER (New)

$20.00
20.00
12.50
27.50
49.50
40.00
60.00

BALLY-ROLL ( practically new) 125.00
CHALLENGER

GRAND SLAM
GOLD RUSH
HIALEAH
JUMBO

52.50
27.50
7.50
40.00
20.00
29.50

JUMBO (25c)
LEATHERNECK
MULTIPLE
PAMCO CALLOPINC PLUGS
PAMCO CHASE
PEERLESS

RAY'S TRACK (Named Arlington Downs; Used One
Week)

ROUND UP
SUNSHINE DERBY
TROJAN
TYCOON
SNACKS

$25.00
34.50
49.50
42.50
30.00
30.00

250.00
52.50
20.00
17.50
30.00

(3 Compartment
Nut Vender; Same as New) 7.50
WURLITZER SIMPLEX P-10 100.00

JENNINGS DAILY LIMIT .
No machines wi I be shipped at these prices unless
IMPORTANT
a 50% Deposit 's sent with order.

EARL E. REYNOLDS
SUITE 222

JEFFERSON HOTEL

DALLAS, TEXAS

0

ADVERTISE IN THE BILLBOARD - YOU'LL BE
SATISFIED WITH RESULTS

duction is the Clever adaptation of play- area proportions, which allow expert play
ing appeals that have been proved inskillful bank shots. This game owes
tensely popular in their original form. and
it popularity, largely, to its skill appeal,
In the case of Reel Races, the spinning as it is known as the official bowling
odds device and the matched numbers alley game all over the country. Bowlfeature are related to the thrilling sport ette is 14 feet in length and is equipped
of racing.
with de luxe features.
"Country Club has the familiar fasoff the old block, Bowlette Jr.,
cination of golf, employing a hazards has"Aallchip
thrills of the master edition,
device and a consecutive scoring payout altho itthe
is
constructed
smaller scale
feature that 'educes heavy play. Toe,' of 10 -foot length. Iton ahas
the same
'Em is a variation of the old-fashiOned totalizing score mechanism and
card game of black jack. An illuminated ball counter that Is used on thepositive
larger
back panel carries different odds for game. Play is as exciting and satisfacevery number Which Charige on each tory on Bowlette Jr., for its playing
play. Harmony tell, used in conjunc- dimensions are proportionately similar.
tion with automatic phonographs, is al"The size- of Bowlette Jr. makes it
so very profitable when maintained as available
for almost any type of locaa separate unit. This machine has tion. Placement opportunities are -wide
stimulated phonograph play tremen- open, with profit reports offering further
dously in many locations. Upon the in- evidence of its consistent playing appeal.
sertion of a coin, flickering lights behind Its appearance and noiseless operation
a mirror signify win or lose and the make it eligible for the most desirable
amount of the award. The player gets locations.
a record selection whether he wins or "Recently the J. H. Kenney Company
not.
a free Offer to all operators of
"Thoro-bred is a distinctive machine extended
service kit for pin games. The rewith the utmost in mechanical reliabil- asponse
was
beyond expectations, for
ity and dynamic playing appeal. Seven these handyfar
tools are invaluable in locapeople can play this machine at the tion maintenance
work. This presentasame time. The inutuels change with tion was made in accordance
With the
each race and odds from 30 to 2 are au- Keeney policy of close co-operation
with
tomatically paid out on a winner. It the operator. The management exerts
possesses the thrill of the race track, as every effort to not only meet the trethe first place horse iS net known Until mencloUs order demands with immediate
the very finish.
complete and
"The season's most popular sport, satisfactory senate with every Keeney
football, has been cleverly used In West- machine."
ern's newest automatic one -ball payout
table, Center Smash. A mystery coin
chute lights from one to seven college Maurie Ginsburg Back
pennants on the illuminated backboard.
These pennants match seven field goal From Trip to Southwest
holes and touchdown holes on the field.
One or all of these pennants may flash
CHICAGO, Nov. 7.--Maurie Ginsburg,
on, varying winning possibilities. To of. Atlas Novelty Corporation, was seen
win an award the ball must enter whole
bearing the name of an illuminated pen- about town this week, walking chipper
and carrying around the air of a newly
nant on the backboard.
;'Naturally, with all these outstanding elected senator. He is back from a
machines included in our line, prodile- vacation lasting three weeks, which took
tion at this plant is at a maximum him to Dallas, Fort Worth, Hot Springs
schedule to take care of rush orders with
immediate shipment."
and other places.
Noting the list of cities, his sales minded brother, Eddie, says that Maurie
must
have mixed a little business with
Formal Introduction' of
vacationing. However, the mention of
Hot
Springs
suspicion. Maurie
Targette To Be Next Week reported thatarouses
he took in the Texas Centennial
in
company
with Johnny McCHICAGO, Nov. 7. -Only seven more
days until the formal introduction of Mahon.
Keeney's newest creation, Targette, an
Maurie enjoyed the vacation so much
electric ray target machine, so officials that he sent Sylvia Freeman, his execUof the firm Stated this week.
tive secretary, on an extended vacation,
"Superior playing design, perfected which she will spend largely in Calimechanical and electrical construction fornia.
have been combined to make this game
Mrs. Anna Ginsburg, mother of the
the tops among rifle games, as Bowl- Ginsburg boys, and Eddie gave a welette is in the bowling game field," they come dinner upon Maurie's return, which
state. "Its unusually interesting play is really developed into a big family rebased upon exclusive features developed union. Maurie surprised them all by
by the J. H. Keeney Corporation. De- presenting souvenirs gathered here and
spite high quality construction and de there.

luxe equipment, it is being sold at a
comparatively low price.

"Targette has undergone several tests,
made purposely to uncover any defects
that might arise on location. Thus
Keeney engineering has maintained its
enviable record, and the game has come
thru its rigorous examinations with flying colors. The Keeney assurance of
trouble -free operation is built into tills
latest production.
"Bowlette. the aristocrat of bowling
games, by virtue of its long proven playing appeal and profit -making ability, is
well on its way to a new sales peak.
Production on this game, stimulated by
the winter season, is approaching the
maximum. Credit for the tremendous
success of Bowlette must go to reeney's
designing engineers, who are responsible
for the correct alley pitch and playing

3000

BIG BARGAINS
PRICES.
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eattaa
ST. JOHN, N. n., Nov. 7. -Isaac Mints,

head of the Maritime Sales Company,
with headquarters here, has become
financially interested in the construction and operation of a motion picture
theater in Halifax, with possibility of
participating in another theater project
in. St. John. Associated with Mints are

BOWL -A -GAME (by Mutosoopd)

uses the national health slogan of
the bowling industry, "Bowl for

Ms two brothers, Sydney and Jacob.

A. W. CoVey, Of Bt. John, who has
been distributing and operating candy,
gum and weight vending machines in
the maritime provinces the past 25 years,
is president of the Olympic Athletic
Club, a new group organised to revive
amateur track athletics in St. Joists.
The Club has applied for the Canadian
track and field championships for 1937.
Covey was active as an amateur sprinter
a quarter of a century ago and later was
president of the maritime provinces
branch of the Amateur Athletic Union
of Canada.

Frank J. Elliott, of Amherst, N. S..

veteran distributor and Operator of coin
machines, hat been renewing hie ton -

teats with operators since his return

from the Magdalen Islands, Newfoundland and St. Pierre Islands at the head
of his BluenoteOws carnival company.
Elliott distributes coin Machines Orris.
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince
Edward Island, his headquarters being
directly on the line between Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick.

Health," on the light -up board.

TICKET MODEL

for the Rotary and orders are coming
in from practically every section, and
the thing that pleases vs most about
this business is the fact that in the
majority of cases the orders are from
operators who only a 'shOrt time ago
ordered Rotaries. In other words, these
operators have had Rotaries 011t on their

locations and have seen what a profit
producer the machine really is and now
are placing orders for additional ma

chines for other looationS. There oartainly is no more positive evidence of a
machine's outstanding qualities Craft
this.
"We have discovered that the flexibility of the player appeal of the Rotary
has had a lot to do with its tremendous
popularity. Hach time a few new items

are added to the machine, an entirely
new appeal is created, and this keeps
the players continuously coming back

for more. Operators here have been wise
enough to figure that a machine With a'

player appeal that continues almost indefinitely is certain to assure them of a
big steady income which repeats month
Harold Broderick, local distributor, has after month and that is Why the orders
applied for authority to operate a are gaining in numbers each day.
"There is another factor that may. be
passenger bus service in the parish of
directly responsible for this ever-inLancaster, In suburban St. John.
creasing popularity of the Rotary. To
all responsible operators we are extend-

Rotary Demand Grows
Among Southern Ops

ing the facilities of the CRK finance
plan. Under this plan the operator
makes a small down payment at the
-time of purchase and pays the balance
in -weekly payments. This gives him

FAYETTEVILLE, N. C., Nov.
CaleUtt, the man who heade.the Vending the opportunity of practically paying for
Machine COmpalay here, reports un- his machines from profits. And in addt
precedented demand from Eastern and. tibn it enables the operator to order
Southern operators for the Rotary more machines than he could normally
Merchandiser.
for the same amount of capital. We

"To date the demand for the Rotary
has far exceeded our biggest expectations," Calcutt stated. "Operators down
here are displaying genuine enthusiasm

have found this service, as it might be
termed, has greatly aided the operators
in expanding their territories and they
are unusually enthusiastic about it."

ELECTROPAK EQUIPPED
"qataft,

*1-tgt,,'Nft

tki&dt.

SITwK.ER
.CORPORRT10111

HOLD 'OM

STONER'S New 8 -Ball Novelty Game

afzAzxpt.c.,,, 24e47414,4:4

Ready for Delivery
2200 N, WiTEAN AYE. CIACA011 - 1901 FIFTH AYE

TRIPPE'S NOVEMBER BARGAINS

FOR

BIGGER INCOME --OPERATE STONER GAMES

IN REBUILT AUTOMATICS
$22.50

ACE (1 Ball)

46.00
65.00
22.60
AUTO PUNCH (Counter)
57.50
BALLY DERBY
BIG FIVE SENIOR (2 or 5 Ball) .... 20.00
17.50
BIG LEAGUER (1 Ball)
ALAMO
ALL STARS

' BIG SHOT (1 Bell)
COCKTAIL HOUR (10 Ball)

95.00
86,00

50.00
27.50
30.00
96.00
DOUBLE SCORE
50.60
bOUBLE UP (Stoner)
50.00
ELEcTRIO EYE (Ethibit)
24.50
FORTUNE (1 ean)
50.0D
GALLOPING PLUGS
49 50
GRA
M
GRAND NATIONAL (Racehorse) .. 45.00
.
15.00
HARMONY BELL
50.00
HIALEAH
TERMS: 1/9 Deposit, Balance C. 0. D.

DAILY LIMIT
DE LUXE 46

JUMBO (1 961)

JUMBO (Ticket. 1 6211)

$42.60

80.00
46.00
80.00
MYSTERIOUS EYE (COMM, Dlei) .. 20.00
MAMMOTH
MONOPOLEE

PACE'S RACES
PEERLESS
PROSPECTOR

PUT 'N' TAKE
RAMBLER (10 Bali)
RELIANCE (Counter Dice)
ROCKET (New MAel)
SPARK PLUG, 50 (00unter)
SPORTSMAN

OR OCHAMPSRaces)
THBRED
(

TURF

TYCOON

VELVET (Ticket)

215.00
80.00
27.50
10.00
66.00
69.66
8.00
8.00
9.00
892.50
47.60
57.50

410LDI-M4
ExciriNe ioarsini CAME
-.-.-ELE(131°1

uRF
COMBIn

bPs,"'
9

riTi(1101.
tritt-TROPiltr

D.ROBBINS &COMPANY- 84141 Dv Kalb Ave.,Brooklyn,N.Y.

TURKEY

Specify Method of Shipment Preferred.

IDEAL NOVELTY CO. 1a. TtOt17.,IT.

BOARDS

and CARDS

TURKEY CARDS

SEND FOR
CATALOG AND
PRICE LIST

10-1.6. Turkey.
Nos. 1 to 15 Free.

75 -Hole COM.

GLOBE

Nos. 16 to 35 Pay What You Draw.

$5.00 per 100-$35 per 1,000, Tax paid

PRINTING CO.

Full Cash Payment on All Orders.

LOUIS ..-T.THIEBAlkifiLlr 4639CEHi van g NEL AVE.

410

$cAso

PSG

1023.27 RACE ST.

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Lichtman Takes on New

Lines on Chicago Trip .

fW PENNY -PLAY

NEW yogic, Nov. 1. -Charley Licht -

w CIGARETTE/

man, of the New York Distributing Com-

recently returned from a visit to
Chicago and reports that his firm Will
handle the products of Exhibit Supply
Company in metropolitan territory.
Tile first game which Lichtman plans
to feature will be the new Shoot-a-Lite.
He claims that this is one of the greatest . target -range games in the industry
and that the game is sure to make a
hit in this part of the country.
Lichtman is also preparing to open
new offices in the downtown section
which will be strictly for the distribution of the products of Exhibit Supply
Company. Plans are to outfit the offices
so that they will match the best in this
pany,

SALESBOARDS

The World's Finest Line
FIRST CHOICE EVERYWHERE!
$10.00 DEFINITE WINNER
BLACK JACK

No 1127

1000 Holes
Played just like the popular card game
of the same name
$50.00
Takes in
22.88
Average Payout

Average Gross Profit $2712

$2.30

Price $3.77 Each

Price includes easels and fraud -proof
tickets for big winners.
A HARLICH JUMBO BOARD

ALL TICKETS 11117,EA"AnrcTrOWIVE

oN

territory.

Samples of the new gun are on the
way from Chicago and will soon be on
display at the new showrooms. The
downtown location has been chosen because it is believed that this part of the
city is becoming the coin -machine center for direct distributors of manufacturers' products.
While in Chicago Lichtman spent con-

PAY DAY JACKPOT
2000 Holes

No. 2003

Takes in
Average Payout
Average Gross Profit

4100.00

44.36

Definite Payout
Gross Profit

$ 75.00

Price $3.83 Each

Price includes easels and fraud -proof
tickets for big winners.

FIVE $10.00 WINNERS
BAGS OF GOLD
No. 4092

DERBIES
S SUNSHINESCORES

5 PEERLESS
2 MAMMOTH
2 REPEATERS
8. LATEST TYCOONS
s CHALLENGERS

PERFECT, Fg2 LIG ONE AMONTH.

800 Free Punches
$160.00
92.00
Definite Payout
$ 68.00
Gross Profit

PACES RACES

10 Days
HI STAKES GROETCHEN 21 -Write or Wire
$900.00 buys this choice lot of 80 perfect
games, all carefully handled by owner-oerator.
Ready for Immediate S hipment.p

considering class and condition.
Biggest Bargain ever offered.
on Each Table. immediate
$10.00 Dep
Shipment. WIRE.osit PHONE PERSHING 0841,
$$$1,200.00,

OR AIRMAIL.

PREMIUMS AND SPECIALTIES

United Amusement Co. sArgryirrogrA,

L ETAS
TA LYE TURKEY:
ABOUT SOME REAL PROFITS
Here is what
the 10c jar

Here is what

does:

does:

Takes in

. $205.20
Pays out .. 149.20
(in turkeys)

Takes in .. $102.60
Pays out .. 74.40
tin turkeys)

NET PROFIT $56.00

NET PROFIT $28.20

Our New 1937 Catalust been
has
Write for
COMPIOLed.

Operators - Jobbers
k
a n d Distributors
for Quantity Prices.

the 5c jar

Sample Jar $3.50 -Refills $3.25

Takes in

$125.00

$185.00
3 RECONDITIONED, OAK
8 CLEAN BLACK CA138.
235.00
2 PRACTICALLY NEW. 25e
235.00
WESTERN THOROBREDS, L"d $225.00

logue

4000 Holes

$ags

2 FLYING HIGH

1 ALL-STARS
1 MULTIPLE
4 CHALLENGERS
1 SUNSHINE Derby
3 Latest TYCOONS
3 DOUBLE SCORES
3 DE LUXE 46s
2 PEERLESS
This lot of g a m es easily Worth more than

for the

3000 Holes
$150.00
75.00

$32.50

8 DOUBLE

7 BALLY DERBIES
5 HIALEAHS

LATEST NOVELTIES, PRIZES

No. 3075
Takes in

$7.50

9 DE LUXE 48s

S NATURALS

MERCHANDISE. SECTION

POT SHOTS

GOLD RU
146STAMPEDSESH

and plans for the distribution of the

IN THE WHOLESALE

75 BIG WINNERS

PRICES TALK

We Will Not Be Undersold

$42.50

LOOK

tickets.

f XCLUS/Ke VS? MTAIZIOTORS

TAX PAID - ViETRIAD Moen Memel)

e DAILY RACES
18 BALLY DERBIES
9 HIALEAHS
4 ALL-STARS
S MULTIPLES
2 HARMONY BELLS
2 PAMCO PARLAYS
S GALLOPING PLUGS

Price includes easels and fraud -proof

A HARLICH JUMBO BOARD

AI' 5° Zirc'YgLig Ws'n-Irt:

siderable time at the Exhibit factory
looking over and thoroly testing the
Shoot-a-Lite. He also conferred with

industry."

..$ 55.64
Price $5.96 Each

° r41. -Y Compielo

$32.50

gun thruout the East:
"Shoot-a-Lite is so constructed that it
is certain to meet with the approval of
operators here," Lichtman says. "It has
the features that operators here want in
a target machine.
"A time -payment plan will be used.
Many other ideas will also be tried out,
some of them entirely new and never
before presented to the coin -machine

'

.4,0 TEXASe7t9(

-

12 10 GRANDE
14 50 0 Ta

Leo Kelly, going over general plans for
the opening of the New York,offices

$20.00 and $10.00 TO GO AFTER

BLACKJACc,
PAYS OUT IN CIGARETTES

Send One -Third Deposit, Balance C.O.D

INDEPENDENT NOVELTY COMPANY

Springfield, Illinois

220 North Fifth Street

Price $5.45 Each

Price includes easels and fraud -proof
tickets for all large winners.

BOLOTH2E-BSAELNLSAGTAIMONEAL $54.50
TIMID nrol VISIT

DIE GOLD M.

FAST PLAY and BIG PAY
GOLD RUSH
No. 449

Takes in
Average Payout
Average Gross Profit

400 Holes
$22.00
9.38
$12.62

Price $2.31 Each

The Biggest Money Maker of All Times
Faster Than a Pay -Out - Legal Everywhere
Distributed by

AMERICAN CIGARETTE MACHINE CO.
1349-51

FIFTH AVE.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

Price includes easels and fraud -proof

tickets for the Gold Dust and
$5 Tickets.
A HARLICH JUMBO BOARD

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOG

ctranT

Write, Stating Your Line or litusiness ttv
1417 W. JACKSON BLVD.
HARLICH MFG CO CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

USED AUTOMATICS

CHALLENGER ..$
DO OR DON'T ...$ 9.50
BONUS
29.50
REPEATER
SKY HIGH, Tkt
PROSPECTOR ... 24.50
29.50
TRAFFIC B
49.50
ELECTRIC
EYE
..
48.50
SPORTSMAN, Vie
12.50
STAMPEDE
59.50
MAMMOTH
14.50
ACE
34.50
GOLD RUSH ....
14.50
RODEO With.... .
24.50
DELUXE 46
Order, Balance C 0. D.
One -Third Deposit
BOYLE AMUSEMENT CO., 522 N. W. Third Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.

BALLY ROLL ...$124.50
BALLY BABY .... 11.50
ALAMO
PAMCO CHASE
PAMCO PARLAY
JUMBO

64.50

46.00
44.50
5.00
7.60

E8,50
50
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T11.1. LEADING THE WORLD!
FOR THE BIGGEST, STEADIEST. PROFITS IN HISTORY!

7 DAY FREE TRIAL JOBBERS....

NEVER CHALLENGED! That - "REEL
21" is The BIGGEST AND STEADIEST
MONEY-MAKER in all WORLD coin

machine history!'' Still leading the world
to

BIGGER

and

BIGGER

PROFITS!

RUSH YOUR ORDER TODAY ON OUR
7 -DAY FREE TRIAL GUARANTEE! YOU
CAN'T LOSE!!!

$

-

_
23"

TAX PAID

4 -WAY PLAY
lo -5c-100-25

..OPERATORS
the following States RUSH YOUR ORDERS TO
US NOW! Learn WHY it
TO
DEAL
with
PAYS
GERBER & GLASS!!
in

COLORADO - ILLINOIS -

INDIANA -IOWA -

MICHIGAN - MISSOURIMINNESOTA - NEBRASKA

- NO. DAKOTA - SO.

DAKOTA - WISCONSIN WYOM I NG.

The greatest 'NON -PAYOUT
Pin Game in all coin machine
history! Leading the world
in

THRILLS - ATTRAC-

TION - SPEED - ACTION

AND - PROFITS!
CONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED !!

QQ

Rush us Your 40

UN-

50

Order TODAY!!

YOU CAN'T
LOSE!!

TAX PAID

7TheDAY
FREE TRIAL
ONLY PERFECT and SILENT reel RACE

game EVER BUILT!! No further praise than
OUR 7 -DAY FREE TRIAL GUARANTEE is
necessary! ORDER TODAY! YOU CAN'T
LOSE!!

ToTel,w4e-

-7-Ae

TAX PAID

4 -WAY PLAY

of---=vtou.

GERBER -E' GLR55, 914 DIVERSEY, CHICAGO
First Marksman Sample
Brings Flood of Orders
NEW YORK, Nov., 7.-Nat Cohn, presi-

dent of Modern Vending Company, reports that the first sample of the
Marksman shown at his offices brought
a flood of orders for the machine. Cohn
claims that Marksman is the best money
maker and the best machine mechanically of its type on the market.
He also explains that the tremendously
large orders received points to the statement he made some time ago, wherein
he said that he saw a complete change
in operating conditions and that operators would buy de luxe equipment in
the future.
"The great flood of orders for Marks-

was in the minds of some operators some

six months ago when I first predicted
that there would be a return to the de
luxe "machines. At that time many of
the operators with whom I spoke
thought that I was jumping too far
ahead of the field itself. Today these
same operators not only agree with me
that the future of the amusement
division of the Industry lies in de Iuxe
equipment but by the large orders which
they have already placed with us for
Marksman and other de luxe equipment
we handle they have as much as agreed
with me In fact as well as In theory.
"The operators also tell me that they

are earning more money with the de
luxe games than with any others. Every
one of the operators also tells us that
the Marksman is the greatest game of
man," he says, "bears out this state- them all and that it will lead the field
ment. De luxe games are now in de- to new profits and a new era."

EXCLUSIVE
ILLINOIS
DISTRIBUTORS

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Gottlieb Famed Payouts
with built-in

HAMMOND ELECTRIC CLOCK
* DERBY DAY
*COLLEGE FOOTBALL

*HIGH CARD
*HIT PARADE
1937 MODEL

DAILY RACES

mand by operators, for they have learned
that this is one type of equipment which

is certain to repay their investment and Reason for 'Higher Price
make a profit.
CHICAGO, Nov. 7.-"Potash and Perl"There is no doubt any more as there mutter," heads of the firm of Gerber &
Glass, explain that there Is a reason why
they list used machines'at. higher price
than has been quoted elsewhere. "For
MAKE BIGGER example," they say, "a machine listed at
$4 higher than other list machines of
the same type undoubtedly has had as
PROFITS
much as $8 to $10 additional improveWITH OUR DEALS ment and reconstruction labor costs inda jewel Lever Wrist vested upon it. A low price, while it is
...Watch and 500 - an important factor, is worthless if
Hole
5c
Salesboard. operating troubles keep occurring after
Average Profit, $15.00. the sale has been consummated. It is
No. 8110, Complete,
the old story of being penny wise and,

$3.95
Send for Our New

CATALOGUE

dollar foolish.
"A Gerber & Glass machine is not
allowed on the market until it is thoroly
and perfectly rebuilt. If the labor and

improvements warrant a higher price it
is quoted. The insignificant and extra
margin on the sales price will be made
Salesboard Asst's many times over by the decrease of
Send 25% Deposit with location maintenance costs and the
Order, Bal. C. 0. D. profit assured by a smooth -playing
amusement machine.
"Beware of unreasonably priced maLEE chines. They are not bargains, but
automatic
coin -operated devices that are
CHICAGO in every sense
180-182 West Adams St.
of the word used, and
they offer no reliability on location."
Many New
lc -2c and 5c

MOORE & CO.

With Latest Features
NATIONAL COIN MACHINE EXCH.,
1407 Diversey Blvd., Chicago, III.

SAME

LOW
PRICE

$125

READY TO OPERATE
One or one hundred Reconditioned Future Fortune
Telling Machines, ready to go to work, $6.00 each:
Iron Stand extra, $1.50 each. 7 Exhibit Supply Iron
Claw Diggers, $25.00 each; one Punching Bag,
$60.00; one Seeburg Sportsman Machine, $60.00.
All in good sh pe. 50% with order, balance C.O.D.

FUTURE PRODUCTS CO.
330 No. Ashland Ave.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Is Your Subscription to The Billboard About To Expire?
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Party Opens New
Markepp Quarters
TOLEDO, 0., Nov. 9. -Formal opening
of the Markepp Company's new Toledo
branch was celebrated yesterday and today with a housewarming party that
brought operators from all over Ohio.
Michigan and Indiana.
There were plenty of eats and drinks
and one of the gayest times that was
ever had in Toledo coin -machine history. "We tried to' invite every operator
in and near Toledo," said M. M. Mar-

crating the General Novelty & Amusement Company for the last five years.
He is planning to discontinueyhe retail
firm and devote all of his time to the
wholesale field.

E. C. Bourden, president of Detroit
Skill Game Operators' Association, has
been confined to his home for a week
with la grippe.
John W. Breckenridge has entered the
field of coin machine operators. He recently purchased three electric pipe machines from the Mills Novelty Company.
He is operating from headquarters in

general manager, "and to judge River Rouge, Mich.
from the turnout everyone was here.
The new branch was made possible thru
the support of operators and we want
cus,

everyone to feel perfectly at home here."
Appointment of E. W. (Ernie) Defries

DRAW POKER

as manager of the new Markepp office
was announced by Marcus from Cleveland. He has traveled extensively in
Ohio, Michigan and Indiana and has a
host of friends in the business.
In addition to samples of all new
games, considerable stock will also be
carried at the Markepp branch here to
give immediate delivery on equipment.
Branch will also carry a large number
of used games and venders of all kinds,
as well as novelties, salesboards and
parts. Expert repair service will be
maintained.
Otto Drollinger, of the Cleveland office,
has been made assistant manager of the
local branch. Drollinger is thoroly acquainted with all types of games.
Markepp Company is distributor of

"The

National

Ga"

Whereme the

"House
Never
Loses."

Sample,

$ 2.75
Dozen.

25.50

'

Refills,

2.25

Bally games in Ohio and in addition

Each.

represents other leading manufacturers.
Sit In By Ordering at Once.
Local branch will carry a large stock of
all the newest games for immediate delivery. It is the atm of the Markepp
3001.00 Wayne Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Company to give the same complete
service in its Toledo branch that may
be obtained at the home office in iipm.b.wsokyosma.a.,eatcwahzeop

STAR SALES CO.

An Appreciation!
We zvish to extend thanks to our

customers who have patiently
waited for delivery of "B 0 L 0"

and assure them that our new
plant is running day and night to
meet orders on hand.
PACENT NOVELTY MFG. CO., INC.
UTICA, NEW YORK

Cleveland.

BIG PROFITS for 0

OA

Dehoit
DETROIT, Nov. 7.-A. C. Wagner, who

5

is working on manufacturing plans for
a new type of machine to distribute
storage batteries, plans to have definite 5
arrangements completed within a few 5
Weeks. The product has been perfected
and is now ready for, production. It will
be marketed by the Automatic Distributing Company.

Salesboard Operators 6
Ha"d"ng
Our New CANDY BOARDS

ComItteeD8Vtec'Ont $5.75 0
Brings the Dealer . $15.00 0
Here's a Wonderful Opportunity for Sales.

board Operators to Cash In on Some Extra
Good Profits. Order right now and get the
badness. Deal consists of the' following:
12 Holf.Pound Saxes Fancy Chocolates,
6 Full Pound Boxes Chocolates,

0

Three.Pound Boxes Fancy chocolates. #
Donald J. Katz, Detroit's newest scale 0 3Theo
-Hundred -Hate filaleshoved.
operator, has formed the Modern Coin
21 Winning Numbers.
Your Cost Complete Only $5.75.
Machine Company with headquarters in E
Deposit
of $3.00 Is Required on C. 0. D. 0
0
Highland Park, north end suburb. Hats P'
is operating pin games, bowling games, 0 Send for completeOrders.
hut
of
Turkey
Cards
and
0
vending machines and automatic phonoNew Salesboards. Xmas edition of the Flue- 0
tier Catalog now ready for distribution. When
graphs. He reports business as very sat-

isfactory.

requesting COPY mention, your line of business.

Tem:panto 0

Samuel Rosenthal has formed the NaLEVIN BROTHERS Indiana 0
tional Novelty & Amusement Company
to handle coin machines on a wholesale ti 01M.1 \I OILN0101\70.1 Oa ,\Wi
basis. Headquarters are at 8535 Lin
wood avenue. Rosenthal has been op -

NEW TURKEY CARDS
THAT
SELL
le to 25c lc to 35o
Cards with Cards with
10 Free 10 Free
Numbers

Numbers

.

100.
$5.87
8.44
1.75
0.99
1.0108
219,50
1.17
8.12
28.50
21.45
100
Send a Dollar Bill for One Dozen Assorted
Cards. prepaid. With them you will receive our
New 1037 Catalog -Thousands of Fast Selling
Items. 259r with orders, balance C. 0. D.

Size
60
70
75
80

Take In.
$11.45
13.95
15.20
16.45

Take In.
$14.50
18.00

Doz.
.98

.:71

$0.84

THE MIDWEST MERCHANDISE CO.
1026 BROADWAY

KANSAS CITY, MO.

--161-13e/fer Man a

flININ-110)7RD:
UM'
OfZEnVENEOR

VENDS GUM WITH NUMBERS
INSERTED READING FROM

TO N05. Garret, 1202 BALLS

TAXES IN -No.00.
PATS OUT NOM IN

TRADE swmos.

PRICE

ONLY

MORTON DUFF, recently appointed
advertising and sales promotion

7nanager for Exhibit Supply Company, Chicago.

r Owr 0: x. GUM VENDOR

WITH now BANS et N., -

11S
D.RoBBINsE,co

erect Gum FREE.

VIE /09 P.M

ft fa
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WHEN YOU OPERATE THESE WESTERN MACHINES!

An automatic payout that
gives renewed life to your
automatic phonographs, new
or old . . actually triples

The biggest value in

counter machines . . 4
reels not 3 . . 4 -way
coin chute takes pennies,
nickels, dimes and quarters . . a sensation on

their income . . operate it
individually or _with phonograph . . win
or
the player gets a
selection
if

lose,
record

operated

5

with a pho-

PAID

nograph.
1 Ball Payout Football Game . . .
mystery coin chute . . . visible
escalator coin chute . .
odds

from 2 fo 40

ALL THESE WESTERN
MACHINES ARE READY
For IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

$149"

design and play than any
counter ma-

chine selling$1 950

for $4

.

.

.

$139"

A marvelous race horse machine
.
.
multiple visible slug -proof
coin chutes, 7 coins . .
mutuels
change with each race . .
odds
vary. from 2 to 30 and are automatically paid out
no tapes or
refills, sequences or charting . .
modernistic walnut matched -wood
.

Pow,. Pack $5.00 Additional

.beautiful illuminated backboard . . . attractive cabinet, 24"x50".
.

any bar or counter

superior in construction,
$67rr0r

cabinet

.

.

431/2" height, 411/2"

wide and 18" deep . . positively
the biggest money-maker you can

Are equipped with Western's
MOTOR - DRIVEN DOUBLE
ACTION PAYOUT UNIT! No
charge for check separators.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Power Pock or
Ticket Model
Batteries Optional

SUPPLY CO.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

EXCLUSIVE
NORTH TEXAS
DISTRIBUTORS

HAMMOND ELECTRIC

No Increase
In

Write for our 'Catalog of Money Making Boards, Cards and Die Cut Sheets.

Price

$149a)

CLOCK.
* DERBY DAY

AND HOLIDAY HEADINGS

24"x50"

$149"

$139"

with built-in

.

.

Proven consistent heavy play!

Gottlieb Famed Payouts ri-ir

19.00
HOLIDAY BOARDS, HOLIDAY CARDS
.

1

.

distinctive cabinet

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

1200 Hole Form 4190
$40 00
Takes In
Pays Out

A real game of Black Jack in P
ball automatic

marvelous new

payout
illuminated spinning odds dial gives odds on all pockets
. visible escalator coin chute
.

THORO-BRED, TOP
'EM, CENTER SMASH

WESTERN
EQUIPMENT
925 WEST NORTH AVENUE
LADY LUCK

TAX PAID

.

operate!

Power Pock or
Ticket Model
Batteries Optional

to

$5 more!

* COLLEGE FOOTBALL

* HIGH CARD
*HIT PARADE

CHAS. A. BREWER & SONS

Largest Board & Card House in the World
6320-32 Harvard Ave., Chicago, U. S. A.

1937 MODEL

ROTARY MERCHANDISER
BOWLETTE
BOWLING GAME
For Real Profits Get In on These Two Sensational Money -Getters.
PHONE, WRITE, WIRE

MEYER WOLF, DISTRIBUTOR

DAILY RACES
With Latest Features
SA

E LOW
PRICE

r

ea

IZ

NATIONAL SALES b DISTRIBUTING CO.,
3136 San Jacinto St., Dallas, Texas.

Vermont Apts., Atlantic City, N. J. (Formerly of 1212 South 5th Street, Philadelphia).

MONARCH -THAT'S THE NAME
REMEMBER IT FOR EVERY GAME I

PIN GAMES
ACTION, JR.
$ 4.00
DROP KICK
4.60
SCOREALITE
5.00
REAMLITE
5.60 ae.
ANGLELITE ..
6.00
CRISS CROSS-LITE
KINGS

TRIALITE
BIG GAME
PAR GOLF
AUTO FLASH TPE
CHEER LEADER

AUTOMATIC GAMES
$32.50
27.50
16.00
8.60
ROCKET
11.50
SPORTSMAN, vis
6.50
15.00
TRAFFIC .....
700
52.50
BONUS
20.00
7.00
MYSTERY 3
10.00
8.00
Jumbo .......535.00
PUT AND TAKE
9.00
32.50
Pornco Parlay Sr. 45.00
GOLDEN HARVEST
11.00
Sunshine Derby. 40.00
PEERLESS
55.00
12.00
12.50
WAHOO
Write far Latest List. Hundreds of Bargains.

MONARCH COIN MACHINE CO-,

REPEATER.
BAFFLE BALL
CARIOCA ......

2308 Armitage Ave., Chicago, III

YOU CAN'T --- YOU WILL
YOU CAN'T-make

that they arc the world's

and so on.

YOU WILL - make money using only the best machines-WE ENDORSE NO
OTHERS and we recommend them conscientiously and fairly.
Coin Operated Machines of Every Description.

BANNER SPECIALTY COMPANY, 1530-32 PARRISH ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Thank You for Mentioning The Billboard.
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*NEW AWARD ADJUSTMENT
frequent, small awards ---40-1 top odds

*PROVEN MECHANICALLY PERFECT
by the "5000 test"
No charge for check
$10.00
separator.
Ticket
for
extra
Model. Also available in 2 and 5
ball models.

*EXCLUSIVE 11"
STEEL ' ="172
4
The cleverest adaptation of Black lack that has

Equipped with super -sized
ever been devised!
odds commutator, 12 -volt Electropak, guaranteed
motor -driven payout unit, in -a -drawer mechanism
and the A.E.T. Coin Chute.

Olati-SCC4It(

A 9 -FOOT BOWLING GAME PRICED AT $75 LESS than others on
the market: Electrical scoring system . . Animated lights flicker
on the back rack . . Cheatproof against any known method . .
No lost balls . . Visible ball count . . Automatic score cancellation If more than 9 balls are played . . Trouble -free operation!

F. 0. B. Chicago

Order Today for Immediate Delivery

CHICAGO COIN
CORPORATION
CHICAGO ILL.

1725 DIVERSEY BLVD.
LOOK! -OPERATORS AND JOBBERS -LOOK!

WE
SELL
To

Operator

Only

Moseley Can Mako Prompt Shipment of Any of the New Games on the Market. If You Are a Jobber, He,
Will Quote You Jobber's Price.

Slightly Used and Floor Sample Machines
Each.

7 PALOOKA, JR
5 DAILY RACES
3 PAMCO CHASE
3 GALLOPING PLUGS
2 PAMCO PARLAYS
3 RED SAILS
2 PINCH HITTERS
1

DAILY LIMIT

3 REPEATERS
10 PROSPECTORS, Like New
4 PEERLESS
4 JUMBOS

2 RELIANCE, 5c Play
3 RITHMETICS. Brand New
25 TIT TAT TOES
1 HORSE SHOE
4 SELECT 'EM
1 F;ALOOK A, SR

4 MILLS VICTROLAS

1 WATLING G. A., 50 Play, J. P

547.50
40.00
97.50
47.50
35.00
35.00
35.00
33.50
20.00
22.50
37.50
33.50
47.50
10.00
5.75
4.00
4.00
4.00
62.50
95.00

30.00

1 MILLS GOOSENECK, 50, J. P. 35.00
321058
30.00
t MILLS SILENT J. P., 6c Play
70.00
1 MILLS BLUE FRONT, 25c
1 MILLS FUTURITY, 5o Play.... 70.00
9.50
1 JENNINGS SIDE V., Sc
30.00
1 CAILLE BELL, 25c Play

DOME 0' GOLD

Each.

1 FUTURITY, 25c, J. P. V......$ 75a.c0b0
MILLS 25c MYSTERY, J. P., 611
70.00
A. V. Serial 366399
DUCK SOUP. Per Doz. (New) .... 16.00
3 MILLS J. P. Side Vender, 5c... 35.00
1 MILLS J. P., Plain Bell, 25c Play 16.00
10.00
2 MILLS FRONT V, 5c Play
1 PACES RACES, Cash Payout, 60
Play. Never on Location.

F. S.. 356.00

1 PACES RACES, Check Sep., 50
Play, F. 5, never on location ... 400.0D
1 PACES RACES, 25e Play, Serial
3661 ... . . .... .. ........ 350.00
1 WESTERN WHEEL of' FORTUNE 45.00
1 WESTERN HORSE RACE, F. S.,

The Most Beautiful Salmboard Made
Players Have Opportunity To Receive $50.00. Five Jack-

with Plenty of Big Awards. 1,000 Hole 20 Section
BMA.

6os

$50.00
23.47

Board Takes In
Pays Out (Average')

Profit (Average)...

526.53
Thick Beard with Easels and Celluloid Jackpots Protector.

SUPERIOR PRODUCTS, Inc.
CHICAGO

14 No. Peoria St., Dept. B,

.

Cash and Ticket Model

2 SKEE BALLS, Electric Slot, used
2 weeks

OW LETTE

175."

100.00

2 HIALEAH, Cash Payout or Ticket 42.50
155.00
10 BALLY ROLLS
12.50
10 SNACKS, lc Play
6.50
20 CLEARING HOUSE

1 ROCK-OLA MULTISELECTOR,
never on location

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

200.00

Light -Up Scare Board.
Perfect Mechanism.

10 FOOT SIZE

NEW! STOP and

GO -1 BALL

ODDS CHANC-

ING PAYOUT

ABE
111AllIFZITAN, NEW
11%1C.
YORK, N. Y.
250 West 54th Street
(Circle 6-1642)

10c EACH

We offer a limited quantity of 300 -Hole Put Er Take Boards,
10c Each -Make $11.00 Profit -Limited Quantity 2,000 -Hole
5e Trade Boards, $1.00 Each.

NEW !

100% SILENT.

DAY PHONE, 3-4511. NIGHT AND SUNDAY, 5.5328.

- -

2 SIZES
14 FOOT

9 Balls

12 Coin Escalator.
GUARANTEED

MOSELEY VENDING MACHINE EX., Inc.,

SALESBOARDS

401

KEENEY'S SENSATIONAL NEW ALLEY SKILL GAME.

2 PACES RACES, Ser. over 1200, apPearanco like new, 6c play, cash pay. 200.00
47.60
1 FLYING HIGH
60,00
1 CHALLENGER ......... ...

Sample Orders Filled.

ASSOCIATED SALES AGENCY,
108 No 17th St., BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

EASTERN DISTRIBUTORS FOR MILLS NOVELTY COMPANY
Bally

Mfg.

Co.

Pacific Arn. Mfg.

Croetchen

Mfg. Co.

Daval Mfg.

D. Gottlieb Co.

A. B. T. Co.

Exhibit

Supply

Co.

Western Equip. Co.
Co.

KEYSTONE NOV. & MFG. CO. 26tAlelnl-dA gEuglnig44

;AS.ts..
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PAMCO'S

`

OLP

PAY AS YOU PROFIT PLAN
to

you

purchase

these

splendid gun-lite products and pay

PAMCO MARKSMAN on Terms at $298.50
PAMCO FLYING DUCK on Terms at $196.50

Twee

saanas

oestuana

"

these

Permits

REsotM

*Ione'di

ok any

boy

all,BE

220.

COLLECT

TOPIC

014,900s1CM"";
;01to ssIst:n 514;1°1'a.
W°
tried 8u

WO

211111.4C21.121.910 ATP%
CO.

442,51111.1322

bac

014 .,,,,riSS
",.

clOrctpl)

Toslal

as

you

earn

INCOMES!

RICH

ws.ios

evils

NOW!

WRITE! WIRE

AMUSEMENT MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
1320 SO. HOPE ST., LOS ANGELES

4223 WEST LAKE STREET, CHICAGO
EASTERN DISTRIBUTOR

TEXAS DISTRIBUTOR

FISHMAN-SCHLESINGER DIST. CO.

SOUTH COAST AMUSEMENT CO.

/

Zee/

../

1

Vvvfl..vev
CA.'ktd:

14/106E-

RACES

Beaubifelly de=igned,
Silent Mechanism, 4 -

Way Play -lc, 5v, 100
and 25c Play through
same slot.

Proven by many weeks on test locations to be the biggest
money maker of any counter game.

Fits
Produced in full
coat pocket.
Exclusive trouble -proof
colors.

Non -breakable center fold.

.-1.410. -41--1111

0

* a

to

M & M BLDG., FT. WORTH 211 S. PEARL ST., DALLAS

NEW YORK CITY

682 BROADWAY

0

4.!

ALL TYPES OF
MILLS BELLS & VENDERS

AT FACTORY PRICES
Write for Complete Catalog

Soler

Sample

today.

name registry.

A. few
days on

MFG eb*
miNNEA-Polls- mtPaNt,

liAMILT014

aa

5?

On

a",

a

all orders

We furnish Turkey Cards with ake-in as follows: "Numbers 1 50
10 Free -Numbers 11 to 25 Pay What You Draw -Numbers over 25
"Numbers 1 to 10 Free--Nurobers 11 to 35 Pay
You Draw
Draw -Numbers
over 35 Pay only 35c."
Whatnly
You
lc to 25c 1050 350
Cards with Cards with
10 Free

i,

NumbersNimibers

$lake In.

Size.

$11.45
13.95
15.20
16.45
21.45

60
70
7a
80

100

514,50
18.00

1975

21.50.

28.50

Per
Dos.

$0.84
.93
1.71

as, order

for Turkey

MOM.

$11.$0

cards, full payment must be

aelliMarreeTEMEWMPROWINM,..,

10 Freo

location
will make

' per

100,
$5.87
6.44

6.99

Per

00

$23.84
26.09
27.21
28.34
32.83

Per
1.000.

$44.01
48.14
50.19
6502..250,

sent with

or-

State
der.
take -in that
desire.
you
Add 10% govt.

tax

to

all

MILLS BLUE FRONT MYSTERY
Still the most popular Bell and
Vender ia the world. A marvel for
Never gets out
convistent service.
of order. Made in 50, 100, 25c and
500 Play.

BALL GUM(100
''"Pieced.
Box

Raglstrn
REEL "21" PRFE" $23 35ra.

Cale Lots (100 Boxes), $12.00.

1/3 Deposit With Order.

SICKING MFG. CO., Inc., 19a!=ron:e.,

prices.

2 CANDY SALESBOARD DEALS
;

Turkey Gon'e''

Duck or Chicken
vet

Net 0,,
It

MAKE BIG MONEY
From Now Until Christmas Selling

II 13r
vel

JUMBO TURKEY BOARDS
A Real Flash that Readily Sells at $1.00 Each
150 Holes. No Numbers Over 155
BRINGS $21.45 AND SELLS
1 Turkey, 1 Goose, 1 Duck and 2 Chickens

Price $3.00 per Doz.

$22.50 per 100

Sample, $1.00
Remittance With Order or 50 a/o on C. 0. Ds.
Arcade Novelty Co., 927 Walton Ave.. St.Louis,Mo.

SENSATIONAL MONEY MAKING DEAL
0
50WINNER.
A Sc Salcsboard.

44 Boxes of High -Grade Can
Lb. -2s Lb.
1 Lb. -.22
6 Jars et Assorted Filled
Candy.

1

Saiesboard.

CANDYF
FOR THE

HOLIDAYS

TAKES IN $15.00

5 -Lb. Box of Assorted

QUICK TURNOVER DEAL
Every Punch Receives a 1 -I -b. Box or Candy. Numbers

6
Per Box
5 -Lb. Box of American

COSTS YOU $5.50

tf

Run From 1 to a9.

24- WINNERS
COSTS YOU $4.25

1.1-b. BOxeS of Candy.
142441.1a' Salesboard.

0

TAKES IN $8.00

Deposit With Order, Balance 0. 0. D.

The Last "Word" in Your Letter to Advertisers, "Billboard". DELIGHT SWEETS,

Chocolates.

Mixed Hard

Candy. Per Einx.55C
All 5.16boie,nrse.7..cnk.ed

Send for FREE Illustrated Catalog.

INC. r40EnTai tch ST p4E.

Ito
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MAKE MORE MONEY WITH THESE

BALLY HITS!
NEW SUPER -FLASH RELIANCE
PAYOUT DICE GAME
It's a NEW RELIANCE! NEW in
play -appeal, NEW in flash -plus
. . . but with the same time -tested
mechanism and playing features that
have made RELIANCE the big

profit hit of smart operators from
coast to coast! Plays regulation
"7 come 11" dice!

scovol

The flash of RELIANCE has been
stepped up with the NEW VISIBLE
JACK -POT feature, showing $25.00
cash jack -pot in quarter model,
$5.00 cash jack -pot in nickel model.

kVe

111%

NEW VISIBLE JACK -POT

1 PDUO(
arlIA)2-

AGS

NICKEL MODEL - - $92.50
QUARTER MODEL

- $95.50

F. 0. B. Chicago

BELMONT 1 -SHOT PAYOUT CHANGING

BALLY'S done it again! Created a photo -electric rifle so REALIS-

TIC you'll hope the game warden isn't looking when you bag
FROM 10 TO 30 DUCKS in rapid succession!

The novice may average 1 (Mt of 3 . . . or 10 ducks a game. The
better -than -average shot may hit 2 out of 3. And the sharp -shooter,

by bagging 3 ducks every flight, can score as high as 30 ducks!
YET SHOOTING TIME, whether for 10 or 30 ducks, IS NO LONGER
THAN ON ORDINARY RAY -RIFLE MACHINES!

. . . AND SPEEDY PLAY!
It's simply
Easy to savvy! Just shoot the ball in ANY
POCKET and get award shown on LIGHT -

knows when the easiest skill -shot

will pay 30-T0-1 TOP. It's speedy
kind of high speed,
.
.
. the
"spring -action" play demanded by

pin -ball fans from coast to coast
speedy play and QUICK
.
.
.

PROFITS FOR YOU!

PAYOUT MODEL - - $123.50

TICKET MODEL - - $133.50
F. 0. B. Chicago

.

ONLY 1 SINGLE PHOTO -CELL
And only EAGLE -EYE gives the player assurance of getting his
money's worth . . . by RECORDING EVERY FLIGHT OF DUCKS
AND EVERY HIT. Player always knows, not only how many hits
he has made, but how many chances he still has!
- Bally's EAGLE -EYE embodies so many new exclusive features . . .
. ADJUSTABLE
such as REALISTIC SCENE -IN -ACTION .
HEIGHT . . ADJUSTABLE BEAM . ADJUSTABLE SPEED

that only an examination of the machine can reveal its true and
complete superiority.

You've waited for EAGLE -EYE . . . and it's worth waiting for!
See next week's announcement for date of first deliveries . . . you'll
be glad you waited!

It's packed with sus-

pense . . . odds change every game
AND ODDS CHANGE ON FREE
PLAY POCKET . . . player never

. with SO MOVING
TARGETS . . . with its clever PROGRESSIVE SCORE idea . . is
so downright simple that it employs. . . .
.

ODDS

SIMPLICITY. .
. SMOOTH- ACTION.
. . . SKILL -APPEAL.
SUSPENSE

UP BACK -BOARD.

Deposit your coin . . and see, not a lonely duck, but a flock of
THREE ., . . soaring into the sky! Bang! Bang! Bang! Take
as many shots as you want! Hit one of the trio . . . and down he
drops . . . giving you a crack at number two! Hit him and he
falls, exposing number three! And a moment later THREE MORE
DUCKS wing into range!

And, best of all, Bally's EAGLE -EYE

This new feature alone is drawing
and holding the largest crowds on
every RELIANCE location. A few
RELIANCE machines will put you
on Easy Street --order today!

BATTERY EQUIPPED

SNAPPY 1 -SHOT PAYOUT CHANGING ODDS
WITH NEW FINGER -TIP SELECTOR
From one to six players can play SNAPPY
.
. but, whether played by k group or a
single player, this clever new SELECTOR
.

game GETS EXTRA NICKELS

every time . . . due to the unique
"Odd -or -Even" Mystery Award ...
which is a powerful incentive for a
lone player to cover at least three
pockets to qualify for the big Mystery Award! Get the facts about
this anlazing new idea. And for
bigger, steadier profits . .. make it
SNAPPY!

- $149.50
TICKET MODEL - - $159.50
PAYOUT MODEL -

F. 0. B. Chicago

BALLY MANUFACTURING CO.
2640 Belmont Ave.

CHICAGO, ILL.

John A. Fitzgibbons, Ina, Eastern Distributors
459 W. 47th Street,
New York, N. Y.

ELECTRO-PAK EQUIPPED

Order from your jobber NOW for quick delivery!

BALLY MANUFACTURIN G COMPANY
2640 BELMONT AVE.
John A. Fitzgibbons, Inc., Eastern Distributor, 453

CHICAGO, ILL.

W. 47th St., New York, N.1'.
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GOTTLIEB LEADSHAMMOND
AGAIN!
INTRODUCES SENSATIONAL
NEW FEATURE!,

ELECTRIC

CLOCK
NOW STANDARD EQUIPMENT

AGAIN Gottlieb steps out ahead of the entire Coin Machine Industry and introduces
another sensational innovation - a
feature absolutely new - totally different! The famous Hammond Electric Clock built into the colorful light -up rack. A powerful
attraction-the correct time, a reminder for "Play -Time" and a
strong talking point in getting new locations. Order these
Clock -equipped payouts today and get way ahead of competition!

GOTTLIEB'S FAMED PAYOUTS
Equipped with Hammond Electric Clock

Any of These Four Games

DERBY

$14952

DAY

Mystery Single or Multiple
Coin Slot Optional.
Ticket Came, $10.00 Extra.
Check Separator, No Charge.
D. C. Adaptopak, $5.00 Extra
Electropak Equipped.
Equipped With New A. B. T.
No. 900 Slot.

COLLEGE Football atmosphere in all its pep and spirit.
Place

Only Gottlieb Gives These Super -Features!
CLOCK

HAMMOND
thTRIC

Kick, Safety,

FOOTBALL for
Odds from 2-1 to 40-1.
Cabinet 54"x26"

MYSTERY SINGLE

COIN SLOT
Another Gottlieb
Origination

t

Original horse race game paying for FOURTH place,
in addition to Win, Place and Show. Odds up to 40-1,
The leading payout of the industry.

IN -A -DRAWER
MECHANISM

All

Parts Easily
Accessible

Pays out

Field Goal and Touchdown.

28 chances to win on
all card fans.
Diamonds, Clubs, Hearts and Spades. Odds up to 40-1,
Elaborately designed playing field.

HIGH
CARD

A payout for

HIT

Seven baseball

PARADE

stars ready to go to bat.

Single, Double, Triple and Home Run.
40-1. Plenty of irresistible "come-on".

*PAYOUT UNIT

ESCALATOR

AWARDS

* ADJUSTABLE

Invisible Mechanical

Pays for

Odds up to

MOTOR DRIVEN
Accurate, Jam -Proof

A.B.T. Illuminated
Belt Type

Control

DAILY RACES
NEW FEATURES . .. NEW BEAUTY

In
Popular demand insisted that we keep Daily Races in production.
answer we offer the new, improved 1937 model. Daily Races now gives
No Increase In Pelee.

$125`22
Check Separator, N o
Charge.

2 -Ball Play, $2.50 Extra.
Ticket Game, $10.00 Extra.
Electropak Equipped
(Batteries Optional/
D. C. Adaptopak, $5.00
Extra.

you the thrills of the turf combined with the latest improvements of
All the proven features of Daily Races made more play
compelling with the addition of the A.B.T. Illuminated Escalator . .
Newly Designed Cabinet,
New Smooth Action Plunger and Ball Lift

the industry.

The greatest horse race game made greater

.

.

.

at no increase in price.

Order yours quick!

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON ALL GAMES

D. GOTTLIEB & CO.
2736-42 N. PAULINA STREET

CHICAGO, ILL.
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?With

UGE PROIFIlt

PILE

is

prove ?DEARNESS
RETURNS
in the greatest
CASK -BOX
the country
to amusement
now sweeping
ever known
a new all-time
profit landslide

climb to

Collections
to $115.00
history!
$15.00
nets ot
coast to coast!
high, as weekly
from
by operators
collections-long
are tabulated
and :rmho
look like
Derby
-now
Even Bally
protits
the peak of
revenue
regarded as
to the rich
compared
out ot ?RUMNESS
small change
scooping
are
operators
today!
cash -drawers
cash in on
to
Wortunity
?AI is your
141101
?DEARNESS
ODDS

MOM

--and reap
the greatest
experienced
ever
1 to 1
player
U boom you've
that gives
with a game
?MS ON
a fortune
play --that
every
and
ViW ,Place
"selections"
well as on
?LACE as
on one
possible
WW1

Show-with
board and

28 *INNERS

4010-1

'101)1

TODAY!

Immediate

are
opportunity
facilities
Clasp this
Factory
with 24 -hour
is imperative!
action
limit-even
taxed to the
of orders
already

still the avalanche

's delay in
A few day
and hi her.
delay in delivery!
pile higher
mean a week's
may
to your j
ordering

production--i°d

order
So virite-wire-phone--drWe
and place

your ?RUMNESS

TICKET MODEL $159.50
POWERPAK
EQUIPPED

O.E. CHICAGO

BAI.1.1

CO.
MFG.
ILL.
CHICADO,
ME.

BELMONT
Distributor,
Inc , Eastern

2640Fitzobbons,
John A.

at once!

456 St , New

453

York,N

7 -hap 4414 pito-116. la&
MIHil
ROCKOLA HITS THE
BULL'S EYE AGAIN!
His new "TRAP SHOT" is "location -proved" * * *
Get these Cash -Box Features!

Novelty 5 -ball play-vari-colored traps stand up like
gorgeous statues-large sensitive springs-ball contacts
and knocks over any of six different animals, resulting
in a combination lighting effect on the glamorous back
panel.

Winner can be scored with one ball-fascinating last
bail suspense-a winner seen at a glance-no scores to
add-positive ball lift-latest and greatest coin chute.
As each ball runs down the playing field, there is the

intense thrill of getting a bull's-eye-wild ducksrabbits - foxes - quails
- squirrels - pheasants

- in

various

suspense -

holding anxiety.

A Thriller You Simply
Must Get From Your Distribute, Today!

750

Still

a

Better One

Already proving to be another "Big Bank Nite"-100%
favorable reports from everywhere.

This"Old Army 21" game has so many features only a few can be listed.

* Large 25s50 size * Non -splitting legs * Latest coin -chute *

Positive action * Universal pay -out unit * Inner -drawer mechanism
* Rock -o -Pack standard equipment * $2.50 top award * Large light
panel * Latest escalator * BIRD'S EYE MAPLE NATURAL FINISH
PLAYING FIELD *
What a Thrill! The ball starts on its way-you get a number from
one to twenty instantly flashed on the brilliant light -up panelthen the ball crosses another switch, determining the odds also on the
Panel-the ball continues to another series of
switches and if it lights a switch numbered one
higher than

the first one lighted, player wins
with odds already determined. Can be made for

one or two balls, specify when ordering.
SIMPLE!

APPEALING!
BETTERING OPERAPROFITS EVERYWHERE! YOUR DISTRIBUTOR AWAITS YOUR PLEASURE!
TORS'

$1 3 5 °
TICKET UK $10.00 extra
5

ROCK-OLA MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

800 North Kedzie Ave.. Chicago, Ill.

tat CONSTRUCTION and
MECHANICAL PERFECTION

'nen decide
WHICH BOWLING GAME WILL HOLD UP
LONGEST...REQUIRE THE LEAST SERVICING

NO feature of arty bowling game is more important from an operator standpoint than construction and mechanical perfection. Any weakness

here means continual trouble - constant service
expense-loss of profits, if not complete destruction of
your investment. Consequently, it is with your welfare

in mind that Wurlitzer urges-before you buy any

bowling game-compare them all for construction and
mechanical perfection.
You'll find that the WURLITZER SKEE BALL, is
solidly built of fine hardwood weighing 522 pounds.
Its unobstructed, full size alley is covered with heavy
green cork carpet. Its heavily corded, hand woven net
is supported on tubular steel forms. Everything about
the WURLITZER SKEE BALL. is built to last. Its
operating mechanism embodies the best electrical and
mechanical devices. Nothing has been overlooked that
will keep the SKEE BALL in condition for constant
play-an investment that will pay big returns for years
and years to come.

In addition to durability, the WURLITZER SKEE

BALL is marked by the advanced styling of Paul Fuller,
who designed the beautiful Wurlitzer Phonographs.
SKEE BALL has eye appeal, play appeal, everything to

make it a large and a lasting profit producer.

-09ain we 3aY before you buy any bowling game, compare them ALL from every
angle, and for every appeal.
THEN

MAIL THE COUPON

FOR DETAILS ON WURLITZER SKEE BALL - THE ORIGINAL

SKEE BALL WITH ALL THE TRIED AND PROVEN PRINCIPLES OF PLAY APPEAL.

THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER CO.
North Tonawanda, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
I'd like to cash in on the big Skee-Ball profits. Please tell me
how I can get into this profitable business.
Name

Address ................... ............ . ............... . .................
Cityand State .................... ...... . ..... . ........... . . .......

.....................
.

Present Occupation

551
U.

SHE BALL

'AT

